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FOREWORD 

This report represents a joint effort by Col. Richard L. Weaver and 1st Lt. James 
McAndrew to address the request made by Representative Steven H. Schiff (R-NM) for 
information regarding an alleged crash of an unidentified flying object (UFO) that 
occurred in the state in 1947. This publication duplicates the information provided to the 
Secretary of the Air Force and to the General Accounting Office (GAO). It was written 
as a result of Colonel Weaver's and Lieutenant McAndrew's efforts to locate the records 
that explain the events of July 1947 leading to what is popularly known as the Roswell 
Incident. The only information presented here that was not in the report delivered to the 
Secretary of the Air Force and the GAO is the photograph section. It appears after 
Colonel Weaver's final attachment, at the very end of this book. 

The importance of attachment 32, Lieutenant McAndrew's synopsis, derives from his 
description of Project MOGUL, the top-priority classified project of balloon-borne 
experiments, which provides the explanation for the "Roswell Incident." Interest abounds 
surrounding the UFO wave of 1947 which began in the spring and did not dissipate until 
fall. Interest in UFOs climaxed during the summer, when multiple sightings of such 

· objects occurred. 

RICHARD P. HALLION 
Air Force Historian 
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GUIDE FOR READERS 

This publication contains two narratives: The Report of the Air Force Research Regarding 
the "Roswell Incident" by Col. Richard L. Weaver and the Synopsis of Balloon Research 
Findings by 1st Lt. James McAndrew. These are the same narratives and supporting 
documents that went to the Secretary of the Air Force and to the Government Accounting 
Office, except that a photograph section has been appended. It appears at the end of the 
book, after Attachment 33. 

Thirty-three attachments support Colonel Weaver's Report. Attachment 32 consists of 
Lieutenant McAndrew's Synopsis, itself followed by eleven attachments and twenty-five 

·appendices. McAndrew's appendices reproduce the actual sources cited in his report. 

The attachments to the Weaver Report are located by black tabs printed at the lower 
right-hand corner of their cover pages, whereas the attachments to McAndrew's Synopsis 
are located by black tabs printed midway up the page. Appendices to the McAndrew 
Synopsis are identified by gray tabs which apear at the top right-hand corners of their 
respective cover pages (see below). 

I 

Weaver Attachments McAndrew Attachments McAndrew Appendices 

Choosing to distinguish attachments and appendices from each other by using separate 
colors and placements for the tabs has been done to avoid creating ambiguity in 
repaginating the original source material reproduced here. Because many of the 
attachments and appendices appeared in previous publications and were integrally 
numbered there, their original pagination has not been changed for the purposes of this 
report. Additionally, any blank pages appearing in these source documents, though 
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numbered there, were not printed as pages in the present document. This accounts for any 
discontinuity present in the page numbering of the source material reprinted here. 

Security markings have been deleted from previously classified documents. The reader 
is advised that blacked-out areas noted in the top and bottom margins of pages printed 
in this document indicate pages that originally contained classified information. These 
pages have since been declassified, and so can be printed here. 

Also, privacy act restrictions apply to witnesses whose statements and interviews are 
reproduced for the purposes of this report. The reader will see that the addresses of such 
individuals have been deleted. Such witnesses are identified by name only. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Throughout the latter half of the twentieth century the subject of Unidentified Flying 
Objects (UFOs) has evoked strong opinions and emotions. For some, the belief in or study 
of UFOs has assumed the dimensions of a religious quest. Others remain nonbelievers or 
at least skeptical of the existence of alien beings and elusive vehicles which never quite 
seem to manifest themselves. Regardless of one's conviction, nowhere has the debate 
about UFOs been more spirited than over the events that unfolded near the small New 
Mexico city of Roswell in the summer of 1947. Popularly known as the Roswell Incident, 
this event has become the most celebrated UFO encounter of all time and has stimulated 
enthusiasts like none other. Numerous witnesses, including former military personnel and 
respectable members of the local community, have come forward with tales of humanoid 
beings, alien technologies, and government cover-ups that have caused even the most 
skeptical observer to pause and take notice. Inevitably these stories coming from the 
desert have spawned countless articles, books, films, and even museums claiming to have 
proof that visitors had come from outer space. 

In February 1994, the Air Force was informed that the General Accounting Office (GAO), 
an investigative agency of Congress, planned a formal audit to ascertain "the facts 
regarding the reported crash of an UFO in 1949 [1947] at Roswell, New Mexico."1 This 
task was delegated to numerous agencies, but the focus was on the U.S. Air Force, the 
agency most often accused of hiding information and records on Roswell. The Presidential 
Science Advisor had also expressed an interest in the investigation. Thereupon, the 
Secretary of the Air Force directed that a complete records search identify, locate, and 
examine any and all information available on this subject. From the outset there was no 
predisposition to refute or overlook any information. Moreover, if any of the information 
discovered was under security classification, it was to be declassified, and if active or 
former Air Force officials had been sworn to a secrecy oath, they were to be freed from 
it. In short, the objective was to tell the Congress, and the American people, everything 
the Air Force knew about the Roswell claims. 

Subsequently, researchers conducted an extensive search of Air Force archives, record 
centers, and scientific facilities. Seeking information that might help to explain peculiar 
tales of odd wreckage and alien bodies, the researchers reviewed a monumental number 

1. Memo, Marcia J. Van Note, DOD/IG, for Distribution, subj: General Accounting Office (GAO) 
Letter Dated February 9, 1944 ... , Feb 23, 1994. 
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of documents concerning a variety of events, including aircraft crashes, errant missile 
tests, and nuclear mishaps. 

The researchers reported to the Administrative Assistant to the Secretary of the Air Force 
(SAF/AA), the office responsible for both Air Force records and security policy oversight. 
Within SAF/ AA, the tasking fell to the Director of Security and Special Program 
Oversight and its specialized subunit, the Declassification and Review Team. This team, 
comprised entirely of Reservists, was well versed in the Air Force's records system and 
its complex declassification procedures. Previously, Declassification and Review Team 
members demonstrated their expertise and effectiveness by declassifying millions of pages 
of Southeast Asian War and Prisoner of War-Missing in Action records. 

As this study makes abundantly clear, the Declassification and Review Team found no 
evidence of any extraterrestrial craft or alien flight crew. In fact, what they did find had 
been declassified for more than twenty years-a shadowy, formerly Top Secret project, 
code-named MOGUL. 

Project MOGUL resulted from two important post-World War II priorities set by the 
Commanding General of the Army Air Forces, Henry H. "Hap" Arnold. These were to 
continue the cooperative wartime relationship between civilian research institutions and 
the military, and to maintain America's technological superiority, especially with respect 
to guarding against a bolt from the blue-in other words, a devastating surprise attack. 
MOGUL addressed both of these concerns. Developed partly under contract with leading 
scientific institutions-such as New York University (NYU), Woods Hole Oceanographic 
Institution, Columbia University, and the University of California at Los Angeles
MOGUL's objective was to develop a long-range system capable of detecting Soviet 
nuclear detonations and ballistic missile launches. 

Army Air Forces officials assembled an expert group of military and civilian scientists 
to carry out the project. The group included Dr. W. Maurice Ewing of Columbia 
University, a preeminent geophysicist and oceanographer; Dr. Athelstan F. Spilhaus, the 
Director of Research at NYU who later advised five presidents on scientific and cultural 
matters; Dr. James Peoples, the Air Force's civilian project scientist and later editor of 
the Journal of Geophysical Research; Albert P. Crary, also a civilian Air Force scientist, 
known for significant contributions to Antarctic research; and Charles B. Moore, Project 
Engineer at NYU and an atmospheric physicist who pioneered the use of giant plastic 
research balloons still widely used today. Col. Marcellus Duffy, a respected Air Force 
pilot and scientific administrator, led the project. Capt. Albert C. Trakowski, a young 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology graduate, followed Duffy in the leadership role. 

Determining whether the Soviets were testing nuclear devices was of the highest national 
priority; it demanded the utmost secrecy if the information gained was to be useful. When 
the Soviets exploded their first atomic device in August 1949, the experimental Project 
MOGUL was not in operation. However, the explosion was detected by a specially 
equipped Air Force B-29 aircraft. Accordingly, MOGUL was conducted under stringent 
security-secluded laboratories, code words, maximum security clearances, and strictest 
enforcement of need-to-know rules. Nevertheless, while the nature of the project remained 
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shrouded in secrecy, some of its operations obviously could not. The deployment of giant 
trains of balloons--over thirty research balloons and experimental sensors strung together 
and stretching more than 600 feet-could be neither disguised nor hidden from the public. 
Moreover, operational necessity required that these balloons be launched during daylight 
hours. It was therefore not surprising that these balloons were often mistaken for UFOs. 
In fact, MOGUL recovery crews often listened to broadcasts of UFO reports to assist them 
in their tracking operations. Additionally, the balloons were unsteerable, leading to such 
amusing events as the one reported by the New York Times in which a secret MOGUL 
balloon "floated ·blithely over the rooftops of Flatbush . . . causing general public 
excitement ... before it came to rest on top of a [Brooklyn] tavem."2 In another episode, 
MOGUL balloon recovery technicians directed a B-17 bomber, which was tracking one 
of the tests, to buzz and scare off a curious oil rig crew that was about to "capture" a 
balloon train that had fallen near Roswell. The ruse worked. However, too much activity 
was going on for the project to remain completely hidden. A MOGUL project officer later 
noted, "It was like having an elephant in your backyard . . . and hoping no one would 
notice."3 These occurrences were typical, leading the recovery crews to describe 
themselves as Balloonatics, due to the predicaments in which the wandering balloons 
sometimes placed them, but the information the balloons were attempting to obtain was 
vital. 

To attempt to limit unauthorized disclosure, the Air Force employed a security mechanism 
known as compartmentation. Compartmentation controlled access to classified information 
by dispersing portions of the research among several facilities and institutions. Each 
participating entity received only enough information necessary to accomplish its assigned 
tasks. In the case of MOGUL, only a small circle of Air Force officers received the 
intimate details that linked together these unrelated research projects. The use of 
compartmentation along with strict enforcement of the need to know enabled MOGUL to 
remain a secret-despite its obvious security difficulties-and to remain unevaluated for 
many years as the cause of the Roswell Incident. 

The issue of compartmentation was significant because some UFO researchers assert that 
the persons who recovered the MOGUL equipment, members of the 509th Bombardment 
Group stationed at Roswell Army Airfield, should have been able to recognize the debris 
collected at the crash site as that of a research balloon. Although members of the 509th 
possessed high-level clearances, they were not privy to the existence of MOGUL; their job 
was to deliver nuclear weapons, not to detect them. The unusual combination of 
experimental equipment did not encourage easy identification that undoubtedly left some 
members of the 509th with unanswered questions. Some UFO enthusiasts have 
manipulated these unanswered questions to support their flying'isaucer recovery scenario, 
while eagerly supplying unfounded explanations of extraterrest'rial visitation and cosmic 
conspiracy. Additionally, many claims of a flying saucer crash at Roswell rest on the 
description of debris collected at the Foster ranch site. UFO researchers, including those 

2. New York Times, "Balloon Staggers Down to Brooklyn Tavern, Hooks Itself to Roof and Upsets 
Decorum," Oct 1, 1948. 

3. New York Times, "Wreckage of a 'Spaceship': Of This Earth (and U.S.)," Sep 18, 1994. 
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OFFICC: OF THE SECF>PARY 

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE 
WASHINGTON DC 20330-1000 

:MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE 

FROM: SAF/ AAZ 
1720 Air Force Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20330-1720 

SUBJECT: Report of Air Force Research Regarding the "Roswell Incident" 

JUL 2 7 19S111 

Attached is a report prepared in support of a General Accounting Office (GAO) audit that 
is seeking to identify information concerning the "Roswell Incident." The report documents the 
considerable effort expended by numerous Air Force offices and personnel in this matter. 

The Air Force efforts did not identify any indication that the "Roswell Incident" was any 
type of extraterrestrial event or that the Air Force has engaged in a 47 year conspiracy or "cover
up" of information relating to it. Therefore, it is assumed that pro-UFO groups will strongly 
object to the attached report and denounce it as either shortsighted or a continuation of the 
"cover-up" conspiracy. Nevertheless, the attached report is a good faith effort and the first time 
any agency of the government has positively responded officially to the ever-escalating claims 
surrounding the Roswell matter. 
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REPORT OF AIR FORCE RESEARCH REGARDING 
THE ''ROSWELL INCIDENT" 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The "Roswell Incident" refers to an event that supposedly happened in July, 1947, 
wherein the Army Air Forces (AAF) allegedly recovered remains of a crashed 
"flying disc" near Roswell, New Mexico. In February, 1994, the General Account
ing Office (GAO), acting on the request of a New Mexico Congressman, initiated 
an audit to attempt to locate records of such an incident and to determine if 
records regarding it were properly handled. Although the GAO effort was to look 
at a number of government agencies, the apparent focus was on the United States 
Air Force (USAF). SAF I AAZ, as the Central Point of Contact for the GAO in this 
matter, initiated a systematic search of current Air Force offices as well as 
numerous archives and records centers that might help explain this matter. 
Research revealed that the "Roswell Incident" was not even considered a UFO 
event until the 1978-1980 time frame. Prior to that, the incident was dismissed 
because the AAF originally identified the debris recovered as being that of a 
weather balloon. Subsequently, various authors wrote a number of books claiming 
that not only was debris from an alien spacecraft recovered, but also the bodies 
of the craft's alien occupants. These claims continue to evolve today and the Air 
Force is now routinely accused of engaging in a "cover-up" of this supposed 
event. 

The research located no records at existing Air Force offices that indicated any 
"cover-up" by the USAF or any indication of such a recovery. Consequently, 
efforts were intensified by Air Force researchers at numerous locations where 
records for the period in question were stored. The records reviewed did not 
reveal any increase in operations, security, or any other activity in July, 1947, that 
indicated any such unusual event may have occurred. Records were located and 
thoroughly explored concerning a then-Top Secret balloon project, designed to 
attempt to monitor Soviet nuclear tests, known as Project MOGUL. Additionally, 
several surviving project personnel were located and interviewed, as was the only 
surviving person who recovered debris from the original Roswell site in 1947 and 
the former officer who initially identified the wreckage as a balloon. Comparison 
of all information developed or obtained indicated that the material recovered 
near Roswell was consistent with a balloon device and most likely from one of 
the MOGUL balloons that had not been previously recovered. Air Force research 
efforts did not disclose any records of the recovery of any "alien" bodies or 
extraterrestrial materials. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Air Force involvement in the alleged UFO-related incident popularly known as 
the "Roswell Incident" began as the result of a January 14, 1994, Washington Post 
article (Atch 1) which announced Congressman Steven Schiff's intent to initiate 
a GAO effort to resolve this controversial matter. Having previously been 
involved in numerous Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) and Congressional 
requests on "unusual aircraft," to include Unidentified Flying Objects (UFOs), The 
Director, Security and Special Program Oversight, Office of the Secretary of the 
Air Force (SAF I AAZ), believed the Air Force would become involved in any 
GAO effort involving this subject. 

Thus, in late January, 1994, SAF I AAZ directed its research/ declassification team, 
SAF I AAZD, to attempt to locate any official records relative to this matter. These 
initial research efforts focused on records at the Air Force Historical Research 
Agency (AFHRA), Maxwell Air Force Base (AFB), AL, the Air Force Safety 
Agency (AFSA) at Kirtland AFB, NM, and the National Archives and Records 
Administration (NARA). 

On February 15, 1994, the GAO officially notified Secretary of Defense William 
J. Perry that it was initiating an audit of the Department of Defense (DoD) 
policies and procedures for acquiring, classifying, retaining, and disposing of 
official government documents dealing with weather balloon, aircraft, and similar 
crash incidents (Atch 2). This notification was subsequently passed to the 
Department of Defense Inspector General who in tum officially notified the 
Secretaries of the Services and other affected parties of the audit in a February 23, 
1994, memo (Atch 3). This memorandum indicated that the IIGAO is anxious to 
respond to Representative Schiff's request and to dispel any concerns that the 
DoD is being unresponsive." These were the first official US Government 
documents that indicated that the purpose of the GAO was to review "crash 
incidents involving weather balloons and unknown aircraft, such as UFOs and 
foreign aircraft, and (2) the facts involving the reported crash of an UFO in 1949 
[sic, 1947] at Roswell, New Mexico ... [and an] alleged DoD cover-up." 

An entrance meeting of potentially concerned parties was held in the offices of 
the DoD Inspector General on February 28, 1994. During this meeting it was 
learned that, while the audit officially would be reviewing the records of a 
number of DoD (and possibly other Executive Branch entities), the bulk of the 
effort would be focused on Air Force records and systems. The audit was 
officially given the GAO code 701034 and entitled "Records Management 
Procedures Dealing With Weather Balloon, Unknown Aircraft, and Similar Crash 
Incidents." Although this official title appeared rather broad, there was no 
misunderstanding that the real purpose was to attempt to locate records and/or 
information on the "Roswell Incident." This incident, explained later in more 
detail, generally dealt with the claim that in July of 1947, the US Army Air Forces 
(USAAF) recovered a flying saucer and I or its alien occupants which supposedly 
crashed near Roswell, New Mexico. When the USAAF ultimately became the 
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USAF in September, 1947, the USAF inherited equipment, personnel, records, 
policies, and procedures from the AAF. In this particular case, the Air Force also 
inherited the allegation that it had "covered up" the "Roswell Incident" and has 
continued to do so for the next 47 years. 

Within the Air Force, the Office of the Administrative Assistant to the Secretary 
of the Air Force (SAF I AA) is responsible both for information management 
procedures (SAF I AAI) and security policy and oversight (SAF I AAZ). Because of 
this organization, SAF I AA was the logical entity to assist the GAO in its audit, 
and SAF I AAZ was officially named a~ the Central Point of Contact for this 
endeavor (Atch 4). Subsequently, the then-Administrative Assistant, Mr. Robert 
J. McCormick, issued a tasking memorandum dated March 1, 1994 (Atch 5), to a 
number of current Air Staff and Secretariat offices that might possibly have 
records related to such an incident if, indeed, something had actually occurred. 
This search for records was purposely limited to· Air Force records and systems 
since: 

(a) The Air Force had no authority to compel other agencies to review their 
records; 

(b) The Air Force would have no way to monitor the completeness of their 
efforts if they did; and 

(c) the overall effort was the task and responsibility of the GAO-not the Air 
Force. 

During the in-briefing process with GAO, it was learned that this audit was, 
indeed, generated at the specific request of Congressman Steven Schiff of New 
Mexico. Earlier, Congressman Schiff had written to the Department of Defense 
Legislative Liaison Office for information on the "Roswell Incident" and had been 
advised that it was part of the former UFO "Project Bluebook" that had previ
ously been turned over to NARA by the Air Force. Congressman Schiff subse
quently learned from NARA that, although they did, indeed, have the "Bluebook" 
materials, the "Roswell Incident" was not part of that report. Congressman Schiff, 
apparently perceiving that he had been "stonewalled" by the DoD, then generated 
the request for the aforementioned audit. 

It is within this context that the following research and assistance efforts were 
conducted in support of the GAO. This report is intended to stand as the final 
official Air Force response regarding this matter. 

THE "ROSWELL INCIDENT"-WHAT WAS ORIGINALLY REPORTED IN 1947 

The modem preoccupation with what ultimately came to be called Unidentified 
Flying Objects (UFOs) actually began in June, 1947. Although some pro-UFO 
researchers argue that sightings of UFOs go back to Biblical times, most research
ers will not dispute that anything in UFO history can compare with the phenome
non that began in 1947. What was later characterized as "the UFO Wave of 1947" 
began with 16 alleged sightings that occurred between May 17 and July 12, 1947 
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(although some researchers claim there were as many as 800 sightings during that 
period). Interestingly, the "Roswell Incident" was not considered one of these 
1947 events until the 1978-1980 time frame. There is no dispute, however, that 
something happened near Roswell in July, 1947, since it was reported in a number 
of contemporary newspaper articles, the most famous of which were the July 8 
and July 9 editions of the Roswell Daily Record. The July 8 edition reported "RAAF 
Captures Flying Saucer On Ranch In Roswell Region," while the next day's 
edition reported, "Ramey Empties Roswell Saucer" and "Harassed Rancher Who 
Located 'Saucer' Sorry He Told About It." 

The first story reported that the Intelligence Officer of the 509th Bomb Group, 
stationed at Roswell Army Air Field, Major Jesse A. Marcel, had recovered a 
"flying disc" from the range lands of an unidentified rancher in the vicinity of 
Roswell and that the disc had been "flown to higher headquarters." That same 
story also reported that a Roswell couple claimed to have seen a large unidenti
fied object fly by their home on July 2, 1947. 

The July 9 edition of the paper noted that Brigadier General Roger Ramey, 
Commander of the Eighth Air Force at Forth Worth, Texas, stated that upon 
examination the debris recovered by Marcel was determined to be a weather 
balloon. The wreckage was described as a " ... bundle of tinfoil, broken wood 
beams, and rubber remnants of a balloon .... " The additional story of the 
"harassed rancher" identified him as W.W. Brazel of Lincoln County, New 
Mexico. He claimed that he and his son, Vernon, found the material on June 14, 
1947, when they "came upon a large area of bright wreckage made up of rubber 
strips, tinfoil, a rather tough paper, and sticks." He picked up some of the debris 
on July 4 and " ... the next day he first heard about the flying discs and won
dered if what he had found might have been the remnants of one of these." 
Brazel subsequently went to Roswell on July 7 and contacted the Sheriff, who 
apparently notified Major Marcel. Major Marcel and "a man in plain clothes" then 
accompanied Brazel home to pick up the rest of the pieces. The article further 
related that Brazel thought that the material: 
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... might have been as large as a table top. The balloon which held 
it up, if that is how it worked, must have been about 12 feet long, 
he felt, measuring the distance by the size of the room in which he 
sat. The rubber was smoky gray in color and scattered over an area 
about 200 yards in diameter. When the debris was gathered up the 
tinfoil, paper, tape, and sticks made a bundle about three feet long 
and 7 or 8 inches thick, while the rubber made a bundle about 18 
or 20 inches long and about 8 inches thick. In all, he estimated, the 
entire lot would have weighed maybe five pounds. There was no 
sign of any metal in the area which might have been used for an 
engine and no sign of any propellers of any kind. Although at least 
one paper fin had been glued onto some of the tinfoil. There were 
no words to be found anywhere on the instrument although there 
were letters on some of the parts. Considerable scotch tape and 



some tape with flowers printed upon it had been used in the 
construction. No string or wire were to be found but there were 
some eyelets in the paper to indicate that some sort of attachment 
may have been used. Brazel said that he had previously found two 
weather balloons on the ranch, but _that what he found this time did 
not in any way resemble either of these. 

EVOLUTION OF THE EVENT FROM 1947 TO THE PRESENT 

General Ramey's press conference and rancher Brazel's statement effectively 
ended this as a UFO-related matter until1978, although some UFO researchers 
argue that there were several obtuse references to it in 1950's-era literature. 
Roswell, for example, is not referred to in the official USAF investigation of UFOs 
reported in Project Bluebook or its predecessors, Project Sign and Project Grudge, 
which ran from 1948-1969 (which Congressman Schiff subsequently learned when 
he made his original inquiry). 

In 1978, an article appeared in a tabloid newspaper, the National Enquirer, which 
reported the former intelligence officer, Marcel, claimed that he had recovered 
UFO debris near Roswell in 1947. Also in 1978, a UFO researcher, Stanton 
Friedman, met with Marcel and began investigating the claims that the material 
Marcel handled was from a crashed UFO. Similarly, two authors, William L. 
Moore and Charles Berlitz, also engaged in research which led them to publish 
a book, The Roswell Incident, in 1980. In this book they reported they interviewed 
a number of persons who claimed to have been present at Roswell in 1947 and 
professed to be either firsthand or secondhand witnesses to strange events that 
supposedly occurred. Since 1978-1980, other UFO researchers, most notably 
Donald Schmitt and Kevin Randle, claim to have located and interviewed even 
more persons with supposed knowledge of unusual happenings at Roswell. These 
included both civilian and former military persons. 

Additionally, the Robert Stack-hosted television show "Unsolved Mysteries" 
devoted a large portion of one show to a "re-creation" of the supposed Roswell 
events. Numerous other television shows have done likewise, particularly during 
the last several years, and a made-for-TV movie on the subject is due to be 
released this summer. The overall thrust of these articles, books, and shows is that 
the "Roswell Incident" was actually the crash of a craft from another world, the 
US Government recovered it, and has been "covering up" this fact from the 
American public since 1947, using a combination of disinformation, ridicule, and 
threats of bodily harm, to do so. Generally, the USAF bears the brunt of these 
accusations. 

From the rather benign description of the "event" and the recovery of some 
material as described in the original newspaper accounts, the "Roswell Incident" 
has since grown to mythical (if not mystical) proportions in the eyes and minds 
of some researchers, portions of the media and at least part of the American 
public. There are also now several major variations of the "Roswell story." For 
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example, it was originally reported that there was only recovery of debris from 
one site. This has since grown from a minimal amount of debris recovered from 
a small area to airplane loads of debris from multiple huge "debris fields." 
Likewise, the relatively simple description of sticks, paper, tape and tinfoil has 
since grown to exotic metals with hieroglyphics and fiber optic-like materials. 
Most versions now claim that there were two crash sites where debris was 
recovered, and at the second site, alleged bodies of extraterrestrial aliens were 
supposedly retrieved. The number of these "alien bodies" recovered also varied. 
These claims are further complicated by the fact that UFO researchers are not in 
agreement among themselves as to exactly where these recovery sites were 
located or even the dates of the alleged crash(es). Consistently, however, the AAF 
was accused of securing these sites, recovering all the material therefrom, keeping 
locals away, and returning the recovered wreckage (and bodies) to Roswell under 
extremely tight security for further processing and later exploitation. 

Once back at Roswell Army Air Field, it is generally alleged that special measures 
were taken to notify higher headquarters and arrangements made to have 
recovered materials shipped to other locations for analysis. These locations 
include Fort Worth, Texas, the home of the Eighth Air Force Headquarters; 
possibly Sandia Base (now Kirtland AFB), New Mexico; possibly Andrews Army 
Air Field, Maryland; and always to Wright Field, now known as Wright-Patterson 
AFB, Ohio. The latter location was the home of "T-2" which later became known 
as the Air Technical Intelligence Center (ATIC) and the Air Materiel Command 
(AMC), and would, in fact, be a logical location to study unknown materials from 
whatever origin. Most of the Roswell stories that contain the recovery of alien 
bodies also show them being shipped to Wright Field. Once the material and 
bodies were dispersed for further analysis and/ or exploitation, the government 
in general, and the Army Air Forces in particular, engaged in covering up all 
information relating to the alleged crash and recovery, including the use of 
security oaths to military persons and the use of coercion (including alleged death 
threats) to others. This, as theorized by some UFO researchers, has allowed the 
government to keep the fact that there is intelligent extraterrestrial life from the 
American public for 47 years. It also supposedly allowed the US Government to 
exploit recovered extraterrestrial materials by reverse engineering them, ultimately 
providing such things as fiber optic and stealth technology. The "death threats," 
oaths, and other forms of coercion alleged to have been meted out by the AAF 
personnel to keep people from talking have apparently not been very effective, 
as several hundred people are claimed to have come forward (without harm) with 
some knowledge of the "Roswell Incident" during interviews with nongovern
ment researchers and the media. 

Adding some measure of credibility to the claims that have arisen since 1978 is 
the apparent depth of research of some of the authors and the extent of their 
efforts. Their claims are lessened somewhat, however, by the fact that almost all 
their information came from verbal reports many years after the alleged incident 
occurred. Many of the persons interviewed were, in fact, stationed at, or lived 
near Roswell during the time in question, and a number of them claim military 
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service. Most, however, related their stories in their older years, well after the fact. 
In other cases, the information provided is second or thirdhand, having been 
passed through a friend or relative after the principal had died. What is uniquely 
lacking in the entire exploration and exploitation of the "Roswell Incident" is 
official positive documentary or physical evidence of any kind that supports the 
claims of those who allege that something unusual happened. Conversely, there 
has never been any previous documentary evidence produced by those who 
would debunk the incident to show that something did not happen; although 
logic dictates that bureaucracies do not spend time documenting nonevents. 

SEARCH STRATEGY AND METHODOLOGY 

To insure senior Air Force leadership that there were no hidden or overlooked 
files that might relate to the "Roswell Incident," and to provide the GAO with the 
best and most complete information available, SAF I AAZ constructed a strategy 
based on direct tasking from the Office of the Secretary, to elicit information from 
those functional offices and organizations where such information might logically 
be contained. This included directing searches at current offices where special or 
unusual projects might be carried out, as well as historical organizations, archives, 
and records centers over which the Air Force exerted some degree of control. 
Researchers did not, however, go to the US Army to review historical records in 
areas such as missile launches from White Sands, or to the Department of Energy 
to determine if its forerunner, the Atomic Energy Commission, had any records 
of nuclear-related incidents that might have occurred at or near Roswell in 1947. 
To do so would have encroached on GAO's charter in this matter. What Air Force 
researchers did do, however, was to search for records still under Air Force 
control pertaining to these subject areas. 

In order to determine parameters for the most productive search of records, a 
review was first conducted of the major works regarding the "Roswell Incident" 
available in the popular literature. These works included: The Roswell Incident 
(1980) by William Moore and Charles Berlitz; "Crashed Saucers: Evidence in 
Search of Proof" (1985) by Moore; The UFO Crash at Roswell (1991) by Kevin 
Randle and Donald Schmitt; The Truth About the UFO Crash at Roswell (1994), also 
by Randle and Schmitt; The Roswell Report: A Historical Perspective (1991), George 
M. Eberhart, editor; "The Roswell Events" (1993) compiled by Fred Whiting; Crash 
at Corona (1992) by Stanton T. Friedman and Don Berliner; and numerous other 
articles written by a combination of the above and other researchers. Collectively, 
the above represent the "pro" UFO writers who allege that the government is 
engaged in a conspiracy. There are no specific books written entirely on the theme 
that nothing happened at Roswell. However, Curtis Peebles in Watch the Skies! 
(1994) discussed the development of the UFO story and growth of subsequent 
claims as a phenomenon. There has also been serious research as well as a 
number of detailed articles written by so-called "debunkers" of Roswell and other 
incidents, most notably Philip J. Klass, who writes The Skeptic's UFO Newsletter, 
and Robert Todd, a private researcher. The concerns and claims of all the above 
authors and others were considered in conducting the USAF records search. 
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It was also decided, particularly after a review of the above popular literature, 
that no specific attempt would be made to try to refute, point by point, the 
numerous claims made in the various publications. Many of these claims appear 
to be hearsay, undocumented, taken out of context, self-serving, or otherwise 
dubious. Additionally, many of the above authors are not even in agreement over 
various claims. Most notable of the confusing and now ever-changing claims is 
the controversy over the date(s) of the alleged incident, the exact location(s) of the 
purported debris, and the extent of the wreckage. Such discrepancies in claims 
made the search much more difficult by greatly expanding the volume of records 
that had to be searched. 

An example of trying to deal with questionable claims is illustrated by the 
following example: One of the popular books mentioned that was reviewed 
claimed that the writers had submitted the names and serial numbers of "over 
two dozen" personnel stationed at Roswell in July, 1947, to the Veterans Adminis
tration and the Defense Department to confirm their military service. They then 
listed eleven of these persons by name and asked the question: "Why does neither 
the Defense Department nor the Veteran's Administration have records of any of 
these men when we can document that each served at Roswell Army Air Field." 
That claim sounded serious so SAF I AAZD was tasked to check these eleven 
names in the Personnel Records Center in St. Louis. Using only the names (since 
the authors did not list the serial numbers) the researcher quickly found records 
readily identifiable with eight of these persons. The other three had such common 
names that there could have been multiple possibilities. Interestingly, one of the 
listed "missing" persons had a casualty report in his records reflecting that he 
died in 1951, while the writers claimed to have interviewed him (or a person of 
the exact same name) in 1990. 

While the historical document search was in progress, it was decided to attempt 
to locate and interview several persons identified as still living who could 
possibly answer questions generated by the research. This had never been 
officially done before, although most of the persons contacted reported that they 
had also been contacted in the past by some of the listed authors or other private 
researchers. In order to counter possible future arguments that the persons 
interviewed were still "covering up" material because of prior security oaths, the 
interviewees were provided with authorization from either the Secretary of the 
Air Force or the Senior Security Official of the Air Force that would officially 
allow discussion of classified information, if applicable, or free them from any 
prior restriction in discussing the matter, if such existed. Again, the focus was on 
interviewing persons that could address specific issues raised by research and no 
consideration was given to try and locate every alleged witness claimed to have 
been contacted by the various authors. For example, one of the interviewees 
thought vital to obtain an official signed, sworn statement from was Sheridan 
Cavitt, Lt Col, USAF (Retired), who is the last living member of the three persons 
universally acknowledged to have recovered material from the Foster Ranch. 
Others were also interviewed as information developed (discussed in detail later). 
Additionally, in some cases survivors of deceased persons were also contacted in 
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an attempt to locate various records thought to have been in the custody of the 
deceased. 

Even though Air Force research originally started in January, 1994, the first official 
Air Force-wide tasking was directed by the March 1, 1994, memorandum from 
SAF I AA (Atch 5) and was addressed to those current Air Staff elements that 
would be the likely repository for any records, particularly if there was anything 
of an extraordinary nature involved. This meant that the search was not limited 
to unclassified materials, but also would include records of the highest classifica
tion and compartmentation. 

The specific Air Staff/Secretariat offices queried included the following: 

(a) SAF I AAI, Directorate of Information Management 
(b) SAF I AQL, Directorate of Electronics and Special Programs 
(c) AF/SE, Air Force Safety 
(d) AF/HO, Air Force Historian 
(e) AF/IN, Air Force Intelligence [including the Air Force Intelligence Agency 

(AFIA) and the National Air Intelligence Center (NAIC)] 
(f) AF /XOW, Directorate of Weather 
(g) [added later] The Air Force Office of Special Investigations (AFOSI) 

In addition to the above Air Staff and Secretariat offices, SAF I AAZ also reviewed 
appropriate classified records for any tie-in to this matter. With regards to highly 
classified records, it should be noted that any programs that employ enhanced 
security measures or controls are known as a Special Access Programs (SAPs). 
The authority for such programs comes from Executive Order 12356 and flows 
from the Department of Defense to the Services via DoD Directive 5205.7. These 
programs are implemented in the Air Force by Policy Directive 16-7 and Air 
Force Instruction 16-701. These directives contain detailed requirements for 
controlling and reporting, in a very strict manner, all SAPs. This includes a report 
from the Secretary of the Air Force to the Secretary of Defense (and ultimately to 
Congress) on all SAPs submitted for approval, and a certification that there are 
no "SAP-like" programs being operated. These reporting requirements are 
stipulated in public law. 

It followed that if the Air Force had recovered some type of extraterrestrial 
spacecraft and/ or bodies and was exploiting this for scientific and technology 
purposes, then such a program would be operated as a Special Access Program 
(SAP). SAF I AAZ, the Central Office for all Air Force SAPs, has knowledge of, 
and security oversight over, all SAPs. SAF I AAZ categorically stated that no such 
SAP or SAPs exist that pertain to extraterrestrial spacecraft/ aliens. 

Likewise, the Secretary of the Air Force and the Chief of Staff, who head the 
Special Program Oversight Committee which oversees all sensitive programs in 
the Air Force, had no knowledge of the existence of any such program involving, 
or relating to, the events at Roswell or the alleged technology that supposedly 
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resulted therefrom. Besides the obvious irregularity and illegality of keeping such 
information from the most senior Air Force officials, it would also be illogical, 
since these officials are responsible for obtaining funding for operations, research, 
development, and security. Without funding, such a program, operation, or 
organization could not exist. Even to keep such a fact "covered-up" in some sort 
of passive "caretaker status" would involve money. More importantly, it would 
involve people and create paperwork. 

The aforementioned March 1, 1994, SAF I AA tasking generated negative responses 
(Atchs 6-12) from all recipients; i.e., all offices reported that they had no informa
tion that would explain the incident. Consequently, these negative responses led 
to an increase in the already ongoing historical research at records centers and 
archives. 

The extensive archival and records center search was systematically carried out 
by the SAF I AAZD Declassification Review Team. This team is composed entirely 
of Air Force Reserve personnel who have extensive training and experience in 
large scale review of records. (Previous efforts include the Southeast Asia 
Declassification Review, declassification of POW /MIA records, and the review of 
the Gulf War Air Power Survey records.) The team members all had the requisite 
security clearances for classified information and had the authority of the 
Secretary of the Air Force to declassify any classified record they found that might 
be related to Roswell. SAF/ AAZD conducted reviews at a number of locations, 
including the National Archives in Washington, DC; the National Personnel 
Records Center, St. Louis, MO; the National Archives, Suitland MD; the National 
Records Center, Suitland, MD; Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, DC; 
Federal Records Center, Ft Worth, TX; the INSCOM Archives, Fort Meade, MD; 
National Air and Space Museum, Washington, DC; Air Force Historical Research 
Agency, Maxwell AFB, AL; Center for Air Force History, Bolling AFB, DC; 
Phillips Laboratory, Hanscom AFB, MA and Kirtland AFB, NM; Rome Laboratory, 
Griffiss AFB, NY; and the Library of Congress, Washington, DC. 

A listing of the specific record areas searched is appended as Atch 13. The areas 
included all those subject areas logically believed to possibly contain any 
reference to activities at Roswell Army Air Field during the period of time in 
question. It is anticipated that detractors from this effort will complain that "they 
did not search record group x, boxy, or reel z, etc.; that's where the real records 
are!" Such complaints are unavoidable and there is no possible way that the 
millions of records under Air Force control could be searched page by page. The 
team endeavored to make logical searches in those places where records would 
likely be found. They were assisted in this task by archivists, historians, and 
records management specialists, including experienced persons who have 
continually worked in Army and Air Force records systems since 1943. The team 
also searched some record areas that were recommended by serious private 
researchers such as Robert Todd, who had independently obtained almost 
encyclopedic knowledge of the complexities of Air Force records systems, 
particularly those related to this subject area. 
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Not surprisingly, the research team found the usual number of problems in many 
of the records centers (particularly St. Louis) with misfiling, lost or misplaced 
documents, mismarking of documents, or the breaking up of record groups over 
the years and refiling in different systems. This included, for example, a small 
amount of missing "decimal files" from the 509th Bomb Group at Roswell that 
covered the years 1945-1949, that were marked on the index as "destroyed." The 
researchers noted that there was no pattern to any anomalies found and that most 
discrepancies were minor and consistent with what they had found in the past on 
similar projects. 

WHAT THE ROSWELL INCIDENT WAS NOT 

Before discussing specific positive results that these efforts revealed, it is first 
appropriate to discuss those things, as indicated by information available to the 
Air Force, that the "Roswell Incident" was not: 

An Airplane Crash 
Of all the things that are documented and tracked within the Air Force, among 
the most detailed and scrupulous are airplane crashes. In fact, records of air 
crashes go back to the first years of military flight. Safety records and reports are 
available for all crashes that involved serious damage, injury, death, or a 
combination of these factors. These records also include incidents involving 
experimental or classified aircraft. USAF records showed that between June 24, 
1947, and July 28, 1947, there were five crashes in New Mexico alone, involving 
A-26C, P-51N, C-82A, P-80A, and PQ-14B aircraft; however, none of these 
occurred on the date(s) in question nor in the area(s) in question. 

One of the additional areas specifically set forth by GAO in its efforts was to deal 
with how the Air Force (and others) specifically documented" ... weather balloon 
... and other crash incidents." In this area, the search efforts revealed that there 
are no air safety records pertaining to weather balloon crashes (all weather 
balloons "crash" sooner or later); however, there are provisions for generating 
reports of "crashes" as ground safety incidents in the unlikely chance that a 
balloon injures someone or causes damage. Such records are only maintained for 
five years. 

A Missile Crash 
A crashed or errant missile, usually described as a captured German V -2 or one 
of its variants, is sometimes set forth as a possible explanation for the debris 
recovered near Roswell. Since much of this testing done at nearby White Sands 
was secret at the time, it would be logical to assume that the government would 
handle any missile mishap under tight security, particularly if the mishap 
occurred on private land. From the records reviewed by the Air Force, however, 
there was nothing located to suggest that this was the case. Although the bulk of 
remaining testing records are under the control of the US Army, the subject has 
also been very well documented over the years within Air Force records. There 
would be no reason to keep such information classified today. The USAF found 
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no indicators or even hints that a missile was involved in this matter. 

A Nuclear Accident 
One of the areas considered was that whatever happened near Roswell may have 
involved nuclear weapons. This was a logical area of concern since the 509th 
Bomb Group was the only military unit in the world at the time that had access 
to nuclear weapons. Again, reviews of available records gave no indication that 
this was the case. A number of records still classified Top Secret and Secret
Restricted Data having to do with nuclear weapons were located in the Federal 
Records Center in St. Louis, MO. These records, which pertained to the 509th, had 
nothing to do with any activities that could have been misinterpreted as the 
"Roswell Incident." Also, any records of a nuclear-related incident would have 
been inherited by the Department of Energy (DOE), and, had one occurred, it is 
likely DOE would have publicly reported it as part of its recent declassification 
and public release efforts. There were no ancillary records in Air Force files to 
indicate the potential existence of such records within DOE channels, however. 

An Extraterrestrial Craft 
The Air Force research found absolutely no indication that what happened near 
Roswell in 1947, involved any type of extraterrestrial spacecraft. This, of course, 
is the crux of this entire matter. "Pro-UFO" persons who obtain a copy of this 
report, at this point, most probably begin the "cover-up is still on" claims. 
Nevertheless, the research indicated absolutely no evidence of any kind that a 
spaceship crashed near Roswell or that any alien occupants were recovered 
therefrom, in some secret military operation or otherwise. This does not mean, 
however, that the early Air Force was not concerned about UFOs. However, in 
the early days, "UFO" meant Unidentified Flying Object, which literally translated 
as some object in the air that was not readily identifiable. It did not mean, as the 
term has evolved in today' s language, to equate to alien spaceships. Records from 
the period reviewed by Air Force researchers, as well as those cited by the 
authors mentioned before, do indicate that the USAF was seriously concerned 
about the inability to adequately identify unknown flying objects reported in 
American airspace. All the records, however, indicated that the focus of concern 
was not on aliens, hostile or otherwise, but on the Soviet Union. Many documents 
from that period speak to the possibility of developmental secret Soviet aircraft 
overflying US airspace. This, of course, was of major concern to the fledgling 
USAF, whose job it was to protect these same skies. 

The research revealed only one official AAF document that indicated that there 
was any activity of any type that pertained to UFOs and Roswell in July, 1947. 
This was a small section of the July Historical Report for the 509th Bomb Group 
and Roswell Army Air Field that stated: "The Office of Public Information was 
quite busy during the month answering inquiries on the 'flying disc,' which was 
reported to be in possession of the 509th Bomb Group. The object turned out to 
be a radar tracking balloon" (included with Atch 11). Additionally, this history 
showed that the 509th Commander, Colonel Blanchard, went on leave on July 8, 
1947, which would be a somewhat unusual maneuver for a person involved in 
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the supposed first ever recovery of extraterrestrial materials. (Detractors claim 
Blanchard did this as a ploy to elude the press and go to the scene to direct the 
recovery operations.) The history and the morning reports also showed that the 
subsequent activities at Roswell during the month were mostly mundane and not 
indicative of any unusual high-level activity, expenditure of manpower, resources 
or security. 

Likewise, the researchers found no indication of heightened activity anywhere 
else in the military hierarchy in the July, 1947, message traffic or orders (to 
include classified traffic). There were rlo indications and warnings, notice of alerts, 
or a higher tempo of operational activity reported that would be logically 
generated if an alien craft, whose intentions were unknown, entered US territory. 
To believe that such operational and high-level security activity could be 
conducted solely by relying on unsecured telecommunications or personal contact 
without creating any records of such activity certainly stretches the imagination 
of those who have served in the military who know that paperwork of some kind 
is necessary to accomplish even emergency, highly classified, or sensitive tasks. 

An example of activity sometimes cited by pro-UFO writers to illustrate the point 
that something unusual was going on was the travel of Lt Gen Nathan Twining, 
Commander of the Air Materiel Command, to New Mexico in July, 1947. 
Actually, records were located indicating that Twining went to the Bomb 
Commanders' Course on July 8, along with a number of other general officers, 
and requested orders to do so a month before, on June 5, 1947 (Atch 14). 

Similarly, it has also been alleged that General Hoyt Vandenberg, Deputy Chief 
of Staff at the time, had been involved directing activity regarding events at 
Roswell. Activity reports (Atch 15), located in General Vandenberg's personal 
papers stored in the Library of Congress, did indicate that on July 7, he was busy 
with a "flying disc" incident; however this particular incident involved Ellington 
Field, Texas and the Spokane (Washington) Depot. After much discussion and 
information gathering on this incident, it was learned to be a hoax. There is no 
similar mention of his personal interest or involvement in Roswell events except 
in the newspapers. 

The above are but two small examples that indicate that if some event happened 
that was one of the "watershed happenings" in human history, the US military 
certainly reacted in an unconcerned and cavalier manner. In an actual case, the 
military would have had to order thousands of soldiers and airman, not only at 
Roswell but throughout the US, to act nonchalantly, pretend to conduct and 
report business as usual, and generate absolutely no paperwork of a suspicious 
nature, while simultaneously anticipating that twenty years or more into the 
future people would have available a comprehensive Freedom of Information Act 
that would give them great leeway to review and explore government documents. 
The records indicate that none of this happened (or if it did, it was controlled by 
a security system so efficient and tight that no one, US or otherwise, has been 
able to duplicate it since. If such a system had been in effect at the time, it would 
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have also been used to protect our atomic secrets from the Soviets, which history 
has showed obviously was not the case). The records reviewed confirmed that no 
such sophisticated and efficient security system existed. 

WHAT THE "ROSWELL INCIDENT" WAS 

As previously discussed, what was originally reported to have been recovered 
was a balloon of some sort, usually described as a "weather balloon," although 
the majority of the wreckage that was ultimately displayed by General Ramey 
and Major Marcel in the famous photos (Atch 16) in Fort Worth was that of a 
radar target normally suspended from balloons. This radar target, discussed in 
more detail later, was certainly consistent with the description of July 9 newspa
per article which discussed "tinfoil, paper, tape, and sticks." Additionally, the 
description of the "flying disc" was consistent with a document routinely used 
by most pro-UFO writers to indicate a conspiracy in progress-the telegram from 
the Dallas FBI office of July 8, 1947. This document quoted in part states:" ... The 
disc is hexagonal in shape and was suspended from a balloon by a cable, which 
balloon was approximately twenty feet in diameter .... the object found resem
bles a high altitude weather balloon with a radar reflector .... disc and balloon 
being transported . . . . " 

Similarly, while conducting the popular literature review, one of the documents 
reviewed was a paper entitled "The Roswell Events" edited by Fred Whiting and 
sponsored by the Fund for UFO Research (FUFOR). Although it was not the 
original intention to comment on what commercial authors interpreted or claimed 
that other persons supposedly said, this particular document was different 
because it contained actual copies of apparently authentic sworn affidavits 
received from a number of persons who claimed to have some knowledge of the 
Roswell event. Although many of the persons who provided these affidavits to 
the FUFOR researchers also expressed opinions that they thought there was 
something extraterrestrial about this incident, a number of them actually 
described materials that sounded suspiciously like wreckage fro!Jl balloons. These 
included the following: 

Jesse A. Marcel, MD (son of the late Major Jesse Marcel; 11 years old at the time 
of the incident). Affidavit dated May 6, 1991. " ... There were three categories of 
debris: a thick, foil like metallic gray substance; a brittle, brownish-black plastic
like material, like Bakelite; and there were fragments of what appeared to be I
beams. On the inner surface of the I-beam, there appeared to be a type of writing. 
This writing was a purple-violet hue, and it had an embossed appearance. The 
figures were composed of curved, geometric shapes. It had no resemblance to 
Russian, Japanese or any other foreign language. It resembled hieroglyphics, but 
it had no animal-like characters .... " 

Loretta Proctor (former neighbor of rancher W.W. Brazel). Affidavit dated May 
5, 1991. " ... Brazel came to my ranch and showed my husband and me a piece 
of material he said came from a large pile of debris on the property he managed. 
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The piece he brought was brown in color, similar to plastic .... 'Mac' said the 
other material on the property looked like aluminum foil. It was very flexible and 
wouldn't crush or bum. There was also something he described as tape which 
had printing on it. The color of the printing was a kind of purple .... " 

Bessie Brazel Schreiber (daughter of W.W. Brazel; 14 years old at the time of the 
incident). Affidavit dated September 22, 1993. " ... The debris looked like pieces 
of a large balloon which had burst. The pieces were small, the largest I remember 
measuring about the same as the diameter of a basketball. Most of it was a kind 
of double-sided material, foil-like on one side and rubber-like on the other. Both 
sides were grayish silver in color, the foil more silvery than the rubber. Sticks, like 
kite sticks, were attached to some of the pieces with a whitish tape. The tape was 
about two or three inches wide and had flower-like designs on it. The 'flowers' 
were faint, a variety of pastel colors, and reminded me of Japanese paintings in 
which the flowers are not all connected. I do not recall any other types of material 
or markings, nor do I remember seeing gouges in the ground or any other signs 
that anything may have hit the ground hard. The foil-rubber material could not 
be tom like ordinary aluminum foil can be tom ... " 

Sally Strickland Tadolini (neighbor of W.W. Brazel; nine years old in 1947). 
Affidavit dated September 27, 1993. " ... What Bill showed us was a piece of 
what I still think as fabric. It was something like aluminum foil, something like 
satin, something like well-tanned leather in its toughness, yet was not precisely 
like any one of those materials .... It was about the thickness of very fine kidskin 
glove leather and a dull metallic grayish silver, one side slightly darker than the 
other. I do not remember it having any design or embossing on it .... " 

Robert R. Porter (B-29 flight Engineer stationed at Roswell in 1947). Affidavit 
dated June 7, 1991. " ... On this occasion, I was a member of the crew which flew 
parts of what we were told was a flying saucer to Fort Worth. The people on 
board included ... and Maj Jesse Marcel. Capt. William E. Anderson said it was 
from a flying saucer. After we arrived, the material was transferred to a B-25. I 
was told they were going to Wright Field in Dayton, Ohio. I was involved in 
loading the B-29 with the material, which was wrapped in packages with 
wrapping paper. One of the pieces was triangle-shaped, about 2 1/2 feet across 
the bottom. The rest were in small packages, about the size of a shoe box. The 
brown paper was held with tape. The material was extremely lightweight. When 
I picked it up, it was just like picking up an empty package. We loaded the 
triangle shaped package and three shoe box-sized packages into the plane. All of 
the packages could have fit into the trunk of a car .... When we came back from 
lunch, they told us they had transferred the material to a B-25. They told us the 
material was a weather balloon, but I'm certain it wasn't a weather balloon .... " 

In addition to those persons above still living who claim to have seen or exam
ined the original material found on the Brazel Ranch, there is one additional 
person who was universally acknowledged to have been involved in its recovery, 
Sheridan Cavitt, Lt Col, USAF (Ret). Cavitt is credited in all claims of having 
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accompanied Major Marcel to the ranch to recover the debris, sometimes along 
with his Counter Intelligence Corps (CIC) subordinate, Lewis Rickett, who, like 
Marcel, is deceased. Although there does not appear to be much dispute that 
Cavitt was involved in the material recovery, other claims about him prevail in 
the popular literature. He is sometimes portrayed as a closed-mouth (or some
times even sinister) conspirator who was one of the early individuals who kept 
the "secret of Roswell" from getting out. Other things about him have been 
alleged, including the claim that he wrote a report of the incident at the time that 
has never surfaced. 

Since Lt Col Cavitt, who had firsthand knowledge, was still alive, a decision was 
made to interview him and get a signed sworn statement from him about his 
version of the events. Prior to the interview, the Secretary of the Air Force 
provided him with a written authorization and waiver to discuss classified 
information with the interviewer and release him from any security oath he may 
have taken. Subsequently, Cavitt was interviewed on May 24, 1994, at his home. 
Cavitt provided a signed, sworn statement (Atch 17) of his recollections in this 
matter. He also consented to having the interview tape-recorded. A transcript of 
that recording is at Atch 18. In this interview, Cavitt related that he had been 
contacted on numerous occasions by UFO researchers and had willingly talked 
with many of them; however, he felt that he had oftentimes been misrepresented 
or had his comments taken out of context so that their true meaning was changed. 
He stated unequivocally, however, that the material he recovered consisted of a 
reflective sort of material like aluminum foil, and some thin, bamboo-like sticks. 
He thought at the time, and continued to do so today, that what he found was 
a weather balloon and has told other private researchers that. He also remem
bered finding a small "black box" type of instrument, which he thought at the 
time was probably a radiosonde. Lt Col Cavitt also reviewed the famous 
Ramey /Marcel photographs (Atch 16) of the wreckage taken to Fort Worth (often 
claimed by UFO researchers to have been switched and the remnants of a balloon 
substituted for it}, and he identified the materials depicted in those photos as 
consistent with the materials that he recovered from the ranch. Lt Col Cavitt also 
stated that he had never taken any oath or signed any agreement not to talk 
about this incident and had never been threatened by anyone in the government 
because of it. He did not even know the "incident" was claimed to be anything 
unusual until he was interviewed in the early 1980's. 

Similarly, Irving Newton, Major, USAF (Ret}, was located and interviewed. 
Newton was a weather officer assigned to Fort Worth, who was on duty when 
the Roswell debris was sent there in July, 1947. He was told that he was to report 
to General Ramey's office to view the material. In a signed, sworn statement 
(Atch 30) Newton related that " ... I walked into the General's office where this 
supposed flying saucer was lying all over the floor. As soon as I saw it, I giggled 
and asked if that was the flying saucer .... I told them that this was a balloon 
and a RAWIN target .... "Newton also stated that" ... while I was examining 
the debris, Major Marcel was picking up pieces of the target sticks and trying to 
convince me that some notations on the sticks were alien writings. There were 
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figures on the sticks, lavender or pink in color, appeared to be weather faded 
markings, with no rhyme or reason [sic]. He did not convince me that these were 
alien writings." Newton concluded his statement by relating that" ... During the 
ensuing years I have been interviewed by many authors, I have been quoted and 
misquoted. The facts remain as indicated above. I was not influenced during the 
original interview, nor today, to provide anything but what I know to be true, 
that is, the material I saw in General Ramey's office was the remains of a balloon 
and a RA WIN target." 

Balloon Research 
The original tasking from GAO noted that the search for information included 
"weather balloons." Comments about balloons and safety reports have already 
been made; however the SAF I AAZ research efforts also focused on reviewing 
historical records involving balloons, since, among other reasons, that was what 
was officially claimed by the AAF to have been found and recovered in 1947. 

As early as February 28, 1994, the AAZD research team found references to 
balloon tests taking place at Alamogordo Army Air Field (now Holloman AFB) 
and White Sands during June and July 1947, testing "constant level balloons" and 
a New York University (NYU)/Watson Labs effort that used" ... meteorological 
devices . . . suspected for detecting shock waves generated by Soviet nuclear 
explosions"-a possible indication of a cover story associated with the NYU 
balloon project. Subsequently, a 1946 HQ AMC memorandum surfaced, describ
ing the constant altitude balloon project and specified that the scientific data be 
classified Top Secret Priority 1A. Its name was Project MOGUL (Atch 19). 

Project MOGUL was a then-sensitive, classified project, whose purpose was to 
determine the state of Soviet nuclear weapons research. This was the early Cold 
War period and there was serious concern within the US government about the 
Soviets' developing a weaponized atomic device. Because the Soviet Union's 
borders were closed, the US Government sought to develop a long range nuclear 
explosion detection capability. Long range, balloon-borne, low frequency acoustic 
detection was posed to General Spaatz in 1945 by Dr. Maurice Ewing of Columbia 
University as a potential solution (atmospheric ducting of low frequency pressure 
waves had been studied as early as 1900). 

As part of the research into this matter, AAZD personnel located and obtained 
the original study papers and reports of the New York University project. Their 
efforts also revealed that some of the individuals involved in Project MOGUL were 
still living. These persons included the NYU constant altitude balloon Director of 
Research, Dr. Athelstan F. Spilhaus; the Project Engineer, Professor Charles B. 
Moore; and the military Project Officer, Colonel Albert C. Trakowski. 

All of these persons were subsequently interviewed and signed sworn statements 
about their activities. A copy of theses statements are appended at Atchs 20-22. 
Additionally, transcripts of the interview with Moore and Trakowski are also 
included (equipment malfunctioned during the interview of Spilhaus) (Atchs 
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23-24). These interviews confirmed that Project MOGUL was a compartmented, 
sensitive effort. The NYU group was responsible for developing constant level 
balloons and telemetering equipment that would remain at specified altitudes 
(within the acoustic duct) while a group from Columbia was to develop acoustic 
sensors. Doctor Spilhaus, Professor Moore, and certain others of the group were 
aware of the actual purpose of the project, but they did not know of the project 
nickname at the time. They handled casual inquiries and/ or scientific inqui
ries/papers in terms of "unclassified meteorological or balloon research." Newly 
hired employees were not made aware that there was anything special or 
classified about their work; they were told only that their work dealt with 
meteorological equipment. 

An advance ground team, led by Albert P. Crary, preceded the NYU group to 
Alamogordo Army Air Field, New Mexico, setting up ground sensors and 
obtaining facilities for the NYU group. Upon their arrival, Professor Moore and 
his team experimented with various configurations of neoprene balloons; 
development of balloon "trains" (see illustration, Atch 25); automatic ballast 
systems; and use of Naval sonobuoys (as the Watson Lab acoustical sensors had 
not yet arrived). They also launched what they called "service flights." These 
"service flights" were not logged nor fully accounted for in the published 
Technical Reports generated as a result of the contract between NYU and Watson 
Labs. According to Professor Moore, the "service flights" were composed of 
balloons, radar reflectors, and payloads specifically designed to test acoustic 
sensors (both early sonobuoys and the later Watson Labs devices). The "payload 
equipment" was expendable, and some carried no "Reward" or "Return to ... " 
tags because there was to be no association between these flights and the logged 
constant altitude flights which were fully acknowledged. The NYU balloon flights 
were listed sequentially in their reports (i.e., A, B, or 1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10 ... ), yet gaps 
existed for Flights 2-4 and Flight 9. The interview with Professor Moore indicated 
that these gaps were the unlogged "service flights." 

Professor Moore, the on-scene Project Engineer, gave detailed information 
concerning his team's efforts. He recalled that radar targets were used for tracking 
balloons because they did not have all the necessary equipment when they first 
arrived in New Mexico. Some of the early developmental radar targets were 
manufactured by a toy or novelty company. These targets were made up of 
aluminum "foil" or foil-backed paper, balsa wood beams that were coated in an 
"Elmer's-type" glue to enhance their durability, acetate and/or cloth reinforcing 
tape, single strand and braided nylon twine, brass eyelets and swivels to form a 
multi-faced reflector somewhat similar in construction to a box kite (see photo
graphs, Atch 26). Some of these targets were also assembled with purplish-pink 
tape with symbols on it (see drawing by Moore with Atch 21). 

According to the log summary (Atch 27) of the NYU group, Flight A through 
Flight 7 (November 20, 1946-July 2, 1947) were made with neoprene meteorologi
cal balloons (as opposed to the later flights made with polyethylene balloons). 
Professor Moore stated that the neoprene balloons were susceptible to degrada-
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tion in the sunlight, turning from a milky white to a dark brown. He described 
finding remains of balloon trains with reflectors and payloads that had landed in 
the desert: the ruptured and shredded neoprene would "almost look like dark 
gray or black flakes or ashes after exposure to the sun for only a few days. The 
plasticizers and antioxidants in the neoprene would emit a peculiar acrid odor 
and the balloon material and radar target material would be scattered after 
returning to earth depending on the surface winds." Upon review of the local 
newspaper photographs from General Ramey's press conference in 1947 and 
descriptions in popular books by individuals who supposedly handled the debris 
recovered on the ranch, Professor Moore opined that the material was most likely 
the shredded remains of a multi-neoprene balloon train with multiple radar 
reflectors. The material and a "black box," described by Cavitt, was, in Moore's 
scientific opinion, most probably from Flight 4, a "service flight" that included a 
cylindrical metal sonobuoy and portions of a weather instrument housed in a box, 
which was unlike typical weather radiosondes which were made of cardboard. 
Additionally, a copy of a professional journal maintained at the time by A.P. 
Crary, provided to the Air Force by his widow, showed that Flight 4 was 
launched on June 4, 1947, but was not recovered by the NYU group. It is very 
probable that this Top Secret project balloon train (Flight 4), made up of unclassi
fied components, came to rest some miles northwest of Roswell, NM, became 
shredded in the surface winds, and was ultimately found by the rancher, Brazel, 
ten days later. This possibility was supported by the observations of Lt Col Cavitt 
(Atchs 17-18), the only living eyewitness to the actual debris field and the 
material found. Lt Col Cavitt described a small area of debris which appeared, "to 
resemble bamboo type square sticks one quarter to one half inch square, that were 
very light, as well as some sort of metallic reflecting material that was also very 
light .... I remember recognizing this material as being consistent with a weather 
balloon." 

Concerning the initial announcement, "RAAF Captures Flying Disc," research 
failed to locate any documented evidence as to why that statement was made. 
However, on July 10, 1947, following the Ramey press conference, the Alamogordo 
News published an article with photographs demonstrating multiple balloons and 
targets at the same location as the NYU group operated from at Alamogordo 
Army Air Field. Professor Moore expressed surprise at seeing this since his was 
the only balloon test group in the area. He stated, "It appears that there was some 
type of umbrella cover story to protect our work with MOGUL." Although the Air 
Force did not find documented evidence that Gen. Ramey was directed to 
espouse a weather balloon in his press conference, he may have done so because 
he was either aware of Project MOGUL and was trying to deflect interest from it, 
or he readily perceived the material to be a weather balloon based on the 
identification from his weather officer, Irving Newton. In either case, the materials 
recovered by the AAF in July, 1947, were not readily recognizable as anything 
special (only the purpose was special), and the recovered debris itself was 
unclassified. Additionally, the press dropped its interest in the matter as quickly 
as they had jumped on it. Hence, there would be no particular reason to further 
document what quickly became a "non-event." 
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The interview with Colonel Trakowski (Atchs 23-24) also proved valuable 
information. Trakowski provided specific details on Project MOGUL and described 
how the security for the program was set up, as he was formerly the Top Secret 
Control Officer for the program. He further related that many of the original 
radar targets that were produced around the end of World War II were fabricated 
by toy or novelty companies using a purplish-pink tape with flower and heart 
symbols on it. Trakowski also recounted a conversation that he had with his 
friend, and superior military officer in his chain of command, Colonel Marcellus 
Duffy, in July, 1947. Duffy, formerly had Trakowski's position on MOGUL, but had 
subsequently been transferred to Wright Field. He stated: " ... Colonel Duffy 
called me on the telephone from Wright Field and gave me a story about a fellow 
that had come in from New Mexico, woke him up in the middle of the night or 
some such thing with a handful of debris, and wanted him, Colonel Duffy, to 
identify it. ... He just said 'it sure looks like some of the stuff you've been 
launching at Alamogordo' and he described it, and I said 'yes, I think it is.' 
Certainly Colonel Duffy knew enough about radar targets, radiosondes, balloon
borne weather devices. He was intimately familiar with all that apparatus." 

Attempts were made to locate Colonel Duffy but it was ascertained that he had 
died. His widow explained that, although he had amassed a large amount of 
personal papers relating to his Air Force activities, she had recently disposed of 
these items. Likewise, it was learned that A.P. Crary was also deceased; however 
his surviving spouse had a number of his papers from his balloon testing days, 
including his professional journal from the period in question. She provided the 
Air Force researchers with this material. It is discussed in more detail within Atch 
32. Overall, it helps fill in gaps of the MOGUL story. 

During the period the Air Force conducted this research, it was discovered that 
several others had also discovered the possibility that the "Roswell Incident" may 
have been generated by the recovery of a Project MOGUL balloon device. These 
persons included Professor Charles B. Moore, Robert Todd, and coincidentally, 
Karl Pflock, a researcher who is married to a staffer who works for Congressman 
Schiff. Some of these persons provided suggestions as to where documentation 
might be located in various archives, histories and libraries. A review of FOIA 
requests revealed that Robert Todd, particularly, had become aware of Project 
MOGUL several years ago and had doggedly obtained from the Air Force, through 
the FOIA, a large amount of material pertaining to it; long before the AAZD 
researchers independently seized on the same possibility. 

Most interestingly, as this report was being written, Pflock published his own 
report of this matter under the auspices of FUFOR, entitled Roswell in Perspective 
(1994). Pflock concluded from his research that the Brazel Ranch debris originally 
reported as a "flying disc" was probably debris from a MOGUL balloon; however, 
there was a simultaneous incident that occurred not far away, which caused an 
alien craft to crash and which the AAF subsequently recovered three alien bodies 
therefrom. Air Force research did not locate any information to corroborate that 
this incredible coincidence occurred, however. 
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In order to provide a more detailed discussion of the specifics of Project MOGUL 
and how it appeared to be directly responsible for the "Roswell Incident," a 
SAF I AAZD researcher prepared a more detailed discussion on the balloon project 
which is appended to this report as Atch 32. 

Other Research 
In the attempt to develop additional information that could help explain this 
matter, a number of other steps were taken. First, assistance was requested from 
various museums and other archives (Atch 28) to obtain information and/ or 
examples of the actual balloons and radar targets used in connection with Project 
MOGUL and to correlate them with the various descriptions of wreckage and 
materials recovered. The blueprints for the "Pilot Balloon Target ML307C/ AP 
Assembly" (generically, the radar target assembly) were located at the Army 
Signal Corps Museum at Fort Monmouth and were obtained. A copy is appended 
as Atch 29. This blueprint provides the specification for the foil material, tape, 
wood, eyelets, and string used and the assembly instructions thereto. An actual 
device was also obtained for study with the assistance of Professor Moore. (The 
example actually procured was a 1953-manufactured model"C" as compared to 
the Model B which was in use in 1947. Professor Moore related the differences 
were minor.) An examination of this device revealed it to be simply made of 
aluminum-colored foil-like material over a stronger paper-like material, attached 
to balsa wood sticks, affixed with tape, glue, and twine. When opened, the device 
appears as depicted in Atch 31 (contemporary photo) and Atch 25 (1947 photo, 
in a "balloon train"). When folded, the device is in a series of triangles, the largest 
being 4 feet by 2 feet 10 inches. The smallest triangle section measures 2 feet by 
2 feet 10 inches. (Compare with descriptions provided by Lt Col Cavitt and 
others, as well as photos of wreckage.) 

Additionally, the researchers obtained from the Archives of the University of 
Texas-Arlington (UTA), a set of original (i.e., first generation) prints of the 
photographs taken at the time by the Fort Worth Star-Telegram, that depicted 
Ramey and Marcel with the wreckage. A close review of these photos (and a set 
of first-generation negatives also subsequently obtained from UTA) revealed 
several interesting observations. First, although in some of the literature cited 
above, Marcel allegedly stated that he had his photo taken with the "real" UFO 
wreckage and then it was subsequently removed and the weather balloon 
wreckage substituted for it, a comparison shows that the same wreckage appeared 
in the photos of Marcel and Ramey. The photos also depicted that this material 
was lying on what appeared to be some sort of wrapping paper (consistent with 
affidavit excerpt of crew chief Porter, above). It was also noted that in the two 
photos of Ramey he had a piece of paper in his hand. In one, it was folded over 
so nothing could be seen. In the second, however, there appears to be text printed 
on the paper. In an attempt to read this text to determine if it could shed any 
further light on locating documents relating to this matter, the photo was sent to 
a national-level organization for digitizing and subsequent photo interpretation 
and analysis. This organization was also asked to scrutinize the digitized photos 
for any indication of the flowered tape (or "hieroglyphics," depending on the 
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point of view) that were reputed to be visible to some of the persons who 
observed the wreckage prior to its getting to Fort Worth. This organization 
reported on July 20, 1994, that even after digitizing, the photos were of insuffi
cient quality to visualize either of the details sought for analysis. This organiza
tion was able to obtain measurements from the "sticks" visible in the debris after 
it was ascertained by an interview of the original photographer what kind of 
camera he used. The results of this process are provided in Atch 33, along with 
a reference diagram and the photo from which the measurements were made. All 
these measurements are compatible with the wooden materials used in the radar 
target previously described. 

CONCLUSION 

The Air Force research did not locate or develop any information that the 
"Roswell Incident'~ was a UFO event. All available official materials, although 
they do not directly address Roswell per se, indicate that the most likely source 
of the wreckage recovered from the Brazel Ranch was from one of the Project 
MOGUL balloon trains. Although that project was Top Secret at the time, there was 
also no specific indication found to indicate an official preplanned cover story was 
in place to explain an event such as that which ultimately happened. It appears 
that the identification of the wreckage as being part of a weather balloon device, 
as reported in the newspapers at the time, was based on the fact that there was 
no physical difference in the radar targets and the neoprene balloons (other than 
the numbers and configuration) between MOGUL balloons and normal weather 
balloons. Additionally, it seems that there was overreaction by Colonel Blanchard 
and Major Marcel in originally reporting that a "flying disc" had been recovered 
when, at that time, nobody knew for sure what that term even meant, since it had 
only been in use for a couple of weeks. 

Likewise, there was no indication in official records from the period that there 
was heightened military operational or security activity which should have been 
generated if this was, in fact, the first recovery of materials and/ or persons from 
another world. The postwar US military (or today's for that matter) did not have 
the capability to rapidly identify, recover, coordinate, cover up, and quickly 
minimize public scrutiny of such an event. The claim that they did so without 
leaving even a little bit of a suspicious paper trail for 47 years is incredible. 

It should also be noted here that there was little mentioned in this report about 
the recovery of the so-called "alien bodies." This is for several reasons: First, the 
recovered wreckage was from a Project MOGUL balloon. There were no "alien" 
passengers therein. Secondly, the pro-UFO groups who espouse the alien bodies 
theories cannot even agree among themselves as to what, how many, and where 
such bodies were supposedly recovered. Additionally, some of these claims have 
been shown to be hoaxes, even by other UFO researchers. Thirdly, when such 
claims are made, they are often attributed to people using pseudonyms or who 
otherwise do not want to be publicly identified, presumably so that some sort of 
retribution cannot be taken against them (notwithstanding that nobody has been 
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shown to have died, disappeared, or otherwise suffered at the hands of the 
government during the last 47 years). Fourth, many of the persons making the 
biggest claims of "alien bodies" make their living from the "Roswell Incident." 
While having a commercial interest in something does not automatically make it 
suspect, it does raise interesting questions related to authenticity. Such persons 
should be encouraged to present their evidence (not speculation) directly to the 
government and provide all pertinent details and evidence to support their claims 
if honest fact-finding is what is wanted. Lastly, persons who have come forward 
and provided their names and made claims may have, in good faith but in the 
"fog of time," misinterpreted past events. The review of Air Force records did not 
locate even one piece of evidence to indicate that the Air Force has had any part 
in an "alien" body recovery operation or continuing cover-up. 

During the course of this effort, the Air Force has kept in close touch with the 
GAO and responded to their various queries and requests for assistance. This 
report was generated as an official response to the GAO, and to document the 
considerable effort expended by the Air Force on their behalf. It is anticipated that 
that the GAO will request a copy of this report to help formulate the formal 
report of their efforts. It is recommended that this document serve as the final Air 
Force report related to the Roswell matter, for the GAO, or any other inquiries. 

Attachments 
1. Washington Post Article, "GAO Turns to Alien Turf in New Probe," 
January 14, 1994 
2. GAO Memo, February 15, 1994 
3. DoD/IG Memo, February 23, 1994 
4. SAF /FM Memo, February 24, 1994, w /Indorsement 
5. SAF/ AA Memo, March 1, 1994, w/ March 16, 1994 Addendum 
6. AF/IN Memo, March 14, 1994 
7. AF/SE Memo, March 14, 1994 
8. SAP/ AQL Memo, March 22, 1994 
9. AF /XOWP Memo, March 9, 1994 
10. SAF I AAI Memo, March 10, 1994 
11. AFHRA/CC Memo, March 8, 1994 
12. AFOSI/HO Memo, May 11, 1994 
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13. List of Locations and Records Searched 
14. HQ AAF "Issuance of Orders," June 5, 1947 
15. Copy of Vandenberg's Appointment Book and Diary, July 7-9, 1947 
16. July 9, 1947 Photos of Balloon Wreckage, Ft Worth Star Telegram 
17. Signed Sworn Statement of Cavitt, May 24, 1994 
18. Transcript of Cavitt Interview, May 24, 1994 
19. Letter, July 8, 1946, Project MOGUL 
20. Signed Sworn Statement of Spilhaus, June 3, 1994 
21. Signed Sworn Statement of Moore, June 8, 1994 
22. Signed Sworn Statement of Trakowski, June 29, 1994 
23. Transcript of Interview with Moore, June 8, 1994 
24. transcript of Interview with Trakowski, June 29, 1994 
25. Illustration of Project MOGUL "Balloon Trains" 
26. Two Photos of Project MOGUL "Balloon Trains" 
27. Log Summary, NYU Constant Level Balloon Flights 
28. List of Museums Contacted 
29. Copy of Blueprint for "Pilot Balloon Target, ML-307C/ AP Assembly" 
30. Signed Sworn Statement of Newton, July 21, 1994 
31. Photos of ML-307C/ AP Device, With Vintage Neoprene Balloon and Debris 
32. Synopsis of Balloon Research Findings by 1st Lt James McAndrew 
33. "Mensuration Working Paper," With Drawing and Photo 
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A22 FRIDAY, JANUARY 14, 1994 

GAO Turns to Alien Turf in Probe 
Bodies of Space Voyagers Said to Have Disappeared in 19 4 7 

By William Claiborne 
Washington Poat Staff Writer 

Where television's "Unsolved Mysteries" has 
tried and failed, the General Accounting Office 
is unafraid to venture. 

At the request of Rep. Steven Schiff (R
N.M.), Congress's investigative branch has 
launched a study to determine whether the 
government covered up a story alleging that 
the bodies of alien space voyagers were re
moved from a crashed flying saucer found near 
Roswell, N.M., in 1947. 

After the purported crash of the spacecraft, 
the bodies of the extraterrestrial visitors were 
said by a local undertaker and other conspiracy 
theorists to have been autopsied and secretly 
flown to an Air Force base in Ohio. 

Even though the "Roswell Incident" has been 
repeatedly dismissed by the Defense Depart
ment as nothing more than UFO fantasizing 
triggered by the discovery of a downed weath
er balloon, the GAO has begun searching for 
documents to prove allegations that the Air 
Force "suppressed" information sought by 
Schiff. 

Schiff is a member of the House Government 
Operations Committee, which oversees the 
GAO. 

GAO spokeswoman Laura A. Kopelson said 
the office's investigation, first reported in the 
Albuquerque Journal yesterday, stemmed from 
a meeting in October between Schiff and GAO 
Controller General Charles A. Bowsher. Schiff 
complaiiled then that the Defense Department 
had been "unresponsive" to his inquiries about 
the 1947 incident. 

Kopelson said "as far as I know only one in
vestigator had been assigned" to the case, and 
that not enough work had been done to report 
any results to Schiff. At another point, Kopel
son said "the people doing it are either on sick 
leave or are unavailable." 

She said there was no way of estimating how 
much the investigation would cost, and that the 
GAO does not release such information any
way. 

GAO conducted 1,380 inquiries into govern
ment operations in 1992. Its budget has risen 
from $46.9 million in 1965 to $490 million last 
year. The agency has been criticized, especially 
by Republicans, as the "lap dog of the request
ers," producing reports that tend to support 
whatever conclusion the requesting member of 
Congress suggests. 

Kopelson said Schiff had asked the GAO "to 
see if there is any evidence that information 
regarding UFOs had been suppressed" follow
dig the Roswell incident. 

Schiff, however, said that at a routine Octo
ber meeting he had merely complained about 
the Defense Department's lack of responsive
ness but a GAO official said, "We're willing to 
take a stab at it." 

Schiff, in a telephone interv1ew from Albu
querque, said that last March, after receiving 
inquiries from "UFO believers" and some Ros
well residents who were in the military in 
1947, he wrote Defense Secretary Les Aspin 
asking for more information about the reported 
spacecraft crash and the alleged disappearance 
of the aliens' bodies. 

The crash o( a mysterous object 75 miles 
northwest of Roswell, which the Air Force lat
er claimed was a weather balloon equipped with 
a radar-reflecting device, was the subject of 
several books and remains many UFO buffs' 
greatest riddle. 

A privately owned museum in Roswell con
tains a number of documents and photographs 
purporting to prove existence of the aliens. It 
also displays a re-creation of the spacecraft 
surrounded by figures portraying the dead ex
traterrestrials. 

UFO buffs contend the incident marked the 
beginning of a government conspiracy to sup
press evidence of alien life. 

Much of the speculation stems from claims 
by William Haut, a former Air Force public af
fairs officer, who said that on July 2, 1947, he 
was told to prepare a news release reporting 
the Air Force had recovered parts of a flying 
saucer and then was told to change the story to 
report a weather balloon. 

Also, a nurse reportedly told a local funeral 
home director that she witnessed the autopsies 
of the spacemen, whom she described as having 
oversized heads and beetle-like features. The 
nurse subsequently died in a plane crash. 

After the autopsies, conspiracy theorists said 
the bodies were flown to Fort Worth and then 
to what is now Wright-Patterson Air Force 
Base in Ohio. 

In 1989, NBC's "Unsolved Mysteries" inves
tigated the controversy, which the program's 
host, Robert Stack, concluded remained un
solved. 

Schiff said after calling Aspin last March to 
request a Defense Department briefing on the 
Roswell incident, he received a call from an Air 
Force lieutenant colonel, who brusquely told 
him the documents had been turned over to the 
National Archives. 

However, Schiff said, Archives officials told 
him they did not have the records on Roswell, 
even though they did have records of "Project 
Blue Book," a 1969 Air Force study of reported 

An "allen" depleted on NBC's "Unsolved 
Mysteries," which concluded case Is unsolved. 

UFO sightings. That study, Schiff said, did not 
deal with the Roswell case. 

"I was getting pretty upset at all the running 
around," Schiff said, adding that at his meeting 
with GAO officials, "they made an offer to 
help." 

"Generally, I'm a skeptic on UFOs and alien 
beings, but there are indications from the run
around that I got that whatever it was, it 
wasn't a balloon. Apparently, it's another gov
ernment coverup," Schiff said. 

He called the Defense Department's lack of 
response "astounding," and said government 
accountability was an issue "even larger than 
UFOs." 

Asked if the GAO might not be extending 
itself, Schiff acknowledged that the agency 
"usually does fiscal investigations and at pres
ent I can't find a fiscal impact" in the Roswell 
incident. 

Had the agency said, " 'This is beyond our 
realm of expertise.' " Schiff said, "I wouldn't 
insist on it." He added, "If the Defense Depart
ment had been responsive, it wouldn't have 
come to this." 









GAO UnitedStal:eS 
General AecolllltiDC omce 
WashiDgtoo., D.C; ZOMS 

National Security and 
Interaatiooal ..urairS Division 

FEB 9 1994 

The Honorable Will~am J. Perry 
The Secretary of Defense 

FEB I 5 1994 

Attention: DOD Office of the Inspector General 
Director for GAO Surveys and Reviews 

Dear Mr. Secretary: 

In response to a congressional request, the General 
Accounting Office is initiating a review of DOD's policies 
and procedures for acquiring, classifying, retaining, and 
disposing of official government documents dealLng with 
weather balloon, aircraft, and siudlar crash incidents. 
The review will involve testing whether DOD, the military 
services, specialized defense agencies, and others such as 
the National Archives, have systematically followed the 
proper procedures to ensure government accountability over 
such records. 

The work will be performed under GAO code 701034 by staff 
from our National Security Analysis group in 
washington, D.C. If you have any questions concerning 
this assignment, please contact either Hr. Gary Weeter, 
Assistant Director, at (202) 512-4603 or Mr. Jack Krietbe, 
Evaluator-in-Charge at (202) 512-4567. This review has 
been coordinated with Dan Chcmbers of the Inspector 
General's Office. 

Sincerely yours, 

ichard Davis 
!rector, National Security 
Analysis 



ISSUE: 

GAO ENTRANCE CONFERENCE FOR 

ASSIGNMENT CODE 701034 

Has the Government met its responsibility in the handling, 

retention, and subsequent disposition of official records 

concerning the investigation and reporting of air vehicle and other 

eras~ incidents similar to the reported crash of a weather balloon 

near Roswell, New Mexico in July 1947. 

SCOPE: 

Initial work will be performed at the Department of Defense, the 

Services, specialized defense agencies, and other executive branch 

agencies as required. 

APPROACH: 

(1) Interview responsible officials and review pertinent directives 

and regulations to determine the executive branch policies and 

procedures governing the reporting of air vehicle and similar crash 

incidents. 

(2) Select a sample of crash incidents covering different time 

periods (1947 to present) to determine whether proper procedures 

were followed. 

{3) For the incidents selected, determine whether proper records 

management procedures were followed in the retention and subsequent 

disposition of those records. 

(4) Determine the "OFFICIAL" explanation of what has become known 

as the "Roswell Incident". 







INSPECTOR GENERAL 
DEPARTMENT 01' D£1'ENSE 

•oo ARMY NAVY l:lftiVE 
ARUNcrtON. VIRCINIA 22202·2184 

Analysis FEB 2 3 1994 
an4 !'oll.owup 

MEMORA.~UH FOR: SEE DISTRIBUTION 

Genoral Ac:c:ounti.nq Offic:a (GAO) Latter Dated 
February 9, 1994, •aeccrds Kanaqement Procedur .. 
Dea.linq with Weather Balloon, Unknown Aircratt, and 
similar Crash Xnc:identc~ (GAO Code 701034)
NQTIFICATlON OF GAO R#VIEW 

The DoD Directive 7 650.2 desiqnatas this of'.fice as the 
central DoD liaison tor tasking, contro11ing, and monitoring GAO 
survey, review, and report activities. The enclosed Information 
~heet,describes the specific DoD procedures for taskinq GAO 
surveys/reviews and the DoD primary action office (PAO) 
responsibilities. 

on February 15, 1.994, we received the enclosed official GAO 
notif'ication letter on the subject effort. The GAO National. 
Secur~ty and Inter.nationa1 Affairs Division (National Security 
Analysis) is doinq the work. The review is at tha request of 
Repreaentati ve steven H. Schitt (R-NM) • 

Representative Schiff requested the GAO review two issues of 
concern { 1) the DoD records management proc:edures for crash 
incidents involvinq weather ba1loons and unknown airc~t, such 
as UFOs and ~oreign aircraf:t, and (2) the facta r.qardinq the 
reported crash of tPt UFO in 1949 at Roswell, lfew Maxico. Si.nco 
the UFO story appeared in an episode of the television program 
"Unsolved MYsteries," Representative Schiff baa received many 
requests tor an investigation into the alleged "DoD cover-up.• 
Apparently, reports on the inc£dent ware attributed to a weather 
balloon crash. 

The GAO is anxious to respond to Representative Schiff's 
request and to dispel any concerns that the DoD is beinq 
unresponsive. For that reason, it is important that we identily 
the correct DoD representatives so that the GAO can beqin. its 
work. since the enclosed GAO notification letter did not mention 
the Roswell incid~t or specifically site unknown aircraft as the 
area of: interest, we have been unable to determine the 
appropriate DoD primary and collateral action o~fices. 
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We have scheduled an entrance meetinq with the GAO for· 
February 28, 1994, 10:00 a.m., 400 Army Navy Drive, Room 730, 
Arlington, VA. The entrance meeting' should clarity the issues to 
the extent that a DoD primary action office can be identi~iad. 

·Please provide the name and telephone number of your 
represantative(s) for the entrance meetinq·as soon as passibla to 
my action officer, Pattie Cirino, (703) 693-0214. If abe is not 
available, I can be reached on the same number. 

Enclosures: 
As sta:ted 

m~ 1· u,.., &If_ 
Marcia J. van Note 

Director 
GAO Surveys and Reviews 

DISTRIBUTION: SEC ARMY 
SEC NAVY 
SEC AI'R FORCE 
CMDT, USMC 
USD(P) 
ATSD(LA) 
ATSD{PA) 
GC 

'OSD{PD.) 
ASD(C3J:) 
DIR, JS 
.om, Aa 
om, liSA 
'OSCIHCSP.&.CB 
'OSCllfC.l'RAH'S 
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MEMORANDUM FOR 
SAF/FM 

-SAF/AQXA 
TsAF/LLR 
-2CSAF/PA 
- -SAF/IA 
XSAF/AAX (OPR) =-= SAF I FMBMD 

FROM: SAF/FMPF 

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE 
WASHINGTON OC 

_A_AF/INR 
_A_AF/SPO 
X AF/HO 

-X-AF/JAG 
---AF/SCXX 
_A_AF/XOS 
_A_AF/SE 

X AFAA/DO 
-i-AF!A/CVS 
- -AFOTEC/RMR 
-AFSPACECOM/FMP 
-AFCC/FMFA 
-AFMC/IGQ 
-ANGRC/FMP 

AETC/FMFM 
-AMC/FMAP 
--PACAF/!GIX 
-ACC/FMP 
--USAFE/FMEP 
=AFMPC/RMM 

SUBJECT: GAO Review Letter Dated February 15, 1994, wRecords 
Management Procedures Dealing With Weather Balloon, 
Unknown Aircraft, and.Similar Crash Incidents", (GAO 
Code 701034) -- ACTION MEMORANDUM 

This memo is to advise you of the subjecc review and to 
request each organization indicated as OPR or OCR above to 
designate a Central Point of Contact (CPCl . ~he CPC should return 
the indorsement immediately. This package is provided to other 
listed organizations as information. Air Force Regulation 11-8 
applies. 

The CPC should further assess the cotent~al imcact of the GAO 
~eview on the Air ~orce. If the assessment indicates the need, 
:~e CPC should brief the Decutv Chief o~ Staf~ and other 
~ff~cials, as appropriate. - -

An entrance meeting is scheduled for February 28, :994, at 
:ooo, in Room 730 at 400 Army Navy Drive, Arlington VA. The 
SAF/FMPF point of contact is Mrs. Ann Cook, acorn 4C228, extens1on 
76051. 

: Atch 
~OD(IG) Memo, ?ebruary :3, :?94 

:. :ndorsement 



lst. Indorsement. 

TO: SAF/FMPF, Room 4C228, Pentagon 

SUBJECT: Central Point of Contact., GAO Code 701034 

l. CPC Richard L. Weaver Co 1 ,SAF/AAZ • 50972 ,3-2013 
NAME GRADE OFC SYMBOL ROOM EXT. 

Alt Jeff Butler Lt Col ,SAF/AAZ • 50972 ,3-2013 
NAME GRADE OFC SYMBOL ROOM EXT. 

FAX Number 693-2059 

2. You will be notified of any changes in the above designees. 
SAF/AA focal point for all audits and inspections is Ms. Carolyn 
Lunsford, SAF/AAX, 697-9057, FAX 693-9763. 

n (~l .J.-·' , Lz,..,_., ~ • "'' 
PIERRE~ UBERT, Colonel, USAF 
Director, Plans, Programs, & Budget 
Office of the Administrative Ass't 

cc: SAF/AAZ 
SAF/AAIQ 







OF"F'1C£ 0~ THE SECRETARY 

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE 
WASHINGTON DC 20330-1000 

MEMORANDUM FOR DISTRIBUTION 
1 March 1994 

SUBJECf: GAO Review on Records Management Procedures Dealing with 
Weather Balloons, Unknown Aircraft, and Similar Crash Incidents (GAO 
Code 701034)- ACTION MEMORANDUM 

References: (a) 23 Feb 94 DoD/IG Memorandum, Subj, same as above 
(b) 15 Feb 94 GAO Memorandum of Review Notification 

The Department of Defense and other executive branch agencies are undergoing a 
review by the GAO concerning whether the US government has "met its responsibility in 
the handling, retention, and subsequent disposition of official records concerning the 
investigation and reporting of air vehicle and other crash incidents similar to the reported 
crash of a weather balloon near Roswell, New Mexico in July 1947". To fulfill the Air 
Force portion of this review, addressees, as applicable, are requested to: 

(a) identify pertinent directives concerning records retention and disposition; 
(b) identify pertinent directives concerning reporting air vehicle crashes, 

investigations, and wreckage/debris retention and disposition; 
(c) identify~ records (unclassified or classified) related to air vehicle (aircraft, 

lighter-than-aircraft, rocket/missile, or other) impacts or crashes in New 
Mexico from 20 June to 31 July 1947; identify record groups and/or other 
indexes associated with these records for further review; and 

(d) provide copies of pertinent directives (including any changes of policies on 
retention and disposition) and records (i.e., item c above) to SAF/AAZ, 1720 

Air Force Pentagon, Washington DC 20330-1720. 

Please provide your responses (interim or final) by 14 Mar 94. Contact Col 
Weaver or Lt Col Butler at DSN 223-2013n or commercial (703) 693-2013n if there are 
any questions. 

2 Attachments: 
1. 23 Feb 94 DoD/IG Memo w/encl 
2. GAO Issue/Scope/Approach 

DISTRIBUTION: 
SAF/AAI 
SAF/AQL 
AF/SE 
AF/HO 
AF/IN 
AF/XOW 

::!~~ 
Administrative Assistan~ 



OFF'ICE OF" TME SECRETA~Y 

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE 
WASHINGTON DC 20330-1000 

MEMORANDUM FOR AFOSIIHO 

FROM: SAF/AAZ 
1720 Air Force Pentagon 
Washington DC 20330-1720 

16 March 1994 

SUBJECf: GAO Review on Records Management Procedures Dealing with 
Weather Balloons, Unknown Aircraft, and Similar Crash Incidents (GAO 
Code 701034)- ACTION MEMORANDUM 

Reference: SAF/AA 1 Mar 94 Memorandum w/atch, Subj, same as above 

SAF/AAZ has taken the lead for the Air Force in providing the GAO with all 
pertinent records and information related to the above subject. Pan of this review will 
involve retrieving records, histories, reports of investigations, etc. related to sightings of 
unknown aerial objects/phenomena. 

To insure that we have searched all applicable document holdings, request you 
research AFOSI histories for any records that might be relevant to the GAO review. Such 
records might have been created prior to the formal establishment of AFOSI, e.g., 
AAF/CIC or USA/CID records. Request you limit your search to holdings within your 
purview for the period Jan 1947 through Dec 1953. 

Please contact me or Lt Col Butler at 
this subject. 

1 Attachment: 
SAF/AA 1 Mar Memorandum 







DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE 
HEADQUARTERS UNITED STATES AIR FORCE 

MEMORANDUM FOR 

FROM: AFiiN 

SUBJECT: 

References: 

GAO Inquiry into Records Management Procedures Dealing with Weather 
Balloons, Unknown Aircraft, and Similar Crash Incidents -
INFORMATION MEMORANDUM 

(a) SAF/AA Memorandum, 1 Mar 94 
(b) Telecon: Lt Col Butler/AAZ - Mr. Foley/INXA, 3 Mar 94 

In response to references, the following information is provided--with answers keyed to ref a: 

a. None. 

b. None. 

c. None, but see below for related material. 

d. None. 

Ref para c above. Although we possess no official records related to the subject matter, we 
do possess documents received from FOIA requesters that discuss the Roswell Incident which we 
think may be pertinent to the GAO inquiry: 

a. One is a FOIA request from Dr. Neal in California. It is of particular interest in that he 
claims to know of a physician in California who allegedly participated in the hands-on pathological 
examination of four alien bodies. (Atch 1). Dr. Neal does not identify the individual. 

b. There is a second document called "Synopsis of Roswell Incident: (Atch 2). In its 
recapitulation of the events that allegedly transpired on that day in Roswell, the synopsis cites 
several people who relate stories told to them by alleged eyewitnesses to the event. 

We also attach a report from the National Air Intelligence Center (NAIC) at Wright-Patterson 
AFB OH, which summarizes its research, and that of others at WPAFB, into UFOs and the Roswell 
Incident (Atch 3). The NAIC report concludes that after exhaustive research there is no evidence 
of the existence of any relevant documents, flying saucer debris, or space aliens on WPAFB. 

AF/IN's POC is Mr. M. J. Foley, x31664. 

Attachments: 
1. Dr. Neal's FOIA Letter 
2. Synopsis of Roswell Incident 
3. Summary of NAIC Research 



RICHARD M. NEAL, JR... II.D.,. INC. 
OBSTE'TRI RTIUTY . ~·_._ 

Freedom of Information Act Request 
(S O.S.C. 552} 
Department of the Air Force 
HQ OSAF/DADF 
Washington, DC 20380 

RE: ALIEN BUMANOIDS/OFO'S 

Dear Sirs: 

Fe~ruary S, 1993 

As a physician I have done personal/private research in the 
field of Ufology for the past twenty years. Of great interest to 
me is the July 2, 1947 crash of an extra-terrestrial object in New 
Mexico. 

Also of ;reater interest is the recovery of 4 alien bodies 
from this crash - a separate portion of the compartment/control 
room/crew cabin area ~as found several miles from the rest of the 
OFO debris. There has been rumors of post-mortem examinations 
being per:ormed on these bodies. 

The bodies were described as the body of a small humanoid, tan 
(or sunburned) in color, approximately the size of a ten year old 
boy, was examined at a laboratory of the Guggenheim Foundation then 
on 23rd Street in New York City. The pathological examination 
disclosed a human with a skeleton having two extra ribs on each 
side, whose flesh had a somewhat higher mineral content than we 
would consider normal and somewhat denser bones. 

Reportedly, shortly after the discovery of this vehicle and 
its occupants - it prompted then President Harry S. Truman to 
appoint (on Sept. 18, 1947) a committee of twelve individuals -
called the "Majestic-12" or MJ-12 to secure and study the crashed 
OFO debris and its occupants. 

An important person - one of the MJ-12, was an individual 
named Dr. Detlev W. Bronk, a neurophysiologist. In June 1947 he 
was named a member of the Scientific Advisory Committee of the 
Brookhaven National Laboratory; he subsequently became the sixth 
President of John Hopkins University in 1949. It is believed that 
Dr. Bronk was the medical director of a team that performed these 
pathological examinations of the aliens; his medical team would be 
restricted to a limited number of physicians - such as the 
followinq: 



Freedom of Information Ac;t; .. ;.Request 
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1). Pathologist 
2). Radiologist 
3). Neurophysiologist (Dr. Bronk) 
4). Cardiovascular-Thoracic Surgeon 

Presently living in Southern California is one of the 
physicians who participated in this project. I must respect his 
confidentially and anonymity. He is in his mid to late 70's and is 
probably the last link (firsthand) to have experienced this 
research on the alien bodies in 1947. 

In regards to any release of this subject matter, existence of 
this material/past research would not be exempt from mandator7 
disclosures under the FOIA because it would not/does not interfere 
with our national security nor knowledge of the above would give 
any other foreign country a military advantage. 

Serious UFO researchers believe that the Air Force now wishes 
the American public, to know the truth. of the extra-terrestrial 
origin of the UFO phenomena. and thus are "leaking" some 
information out to various researchers. 

Nationwide polls revealed that over 70% of our population 
believes in the extra-terrestrial theory; movies such as "E.T.", 
"Close Encounter of the Third Kind", "Hanger 18" and "Cocoon" are 
being released to cushion the public to the truth. Could the 
government/private corporation use subliminal suggestions in the 
above movies or possibly TV - To prepare this country eventually 
to the truth that UFO's and aliens exist. 

Being in this field of research - specifically physiological 
and psychological effects suffered secondary to individuals who 
were allegedly abducted by aliens has increased my knowledge that 
we are definitely being visited by an alien race. I have enclosed 
for your review a brief synopsis of what occurred in and around 
Roswell, New Mexico in July 1947. Please review this information. 

Why have I decided to write at this time This is the 45th 
year anniversary of UFO' s - many 1 ectures and seminars wi 11 be 
scheduled around the country to herald this event. Because of 
this, it is hopeful that through the FOIA someone sympathetic to 
our research efforts will release some "shocking" information for 
us tc relay to the general public. It seems coincidental/ironic 
that the most prominent seminar was the MOFON 1992 International 
UFO Symposium on July ll-12, 1992 at the Convention Center in 
Albuqu~rque, New Mexico. 
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PROJECT SIGMA 

The project was oriqinally established in 1954. Its mission 
was to establish communications with aliens. This project met with 
positive success {SIC) when in 1959, the United States established 
primitive communications with the aliens. On April 25, 1964, a 
USAF intelligence officer met two aliens at a pre-arranged location 
in the desert of New Mexico. The contact lasted for approximately 
three hours. The Air Force officer managed to exchange basic 
information with the two aliens. The project is believed to be 
continuing at an Air Force base in New Mexico. 

I am respectfully requesting the following information: 

1}. An authentic photocopy of the "Majestic-12" (MJ-12} 
groups information - a 9 paqe document (1947}. 

2). Any photocopies of pathological reports (post-mortem) 
performed on the aliens in 1941 (comparative anatomy). 

3). Any authentic photocopies of aliens full body 
exposures; close-up photos, etc. 

4). Project Whirlwind- a UFO study done at M.I.T. in. 1949, 
then referred back to the Dept. of Defense. 

Although I realize that the government is reluctant in giving 
out information, particularly to civilian researchers, my approach 
will continue to be positive and will have a optimistic outlook. 
While I might accurately anticipate some negative reactions to all 
this information (continued debunking) in the letter, I would 
nevertheless value your response. 

Sincerely, 

~w_ ,tj. r.uJ. fM0 
Richard M. Neal, Jr., M.D. 

/rmn 

Enclosures 



SYNOPSIS OF ROSWELL INCIDENT 

I am writing to request a clarifica
rion of the U.S. Government's cu~nt position concerning 
events which occurred in and around Roswell. New Mex
ico; in July 1947. 

According to newspaper accounts and eyewitness reports. 
a local rancher. William W. Brazel. discovered pieces of 
d bris from an object which crashed on the property he 
managed outside Corona. on or about July 2. 1947. He 
brought some of this material to the :mention of Chaves 
County Sheriff George Wilcox. who called the Roswell Ar
my Air Field. The base Intelligence Officer, Jesse A. Marcel. 
and a Counter Intelligence Corps Officer, Sheridan Cavitt, 
went to the ranch to inspect the material. 

They discovered a gre:~t deal of lightweight debris which 
couldn't be cut. burned, or even dented with a sledgeham-· 
mer. On orders from the base commander, Col. William 
Blanchard. the Public Information Officer, Walter G. Haut, 
issued a news release that the Amry Air Force had recovered 

''lying disc." Some of the debris was flown to Fort Worth, 
. .as where the Commander of the Eighth Air Force, Gen. 

Roger Ramey. identified the m.aterial for the press as the 
remains o.f a weather balloon and its r2dar target. 

However, subsequent investigation has I'Oiised considei.lble 
doubt about the weather balloon explanation. For e:wnple:. 

• According to his son arid neighbors, Brazel was held 
incommunicado by officials at the Roswell base for nearly 
a week, questioned extensively :md ordered not to say 
anything about his experience; however, in a newspaper in
terview, he said that the material he recovered "did not in 
any way resemble a weather balloon," many of which he 
had recovered on his property. 

• Sheriff Wilcox. to whom Brazel initially reported find
ing the debris. also was .ordered by the military not to say 
anyt~ing. but members of his family say that not only did 
he see debris at the crash site - he :llso saw four "space" 
beings," one of whom was alive. Moreover, his gi.lnd
daughter, Barbara Dugger, was told by her grandmother, Inez 
Wilcox, that the entire family was threatened with death by 
the military if they discussed the incident. 

• The former manager of KGFL Radio in Roswell, Jud 
Roberts, says the station was threatened with loss of its 
license by government officials in Washington, DC, if it 
broadcast the story about the "flying saucer." In addition, 

·rding to Lydia Sleppy, a secretary at KOAT Radio in 
Jquerque, a wire transmission of the news story on the 

event was interrupted by a message something like: "CEASE 
TRANSMISSION. NATIONAL SECURITY ITEM." 

• According to Brig .. Gen .. Thomas 1. DuBose .(USAF,. 
ret.), who was Gen. Ramey's Chief of Staff, Maj Gen. 
Clements McMullen. the Deputy and Acting Commander. 
Str.~tegic Air Command, at Andrews ·Army Air .Field, 
ordered that some of the debris recovered on the ranch be 
brought directly to him in Washington. Gen. DuBose says 
officials at the Headquarters of the Eighth Air Force were 
directed to tell the press that the material was from a weather 
balloon I'Oidar target, and that the weather balloon explana
tion was a "cover story" to divert the attention of the press. 
• The pilot who transpOrted some of the wreckage, Oliver 
W. Henderson, said he saw the bodies of alien beings at the 
Roswell base, according to his widow, Sappho Henderson, 
his daughter. Mary Kathryn Groode, and his friend, John 
Kromschroeder. 
• A mortician who worked for the funCr.ll home in 
Roswell, Glenn Dennis, says an:Arrr.y nurse friend told him 
about participating in the autopsies of three alien bodies at 
the base. 

Therefore, [ am formally requesting that you seek to deter
mine whether the highly unusual material recovered near 
Corona was from a "flying disc," a weather balloon, or 
something else. 

Please advise me. at your earliest opportunity, of the 
United States Government's current position on the nature 
of the material recovered outside Roswell, New Me.""tico, in 
July 1947, and its current explanation for all official actions 
taken with respect to this event. 

Sincerely, 



SUMMARY OF HQ NAIC RESEARCH INTO THE ROSWELL INCIDENT, 
UNIDENTIFIED FLYING SAUCERS, AND PROJECT BLUE BOOK 

PURPOSE. To summarize sources of information used in the HQ NAIC study of the 1947 
Roswell incident. Allegations are that a flying saucer(s) and/or alien(s) were found at the crash 
site and transported to Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. 

BACKGROUND. In 1993, Congressman Steven Schifffrom New Mexico began an investigation 
of the Roswell incident. Pursuant to that, a General Accounting Office auditor visited the HQ 
NAIC History Office to see what records were available within the center. Also, a local 
television station picked up the story. In addition to HQ NAIC records, the Historian visited 
other base archives to search for material. 

FINDINGS. 

I. A review of the HQ NAIC History Office and CIRC holdings, plus other base and 
USAF Museum archives, encompassing several million pages of documents, did not turn up any 
reference to the Roswell incident or the presence of flying saucer(s) and/or alien(s) at the base. 

2. An electronic search of the Air Force Historical Research Agency archives, again, 
several million pages of documents, did not tum up any reference to the Roswell incident or the 
presence of flying saucer(s) and/or alien(s) at Wright-Patterson AFB. 

3. A review of the Dayton Daily News for July 1947, all of the UFO-related material 
available in the Dayton, Centerville, and Woodbourne Public Libraries, as well as information 
in the Wright State University holdings and material in the AFIT, Base Technical Library, and 
Base Library did not turn up any conclusive evidence that flying saucer(s) and/or alien(s) had 
ever been at Wright-Patterson. 

4. Conversations with a dozen people who had worked in the Project Blue Book office 
or with Blue Book materials did not tum up any evidence that there had ever been a flying 
saucer(s) and/or alien(s) at Wright-Patterson. 

5. Over the years, there have been several congressional investigations of this 
organizations study of UFO reports. None has ever turned up evidence of a flying saucer(s) 
and/or alien(s) at Wright-Patterson. 

6. All of this organization's UFO study files were transferred to the National Archives 
and made available to the public. 



CONCLUSIONS. 

1. Concerted research has failed to turn up any evidence relating to the Roswell incident 
or of a flying saucer(s) and/or alien(s) at Wright-Patterson. Because this conclusion is based on 
the absence of documentation, the issue can never be definitively resolved. There will always 
be those who say "You didn't search hard enough" or "We know you really do have the 
records/saucer(s)/alien(s), but you are just not revealing them to us." It would almost be a 
physical impossibility to search every desk drawer in every building on Wright-Patterson looking 
for the report, if it ever existed, on Roswell-related material. HQ NAIC is convinced that no 
such record currently exists. 

2. Because no document has ever been found, however, leads center researchers to the 
conclusion that the Roswell material, if it came to Wright-Patterson for analysis, was nothing 
remarkable, certainly nothing extraterrestrial. The standard procedure for any government record 
is that it is kept for some period of time, then retired or destroyed according to a general 
schedule established by regulation. One might assume that a document purporting to be the true 
analysis of extraterrestrial material would always be needed and, thus, would have been 
preserved. 

3. Because the Roswell incident occurred so long ago, now nearly 50 years ago, there 
may be no record trail to follow to absolutely determine if a study had ever been conducted. 

4. Despite the best efforts of UFO researchers over the years, not one scrap of physical 
evidence or one incontestable photograph of either a flying saucer or an alien has ever been 
found relating to the Roswell incident. Some researchers have devoted years of their lives to this 
effort. Again, using an argument based on the absence of evidence, the fact that several hundred 
man-years of effort have followed all of the research trails imaginable leads HQ NAIC to believe 
that nothing extraterrestrial was found at Roswell. 

5. The earliest UFO literature, books by Ruppelt, Keyhoe, and Menzel do not mention 
the Roswell incident. Also, the Blue Book records and the Condon report do not mention the 
Roswell incident, though many sightings from 1947 were investigated by this organization's 
predecessors. · 

6. HQ NAIC realizes that the absence of evidence is not evidence of absence, but every 
reasonable avenue of research has been exhausted without fmding evidence that a flying saucer(s) 
and/or alien(s) have ever been at Wright-Patterson AFB. 

7. Because the GAO will have searched the records of many federal agencies, HQ NAIC 
suggests that they be contacted, or Congressman Schiff be contacted, for a comprehensive report 
of their findings relating to the Roswell incident 



SUGGESTED READING. 

Blue Book Special Report 14 and the Project Sign and Project Grudge reports. These 
primary documents should have been part of this organization's UFO study files and currently 
available through the National Archives. 

The UFO Controversy in America, David Michael Jacobs. Contains a comprehensive 
review of documents belonging to this organization's UFO study files. 

The Report on Unidentified Flying Objects, Edward Ruppelt. Ruppelt was the UFO study 
project officer from 1951-1953 and he investigated a series of reports from 1947. He found 
nothing, apparently, about the Roswell incident. 

The UFO Experience, J. Allen Hynek. Written by the chief scientific advisor to this 
organization for UFO studies. Associated with Sign/Grudge/Blue Book from 1948-1969, he 
found nothing, apparently, about the Roswell incident 

Flying Saucers: Top Secret, Donald Keyhoe. Keyhoe helped establish NICAP and was 
one of the earliest to allege that the government was withholding UFO "secrets" from the public. 
He found nothing, apparently, about the Roswell incident. 

Flying Saucers and the U.S. Air Force, Lawrence Tacker. States the official Air Force 
position as of 1960 and includes earlier Air Force statements about UFOs. 

HQ NAIC, March 1994 







DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE 
HEADQUARTERS UNITED STATES AIR FORCE 

WASHINGTON DC 

MEMORANDUM FOR SAF/AAZ 
ATTENTION: LT COL BUTLER 

FROM: AF/SE 

SUBJECT: GAO Review on Records Management Procedures Dealing with Weather Balloons, 
Unknown Aircraft, and Similar Crash Incidents (GAO Code 701034)
INFORMATION MEMORANDUM 

In response to your memorandum dated 1 Mar 94, same subject, Air Force Safety has 
identified 2 directives concerning the investigating and reporting of air vehicle crashes. One is 
within our purview, while the other is managed by the Office of the Judge Advocate General. 

AFR 127-4, Investigating and Reporting US Air Force Mishaps (attached), provides 
guidance for Air Force safety investigations, to include "air vehicle mishaps." The mishap report 
is used for mishap prevention purposes only and is not normally released outside Air Force 
channels. It does not cover the investigation of air vehicle crashes belonging to other branches of 
government or civilian crashes. 

AFR 110-14, Investigations of Aircraft, Missile, and Nuclear and Space Accidents, 
provides guidance for Accident Investigation Boards, which are convened primarily to obtain and 
preserve available evidence for claims, litigation, disciplinary and administrative actions, and for 
all other purposes. The accident report is normally releasable to the public. 

Normally, the safety investigation is done first, after which the wreckage/debris retention 
and disposition becomes the responsibility ofthe Accident Investigation Board. AFR 110-14, 
paragraph 10, Disposition of Wreckage and Other Evidentiary Materials, states "HQ USAF/JACC 
[now AFLSA/JACT] manages the retention of aircraft wreckage for anticipated litigation or in 
cases where there is a high degree of publicity. The Air Force is not under any general 
requirement to retain wreckage for long periods of time, but in some cases, it is advantageous to 
do while in others the wreckage can be disposed of quickly." 

The Air Force Safety Agency searched the microfilm records (classified and unclassified) 
for air vehicle mishaps for the period 20 June through 31 July 1947. The only mishaps reported in 
New Mexico during that periods are as follows: 



AIRCRAFT DATE 
A-26C 24 June 1947 
P-51N 10 July 1947 
C-82A 12 July 1947 
P-80A 18 July 1947 
PQ-14B 28 July 1947 

TIME* 
0809 
1252 
1206 
1200 
0935 

* all times are Mountain Standard Time 

LOCATION 
7 miles northwest of Hobbs NM 
7 miles northwest ofHobbs NM 
7 miles southeast of Albuquerque NM 
Carrizozo NM 
15 miles southwest of Alamogordo NM 

2 

We have no information regarding mishaps of air vehicles belonging to civilian or other 
government agencies. Please note that mishaps involving unmanned air vehicles (which during the 
1940s included remotely piloted aircraft, low-speed "cruise missiles" like the V-1, and most 
balloons) are considered "ground mishaps." Reports on such occurrences are not retained for an 
extended period; AFR 4-20, vol II, Table 127-2, rule 4 directs the Air Force Safety Agency to 
destroy them after 5 years. 

Attachment: ,. 
AFR 127-4 LN ° 

cc: 
AFLSNJACT (atch w/d) 

q~~ 1-.c.~ ~· 
Jks L. COLE, JR., Brig Gen, USAF 
Chief of Safety 







OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY 

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE 
WASHINGTON DC 

MEMORANDUM FOR SAF/AA 

FROM: SAF/AQL 

~ 2 MAR 1994 

SUBJECT: GAO Review on Records Management Procedures Dealing with 
Weather Balloons, Unknown Aircraft, and Similar Crash Incidents (GAO 
Code 701034) (Your memorandum, 1 Mar 1994) 
-- INFORMATION MEMORANDUM 

SAF/AQL is not the OPR for: 1) directives concerning records retention and 

disposition or for 2) directives concerning reporting air vehicle crashes, investigations, and 

wreckage/debris retention and disposition. Additionally, we do not possess any records 

related to air vehicle impacts or crashes in New Mexico. 
/ 

I 









DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE 
HEADQUARTERS UNITED STATES AIR FORCE 

09 Mar94 

MEMORANDUMFORSAF/AAZ 
ATIENTION: Lt Col Bulter 

FROM: HQ USAF/XOWP 
1490 Air Force Pentagon 
Washington DC 20330-1490 

SUBJECT: GAO Review on Records Management Procedures Dealing with Weather 
Balloons, Unknown Aircraft, and Similar Crash Incidents (GAO Code 
701034)- INFORMATION MEMORANDUM 

Reference: 1 Mar 94 SAF Memorandum, Subj, same as above 

There is no requirement for weather personnel to record weather balloon landings. 
Only meteorological data are retained. 

We did not fmd any records in the Air Force weather archives of a weather balloon 
crash near Roswell, New Mexico from 20 June to 31 July 1947. If you have any 
questions, my point of contact is Lt Col Jim Near DSN 4-5163. 

Chief, Po Division 
Directorate of Weather 
DCS, Plans and Operations 









OF"F"ICE OF" THE SECRETARY 

SAF/AAIQ 
1610 Air Force 
Washington, DC 

MEMORANDUM FOR 

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE 
WASHINGTON DC 20330-1000 

Pentaqon 
20330-1610' / . 'f " ~+":,,._,_..; q 
SAF /AAI~(J. tlf 
SAF /AAZ l~l.;t~.._n·~yl 
IN TURN \1 1~ 

10 March 1994 

SUBJECT: GAO Review of Records Manaqement Procedures Dealinq with 
Weather Balloons, Unknown Aircraft, and Similar Crash 
Incidents (GAO Code 701034) - INFORMATION MEMORANDUM 

Reference your memorandum, 1 March 1994, request items: 

(a) Identify pertinent directives concerninq records retention 
and disposition. 

The Air Force current requlation is AFR 4-20, Volume 2, Disposi
tion of Air Force Records, Records Disposition Schedule,· dated 1 
May 1992. 

Earlier schedules were: 

AFR 12-50 volume II, Disposition of Air Force Records, Records 
Disposition Standards, 30 October 1987; 31 January 1986; 14 May 
1984. 

AFM 12-50 Volume II, Disposition of Air Force Documentation; 
1 October 1969. 

AFM 181-5, Records Manaqement, Evaluation and Disposition of 
Records, 1 December 1966; 1 July 1963; and 10 November 1958. 

AFM 181-5, Records Manaqement, Disposition of Records, 1 July 
1956; and 1 Auqust 1954. 

AFM 181-5, Administration of Records, 1950. 

(b) Identify pertinent directives concerninq reportinq Air 
vehicle crashes, investiqations, and wreckaqejdebris 
retention and disposition. 

AFR 110-14, Investiqations of Aircraft, Missile, and Nuclear and 
Space Accidents (AF/JACC). 



AFP 127-1 Volume 1, US Air Force Guide to Mishap Investiqation 
(AFSA/SEP) 

AFP 127, Volume 3, Safety Investiqation Workbook (AFSA/SEP) 

AFR 127-4, Investiqatinq and Reportinq US Air Force Mishaps 
(AFSA/SEP) 

AFR 127-11, Participation in a Military Civil Aircraft Accident 
Safety Investiqation (AFSA/SEP) 

(c) Identify any records (unclassified or classified) 
related to air vehicle(aircraft, liqhter-than-aircraft, 
rocket/missile, or other) impacts or crashes in New Mexico 
from 20 June to 31 July 1947; identify record qroups andjor 
other indexes associated with these records for further 
review. 

We asked the National Personnel Records Center to see if they have 
any files for Roswell Air Force Base for the 1947 time frame in 
their holdinqs. They noted that the histories for the 509th Bomb 
Group and Winq for Roswell Army Air Base for period of November
December 1947 was transferred to Air University in 1953. The 
reqular 1947 records have been destroyed. They do have a packet 
of Top Secret for 509th Bomb Winq, Walker Air Force Base, 
Roswell, NM for 1949-1950. They said we would need to look 
throuqh this for any records. 

(d) provide copies of pertinent directives (includinq any 
chanqes of policies on retention and disposition} and 
records (i.e.,item c above) to SAF/AAZ, 1720 Air.Force 
Pentaqon, Washinqton, DC 20330-1720. 

We are attachinq appropriate extract from our disposition schedule 
since 1950. This is our earliest schedule. 

1 Atch \n 
Extracts from AF tV y 
Records Schedules 

~ . ~ c.L- T {( av.r
t;"RAcE T. ROWE 
Chief, Records Manaqement Branch 
Directorate of Information Manaqement 







DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE 
AIR FORCE HISTORICAL RESEARCH AGENCY 

MAXWELL AIR FORCE BASE, ALABAMA 

MEMO~UMFOBMffiO~-~ 
SAFIAAZ\jt~,.,. 
IN TURN 

FROM: AFHRAICC 
600 Chennault Circle 
Maxwell AFB AL 36112-6424 

8 Mar 94 

SUBJECT: GAO Review on Records Management Procedures Dealing with 
Weather Balloons, Unknown Aircraft, and Similar Crash Incidents 

Reference: SAFIAAZ Ltr, 1 Mar 94 

Attached·are the results of the records search conducted at the Agency 
pursuant to the instructions of referenced letter. Point of contact at this Agency is 
Dr James Kitchens, DSN 493-5068 or commercial (205) 953-5068. 

Attachment: 
AFHRA's Report 

~~~ 
RICHARD S. RAUSCHKOLB 
Colonel, USAF 
Commander 



REPORT 

GAO INVESTIGATION OF "THE ROSWELL INCIDENT": 
RELEVANT HOLDINGS AT THE AFHRA 

8 March 1994 

Preface 

On 1 March 1994 a facsimile transmission from the Secretary of the Air Force, Office of 
Administrative Assistant (SAF / AA) directed the Historical Research Agency to support 
the General Accounting Office's investigation of "the Roswell incident" Specifically, the 
Agency was directed to identify any records in its possession concerning the 
investigation and reporting of air vehicle and other crash incidents similar to the 
reported crash of a weather balloon near Roswell, New Mexico, in July 1947 ("the 
Roswell incident"). This report presents the search procedure and results and indicates 
some possible additional locations for Air Force files on the Roswell incident 

Definition of a Search Strategy 

The AFHRA/RSQ (Inquiries Branch) was assigned the task of responding to the 
SAF / AAZ directive. On 2 March 1994, Inquiries Branch staff developed a list of possible 
file locations which might contain relevant documents. Primary items on this list were 
Roswell AAFld installation histories, together with unit histories of the Air Force 
organizations stationed at Roswell in June-July 1947. In addition, the following rubrics 
were identified for insertion into the Agency's finding aids: 

Roswell 
Roswell Army Air Field 
Unidentified Flying Objects 
UFO(s) 
Weather Balloon(s) 

Results of the Search - Unit Histories 

In June/July 1947, the principal Air Force unit stationed at Roswell was the 509th Bomb 
Group (H). This group, its constituent squadrons, and support organizations were 
therefore indicated as the most likely locations for any reporting about the Roswell 
incident in Agency files. On 3. March 1994, the unit histories of Air Force organizations 
stationed at Roswell AAFld were retrieved and examined page-by-page for any entries 



related to unidentified flying objects and/ or the crash of a weather balloon near the base 
in the June/July 1947 time frame. The results of this search were as follows: 

509th Bomb Group (H) - June/July 1947 - One brief passage mentioning the Office 
of Public Affairs and "flying disc" activities 
in GP-509-Hl, July 1947, p. 39 (see 
Appendix 1). 

393rd Bomb Sqdn 

715th Bomb Sqdn 

830th Bomb Sqdn 

1027th Air Materiel 
Sqdn 

427th AAF Base Unit 

- No AFHRA files for June/July 1947. 

- No AFHRA files for June/July 1947. 

- Nothing in unit history for 24 May 1946-23 June 1947 (SQ-
BOMB-830-HI, 24 May 1946-23 June 1947). 

- Nothing in unit history for 17 Dec 1944-Nov 1947 
(SQ-SV-1027-HI, 17 Dec 1944-Nov 1947). 

- This unit's historical reports are included in Roswell AAFld 
installation histories (AFHRA series 288.17-28, 1947). No 
mention of Roswell incident found. 

390th Air Service Sqdn - No AFHRA files for June/July 1947. 

1395th Military Police - No AFHRA files for June/July 1947. 
Company (Aviation) 

603rd Air Engineering - Nothing in unit history for Feb-Nov 1947 (SQ-ENGR-603-
Sqdn HI, Feb-Nov 1947). 

It should be noted that the period from approximately 1946 to 1950 is the least well 
documented era in the Air Force's unit history program. During this time of drastically 
reduced forces and peacetime concerns, major unit histories were frequently thin and 
their content sketchy at best Small units, especially support units, frequently did not 
submit histories at all dUring the 1946-1947 period. Although we cannot be absolutely 
sure that the histories marked "no holding" in the above list were never written, it 
appears virtually certain that they were not, in fact, ever created. H written, there is 
good evidence through accessioning and microfilming records that the Agency never 
received those indicated as absent from the AFHRA collection. 

Result of the Search - Base Histories 

On 3 March 1994 the Agency's files of Roswell AAFld histories for June/July 1947 were 
examined. These base or installation histories are designated AFHRA 288.17-28, Roswell 
AAFld Histories, Jan 1946-Dec 1947 (3 vols). These histories amount to approximately 
two linear inches and are largely concerned with administrative matters (number of 



personnel, transfers, routine administrative actions, etc.). No mention of the Roswell 
incident was found in them. 

Result of the Search - Card Catalog and IRIS 

On 3 March 1994 appropriate rubrics in the Agency's card catalog such as "Roswell," 
"Roswell AAFld," "UFO(s)," "Unidentified Flying Objects," "Weather Balloon(s)," were 

examined. No entries were found which identified information remotely related to the 
Roswell incident 

The Agency's IRIS electronic data base was also queried for potential entries. The 
following key words or phases were entered: 

ROSWELL 
UFO 
UFOS 
UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECT 
UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS 
WEATHER BALLOON 
WEATHER BALLOONS 

The IRIS search produced no documents concerned with a flying disc and/or weather 
balloon crash at Roswell AAFld. The IRIS search, however, did reveal a sub-stantial file 
in AFHRA microfilm roll 33,764, beginning frame 562, which is concerned with flying 
disk reports in the western United States during the summer and fall of 1947. This file 
was apparently maintained by the Air Force Missile Development Command. It reveals 
contemporary investigative agencies, methods, and personalities both Air Force and 
civilian, thus it provides archival clues for further investigation of the Roswell incident 
Extracts from microfilm roll 33,764 are attached as Appendix U 

Finally, a passage mentioning balloon operations from Holloman AFB during June-July 
1947 was located in AFHRA I<280.10-54G, 1947-1958, Contributions of Balloon Operations 
to Research and Development at the Air Force Missile Development Center, Holloman Air Force 
Base, N. Mex., 1947-1950 (Holloman AFB, NM: AFMDC, n.d.), pp. 1-2 (Appendix Ill). 
This passage indicates that a cluster of "rubber-type weather balloons" was launched at 
Holloman AFB on 5 June 1947, the equipment from which was recovered. A second 
launch of polyethylene balloons was made on 3 July, the equipment for which was not 
recovered. 

Aircraft or "Vehicle" Crash Reports 

The AFHRA does not hold aircraft accident reports. The office of record for such reports 
is the Air Force Safety Agency/SERR, Kirtland AFB, NM. 



Summary and Conclusions 

The Historical Research Agency is primarily a repository for unit histories and 
supporting documents, and it has never routinely received the kind of records which 
might provide details of the Roswell incident H such records survive today, they will 
undoubtedly be held by the National Archives and Records Administration (NARA), 
either at the Washington National Records Center (WNRq or the Southwest Regional 
Depository (Fort Worth, Texas). 

Recommendations 

Because the records management policy of the federal government requires that obsolete 
office files be retired to the NAAA the WNRC and the NARA Southwest Regional 
Depository might be searched for files related to the Roswell incident 

AFHRA microfilm roll33,764 indicates that the Fourth Air Force and its A-2 intelligence 
section apparently carried out investigations of flying disks in the western US in 1947. 
Research in the NARA, therefore, might reasonably include a search for surviving HQ 
Fourth AF and Fourth AF A-2 Section files in the NARA. 

~i/J.~,Jll 
YAMES H. KITCHENS, m, PhD 
Archivist 
Inquiries Branch 

Appendix 
1. 509 BG History, Jun/Jul47 
2 Extract from "Flying Disks 1947'' W I 0 

3. Bailon Operations at AFMDC, 1947-1950, pp 1-2 

JkW).~ 
RICHARD S. RAUSCHI<OLB 
Colonel, USAF 
Commander 
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1. Pursuant to CLuthorj.ty c.::.r.taincd in Hqs. 8th Air Forco 'f;.:x 
num~.or -t'l 1593 dated 6 July 19,~; 71 th~. un.dersigncd horcby lll=IS·umcs 

COmtlO.nd of the Ro:nrcll ~~rmy i.il' Field, Ros•.'J(Jll., New r.:cxico. Effective 
thi3 date. 
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";~'' & Post 
Fe:-sonne.l 
Classification 
Hqs. 8th AF 
Hqs. Sii.C 
Col. Je:iinings 
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CHAPTSR Ill 

A"J siGnificant changes .in orc3nization as activation or de-

nctivo.tion of units, or <:}Hlnt:e or command, will be dealt "with in this 

chapter. 

L"t Colonel Payne Jen~;ings, :Ueputy Commander,. assWted command 

of Ro..;\vell .~rmy Air Field on e July 1947. Colo·nel i1. H. Blanchard, ; y 
::o!'!lr.'a.od.ing Of.f'icor \vent on leave. 

Lt Colonel Chorles H. Horton, Jr., ~s assignod as Co~~anding 

Officer of 3quadron "A", vice Lt .:olonol Richard p. Schumacher on 

14 July 1947. 'ihe Squadron Adjutant, Captain Somnan, was transferred 

overseas and ?m~ replaced by Co.Ftain Joseph A. Jones. 

Co:'l'.mand of the 3rd Phot-o Laoora.tory Unit (VH), was assu:ned by 

1st Lt 5arold r,. Arner ?P.r Po.r~crnph 3, Special Order, #139, Eeadquartars, 

Roswell Anny Air Field, dated 18 July 1947. lie relieved 1st Lt Lewis 

C. Bohanan who t'l&.s transferred to the 70lst ·AA.F· BU,. Hamil:~en Field, 

Cali .f'ornia. 

The 390th Air Service Squadron received a new commandir~ of'ticor 

in the person or Lt Colonl!ll ~ialter Y. Lucas, who asst.llled command on 

1 July 1947. Colonel Lur.:c.s relieved. Lt Colonel William C. Kingsl-1~ 

who then assumed oommand of the 115th Bomb Squadron (VH), formerly-

com:na.lld.od by .colonel Lucas .• 

lst Lt vt. G. Hilburn, f'onner Assistant Base Adj•lba.nt, transferred 

~~ Squedr~n "A", 427th AAF ~U to 603rd Air Engineering Squadron as 

Squadron A\lj\,;tant. He replaces Ca.pto.in Earl. o. Casey, who is on orders 

fbr an overseas assignment to Project PAC 

y. 'J.O. 1/9, pa.ra&raph 1 - RA.AF, Ros;-:911, New Mexico ..... 



Tho ot.'-ler three briefin&s wet•e t."lose which w-,re given to the 'VIP 

and a simul!l.ted briai'ing to a l&.rgo ~roup of Air Scouts representing 

all o i' the troops in ~rew Mexico which was {;iven on 15 Jul:r 194 7. 

Several small projects were completed during ~1e mont.~ includine 

signs on all the·office doors, a b~ildin& directory, and a vrorld situation 

map which is maintained. on a dny-to-uay basis. 

The Historical Section of S-2 has been seriously handicapp,)d by 

the removal of the regular stenographer with the reduction in force. 

Due to the fact that the quality of the dopar'bnc"lt reports has 

in general been so inadequate·; lectures are being prepared to be given 

early in August to properly train the liaison. re_presexitatives of eac.'1 

depar'bnent. 

The Office or·public Information was. kept quite busy during the 

monti1 answering inquiries on the "flying disc", which.was reported to 

be in p,csession of the 509th Bomb Group. The object turned out to be 

a radar tracking balloon. 

The main project· of the mont.'l. wo.s making all arrangements for a 

successful Air Force Day. Lt. Colonel Oliver LaFarge, Air Reserve Corps, 

at Santa Fe, made atrangernents for Colonel Blanchard to visit t.'l.e Governor 

of New l~exioo and ask him to declare Air Force Day in New Mexico on 

1 August. 
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n1e Public Information Office was host during the mon~~ to the 

Senior Air Scouts of ~ie·w Mexico, and to the several {;roups of visiting 

VIP's. Several ensy chairs and couches have boen procurred to make the 

Public Infor;J3.tion Office a more comfortable place in which to entertain. 

'rhe Public Information Officer and tr.o Commanding Officer wero 

guasts of -the Kiwe.nis Club of Roswell at a luncheon, for which Colonel 

:; .. H. Blanchard was the zuest speaker. Colonel Blanchard spoke on the 

fu"':ure of the Air Force, and the talk was very well received. 

Arrangements have now been mado to have the p.r.o. called on 

all crash calls in accordance with AAF Regulation. In the past, the 

F.I.o. has been called too late to ~et to the scene in tL~e to do ~~ 

good. 

The :Srd Photo Laboratory Unit (VR) is no'v corr.manded by 1st Lt 

Harold w. Arner per paragraph 3, SO ffl~9. Headqt~':'.!"ters, this station, 

datod 18 July 1947. 1st Lt. Lewis c. Bohanan. former commanding o£ticer 

of the 3rd Pho to Lab Unit, was trans fer red to the 70 ls t MF BU, Hamil ton 

Field, California. 

n1e principal difficulty reported is a critical lack of P,hotoatat 

paper. This has caused a large back log o£ important work to pile up. 

The following is a brealaiown of work performed during the month 

ending 31 July 1947e 

Ccnta~t Printa •••••••••• 3058 
Photos tats............ • 0 
Copy Negatives •••••••••• 158 
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Projection Prin~s •••••••• 403 
Ground Negatives ••••••••• 285 
Aerial Roll Film ••••••••• 741 feet 
~5 mm Film ••••••••••••••• 454 feet 



CHAPI'ER XIII 

VISITORS 

1 July 1947 - Lt Colonel R. Hamilton Martin ?nd Lt. Colonel Loberg, 
Headquarters, Eighth Air Force, arrived this date to 
coordinate with S-3 and check invento17 of printing ani 
reproduction equipment. 

2 Jul1 1947 - Colonel Brown, Colonel Dubose, and others from Headquarters, 
Eighth Air Force, arrived on official visit and inspection. 
others included Lt Colonel ~nd R. Spurgeon, to coordi
nate with Adjutant; 's Section; Lt Colonel Ray- C. 16.ltcn, to 
coordinate with Engineering; and Lt Colonel Donald s. Dundas, 
to coordinate with the Legal Section (Judge Advocate). 

2 July 1947 - llajor 0 1Neal J. ·r. Archer, Headquarters, Eighth Air Force, 
arrived to coordinate with S-3 on flying safety. 

2 July 1947 - Mr. 114. E. Stidt, Engineering Depot, St. Louis, 14i.ssourl., 
visited to coordinate with Theater Officer. 

3 July 1947 - Mr. Giles, Fire Prevention Inspector from Strategic Air 
CollllllaM, departed this station after completing his in
apection of the Fire Departments. 

8 July 1947 -Eighth Air Force Group Competition Inspection Team, uJXler 
the supervision of Lt COlonel Burns, arrived to make the 
competition inspection. Kajar L. J. Seibert and lia.jor 
Rogers L. Pearson were among those preseut. 

0 July 1947 - Mr. John H. Kawka, Eighth Air Force, arrived on an aDJIJilni
tion inspection. 

9 July 1947 - S-4 was inspected by Jla.jor K. D. Thompson and Captain ,y. 
w. Brady. 

10 July 1947 - J.ho. 'E. s. Rupp am lrfr. C. D. Hall, SAGD, visited Base Supply 
regard.L'"lg Quartermaster Stock Control. 

J..t July 194 7 - Captain Billy Y. Seargeant, 70th AAF BU, 103rd Weather Group, 
arrived on Weather Station Inspection. 

ll July 1947 - Ca:rtain Edward G. Retartyk, Eighth Air Force, arrived to 
coordinato with Budget and Fiscal Office~. 
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11 July 1947 - Mr. R. w. Truitt, Cost Analyst, Eighth Air Force, co
ordinated with Budget and Fiscal Officer on cost analysis. 

lh July 1947 - Colonel Sager, Surgeon, Eighth Air Force, arrived to coordi
nalie nth Station Hospital and Base Commanding Officer. 

14 J'!lly 1947 - Captain R. R. Showalter, Jr., and i..iajor 1. A. Boatright, 
Headquarters, Eighth Air Force, arrived to coordinate with 
Statistical Control on cost analysis. 

16 July 1947 - Brigadier Ge~1eral Roger ~. Ramey arrived .from Ft Worth on 
an official visit. 

16 July 1947 - Lt Colonel J. P. Hines, Major Louis R. Fimian, llajor Howard 
A. Beck, and Lt Colonel John H. Bell arrived !ro.111 Headquar
ters, Strategic Air Cor.unand, for inspection and coordination 
of &:-~, Section. 

17 July 194"7 - Brigadier General Roger M. Ramey departed this station en~ 
route to Tucson, Arizona. 

21 July' 1947 - l.U-. w. L. Wilson, SAAMA, arrived to coordinate with the 
· Air Installation Officer and AACS, regarding Headquarters 

AMC projects. 

22 July- 1947 - Dr. E. M. Townsexrl, PBS, Ft Stanton, New Mexico, arrived 
for a visit with the Commanding Officer or Executive 
Officer. · He is Chief Surgeon, Public Health Service, 
Ft Stanton. 

23 July 1947 - 19 VIP consisting oi' several college presidents and deans, 
also CAP and National ~Lard notables from the western states 
arrived from Hamilton Field to spend the night. They were 
enr?Ute to Eglin Field, Floricl3., to witness demonstration 
of latest ~ air force equipment. 

21~ July 1947 - The above mentioned VIP departed this base after a short 
courtesy tour, including a sample briefing. 

24 July 1947- Major R. J.D. Jol10Son and" Captain w. A. Hartzop, Jr., 
Arrrr:r Air Forces, Washington, D. c., .arrived .for investi
gation of the B-29 crash which occurred 20 ~ 1947. 

25 July 1947 - Governor Thomas J. Mabry' of New Mexico, and party, were the 
guests o£ honor of Roswell Arrq Air Field. Brigadie:- Gemral 
Roger ll. Ramey, Cotm:~anding General, Eighth Air Force, was one 
o£ the visiting dignitaries to welcome the Governor. 
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-- DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE 
AIR FORCE OFFICE OF SPECIAL INVESTIGATIONS 

MEMORANDUM FOR SAF/ AAZ 

FROM: HQ AFOSIIHO 
226 Duncan Ave Suite 21 00 
Bolling AFB, DC 20332-0001 

11 May 1994 

SUBJECT: GAO Review on Records Management Procedures (Your memo 16 Mar 94) 

1. This is to inform you that on 19 De~ember 1975, the HQ AFOSI History office 
transferred two cubic feet of documents consisting of directives and policy guidance 
relating to the conduct of investigations of the type GAO is reviewing and all investigative 
files covering the period of 1948 to 1968 to the National Archives. You will find attached 
a copy of the Standard Form 135, Record Transmittal and Receipt, signed by the Assistant 
Chief, Military Projects Branch, National Archives, on that date (atch 1). My predecessor, 
who was instrumental in transferring these records informed me that these were the only 
records that AFOSI held. Currently, anyone who requests information on the subject from 
HQ AFOSI/Information Release is directed to the National Archives. Further, you will 
find attached a copy of my input to a staff meeting of8 February 1989 in which I noted 
that 40 years earlier a meeting was held in the Southwest U.S. concerning subject (atch 2). 
At that time, District 17, Kirtland AFB, NM, was designated to be responsible for 
collection and reporting on aerial phenomena. That is about the only reference I've found 
in AFOSI historical files relating to the subject for the period of 1948 to 1953. AFOSI did 
not become operational until 1 August 1948, so we have no histories dealing with events 
before that time. 

2. If you have any further questions, please contact me at DSN 297-5725 or Commercial 
(202)767-5725. 

Attachments: 
1. Copy of SF 135, 19 Dec 75 

c!;i.J&£~{ (fftiJl~. 
EDWARD C. MISHLER 
Historian 

2. Copy ofHO Input, 8 Feb 89 StaffMeeting 

"HELPING TO PROTECT A GREAT WAY OF LIFE" 



-- TO If COMPLETED AT FEOUAL llfCOROS CfNTU STA';I)ARD FORM l!~ ltECORDS TRANSMITTAL I R(CC"D GIIOU, ... :) JULY 'til LPI~IOH ACClSSIOII NO. 
::.th(JtAL SCih'IC£.3 &.eMifl. AND RECEIPT NN-375-209 l ''iiiiiiiA '4: C,R1 .01·'~ c 

INSTRUCTIONS SIG~ATU~[ ~. i OAt[ ~[CORe$ R[C[:V[:> 

Send original and two copies to appropriate lF~ ,. We-!!.-"~. I :J. - J&f- 7 S 
Federal Records Center. 

TITLt;\.=;c;/.Sfl\,1f C~r~ S: EXCEPTION-Send original and three copies to the 
Alexandria, Virginia, Center l"!rld.&._.v- frt' ec "f":> BHv 1'1 Nt..f,,.,J.I .4 ,., h 

FROM: j}t'cunc &ttci odtlrct1 o/ .4gctttlf trGJU/~rrittiJ re~ortl1) TO: Feaeral Records Center, qSA 
HQ AFOSI/HO The Archivist of the Unit5d Sta: 
Rm 1-H-053, Forrestal Bldg National Archives & Recor s Ser\ 
l~r29~ IR~e:q~q~_ince Ave., SW General Services Administration ... _n~ "'"'"n 

I IT£ C RITY-CLAS'IriCATION AND;OR RlSTRICTION ON USE OF R~C:ORDS. IF ANY c 5[ u 'a..;;ou' ..,..., wu uv 

UNCLASSIFIED 
z SOU.!oRE FEET OF SPACE CLE•RED 3. FILING EQUIPMENT EMPTIED I •· cu11~ FEr. oF •rcco:s 

TAA .. SFERRED 
A. OfFICE , •. STORAGE A. FILE CABINETS (No.) 1. TRANS. FILES (.Yo.) l c SHELVING (Li•. Fl.) I 

2 
· 

5. NAME OF &G[NCY c~;srOOIAN OF RECORDS 6. IUILDING AND R:xi>l NO. l 7. T[L[FHO'E NO. --

Kurt K. Kunze, Cap_t USAF_, Historian Forrestal Bldg, Rm lli-0~3 693-599-
• MAY !H£ RECORCS IE D~STROY[Q AS SCHEDULED WITHOUT FURTHER AGENCY CONCURRENCE' 0 YES 0 NO -

- 10. TITLE Cnief,., Documenta- ; 11. oATE 

~~M~a~1· USAF tion Div, uirectorate of 19 Dec , 
. . . ·"e"S 

--=-::-:.--=-:"':":"'::::-1r'----; 13 U DISPOSAL AUTO<O~I T,. 
AGE ... CY (Slow orfotti.:otiowol e••J'o"t'dcrrati•l rcc""tU) (Sdudt~~ o"d IteM ,,·o.) 

Si&III£0Ait0 FORM 135 
JUC.'f f!U [DITIOPI 

Source documents dating from 1948 to 1968 
concerning the USAF investigation of Un
identified Flying Objects (UFOs). These 
records contain documents on investigative 
policy and Air Force Office of Special 
Investigation reports of investigations on 
UFO sightings. 

SOURCE DOCUMENTS 

1 File folders 24-185-1 through 24-185-27 (Xote: 
There is no file for 24-185-3; there are two 
files under the number 24-185-17; and there 
is no file for 24-185-26) These files ~on
tain policy guidance and AFOSI District 
reports of investigation concerning UFOs 
(filed primarily by district). 

2 File folde.r.s. 24-185-001 through 24-185-·008 
containing policy guidance and AFOSI District 
reports of investigation concerning UFOs 
(filed primarily in chronological order.). 

(Use Standard Form l35A far continuation ah£ets) 



HO Input tor 8 Peb 89 Statt Meetin& 

The following are two old Uems from the APOSI archives. Porty rears yo, 
representatives ot US inve•tisat1ve and intellisence aaencies met in the 
southwestern United States. Tbe7 decided District 17, Kirtland APB, NK, would 
be responsible tor the overall collection and reportiD& on aerial phenomena. 
These phenomena, later termed unidentified tlrins objects or UPOs, had been 
s1&hted with some trequencf in the New Mexico area. !his program was 
initiallJ called Project Sian, then Project Grundse, and was renamed Project 
Blue Book in 1951. NOTB: APOSI turned over all it1 investiaative tiles 
pertaining to this project to the National Archives in 197Etr TwentY rears 
!&2,, in response to the increasinc drug problem in the Air Porce, OSI took 
ateps to provide additional training. District 17 sponsored a narcotics 
seminar at Kirtland AFB, NM, which 225 people from state and local law 
enforcement aaencies as well as OSI aaente attended. OSI also developed an 
advanced Narcotics Investigations Course designed to teach the latest technics 
in combatting drug abuse. 





13 
Records Searched 





ARCHIVES/LIBRARY OF CONGRESS 
NOTE: RECORD GROUP 3111, RECORDS OF THE ARMY STAFF MESSAGE CENTER, WERE SEARCHED FOR 11147. 

RECORD GROUP ENTRY BOX REEL I TITLE LOCATION 

N/A NIA NIA IAMiy Plpn LIB OF CONGRESS 

N/A NIA NIA SPMTZ PAPERS LIB OF CONGRESS 

N/A NIA NIA TWINING PAPERS LIB OF CONGRESS 

NIA NIA NIA VANDENBERG PAPERS LIB OF CONGRESS 

18 566 AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 557 AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 558 AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 558 AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 seo AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 561 AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 562 AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 563 AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 564 AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 565 AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 568 AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 567 AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 568 AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 see AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 570 AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 571 AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 572 AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 573 AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 57-4 AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 575 AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 576 AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 576 AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 577 AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 576 AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 seo AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 



18 581 AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 582 AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 583 AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 584 AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 585 AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 588 AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 587 AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 588 AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 - AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 580 AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 581 AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 582 AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 583 AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 1 584 AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 - AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 588 AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 '!!!J1T AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 588 AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 588 AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 800 AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 1102 AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 801 AIR ADJUTANT NARADC 

18 803 AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 804 AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 805 AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 8011 AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 fXJ7 AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 8011 AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 808 AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 810 AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 811 AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 812 AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 



18 813 AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 814 AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 815 AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 818 AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 817 AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 81SI AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 820 AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 820 AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 821 AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 822 AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 823 AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 824 AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 825 AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 828 AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 827 AIR ADJUTANT GENERAL NARA DC 

18 4 178 RECORDS OF ARMY AIR SUITLAND 

18 4 17t RECORDS OF ARMY AIR SUITLAND 

18 4 382 RECORDS OF ARMY AIR SUITLAND 

18 4 383 RECORDS OF ARMY AIR SUITLAND 

18 4 384 RECORDS OF ARMY AIR SUITLAND 

18 4 - RECORDS OF ARMY AIR SUITLAND 

18 .. 3118 RECORDS OF ARMY AIR SUITLAND 

18 4 .., RECORDS OF ARMY AIR .SUITLAND 

158 IG REPORT-INDIVDUALS NARA SUITLAND 

158 IG CORRESPONDENCE NARA SUITLAND 

319 G2 INTEL RECORDS OF NARA SUITLAND 

318 2888 RECORDSOFTHEARMY ARCH~~UITLAND 

318 2930 RECORDS OF THE ARMY ARCH~~UITLAND 

3111 2833 RECORDS OF THE ARMY ARCH~~ITLAND 

318 2834 RECORDSOFTHEARMY ARCH~~UITLAND 

318 21141 RECORDSOFTHEARMY ARCH~~UITLAND 

310 2047 RECORDS OF THE ARMY ARCHIVES-SUm.AND 



31SI 2SI50 RECORDS OF THE ARMY ARCHIVES-SUITUHD 

31SI 3053 RECORDS OF THE ARMY ARCHIVES-SUITUHD 

31SI 3054 RECORDS OF THE ARMY ARCHIVES-SUITUHD 

31SI 305e RECORDS OF THE ARMY ARCHIVES-SUITUHD 

31SI 305e RECORDS OF THE ARMY ARCHIVES-SUITUHD 

31SI 3057 RECORDS OF THE ARMY ARCHIVES-SUITUHD 

31SI 3102 RECORDS Of THE ARMY ARCHIVES-SUITUHD 

31SI 3102 RECORDS Of THE ARMY ARCHIVES.SUITUHD 

31SI 3103 RECORDS Of THE ARMY ARCHIVES-SUITLAND 

31SI 3114 RECORDS Of THE ARMY ARCHIVES.SUITUHD 

31SI 3115 RECORDS Of THE ARMY ARCHIVES-SUITUHD 

31SI 3118 RECORDS Of THE ARMY ARCHIVEs-SUITLAND 

31SI 3117 RECORDS OF THE ARMY ARCHIVES-SUITUHD 

31SI 3118 RECORDS OF THE ARMY ARCHIVES-SUITUHD 

31SI 311SI RECORDS Of THE ARMY ARCHIVES-SUITLAND 

318 3120 RECORDS OF THE ARMY ARCHIVES-SUITUHD 

318 3121 RECORDS Of THE ARMY ARCHIVES-SUITUHD 

318 3122 RECORDS OF THE ARMY ARCHIVE$-SUITUHD 

318 3123 RECORDS OF THE ARMY ARCHIVES-SUITUHD 

318 3124 RECORDS OF THE ARMY ARCHIVEs-SUITlAND 

31SI 3125 RECORDSOFTHEARMY ARCHIVES-SUITlAND 

318 3128 RECORDS OF THE ARMY ARCHIVES-SUITUHD 

31SI 3127 RECORDS OF THE ARMY ARCHIVES-SUITLAND 

318 3128 RECORDS OF THE ARMY ARCHIVES-SUITUHD 

319 3129 RECORDS OF THE ARMY ARCHIVES-SUITUHD 

318 3130 RECORDS OF THE ARMY ARCHIVES-SUITlAND 

318 3131 RECORDS OF THE ARMY ARCHIVES.SUITUHD 

318 3132 RECORDS OF THE ARMY ARCHIVES-SUITlAND 

318 3133 RECORDS OF THE ARMY ARCHIVEs-SUITLAND 

311 3134 RECORDS OF THE ARMY ARCHIVES-SUITLAND 

318 3138 RECORDS OF THE ARMY ARCHIVES-SUITLAND 

318 3143 RECORDS OF THE ARMY ARCHIVES-SUITlAND 



318 3145 RECORDS OF THE ARMY ARCHIVES-SUITLAND 

318 314111 RECORDS OF THE ARMY ARCHIVES-SUITLAND 

318 '!lfJ61 RECORDS OF THE ARMY ARCHIVES-SUITLAND 

341 CORRESPONDENCE NARA SUITLAND 

341 HQ USAF MESSAGES NARA SUITLAND 

341 23 TOP SECRET MSGS NARA SUITLAND 

341 213 OFFICE OF DIRECTOR NARA SUITLAND 

341 213 2 OFFICE OF DIRECTOR NARA SUITLAND 

341 213 3 OFFICE OF DIRECTOR NARA SUITLAND 

341 213 5 OFFICE OF DIRECTOR NARA SUITLAND 

341 213 e OFFICE OF DIRECTOR NARA SUITLAND 

341 213 7 OFFICE OF DIRECTOR NARA SUITLAND 

341 213 8 OFFICE OF DIRECTOR NARA SUITLAND 

341 213 9 OFFICE OF DIRECTOR NARA SUITLAND 

341 213 10 OFFICE OF DIRECTOR NARA SUITLAND 

341 213 11 OFFICE OF DIRECTOR NARA SUITLAND 

341 213 12 OFFICE OF DIRECTOR NARA SUITLAND 

341 213 13 OFFICE OF DIRECTOR NARA SUITLAND 

341 213 14 OFFICE OF DIRECTOR NARA SUITLAND 

341 213 18 OFFICE OF DIRECTOR NARA SUITLAND 

341 213 17 OFFICE OF DIRECTOR NARA SUITLAND 

341 213 18 OFFICE OF DIRECTOR NARA SUITLAND 

341 213 18 OFFICE OF DIRECTOR NARA SUITLAND 

341 213 20 OFFICE OF DIRECTOR NARA SUITLAND 

341 213 21 OFFICE OF DIRECTOR NARA SUITLAND 

341 213 22 OFFICE OF DIRECTOR NARA SUITLAND 

341 213 23 OFFICE OF DIRECTOR NARA SUITLAND 

341 213 24 OFFICE OF DIRECTOR NARA SUITLAND 

341 213 25 OFFICE OF DIRECTOR NARA SUITLAND 

341 213 2!8 OFFICE OF DIRECTOR NARA SUITLAND 

341 213 71 OFFICE OF DIRECTOR NARA SUITLAND 

341 213 2!8 OFFICE OF DIRECTOR NARA SUITLAND 



341 213 211 OFFICE OF DIRECTOR NARA SUITLAND 

341 213 30 OFFICE OF DIRECTOR NARA SUITLAND 

341 213 31 OFFICE OF DIRECTOR NARA SUITLAND 

341 213 32 OFFICE OF DIRECTOR NARA SUITLAND 

341 213 33 OFFICE OF DIRECTOR NARS SUITLAND 

341 213 33 OFFICE OF DIRECTOR NARA SUITLAND 

341 213 34 OFFICE OF DIRECTOR NARA SUITLAND 

341 213 35 OFFICE OF DIRECTOR NARA SUITLAND 

341 213 37 OFFICE OF DIRECTOR NARA SUITLAND 

341 213 38 OFFICE OF DIRECTOR NARA SUITLAND 

341 213 38 OFFICE OF DIRECTOR NARA SUITLAND 

341 213 «< OFFICE OF DIRECTOR NARA SUITLAND 

341 213 41 OFFICE OF DIRECTOR NARA SUITLAND 

341 213 42 OFFICE OF DIRECTOR NARA SUITLAND 

341 213 43 OFFICE OF DIRECTOR NARA SUITLAND 

341 213 44 OFFICE OF DIRECTOR NARA SUITLAND 

341 213 45 OFFICE OF DIRECTOR NARA SUITLAND 

341 213 .., OFFICE OF DIRECTOR NARA SUITLAND 

341 213 47 OFFICE OF DIRECTOR NARASUITLAND 

341 213 .. OFFICE OF DIRECTOR NARA SUITLAND 

341 213 • OFFICE OF DIRECTOR NARA SUITLAND 

341 213 50 OFFICE OF DIRECTOR NARA SUITLAND 

341 213 51 OFFICE OF DIRECTOR NARA SUITLAND 

341 213 52 OFFICE OF DIRECTOR NARA SUITLAND 

341 213 53 OFFICE OF DIRECTOR NARA SUITLAND 

341 213 54 OFFICE OF DIRECTOR NARA SUITLAND 

341 213 55 OFFICE OF DIRECTOR NARA SUITLAND 

341 213 58 OFFICE OF DIRECTOR NARA SUITLAND 

341 213 fiT OFFICE OF DIRECTOR NARA SUITLAND 

341 213 58 OFFICE OF DIRECTOR NARA SUITLAND 

341 337 18 HQ USAF RECORDS NARA DC 

341 m 1 OF 10 HQ USAF RECORDS NARA DC 



341 UT 2 OF18 HQ USAF RECORDS NARA DC 

341 337 3 OF18 HQ USAF RECORDS NARA DC 

341 UT 40F 18 HQ USAF RECORDS NARA DC 

341 337 50F18 HQ USAF RECORDS NARA DC 

341 337 80F18 HQ USAF RECORDS NARA DC 

341 UT 70F18 HQ USAF RECORDS NARA DC 

341 337 80F 18 HQ USAF RECORDS NARA DC 

341 337 80F18 HQ USAF RECORDS NARA DC 

341 UT 100F 18 HQ USAF RECORDS NARA DC 

341 UT 11 OF 18 HQ USAF RECORDS NARA DC 

341 UT 120F18 HQ USAF RECORDS NARA DC 

341 UT 130F 18 HQ USAF RECORDS NARA DC 

341 337 14 OF 18 HQ USAF RECORDS NARA DC 

341 337 150F 18 HQ USAF RECORDS NARA DC 

341 337 180F18 HQ USAF RECORDS NARA DC 

341 337 170F 18 HQ USAF RECORDS NARA DC 

<101 124 A.P CRARY PAPERS NARADC 



RECORDS CENTERS 

ACCESSION , BOX, UNIT BASE 

338-78-0250 WHITE SANDS· ARMY 

338-78-0261 14 WHITE SANDS· ARMY 

338-78-0262 14 WHITE SANDS· ARMY 

338-78-0262 4 OF4 WHITE SANDS· ARMY 

338-78-0643 20F2 AIR DEFENSE SCHOOL 
FTBLISS 

341-$A-1262 BOLLINGAFB 

341-$A-1262 15 BOLLINGAFB 

341-$A-1262 30 BOLLINGAFB 

341-71A-6170 27 PENTAGON 

341-71A-6170 29 PENTAGON 

341-71A-6170 30 PENTAGON 

341-71A-6170 32 PENTAGON 

341-71A-6170 36 PENTAGON 

341-71A-6170 67 PENTAGON 

342-48A-5049 WATSON LABS 

342-49-A-5025 8THAF 

342-'IQA-5025 1 OF 20 81hAF 

342-49A-5025 100F 20 81hAF 

342-49A-5025 11 OF 20 81hAF 

342-'IQA-5025 120F 20 81hAF 

342-49A-5025 130F 20 81hAF 

342-'IQA-5025 140F20. 81hAF 

342-'IQA-5025 20F 20 81hAF 

342-'IQA-5025 30F 20 81hAF 

342-'IQA-5025 40F 20 81hAF 

342-'IQA-5025 SOF 20 81hAF 

342-'IQA-5025 60F 20 81hAF 

342-'IQA-5025 70F 20 81hAF 

342-4QA-5025 80F 20 81hAF 

342-49A 5025 90F 20 81hAF 

342-GB-6004 121hAF 

342-49C-5025 1 OF2 81hAF 

342-49C-5025 20F2 ~AF 

342~ 81hAF 

342-"''D-6015 1 OF3 SAC 



342-490-6015 20F 3 SAC 

342-490-6015 3 SAC 

342-49E-5025 8thAF 

342-49E-6015 SAC 

342-49H-5025 8thAF 

342-50-7029 10th AF BROOKS AFB 

342-51-7012 HQ BOLLING AFB 

342-51-7110 428 AAFBU KIRTLAND 
AFB 

342-51-7111 KIRTLAND AFB 

342-51-7112 KIRTLAND AFB 

342-51A-5071 BOLLLING FLO COMMAND 

342-51 B-0614 BOLLING FLO 

342-51 C-5071 BOLLING FLO 

342-52-7089 1 OF8 3151 ELEC GRP WATSON 
LABS 

342-52-7089 20F8 3151 ELEC GRP WATSON 
LABS 

342-52-7089 30F8 3151 ELEC GRP WATSON 
LABS 

342-52-7089 40F8 3151 ELEC GRP WATSON 
LABS 

342-52-7089 50F8 3151 ELEC GRP WATSON 
LABS 

342-52-7089 60F8 3151 ELEC GRP WATSON 
LABS 

342-52-7089 70F8 3151 ELEC GRPWATSON 
LABS 

342-52-7089 8 3151 ELEC GRPWATSON 
LABS 

342-52-7091 WRIGHT PAT 

342-52-7096 JOINT LONG RANGE 
PROVGRO 

342-52-7103 AIR WEATHER SERV 
ADW 

342-52-8-6067 1 OF2 HQ AMC WRIGHT PAT 

342-52A-8033 23 10THAF 

342-52A-5099 10thAF 

342-52A-8117 CAMBRIOGE LABS 

342-528-4003 10F7 8thAF 

342-528-4003 20F7 8thAF 

342-528-4003 30F7 8thAF 

342-528-4003 40F7 8thAF 

342-52B-4003 50F7 8thAF 

342-52B-4003 80F7 8thAF 

342-52B-4003 7 8thAF 

342-528-6067 20F2 HQ AMC WRIGHT PAT 

342-520-4002 8thAF 

342-520-4002 8thAF 

342~7026 1 OF25 8thAF 



342-53-7026 11 OF25 8th AF 

342-53-7026 120F25 l!lhAF 

342-53-7026 13 OF 25 l!lhAF 

342-53-70n 20F6 30118 EXP TEST GP 
HOLLOMAN AFB 

342-53-70n 30F6 30118 EXP TEST GP 
HOLLOMAN AFB 

342-53-70n 40F6 30118 EXP TEST GP 
HOLLOMAN AFB 

342-53-7on 60F6 30118 EXP GP HAFB 

342-53-7078 30118 MSC EXP GP 
HOLLOMAN AFB 

342-53-7106 1 OF2 CONAF MITCHEL FLO 

342-53-7106 2 CONAF MITCHEL FLO 

342-53A-6074 1 OF2 WRIGHT PAT 

342-53A-6074 2 WRIGHT PAT 

342-53A-6078 1 OF 18 HQ AMC WRIGHT PAT 

342-53A-6078 20F 18 HQ AMCWRIGHT PAT 

342-53A-6078 30F18 HQ AMC WRIGHT PAT 

342-53A-6078 40F 18 HQ AMC WRIGHT PAT 

342-53A-6079 HQ AMC WRIGHT PAT 

342-53A-6079 HQ AMC WRIGHT PAT 

342-53A-6079 10 HQ AMC WRIGHT PAT 

342-53A-6079 11 HQ AMC WRIGHT PAT 

342-53A-6079 12 HQ AMC WRIGHT PAT 

342-53A-6079 3 HQ AMC WRIGHT PAT 

342-53A-6079 4 HQ AMC WRIGHT PAT 

342-53A-6079 5 HQ AMC WRIGHT PAT 

342-53A-6079 6 HQ AMC WRIGHT PAT 

342-53A-607V 7 HQ AMC WRIGHT PAT 

342-53A-6079 8 HQ AMC WRIGHT PAT 

342-53A-6079 9 HQ AMC WRIGHT PAT 

342-53A-6081 HQ AMC WRIGHT PAT 

342-53A-6081 2 HQ AMC WRIGHT PAT 

342-53A-6081 2 HQ AMC WRIGHT PAT 

342-S3A-6081 3 HQ AMC WRIGHT PAT 

342-S3A-6081 3 HQ AMC WRIGHT PAT 

342-S3A-6081 4 HQ AMC WRIGHT PAT 

342-S3A-6087 AMC HQ WRIGHT PAT 

342-SSA-6087 2 AMC HQ WRIGHT PAT 

342-SSA-6087 3 AMC HQ WRIGHT PAT 

342-S3A-«187 " HQ AMC WRIGHT PAT 

342-538-8079 HQ AMC WRIGHT PAT 



342-53C-eo79 HQ AMC WRIGHT PAT 

342-54-E-6128 HQ AMC WRIGHTPAT 

342-54-F-6128 HQ AM WRIGHT-PAT 

342-54-F-6128 HQ AMC WRIGHT PAT 

342-54-F-6128 2 HQ AM WRIGHT-PAT 

342-54-F-6128 3 HQ AM WRIGHT-PAT 

342-54-F-6128 4 HQ AM WRIGHT-PAT 

342-548-6097 HQ AMC WRIGHT PAT 

342-548-6097 2 HQ AMC WRIGHT PAT 

342-548-6097 2 HQ AMC WRIGHT PAT 

342-548-6097 2 HQ AMC WRIGHT PAT 

342-54F-4022 12th AF 

342-54..1-4045 90F48 HQ AMC WRIGHT PAT 

342-SSA-6099 HQ AMC WRIGHT PAT 

342-SSA-6099 2 HQ AMC WRIGHT PAT 

342-SSA-6099 2 HQ AMC WRIGHT PAT 

342-seA-6191 CAMBRIDGE LABS 

342-A~ AMC HQ WRIGHT PAT 

342~ 1 OF3 81hAF 

342~ 20F3 81hAF 

509Ih BG ORDERS 509Ih BOMB GROUP 

MORNING REPORT JULY 1947 509Ih BOMB GROUP 

MORNING REPORTS JULY1847 41:1AAF8U 





14 
Letter 
Lt Col Thomas Badger, Jr., HQ/AAF, 

to Commanding General, AMC 
Subj: Issuance of Orders 
June 5, 1947 





HEADQUARTERS, ARMY AIR FORCES 
WASHINGTON 

SUBJECT: Iuuance o! Ordera 

!01 Couaa8.1ng General 
.A.1r Materiel C~d 
Vricht J'ielcl, Ohio. 

1. ~ud coaficleat1al ortler• be ia•aecl plaoiag tha fttl'••· 
...... otficoa oa. tlar .. (a) 4al'• ~-, aq at .• _.,. 3aMt .a.u.-

. ..-r .. u. •• Muico, for parpoee of pvinliac Bolillj Ca ·· radir• ~-. 
reporti.Dc aot later t:t:.a date 1Jl41catecU 

8 Jplx 1947 Cl&tl 

Lt. G-•eral :Ia tlaa r. 'l.'wiJWac, o-12366, AD 
llaJor haeral :Bea,Juill Y. Chidl&v. 0.14.936 • .t.C 
llricdier Geaeral .lrtbar !boua, 0.103'76. AD 
:Briga41er General SUuel c. :BreatDall, 0.17132, .AO 

. 5 •aeut lK'I Clyt 

llriga41er General Dould L. Putt. o-17876, .&C 
Br1ga4.1er General John c. Gordon, o-18571, JD 
Colonel Leichton I. DaTia, 0.19721, MJ 

Copiea o! ordera ahoulcl -· !onrari. ... ~ c-n"nc otncv--.. 
~-.......... u. J'1el4. .AAditioul cop1 .. of ortler1 allo1114 be :tvalu.l \a 

Co-ending Officer, ftae Anae4 J'orcea Special Yeapeu ProJeot. 1faah-
25, D. c. 

!._t. c.c:::·=-:e::.. }.:~~Or'?! 
£.x~c::::··f-. W.::.::a::-y ?e!'aOnrJel Div:..a! 

Office Ci A~,i~-• 

,. 
' 





15 
Appointment Book; Diary 
Lt Gen Hoyt S. Vandenberg 
July 7-9 [1947]; July 7-9, 1947 





MANUSCRIPT DI\"ISIO:S 

THE P.~ERS OF 

HOYT K Y .\XDEXBERU 

Diaries ~ Appointment Books 

Box 1 
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' L/ Q .. /' . ~-:. 1,/t.<..£-A..~ j ---

APPOINTMENTS 

YEAR 19_!j} 

/ /f I ( ft (k_ t (\~.-.taA-~/ -
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NATIONAL BLANK BOOK COMPANY 
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Julv 5. 1%7 

1:00 P.U. F.eturned frau: Wichita Falls, Texas. 

9:15 A.l:. 

9:15 A.~. 

9:40 li..M. 

9:43 A.ll. 

9:45 A.l!. 

Julv ?, 1947 

Arrive vffice. 

Gen. Rawlings 

Gen. Bcatner rith mail. 

Colonel Garland on phone lt'i.th reference to me:norandum frO!!: G.cneral 
Ken."ley on har to have more groups and fewer people. Was that approved 
Approved to extent instructions given that SAC units be lett alone 
until September and at. that time make a deciaicn as to approval of 
KeMey's orgar.izatian and howr extensive:cy it Will be used in the 
Air Fcrce. Find out if KeMey has been advised and let me knOll". 

Cclcnel Gallcmaj thanking General Vandenberg !or wh&t he put on for CIC 

9:5C A.!l. Colonel Garland advised that Geneml Hood had handled the matter of 
SAC units an:i would be right ciar:n to brief Gen. Vandenberg. 

9:55 ~.11!. Gen Chauncey on phone !rat Pocatello, Idaho to state that Gen Cannon 
doesn't want Mood,y or 'l'urner in Georgia. Doesn't want Columbus at all
r~ts to substitue San llarcos. Tiants to ccnc:entrate all ~ian in 
a little blncb in Texas and take over fields that belOil£ to/8~s 
like Brooks a.nd Bergstrcm. General Chal:neey- says t.ia t it is possible 
we ld.ll have to give up the two 1n Georgi&. Gen Olauncey stated be 
adYised Gen Cannc:m tc put his wants 1n writing and not. to telephone u 
GE.r. Cht. unc ey !eels Gen C&.nnor. ~ not too sure o! hi.Jr.selt, as two Z:o:lti'..s 
a~o he wanted to get out. of Sa.n l!arcos and oar he wants it and also 
Brooks & Bergstrar.. 

10:00 ll..ll. Gen Hoa:l & Col Robson -briefin& on SAC ur..its. 

l0:55A.~~· 1!!-. Zuckert re civilian personnel and lill::itations and p<:rsonnel 
at il"lactive installations or i."lStall&ticns lf.li:h we are net pla!".ni."lg 
tc. retain in our permanent structure. 

11:05 A.Y.. llr. Robert Gross ar.d 't!r. Jlaher of Lockheed 

11~ 55 A.'.!. Gen. Sam Anderson 

12:00 Tc ~.'iar CoWlcil in absence of Ge.-1. Spaatz 

12:20 ?. 1'. F.eturned and t::.:;n tc ll:nc!l 



Julv ?. 194? (Cont 1d) 

1:10 F .1.:. t:r. Hicks of the Toronto Star, Toronto, Canada on phone -
He spoke in refard to the •fl~w'inc discs". they understand 
these discs are a u.s. rlane that is still on the secret 
list. He asked Gen. Van what he thought they wera and Gen. 
Van ~as quite nonc~ittal. Gen. Van said that some 
J·;ational Guard Hanes were on duty on their 0\711 volition 
to search for the discs, but that no planes have been ~ut 
on dut~, from Hq, .:.;..:r. 

1:20 P.L:. General Tommy Power 

1:40 F'.i.:. Cong. Drewry of Va. on fhone requesting a B-29 be sent to 
Blackstone, Va. for a celebration by the 'cl.i-' and volunteer 
fire organizations in the vicinity. Date - July 2?. ~ay 
be able to do some recruiting on that day. Gen. Van said be 
Y:ould look into t.'le matter and advise t:r. Drewry's office. 

1:50 P,;,J. ~r. Leo on phone re article on "Saucers". Said one bad been 
foun1 with instructions on it to get in touch tdth Colonel 
F~ank Hackett in Spokane. L:r. Leo reported.the ~tter to 
General Schulgen, G-2. 

1:52 1-'.L:. J.:r. Zuckert on phone informing him ?lith reference to Nf.tional 
Guard that all places where we haven't s~uadron or grou~ 
headquarters should take their people away. 

1:55 P.;,:. l:r. Leo and General Let:ay with reference todl.scs. 

2: oa f.:.:. Colonel Frank Hackett, Spokane, i'iashington on phone -
General Van informed Colonel Hackett that we had gotten a call 
fro~ the Houston Chronicle saying that a flying disc had landed 
there v:ith his (Colonel Hackett's) narne on it. Gen. Vs.n asked 
if he kner. anything about it. Golonel Hackett st~ted that he kne~ 
not~ing at all about it. Gen. Ven told Col. H. that it us reported 
here that Col. H. said that his people YJlew all about it and that 
a statement was co:ning out fror: ;:ashington. Col. H. said, "I 
have said nothing". Col. H. had the Chronicle called and told 
to r-et in touch with the F.b.I. - get photographic proof - and thf-.n 
eet in touch with Gen. 'fvdniJl€. 

2:20 P .1.:. Colonel Bob iiarren, Ellington Field, Tex on phone. -
Gen. Van informed Col. iiarren that the Hou!ton Chronicle had 
foun.i a disc about 2J11 in diameter and 5 or 6.&: t!~ick. It is 
suprosed to have Col. Frank Heckett 1 s aame on it. ·i;c are most 
anxious to explode this thing. I ~ould appreciate it it you would 
get in touch with the Chronicle, ask them where it is, go out 
and see the thillt and then call me back. The line of aprroach is 
that ?:e heve nothinr; like that, se don't understand what it is, 
but ~e are leavin;- no stone unturned to be sure. Colonel i;arren 
sr:.id it v::>uld be a cour le of hours before te c ouE call b~cY.. " 



Julv 7. a947 (Calt 1d) 

2:30 P.ll. Tc airpcrt to meet l!r. Symington and then to l4r. S;."lningt.on 1s office. 

4:10 P.~. Returned. 

4:15 P. !!. General O•Damell 

4:20 P.ll. General Le!!ay 

4:20 P. '!. Col. Wa..-ren called back re Gen. Vandenberg's directive that 
he run dotm the story about the fiying discs. Col. W • .t'inall3" 
located the reporter llh o picked up the story fran anoth~r man. 
This man lives in Goose Creek. He n01r says that it was entirel3" 
a figment of his imagination 8.111 that he just made it up. Col. 
w. talked to a Mr. Evans who is handling thiB thing at the 
Chronicle - and they took it up With s~ebody up at the Air 
Depot at Spokane. - - - - He said to them that he just made the 
thing up. Col. Warren said tnat the Chronicle seemed to be 
satisfied that the thing was just a cock and bull story. 
Col. r.. is going to check with the local F.B.I. and possib~ 
drive aver to see the man at Goose Creek. If acything further 
develops he will ca-.1 Gen. Vandenberg. 

4:30 P.!~. Nr. Leo on phone- Gen. Van told b.i::~ the abave story. J.. civilian, 
Joe Shipman, who works with Col. Hackett is re~orted to have t~ld 
the Chronicle to contact Gen. 'l'rini.'lg. 

5:08 P.ll. To see Jlr. Symington 

5:15 p. :•. !:lepa:-ted far office of Congressmn Hoffcan. 



Ju]y s. 194? 

9:20 A.~. Arrive office. 

9a25 A.K. General Gardner and General Power - approved restrictions .on 
!lying due to gasoline shortage so that the Air Force would be in a 
tenable position if it became necessary to curtail civ. gas consumpti•>: 

9a.30 A.M. Gen. Lell~ & Dr. BOII"les - briefing for JRDB meeting. 

9:50 A.M. DRDB Meeting with General a:May. 

l2al5 P. !.!:. Returned - then to Mr. Symington With reference to personnel 
tor the President's Air Board. 

l214S P.M. Lunch. 

la.30 P.M. Returned. 

1:50 P.!t. Colonel Koore CX1 phane llho statedSenator Guerne;r stopped him in 
the hall and said thet~were starting hearings Cll the three million 
six hundred thousand dollar cut in flying pa;v. 

2:10 P.M. Gen. Rawlings advised Colonel lloore that the cut was acay as we had 
reduced the number or people CX1 flJ'ing status. Also advised Colonel 
Ko:Dre that Sen. Guerney had been sent the letter or June 20 that 
went to the rest of the members or the committee With reference to 
nying pa,y. 

2:.30 P.M. Ur. Chalmers Hall on phone with reference to a study he is going 
to present to Senator Vandenberg w1 th reference to the securit7 
ot this countrr. Read his plana in detaU to Gen. Vandenberg 
and the General advised him that all the things contained in his 
stud;r were 1n the new bill cn unit'icatian - that it had all the 
elements he was plugging for. 

3:00 P.V. General ~on on phane with reference to the cases or Jlajor Jcim K. 
lihite am Gerald R. Jchnsan.rcr transfer to the Air Fcrces. All 
transfers by War Department directian have been cancelled as ot 
31 Karch. In the case of J!ajor White there will be no k'ouble in 
event 'Ill. the merger goes through and recommend this case be held until 
then. Johns an was recommended against by' General Fairchild. 

3al0 P. u. ~ir Marshal tlod.dard 

3t2S P.JI. Senator Cabot Lodge ClD the JilCile with reterenc e to increased 
appropriation to call tor 70 Oroupe. (1) Was the ?O Group Prosram 
cleared b7 the Budget or not? Oen Van said no-were cut down to 
SS Groups. (2) Can JOU have sCIDe~ 1n ,.our ctflce write an 
argument as to ~ it should be 70 Gr o.Jp11 - Gen Van adviaed him 



3:25p.m. (Cont'd) Wants a statement prepared DX:iz he can use as comin~ 
!rom him - not an Air Force or General Varxienberg 
statement- for ~e 70 Group Program instead of 55. 
He wants this 1n a d93 or two. 

3:35 p.m. 

3:45 p.m. 

5:0? p.m. 

Briefing by Gen Kauch1 l!r. Zuc:kert, A-31 A-S on Alaskan Air Ba.se 

To Office of Congressman Violverton "ritb ~r. Zuckert on the 
subi e9t of Ala slcan Ai.r Bases • 'I' ock up u:a t 1-er of start inr- he s r ::.r 
at thJ.s sess1on -or th:J.s co:=.r.:~.ttee. ,,J.ll f!lVe us en answer to;.or 
An":." hee.:r:i.;cs t8 be held r.ill be :;tarteo next r.eek. 
Returned ~roc ongressman-wQlverton 1s office. 

5:08 p.:n. To Jlr. Symington with reference to persamel for the .President' 
Air Board. 

5:12 p.m. Gen. Raw~a on the box reference request of Senator Cabot Lo:ig• 
mentioned above (3:25 p.m.) 

5:1.4 p.m. To l!r. Sy:d.ngton - re personnel for the President's hir Board. 

6:15 p.m. Gen. Kissner on ~"lone re request or Senator Lodge far 
statement in connection with appropriations. General Aissner 
'rill have this ready by No en tom orr"". 

6:20 p.m. To llr. ~o's ofi'ice and then home. 



8:30 A.l!. 

8:50 !.U. 

9:13 A.K. 

9:1? A.Jl. 

July 9, 194? 

Arrive O!!ice. 

General Chauncey 

General Stearley re letter in con.Tlection with motion picture 
personnel. Gen. Van advised it would not get by Secretary Pattersc 
Have to take a reading on exactly har we can get by with 8 reserve 
o!!icers and 2 regulars and still spend that money on them. 
(~500,000 each) Gen. Van advised him to look into the matter of 
reserve officers and that his office should write the letter. 

General Gardner, General Power, Ce;l. Peterson 

Cong. Harness or lnd. re Capt. Roger Smith 0-?44641 who has had 
5 years overseas rlth B-29' s and is now on terminal leave. He 
wants reassignment - regular or otherwise, and is willing to be 
placed on foreign service. Gen. Van asked that be come over to 
see ll.ajor Wnite am we would get him the in!ornstion. 
Cong. Harness advised he thought we were getting the Merger Bill 
worked out pretty fine. 

9:35 A.l!. General lloolittle on phone. "lo cane in at 10:30. 

9:38 A.ll. Kr. Ben Pearse with reference to two stories he is writing
one about the Angl~American Oil Agreement arxi the ather about 
CIG. 

9~25 A.J.~. i.L?...D"- Erun_2 o:f New York - Gm. ~ advised he would let hi!:: know 
as soon as he could with re!eren:e to an engage~ent :for week-end 
either lS Julv.~ July, 1 Aug',lst or 8 .kugust. 

10:30 A.~. To ~r. Symington 

10:50 A.Jr!. To Gen. Eiser:hower's office With General Ncrstad 

11:1.5 A.L!. ~s. BOifers of the t'hite House called l!ajor Ttnite to advise that 
Gen. Vandenberg should be in t.he President's office at 11:15 
to:Dorrow for signing oi Air Force proclAmation. 

12:15 P J.f. Returned f'l"an Chief of Stai'i'1 s office. 

12:50 P.~· To~. S~~ngton 



2:15 p.m. 

:3:10 p.m. 

:3::30 p.m. 

:3 :L.O P. U. 

5:05 p.Jt. 

5:35 P. ~. 

Reb.!med !rom JCS 

To llr. Syldngton 

Returned 

l!r. l.J!o on phore re "lhis recruiting matter". Gen. Streett 1s 
office recaumends against it on the ground that that is a 
small enterprize down there and they don't want to set a 
precedent. llr. leo will check .f'urther arxi call back. 
Also, General Stree1t. has been comerned in the event of unificatio:: 
about. rf!cruitment funds am wanted ~r. leo to express to Gen. 
Vandenberg his opinion that it ought to be a gradual s.'lii't 
if there was not going to be a central recruitment. 

General Anderson - General Va."l inrCil"l'led Gen. Amerson tlla t he 
was definitely againSt his l.eating Washingtan at the present 
time and plans to recommen:i to Gen. Spaat.z that it not be dane. 

llr. Pethick and Jtr. lawrence. l!r. Pethick {Na'V)") 1 ~. Lawrence 
(President a! the Reactia1 l!ot.ors) and Geceral. ~ • Presented 
to General Le:U~ and General Va."ldenberg problem of their monitary 
position which was bad and they were afraid o!' being refused 
contracts which would set back the jet rocket motor development 
several years. General I.el.!.ay stated that they were to take it 
up 1rith ~right Field and present their case out there where the 
contracts are let. 

Heme. 
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Satement 
Lt. Col. Sheridan Cavitt, USAF (Ret) 
May 24, 1994 





STATEMENT OF WITNESS 

Date: 24 May 94 Place: ,Washington 

:..p.f'/ I Sheridan W.Cavitt, hereby state that Richard L. Weaver was identified to me as a Colone~ 
USAF. I do hereby vohmtarily and of my own free will make the following statement without having been subjected 
to any coercion, tmlawful influence or unlawful inducement. ~ 

~I was a Counterintelligence Corps (CIC) Special Agent for the US Army AU- Force who was initially assigned to 
Roswell AAF following my graduation from CIC school at Ft Holabird, MD, in late J\Dle or Early July, 1947. 
Shortly after arriving at Roswell , New Mexico in that time frame I had occasion to accompany one of my 
subordinates, MSGf Bill Rickett, CIC, and Major Jesse Marcel, Intelligence Officer the 509th Bomb Group, to a 
ranchland area outside of Roswell to help recover some material. I think that this request may have come directly 
from Major Marcel. I do not know who may have made the report to him. To the best of my knowledge, the three 
of us traveled to the aforementioned ranch land area by ourselves (that is, no other persons, civilian or military, were 
with us). I believe we had a military jeep that Marcel checked out to make this trip. When we got to this location we 
subsequently located some debris which appeared to me to resemble bamboo type square sticks one quarter to one 
half inch square, that were very light, as well as some sort of metallic retlecting material that was also very light I 
also vaguely recall some sort ofblack box (like a weather instrument). The area of this debris was very small. about 
20 feet square, and the material was spread on the gro\Dld, but there was no gouge or crater or other obvious sign of 
impact. I remember recognizing this material as being consistent with a weather balloon. We gathered up some of 
this material, which would easily fit into one vehicle. there certainly wasn't a lot of this material, or enough to make 
up crates of it for multiple airplane ftights. What Marcel did with this material at the time was unknown to me. 
although I know now from reading about this incident in nwnerous books that it was taken to Eighth AU- Force 
Headquarters in Fort Worth where it was subsequently identified as a weather balloon, which I thought it was all 
along. I have reviewed the pictures in the 1991 Book by Randle and Schmitt on the UFO Crash at Roswell wherein 
Marcel and Ramey are holding up this material and it appears to be the same type of material that we picked up from 
the ranch land. I did not make a report of this incident to my headquarters since I felt that the recovery of a weather 
balloon was not a big deal that did not merit a written report. In the same referenced book by Randle and Schmitt I 
was reputed to have told Rickett ( on Page 63) that we were never there and this incident never happened. The book 
seems to imply this was in some sort of conspiratorial tone; however it is more likely I told him not to mention it to 
our headquarters because we had wasted our time recovering a balloon. I only went to this area once and recovered 
debris once and to the best of my knowledge there were no other efforts to go back there. If there were, they did not 
involve me. There was no secretive effort or heightened security regarding this incident or any \Dlusual expenditure 
of manpower at the base to deal with it In tact. I do not recall the incident being mentioned again as being any big 
deal and I never even thought about it again \Dltil well after I retired from the military when I began to be contacted 
by UFO researchers. Many of the things I have mentioned to these people have either been taken out of context, 
misrepresented, or just plain made up. I did know both Jesse Marcel and Bill Rickett very well (both are now 
deceased). I considered them to be good men, however both did tend to exaggerate things on occasion. With 
regards to claims that we tested this material by hitting it with sledgehammers without damaging it, I do not recall 
any of us doing so. I also did not test this material for radioactivity with a Geiger counter (or anything else). I do not 
recall attempting to bum any of this debris but my wife tells me she recalled that Jesse Mar~ his wife and son did 
have a small piece that they held over the fire when we had a cookout . In short, I did help recover some debris near 
Rosw~ New Mexico in the summer of 1947. I thought at the time and think so now, that this debris was from a 
crashed balloon. I am not part of any conspiracy to withhold infonnation from anyone, either the US Government 
or the American public. I have never been sworn to any form of secrecy by anyone concerning this matter and I 
have received authorization from the Secretary of the AU- Force to discuss with Colonel Weaver any information of a 
classified nature that I may have concerning it. There is no classified information that I am withholding. I have never 
been threatened by the US Government or any of its subdivisions, or by any persons, not to talk about this incident 
with anyone, and in fact I have talked to a number of private researchers. My bottonyHDe is that this whole incident 
was no big deal and it certainly did not involve anything extraterrestrial. <;wV" 



CONTINUATION SHEET FOR AF FORM 1168 AND 1169 

/ 

/ 

/ 

I funher state that I have read this entire statement, initialed all pages and corrections, and signed this statement, and that it is correct and true as 
written. 

WITNESSES: 

AF FORM 
JUL 75 1170 

(Signature) 

(Address) 

GPO 

L.a..;/4-.~ 
(SigMrur~) 

~ ..... TL_~;r~~L~~m-s) ________ __ 
Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to adminis

this 

1986 0 - 168-568 I'AGI ~ 01' ~AGIS 
r 
-/~ .. ----
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Interview 
Col Richard L. Weaver with Lt Col 

Sheridan D. Cavitt, USAF (Ret) 
May 24, 1994 





TRANSCRIPT OF INTER VIEW OF SHERIDAN CAVITT 
(Note: RW =Col Richard L. Weaver~ SC =Sheridan Cavitt~ MC =Mary Cavitt) 

RW: Today is the 24th ofMay 1994. I am in I am Colonel Richard L. 
Weaver and I am talking to Lt Col Sheridan Cavitt, US Air Force, Retired. Also present in the 
room is his wife, Mary. Colonel, you don't mind that I tape record this do you? 

SC: Go right ahead. 

RW: O.K. thank you. What I would like to ask you is to confirm you were with the Counter 
Intelligence Corps (CIC) (at that time ofthe US Army) in 1947? 

SC: Yes ... the Army Air Corps ... right. 

RW: When did you get transferred to Roswell, Sir? 

SC: I went to Roswell after going to the CIC School in Baltimore, Maryland, at Camp 
Holabird .. .in 1946. I do not remember the month. My wife might. It was in the Fall was it not? 

MC: June of47. 

SC: June? 

RW: I think on your records you graduated in June of 47. 

SC: From Holabird? 

RW: Y~Holabird. 

SC: O.K ... I told you my dates are slipping my mind. 

RW: 'lbat's O.K. .. I have the same problem. 

SC: It's hard to remember July 47. I hadn't been there very long. 

RW: Did you know a Major Jesse Marcel who was the Intelligence Officer during Roswell at that 
time? 

SC: Oh yes. I knew Jesse, his wife, and his son. We were very close mends. We were in the 
same building in the CIC office, which was next to the intelligence office. We associated socially 
as well as business. 

RW: Sir, you were the senior officer and the commander at the detachment there at Roswell? 



SC: Yes, I guess you could say that. I was the only commissioned officer. I had two enJisted 
agents "working for me" quote end quote. 

RW: Who were the enlisted agents that worked for you? 

SC: The senior was a Master Sergeant by the name of Rickett and the young agent, Jack 
Williams. I later had some other people working for me after CIC deceased and OSI took over 
for the Air Force ... the investigative agency. 

RW: That actually came, I think, in September when the Air Force first stated. You were one of 
the charter members of OS I, as I understand? 

SC: Yeah, over from CIC and OSI; and then I went to OSI school later. 

RW: You reported through your chain of command? You didn't report to General Blanchard, 
the Base Commander? You reported like we did in OSI through the separate chain of command, 
as I understand it; is that right? 

SC: Yeah, our parent organization was 700 CIC and I believe that there ... they had sort of a 
branch up in Colorado at that time, but I think most of our work was sent directly back to Bolling 
at that time. I am a little fuzzy on that because I wasn't in the organization very long, you know. 

RW: OK. General Blanchard was the Base Commander and everyone else in the S09th basically 
reported to him then? 

SC: Oh yeah. Colonel Blanchard. 

RW: Oh yeah. Excuse me, Colonel Blanchard. 

SC: He was the Wmg Commander of the 509th, right. I didn't report to anybody on the base. 

RW: Just like in OSI? 

SC: Yeah, I associated and coordinated stuff with Marcel and I had no responsibility to 
Blanchard or Marcel. 

RW: Do you recall an incident that happened during the early part of July when you were asked 
to accompany Major Marcel to go recover some wreckage of anything? 

SC: Well, there again I couldn't swear to the dates, but in that time, which must have been July, 
we heard that someone had found some debris out not too tar &om RosweU and it looked 
suspicious; it was unidentified. So, I went out and I do DOt recall whether Marcel went with 
Rickett and me; I bad Rickett with me. We went out to tbis site. There were no, as I understand, 
check points or anything like that (going through guards and that sort of garbage) we went out 
there and we found it. It wu a small amount o( u I recall, bamboo sticks, reflective sort of 



material that would, well at first glance, you would probably think it was aluminum foil, 
something of that type. And we gathered up some of it. I don't know whether we even tried to 
get all of it. It wasn't scattered~ well, what I call, you know, extensively. Like, it didn't go along 
the ground and splatter off some here and some there. We gathered up some of it and took it 
back to the base and I remember I had turned it over to Marcel. As I say, I do not remember 
whether Marcel was there or not on the site. He could have been. We took it back to the 
intelligence room ... in the CIC office. 

RW: What did you think it was when you recovered it? 

SC: I thought a weather balloon. 

RW: O.K. Were you familiar with weather balloons at the time? 

SC: I had seen them. I had seen them. As I recall, I am really reaching back, I think they were 
equipped with a radio sonde or something Hke that, that transmitted data from, when it got up to 
altitude (what altitude I have no idea) and somebody on the ground received it and that way they 
got some information on what was happening up there. 

RW:O.K. 

SC: This is all over my head. When I saw it it was to flimsy to be anything to carry people or 
anything of that sort. It never crossed my mind that it could be anything but a radio sonde. 

RW: How did you get the report that the material was out there? 

SC: That I don't recall. Looking back on it, I imagine somebody called the 509th. The 509th 
called Marcel and said there is sometbina over here, wherever. and then ... more and more thinking 
back on it now he must have been. . .l rmJSt have been with him .... "lets go out look and see what 
the hell ... " 

RW: Did you just make one trip out to the area? 

SC: I can't recall ever making more than just that one trip. 

RW: And you think it was you, Marcel, and Rickett? 

SC: Well, I not sure it was Marcel but I know Rickett was ... 

RW: Rickett wu there? When you got back with this stuff you turned it over to the Intelligence 
Office. What happened then? 

SC: Nothing, u far u I'm concerned. I don't think I even made a report. Our CIC had gone 
by ... 700 CIC was the CIC Headquarters. 



RW: 700 CIC was the Headquarters? 

SC: Yes, I don't think I even made a report to them, which I normally would if there was 
anything at all unusual. 

R W: Do you remember the newspaper? It actually was, I think, July 7, 194 7, where this now 
famous newspaper says they found a "flying disc" in RosweU? That was actually the Roswell 
paper, that was the first one. How about you, Mary, do you remember that at all? 

SC: I don't remember it. We took the local paper to get some weather reports. 

MC: We were so new there. In fact, I think I had just been there just maybe just a few days 
because I bad been up to my sister's wedding and I don't think at that time we might not even 
been taking the paper. We heard no ... 

SC: I don't remember anything in the paper. 

MC: We heard nothing. Of course, we didn't associate with people on the base, either. 

RW: Yeah, I understand. 

MC: We were brand new. Jesse and Salazar were best mends. At that ... starting about the first 
of July on. 

R W: After you found this, Sir, do you remember any sort unusual activity occurring? Like a big 
military alert, or people going out to the base and large numbers of high security? 

SC: No. The reason I wouldn't have been involved in anything like that, ifthere was any activity 
like that, I was Counter Intelligence Corps, this didn't have anything to do with counter
intelligence. It looked to me, somebody lost a weather balloon. I couldn't care less ... tough luck. 

RW: But when you went out and saw this material, there was no doubt in your mind that it was 
some sort of man made material? And, you though at the time was a weather baBoon, some sort 
of balloon? 

SC: When I first saw it. 

RW: When you said the wreckage wasn't very much, could you, was it as long as your house 
here, or just a small little clump? 

SC: Maybe as long as this room is wide. 

RW: So, twenty feet maybe? 



SC: Some here, some here, some here. No concentration of it. No marks in the ground, dug up, 
anything hidden, or anything like that, just out on the territory around the bottom of New Mexico, 
just good for growing sheep - they don't eat too well. 

RW: Yeah, I don't imagine. They probably have to eat on the run out there. Do you remember 
at the time the article or the photo of General Ramey and Marcel holding up a piece of material? 
Have you seen that since that time? 

SC: Oh y~ I have seen it, yeah. but at the time I don't recall seeing anything like that. 

R W: In that photo, actually there are four separate photos there, Marcel, I think in two of them, 
is holding up material. Does that look like the material that you picked up out in the desert? 
Actually it's in this book if you don't mind ... 

MC: I was going to say that I think it's in there. 

SC: I don't remember ... Yeah, Yeah, that's ... 

. RW: The first picture is actually with Jesse Marcel and that's General Blanchard and ... 

SC: I think this was taken at the Headquarters at Carswell. 

RW: Yeah, that's right. That's correct. 

SC: And I obviously ... Marcel took it to Fort Worth. Yeah that's the ... 

RW: ·Yeah. That doesn't look like they substituted anything from what you found? 

SC: No, No. 

RW: Is this about the extent of the material? I realize you can't see all of it in any of the pictures. 
Or was there large ... could you fill up an airplane with it? 

SC: Oh, good God! You couldn't fill up (unintelligtble) with it. Yeah, I can't tell what those 
sticks look like. But, as I recall, to me they look like bamboo or some sort of very smalllav type 
material ripped out. 

RW: Could you break them or bend them, or ... 

SC: I didn't try. 

RW: O.K. 

SC: It was someone else's balloon as far as I was concerned. I didn't want to fool around with it. 



R W: After you picked that up and you turned it over to Marcel, did you ever hear anything more 
about this? Did people from Washington come and talk to you about it? Did you have to swear 
any security oaths or debriefing statements? 

SC: I don't remember anybody from Washington coming there. It's possible that somebody came 
over to talk to Marcel that I didn't even know about. To my knowledge, no. Certainly nobody 
from Washington. I would have, I think, remembered that. Someone from the headshed coming 
down and talking to me. Certainly, I would have. And I was not sworn into any secrecy ever 
about any of this stuff. 

RW: So, as far as you are concerned, none of this was ever classified? There was no attempt to, 
I use the word, "cover up" this information or to classify it? 

SC: Well let's put it this way: as far as I knew, I never heard anyone say, "Don't talk about this 
and its hot stuff." I think Marcel, would ... rm sure he would have told me something. 

RW: Would he have? Did he ever say anything to you after this incident occurred until the time 
he left? Or, anywhere up until the time he died? 

SW: Oh, Rich, dealing with him there in the office or the next office to him so he probably said 
something about it. That he had taken it down to Ramey or something. But, nothing that would, 
you know, stick in my mind of importance. Do you understand what I mean? If he had said 
something like, "I took it to 8th Air Force Headquarters, General Ramey was excited; they were 
going to take it to Wright-Pat" (or wherever they allegedly took it). Oh, rm sure I would have 
remembered that. 

RW: It had been alleged in a number ofbooks, including the one by Randle and Schmitt, that 
there were a number of airplane flights back and forth of CS4's and B29's going into Wright-Pat 
and Kirtland, or to Fort Worth. Back and forth, loaded up, with very tight security, hauling this 
wreckage. Do you recall any of that going on? 

SC: None ... Nothing. 

RW: And then its indicated (and not directly quoting ) Some counterintelligence people &om 
Washington or Andrews (as they said in the book) had come out there and apparently done 
photographs or crime scene searches or whatever. There was nobody else out there from CIC or 
Counter Intelligence Corps that you knew of? Other than Rickett? 

SC: Not to my knowledge. Not to my knowledge. I made a booboo. I said it was 700 C at 
Bolling. I believe now that you mentioned Andrews, it could have been Andrews. But no nobody 
came out. Maybe they did, maybe they didn't talk to me. CIC did some crazy things in those 
days, shuttling some people around. 

RW: But it would have been likely, bad you been involved in recovering something kind of 
special that they would have talked to you? 



SC: Yeah, I think they would have asked me, "Cav, what did you see" ... right. 

R W: Did Rickett ever talk to you about this again? 

SC: No .. .I don't think so. I don't think so. Right about that time just before OSI was formed and 
we all were absorbed into OSI. I think he went on a special undercover job up to ... maybe 
somewhere to an Air Force Base up here in Washington. 

MC: Fort Lewis, I think he ... 

SC: Was it Lewis or McChord? I don't remember. Anyway, he went on to an undercover 
assignment, and that's what I said about CIC doing some crazy things. They didn't even tell me. I 
was his boss locally and they didn't even tell me that he had gone up. He use to be a mechanic at 
one time, Rick did, in the Air Force; the Air Corps. I think they wanted to ... they were having 
some trouble with their planes being what they thought were sabotaged and they asked him to go 
up there and try out the machine ... like an airplane mechanic, which he could do pretty good. 
Outside ofthat, I don't know of anything that Rick did. 

RW: One ofthe things that was mentioned in this book ... and I don't know how much you read it, 
is that Rickett some time later that Fall apparently went with a scientist by the name of Doctor 
LaPaz, and he accompanied him and they went around to various places. Dr. LaPaz was a weD 
known person ... 

SC: I knew of him. I never met LaPaz personally, but I knew what he was. 

RW: Did Rickett go with him that you recall; accompany him around? 

SC: He could have, but it certainly didn't stick to my mind. It wouldn't be for any extended time 
I don't think, because we needed him around the office. 

MC: The Ricketts were friends of ours too; and his wife and I. I don't remember Mack ever 
saying anything. 

SC: Mack was his wife. 

MC: ... that he was gone for a long time. 

SC: He could have, but Rickett would go off the deep end eve:ry once in a while. He was a 
fantastic story teller. He worked for an insane asylum up in the Washington DC area. I think his 
wife worked there, also. He would sit around and tell some of the most hilarious, ridiculous 
stories about things that happened in this nut house, so to speak. 

RW: Was that St. Elizabeth's? That's the big government mental institution. 



SC: I don't know. It's in the Washington DC area. I forget since I was there in the Washington 
area for awhile but I never did get acquainted with the insane asylum. 

RW: It's always best to keep it that way. 

SC: No, well I put it again, he might have gone off with LaPaz for a few days, but I can't imagine 
what excuse I would have been given as to why he'd be out goofing around with an astronomer. 
LaPaz was a well thought of individual in New Mexico and, I imagine, all over the United States. 
He had quite a reputation. 

RW: He did quite a bit of work for the Air Force, as I found through research. 

SC: Contract work or something ... Yeah. 

R W: But there was nothing that you knew of that he did as a direct result of this incident on the 
stuff that you recovered out there? 

SC: No. Of course, I could have been held in the dark about it~ but as far as I know, no. 

RW: O.K. I went through and pulled out wherever, in this book UFO Crash at Roswell by 
Randle and Schmitt, this is a 1991 .. .I pulled out wherever you were identified. They never 
identified you by name except in the credits when they interviewed yo~ but they always referred 
to you as the "Senior CIC man" and "Senior CIC agent". They identified Rickett and Marcel, of 
course, by name. There are many things that are in the book that people said that you said or 
implied that you said, without directly saying that "Colonel Cavitt told me such and such." 

SC: Yeah. 

RW: I pulled a couple of these out and just ask you if you can comment on it to see how they 
ring with your memory of the incident. "The second fellow we interviewed" (this right fi"om the 
fi'ont on page six) "was an agent in the counterintelligence corps. He accompanied another 
intelligence officer on the initial trip to the crash site and we believe wrote a report of the incident 
for his superiors in Washington" ... implying that was you, since you were the senior guy. 

SC: rmjust reading this end quote "book." No, No. I assume .. .! assume when I read this thing 
for the first time that they sent me a big deal, you know ... 

RW: An autographed copy? 

SC: An autographed copy and all that. No, I didn't say all like that. 

RW: On the next page, on seven, again referring to you: "At first this intelligence agent refused 
to admit that the event had occurred at all. There bad been no newspaper story, no fuss, not even 
the recovery of a weather balloon. After much prodding, that he was going to admit that 
something came down and was recovered, and but that was as far as he would go. He admits no 



personal involvement even though other reliable sources gave him a central role. That kind of 
sums up everything in ... 

SC: No. No. From the very start, when these clowns started hounding me, Randle and Schmitt, 
I told they accused me of covering up and having signed a security ... 

RW: Berlitz and Moore? 

MC: Now, you see, he was here at the house. I've heard numerous deaJs on the radio when rm 
listening at night and all this, all of this, has been ... 

SC: I told these guys when they first talked to me, I said: "I have taken no security oath. rm 
under no obligation to not tell you anything, because, u far u I wu concerned, it wasn't anything 
other than a weather balloon.• And, I said: "I want you to quit inferring that I am staying silent 
under an oath of security." And, finally, I think about two years, later Randle told me: "Hey, we 
believe you." It wu getting ridiculous. I wu getting so sick and tired ofthis garbage. 

RW: Yeah. I sensed a little of reluctance when I first calJed up and ... "like, Oh no, here we go 
again" type of thing. 

SC: I did, really. 

MC: He gets so many phone calls. I usually answer the phone and say: "Who's calling please?" 
And then, I don't know whether ... come and write a book ... 

SC: You've hear ofPflock? 

RW: I know who he is, yeah. 

SC: He's our chief debunker. I lean toward him. 

MC: Rich, have you got, read, Randle and Schmitt's latest book? 

RW: I've not. I've tried to find it and I haven't been able to find it. 

MC: It just came out in April. 

SC: They haven't sent me a copy yet. I think they are mad at me. 

MC: Didn't they teD us tbat they found some new information and it wasn't at the spot that ... 

SC: Right. Right. 

RW: Yeah. As I understand it, the new infonnation (and this may not be quite right, since I 
haven't read it, this is hearsay) is that there wu this crash. .. what they call the crash site, 



apparently, where you were at and picked up this material, and then there is another one 120 miles 
or so away. 

SC: A richochet. 

R W: Yeah. Which at one time was on the Plains of San Augustin and now it has apparently in 
this new book been changed to a location closer to Roswell. And. that's where these bodies were 
supposedly recovered. I think their new research has to do with that aspect of it. 

MC: Well we haven't seen it, but I know it came out in April. 

RW: O.K. Lets see; also on the same page it said: "The CIC responded to the phone call. Jesse 
Marcel was one. "The intelligence and the CIC responded to the phone call. Jesse Marcel was 
one of them. Colonel Wdliam Blanchard and the other officer suggested that Marcel and CIC 
agent accompanied Brazel to the ranch to see what was there." Braze~ of course, was the farmer 
who apparently came in and made the original report. 

SC: Yeah. To the best of my recollection, I never met the rancher, Brazel. 

RW: O.K., because as I go through here you11 see that you're accused, I say "accused"; claimed, 
to have been with him on a number of occasions and basically, it was alleged that the Army Air 
Corps had imprisoned him, if you wit~ for about a week and kept him away from everybody. Not 
that you personally did, but the Army Air Corps in general: "The trip to the ranch took the rest of 
the afternoon ... they were forced to stay in a small cabin with no electricity no running water ... the 
next morning they headed out into a field were Brazel had found the debris." So, this would have 
been you and whoever else accompanied you. 

SC: Totally, made up, or fabricated, or whatever. I didn't have any experiences like that of 
spending the night out on the ranch. 

MC: Eating a can of beans ... 

R W: Eating beans ... yeah, that is, in fact, mentioned in one of the ... 

SC: Yeah. 

RW: O.K. Now this: "Marcel would later say that the material was like nothing he had ever seen 
and the metal was as thin as newsprint and as light as a feather. It was flexible but very strong. 
He tried to dent it with a sledge hammer but Marcel and the CIC agent tried to bum it but it 
would not bum. It was lighter, stronger and more fire resistant than any of them bad ever seen. 
Marcel, along with the counterintelligence agent picked up as much as they could and begun 
loading it up in Marcel's convertible and the counterintelligence agent's Jeep CarryaD vehicle with 
a rear box." So, apparently, according to Marcel's version of the story (and I don't know when 
this was given, sometime after 1978) you hammered on it and tried to rip it and did other stuff 
with it and it was tike nothing you bad ever seen. 



SC: No. 

MC: I remember we were at the Marcel's house and I can remember Jesse had something had 
something on the pad ... and then went out to ... and took it out onto the back porch. And, I 
remember that (unintelligible) 

RW: Was it some sort of material, metal material or ... 

MC: And it's in one of these books and then they ... and as little Jesse said, they cemented over 
that ... 

RW: Oh yeah ... O.K. I remember that. 

MC: I can still visualize the stove of where they were and we were out there. 

SC: No, he could have had some there at the house. 

MC: I honestly do remember that. 

RW: O.K. Was it like tinfoil type stuff or do you recall ... 

MC: I don't remember. 

SC: I remember. He could have had some there at the house and it was, and it looked like a foil 
of some sort, and he could have tried to bum that and it didn't bum very well, I don't know. I 
don't remember that. I can't why imagine he'd be beating on it with a hammer for, but it doesn't 
make sense. 

RW: One of the other things that I'll just jump to real quick was that you had tested the material 
with a Geiger counter. Did you ever have a Geiger counter? 

SC: No. 

RW: Now that's not standard OSIICIC issue that I was aware of. 

SC: Honest to God, nol 

RW: rve never seen a Geiger counter myseU: but I didn't know if you knew what one was. 

SC: I had never seen one ... wbat CIC would ... No, absolutely. 

RW: That comes a little further ... did you have a Jeep Carryall, was that ... 1 

SC: No. 



RW: When you went out to the site, do you remember how you got out there? 

SC: I don't. It was a possibility we could have taken a Jeep. Marcel had gotten a Jeep ... Marcel 
had gotten a Jeep. 

RW: Just a regular Jeep? 

SC: Yeah. out of the motor pool, but certainly no Carryall. 

RW: O.K. Then it said: "After Marcel had gone to Fort Worth and came back Marcel 
challenged the CIC man who bad remained at the base asking to see (your) report. Marcel was 
told that the report was now classified and be wasn't authorized to see it and it was on its way to 
the Pentagon if he had a problem with that he could take it up with the Pentagon." 

SC: Negative. 

RW: O.K. "Blanchard, who was still at the base ... ordered Marcel to accompany the rancher back 
to Corona, •· You said you never saw ... and then you said you were going to ... you never saw the 
rancher from what you told me previously? 

SC: No. 

RW: Or dealt with him personally? 

SC: I certainly don't remember ever meeting Mr. Brazel or Brazzel, whatever his name was. 

RW: O.K. Here is where they talk about the Geiger counter. You have already said that you 
didn't test anything for radioactivity because you didn't have anything to test it with. 

SC: No. 

RW: Oh. Then Marcel said there was a wire-like material that looked like monofilament fishing 
line. Do you recall any of that? 

SC: Oh, no. It sort of tickles a little bit of remembrance ot: you know, of all this junk foil, I 
would call it, and the sticks and so forth. There probably was some line of some sort there to 
hold it together, I guess. 

RW: Wbatthey ... 

SC: What wu supposed to have been with that 1. .. 

RW: WeD where they go with that, later on, is that this is where we developed fiber optics from. 
That this is, was, in fact, fiber optic cable which was, of course, unheard of in 1947. 



SC: Yeah. 

RW: Yeah. We were still dealing with copper wire. You can bend light with fiber optics, and 
that's where we got...we (the world) got fiber optics from that material which we reverse 
engineered. That's the implication. 

SC: O.K ... I didn't see any of that, but there could have been some wire or nylon or something. 

RW. 0 .K. "Together Marcel and the Counterintelligence agent walked around the entire 
perimeter looking at clues. It took them most of the morning to do it because of the size of the 
field they started collecting material at the outer edge of the field and moved in toward the 
center." So, this implies that this was a pretty major undertaking that you and Marcel - in order 
to examine all of this stuff took a long time because of the volume of the material. This is what I 
imply from that. 

SC: If it were true, you know, the size of the rancher's field they are sometimes a section that are 
miles square, maybe larger. No. 

RW: But there wasn't material all over? 

SC: No. 

RW: You are right. You could walk into New Mexico forever with ... 

SC: Oh Lord! Ranches are big out and down in New Mexico. No, .. .I didn't spend any extended 
time down there at the site. 

RW: O.K. Then, on page SS, it talks about there was discussion that this may have been a foil 
parachute from a V-2. Were you aware that they were testing, we were testing, V-2's at that time 
out ofWbite Sands? 

SC: Oh yeah. I went down to a couple of launches. One abort and one launch. 

RW: O.K. But there was no doubt in your mind that this was not part ofV-2 or any other type 
of rocket when you saw the debris in the field? 

SC: No. No. I never had any idea that it was anything with the V-2. They told us down at the 
V-2 site that they weren't shooting them toward Roswell, anyway. Of course the sent up a few of 
them and they had an awful lot of aborts. They bad to detonate them or pull the trigger ... shortly 
after they got off the launch pad because they went awry, shall we say. 

RW: Yeah. Apparently one went awry and went into Mexico, too. They already found that 
later. 



SC: No, I had no idea, no suspicion, that it came from Holloman. Holloman is that. .. 

R W: It was White Sands. 

SC: It was White Sands. Holloman base. Alamagordo. 

RW: O.K."Marcel would take some ofthe sample to Fort Worth to show Ramey. In the mean 
time, the CIC man would head back to the crash sit with some MP's showing them exactly where 
this field was and to round up the rancher. There were now additional questions for him." This 
implies that after you came back you took some MP's and went back up there. 

SC: I went back down there? No. No. 

RW: So you were just there the one original time and you didn't go back with any MP's, the 
rancher or anybody else? 

SC: No. 

RW: O.K. "Marcel would go to Fort Worth and the CIC man would stay behind to lead the clean 
up detail at the site another reason they send Marcel was the CIC had there own chain of 
command that reported to Kirtland in Albuquerque rather than Fort Worth and although 
Blanchard outranked the CIC agent (meaning yourself) a phone call to Kirtland could have gotten 
his orders overturned." So, this implied that you reported to Kirtland, which I know, of course, 
we did later when District 17 was formed. 

SC: Yeah, OSI. 

RW: Yeah, but at that time you didn't necessarily· the CIC did not report to Kirtland? 

SC: No. No. Kirtland was just another Air Base as far as we were concerned down at Roswell. 
They weren't part of SAC. They weren't anything to do with us CIC • wise or nothing. 

RW: O.K ... Here is where Rickett comes into the picture, and Rickett makes a number of claims 
that basically .. .I don't know ifRickett is still alive or not. 

SC: No, Rick is dead now. 

RW: O.K. Because I...(Unintelliglble) 

SC: No, he is dead and I think now maybe his wife might be now. We use to exchange 
Christmas cards up until a couple of years ago when he died. Two or three years ago. 

RW: So, he died two or three years ago? OK. He makes a number of claims that, at least Randle 
and Schmitt; and when I say "Randle and Schmitt rm not trying to pick on them or to imply that 



they're doing anything different than any of these other people ... they just happen to have the most 
current stuff on the street. 

SC: Trying to write a book. 

RW: "Rickett, the Provost Marshal" ... excuse me ... page 61. "According to Lewis Rickett, one of 
the CIC Agents, he, with the commander of the CIC shop, drove a staff car from the motor pool 
and returned to the crash site. They were followed by a second car carrying several MP's. An 
MP did ask for identification because neither of the counterintelligence men were in uniform." So 
this would have been the second trip, which you said you did not take. But, he did apparently go 
with you on the first trip? 

SC: Rickett? 

RW: Rickett ... Yeah. 

SC: Yeah. 

R W: And I assume at that time, just like in OSI, you did not wear uniforms for the most part? 

SC: I didn't even have any unifonns. 

RW: Yeah. I know the feeling. For the first eight years in OSI, I think, the only uniform I had 
was my mess dress. "But Rickett, the Provost Marshal and the senior intelligence officer walked 
into the debris field, examined the wreckase. Rickett said it looked Hke metal and asked if it was 
radioactive" ... and you said it wasn't. That was page 62. This is on the, you would have been on 
this now second trip again, O.K. 1 On page 63: u they prepared to leave the crash site the CIC 
agent told Rickett: "You and I were never out here. You and I never saw this. You don't see 
any military people or military vehicles out here. Rickett agreed saying yeah, we never even left 
the office." Now that's the little quote they have out also in the .. 

SC: Now what page is that on? 

RW: That's on page 63. 

SC: 63? No. Now I could have said something facetious like that after we got back to the 
office, after I was convinced that it was a weather balloon, or some such contraption. I didn't 
know, naturally. I could have said after we got back to the office: "Rick~ this has been a big 
boondoggle. I don't even want 700 CIC Headquarters to know we wasted our time on it. Forget 
we ever did it." I mean I could have ... 

RW: O.K. 



SC: said in a facetious way: "Lets make out like it never existed, because we're wasting our 
time." But I didn't say it in such a way that it would be this is so highly classified we won't have 
anything to do with it. 

RW: O.K. On page 86, it said: "The counterintelligence people came into Roswell on a special 
flight from Andrews Army Air Field on July 8. ". So that, to me, implies that this would have been 
your CIC Headquarters also sent some other people out there. 

SC: Yeah. Right. That's what it sounds like. 

RW: Yeah, but you said you would have known if anybody from Washington had come into your 
area. sort to speak. More than likely. 

SC: Well I certainly hope so. We were secretive and so forth, but I think they would have 
touched base with me, since obviously if they talked to Marcel he would have probably said 
something to begin with, but they would have wanted to know what I knew. No, 1. .. 

MC: Of course Jack Williams was there. Jack could have been on some ofthese ... 

SC: No Jack was young and sort of scatterbrained, as you well know. And I never relied much 
on him for anything. He's the type that would read a book while he was on a road trip driving his 
car. He'd finish a book while driving ... 

RW: While he was actually driving? 

SC: Oh sure. 

RW: Sounds like the people driving on 95 in Washington there in the traffic jam. 

MC: There weren't many people on the road. 

SC: Jack rabbits. No. No disrespect to Jack, but he just wasn't a solid citizen as far as rm 
concerned. And if anybody from headquarters CIC came in rm positive they would have checked 
in with me. 

RW: O.K. The page that's kind of devoted to you, if you will, is on 171 and it said that "Schmitt 
suggested the possibility that the crash had been a V -2 or A-9, (which is one of derivatives of the 
V-2, that we were playing with at that time). Schmitt asked if there had ever ... ifthey bad ever 
retrieved anything like that anywhere in New Mexico. Never, he said any rocket going off course 
would be destroyed by the rauge officer and they wouldn't have wanted to risk injury to civiliaDs 
on the ground. Randle asked if he remembered my talk at aD about a flying saucer. He (meaning 
you) insisted that nothing at all happened. The former CIC man hadn't heard any rumors about a 
crash. All this, including the story shown on "Unsolved Mysteries", was a bunch of garbage. 
Schmitt and Randall spent two hours with the man, he told them that any reports he wrote in the 



normal course of his duty was sent to Washington not 8th Air Force in Fort Worth. He was 
attached to the S09th, but his chain of command was different than the 8th Air Force, that's ... " 

SC: That's one of the few true stories they had in this book. 

RW: "In fact he talked about many things willingly. He said the ranks ofCIC agents were all 
classified at the time" (I know that's the way it was in OSI for years) "It didn't look right to have a 
Master Sergeant investigating a Colonel so no one on the base, except for a few clear to know, 
had any idea of what he or any ofthe others were. (Of course, that's the way we did business.) 

SC: True. 

RW: "He provided names of others who might be able to help and he described his normal 
unclassified duties at Roswell, but according to him the crash and recovery had never happened. 
There was no investigation on the Foster ranch, no mystery fti~ and no discovery of alien 
bodies, nothing." Now we are getting to the part were they make you sound like somewhat of a 
conspirator. It said, "Randall said he and Schmitt had literally two dozen witness' to the special 
flights out of Roswell and the special clean up operation on the ranch. Something must have 
happened, the CIC man finally conceded, but I don't know what it was. As they left, the CIC man 
asked them, if you boys found something that affected national security would you keep it to your 
self? The former CIC man grins, and said 'very good'." So, somehow, by that remark, I imply 
that this was kind of, "I know something that you guys don't and if affects national security so 
we're not going to tell you." That's the way that I interpret what they wrote. Becau~ the rest of 
if just kind of recounts the way we did business, even when I came into OSI twenty years after 
that. 

SC: You think they're talking about me there, "the former CIC man?" 

RW: Yeah. 

SC: If I said that, I probably said it really meaning that if' these guys trying to make a buck 
writing their sensational book run into to somethiDg that reaDy affected national security, I meant 
don't put it in a book. 

RW: Yeah. OK. 

SC: Tum it over to somebody. 

RW: But you weren't implying that this incident affected national security and you weren't going 
talk about it? 

SC: Oh, no! No way. 

RW: OK. I see you have some materials you brought out here. That looks like one of you basic 
agent classes. Is that one of your basic agent classes there? 



SC: No. that was the old District Office 17, OSI. 

RW: Oh. OK. 

SC: So this is after. Dr. Pflock sent me that. I got it out when Pflock sent it to me. This is 
Rickett. 

RW: OK. 

SC: And that is Jack Williams and that's old Cavitt. Down on the lower left. 

RW: Oh. OK. 

SC: That's me, and these are the two boys that were with me there at Roswell. I have them aU 
identified and who's no longer with us. This thing that POock sent me, this picture. It says that 
Jack Wdliams is deceased. No wonder why somebody didn't contact him. I didn't even know he 
was dead. We were not friends. He was a Staft"Sergeant, and a good honest kid, I think. 

MC: A smart guy. 

SC: What? 

MC: Really, he was quite intelligent. 

SC: Oh, yeah. He reacl. Read books while he was on road trips. 

RW: Well the names I recognize &om here that were still: are Doyle Rees and John Stahl. 

SC: Doyle is still alive. I have a letter &om him. 

RW: I think he's in the Association ofFormer OSI Agents. 

SC: Yeah. Right. 

RW: And I am also a member of that so I see a lot of that. So, I see a lot of their letters and 
stuff: pictures that they send. 

MC: We get correspondence &om Doyle. Chris' son called him not long ago. He had a hole in 
one on his eightieth birthday. · 

RW: Ob, is that ri&flt. Was it his first one? 

SC: I'm sure it was. 



MC: Nice, nice man. 

SC: He is a nice man. And a nice family. I don't know what the date on that is. Letter from 
Doyle, it says: "When you call the press conference to tell the world, let me know, because I want 
to be there." So, I just got reams of this stuff from books. 

RW: Do you mind if I look through that real quick? 

SC: Oh, heavens no. I got it (Unintelligible) 

RW: Stanton T. Freidman? 

SC: Freidman or whatever. 

RW: Yeah, he doesn't like me a lot. He writes me nasty letters. 

SC: He called me a couple of times. I could hear him a little bit, but it wasn't good enough for 
me to try to strain my brain. He apologized a little later. He wrote me back and said sorry we 
had a bad telephone coMection. On your end! 

RW: O.K. Here is the stuff about Schiff that I referenced earlier. Asking the GAO to look at 
this. Karl pt}ock ... 

SC: You know, you can look at any of that. You can have copies. As a matter of fact I don't 
know what rm going to do with it. 

MC: Oh, your sons want it. 

SC: Oh, I don't know. 

MC: Oh, yes they do. Joey said last night maybe Dad could make a fortune out of being a hero. 

SC: WeD, ifi wanted to make a little money I could have imagined a lot of things and cooperated 
more. 

MC: Well, that's what Doyle said. 

SC: With these authors and so forth I could be given royalties for a long time. 

RW: Oh, this wu out of the Global Reliance. I don't remember seeing this in there. Oh, Kart 
Pftock wrote this for the Global Reliance. 

SC: Have you ever seen that clipping? 

RW: This one on Rickett here? 



SC: Yeah. 

RW: No, I never saw this. 

SC: I don't know what that is from. 

R W: "But at least one surviving member of the recovery team actually handled the material, 
(Unintelligible). Eighty two year old Lewis Rickett. 'Cavitt had been there the day before, but he 
wouldn't tell me what was going on until we got there.' With armed troops standing guard 
Rickett wandered through the security phalanx and saw metallic debris scattered in an outer circle 
with a diameter of25, 30, or 40 feet." 

SC: It must have been Rickett sort a flipped oflittle bit. See this was something that he ... an 
interview he had shortly before he di~ I think. 

MC: Well, when they interview Rick he was older and trying to make people remember things 
that happened umpteen years ago is pretty hard. 

SC: I have probably received an awfully lot more than that, Rich, and threw it away. Sony. 

RW: So these people have been pretty much tracking you down on a regular basis then? 

SC: Oh, yes! Mary can verifY that. She said she had been home when she got telephone calls. 

MC: I have talked to some of these fellows myself. 

SC: Yeah, if I'm not here she talks to them. Blabber away, and she gives it right down the line. 
"Have they ever tried to influence you to say that I am lying or holding anything out?" 

MC: No. I just tell them that you are teDing the truth. 

SC: They don't believe you when you tell the truth. 

RW: I guess they don't. That's the problem we have with this whole line of inquiry and attempt 
to look this. It is very hard to prove the negative. It is hard to prove that something didn' 
happen, because you don't document stuff that doesn't happen. 

SC: No, it is pretty hard to, difficult, but a good imagination can. These boys have it. 

MC: The picture that wu in the Roswell paper, u I said, we had just gotten there so we 
probably bad to start subscnbing to it. But nobody passed it around. 

RW: Well let me tell you what's in the official records that we found so far. So you wiD have 
feel. 



SC: Please, do. 

RW: We did this, as investigators would. logically. We figured, "where would this stuff be"? So 
we went to all the different records. Working for me I have a group of reservists who are 
declassification experts. They are excellent researchers. They spend their whole time dealing 
with records, so these people know where all this stuff is buried. So, we have been to all the 
major record centers. The Archives and nuclear records (ranging from unclassified toTS nuclear 
stuff because the 509th was the only nuclear unit in the world at that time. So, some of there 
records were TS and still are.) That is because they have never been declassified. Anyway, we 
found that there was no airplane crash that could account for this. Just to show you how unsafe it 
was to fly at that time, there were six airplane crashes in less than a month in New Mexico alone 
in 1947, and that doesn't include the rest of the United States. We were lucky to have six. 

SC: Remind me to double back on that. Go ahead with your story and rn tell you another little 
story. 

RW: We found no indication of a V-21aunch that is not accounted for. There was one scheduled 
on the Jrd of July and that was scrubbed. There was no indication that there was some sort of 
nuclear accident at that time where we either dropped a weapon or did something stupid, which 
we had to consider during that period of time, but there is no indication of any of that happening. 
Weather balloon themselves are; (although they have a "return to" type of thing on them) 
supposed to crash. I mean, they go up and then sooner or later they're going to come down. 
Right? Now what we did find, however (and I not implying what you saw up there), but its a 
possibility. There was a project run by New York University, out ofHoDoman at that time. It 
was a balloon experiment that lasted for years. But at the time a portion of it was Top Secret. It 
bas since then be declassified. It was called Project Mogul. 

SC: Never heard of it. 

RW: Mogul was designed to run balloons at very bigh altitudes with extremely sensitive acoustic 
sensors (what we were looking for were nuclear test on the part of the Russians, because we 
thought the Russians had gotten the bomb) so you needed high enough and far enough so, and at 
a constant altitude, we could see ... because there were no satellite (Unintelligible) they had a 
couple Mogul balloons and several of those are unaccounted for during that period of time. They 
are very large in the sense that some of them were up to 600 feet long, not one gigantic balloon, 
but a series ofballoons, because as they went up to altitude some of them broke off: and some of 
them dropped ballast and they were very sophisticated. They had a lot of tin foil on them and a 
lot of different things. Mogul is a possibility. We found a couple of researchers from New 
Mexico that we are in contact with now because they kept private records in some regards. But, 
of course that was a Top Secret project at the time and we don't know if Blanchard knew about 
that or not: (we don't have any indication that he did). And that they used the weather balloon in 
an attempt to cover the other balloon which was a classified project. 



SC. Yeah. that is possible. I didn't know about that particular thing. I just knew weather 
balloons went up and measured. This was my first impression. I didn't know anything else, so 
0. K.. that's it, forget it. The thing that disturbed me is why they cannot shoot down this story 
about the little bodies and so forth that Were allegedly taken to Wright-Pat or some place. 

RW: Wright-Pat, right. 

SC: And put in a sealed (unintelligible) or so forth. And the only thing, Rick might have gotten 
confused about something. You mentioned crashes. We had one there at Roswell. They 
practiced this air to air refueling, which was just. I think, getting into real high-tech stuff as far as 
I knew. 

RW: B-29's? 

SC: Yeah. And they were refueling them. We had one rather, rather hell! Where the plane that 
was being refueled for some reason or other pitched up when they were either getting to attach 
the cord, or the other one came down, which doesn't sound logical, I think it's more apt to have 
went up. One or both of those planes crashed. I forget what direction it was up from Roswell, 
but I went out to that crash at the request of Marcel; maybe Blanchard, and I probably took 
Rickett with me. We had bodies all over the place, and it was a sad thing. We recovered some 
fingers, of course, there was one hell of a big fire after it happened. I collected a bunch of hands, 
fingers and so forth, trying to identifY them. At the time I thought this was sort of stupid. They 
had a list back at the Operation Office. Other than identifying body parts so that some guy's wife 
would know that she had part of her, used to~ former husband. And I don't remember where 
we sent those things for identification. I remember going into the office after that trying to get 
prints otfofthese old shriveled up fingers and so forth. What good it would do, I don't know. I 
didn't know then, but I was wonder if maybe Rick got confused that maybe this was some of the 
bodies. I doubt it, but it is just a possibility. But I don't know why they can't trace down those 
bodies. 

RW: Well, that is the ultimate part of the quote "cover up" that we're involved in. You and I 
would probably think as OSI agents if you recovered a body that is unusual, that would generate a 
whole bunch of paperwork. We are a paperwork society. I mean, it may be classified with a 
bazillion stamps on it, but it would generate a lot of study and things. And we have not been able 
to locate one piece of anything to indicate that is so. 

SC: It boggles my mind that we would not be able to find anything. The Air Force having the .. .I 
mean we were close knit and it seemed that there had to be a trail and pick up and eventually end 
there in that grip, or whatever they put these bodies in. 

RW: But did you ever hear of any talk of that type of stuff when you were at Roswell? 

SC: Down there. No. 



R W: When did all of this first surface, in your life? After you picked up the original stuff and you 
went on to your career. When did the UFO part first surface in your life? 

SC: You mean this sort of stuff? 

RW: Yes. Was it with Berlitz and Moore? 

SC: Our son sent this book to us. 

RW: This is 1980, I think. Yeah 1980. 

MC: A lot of that has been debunked by the other two guys. 

SC: Wen, I don't remember where Joey got this book. 

MC: They bought it, they bought it. And he came by to see us and we had just back ftom fishing 
and you had one of your cluster headaches. And l did most of the talking here, because Cav was 
having his cluster headaches. 

SC: I had another cycle of cluster headaches. Similar to migraine. 

RW: I understand those are really painful. 

SC: I am about to come out of it, although I bad one last night, and I was awake all night long. 

MC: Don't you think that is it. I never even gave it a thought. 

RW: Until Mr. Moore and company showed up, around 1980 time frame? 

SC: Yeah. 

MC: 16 September 82 that he was here. 

RW: O.K. Now from my research (not of AF records. but of popular literature records) 
Friedman is the guy who ran into Marcel down in Louisiana in 1978, because Friedman bad been 
a UFO researcher for years. He ran into Marcel and ftom his interview of Marcel it got Berlitz 
and Moore interested, and that's when Marcel then started talking to all of these different people. 
And then it has kind of grown since then. 

MC: And then ofcourae, it's too bad apparently, you see little Jesse was about 11. Cav never 
told me anything. He said nl never tell you anything then you won't spread anything. We always 
wondered how 6ttle Jesse knew so much. To ua it should bave been business. Neol (Marcel's 
wife) apparently was not able to give any infonnation after Jesse died. 



RW: Yeah. The son is mentioned in a number of publication, because he claimed his dad brought 
this stuff to his house and they hammered on it and ... 

MC: Which I remember seeing. 

SC: He was a smart little devil, his son. 

RW: He is a doctor, I think. 

SC: Is he is a PHD type of doctor or a Medical doctor? 

RW: Yeah, I though he was a medical doctor. 

MC: He is an MD, but his brother was medical type technician. 

SC: They were a smart family. I always thought Marcel was just a little on the outer scale. 

R W: Since you were friends with both Marcel and Rickett, is there any explanation that they 
would (in your mind, since you knew them) tell these stories and get this interest generated? 

SC: No. 

MC: I wouldn't think purposely, would you darling? 

SC: Not purposely, no. I gave you a little insight on Rick, he could sit and tell stories that last 
hours. 

MC: They were visited by a lot of people, more than we were. Handier to some people, being in 
Florida where they were. She would write on cards, so and so bas been here, but I don't think 
purposely they would try to make up tales for being heroes or glorifying anything. 

RW: Let me ask you officially for the record. Did you take any kind of security oath, promise, 
sign anything, or verbally agree to anything not to talk about any of this, that occurred n New 
Mexico? 

SC: No. I told you that awhile ago. rn take an oath on that. I swear. 

RW: O.K. Has anybody in the US Government, the Air Force, or anyone connected with the 
Government, ever threatened you if you said anything about any of these incidents that something 
would happen to you, your family or anybody else? 

SC: No. No way. 

RW: O.K. 



SC: I am telling the truth, and I have told all of these other people the truth. That, I don't know 
anymore than what I told them, and I don't know anything about any "tittle men", or anything. I 
am a pretty stupid person, when I say "I don't know anything." 

RW: Well, I appreciate having to ask you some of these questions, even after you told me that ... 

SC: I know you have to. 

RW: But, we want to do this officially, because as near as we can tell nobody ever has before. 

SC: I certainly wish you good luck. I hope you can convince these people. 

RW: Well, it is going to be difficult, because like I say we have nothing other than this one 
formerly classified project that was oca.uring out there at the same time that was even a little bit 
"fu " if will nny, you ... 

SC: Yeah. Had I known about that, Rich, at that time I would have probably hooked it up with 
that instead of a weather balloon. 

RW: But, a balloon is basically a balloon. Some of them are bigger and some of them are 
smaller. 

SC: . Some do some things, some of them do others. 

RW: One of the things that they menti~ going back to the balloons for a minute, was what 
Marcel called "hieroglyphics". It was something that was written or printed on some of the 
debris, Do you recall any of that? 

SC: No. But in reading over some of my other garbage here, I have seen some hieroglyphics. I 
don't think there were any claims that these were the Roswell deal. Were there? 

RW: Marcel claims. 

SC: Marcel says so? 

RW: However, the day after the original flying saucer article in the Roswell paper, there was a 
follow up article where they interview Brazel (the rancher), and he descnoed this stuff almost 
similar to what you did, almost like basal wood type of sticks and tin foil type of things. Then he 
said some bad what appeared to be Scotch tape with little purple flowers stamped on it. 
Apparently at that time, as near u we can tell, one of the baBoon manufactures did use some type 
of tape that bad some sort oftlowers oa it. It is poSSIOle, I guess, that somebody could mistake ... 

SC: I don't remember anything like tba. 

MC: l think there is a picture in ooe of these ... 



SC: Well, some of these authors, Mary, you got to remember, they will skip from the Roswell 
incident to something that happened someplace else in the United States and they get a little 
confusing. You just read through it. I remember something about some hieroglyphics, not on 
that one. I didn't see anything. I do not remember any writing at all on the thing. But if Marcel 
saw something, maybe he did. 

RW: Did you know Haut, Lt. Haut? The public affairs guy at the time? 

SC: Just vaguely. What was he, base information, or something of that sort? 

RW: Yes. 

SC: Not close at all. As a matter of fact I couldn't even describe him. I got a picture with a tall 
fellow and I didn't know much about him, at all. 

R W: Is there anything else that you can recall or like to add? 

SC: I have been thinking about it ever since you called. and said you were coming out. 

MC: It is a shame that Don Yeager was in the office with Jess. 

SC: Yeah. Is he dead now? 

MC: I don't know. 

SC: But he won't know a thing, Mary. He wouldn't know a thing. 

MC: He wouldn't have known anything with Jesse? 

SC: No. No. Jesse didn't trust Don very much. I wouldn't want (unintelligable). He was trying 
to keep up, but couldn't. He just wun't a reliable sort of individual. 

MC: So Jess probably wouldn't have ... 

SC: No. No. I don't even think he even talked to Don about it. There was another Captain in 
the Intelligence office at the time who I always thought was a very sharp individual, his name I 
don't remember his first name ... Carl was his first name, Macamer. He ended up as a fuD Colonel. 

MC: Now we gave RandaD their names. We gave them everything we could think of. 

SC: Yeah. Carl misht be dead now. I always thought he wu a pretty smart individual. 

MC: Carl was the last we knew. 



SC: Somewhere up in the North. wasn't he? 

MC: He is our generation. He would have retired. 

RW: Did he switch over to the Air Force too, when he ... 

MC: Who Macamer? 

RW: Yeah. 

MC: Oh, yeah. He was in the 8th Air Force. 

RW: So when you all just went over to the USAF when it formed in September? 

SC: He went right along with the 8th Air Force, becoming USAF. We being OSI, well ... 

MC: He was always Air Force. He was always Army CIC, or was he? 

SC: Who, me? 

MC: No. No. Carl. 

SC: Carl wasn't even in the CIC. He was in intelligence. He was just in the intelligence office 
there at...He was under Marcel. He was under Blanchard. He was under Ramey. Wasn't that the 
General's name over at the 8th Air Force, Roger Ramey? 

RW: Yeah, that's right. In fact, they named a SAC base in Puerto Rico after him. 

SC: The things that Ramey and Blanchard used to! Blanchard came over to the Philippines. I 
think be wu IG in 1963 or 4 and I wu District CoiiUIWlder of the OSI District 42 in the 
Philippines. We bad a few chuckles together and ... 

MC: Do you recall once when we were some place and Roger, and Ramey and I were dinner 
partners. I think it was Greece. You were on one of your many trips. 

RW: Blanchard was the IG, you're right. 

SC: He and Ramey, I don't know what he was after the commander of the Eight Air Force, but 
be and Blanchard use to have some ... (unintelligible). Oh Lordi I knew these guys pretty well. 
No. I don't know anything about any crashed space ships. I don't know anything about any little 
men. 

MC: I am quite sure that we never gave it a thought until that book. 



R W: I'll tell you what, if you can indulge me for a few minutes and let me set up my computer. 
Do you mind signing a statement. 111 make it very short. (unintelligible). 

SC: Sure. You bet. Yeah. 

RW: And we'll just make a kind of quick summary statement if you can bare with my computer 
skills here. 

SC: I11 prick my finger and sign it in blood. 

RW: I don't think we'll require that. 

MC: Rich, it always seems funny to us with all these, if these things happened. How can 30 or 
even 3 people keep something a secret? 

RW: Well, I would kind of like to know how they did it, because in my real job we handle all the 
Special Programs that do keep all the secrets. And we would like to figure out how they do it so 
we can duplicate it. Because it is very hard to keep secrets, as you well know. 

MC: But you see, I am talking about civilians and other people who were in on these bodies 
going to the morgue and all that. (unintelligible) some grave digger from the funeral home or 
whatever ... 

RW: Well, of course, Randle and Schmitt do claim that those people are out there and that they 
have interviewed them. They list a whole bunch of them. Now, we're not trying to go after them 
and undo every interview they had done. That is not our point. In fact, you are the only person 
we have gone out and interviewed, because you're always reputed to be the guy ... one of the two 
or three people that was there picking up the stuff. .. 

MC: And he is the only one that is still living. 

RW: That is right. 

MC: That is what Doyle Rees said on his post card. He said you better keep this going. If 
anybody likes publicity as he ... (unintelligible) 

SC: But what be was saying, all of these guards ... 

RW: He claims that he had interviewed a number of these people and said that they did guard 
something and there were a number ftights. Now, we have never found the ftight records to 
substantiate that, so I don't know where they have. If they have. 

SC: The crew chiefs on the airplane that are making these ftights. They went with them. Flight 
Engineers? 



MC: It will be interesting for you to get Randle and Schmitts last book. 

SC: Their latest book? They promised they're going to take it easy on me. 

RW: Well, I have tried to find a copy, because, among other things, that have happened, is that 
people keep changing the dates of when things happened. 

MC: And sites! 

RW: Yeah. And that makes it very difficult when you are try to track down records. If you are 
looking between this period of time and all of a sudden they change the period of time. 

MC: Well, when they came here about 14 months ago they sat right there and we became good 
friends down in Sierra Vista and we would tell them everything we know, honestly. We gave 
them gobs of names. They sat down and said we have something new, something different. 
Something happened at this site and it was not on the same date. So, you could have one of your 
researchers get that book, and research that. 

SC: You are very well aware of the good guy bad guy approach of when they interrogation. 

RW: Oh, yes. 

SC: Well, I got a perfect example of this with Randle and Schmitt. Randle is the outgoing, 
buddy-buddy type and this Schmitt he'd sit over their and he'd look over at me like this (while 
Randall is asking me a question), "you lying Cur." Particularly down in Sierra Vista. They just 
grated on me. 

RW: You probably had done that a time or two yourself You would know what he was doing. 

SC: Not really. Let him type up this deal that 1... 

RW: Yeah, I don't want to take up all of your time. 

MC: We have all day. I'll go down and get a hamburger or ... 

RW: If you don't mind, if you got a plug in over by the table. I need two plug ins to make this 
thing work. 

SC: You need two? 

RW: One for the computer and one for the power supply. 

SC: O.K. 



RW: If that is possible. Although the cords are a lot longer than this one, hopefully 

SC: Where would be the best place? 

R W: In fact, I can probably ... 

MC: (unintelligible) 

SC: Your cord is not all that long. 

RW: (unintelligible) 

SC: Is that tape recorder still running? 

RW: Yeah, let me shut the tape recorder off. Its about 12:30 here on the 24th. 

SC: Well, you're not interrupting anything here . 

. RW: O.K. We'll just do this. ru make it a short one which just kind of summarizes what we 
have already talked about. 

SC: Good. 

END RECORDING 
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Ltr Watson Labs. 14 Jun 46, subj z "Change in Class. of 'Mogul, 1 Item 188-5. 11 

1at Ind. TSELT-2/WHD/mCh 

Hq., Air Materiel Command, Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio. 8 July 1946. 

TO: COITDllal'lding General, Army Air Forces, Washington 25, D.C. 

THRU& (AC/A5-4) 

1. To amplify the infonnation given in the basic letter it is 
desired by Electronic Subdivision that the following information and 
scientific data pertaining to project 11!!ogul" be classified "TOP SECRETr" 

a. Precise data as to the exact placement of measuring 
instruments. 

b. Scientific observations and measurements that have 
milit~J application. 

c. Detailed methods of measuring results. 

2. Engineering preparations for the final test that are not in 
conflict with the above will be classified "Confidential." 

3. Contractual documents will be classified the same as the 
security classification of the equipments involved. Equipments used in 
project "Mogul" are common to other systems or sets that are now class
ified "Confidential," "Restricted," or "Unclassified;" contractual 
documents should be c1assified accordin~. 

4. Authorization is requested to observe the security c1ass
ifications p£oposed herein. 

FOR '!HE cm.WJmiNG GEUERAL: 

E. O'DONNELL 
Brig.Gen.,u.s.A. 
Deputy Chief 
Engineering Division 



AIR W.'n-:RI!:L IMM:.!AHD 
7/AnlH\ l/i?;.1RA~1'Rr";.S 
:lod Uank, Ne'W Jereey 

T· 1 r Cor-.::andine General 
Air ~teriol Co~·mand 
wright Field 
Dayton 21 Ohio 
A '1'TN t TS'&LT 

l. Plans .for rasearoh on Project "t.t>cuJ.1 " z. c. lS:~.-ll, priority 
lA, include dcttarrd.nation of con:;n-oasional wa~ voloc.C..t.y !n the upper 
atnoaphere in rogiona or l:ig&"l latitude. 1'hi.a intorr..ation 1s vital to 
the cor.pletion ~r the prt~jeot and as far sa is lcnmm 1 no previous 110rk 
baa been d)nw 1n tha f.i.ald. Tbeao L&b:>ratorios are now pl.a:-.n1ns to 
begin the .t'1rst phase of tr.ia resoarch in Alaska betli'Sen 15 October 
and 15 Decanber 1947• Cocplotion or this !irst phaso will require 
about six weelaJ at the teat aito. 

2. lhe method or detenrJ.ning acoustic velocity fields in the 
upper atz:otOsphere will be siml4r to t.lvlt which has been done ott the 
Nn Jersey coast and in Nn liexico t.hrougl"'.out t.hia ,..ar. i\'xploeivu 
are set orr at or nuar the earth's aurrace and the resulting coqrea
aional •voa refracted through tho upper atmosphere are recordsd at 
sit" up to )00 :zd.loa distant. One 'Oithod conisista or cro~ 1111'
burst bombs !'ro:n airplanes !'l.ying a course in various directions !rom 
the recordin& a1 t.a, SO to ):)0 mLle• away. Anothor r:ethod involve• 
firirl& charges or e~losi vos on the gound at fi.Dd d.lst.ances' t:rom 
the reoordi~ sites. 'Wldcbever !Dit.~od is used -.ill depmd upon 
aT8il.able cond1 t.ions and the &ranting or clearanc•• to do the work. 
Both mthods haw bean succesatul.J¥ u.sod !or owr a )"tar• ·Tochniques 
are wU est.ablishGd and the enetnem-ine per.10nnel ar• wll ~rlenced 
on all phaaoa ot tho ~rations. 

). A previous survey or !'aa:l.liM.ee in Alaaka by peraonnel of 
tlwae Laboratoriea indicates that all requiremlnts ··may be ful!illad at 
Ladd J'ield, Fairbanks. 11le :tollor...ng require~nts AN nace:saary to 
conduct ei t!Jtr ar both typos ot teats a 

a. Facil1 tios ror lzdi.ng and aerTlcing a :;.54 airplane and 
either a B-17 or a B-29 airplano. 

b. Houa1ns .and •aaing racS.l1t1ea tor three c1v:Ll1an 
techniciiDII trom the llataon Laboratories and the m1Utary atrorai"t 
ONW tttr a• pcoiod ot lix 11WIIQ• 



c. 7:oGt.ecl and ·1:1.;;ht.e,~ cfior4,:o om wrkoi~:v spoce for soie:-1':.: !'1. c 
f'Jql:ipl7c:'lt. (a!),proxi::-ctoly /.0.1 ~Zq. rt.). . 

d. eppcr cdr ll'JC'toornloli;i oul ~:u~.a frm~ tJ:o 0\!rfuco to :--~1-:u.'i. 
obta.!..r~:~bla n.l~l t.u'l·->·9 f . .,~~ <:HttltbHt::!·.inF t.o~t ~-.mdt tl one a.nd evnltte~: nr. 
toRt. 1l:.1.~n. 

0. Orot.:nl '\'9h!.aloo ror tranoportin~t tont O"cr.t a."'ld t:p "'JO <•no 
-ton o·.:· ~.o::t oqu.ipmont to ':'Oeordj,n~~ Qtations, up to 50 !"'ilo~ fror tl:o ~e. 

r. Stora~"'. or cxplosl V'OD' bol.lb-.. and/or ·m~ dou:clittion claArcos, 
.. is req•;irad cc.nvoniently. &vailllb~ ·t<,) tho base and aireratt. 

~· .Six thouoand (6000) pcrunct1 or totratol (2;.1/2 lb. deaolition 
char,:eR) or ono·hundreci (100) oaoh 100-lb.· to 500-lb. homb• &rtP req~red 
to otu•ry out tho e~ri!".ental work. 

4. Tt it requei.tOd t.hat tho Watcon Labore.tQriea be ,;ranted per• 
· m.inion to conduct -the abaTe autlinod teats w1. thin the Terriroty or 
Alallka, ?rc'rerably in the '\"'icin1ty of Fl\lrbanlr.a, beginning between t~ 
daten or 15 October.'and.l5 Dccombe~·l947 for a period or. six weeks. In. 
addition, it.hrequeated that the tollo~ing,.elearar..C •• arid authorities 
be os~a.bllshed in connection with' the ca.rryins ~ut or thia' wOrk. 

. . . . .... · . . . . . ~ 

a. Por.:1hs'ion' to instaillt.nd. Q.perato r~oording station• at 
~onvnniellt points betwoan l'dr~nica and_ Point Barrow •. 

b.· Pet'r.lho ton ~o drop airbtirat' :ho:n\bs. ov..,r at least a 100 miie 
etrlli cht-11ne course · rrom. :P'airbanl(ll ~· · · · · · • 

. . . : - ~ . •.) <· . '' ? . ,·. ': ', . =· ; . :.. . ·• '; ,, . . ' ·: . . . · ... · . . ·. . . 
c •. • If airbur~t;bOIII'b.ing.,.ia .not: por.eihl\l. or ....• prone. unftatief'aotory • 

. it:. will. be neoea•ri .to~: .. ob~tn.~~..,,~.·~~cm-=ta·;::,cletofta:te;uo to soo: lb•~ or •.. 
. T!\'t. ori' th8 gl"enmd, ·ld~.iii·, so;'iiiti•i:-,or ·tlie;·:opo.ratil'lt b&ae:~ .. ;A nhiol• Witt· -

btt,,req\tit"ecl··tor, oarr~ up.,tO.:lOOO.lba.o; at:-·ex-~1oeiYOR:. an(\-.the -&8aln-
.. anoe:ot' .. ~/C:()r':pa}ot~.Bngt~Olottj:ij:~;,~Qfch\anoe{DeV~Dt''enlillttu!··perlioimel 

. . i;1
1
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Btuic ltr WLAMC., 9 Sop 47, to CO Al!C, aubj: "Research Op:-s in Ala.aka." 

lat Ind TSELT{TSELO)/JGR/ia 

Rq .Al.{C, Writ;ht Fit~ ld, Dayton, Ohio. 10 Sep~ 47 

To: Cor.anandinr; G~nerel, Army Air Forces, \'/aehint;ton 25, D. C. 
ATTN s AC/AS-·1 

1. The ?roposed op3ration outlined in the basic correspondence is 
concurred in by this co:n::JD.nd. 

2. In view of the hi~;h priority carried by this project, request 
that nooossa.ry action be takon to have the Alaaknn Depe.rtment ?rovide 
tho neoeaaary facilities. 

c 
0 

p 
y 

FOR THE CO'!!!At.:D Dm GEl-i'F.R.A.Lc 

3 

/s/ Tom C. Rives 

TOM C. RIVES, Brig Gen. USA 
Chief. Electronic Subdivision 
Engineering Division 
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ST A TEl\1E'N1 OF WITh'ESS 
Date: 3 Jun 94 Place: VA 

~I Athelstan F Spilhaus, hereby state that Jeffrey Butler, was identified as a Colone~ USAF and Jim 
McAndrew, was identified as a Lieutenant. USAF on this date at my home and do hereby, 
voluntarily and of my own free will make the following statement. This is done without having 
been subjected to any coercion, unlawful influence or unlawful inducement. ~~ 

-.A~ ~ I was the Director of the NYU Balloon Project and also involved with many other sensitive 
'V~'{' activities. Until these discussions, I had no indication of what the "RosweU incident" was. I was 

invoJ:ved in numerous unusual activities such as reconstruction of captured Gcnnan rockets, 
development of drone planes and the like-such as long range baUoons. The Army Air Force had 
seen what the Japanese had done with long range balloons; although not effective as weapons, they 
did initiate the long-range balloon research which led to use of balloons for the detection and 
collection of debris from atomic explosion. Although I was involved in sensitive classified 
programs, I completed secrecy agreements for various projects, and I understand that this activity 
(Mogul, etc. is now declassified) and I did enforce "need to know". In part, I left Nl'U because 
the administration wanted to know too much about the various projects I was involved in (the 
Bikini test). At one time I was sent by the US government to assist the South Africa meterological 
efforts and I worked numerous other special missions. Even though the war was over the Cold 
War had just started and certain things were sensitive. I recaD that it was Col Duffy who brought 
me from the Reserves to active duty. It was during this period that I did become involved in a 
"UFO case". Some bush pilot had found some pock marks in dty snow in Alaska in 1950. So we 
flew up and saw peculiar rowtd holes in the snow. We landed and took dog sleds to the site and 
found craters with a hole in the center. We cored one out of the snow and found a center of 
frozen conical ice. I began to think of something I had seen in the desert where glass had been 
formed similarly after a lightening strike (the "furnoroles"). I took one back to the university in dty 
ice and wrote a classified report. We even simulated a small lightning strike over dry snow (just 
from the snow blowing over the swface) and carne up with conical ice formations. This was the 
Stony River Incident and it wasn't a UFO. On the December 1947 baUoon project reports the 
"service flights" probably refer to the then Top Security project AFOAT 1 (related to MOGUL) 
which was to produce a report to the President when the Russians exploded an atomic device and 
were ready to produce a droppable atomic bomb. We coordinated aD the listening posts to 
determine what stage the Russians were at. Concerning the Watson Laboratory gear, I don't 
remember the specifics of what that gear was. I recommend you check with Charlie Moore for 
those details. Many of the projects I just new about in general-these were sensitive times-it was 
sometimes better not to know too much-I knew about the collection of debris with special planes 
daily from Eilson AFB to the North Pole and back, PTARMIGAN flights, that lasted through the 
SO's. Concerning the Japanese baUoons, I don't recaU any specifics. ~or do I recaU whether we 
had REWARD tags on aU the baUoons. I went many times to Alamogordo AAF and White 
Sands--not necessarily for baUoon flights. I worked on naval activity such as the thermal affects on 
SONAR. Concerning actual baUoon construction, Winzen ofSt Paul Minnesota, in association 
with General :Mills, did most of the baUoons. General Mills also did some baUoon projects. I) 0 A 

Winzen made the first polyethelene (non-stretchable balloons). Flight rr5, I really did not get into I:..V1.) 
the details of the individual flights or experiments. The polyethelene material was very durable-it 
was designed not to burst--you could push a sharp thing through it but it would be difficult to tear 



~t with your hands. There was also debris coUection on sticky paper. Most of the balloon projects 
were not concerned ~ith weather--that's why there weren't radiosondes on all the balloons. The 
"cosmic ray train" was probably just a cosmic ray ex~~t on one of our ballons. The balloons 
were made of secri£ms and had tape reinforcements but ~recaJJ any specifics on the tape material. 
Mylar was not called that originally--it may have originated as polyethelene. AU the polyethelcne 
we use was of a translucent material. Neoprene was used during the war; generally for 
meterological and artillery firing ballons. The artillery radar tracked the balloons with comer 
reflectors--this ga·ve the vo.inds aloft to assist the gunners. The radar reflectors were sheets of 
reflective material and they changed over time but I don't recall the details of the changes. On 
reviewing Charlie !\loore's letter, the acoustic detection relates with the atomic debris coUection. 
The reflectors were for tracking and was made up of a metaJized paper or fabric. Charlie explains 
the flowers-rd heard about the flowers before, don't remember where-we used whatever we had 
in the experimental realm. The targets were throw-aways-we didn't put a tag on them, maybe a 
radiosonde, but not a target. Such a train would make gouges (shallow) as it was dragging the 
ground. We used meterology as a cover story-it was a natural. It had a purpose beyond the 
project--we could use the constant level analysis of the constant pressure (isobaric) vs constant 
altitude to study atmospherics mathematically-therefore using it was natural. Ramey's press 
conference-the Air Force position makes sense for the mistake that the PIO made in his 
statements. (All the NYU personnel had left Alomogordo when the "material" was brought in
someone stated that it may have been Col Duffy's and therefore sent it to him at Wright Patterson
-not because it was extraterrestial) It is a logical reason to send it (the debris from the desert) 
there-not because it was special--Col Duffy was a fine officer and rm sure he'd recognize it. I 
was not aware of any association between our balloon projects and the aDcgcd "Roswell incident" 
Wltil this interview. I am not part of any conspiracy to withhold infonnation from either the US 
government or American public. There is no classified information that I am withholding related 
to this inquicy and I have never been threatened by US Government persons concerning not talking 
about this situation . ~ 

SIGNED: 

WITNESS(s): 

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a 
person authorized to administer oaths 
this 
3rd day of June 1994 
VA 

~COL, USAF 

)Jj:/JL 
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STATEMENT OF WITNESS 

Date: 8 Jwt 94 Place: NM 

C/3!_4 
I, Charles B Moore, hereby state that Jeffrey Buder, was identified as a Colonel, USAF and fun 
McAndrew, was identified as a Lieutenant, USAF on this date at my home and do hereby, 
volwttarily and of my own free will, make the foDowing statement This is done without having 
been subjected to any coercion, unlawful influence or unlawful inducement. 0 {!> Jv!. 

GeNI 
I was the Project Engineer for the NYU balloon project during the 1947 time frame. I was not 
aware that the project had the name MOGUL until1992 when I was contacted by an individual 
who was working on some research related to the "RosweD Incident" and the relationship to the 
NYU balloon project. Our only purpose for the NYU group was to develop constant level 
balloons. In the early flights at Alomorgodo, starting in June, 194 7, we used radar targets to track 
the balloons (not all the balloons had targets). Some of the targets were apparently manufactured 
by a toy or novelty company. Ed Istvan was the procurement officer and he had contacted some 
company that extruded toothpaste tubes as weD as radar chaff. The early balloons were made of 
neoprene and manufactured primarily by the Dewey Almy company in Cambridge and 1M 
Kaysam company. Dewey balloons were 'dip type and the Kaysam ones were cast in a mold. The 
neoprene balloons were susceptible to degradation in sunlight turning from a translucent milky 
white to a dark brown . Some of the material would ahnost look like dark gray or black flakes or 
ashes after exposure to the sun for only a few days. The balloon material and radar target material 
would be scattered after returning to the earth depending on the surface winds. The balloon 
material also had a peculiar acrid odor due to plasticizers and anti-oxidants. There is a recoDection 
from another procurement person (Peterson) that he had obtained radar reflectors from a toy 
manufacturer. I have a specific recoDection of reinforcing tape appHed to the scams of the 
reflectors that had some symboJs such as arcs, flowers, circles and diamonds. These were pinkish 
in color. To my knowledge, there were no radar rctlectors in New Mexico in 19471ilce the ones 
we used 1mtil the NYU group arrived. The Columbia group was primarily involved in developing 
low frequency microphoocs for long rmge detection of explosions. There was intense preSsure for 
these developments, the constant altitude balloons and the microphone gear. I was involved in 
1945 in China-Burma-India for the installation and maintaining of weather equipment in the war 
against Japan. Our subsequent work with the balloons and microphones was highly classified and 
we didn't know that there was a project name until1992. Concerning the make up of the balloon 
trains, we used braided or twisted nylon lines-there were no monofilament tines during the 1947 
time frame. Some of the balloons in early J1me carried radar targets for tracking purposes since 
we did not have radiosonde ~ with us. Some also carried sonobouys for detecting the 
pressure waves where we didn't have the Watson Lab microphone gear. AD the radiosondes were 
coverend in white painted cardboard; I don't recall the color of the sonobouys but I betievc they 
were covered in metal. On review of the photos in the Randle/Schmitt book, the material looks 
like one of our balloon and target assembHes. The wooden beams were made of a balsa wood that 
had been coated in an Elmcrs-like glue. The targets had eyelets where the various strings were 
attached. The 307(B) model was more of an alumin\DD foil material than thc 307(C) model, 
which was more of an aluminized paper. The targets we used appeared more fragile than the later 

c:rs,-vf 
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model I think that flight #4 was the flight that was launched out of Alamogordo on June 4, 1947. 
This is based on Dr. Crary's actual diary of the launch and other events. This is also one of those 
events where we went to multiple radar targets because we were not having good success with 
single targets. This flight was with multiple balloons and targets and may have had a sonobouy 
(black box?). The Watson Lab gear was the microphone equipment specifically for MOGUL. 
The idea was proposed in a 1945 letter from Dr Ewing (Woods Hole and Columbia) to Gen 
Spaatz that we might be able to detect nuclear blasts via pressure waves and low frequency 
microphones. This was developed from a study of the 1883 Krakatoa explosion where the 
pressure waves circled the earth seven times. Dr Cracy was sent to Ascension island (the 
antipodal) to attempt to detect the Crossroads shot for Operation Crossroads on Kilohuea or 
Bikini. He didn't get anything. In December, 1946, Dr Crazy was sent to Alamogordo to run the 
field stations for MOGUL. There were several ground microphone sites for detecting blasts 
(bombs) detonated off the New Jersey coast. He also initiated activities offBennuda and Panama. 
Dr Crazy and Dr Peoples were the advance people and scientific monitors for our project Dr 
Peoples told us to use the cover story of meteorology and to enforce the need-to-know-in fact I 
had been reluctant to discuss any of this until only a few years ago. Your letter (SAF I AA) is the 

• first official document I've seen that says this is declassified. Concerning the Japanese balloons, 
we did not use any of them for MOGUL. We didn't pattern our work after the Japanese balloons. 
We were very secretive of our work, but the.cover story was not a detailed developed cover story. 
Our new hires were not even aware of the purpose. They thought they were just handling 
meteorological equipment Any of the flights that had "tags" would have stated, "Research 
Balloon Flight, Request Return to NYU". The "senice flights" for Dr Peoples were specific ones 
carrying the microphone gear. The radar test flights were not recorded. There was a lot of 
pressure to develop the constant level balloons. The tracking was to be done by the Watson Labs 
radar for the V-2launches, etc. Starting in early June, 1947 the 307(B) targets came from NYU. 
We also lalUlched TNT on some of the balloons to simulate airbursts for detection. All of these 
balloons were accolUlted for. These and the radar test flights had no tags-we did not want these 
to be associated with our project and the explosive ones would all be destroyed with pressure 
switches. To my knowledge, the NYU group were the only ones using balloons in New Mexico 
during this time but others were involved in other activities so debris from rockets, aircraft 
dropsondes, etc. may have been folUld throughout this area. Initially we did not coordinate any of 
our balloon launches with the Civil Aeronautics Administration. We had no contact with any of 
the Roswell personnel- although Cracy or Peoples may have. • There were two July 8th press 
releases: in the earlier release, Col J D Ryan stated that radar reflectors were being used to track 
balloons for wind information. July 8th is the same day the NYU group returned to NYU, so we 
had no contact with the Roswell personnel when the announcement was made concerning having · 
folUld the "discs". When we heard the news back in New York, w.e joked that they probably 
found one of our balloons. From that time up until about 1980, no one, officially or otherwise 
made any contact with me concerning the possible association between MOGUL and the "Roswell 
incident"( it was in about 1980 that William Moore contacted me and asked questions about 
balloons making "gouges" in the earth). The July lOth Alomorgodo News article shows a 
demonstration of some of our multiple balloons and target trains. We had no one there so it was 
surprising to see this. It alrilost appears that there was some type of "umbrella cover story" to 
protect our work with MOGUL. C' ;f-?:..1...,1 
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I can think of no other explanation for Roswell than one of our early June service flight balloons. 
If one of our balloons went down there was no shroud of secrecy about it. We would attempt to 
recover the flight gear when posstble, but the reflectors, balloons, and microphone equipment was 
expendable. We went to no great effort to recover the equipment and we certainly would not 
cordon off an area where one of our balloons went down. We would sometimes send out 3-4 men 
to recover the equipment if we knew where it went down. The July 1Oth Alomorgordo News 
report was a good cover-it does not appear to be a coincidence-I don't know who may have 
initiated it. Trakowski does not recaU being invoM:d in a cover story in one of my conversations 
with him. In New Mexico during 1947, an of our balloon operations were launched from 
Alamogordo AAF. C (3xf. 

(1,'3)1 I am not part of any conspiracy to withhold infonnation &om either the US government or 
American public. There is no classified information that I am withholding related to this inquiry 
and I have never been threatened by US Government persons concerning refraining from talking 
about this situation . C. /3 1 tJ 

SIGNED: 

WITNESS(s): 

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a 
penon authorized to administer oaths 
this 
8th day of June 1994 r, NM 

L, USAF 
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ST ATE:MENT OF WITNESS 

Date: 29 Jun 94 Place: VA 

I, i\lbert C. Trakowski, hereby state that Jeffrey Butler, was identified as a Colonel, USAF and 
Jim McAndrew, was identified as a Lieutenant, USAF on this date at my home and do hereby, 
voluntarily and of my own free will, make the foHowing statement. This is done without having 
been subjected to any coercion, unlawful influence or unlawful inducement. 

I was provided a background on the Air Force efforts related to the GAO audit and it's association 
with the "Roswell Incident" and project Mogul. I personally know all the persons that Col Butler 
identified to me as having been contacted in this effort (Spilhaus, Moore, Istvan, Fletcher, Ms 
DuflY). I have also been contacted by several researchers and writers and discussed project Mogul 
and provided some documents to some of them. Robert Todd, rm not sw-e whether he was a 
believer or not. Charles Ziegler was working on the history of nuclear weapons detection 
capability. He had some letters/papers that I did not have such as the letters the Gen Spaatz 
directed the establishment of project Mogul. Carl Pflock apparently wanted to establish the 
"incident" of Roswell as a UFO incident. Charlie Moore was primarily responsible for 
development of the constant level balloons for lifting the instrument packages. Concerning a cover 
story for the project Mogul, there was no planned cover story. I do not recall any documentation 
nor any efforts to develop a cover story even though the security for Mogul was of great concern. 
Charlie Moore and Athel Spilhaus used meteorological research as a cover but this was a spur of 
the moment effort--it was an obvious answer to a query-there was no documentation for using 
meteorology. We never considered a . .planneq cover story; we were concerned with security. 

I was the project officer succeeding Col Duffy in approximately November 1946. My primary 
purpose was nuclear weapons and guided missiles detection programs. Previously, I was 
appointed as the laboratory chief in the Signal Corps as an Air Force officer in charge of the 
Spherics program and later for the development of weather radar. Since my background was in 
physics, I took over project Mogul. It was the only Top Secret project at Watson Labs and I was 
the Top Secret Control Officer, so I knew the impacts with security associated with the project. 
We moved from Watson Labs to Cambridge Me which combined became the Air Force 
Cambridge Research Center, and I became the Director of the Air Force Geophysics Lab (and 
remained so until1949). Through 1949, I was the director of both :MX968 and Mogul. As the 
Mogul director, I went to Alamorgordo Army Air Field in early July 1947, to observe the New 
York University balloon group. The "Roswell Incident" occurred after we had returned to Red 
Bank (Watson lab) NJ. I became aware of this only after Col Duffy called me from Wright Field 
from his home. This was just an informational call, he just wanted to let me know that someone 
had come to him with some debris from Ne~ Mexico and he said, "this SW"C looked like some of 
the stuff that you launched from Alamorgordo." Duffy was very familiar with the various 



apparatus and materials for the project, so if he said that it was debris from the project, rm sure 
that's what it was. He was not concerned with a breach of security for the project. 

Concerning the name Maj Pritchard, he may have worked for me but I don't recall him. I have no 
knowledge of any counterintelligence. or intelligence persons on the project or associated with my 
directorate at Watson or Cambridge Labs. When we took over the project, we were aware of the 
sensitivity of the project-we were aware that we were working in the open-it was a weakness of 
security because the activity could be obselved. I never obsCJVed any of the balloon "trains" but I 
did see some of the early reflectors. Some of the reflectors were procured from sources out of 
normal channels. Some of the contractors lined up were not quite in concert with typical Signal 
Corps practices and procedures. Jack Peterson was vety energetic and could make procurement 
actions take place. Ed Itsvan, who I believe actually arranged for production for some of the 
reflectors, actually went to a toy manufacturer in New Y ark city to get some. It was kind of a 
standing joke. I remember that some of the prototype and preproduction targets had this pink or 
pw-plish tape holding the material to the balsa beam. This tape had flowers and other designs on it. 
The reflectors were probably made starting in late 1944 but I do not recall how long the 
production run was. I do not recall any other specific attributes but they were geometrically and 
structurally simple. 

I am not part of any conspiracy to withhold information from either the US government or 
American public. There is no classified information that I am withholding related to this inquiry 
and I have never been threatened by US Government persons concerning refraining from talking 
about this situation . 

SIGNED: 

~I 
WITNESS(s): 

Subscn'bed and sworn to before me, a 
person authorized to administer oaths 
this 

~'l,ltlt day of June 1994 a~ , VA 

~~~~USAF 
MAL 

J 
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Transcript from 8 June 94, Interview with 
Professor Charles Moore 

(A) Professor Charles Moore 
Project Engineer - Project Mogul 
(Q) Colonel Jeff Butler 
(Q) Lieutenant Jim McAndrew 
8 June 1994 

A: ... or. Spilhaus, who you may have met, was really the 
Director of the project. 

Q: 
regards. 

We talked with him last week. He sends you his 
He's a very interesting man to chat with. 

A: But I was essentially the project engineer and a 
graduate student, whereas he was Director of Research at New York 
University at that time. 

Q: We have gone through many of the various technical 
documents related to Project Mogul and some of the other work 
that you and Dr. Spilhaus and others have done with the Constant 
Altitude balloon projects. According to Dr. Spilhaus, he said 
you would be the technical expert as it related to those types of 
projects in terms of the materials involved, the instrumentation, 
that sort of thing. Is that a pretty accurate statement? 

A: I think that's correct. 

Q: What we're really here for is to discuss this that came 
out in the newspaper and the General Accounting Office's 
investigation of how we deal with records, the acquisition, and 
ultimately disposition. There is an allegation that the 
Government is involved in a conspiracy and coverup of something 
that occurred in 1947, which is the allegation of their being 
some sort of flying disk, flying saucer, UFO, what have you. 

A: That's correct. 

Q: Of course the people who put out things such as this 
journal, MUFON, Mutual UFO Network, the books that have been 
written by William Moore, and Randall Schmidt, and others, a lot 
of the popular television shows, they've just exacerbated the 
situation where a lot of things, quotations, some of your 
quotations taken out of context. One of the individuals, 
Sheridan Cavitt, who at that time was a Counter-Intelligence 
Corps officer at (Roswell] Army Airfield who actuall} went out 
with Jesse Marcel to recover some material that has b~en alleged 
to be the results of a UFO which Colonel Cavitt specifically 
states looked like a weather balloon to him. 

A: I'm aware that he had been there, but I'd understood 
that other quotations had been attributed to him. 

Q: Yes, sir. As we go through this, I believe I've got a 
copy of essentially a statement he made to Colonel Weaver, whom 
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you've talked with also. Colonel Weaver talked with Sheridan 
Cavitt two weeks ago. So a lot of the statements that have been 
attributed to Sheridan Cavitt, he says they're taken out of 
context. He refutes a lot of the information that appears in 
these various books. 

2 

What I'd like to do, even though this is out of a popular 
UFO type of magazine, is there are some statements attributed to 
individuals concerning the material that was found, supposedly by 
Mac Brazel, somewhere northwest of Roswell, New Mexico. They 
talk in terms of materials that look like metallic foil, and 
specifically that "could not be bent or broken." 

As we've gone through the various research, what we believe 
to be Project Mogul was probably involved in this incident. The 
materials that were being used in Mogul included, of course, not 
only the polyethylene balloons, but included the neoprene 
balloons at some point, the various types of radar reflectors, 
the instrumentation that was being used. Is there any type of 
material from that project that you can think of that would be 
pliable, would be bendable, but could not be torn? Could any of 
the polyethylene or the foil-like radar reflectors, could that be 
the case? 

A: Let me get a picture for you. This is a radar 
reflector manufactured in 1953. It's the ML-307C. 

Q: Which is a little different from the B model that was 
used in 1947? 

A: Where this looks like a pine stick, the material on the 
ones we had, this was all balsa and somewhat smaller in diameter, 
but the configuration, with one exception ..• This configuration 
of corners, these corners were the same thing. Here'$ a picture 
of this sort of target being used in 1948, and you can see we are 
launching multiple targets beneath this balloon. 

Q: Is this the same type of target as this, or is this the 
B model? 

A: This is the B model we flew in 1947 and 1948. Those 
are pictures of the B model. If you look, faintly along here you 
can see a sort of a discoloration, and that's where my memory of 
the reinforcing tape was that they talked about. The B models, 
as I remember, did not have these three vanes up here. You don't 
see particularly any suggestion in other photographs I have, I 
don't remember these which would make the thing rotate in flight. 

But this, in the B models was more like an aluminum foil 
with a heavy laminated paper. So the material they talk about, I 
think, was derived from some version of this. 

Q: They talk in terms of the material, being able to 
crumple it and releasing it, and it would unfold by itself and 
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not leave any creases. This material looks like it would almost 
be like aluminum foil, would crease and remain creased. 

A: It does have this paper laminate, and the paper, I 
think, was maybe a bit tougher on the earlier thing. But I have 
no explanation for the fact that it couldn't be bent with a 
sledge hammer, as one of the people said, and couldn't be .•• 

Q: Burned? 

A: I think some of the balsa wood was dipped in something 
like Elmer's glue, and as a result had some sort of a glue 
coating on it which would make it somewhat resistant to burning. 

3 

Q: I know in Colonel Weaver's discussions with Sheridan 
Cavitt, they talked about the aspect of burning. He did not 
recall burning anything, but then his wife indicated that there 
had been one night they'd been out and had a barbecue and had a 
few beers and that Jesse Marcel just took a piece and stuck it in 
the barbecue and then pulled it back out. So if that's what 
they're using to say it wouldn't burn, that's what we consider 
typically testing a material for burning or not. 

A: I need to say here, you need to qualify everything I 
say with the memory of almost 50 years ago. I will say things 
that are to the best of my memory, but on the other hand, should 
other evidence indicate my memory is faulty, I readily accept 
that. So I'll state things to the best of my memory, but ••. 

I have a memory that there was something like Elmer's 
glue ... There was a problem in attaching this to the paper 
behind. 

Q: Going back to the reinforcing tape and things, there 
were discussions concerning unusual symbols and almost .like 
hieroglyphics -- purple, pinkish in nature, that sort of thing. 

A: I don't know if I sent Colonel Weaver a copy of the 
sketch. 

Q: No, we did not see that. 

A: Robert Todd, who has been a person very interested in 
trying to get to the truth of this, asked me to make a sketch of 
what I remember. A couple of years ago, or a year or so ago, I 
made this sketch, and this is my memory of what was there. 

I do remember every time I prepared one of these targets for 
flight, I always wondered why these figures were on the tape. 
There was always a question of why they were there. When this 
purplish-pink marking on the debris came up, I immediately 
remembered this sort of marking. Other people, I have a letter 
here from one of my technicians, who says oddly he remembers the 
same marking. You, perhaps, have talked to Albert Trakowski ••. 
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Q: we have tried to reach Colonel Trakowski, and he has 
not returned our calls. We'~e left messages on his answering 
machine, and there's been no response. 

A: He may be out of town. I did visit him last October, 
and he made the point that ..• He was our project officer. He 
and I served together under Colonel Duffy in the Air Force 
Liaison Office in 1943 to ..• Well, I went overseas in 1 44 but 
Trakowski stayed and took a commission in the Air Force when it 
was offered and was the project officer on Mogul. I have some 
paperwork here from General LeMay's files in which after the war 
a number of people were to be sent overseas because they had not 
had overseas duty. There is a history of Colonel Trakowski. 
Perhaps you have it from the Pentagon files already, from the AG 
files. 

Q: We have some records, yes. 

4 

A: Anyway, Albert Trakowski was the Watson Laboratory 
project officer on this. When I raised this question to him he 
said he had talked to John Peterson, one of Colonel Duffy's 
procurement men, and they were joking about these markings on the 
tape. I have a letter that I can give you a copy of in which I 
quote Trakowski in saying, "What do you expect when you have your 
targets made by a toy factory in Manhattan?" 

Q: So essentially, the original targets were made by a toy 
company? 

A: Well, it's either a toy company or a garment 
manufacturer in the garment district in Manhattan, or it was by a 
novelty company. I talked to Ed Istvan who was another one of 
the Air Force liaison office people who stayed in. Istvan lives 
in your area. I can give you documentation on these things. 
Istvan says that it was some outfit that extruded toothpaste 
tubes and he got involved with them because they made radar 
chaff. In the early days of this effort, there were a number of 
different targets made. I don't have them here, I have them 

· downstairs, there were a number of different forms the targets 
were made. One idea was just the inside of a meteorological 
balloon, to put radar chaff and adhere it with glycerine. Just 
wet the inside of the balloon with glycerine and then shake in 
dipoles cut to the proper half wave length. When the balloons 
were inflated, these would be all on the inside, coating the 
inside of the balloon. This didn't give nearly the sort of 
target that the corner reflector gave. 

But anyway, Istvan initially went to New York hunting for a 
source of supply and came across a company. 

(Pause) 
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A: .•. much of which we can copy and make it easier for 
you. These are balloon fragments, things that held balloons [up] 
after they'd been exposed to the sun. 

Q: Is this the neoprene type or the ••• 

A: That's the neoprene type. I have the polyethylene 
type ... 

Q: Is this from the '47 era? 

A: That's a balloon probably from the '50s. That's a K
San balloon. The kind of balloons we used then were the 
(inaudible) derricks balloons, and that's the way they look after 
they've been out in the sun. That's about three weeks' exposure 
to sunlight here in New Mexico. 

Q: So the polyethylene really is degraded by sunlight. 

A: That's neoprene. All that's neoprene. 

Q: This almost looks like ashes of paper. 

A: That's right. And there's a big point in some of the 
recovery that the material was black ••• 

Here is the list of the people who,were assigned under 
Colonel Duffy in the Air Force liaison office. Istvan's name 
you'll find in there. He ended up being in the Titan program 
and, I think, retired as a lieutenant colonel maybe back in the 
'70s. · 

Schneider was the administrative director of our project. 
He and I worked together. He was in Maine, and was not really 
technically involved. I have letters from him if you're 
interested in seeing them. He says he has no memory of this. 

A person who was heavily involved 
radar thing was Colonel Joe Fletcher. 
asking for his help and he essentially 
much. 

in developing this whole 
I wrote him a letter 
says he doesn't remember 

Q: He's also been hounded by some of these UFO ... 

A: And by Todd and by me. 

Q: So it appears as though you, yourself, have done some 
extensive research into this particular incident. 

A: Until two years ago, I was quite convinced one of our 
polyethylene balloons we didn't recover caused it. Then I got 
this newspaper, Todd sent me this, and I immediately saw there's 
no way that could be a polyethylene balloon. 
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Q: w.w. Brazel mentions eyelets which appear in the 
reflectors. There's also, on the polyethylene balloons, the 
shroud however you had it hooked on there. There's eyelets 
around the base. There was a ring at the neck of the balloon and 
then there were attach points to that ring, were there not? 

A: But there were no eyelets. 

Q: I believe there were. I've reviewed the New York 
University documents and there's a very clear depiction in one of 
them of eyelets. 

A: Okay, I was thinking of the later ••• Here are the NYU 
reports, the originals of them. 

Q: In one of the configurations they clearly show eyelets 
in the drawing. 

Q: Going back to Brazel, you state that you think it could 
not be one of the polyethylene balloons. He indicates in this 
newspaper article that he actually found the debris in mid-June, 
however it didn't subsequently come out until July. 

A: You're right. That is in one of the polyethylene 
balloons, you're correct. I fall back on my plea that my memory 
isn't ... 

Q: 
about. 

It comes into depending on what Brazel was speaking 

A: There are clearly eyelets here. In fact there's a 
little swivel. 

He talks about the smoky gray rubber ••. 

Q: Which these samples here, as you say, if they'd only 
been out for a short time, a matter of days, smoky gray, that's a 
very good description of what they looked like. 

A: And when you first retrieve it has a bad odor. And 
people talked about there being a burned odor. 

We need to talk about these neoprene balloons because they 
came in different ..• There were two manufacturers-- one, Dewey 
& Olney in Cambridge manufactured with a dip process and they had 
very much the appearance, if you will, of a condom. They were an 
ivory colored jell. The Kaysam company in Patterson made a cast 
neoprene emulsion into a mold~ and then they inflated the mold. 
They had to put a lot of plasticizers so they could take this wet 
jell and inflate it and make it into a meteorologic balloon. 
This is a Kaysam balloon here, which I think is not a good 
candidate. 

Q: Kaysam? 
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A: A guy named Sam Kay formed a company and it was called 
Kaysam. In fact I have, and you're welcome to them ••• 

(Pause) 
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A: Kaysam balloons because of the way they were made, and 
this jell that had to be inflated had this ring, cardboard ring 
put in them. That's the neck of a Kaysam balloon, and here are 
more modern Kaysam balloons, the sort that are still being flown. 

Q: These are just used for ~he typical meteorological type 
balloons. 

A: carry radio (inaudible), that's correct. 

Dewey & Olney have gone out of the business and Kaysam 
bought them out. Here's a Kaysam .balloon that is made by a dip 
mold. This is somewhat indicative, I think, of the way one of 
those balloons of the type we're using. As you can see on 
exposure just to ordinary light, they discolor. But these are 
balloons that were made probably in the '70s. As they change 
with plasticizer and anti-oxidants for ozone, they certainly 
change in appearance. The balloons we ••• 

I have pictures here, pictures in the hangar. There, as you 
can see, these are the ivory colored balloons of the sort we were 
flying. This is the balloon you just found the eyelets on in the 
hangar. These are pictures from the 1947 era where we're getting 
ready to fly the 15 foot H.A. Smith balloon. 

Q: The reinforcing tape on these balloons, these 
polyethylene balloons, we were told is a type of acetate. It had 
none of this symbology, is that correct? 

A: None at all. 

Q: So the symbology on the tape was only related to the 
radar reflectors. 

A: That's correct. Here is a later model polyethylene 
balloon, and it's a little thinner than the ones we were flying, 
but there's a polyethylene balloon. 

Q: It looks like polyethylene sheeting that I would use to 
cover up ••• 

Q: I've also heard the early balloons described as carrot 
bag quality. Material they would use in a carrot bag. Dry 
cleaner bags. 

Q: Dry cleaner bags. We think of them as being very 
fragile, but materials from this time frame have been described 
as durable -- something you couldn't tear with your hands. 
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A: That's about two mil polyethylene here. 

Q: Obviously, you could tear this. 

A: This was four mil. These balloons that we had ... 
That's Flight 8. These are the little balloons here that are 
seen from the air. 

Q: From a B-17? 
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A: I think this was a C-45. We did, indeed, have B-17's 
attached to us, and c-54's. But I think this was trying to chase 
Flight 8 down. This was one of the candidate flights that I 
thought might have been, until two years ago, I thought might 
have been an explanation for what occurred. 

Q: Why did you change your mind at that point? 

A: Because of that newspaper report right there. 

Q: Because of him saying that he actually found the 
material in mid-June? 

A: No, because he said it was balsa sticks and smoky 
rubber and had those curious markings on that. That's a very 
vivid memory I have of these markings on the radar targets we 
flew. 

Q: You said you often wondered why those markings were on 
there. Had you ever resolved that for yourself? 

A: Only what Albert Trakowski told me, that our friend 
John Peterson, the procurement man, was just joking, "What else 
do you expect when you have your targets made by a toy factory?" 

Let me go back, if I may. Colonel Duffy was assigned to 
extract meteorological.equipment out of the Signal_Corps in 1943. 
There was a great argume·n.t that went on between the Army Air 
Force and the Signal Corps. The Signal Corps didn't want to let 
any meteorological equipment out until he thought it was perfect. 
At the same time, General Arnold was expanding for a global war, 
and was trying to get meteorological equipment all around the 
earth. So Colonel Duffy got assigned to expedite the equipment. 
As various of us graduated from the meteorological cadet schools, 
he took those of us with engineering backgrounds and assigned us 
to bird dog various things within the Signal Corps engineering 
laboratories. I got assigned to ••• I ended up with some 
appendicitis and got pulled off of an overseas shipment, and 
while I was recovering I got assigned to prepare this manual that 
Colonel Duffy, he was unhappy with the rate at which Signal 
manuals were coming out so he wanted a loose leaf arrangement to 
send things out. So I got assigned to prepare this manual. 
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At the same time, then Captain Fletcher was assigned ••• 
Duffy had heard that weather was giving trouble to radar, so 
Colonel Duffy just turned around and said, "Gee, you mean radar 
can pick up weather?" And ended up with Captain Fletcher being 
assigned to both convert this for looking at storm clouds and 
also to make wind measurements. There was a big problem, the 
Weather Bureau prior to World War II determined upper winds 
merely by releasing a pilot balloon, following with the 
(inaudible), and estimating the rate of rise, and then from the 
elevation and azimuth angles and the assumed height after a 
certain time, to calculate what the winds were. 

Q: Is that the Boford Scale? 

A: Well, Boford was Navy, that was the Navy .•• 

Q: Like taking a Pi Ball reading now. 

A: Exactly. It was called a Pi Ball then and it is now. 
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Colonel Duffy pushed very heavily to get electronic means for 
·measuring winds aloft. There were two approaches. One, use a 
radar target, and the SCR-584 with which you may be familiar -
the early gun-laying radar. Colonel Duffy talked to the field 
artillery that was procuring through the Signal Corps, gun-laying 
radar, the SCR-584, which is, that's this radar right here. 

Q: We've seen that photo before. 

A: This is Spilhaus•s book. So Fletcher ended up with a 
whole bunch of his own 2nd lieutenants around. There was a Jud 
Tibbett from whom I have a photograph showing an earlier model 
target, the A Model target. Istvan was one. There are a bunch 
of them listed. This listing is for you if you'd like to have 
it. 

Tibbetts ended up being the big installer of radar and, in 
fact, was assigned down to the Tularosa Range Camp to make wind 
measurements for the Trinity shot, the test in 1945. As far as I 
know, that was the first time these targets had been used in New 
Mexico. Tibbetts, who until recently lived in Albuquerque, he's 
now moved to Scottsdale, Arizona. Tibbetts says that he did not 
ever fly this kind of target in New Mexico, which will be of 
interest with you when they talk about, that people should have 
known what a target looked like. 

Q: Right. There were discussions concerning having radar 
targets, but supposedly the B Model and subsequent models were 
brand new, had never flown anything like that in this area. 

A: According to Tibbetts, the A Model had bit aerodynamic 
drag. It was a flat plane of aluminum foil and had two triangles 
coming down that made a corner reflector. The A Model looked 
like ••• Then across here was that. This is one surface, this is 
another surface, and this is yet another, and they were held by 
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strings from these four corners. Obviously, trying to take 
something that's almost a meter in cross section, a meter on a 
side, take it sideways up through, gave a lot of drag, and it 
took a lot of lift to make the balloons rise very rapidly. 
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so instead, somebody came up with this smart idea of this 
other arrangement of a corner reflector that had much less drag. 
These, according to Tibbetts, weren't distributed until something 
like November of 1945. As far as I know, as you will see in the 
various correspondence, there were no SCR-584s which were 
required to track them, issued to the weather services here in 
New Mexico. Obviously, after the Trinity shot, there was no bit 
military operation that required wind determination in New 
Mexico. 

Q: so essentially you'd say there were no radar reflectors 
in New Mexico until 1947 until this appeared? 

A: That's my opinion. 

Q: Was Major Pritchard doing any kind of balloon project? 

A: No. He and Dyvad and others were at Watson 
Laboratories. I understand from Trakowski that Alamagordo Army 
Air Field was about to be closed down as surplus. The people at 
Watson Laboratories seized on it and were able to keep it on 
active status for two projects -- one, the radar project from 
Watson Laboratories that was set to track the V-2 being flown 
from the proving ground across the Tulerosa Valley; and Project 
Mogul. 

I joined the NYU group in January of '47, and while I was 
finishing up at Georgia Tech I had talked to my chemical 
engineering professors, I'd already been recruited by Duffy and 
Spilhaus, and I asked if you wanted to make a balloon of non
extensible material, what plastic would you use. My professor 
named Grubb told me you ought to consider polyethylene. It's a 
new plastic just now becoming available. You can heat seal it. 
It has a lot of desirable properties. 

So as soon as I got to NYU, I began talking to everybody I 
could find in Manhattan-- DuPont, all the sales offices ••. 

Q: We saw your listing. 

A: I was concerned with where we could get the plastic and 
who we could get to manufacture the balloons. I was in my 20's, 
just a recent graduate. I knew nothing about manufacturing. But 
we did try to get a manufacturing company that would fabricate 
balloons for us. 

During that period we heard of the Navy project that was 
going on at General Mills where Jean Get was planning to make a 
flight to 100,000 feet. General Mills at that time was making 
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balloons out of a Goodyear film called pliofilm. It was a vinyl 
chloride that just went to hell when exposed to sunlight. It 
really came apart. So I'm very proud that we began pushing them 
for polyethylene balloons. With some difficulty we got Otto 
Winzen who was the entrepreneur cmd promoter, working with Get, 
and we got him to make these balloons you see here in the design 
that was being planned for Project Helios, with the pliofilm 
balloons. At the same time we got an entrepreneur who was even 
faster acting, and that was this fellow A.J. Smith. A one-man 
shop. He would do anything for money. He, indeed, did. With no 
great technical background, he made a number of these balloons 
for us. 

Q: Kind of a garage type of affair where he would sit down 
and make them one by one and ... 

A: I don't know. He got some girls and got some assembly 
workers, for a contract from us. Anyway, we got these balloons 
going, made visits to Minneapolis to push General Mills. The 
pressure from the Air Force was enormous. There was a similar 
problem, of course, in developing microphones that would pick up 
low frequency sound waves with Columbia. There was much 
enthusiasm, in testing these microphones. 

Q: How did you come to join the Army Air Force? 

A: When World War II broke out I applied for pilot 
training, and so did everybody else. Because I was a senior at 
Georgia Tech in a chemical engineering course with a fair amount 
of thermodynamics and other things, I got diverted into the 
meteorological cadet program. I still wanted to be a pilot but I 
got diverted into the meteorological cadet program, and the next 
class that I could join didn't start until December of 1 42. I 
joined up sometime in '42. So I went through the meteorological 
cadet program and found I was a lousy forecaster, but I did end 
up, when Spilhaus came recruiting for people with engineering 
background, I got recruited into Colonel Duffy's liaison office. 

Q: Was that directly for General Arnold's staff? 

A: I was assigned, believe it or not, to Headquarters, Air 
Force .•• I still have the Headquarters Air Force (rondelles]. I 
ended up being assigned to Headquarters, Army Air Force. I was a 
second lieutenant. 

Q: So you got recruited by, at that time, Captain 
Spilhaus. 

A: Right, and I got sent to the Weather Equipment 
Technician School in Spring Lake, New Jersey, essentially Fort 
Monmouth. When I finished the training course for radiosonde and 
for maintenance of equipment, I was headed for North Africa, and 
I had a medical problem. When I got out of the hospital, I was 
assigned back to Colonel Duffy. I remained there. I finished 
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this manual in '44. I was commissioned in September of '43, 
finally, and then finished the school in November, was assigned 
to write this manual which was finished in the summer of '44, and 
then I got an assignment to China. 

Q: With Dr. Spilhaus? · 

A: No. I ended up being the weather equipment officer for 
CBI and the Spilhaus came over later. At that time the war was 
going very much better. Spilhaus and Duffy had a long range 
storm detection system, the spheric system, the predecessor of 
what's used now for lightning detection, the storm scopes, and 
the LLP. If you're familiar with LLP, the lightning location 
system ••. 

Q: Used by the Weather Service. 

A: We have one of the stations here on campus. 
actually have, if you're interested later on we'll go 
show you, we have a map of the lightning strokes over 
u.s. as they occur. We have a read-out right here in 
laboratory. 

Q: So you're doing that work from China? 

And we 
over and 
the entire 
our 

A: Spilhaus came over with the spherics net, it was 
called, and got a station installed in Chianting, China to work, 
of course, for the bombing of Japan. So Spilhaus came over I 
think the summer of '45 is when he came over. We had the radio 
wind, the ra-win, the SCR-658s, we had a number of them that were 
being installed. We had one up in Yunan in the communist area; 
we had several of them in China for getting good wind 
measurements. Spilhaus had been involved in that. I think by 
'45 it was clear that things would be over relatively soon. We 
thought we'd be back in '48. In any event, he got an assignment 
over to lOth Weather in the summer of '45 and came over. 

Q: At what point did you ever hear the term long range 
detection? 

A: That's a good question. I didn't know the name Mogul 
until Robert Todd told me two years ago. I'd never heard the 
name Mogul -- the classification was that high. I knew what we 
were doing. When "Helgoland" was exploded in April of 1 47, we 
had balloons in the air. We launched balloons out of the Watson 
Laboratory, actually Eatontown, what had been the Eatontown 
Signal Laboratory, but I think it was now Watson Laboratory. In 
any event, we launched a string of balloons, even though we 
didn't have [constant-level] balloons, we still carried 
microphones aloft and a C-54 orbited overhead and followed the 
balloons out to sea. I have no idea about the results that they 
got. 

Q: Did you number that balloon flight? 
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A: No, we didn't. 

Q: Not a letter or a number? 

A: Wait a minute. The answer is, I don't know. 

Q: If you did give it a letter or a number would it be 
on ... There are some of these flights that appeared to have no 
sequence number and they were talking in terms of being service 
flights and the impression that we got was that the service 
flights were either test flights just to check the balloons out 
or they were the highly classified flights where the information 
was not being logged into essentially an unclassified document. 

A: You notice that Flight 1 was made from Bethlehem, 
Pennsylvania. 

Q: The football field there? 

A: LeHigh, exactly. That's where we did it, from the 
football field. And we did this because a professor at NYU had 
just gone to head up the physics department at LeHigh and he 
invited us over. His name was Frank, Butler keeps coming to 
mind, but I'm not sure that's the right name. Anyway, we went 
there and that was for an early, early attempt for Helgoland. I 
think the Helgoland explosion got scrubbed, but we had balloons 
in the air from this and we were woefully not ready. We had all 
sorts of problems. We adopted the balloon technique that a 
cosmic ray investigator at NYU, a fellow named Sergei Korf, we 
adopted his technique and we had a lot to learn. We got our 
hands torn up with nylon line being pulled through it as we 
couldn't hold the balloons down in the wind ... 

Q: Speaking of nylon line, were these braided type lines 
or were they monofilament type lines? 

A: Neither.- I think initially we used either parachute 
cord, which was braided. I don't remember the details of what we 
used, but we rapidly used that the radiosonde cord we used was 
not strong enough at all to hold the forces that came, so we went 
to what was called lobster twine. We used a lot of lobster twine 
that was twisted, a laid line that was used in lobster nets. 

Q: Do you recall there ever having been some sort of 
monofilament similar to the monofilament fishing line in any of 
the projects? 

A: I think there was none available at that time. My 
memory, the answer is yes, we've used an awful lot of 
monofilament and we use it now all the time. 

Q: But at that time you don't think it was available? 

A: I think it was not available. 
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Q: The early nylon line, would it have degraded, such as 
the balloon material degraded, and maybe fused in the hot sun? 
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A: I doubt it. If we had any it would have been white, 
which would have been a high (inaudible), would not have absorbed 
a lot of sunlight. 

Q: There were discussions about what appeared to be 
unbraided or unstranded fiber type lines. It's been alluded to 
that was the precursors to what we use for fiber optics today. 
The materials that were found. That's why I asked about the 
monofilament line. 

A: A lot of what we used early was a linen cord, not 
twisted, and it was indeed, a brown, a dull brown color. But 
because it was designed just for radiosonde balloons, and we 
rapidly exceeded its strength. So very quickly, and I don't know 
when, but we very quickly went over to this twisted lobster 
twine. 

To answer your question, there are three flights that are 
missing here -- two, three, and four. I've identified Flight 4. 
Flight 4 was a flight we made, and you don't have it there, but 
Flight 4 we made in Alamagordo something like June 2nd or Jrd of 
1947. The reason I have it identified is I have Albert Crary's 
diary. The scientific end of the group was heavily based from 
Columbia University. It was Dr. James Peoples who was an 
employee of Watson Laboratory, and there was an Albert Crary who 
had been a graduate student under Dr. Ewing. 

Q: Who later also was an employee of ••• 

A: Who was then an employee of Watson Laboratory. I have 
Crary's diary. Here is a translation ••• 

(END OF SIDE) 

A: ... Here is the diary starting May 24, '47, and on May 
28 he has "B-17 from Watson with Mirs, Hackman, NYU and Alden, 
they plan to test fly balloons tomorrow. Other gang with 
recording equipment due to leave Watson Laboratories Saturday. 
Got everything ready for Hermes Rocket today." 

May 29th. "Mirs and Hackman got balloon ascension off at 
1:00 p.m. today without plane to follow it. Don and Godby out to 
Donyo. Bill and I out to E. White Sands to record Hermes." 

I've marked the key things here with red, and then I've 
given you a page without my red if you have any need for that. 

June 1st, "C-47 with Moore, Schneider and others from NYU, 
also Irewin, Minton, Olson, NYU men worked on balloons, north 
hangar." 
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June 4th, "Out to Tulerosa Range and fired charges between 
o-o and o-6" something. "No balloon flight again on account of 
clouds. Flew regular sonobuoy mike with cluster balloons and had 
good luck with receiver on ground but poor on plane." I think 
that's Flight 4 right there. 

Q: so that's June 4th. 

A: As to that flight made by Mirs and Hackman earlier, we 
have no record of it here in the NYU summary. 

Q: If he flew that on June 4th and it carried the 
microphones, the radar reflectors, that would have been with a 
neoprene type balloon. 

A: There were no plastic balloons delivered until the 28th 
or 29th of June that year. So everything as evidenced on the 
Helgeland flight that we made and the other flight, they were all 
meteorological balloons prior to late June. 

Q: That would have also had the B Model reflector, this 
type of reflector, but the B Model? 

A: My memory is that Jim Peoples, because we were being 
sent down by B-17 and by air, didn't let us take the radiosonde 
receiving equipment which at that time was very heavy. It was 
like a 500 pound rack with a receiver, frequency meter, recorder, 
etc., and we weren't allowed to use that. Instead, the idea was 
that Peoples would provide tracking on the balloons with radar 
targets and so on. So this is where I think the radar targets 
come in. If you look in these reports you'll find here 
statements, radiosonde reception, and you'll see 60 percent with 
recorder, so percent without recorder, 100 percent without 
recorder for June 5th. A hundred percent without recorder. 

so I think we tried the radar targets, as I remember, our 
contact who was a Captain Larry Dyvad found that they weren't 
able to track our flights at all. They had a radar that was 
entirely aimed at looking at the missiles. To look at slow 
moving balloons with poor signal return was difficult for them. 
So we started off with making single target flights. I think we 
went to multiple target flights, and still didn't have any 
success, so I began putting radiosondes and then just audibly, as 
the tones would change, I would log it on a piece of paper. I'd 
count the pressure... Are you familiar with radiosondes? 

Q: Somewhat. 

A: The commutator with the pressure contacts, etc. I 
would count contacts and record it and you'll see in some of 
these flight reports, there's two different interpretations 
possible, depending on what the contact sequence was. An 
ordinary radiosonde is very good for something that's going one 
way. But for something that's going to go up and float, you can 
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have ambiguities. You don't know if it went up or down when you 
get the next.pressure contact switch. You'll find that sort of 
uncertainty in describing the report. 

so I'm quite sure that as a result of the failure of the 
radar tracking, I went back and started using radiosondes even 
though I didn't have the right equipment. 

Q: You mentioned a few moments ago the Watson Laboratory 
gear, the microphones, and it was also Columbia that was 
developing the low frequency microphones. You had all of that 
gear on these balloons, is that correct? 

A: No, not on all of them. That mention of a sonobuoy 
microphone, in the early ••• While the improved low frequency 
microphones were being designed and built, we flew on balloons, 
believe it or not, sonobouy used to detect submarines. We were 
flying sonobuoy microphones on the balloons. 

Q: But the material that's been identified as Watson Lab 
gear shows up as very generic in all of these reports and things. 
That was all part of Mogul also, is that correct? 

A: That's correct. I think what happened is because the 
watson Laboratory radar wasn't very successful, I think we made a 
number of flights like this. I think I sent a sketch like that 
to you. We made a number of flights like that which was an 
unorthodox use of radar targets, and it's my opinion that the 
thing that caused the debris that was picked up was probably from 
a cluster of meteorological balloons carrying a cluster of 
targets. 

When something like the idea of a cluster balloon was not 
only to carry the weight, but was also to keep the target in the 
air for a long time. If one balloon burst, we still would have 
enough buoyancy for awhile to keep the thing airborne. When it 
would come to the ground this would drag along the ground and get 
shredded, but this would still be carried downwind until another 
balloon would burst, whereupon this one would start getting 
shredded. So I think the explanation of why things were over 
such a large area was, indeed, because it was a cluster, it was 
multiple targets and cluster balloons. 

Q: Of course the issue of the large area has been 
different in different reports. Different people have stated the 
200 yards, Cavitt in his description, described it in terms of 
his living room which was not that large. 

A: Even a single target, if it came down, wouldn't have 
filled a single living room, but a multiple target, begins 
dragged sideways and then blown transversally by any later winds, 
could have filled ~ reasonable area. 

Q: And left pieces of debris everywhere. Depending on •.. 
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A: What the wind did. 

The description that Brazel gives here that everything would 
weigh about five pounds when it was all together, is more than 
you would have gotten from a single balloon. 

Q: Those were measured in terms of 300 to 500 grams or 
something like that? 

A: Three hundred and fifty only. At that time we didn't 
have any bigger balloons than 350 grams, so the balloons would 
have been 350 grams. 

Q: About one pound. 

A: correct. And the targets are nominally maybe a quarter 
of a pound. 

Q: Those targets are only four to five ounces? 

A: Here was the specification spelled out for it. 
Approximate weight, 100 grams. These, as I say, are somewhat 
heavier than the ones we had. 

Q: You indicated that the balsa wood was coated with some 
sort of glue such as Elmer's glue. 

A: That's my memory. It wasn't completely coated. Some 
of it was and some of it wasn't. 

Q: Some of the balsa wood is fairly dense, as far as being 
durable, and one of the descriptions concerning this "wood-like" 
material was that you couldn't dent it with your fingernail. So 
if you have a fairly dense balsa wood coated with a glue, it may 
be quite possible that a person would not be able to put their 
fingernail in it. 

A: That's correct. It's my memory that the reflective 
material was more aluminum foil than here. These are second or 
third iteration targets, as evidenced by this picture, wherever 
that picture is down in here of the 1948 flight. It certainly 
looks more aluminum-foil like. 

Q: What year were you discharged from active duty? 

A: 1 46. 

Q: Before you left active duty, while you were still 
working with Duffy and Spilhaus, did they invite you to join the 
staff at New York University, or to continue your studies there? 

A: I came back from overseas and was assigned to Colonel 
Duffy's, he had a little flight detachment assigned to him with a 
B-29 and a B-25 and some other aircraft. I ended up being the 
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executive officer of a flight detachment at Newark Airport. I 
got back from overseas in February of '46, I think. After 
getting out of the replacement depot, I got assigned back to 
Colonel Duffy and was assigned at Newark. I went on terminal 
leave something like July of '46 and went back to Georgia Tech 
and finished two quarters. I had two quarters to finish at 
Georgia Tech. While I was at Georgia Tech I began working with 
a microwave, an anonymous propagation research group that turned 
out, oddly enough, was under Colonel Duffy's direction. I didn't 
know it. It had nothing to do with my getting deployed there, 
but I had a student assistanceship working on that. 

I made some report, and my name came back in front of 
Colonel Duffy in September, I think, of 1 46, and I got asked to 
come up to his office. I think he was still at Bradley Beach, 
Sharp River Hills Hotel there near Belmar, New Jersey. When I 
was there, who should come in but Spilhaus. They told me they 
had a problem involving balloons and asked if I would be 
interested in working with them, and they offered me a graduate 
assistanceship at NYU, and I wanted to go to graduate school in 
physics, so I was delighted to have that opportunity. That was 
either September or October of 1 46. 

Q: So Spilhaus, since he was on the staff there, he 
invited you to come to New York University. 

A: Yes, he did. 

Q: So you went to New York University when? 

A: Right after 
had already started. 
a copy of (inaudible) 
have all of that. 

Christmas. January 1, 1947. The program 
I presume you have all the details. I have 
letter to General Spaatz. I presume you 

Q: I believe we do, but I'd still like to review it and 
make sure it's the same letter. 

A: In any event, there was a big push. I guess after 
Operation Crossroads the first nuclear test in the Pacific was in 
July of '46, and Crary, because of the long range detection 
concept, Crary was sent to Ascension Island which is the antipode 
for, as close as they could get to the antipode for Bikini, and 
failed to detect any signal from Operation Crossroads, from the 
nuclear explosion. 

Q: You mentioned detection. What drove the aspect of 
detection? Was it because of our test? 

A: Yes, our test was being used as a signal source. The 
question was in order to detect any Soviet test, could we detect 
our own tests. So Crary was essentially sent to Ascension to see 
if he could detect the nuclear explosion. 
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Q: He was unsuccessful? 

A: He was unsuccessful. 

Q: What method did he employ? 

A: Low frequency microphones on the ground. Are you 
familiar with the Krakatou measurements? 

Q: No. 
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A: In 1883, Krakatou, near Java, made an enormous 
explosion and the pressure wave from that went around the world. 
seven times, and was picked up and ••• There was a report, a big 
analysis by Lord Railey and others ••• 

Q: A volcanic eruption? 

A: Volcanic eruption. Here are the isocomes of the 
pressure waves from Krakatou as it went out. From the time it 
took the signal to go out and come back, he went to the antipode 
which is around Colombia or Venezuela, and came back as a big 
spherical wave. It went back and forth around the earth. The 
British investigators were able to show that there was a duct up 
around the tropopause, and the speed of sound, as I remember, was 
something like 310 meters per second instead of the regular 334 
that we had at sea level. From that they could deduce the 
temperature of the medium in which the sound was propagating and 
it was something like minus 25. 

Q: How was this detected as a pressure wave in that time 
frame? 

A: Barograph. 

Q: What year? 

A: 1883. This is what prompted Ewing. 

Q: I'm familiar with barometer-type measurements being 
used to measure that pressure wave and the fact that it traversed 
the earth, you said seven times. 

A: Maurice Ewing had been an oceanographer at Woods Hole 
and had found a similar acoustic duct in the ocean. You may be 
familiar with what's called Sofar. In 1945 he wrote a letter to 
Spaatz suggesting this might be useful in detection of Soviet 
activity. 

Q: The 1945 letter was kind of the initiative as a means 
of detection. 

A: That's correct. That caused the Army Air Force to 
begin this research. 
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Q: How did you come in possession of it? 

A: Todd. Todd does everything. 

Q: Did he say where he got these documents? 

A: Freedom of Information, I think. 
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Q: 
letter. 

It looks like National Archives. I believe I have this 

So Ewing was at Woods Hole .•• 

A: And was going to head up the geophysics department at 
Columbia. These are subsequent documents of people in the Air 
Force considering the desirability of it. 

After Crossroads there seemed to be an enormous push to try 
to put microphones into the sound channel. During WWII, the 

·signal Corps had laid on them the requirement to develop a 
constant level balloon. It had not been very successful. I knew 
a bunch of people in the balloon branch. 

The reason I got into balloons is that while I was working 
on this manual there was a great problem in the winter of '43 
with the supply of gum rubber cut off, meteorological sounding 
balloons weren't flying very well. In the summer time, the 
balloons would go through the depth of the troposphere, but in 
the.winter time, the balloons began bursting down at levels of 
15,000 feet or so because the neoprene wouldn't stretch at low 
temperatures. Somewhere Spilhaus came up with the idea, talked 
to somebody in the Weather Bureau, that maybe you ought to heat 
the balloons. He told a couple of us second lieutenants, that I 
wonder if that would work. We got a blow torch and a .mop bucket 
and we had a radiosonde, and he was in charge of the Air Force 
push on radiosonde technology. I was his leg man on that. We 
put a blow torch on a.mop bucket and heated the water to boiling 
and flew the balloon. Much to our surprise, the balloon went to 
about 60,000 feet. 

Q: So it stretched without rupturing. 

A: It turns out that neoprene crystallizes and you can 
make it back into an amorphus state with high elasticity. 
Elasticity changes as a function of the degree of crystallinity. 
By heating, we removed that. 

In any event, there was a group in Spilhaus•s detachment 
known as the balloon [boilers). The Signal Corps, it turned out, 
was very unhappy with this idea. They wanted no interest in it 
at all, and their manual doesn't use it. But that was my 
introduction, that's how I got attached to ballooning, as a 
result of doing this simple thing for Spilhaus. 
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It's of interest, in the Holloman report there's a big talk 
about boiling balloons. That's certainly a heritage of the 
association from our early balloon boiling days. When you look 
at the instructions on the modern balloon, you see that it is 
really a physical effect that can be controlled. 

Q: You went on board at New York University, and you 
immediately set out, as documented in the reports, acquiring the 
various materials, [putting out bids], things of this nature. At 
that point you were working at New York University under the 
direction .•. 

A: Spilhaus was the nominal principal investigator and 
director of the project, but he just turned us loose. 

Q: So you were the project engineer? 

A: I was the project engineer, and Schneider was the 
project administrator. We employed a lot of students, a lot of 
people that we could, and were a mixture of trying to develop a 
constant level balloon and providing service flights for Peoples. 
Peoples was entirely our contact. 

Q: He would come to New York University? 

A: He would go down to Red Bank. He'd call and say he 
wanted certain things, can you do it, so we made this flight out 
at Lehigh and then we made the Helgoland flight down at Red Bank, 
and he wasn't really happy. There were all sorts of constraints 
flying balloons in the New York City area even then. 

Q: All the problems with air traffic and getting FAA, or 
their equivalent at that time, approval, etc. 

A: So up in the stratosphere above my level, a decision 
was made that we go to Alamagordo, and there would be a big 
flight. We had balloons promised, but even ahead of that time 
people wanted to test microphones. He had crary already, about 
from December of '46, I think Crary went to Alamagordo and ran a 
field station and •.. 

Q: That field station was for ballooning in general? 

A: For Mogul. It was more than that. Crary was operating 
sound-ranging microphones on the ground there. He was having 
bombs dropped off the New Jersey coast and trying to pick up the 
acoustic signals in New Mexico. 

Q: He was having the bombs dropped in New Jersey, off the 
coast, and trying to detect them in New Mexico? 

A: That's correct. 

Q: What technique? Balloon borne? 
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A: No. we were the balloonists. This was all ground
based stuff. There was also an operation in Bermuda. Then later 
you'll find ••. 

Q: crary also initiated that? 

A: He was in charge of it. He was running it. They went 
and got a whole bunch of soo pound bombs out of the Earl 
Ammunition Depot in New Jersey. Later you'll find that they did 
a bunch down in the Canal zone. Then eventually they went to 
Alaska. 

Q: This was prior to '47? 

A: The New Jersey, and I think the Bermuda operation, 
you'll find a hint in this diary I gave you, you'll find a hint 
about Bermuda and so on in there. He was talking about trying to 
measure the sky waves coming in. 

If you're interested, we can go extract, there's a paper in 
the Journal of Meteorology in something like '47. 

Q: I believe I have that. Is that the same one? 

A: No, this is by Crary. 

Q: Crary did quite a few publications for Red Bank and 
then for cambridge Labs. 

A: Correct. But you'll find one, I think it's either '74 
or '49. If you want we can go over to our library and make you a 
xerox of it. 

Q: .I'm familiar with that one. 

A: It's very circumspect as far as classified matter. 

Q: So Peoples and Crary had Columbia University 
affiliation? 

A: Well, watson. They were derived from Columbia. Both 
of them were derived ••. I think Peoples got his PhD under Ewing 
at Columbia, and crary didn't get his doctorate until later. 

Q: You said crary's ground station was Alamagordo, but he 
was actually doing explosions in Alaska, off Bermuda, Panama, the 
Jersey coast. 

A: In the late '46, early '47 era, he was in Alamagordo, 
in and around Alamagordo. He was very concerned about explosions 
off the Jersey coast and I think off Bermuda. The Panama Canal 
operation I think was not associated with Alamagordo at that 
time. 
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Here's a nice paper that came through courtesy of Todd. In 
'48 there was a big operation in the Pacific for Operation 
Sandstone, and we were heavily involved in that. Here's the 
Fitzwilliam ••• Schneider and J.R. Smith ••• My chief associate 
technically was a fellow named Dick Smith, James Richard Smith, 
who unfortunately, died two years ago. Smith and Schneider and 
some other of my associates went out on Sandstone to Kwajelin, 
Guam, and then Oahu. 

Q: I've seen that in publication. I have to acquire it. 

A: You can xerox it. 

Q: Moving chronologically, Professor EWing had affiliation 
with Woods Hole, and he was a meteorologist by trade? 

A: No, oceanographer. He was a physicist, a geo
physicist. 

Q: What was he doing at Columbia? 

A: I think he ended up head of the Department of Geo
Physics. I don't know the details. 

Q: For the AMC contract he was developing ... 

A: He, as we, were contractors. 

Q: He was developing the acoustical ••• 

A: That's correct. 

Q: That acoustical gear, this is a later flight but it•s a 
fairly good depiction. It shows payload here, and payload is 
mentioned in a lot of the reports without any further 
elaboration, what the payload was. That was primarily the low 
frequency microphones ••. 

A: That was their euphemism for ••• 

Q: So as not to be able to talk about what was then a 
classified payload. 

A: Here are the sort of instruments. A chamber with a 
leak in it, and then a method of sensing the pressure inside the 
chamber. That affected the frequency of an oscillator that came 
to ground. That's the sort of thing that was developed at 
Columbia. 

Q: Dr. Spilhaus also mentioned about trying to detect 
particulate matter. 

A: That was another operation. A Tracer lab, have you 
come across Charlie Ziegler at Brandeis? 
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Q: No. 

A: He worked for a Tracer lab and is just bringing out a 
book on the early detection system. 

Q: That was Project Center. MX-968. 
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A: There was another one that followed on this to measure 
krypton. It was called Grab Bag in our lexicon. 

Q: Did you ever hear of the project Bequeath? 

A: No. Being a civilian and outside, I was more 
knowledgeable, essentially, of the intent and what was required 
rather than the project names. 

Q: What type of clearance did you hold? 

A: At various times I had Top Secret and Q and I don't 
remember exactly when I got various clearances. I also had a 
clearance with the CIA. 

Q: So at this time in New York University you were cleared 
but you had no need to know. 

A: I knew exactly what we were doing. I knew about 
Helgoland. I knew, just being an atmospheric physicist, I knew 
about the sound duct channel and I knew what we were doing, but I 
just didn't know any of the operational details and I wasn't 
concerned with them. 

Q: From a security standpoint, did anyone ever discuss 
with you, other than the letter that I showed you stating that 
this is now unclassified, did anyone ever tell you never to 
discuss any of this with anyone? 

A: I can't say they did. 

Q: It was just a matter of enforcing the need to know what 
classified project ... 

A: I guess I was aware this was highly classified, and 
having been in the military was aware this wasn't something to be 
discussed lightly. But no, I can't say that .•• 

Q: The reason I ask the question is there are some 
statements made in the various publications and books -- the 
popular press, about people being threatened not to talk about 
things they had seen or that sort of thing. I just wanted to see 
if there had been anything stated to you never to discuss any of 
the activities either related to this project or any other 
project. 
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A: There's a gray area here. I was certainly aware that 
what we were doing in Alamagordo was highly classified and was 
well aware, and I guess had been perhaps encouraged to have a 
suitable cover story to explain what we were doing. 
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Q: So you were encouraged by whom to have a cover story? 

A: Probably by James Peoples, who was our scientific 
monitoring ••• As you may be aware, there is a former colonel, 
later General DuBose, who makes a statement that something was a 
cover story. When I read this, I was not at all surprised. I 
interpreted that as saying someone was covering up on Mogul. 
That was my interpretation when I read what was attributable to 
General DuBose. So from his point of view, there were certainly 
no threats, but we were aware we weren't supposed to be talking. 

Q: so was it Dr. Peoples then who actually actively said 
use meteorology as a cover story, or ••• 

A: I don't remember the details, to be truthful ••• 

Q: But it was kind of a natural thing to think of in terms 
of meteorology? 

A: We were careful around NYU with the various technicians 
we hired. We kept our knowledge of what we were doing to 
ourselves. It's certainly my memory that we were aware that this 
was classified, but we weren't threatened. We were just 
instructed that this sort of information was not to be passed 
out, even though the technical aspects we understood. So the 
answer is yes, we very well understood this was classified; and 
second, there was no physical threat or anything like that. We 
were instructed not to talk about it, and until Todd told me that 
Mogul had been declassified I was very reluctant to say anything 
about it. 

Q: Anywhere. in the early days were you ever aware of 
involvement by General LeMay? 

A: Not at all. 

Q: 
group? 

Not at your level. How about the [AFOAT-1] study 

A: I became involved with them later on Project Grab Bag 
and others, and I knew a bunch of people in [AFOAT-1] -- Doyle 
Northrop ••• I knew that, but later ballooning got even more 
heavily involved in various classified things. 

Q: Where were your duty locations involved with [AFOAT-1]? 

A: Probably at General Mills. 

Q: Not ever in Washington? 
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A: Oh, yeah. I visited people in Washington. 

Q: Just for the record, ·Major Marcel later worked at 
[AFOAT-1]. Do you recognize him at all? 

involved with were 
list of people at 
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A: Not at all. The people I was 
civilian scientists. If we looked at a 
Northrop, Doyle Northrop sort of sticks 
other names I've seen related to that. 
but I never knew Marcel. 

in my mind, and there are 
Yeah, I knew that guy, 

Q: so you went, moving into Mogul, you did go on the June 
and July field trips. 

A: I ran them. 

Q: How many did you go on? All of them? 

A: I didn't go to the one in the Pacific. If you look at 
the planning on the Project Fitzwilliam, my name was listed as 
the person as being there. Then suddenly, I'm not. What 
happened, my people got taken away from me and I had to recruit 
brand new people to help me fly balloons into Alamagordo during 
the April and May 1948 operations. So I had new personnel, and 
we went up and down the Rio Grande Valley trying to launch 
balloons so they would pass over the ground stations at 
Alamagordo. 

Q: During that early period, before you had your full 
complement of various types of balloons, did you ever use any of 
the Japanese balloons? We were given the impression there were 
at least a few of the Japanese balloons made available. 

A: I got very interested in the Japanese balloons and 
communicate, and I have pieces of the Japanese balloon downstairs 
if you're interested in seeing a piece of it. And I've got 
translations. I met tbe chief of the Central Meteorological 
Office, a Dr. Wadati, and he put me in contact, so I have 
extensive files on the Japanese balloons. 

Q: But were any of those used as precursors to Mogul or ••. 

A: None whatsoever. That was part of a promotion that .•. 
When I went to General Mills, Winzen who had been the great 
entrepreneur, had gotten fired. He'd gotten caught in a 
prevarication about whether or not the Navy was going to provide 
money. He was replaced by a fellow named Frank Jewitt. Jewitt 
recruited me out of graduate school. We really promoted 
balloons. That's part of the balloon promotion. 

Q: None of the Japanese balloons were actually used as far 
as a precursor to Mogul or anything like that. 

A: That is absolutely correct. 
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Q: But you had them available for study, but you didn't 
launch them. 

A: No, they didn't have any. 
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Q: In the New York University report it says that you were 
provided two Japanese balloons. 

A: That's interesting, because I have no memory of them 
whatsoever. Spilhaus may have. But I have no memory that I ever 
saw them. In the spirit of being given proper scientific credit, 
in the paper that you have, the Journal of Meteorology Paper, 
we, heavily written by Spilhaus, credited the Japanese with 
doing, with their trans-Pacific flights. So what we were doing 
certainly was based, came after what they had done, and we didn't 
want to take credit away from them. But I'm told that on my own, 
completely free from this, I talked with Wadati and others on a 
Japanese balloon. I've never seen a Japanese balloon that I know 
of, I've never seen the payload, but I do have fragments of the 
Mulberry Favor. 

Frankly, we did not depend on the Japanese balloons. The 
Japanese just preceded us. But we didn't pattern what we were 
trying to do on what the Japanese did. After all, they had 
opaque balloons, and my belief from the beginning is balloons 
ought to be transparent so they don't absorb sunlight so at 
sunset you don't have the cooling and the ballasting. So we owe 
nothing to the Japanese other than the fact they were ahead of 
us. 

Q: You went on these field trips. When you left, getting 
back to the cover story, you were the project engineer. Did 
people come to you and say you need to put something together in 
case one of these things falls in somebody's hands? 

You didn't. 

Did you brief your people, your personnel, when they were 
there, that they if should go into town for food or something if 
someone says "Why are you there?" ••• 

A: We were certainly secretive and not talkative, but at 
the same time ••• 

Q: In other words, was there a developed cover story where 
everyone got together, discussed what you were going to say or 
not say concerning the various activities that were going on at 
Alamagordo and other locations? 

A: That's a good question. I have no memory of such a 
thing. I'm just aware that we were under very strong stricture 
not to encourage speculation on what we were doing. 
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Q: so is that pretty much maybe a condition of hiring? I 
notice you used a lot of former military people. Did you just 
tell them at the outset, "This is a classified project for AMC?" 
or were they not read on to the project at all? 

A: By and large, people thought we were flying balloons 
for the Air Force. 

Q: As far as they were concerned they were just launching 
meteorological balloons? 

A: That's correct. 

Q: They didn't particularly quiz you about the microphone 
you hung in there or .•• 

A: No. 

Q: The balloons that you did launch for Project Mogul and 
some of the other test balloons, without the actual instrument 
packages, did they have reward tags, "Return to New York 
University," or "Return to Roswell Army Air Field," or to 
Alamagordo Army Air Field or anything like that? 

A: The ones that we wanted to get back, which were the 
test constant level balloons and the ones that had microphones on 
them, by and large, they did have NYU reward tags on them. 

Q: Dr. Peoples, whoever was directing you, was there ever 
any concern voiced that this is a top secret object we're sending 
into the atmosphere and we're not sure where it's going to come 
to earth. Did they ever express any problem with that, that 
wherever it came down, it came down? 

A: I think the argument was that when it came down, it 
would be mixed in with our other gear, and it was just part of a 
flight that was to be recovered by NYU. He thought nobody would 
interpret what those sorts of instruments would be. 

Q: So the tags were kind of generic, like a meteorological 
tag, say. "This consists of meteorological instruments ... " 

A: "This is a research balloon flown by New York 
University ••• " 

Q: Were you doing other research? When you went to New 
Mexico was there another agenda other than the top secret 
project? 

A: None whatsoever. Our whole life revolved around the 
NYU constant level balloon project. We were developing constant 
level balloons, and the service flights for Peoples just sort of 
got hidden in that. 
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Q: The service flights were which ones? 

A: The ones carrying the microphones. 

Q: so specifically that term was used for the microphone 
flights from .•. 
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A: That's right. You'll notice when you look at this, 
that the flights out in the Pacific don't even get mentioned. 
There's just no report on the flights in the Pacific, and the 
flights in 1 48 that we made for Sandstone, there are some flight 
numbers recorded, but there are no details at all provided. 

Q: That was Grab Bag? 

A: No, Grab Bag was to grab stratospheric air to measure 
the krypton 85 ..• 

Q: Essentially particulate detection and gaseous ••• 

A: That was gaseous. The particulate was, I think we were 
less involved in grabbing particulates. There have been 
thousands of flights made, and certain people did carry cascade 
impactors and other things, but that was a minor part of what we 
did, whereas Grab Bag was a very measure effort. 

Q: That was in '48? 

A: That was more •so odd. 

Q: Was that Fitzwilliam? 

A: No, Fitzwilliam was entirely acoustic detection. Again, 
very long range detection. Fitzwilliam was spring of 1 48. There 
were various code names, and thanks to our friend Todd, I've 
learned about the code name got termed Black Heart and a whole 
bunch of odd names ••. 

Q: Black Heart, Rock Fish. He may be wrong on that part. 
He may be right, but ... 

A: I heard Mogul got converted into Rock Fish. But I 
heard the detection part of Fitzwilliam ended up being called 
Black Heart. 

Q: He may be in error on that. 

A: As I say, I'd been much more concerned with the 
technical aspects than the military operations. 

Q: This is one of the technical reports and it's talking 
about the various flights, and this is the report that lists all 
of the numbered flights and it talks about, it says, "Excluded 
are the flights made to test," it's technical report number one, 
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"Excluded are those two tests' special gear in launches which 
were not successful." 

A: Right. 

Q: so the special gear that's referred to here is the 
microphone gear? 

A: Yes, sir. 

Q: There's another passage that talks about the 
intelligence gear. Was that considered also ••• 

A: Did we make such a faux pas as that? 

Q: It's in there. 
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Q: I have the classification letter from July of '46. You 
might want to review this. Maybe your friend has shown that to 
you. 

A: No, I've never seen this. 

Trakowski argued that even the name Mogul was classified, 
and he said it had the same classification as the Manhattan 
Project had, which surprises me, because in various reports that 
Todd has sent me, such as the monthly progress reports from the 
people at later Holloman Air Force Base, Mogul appears in things 
that are no higher classification than confidential, but 
Trakowski insists that Mogul was super classified. 

(END OF SIDE) 

Q: This is a copy of the letter you wrote to Colonel 
Weaver. One of the things that you talk about in this letter was 
that the radar test flights were not reported, which is exactly 
what we were discussing a moment ago in your kitchen. Would you 
go over again what you just described as far as this particular 
test flight that occurred? What we just went through in there. 

A: As I said initially, the essence in trying to develop 
constant level balloons, we needed to know what the altitude was. 
At the same time, we were under a lot of pressure to carry the 
test microphones for the Watson Laboratory and Columbia people. 
We got into an operation at Alamagordo in early June of 1947, in 
which we were required to make flights in which the tracking of 
the flights would be provided by the Watson Laboratory Radar that 
was already in place at Alamagordo for tracking the V-2s and 
other rockets the Ordnance Corps people were flying over at White 
Sands. So we came down to fly balloons in early June, in which 
the tracking of the flights was to be done by radar, tracking 
corner reflector targets, which I think we brought with us. I 
don't have any evidence of this. 
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Q: so you made your plan in New York to fly •.• Your 
primary research was the acoustical detect ••• 

A: That's correct. 

Q: secondary was refining the technique of constant level 
balloons. 

A: And that was on hold until we got the delivery of the 
polyethylene balloon that was scheduled for the end of June. so 
the first of June we came, really, just for the test flight of 
microphones, doing service flights for Watson Laboratories. 

Q: To fly the balloons in association with ••• 

A: To fly meteorological balloons, tracked by a Watson Lab 
radar on the ML-307B targets that I think we brought with us. 

Q: And you launched these balloons in conjunction with V-2 
firings? 

A: Those went independently. Albert Crary was monitoring 
the V-2 firings. 

Q: That was with the ground microphones? 

A: You're right, I beg your pardon. As you'll find in the 
diary, that we launched Flight 8, these cluster balloons, we 
launched those at 3:00 o'clock in the morning for a V-2 firing. 
You're quite right. I'd forgotten that. We launched those in 
the morning, then the rocket got scrubbed while Flight 8 was in 
the air, and we were out of plastic balloons that day in early 
July -- this is jumping ahead to early July -- and we inflated 
meteorological balloons for the delayed firing of the V-2 rocket 
on the afternoon of July 3rd, you'll see. Then there was an 
accident over at White Sands and the V-2 got scrubbed a second 
time. What was Flight 9, we launched Flight 9, as you will see 
in here, as a dummy flight, and it probably had radar targets on 
it. 

Let me just read this. This is Crary's summary for the week 
of 30 June-S July 1947. "Balloon tests 7, 8, 9, and 10 off this 
week. Test 7 slated for July 1 postponed to July 2nd because 
equipment not ready. A hundred tanks with helium obtained from 
Amarillo Monday evening. Trakowski went over in a c-54 and 
picked them up. Also radiosonde receivers set up by NYU but 
sonobuoy not operable. Test 7 at dawn, July 2nd, with Pi Ball. 
one hour, first falling with the autolights. Winds were very 
light, and balloons up between base and mountains most of the 
time. Included a cluster of met balloons, followed by c-54 
several hours, and finally landed in mountains near road, south 
cloudcroft. Before gear could be recovered, most of it had been 
stolen. Station operating in north hangar, Cloudcroft and 
Roswell. Shots made repeatedly at Site 4 and picked up goods 
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from north hangar and from Cloudcroft for awhile. Nothing from 
Roswell. 

"On Thursday morning, July Jrd, a cluster of GM plastic 
balloons sent up for v-2 recording, but V-2 not fired. No shots 
fired. Balloons up for some time." 

Q: 

A: 

Q: 
too? 

A: 

Q: 
I •m going 

What is a shot? 

Explosive on the ground. 

You were doing explosives on the ground in New Mexico 

crary. 

so Crary would give you the signal, he'd say at 0400 
to launch a balloon, and at 0500 I'm going to ••• 

A: No, he wouldn't launch a balloon. I'd launch a 
balloon. What Peoples would do is say I want a flight up 
tomorrow morning. So the NYU group would get ready to make a 
flight, and then Crary would go out with his crew and fire 
explosives up and down the Tulerosa Basin while our balloons were 
in the air. 

Q: so you had multiple explosions on the ground, the V-
2 ••• 

A: And explosions on the East Coast. 

Q: On the East Coast, caribbean, and you had those timed 
so you knew when those were going to take place and you were 
simply waiting for ••• 

A: They had them timed and we balloon types just fit into 
the schedule. But th~~~ster, the timin~, bringin~.all this 
together, we knew nothing about. We were just scheduled to fly 
balloons. 

Q: 
winds. 

But you did want to launch early morning for the light 

A: We did want to launch early in the morning for light 
wind. We had freedom to tell them what we could do and what we 
couldn't do. We actually on this, in addition to everything 
else, we actually flew blocks of TNT on free balloons and fired 
them while we had other balloons in the air. 

Q: Did those have radar targets on them also? 

A: Probably. 

Q: Were those detonated by ••• 
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A: By a pressure switch. 

Q: were those tracked? Was there some sort of log that 
would tell you where those particular balloons were? You 
wouldn't want to just release TNT to float anywhere, would you? 

A: They wouldn't float. The balloons would just go up 
until they burst. And we were on the edge of the restricted 
area. So the answer is yes, we did. 
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I'll have to get back to this. The radar tracking turned 
out to be abysmally poor. I don't know why, but they were 
abysmally poor. That's why I got off onto this part of it. And 
when you asked me the V-2 question ••. 

Let me finish this, and then we'll get back to what you 
asked. 

"Thursday morning, cluster of GM balloons sent out, V-2 not 
fired, no shots fired. Balloons up for some time, no recording. 
Pi Ball showed no West winds. Balloons picked up by radar, WS." 
I presume that means White Sands. You'll find this hard .•• and 
hunted by somebody's name I couldn't get. It looks like 
Maryalls' "C-54, located on Tulerosa Range by air. Out PM with 
several NYU men by weapons carrier, but we never located it. 
Rocket postponed until 7:30 p.m. Thursday night," which was the 
third. "But on last minute before balloon went up, V-2 was 
called off on of accident at White Sands. Sent up cluster 
balloons with dummy load. Balloon Flight 10 on dawn, July 5th, 
had gone out with C-54, again with Moses and Dufeld to hunt for 
Flight 8 but not sure was found then." 

Then I added a note here, "Flight 8 was never recovered." 

"C-54 went to El Paso July 4th and picked up single smith 
plastic balloon and GM cluster plastic balloons." 

So the answer is yes. We did try to coordinate the balloon 
launchings for the V-2 firings, and Crary would also take that as 
a time of opportunity to go out on the desert and fire TNT. He 
had vast stocks of explosives available to him. 

Q: Was that primarily on the White Sands range, or did he 
go out into other areas, say Northwest of Roswell? Did he 
contract with any of the ranchers to use these locales, other 
than the actual missile range itself? 

A: I think all the explosions he made were coordinated 
with the White Sands Proving Ground people. Alamagordo Airfield, 
later Holloman, was just on the fringe of the proving ground at 
that time. Crary sent his men to all sorts of places -- over to 
Roswell, to Artesia, to Hagerman, up and down the Pecos River 
area. He had a place you'll read about, Fabians, Texas, which 
turns out to be just down the Rio Grande from El Paso, maybe so 
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miles. Then he had Don Edmondson went to Silver City frequently. 
Then he had some place he called Donna, Las Cruces is in Donna 
Anna county, but I don't know where his Donna site was. But I 
think he had microphones scattered all around in central New 
Mexico and West Texas. But the explosions were all created 
either on the White Sands Proving Ground, or there were V-2 
rockets, or they were things coming from ••• 

I won't take the time now, but he talks about cruises, which 
apparently are, maybe they were cruisers firing off the Jersey 
coast. 

We got off into this, we were talking about tracking, and we 
went down to, in early June, to make service flights which were 
to be tracked by radar, and the radar was unsuccessful. It's my 
memory that we made a number of flights just to test out the 
radar. These would not have had a reward tag on them. These 
were throw away flights. Once a target like this comes down from 
high altitude or drag, you don't want it back. It's my memory we 
didn't want to have anything traced back to us, if we weren't 
going to go out and pick it up. 

Q: 
fell? 

So you just kind of let the material lie wherever it 

A: We shot a balloon into the air and didn't want to do 
any more. There are some pictures of our going out to recover 
things. On one of the early flights we went out east of Roswell, 
and I remember beyond the Bottomless Lakes, going out in oil well 
country, picking up one of our flights that had come down. We 
aggressively tried to recover our own flights. 

Q: So were you directed to that location by aircraft? 

A: By the aircraft. 

Q: Did they give you a lat and long, landmark? 

A: We talked to them by radio. The transmitters on these 
microphones were so low powered that, believe it or not, they had 
B-17s just orbiting under our balloons with receivers aboard the 
aircraft, and we, of course, would talk to the aircraft, and 
they'd tell us when things would come down. So it was a 
coordinated operation. 

Q: So you had explosions or V-2 going through. So the 
aircraft had recording devices. You had the acoustical pickup on 
the balloon and the aircraft had the recording device that would 
record the sounds. 

A: That's correct. Would record the signal from the 
balloon. 

Q: In what media was it recorded on? 
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A: Brush recorders. (Strip charge) recorders feeding out 
at high speed. You'll see in her~, you'll see the sort of 
records. 

Q: The graphic representation. 

A: The recorders looked like that. 

Q: So that was recorded on the aircraft and then .•• 

A: That's correct. As you'll see, they said they had 
receivers at Roswell, at Alamagordo, and they had them on the 
airplane. 

Q: But most of the detection was via the aircraft because 
of the low power receivers. 

A: Most of the reception, the detection, was really .•. 
The balloon received the acoustics, and sent it down by radio to 
the aircraft. It often didn't work. That was the reason why for 
Operation Sandstone in April and May of 1 48, we went up and down 
the Rio Grande Valley ••• Here are some of the pictures. There's 
a ground cloth for the balloon to be laid out. There's a balloon 
being inflated, just getting ready. So we tried to get up wind. 

That's a device from White Sands that was picked up around 
carazoso and was reported in to us, and we thought it was one of 
ours. so I took a weapons carrier and drove up there. We were 
aggressively trying to recover our equipment and that just 
happened to be something that was on the ground. The technician 
that had been in that group, remember the (Marginal) tape, 
Herbert Crow. That's a picture he took when we were aggressively 
trying to recover a load. That turned out not to be ours. 

Q: What is it, and who did it belong to? 

A: It probably was flown on a rocket or by Marcus o•oay 
who was the chief scientist at Watson Laboratory. Dr. O'Day. 
You'll see, when you read the Duffy thing, where Duffy thinks 
maybe there were things that were flown by Dr. O'Day. Anyway, 
that just happens to be a picture in the collection of NYU 
photographs. 

Q: So there were a lot of other people flying balloons or 
launching ••• 

A: Not balloons. We were the only balloon flyers. That 
came down by parachute. But there were a lot of rockets being 
flown in the early days there, and a lot of high altitude 
aircraft. Duffy says there were dropsondes. 

Q: So it could be that some of the material found may not 
have been associated with a balloon. It is possible it could 
have been some other type of material. But the description that 
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Brazel gives the impression that it is the smoky rubber of a 
balloon that's been in the sunlight. 
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A: That's circumstantial. That fits exactly with what 
would have been done, and orthodox use of radar targets would not 
have produced what he found. But you're quite right, there's 
debris that was reported to us that ••• 

Q: ••• some sort of cylindrical instrument, though, that's 
obviously an instrument package of some sort. 

A: It had a plexiglass, it looked like maybe it had a uv 
sensor. There was some optical equipment under the plexiglass 
dome that was shattered ••• 

Q: You're familiar with the popular literature about the 
various crash sites. There's one crash site, two crash sites, 
three crash sites and all that craziness? 

A: Yes. 

Q: What I'm thinking is we may have two incidents here, 
where they collected your debris from your radar targets, and 
then there may have been another something else not related to a 
balloon. 

A: There could have been other things from White Sands. 
This was on the edge of the proving ground. There's a story 
behind this, and that is that a rancher, whose land had been 
taken from him to form the proving ground, had cattle that were 
still on what had been his land. He had found this while he was 
looking for his cattle, I can show you on the map if you're 
interested. Anyway, he called in to Alamagordo about this. So I 
went up to see if it was one of our missing balloons. While we 
were there, a range security guard came on the rancher and really 
castigated him for breaking the law, coming back onto the range. 
So this was really on the range. It would be hard for me to 
understand how the sort of operations, which I knew, could have 
fallen as far away as these other sites you talk about. This was 
really on the northeast corner of the range, just west of the 
town of Carazoso. 

Q: So that's not too far from here. 

A: 
on this 
found. 
bend of 

Here's the northeast corner. [Looking on map] Right 
road, right about there is where that load there was 
Here is where the Brazel finding was, just north of this 
the road here, and there's Roswell. 

Q: You're talking in terms of sites around Corona and in 
that vicinity. So it's quite possible that there had been other 
typ,es of debris from the proving ground or ••• 
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A: As I say, I find it hard to think that something •.• 
While we may have been flying TNT on balloons and being very 
carefree about it, I really doubt that a thing of any military 
significance would have fallen this far away from the proving 
ground. It could have, but ••• 

Q: Other than your balloons. 
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A: Oh yeah, those first flights we didn't even coordinate 
with CAA. Peoples was so eager to go get those measurements, 
that these were going to be flown from a restricted area and he 
didn't worry about it. We later, before the Civil Air Board in 
El Paso, but that was two or three months later. 

Q: When you went on the field trips, what was the chain of 
command at that point when you arrived? Who did you report to? 

A: We were somewhat self contained, but we got housing 
provided by, I guess Crary was our contact, if you will. Some 
way or another, barracks were made available for us to live in at 
Alamagordo. 

Q: Would anyone at Roswell Army Air Field have known about 
your activities, what your purpose was? 

A: Not at all. In fact, we went over and tried to get 
into the weather station at Roswell and because of the atomic 
bomb security of the 509th, as I remember, we couldn't even get 
on the base. We drove up in a weapons carrier to the Roswell 
Army Air Field, and tried to get on the base because we wanted to 
go to the weather station, wanted to see if we could put a 
radiosonde receiver there. As I remember we got turned away. 

Q: But you ultimately did put a radioson receiver there. 

A: In a motel. We just worked out of motels in Roswell. 

Q: I thought I saw you had a radioson receiver on Roswell 
Army Air Field. 

A: Again, forgive my memory, but I do remember being 
turned away. But if you can find it, I'd be glad to have my 
memory refreshed. 

Q: I saw that you had a copy of the 509th Bomb Group 
history. In the 509 the Bomb Group history from September I saw 
a meeting where Dr. Peoples met with LTC Joe Briley, 830th the 
Bomb Squadron Commander, 509th, Air Group Roswell. Do you know 
why Dr. Peoples would meet with the squadron commander of a B-29 
outfit? 

A: Only if he wanted to get in to put a receiver on the 
base there. That would be my guess. We had a big operation. we 
went back to Alamagordo in September. We had our first 20 foot 
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diameter General Mills balloons. We had a very successful set of 
balloon launches in Alamagordo in September of 1 47. My only 
guess is trying to have a down-wind receiving station. 

Q: There are some other names mentioned that I can't 
recall. 

Q: What about then Colonel Blanchard and General Ramey? 
Do you think they may have had any knowledge of what your 
ultimate purpose was? 

A: I think not. I want to say something about Colonel 
J.D. Ryan. He was Chief of Staff of the Air Force later, but 
"Dr. Peoples, Murray Hackman, and First Lieutenant Thompson from 
Air Material Command, were out at the field to inspect Air 
Material command installations and to confer with LTC Briley." 

Well, well. Hackman was one of our radiosonde operators. 
There's Colonel John D. Ryan right there. That's interesting. 

on the morning of this famous press release, July 8th, in 
The Roswell Daily Dispatch, there is a statement about a flying 
disc being identified, and Colonel J.D. Ryan who is on the staff 
of 8th Air Force said that the Air Force was now using radar 
targets to measure winds aloft in some stations. 

I find that of interest because apparently in reading some 
of the various things that happened in General Ramey's office, 
apparently someone that afternoon did think this was a radar 
target that had been brought in. But the Roswell morning paper 
clearly showed that there was a knowledgeable person in Fort 
Worth. 

Q: Is that in the article, the 8 July article, .that Ryan 
made the statement? 

A: Yes. Maybe not ~he article yo~'re talking about. 

Q: Is this the one that William Haut •.• 

A: No, this is that morning, not that afternoon. (Pause 
to look for clipping) There's Newt Goldenberg, you mentioned him 
earlier in one of our conversations. That's one of our altitude 
controls. 

Here's the morning paper, "Report flying disc found." Down 
here is about Colonel J.D. Ryan, and he mentioned the existence 
of radar wind measuring equipment in the Air Force. If you want 
a copy of that ••• 

Q: Then there's, subsequently, no mention of the radar 
targeta until General Ramey discusses it on the 9th, talking 
about the material being a balloon. 
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A: On the afternoon of the 8th. It may have been 
published on the 9th, but ••. 

Q: You're right. Evening of the 8th. Examination by the 
Army revealed last night, a high altitude weather balloon. 
General Ramey, Commander, 8th Air Forces, cleared up the mystery. 

A: In these pictures here, don't show these flaps. This, 
I think, is my step ladder that I used to reach high targets, 
when we have these big balloon trains going way up in the air. 
Here again, is an unorthodox use of radar targets. We did that, 
and as far as I know, other people didn't. 

Q: Did you ever use radar targets with the polyethylene 
balloons? 

A: Yes, sir. In fact somewhere I have a picture where we 
flew a missile, we launched a missile for O&R Special Devices 
Center in 1949. I have a picture showing the targets up and down 
the balloon train there. 

Q: Do you remember trying to pin down some of these 
flights that could possibly cause this misunderstanding? You 
talk about putting a target with the neoprene balloons, but at 
that time you also launched them with the polyethylene? 

A: This picture I showed you right here. This is a 
polyethylene balloon. 

Q: So you used a visual by the aircraft to watch the 
balloon? It would circle underneath. 

A: The aircraft circling underneath were really to pick up 
the microphone signals. That was part of the Watson Lab 
operation. our operation, we depended on radiosons and where we 
could get radar tracking for tracking air balloons. But the 
aircraft operation here was entirely to support Project Mogul. 
We didn't consider ourselves Mogul because I didn't even know the 
name. 

Q: The summary of flights ..• 

A: That's one of the flights with the mixed 
interpretations because of the radiosondes. 

Q: In one column it says "tracking percent." Then 
sometimes it will say by aircraft. 

A: That's true. 

Q: So "aircraft observation", was that a visual 
observation or an electronic? 
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A: That's really saying did we have aircraft on it or not, 
and what percentage. Here the B-17 was on it for 40 percent of 
the time. Indeed, that was the aircraft tracking for the Mogul 
operation. 

Q: That was for the electronic data gathering. 

A: That's correct. 

Q: Not observing the balloon to tell you where it went 
down. 

A: That's right. Well, we did have the aircraft stay as 
long as we could. As long as we could end up with that very 
expensive aircraft chasing an air balloon, we were happy. On the 
flight that came down east of Roswell on one of these, Flight 5 
or so on came down east of Roswell, the aircraft spotted it on 
the ground for us and told us where to go to look for it. 

Q: About 17 miles east of Roswell. 

A: Then we had another one, Flight 11 ••• 

Q: That's the one that appears to come down northwest of 
Roswell. 

A: Correct. 

Q: It appears to have almost come down exactly where 
they're talking about. 

A: That's right. 

Q: That's the one where you provided a depiction to 
Colonel Weaver. 

Q: No, that's another one. 

Q: That's an earlier one, that's right. 

A: Where is that old NYU report? (Pause) 

Here it is right here. More or less due west of 
Walker, Roswell Army Air Field. 

Q: Then this graphic conflicts with this graphic, which 
shows Number 11 coming down... Is that circle the Roswell 
reporting station? 

A: That's about right. 

Q: Is this .circle a weather reporting station which would 
be Roswell? 
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A: You're right. 

Q: This has it coming down northwest. 

A: What's the origin of this? 

Q: It's in the back of one of the reports. 

A: It looks to me like it may have been out of this 
report. 

Q: Not every report had this graphic depiction like this 
which was number eight. 

(Pause to look through documents) 
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A: With those numbers it wouldn't have been in that first 
report because these flights were much later. 

Q: Technical Report No. 1. 

A: Right. And Flight 58 and 55 aren't going to be in that 
early report. They occurred after that report was written. 

(Pause) 

A: I would say what was in that first report is more 
accurate than this. This, I think, occurred after I left NYU. 
It's a general summary. Flight 11 was a very important flight. 
They got very important data on it -- Crary and Peoples. 

Q: 
on it. 

Spilhaus based his article from Journal of Meteorology 

A: Right, and he wrote a paper in the bulletin. The fact 
that the balloon trajectory has this hook in it when it went over 
the mountain ridge ••• 

Q: That's obviously the (ano-cyclonic] winds aloft. 

A: Exactly. So he and Bernard Harwitz were very excited 
about the fact that the balloon at nominal constant level, had a 
change in direction when the air was forced over the mountain 
barrier, and they published a special paper on that. So 
everybody was happy with this flight. 

As soon as that flight was made, that was the 7th, and we 
went home on the 8th. 

Q: That would be the reason why there would be no one 
there in the area who could explain this debris that was brought 
in. There were no experts there who dealt with this particular 
type of material or radar reflectors. 
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A: There was really no contact, at that time, as far as I 
know, between Peoples and Roswell, and there's no way Roswell, 
other than my memory of getting turned away by the MPs at the 
gate, there's no way that the people at Roswell would have known 
what was going on over at Alamagordo. When we sent people to 
Roswell, Hackman worked out of a motel to receive. 

So the more puzzling thing in line with what you say comes 
from Crary's diary. Here's what crary's diary says: 
"Alamagordo. Balloon Flight llA, off at 5:07. Big plastic 
balloon with small auxiliary plastics," etc. "Watson Lab and 
gear." "Followed" (inaudible) "receiver until about 11. Picked 
up on radiosonde receiver at Roswell then followed. Then came 
down. At 10,000 feet, cap should have punctured plastic. Then 
it came down near Highway 70, between Roswell and Tulerosa. 

"Second balloon, met balloons with radiosonde up about 6:30. 
Third balloon with two and a half pound stick of TNT and cap set 
by pressure element set to fire at 35,000 feet, up at 6:20." 

Q: What day is that again? 

A: July 7th. 

"Surface bombing at site 4 from 5:45 to 8:45 at 15 minute 
intervals. (Inaudible) followed main receiver only three
quarters of an hour, but followed radiosonde about three hours. 
Thirty-five thousand food implosion? off about 6:55. Vivian got 
instructions for completing work on Flights 1 to 30 and packed 
all records and photo. Sent off TWX regarding Bermuda flight 
and wrote up memo on it. Worked with Eileen on April 1st rocket 
plotting HD5 HT SST, whatever [that is]." 

July 8th. "C-54 off about 10:30 with 23 people, all NYU, 
Watson Lab including Vivian, Eileen," and somebody else. I can't 
tell. "Lieutenant Thompson, Edmondson, Reynolds and myself left. 
Wrote a report on East Coast flights for Peoples." 

Here's 9 July, the time this occurred at Alamagordo. 
"Worked today on balloon flight. Studied Watson Lab records of 
them briefly and wrote memorandum to Peoples about results. Left 
in car this PM later. Flat tire between Roswell and Tulerosa, 
and stayed there." 

July lOth. "Changed tire and went 
tire. Off to El Rino, Oklahoma today. 
Hereford, Texas and met Danny Hard from 
and saw Bob Cowden, somebody in charge, 

into Roswell. Bought new 
Stopped in cafe in 
UGC. Went up to office 
and supervisor." 

That's the end of it. So there's no hint that Crary was 
involved in any coverup such as this clearly is. This is a 
coverup right here because they talk about our operations, they 
talk about our balloons we thought went to Colorado,and they all 
claim it to be part of Pritchard's radar operation. 
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Q: 

A: 

Q: 
picture? 

A: 

Q: 

A: 

Q: 

But he wasn't launching balloons. 

He wasn't launching balloons. 

so where did they get the equipment to take this 
Did you leave equipment behind? 

This is right outside of the hangar. 

Those are your people? 

It's our equipment and my stepladder. 

Did you leave equipment there? 

A: Yes. Everything 

Q: Because you expected to return. 

A: We were just going back •.• 
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Q: 
that? 

It looked pretty tricky. How did they know how to do 

A: I just don't know anything about the hierarchy above 
us. I do know that I worked carefully with a guy named Larry 
Dyvad, a pilot, who later became a private pilot, running a fixed 
base operation in Alamagordo, and got killed 20 years ago. But I 
know I worked with Larry Dyvad whose name you'll see here. I 
don't remember Pritchard at all, but Dyvad was my contact with 
the radar. I know they didn't have balloons or anything else, 
yet they talk about boiling balloons there. 

Q: so when you returned in September, did you see that 
somebody had tampered with your equipment and used up some of 
your balloons? 

A: If it did, it didn't ring a bell. 

Q: And no one mentioned it to you. No one said hey, look, 
we had to do something while you were gone. 

A: I think we were just some ignorant, little innocent 
graduate student contractors on a military base, and things were 
going on that we didn't know anything about. 

Q: So no one approached you to say they had used some of 
your equipment? 

A: Not at all. 

Q: This photo that's depicted here n the July lOth 
Alamagordo News, this could have been taken during one of your 
actual launches versus ••• 
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A: I think not, because they say, the whole article is 
this was a demonstration. I would have thought, since Crary was 
a senior person and he and Peoples, Peoples was our contact with 
the base. But other than Oyvad, we had no real contact with 
anyone I remember. I do remember being very disappointed with 
the radar. 

Q: If this were a demonstration sometime on the 9th or 
lOth of July, prior to this being published, they talk in terms 
here of these radar reflectors. These particular radar 
reflectors, as having labels on them. The radar reflectors you 
were using, did they have any type of labels talking about being 
property of u.s. Army, or Watson Laboratories? 

A: None that I know of. We were strongly encouraged not 
to mix in the Air Force with what we did. Everything we did had 
an NYU label. I may be able to dig back in my file somewhere •.. 

Q: so they may have had an NYU label on it. Even the 
service ones. 

A: On service, but on radar test flights, there's no way 
we would have put a label on. 

Q: Those were just shakedown flights. You were just 
saying hey, what's going to work best to get the data, so let's 
use some of the equipment we have and see what works, so you'd 
have someone on the radar and say yeah, this configuration works, 
this one doesn't. That's what you were doing. Then later on you 
refined your technique ••• 

A: What we would do is we would put up things and they'd 
come back and say it didn't work. So we'd scratch our heads and 
do something else. But we were running that end of t~e balloon 
end of the operation. Nobody else was flying balloons around us. 
There may have been a radiosonde operation out over White Sands, 
but there was not one,. as .far as I know, at either-Roswell or 
Alamagordo. If there had, I would have used them because we were 
using standard AMQ-1 •.• 

Q: But you did coordinate with Big Spring, Texas. 

A: Did we? 

Q: It's in the report, saying you guys, when you came back 
to New Jersey, you were sending thank you letters to various 
organizations that helped you while you were in the field. Big 
Springs, Texas; some other places that you had coordinated with. 

A: Thank you .•• 
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Q: The New York University reports are very voluminous. 
There are three big bound volumes. I have the originals with 
your signature. 
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A: You're making my point, that there probably wasn't any 
other nearby radiosonde station for us to receive things. I'd 
forgotten all about Big Springs, but I'm sure we made every 
effort we could to get radiosonde reception. 

Q: Can you think of, just in general, any other 
explanation for what became the so-called Roswell incident, other 
than what we've discussed here as far as potentially your balloon 
project, which at that time was a very secretive project. Is 
there any other explanation you can think of? 

A: No, and the particulars of this case are sufficiently 
nearly unique, that I think no one else had anything that could 
have fit into providing these results. No, we were doing 
something that was unorthodox, using targets that, as far as I 
know, had not been flown before in New Mexico. There's no way 
that the rancher could have ever seen one. And there's no way 
that either Major Marcel nor General Ramey or General Ramey's 
people could have come up with providing a radar to substitute 
for the real debris. I think there's a very high likelihood that 
the unusual things we were doing provided this debris. 

However, all the other stuff that's in, and a lot of the 
material, I can't explain bodies or material that can't be 
[folded) by a sledge hammer. 

Q: Let's dwell on the bodies just for a second here. It 
turns out that during this time frame, 1947, 1948, 1949, there 
were numerous aircraft accidents, a lot of fatal aircraft 
accidents, in this general vicinity. Did you all ever come 
across any of those? 

A: No, sir. 

(END OF SIDE) 

Q: There was an accident that took place right out of 
Roswell, a B-29, two B-29 accidents that resulted in fatal 
crashes. We were wondering if maybe over time people were 
beginning to think in terms of those fatal accidents, which 
essentially scattered body parts, small parts, over areas, where 
people were getting confused with what occurred in those aircraft 
accidents with the sensationalism of this UFO story. 

A: As I said in my letter, all of us went back to NYU on 
the 8th of July and we heard about that afternoon, and we just 
thought it was one of our balloons. All of us that were in that 
group have held onto that view for a long time. I do have crew's 
letter here. He apparently joined us for that Operation 
Sandstone pickup crew in '48, but he knew that we knew that we 
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thought. the Roswell incident, so-called, was caused by one of our 
balloons. 

Q: Did anyone ever mention it to you once you returned? 
Did any of the Red Bank folks mention it to you, or even in 
passing, or told you that maybe you'd better tighten up your 
procedures or anything of that nature, or a memo? 

A: I have no memory. I do think that Peoples had the idea 
that it was one of our balloons, and it wasn't a matter of 
tightening up our procedures, it was just one of our balloons we 
couldn't recover. As you'll see looking at Crary's diary, there 
was no frantic effort to recover the earlier flights, even though 
they had microphones on them. I read to you one about some 
equipment had been stolen by the time we got there. As you can 
see in the diary, there's no record that there was any major 
problem. 

Q: So even though the equipment was taken, there was no 
shroud of secrecy, the MPs didn't come out and close down the 
area or anything of this sort. 

A: No, not at all. 

Q: It was just expected in the normal course of research • 
Expendable equipment. 

A: Expendable equipment. 

Q: And you had no fear that it was going to be taken by 
enemy agents or ••• 

A: No, the biggest fear was the thought of loose talking, 
and we just didn't talk about the purpose of this. We certainly 
did talk a lot about our balloons, and there was just no security 
or no concern. We were flying constant level balloons. 

Q: For pressure and temperature .•. 

A: For meteorological trajectories. A lot of interest in 
trajectories. 

One thing I should mention is that after I had visited from 
William Moore around •so or '81, I wrote Ro Peoples and at that 
time Jim Peoples was in the Geology Department at the University 
of Kansas. I wrote him and got a letter back from Ro Peoples 
saying that he had died. So I wrote her back and said there was 
considerable interest still in this Roswell incident, and did he 
ever get called out ••• I do know that on occasion he got 
involved in classified things and left us. I asked her did he 
ever talk to her about anything regarding this debris that had 
been recovered. aer letter, which I perhaps can find somewhere, 
was the fact that no, he thought that flying saucers were a bunch 
of hooey, and he had a very low opinion of people who believed in 
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flying saucers. I did get a letter back from Ro to the response 
that he had not been, as far as she knew, he had not been 
involved in any classified identification of something. That had 
occurred to me that things could have gone on that I had no need 
to know. I tried to extract that. 

Q: So you had no recollection or strong recollection of 
him, when you got back to New Jersey, discussing it. It caused a 
lot of fuss. 

A: I'm really surprised at this newspaper story because 
implicit in this is the idea that someone provided a good cover 
for us, and yet crary's diary doesn't show that he was involved 
in it, and I wasn't aware that my contact, Oyvad, was privy 
enough to our operations to have carried this out. So this is a 
bit of a mystery to me. 

Q: What would you speculate, how would someone, just 
circumstances, coincidences, or intentional? 

A: It's very clear that it was intentional, and there was 
a better security operation going on than I appreciated at the 
time. That would be my assessment. 

Q: so you believe that someone was privy to your 
activities .•• 

A: Trakowski was there. I had forgotten, but he reminded 
me that he had gone on the C-54 to pick up the helium at 
Amarillo. I asked Trakowski had he been involved in 
manufacturing a cover story. He kept saying how important Mogul 
was, how highly classified it was, and how he was really wheeling 
and dealing. He apparently went down to Fort Bliss, to the 
commanding general there -- I guess he was a captain at the time 
-- and had no trouble talking the general into releasing 
something like maybe several hundred 500 pound bombs for this. 
At the same time, Trakowski has no memory of a coverup. 

Q: He didn't have participation. 

A: Whether he was on that C-54 that had 23 people on it or 
not, I don't know. Crary's list of the people left, there was 
only one military type, a Lieutenant Thompson, in what you have 
here. 

Q: Who did you report to? 

A: Peoples. 

Q: Then getting back to talking about quarters and things 
like that, did you have to go introduce yourself to the 
commanding officer at the base, or ••• 
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A: That's the surprising thing. As far as I know we just 
never interfaced with the military. 

Q: Where were you actually operating from? 

A: We operated out of the north area of Alamagordo Army 
Air Field. This hangar right here, which was a big wooden 
hangar, on the south side of the ramp in the north area. 

Q: That was arranged by Peoples? 

A: Crary was already resident there when we had arrived. 

Q: That's right. He arrived first to establish the ground 
stations first. 

A: Correct. As you'll see in this, he was already firing 
explosive for the GR-6, the various sound-ranging microphones. 

Q: Did he have a cover story for those ground explosions 
and the microphones? 

A: I don't know. There were very few enlisted men on the 
airfield. As Trakowski said, it was about to be closed. There 
was a motor pool, because in the stuff Todd has dug up, there 
were a bunch of weapons carriers being requisitioned. We 
certainly had some brand new, good ground transportation that was 
just turned over to us. We civilians were driving weapons 
carriers to carry helium around, and to go into town to get 
meals, etc. 

Q: So you operated from Alamagordo Army Air Field. You 
did not operate out of White Sands. 

A: That is correct. 

Q: There is a difference. 

A: A very strong schism between the ordnance people across 
the valley 50-odd miles at the proving ground, and the skeleton 
group at Alamagordo Army Air Field. 

Q: So there weren't many people at Alamagordo. 

A: Correct. The main people I have a memory of were the 
people operating what sticks in my mind as either c-s or an M-5 
radar. I knew the Signal Corps designation, the SCR-584s and 
270-s, etc., but this was some new radar that had a bigger dish 
on it and was on the north side of the ramp. It would have 
been ..• This is looking toward the south. You can see here, 
those are some old abandoned, those were barracks used to handle 
air crew during training of World War II. They were all closed 
and dusty and we didn't use them. We were in barracks down 
somewhere on the main base. But we were just in an enlisted 
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men's barracks down on the main base and there was a mess hall 
that we ate lunch in, ate our meals. We were up at odd hours, as 
you can see, these 3:00 o'clock launchings. 

Q: Who did Alamagordo report to? You indicated it was 
Fort Bliss? 

A: No. There was a commanding officer, and I'm not sure 
which command he was in, but the people in the north area were 
all, if you will, tenants. We didn't use that word, but we were 
all associated, one way or another with Watson Labs. 

Q: So Trakowski then, his reporting chain was .•. 

A: His reporting chain was Watson Lab to Colonel Duffy. 

Q: There was no real interface, Trakowski had no real 
interface with the Alamagordo people or anyone else around 8th 
Air Force. 

A: There were some fancy orders that gave him a position 
to talk to the commanding officer and get what he wanted, to 
arrange what he wanted on the basis of orders out of Headquarters 
Army Air Force. 

Q: While you were operating, doing your procedure, did it 
take a security monitor type person or security officer to come 
by and just say I wanted to see how you were ... 

A: No interface at all. 

Q: You don't remember any strangers poking around or .... 

A: No, just absolutely nothing. We were just a little 
bunch of civilians there on an almost deserted base, doing what 
we wanted. 

Q: Going back to the orders that you mentioned, were these 
some sort of special orders different from what we would 
typically see as military orders? 

A: You'll have to talk to Trakowski on it, but my opinion 
is that he had orders that came from a fairly high level that 
introduced him and let him do what he wanted to. As the research 
changed, he didn't have to go back and get new orders. He was in 
the position of doing what Crary and Peoples wanted. 

Q: Like Jim and I have blanket orders that say we're 
authorized to go anywhere, essentially, in the world; but was 
there anything specific in those orders that said provide all 
assistance requested ..• 

A: I suspect so. I too, have had such general orders -
do as someone may deem necessary. In fact I have a copy of my 
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1944 orders that say such things here. But you'll have to talk 
to Trakowski. My feeling is that he and Peoples provided the 
interface to the base and we just weren't bothered. We never saw 
anybody in security. There was certainly nobody keeping us 
secure. If anything, we were keeping ourselves secure. 

Q: These are the pictures taken in General Ramey's office, 
8th Air Force Headquarters by a news photographer of the Fort 
Worth Star Telegram. It's four pictures that show various people 
with some equipment, and I'd just like to know what you believe 
that equipment tc be. 

A: Joe Fletcher has written your friend Todd, and said 
there's no question that's a target. The only question is that 
there are people who allege this is a target that's been 
substituted for the real debris, and there are also stories where 
Marchelle said the picture in which he appears are the real 
stuff, etc. That looks very much like our radar targets. And 
you'll notice that this does look more aluminum foilish than what 
I have here. It's my memory that there was good, bright, 
aluminum metal foil, not painted stuff on the targets we were 
using. That looks like more than one target to me in the various 
pictures. That looks like the stuff we were flying. 

Q: I think they talked in terms of being a rawin target in 
this book. 

A: It's just radio wind. There are two kinds of radio 
winds -- the 400 megacycle transmitters tracked by the SCR-658, 
the old bed springs; and then the radar wind. Ray Win is the 
right way to say it. 

Q: So the rawin would be a radar target that most of the 
officers and the weather people there would have been associated 
with, they would have some knowledge of? 

A: Not really ... A~ I say, these c~me out right at the end 
of the war. The warrant officer, I have a letter that he wrote 
Todd, I don't know if you've seen it ... 

(Pause) 

Q: We've got this thing narrowed down to just a few 
flights. There couldn't have been ••. Due to your time frame, 
when you were there, the rancher went on the record of saying he 
picked it up the 14th or the 15th. 

A: The 14th. 

Q: So it would have to be in the June field trip, early in 
June. You had several service flights but you also had, you 
called them experimental flights. The experimental flights with 
the testing ••• 
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A: The ones in early June were all service flights. In 
other words, all flights we were making for Peoples, and we had 
some radar test flights. 

Q: so to go with the June 14th date, what type of flight 
do you think would have ..• 
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A: All the balloons launched in that period would have 
been meteorological balloons, 350 gram meteorological balloons, 
some of them with radar targets just to test the radar out and 
some of them, I'd forgotten all about it, but Crary's diary says 
we had sonobuoy microphones on some of them. So that black box 
that Cavitt had really began to get my attention. 

Q: That would not be a radiosonde. 

A: That would not be a radiosonde. 

Q: What would a radiosonde look like? 

A: It would be a white, usually a cardboard or a plastic 
box, and the fact that we were involved in radar is because we 
weren't allowed to have our radiosonde equipment. We weren't all 
set up for that. 

Q: You said you didn't bring it with you. 

A: We didn't bring the receiver. I have to correct 
myself, we did attach radiosondes to them, to the flights 
carrying microphones because there's a statement in this summary 
here of radiosonde reception. Radiosonde recording. So I take 
that back. Yes, we had radiosonde. But we did fly this one 
mentioned here, on June 4th, out to Tulerosa range, no balloon 
flight, again, on account of clouds. By that he means none of 
their flights. Then "Flew regular sonobuoy mike on a cluster of 
balloons and had good (inaudible) receiver on ground but poor on 
plane." 

Q: I notice early on you were going ahead with the Navy 
stocked sonobuoy while Professor Ewing was trying to perfect his 
technique of the low range frequency microphone. 

A: Oh, the low frequency microphone, right. That's 
correct. 

Q: He was experimenting with both AM and FM, is that your 
recollection? 

A: In the laboratory, devices for measuring low frequency 
acoustic waves were well known, but what he was attempting to do 
was to modify these and devise something to be a throw-away 
microphone and radio transmitter, so this was to build an 
instrument for a certain purpose. He actually had a fellow named 
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Joe Johnston, the electrical engineer at Columbia, whose name 
will come up as the person who did these. 

Q: But you think in these early service flights you did 
have sonobouys? 

A: Initially we had sonobouy, according to Crary. We 
initially were flying radar targets on the balloons only. Then 
by about Flight 5, we'd had sufficient lack of results that we 
began putting radiosondes on. 

(Pause) 
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Q: The end report we're going to write is going to be 
based on official records, and essentially, transcripts such as 
this. so there will be a lot of things, Cavitt's tape, the 
transcript will not be part of that. This statement will be. 

A: If you remember, there's a note in there from Dave 
Atlas to Colonel Duffy, a copy of a letter. Dave mentioned 
somewhere or another that Colonel Duffy took him down in the 
basement and Colonel Duffy had trunkfulls of documents that were 
unclassified. I wonder if it would be possible for you to 
contact Mrs. Duffy .•. 

Q: I was wondering about what she might have. 

A: She may have a great deal. Maybe in the Duffy file I 
have the address and phone number. I think it's Barrington, 
Rhode Island. 

(Looking for name and phone number) 

A: Here's a letter Todd got having to do with chasing down 
modern targets, the people who now make targets, who know nothing 
about this earlier affair. 

Q: We talked with the Signal Corps up at Fort Monmouth and 
that's where we got the copy of the engineering drawing, which is 
a copy for you. They said these targets are no longer made. 
They have a national stock number and they can be made, but they 
would have to go out and write a new contract for them. 

A: This is the c Model. It doesn't show the 
reinforcements. 

Q: The young lady I talked with at Fort Monmouth indicated 
this drawing pre-dated that time frame. June of '44. 

A: I'll be darned. 

Q: I found ~hat unusual when she said that was June of 
'44, and I didn't pick up on the designation being printed on the 
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side. I thought the B Model was a 1947 vintage and assumed, 
wrongly so, that the C Model would have come later. 
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A: This, then, is really ••• So they didn't change the 
numbers. It does show the little swivel there, in '44. Well, as 
always, my memory can be improved. 

Tibbetts, the radar lieutenant working for Fletcher, said 
that when they got these in '44 there was a lot of trouble with 
breakage in the air and they had to go back for reinforcement. 

Q: That's where maybe the tape came in? 

A: He said that's where the tape came in. Because it 
certainly doesn't show this. There's just no question in my 
memory, bad as it may be, that there was a tape there. That 
impelled me to drag out Herbert Crow•s letter. While I'm finding 
that, here is a communication between Todd and a Warrant Officer 
Newton, who identified things in General Ramey's office. 

(Pause} 

Q: It says a material like mylar. Do you have any 
knowledge of when that term came into use? mylar is a 
polyethylene, it's a metalized polyethylene. 

A: It's not really a polyethylene, it's a polyturpoline ... 

Q: I'm not a chemist. 

A: It's really quite a different thing. We certainly got 
involved with mylar balloons in General Mills around 1950 or 
1951. 

Q: Nothing that early, though. 

A: I think not. It was really quite a new plastic. This 
is mylar. As you can see from the appearance, it's really quite 
different than polyethylene. It's non-extensible, where this 
really stretches. This scatters light and this doesn't. We have 
flown mylar balloons and mylar balloons vacuum coated with 
aluminum, but I think we didn't fly any in this era. It would be 
my guess that someone is sort of confusing this with later 
things. There were a lot of mylar balloons carried on rockets, 
and it was called Jim's sphere. Someone named Jim came up with 
the idea of increasing the turbulence around a following sphere 
by putting a little protuberance, little combs out on it. That 
was Jim's sphere. A lot of them were flown to measure winds in 
the low ionosphere, flown on rockets, from White Sands. They 
could well have fallen, but to my memory, it would have been 
anachronistic, out of times. 

Here's a letter to me from Herbert Crow who was one of my 
technicians in the 1948 operation. These pictures you saw, 
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including that debris, are pictures that he sent to me with that 
letter and a subsequent letter. These are pictures taken by 
Crow. 

Q: When did Alamagordo become Holloman? 

A: Probably about September of '47. 

Q: It says HAFB on the back of the truck. 

A: Those pictures were taken during the Sandstone 
operation in April of '48. 

Q: I take it the side arm was for protection against 
rattle snakes? 

A: Good question. 

Q: Some of the popular writers have alleged that certain 
persons were turned away by armed guards, etc. 

A: Not in our area. 

Q: I mean as far as the so-called .•• 

A: Oh, out at the ranch. 

(END) 
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Q: We have [concluded) independently from several other researchers the fact that MOGUL 
is probably responsible for the so-called Roswell incident... The Air Force position on that is that it was 
a misidentified balloon. The balloon was not a weather balloon, but was then a classified project, Project 
MOGUL, which has since been declassified. 

What we have not found is any documented evidence that there was a planned cover story related 
to Project MOGUL. Jim has culled through literally millions of pages in various archives and repositories 
trying to find some sort of documented evidence where somebody at some level has stated that a cover 
story of weather research or weather-related activities would be used for Project MOGUL, the real purpose 
of which was nuclear detection ... 

(Pause) 

A: ... All of that is to say that I know these people, and I know of what their involvement was, 
so I can at least give credibility and corroboration to what it was they did and where they fit in the 
picture. 

There have been several writers who have been interested in this story, and they have been in 
touch with me. I have given them a lot of words, and in some cases documents that I had in my personal 
files. They were at first a Charles [Robert) Todd, from Ardmore, Pennsylvania, who was writing a story, 
and I never quite could determine whether he was on the side of the believers in UFOs or was writing to 
refute the believers. That I really was unsure of. One thing, he did appear to be sincere in getting the facts 
that surrounded the matter. 

Another was a Charles Ziegler, a professor of physics at Brandeis University who was writing a 
monograph or perhaps a book on the history of nuclear weapons detection. It figured, of course, that 
Project MOGUL would come into view. So he had done a great deal of documentary searching and had 
found some documents that I did not have. For example, the original letter from Maurice Ewing to Carl 
Spaatz, then Chief of Staff of the Air Force. And some of the original letters of General Spaatz directing 
the establishment of Project MOGUL. All of this Charles Ziegler apparently found, and I did not have them 
at all. 

Another fellow recently came into view, a Carl Pflock from Albuquerque, New Mexico. He 
appeared to want to substantiate the existence of the UFO incident as a UFO. I have a tape here, a one
sided tape, my half of the conversation only, with him. You're welcome to listen to that. 

Charlie Moore has been in it since the beginning. Charlie was not a general project scientist or 
engineer on Project MOGUL. His efforts were confined to the development of the constant level balloons 
which were the instrument carriers for the devices that we hoped would pick up the sound waves operating 
in the sound channel in the stratosphere. The constant level balloon was the lifting mechanism, and Charlie 
was the principal in the development of that. 

All of these things I have recorded on this tape to Mr. Pflock and also on the tapes that I made 
for Ruth Liebowitz, the historian at the Air Force Cambridge Research Center. 
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Maybe the best thing to do before plowing over all this old ground would be to consider some 
specific questions you may have. In the course of that, the history may come out. 

Q: Were there any documents, or were there any directions either from yourself or from 
someone else up the chain to develop a cover story for MOGUL? 

A: Not to my knowledge, no. I have never seen such a document nor have I ever heard of 
any effort to develop a cover story for MOGUL. The security of MOGUL was a great concern of mine from 
the very beginning, because it was like trying to hide an elephant in an open farmyard-almost ludicrous. 

Q: Both Dr. Spilhaus and Professor Moore have indicated that they did use weather research 
as essentially a cover story when asked questions about what they were doing. 

A: Correct. That we did. I'm aware of that. But it was not a policy. It was, if anything, a 
lash-up idea on the spur of the moment. And indeed, it was obvious. I may have been involved in using 
such a story myself, but to the best of my recollection there was no official stimulation [sic] or 
documentation of doing that. If you find such a document I,· indeed, would be surprised. 

Q: In the course of the research projects you worked on, in that time frame-the postwar 
period-would they give you a cover story on any particular project, even other than this one? Would they 
say, this is what you do, say this? Or would they kind of leave it to you, that it was a classified project 
and you just didn't discuss it and you just avoided questions? 

A: The latter. I have no recollection of a cover story being used on any project that I was 
involved in, nor that a prefabricated cover story existed. No. I never encountered any such thing. We 
simply treated the security classification straight and did all we could to adhere to it. 

Q: So you, as the project officer, you knew that MOGUL was a Top Secret... 

A: Did I know that? There was no way to avoid it. I was the project officer, succeeding 
Colonel Duffy, and all that history is in the tapes that I made for Ruth Liebowitz. I came into being as 
the project officer on Project MOGUL about November of 1946. I had considerable background in nuclear 
weapons detection, using devices that I had developed in the Signal Corps. I was an Air Force officer 
assigned to the Signal Corps as part of Colonel Duffy's office. Much to the chagrin of the Signal Corps 
hierarchy, I was appointed a laboratory chief in the Signal Corps for purposes of developing instrumenta
tion that the Air Force required, and I did that. In connection with that instrumentation, I conceived of an 
application of that instrumentation for use in detection of nuclear weapons. We conducted field 
experiments which at best were controversial, and at worst showed no positive result. 

So my studies took me into the nuclear weapons problem. I had a background in physics-in 
nuclear physics and high-energy physics and modern physics-so I had some understanding of what was 
going on. I then took over the development of the original weather radar prototypes that the Air Force 
required in 1946. I did that in 1946. From that position, I was transferred to Colonel Duffy's new position 
as project officer for Project MOGUL in the Air Force, Watson Laboratories. I took up that task, I believe, 
around November. Those dates I think are specific in the tapes I made for Ruth Liebowitz- November 
of 1946. Colonel Duffy was reassigned to Wright Field, and I was the project officer. I was Top Secret 
control officer in addition to other duties, it being the only Top Secret project at Watson Laboratories at 
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the time, and probably ever. I remained project officer of Project MOGUL through our move of the 
laboratory from Watson Laboratories at Eatontown, New Jersey, to Cambridge, Massachusetts, and 
combined my laboratory, which was then known as the Geophysical Research Directorate, with that of 
John Marchetti's Electronics Research Directorate, and these two components made up the Air Force 
Cambridge Research Center. 

I continued in my position of the Director of the geophysics component until May of 1949, when 
I was relieved of the duty at my own request and returned to school at MIT. 

Q: Until '49, were you still on Project MOGUL? 

A: Yes, indeed. And Project MX-968. 

Q: You were on-site in New Mexico when Charlie Moore was doing most of his work, some 
of the early launches out of Alamagordo. 

A: Yes. Jim Peoples and I went down to Alamagordo in early July 1947 to assist and observe 
the prototype launches being done by Charlie Moore and his crew from New York University. 

Q: You said you went in July of '47, so you were there only in July. Was that early in July? 

A: Yes, it was early in July. Again, I think those dates are in this tape of my conversation 
with Mr. Pflock. It was early in July. The Roswell incident occurred after I returned to Watson 
Laboratories. I wasn't involved in it at all. Really, the only thing that I knew about it, after it happened, 
was that Colonel Duffy called me on the telephone from Wright Field and gave me a story about a fellow 
that had come in from New Mexico, woke him up in the middle of the night, or some such thing, with 
a handful of debris, and wanted him, Colonel Duffy, to identify it. 

Q: Did he identify who the person was? 

A: No, I don't remember the person at all. I don't remember who came from New Mexico, 
no. 

Q: Someone came from New Mexico with this debris? 

A: Yes, I believe that's correct. 

Q: They came to his quarters? 

A: Yes, at Wright Field, yes. He had quarters on the base at Wright Field. 

Q: Was his family there? 

A: Yes. 

Q: Did he identify the type of debris? 
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A: He just said it sure looks like some of the stuff you've been launching at Alamagordo, 
and he described it, and I said yes, I think it is. Certainly Colonel Duffy knew enough about radar targets, 
radiosondes, and balloon-borne weather devices. He was intimately familiar with all that apparatus. 

Q: What was his position at Wright Field? 

A: He was on the staff of General Tom Rives who was Director of the Electronic Subdivision 
of the Air Materiel Command, and under whose purview the Watson Laboratories was run. 

Q: Why did they bring this debris to Colonel Duffy? Why didn't they bring it to someone 
else? 

A: Probably because of questions about who knows about this project put to people at 
Alamagordo. I'm not sure. I can't answer that with any firm knowledge at all. 

Q: So you had no idea there was an "incident" until Colonel Duffy called you, and you were 
back in Massachusetts at this time? 

A: At that time we were at Eatontown, New Jersey. But what you said is correct. I had no 
knowledge of the so-called "incident" until Colonel Duffy called me. 

Q: Do you recall what day you actually departed Alamagordo? 

A: No. No, I don't. I have a full file of my TDY orders upstairs. Right offhand I can't tell 
you, but I was back in Watson Laboratories for several days before Colonel Duffy called me. 

Q: Do you recall there being a Major Pritchard on-site? 

A: I remember the name, yes. 

Q: Did he work for you at Watson Laboratories? 

A: No. He didn't work for me. I don't recall him working for me. I only had one major 
working for me, and I was a captain. He was a dull fellow ... Right offhand I can't remember. 

Q: You were the Chief of the Applied Propagation Subdivision. 

A: Yes. 

Q: I've seen the organizational chart, the way those things go ... 

A: I was. 

Q: You were at the top, and then down below, as a technical adviser, below your name on 
the chart, is Major Pritchard. 
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A: Is that so? I don't remember. I simply don't remember. But if the chart says that, I'll go 
along with the chart. 

Q: Major W. D. Pritchard. On July lOth in the Alamagordo newspaper, there's an article 
where it shows, it doesn't say when this was taken, but it says a Major Pritchard and his balloon group 
are demonstrating to reporters what these balloons and the various radar reflectors look like. Now, Charlie 
Moore took a look at that and said, "I don't recall there being any other balloon group in New Mexico 
or in that area at the same time we were there." 

A: I think Charlie's right. I don't recall any either. 

Q: So we were trying to figure out whether Major Pritchard was maybe a counterintelligence-
type person or whether he was there reviewing the security procedures, or maybe he was there for 
promulgating the cover story of weather balloon and weather research so that MOGUL would not come out 
in the open. The article in the paper talks about the use of reflectors for tracking purposes-the radar 
reflectors for tracking purposes-but it never comes out talking about MOGUL and the instrumentation that 
you all were using for nuclear detection or the tests that were being conducted. 

A: Could Major Pritchard have been attached to or some way connected with the base 
weather station at Alamagordo? 

Q: Well, sir, we don't know, but he is identified in that newspaper article as being a public 
information officer. When we traced that name back to your organization, we thought he may have been 
essentially undercover himself. We don't know if that's the same person, even though it's the same name. 

A: I'm afraid I can't offer any positive knowledge here. 

Q: Were you associated with any counterintelligence people in Watson Labs or ... 

A: Not to my knowledge. If some were around, they were spoofing me because I didn't know 
it. 

Q: Were there any other types of intelligence persons on your staff or the staff of Watson 
Laboratories? 

A: Not to my knowledge. 

Q: So the only people you had were actually civilian researchers ... 

A: And a few military officers, yes. 

Q: Signal Corps and Army Air Force? 

A: All the officers that I had on my staff were Air Force. I had no Signal Corps people at 
all. 
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Q: A few more names came off that news article where they're displaying the balloon 
launch-Maj. W. D. Pritchard, Maj. C. W. Mangum, Lieutenant Siegal, and a Capt. L. H. Dyvad. 

A: None of those names are in my memory, firm in my memory, at all. 

Q: You were aware of the previous Colonel Duffy's predecessor, Major Crane ... 

A: I never met Richard [Robert] Crane. I knew him only by the path of debris he left behind. 
I never met him. 

Q: When you took over, was there any worry about security on the project, that security was 
possibly a problem, or that there was a problem or that there could be a potential problem that might 
warrant scrutiny by Air Force intelligence or security people? 

A: We were aware of the delicacy of security on the project, and the reason was obvious. You 
could not conduct field operations of the size that we had to without somebody asking questions. Anybody 
with a pair of 8x50 binoculars on the side of the mountain could look down and see what was going on, 
and that, of course, would prompt questions. We were aware of all that, and we didn't really know what 
to do about it except to go on doing our job and taking care of things as they occurred. But we were 
aware of the sensitivity and of the weakness of security in Project MOGUL. Not from the people in the 
project, not disclosure by them, but simply the obvious activity that could be observed. 

You can't fill a balloon that's give-or-take 60 feet high without somebody seeing it. 

Q: When you were at Alamagordo and some of the various balloons were being launched, 
what was the largest array that you saw out there? 

A: You mean payload? 

Q: No, the entire assembly. The balloons, payloads, reflectors ... 

A: I didn't observe any of the reflectors, and if I did, they were so commonplace that it 
wouldn't have stuck in my memory. The neoprene balloons bearing reflectors were just common 
occurrences. I wouldn't have lodged any of those observations in memory because they were just too 
common. 

Q: Charlie Moore has indicated that some of the balloons they tried during the early 
experiments were the relatively new types of reflectors that probably had never been used in New Mexico 
before, the M307B model, and that Ed Istvan had gone to several essentially toy manufacturers, to try to 
get some of these reflectors made. 

A: That's correct. I don't know [about] that Ed Istvan ... Ed Istvan got out of line. Charlie may 
have told you this, and I don't mean to tell tales about Ed, but Ed was a very .. .indeed, every man on 
Colonel Duffy's staff was very energetic. It was the Signal Corps' responsibility to procure those targets; 
it was not the responsibility of our and Colonel Duffy's office. However, to accelerate the activity of the 
Signal Corps and spur them to action, our Air Force officers in Colonel Duffy's office were literally on 
the backs of the Signal Corps people who did the job, and oftentimes did things they shouldn't have and 
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were out of channel, so to speak. It was on such an occasion that Ed Istvan acted to line up contractors 
for these targets. He got into a considerable amount of, shall we say, controversy with the Signal Corps 
because he was out of line. 

Q: Do you recall any of the contractors he may have worked with? 

A: No, I don't remember them by name. They were not within my purview at the time. As 
I have told others, including Mr. Pflock, we had an outstanding expeditor on our staff, on Colonel Duffy's 
staff, by the name of John E. Peterson. Jack Peterson was a major at the time. He was a prewar graduate 
of Harvard Business School, and he knew business operations inside and out. Again, he was an extremely 
energetic fellow. He was very, very valuable and successful at breaking loose stuck contracts and stuck 
production and things that weren't moving as fast as they should. During the war that was very important. 

Jack monitored the procurement of these radar targets, and I believe Ed Istvan either worked for 
or alongside Jack Peterson, and I remember when they finally ... Now this was all not under my purview, 
but I worked in the same building with them, and I knew Jack very well, he was a very good friend and 
we talked and joked with each other a lot. I remember so clearly when the contractor for these targets was 
selected, and Jack thought it was the biggest joke in the world that they had to go to a toy manufacturer 
to make these radar targets. Then it was even a bigger joke when it turned out that because of wartime 
scarcities of materials, the tape that they used to assemble these targets, the reflecting material on the balsa 
frames, was some kind of a pinkish purple tape with a heart and flower design on it. This was, again, a 
big flap. 

Q: Did you ever see any of those? 

A: Yeah, I saw some of them. Not in connection with my work, but they were around the 
office. The prototypes were around the office, and the first production runs were there. 

Q: So you would say it's a limited number of a few runs maybe. 

A: I have no idea how many hundreds were made, or even thousands. But like everything 
else that goes into production, the contractors have a limited production to begin with until they work out 
the bugs, and then they go full blower in the high production. 

Q: Do you remember a rough span of times when you saw these: when you saw the first one, 
and when you saw the last? 

A: It was probably 1944 or 1945. It was probably late in 1944 when the first ones were 
produced. 

Q: Where did you see those? What part of the country? 

A: Right there at Signal Corps. We were all working at that time, and John Peterson had his 
offices at the Toms River Signal Laboratory, which was actually located on the jurisdictional lines between 
Sea Girt and Springlake, New Jersey. It was an old night club that the Signal Corps had rented for the 
purposes of doing remote experimentation. 
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Q: The Sea Girt Inn? 

A: Exactly. That's where John had his office, and I was there for a time doing work on 
developing the operational procedures of the SCR-658, the radio direction of wind- meteorological data. 
Rawinsonde-1 did most all the work on developing how to use that instrument, and it was done there 
at the Sea Girt Inn. 

Q: Do you recall any other physical attributes about the radar reflectors, the balsa wood? 
Charlie Moore indicated that the material had been coated in something like Elmer's glue which made it 
much more durable. Do you recall anything like that? 

A: No, I don't. I didn't concern myself with that except as an observation to the side. The 
radar targets were geometrically elementary. There were three intersecting planes: X, Y, and Z. Their 
geometry was such, as you well know, that any incident wave would be reflected exactly, precisely, in 
the direction from which it came. So they were simple. I don't recall any of the details of how they were 
made, what what the materials were, what coatings were used, or anything. At the time it wasn't within 
the range of my job. 

Q: Did Colonel Duffy inform you officially? When he said he called you, was this like an 
official ... 

A: No. It was just an informative call. There wasn't any official transmission of knowledge 
nor expected action to result from it. 

Q: Did Colonel Duffy consider this to be some sort of security violation? 

A: No. Not to my knowledge, no. It was part of doing business. 

Q: So he wasn't particularly upset, and he didn't require a formal explanation. 

A: No. 

Q: So that's the first you were aware, when he called you. None of your technicians had 
mentioned it to you? 

A: No. Not to my knowledge. 

Q: Did you have any interaction with the people at Eighth Air Force such as General Ramey 
or anyone else who may have been at Roswell Army Air Field? 

A: No. I don't recall any interaction with them, no. 

Q: What about Dr. Crary or Dr. Peoples? Do you know if they had interaction with the 
[Eighth Air Force] folks? 

A: I don't recall any, no. 
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Q: At some point in Project MOGUL did you utilize equipment based at Roswell Army Air 
Field? 

A: No, we had our own aircraft based at Fort Dix, New Jersey. 

Q: Did you ever have a rawinsonde receiver at Roswell? 

A: Not to my memory. No. We may have, but the specifics on that, I don't recall. 

Q: Can you think of any reason why Dr. Peoples would meet with one of the bomb squadron 
commanders at Roswell in September of 1947? 

A: Probably to arrange air drops of bombs as signal sources for testing the MOGUL sound 
receivers. We had a fellow who was assigned to the electronics test squadron at Fort Dix by the name of 
Duff, Eugene Duff, an ordnance expert, and he may have been involved in arranging for bombs to be 
exploded in the air as sound signal sources for testing the MOGUL receivers. 

Q: Did you also procure aircraft from Middletown, Pennsylvania? 

A: Yes. I believe our electronic squadron was moved from Fort Dix to Middletown-to 
Olmstead Air Force Base. When that was, I can't exactly pinpoint, but it was probably some time in 1947. 
Gene Duff, our ordnance man, was a part of that group. I don't know whether Gene Duff stillli ves or not, 
but he is a name that you might look into. Eugene Duff. 

Q: Has anyone asked you to explain what happened at Roswell? In your opinion, what 
happened? 

A: Until these recent inquiries, I don't recall anyone asking me to explain. I don't recall it 
ever coming up for me to answer in connection with the MOGUL tests. I don't recall that. You know, 
things happen every day, and you treat crises from moment to moment as though they were so much 
cordwood. They aren't all worthy of memory. But I don't recall it. 

Q: Other than our conversation here today, has anyone ever discussed with you not talking 
about MOGUL? It's essentially declassified-it is no longer a classified project-but has anyone in the 
government-the Air Force, the Army, the Department of Energy, or anyone else-ever said don't discuss 
this? 

A: Absolutely not. No such thing. 

Q: What we're trying to do is make sure we are open to the General Accounting Office and 
to the American public as a whole when we publish our reports. So to all the people we've discussed this 
with, we want to make absolutely certain that someone has not come to them and said, you're going to 
get in the cover story. We want this to be as open as possible and get this thing resolved once and for all. 
There are going to be those individuals-as you have stated, the true believers-who may not accept what 
we have to say, but we just want to try to get everything out in the open. 
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A: It's about 45 years since all of this happened. Even at the time, as I mentioned a moment 
ago, one gets very busy in a project of this sort, and you treat rather large events as they come; you give 
them action, and then you go on to the next. All of these events don't stay in memory. 

Q: We understand that you've been contacted by various people such as Mr. Pflock and Mr. 
Todd, and we do appreciate your spending some time with us in this endeavor. We think it's very valuable 
for people who were actually on the scene to provide their accounts of what occurred. It is valuable to 
us, and we do appreciate that. 

A: I wish I could be of more help on this thing. Apparently, things like this die very hard. 
(Laughter) 

Q: Did you ever hear of any intelligence people getting involved in this thing? Colonel Duffy 
mentioned that some of the people at AMC maybe wanted ... 

A: No, I don't. Certainly no intelligence people ... Certainly I was not involved with any 
intelligence people in this matter. If I was, I don't recall it. Colonel Duffy and the group at Wright Field 
protected me greatly, I know that. They never said it, but I know they did because they left me free to 
do the project. And if anything would interfere with getting the project done as quickly as possible, they 
would try to steer that away from me. I know they did. Again, they never said it, but their actions were 
obvious. 

(Pause) 

A: .. .1 was assigned for about two months to AFOAT -1. Then Colonel Benjamin Holtzman, 
later General Holtzman, pulled me out of AFOAT-1 and sent me to Baltimore because the Air Research 
and Development Command had just been organized, and I arrived on the scene while they were still 
trying to find chairs and desks. We worked in the old Sun newspaper building in downtown Baltimore. 

Q: They had intelligence personnel there, didn't they? 

A: They may have. I'm not aware of that. Then after I left the headquarters of ARDC in 
Baltimore, I spent four years at the Air Force Research and Development Command Office in Brussels, 
Belgium. Following that, I spent more than three years on the Air Staff in the Pentagon. 

Q: What year did you retire? 

A: On my birthday in 1963. I then went into industry, and I worked for EG&G, a high-
technology company based near Boston, and I became a Vice President of one of their subsidiaries. I 
became the project manager and developer of the National Space Science Data Center at Goddard, in 
Greenbelt, Maryland. I built that and set it up. 

Then when the EPA, the Environmental Protection Agency, was formed in December of 1970, 
I was invited to join the newly formed EPA, and I did. I accepted the position. I went into the EPA as 
a Deputy Assistant Administrator in the Office of Research and Development. Then in 1973 and 1974 I 
served as Assistant Administrator for Research and Development in the EPA, the position from which I 
retired in 1982. 
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Q: Did you have interaction with Spilhaus in your civil service career? 

A: No. Oh, I met with him. Spilly was a consultant, and even in his advancing age he was 
still an enormous source of ideas. If you brought him into a meeting as a consultant, surely somewhere 
along the line he would offer an idea that was useful. So he found a lot of contact throughout many 
organizations, particularly in those related to geophysics ... meteorology, geology. I know he worked with 
the U.S. Geological Survey, a very, very fine organization, and with NOAA. Those are two that I know 
he continued relationships with. But I had very little contact with him. 

Spilly was a very intimidating character. I lived with him for awhile. 

Q: Were you involved in his exploits in North Africa, out there in the desert with him? 

A: No. Nor in China. 

Q: He had quite some stories about some of his past exploits. 

A: No matter where he went, he gathered stories. 

(END) 
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Photographs 
Project MOGUL Balloon Trains 
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Summary Table 
NYU Constant-Level Balloon Flights 
November 20, 1946-July 5, 1947 
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SUBJECT; OTHER CONTACTS ON BALLOON ACTIVITY OR AVIATION 
MISHAPS THAT MAY BE RELATED TO THE "ROSWELL INCIDENT" 

The following organizations and individuals have been contacted during the period 23-
27 May, concerning information on balloon activity and types of balloons being used 
for various purposes in New Mexico during 1947. 

a) US Army Signal Corps Museum, Ft Gordon GA 
Mr Ted Wise, Director, DSN 780-2818 

"no actual balloons but will take a look for photographs, or descriptions, etc. 
ref Mogul" 

Ms Carol Stokes, Historian 

b) US Army Communications and Electronics Command Museum, Ft Monmouth NJ 
Ms Mindy Rosewitz, Curator, DSN 992-2440 

"no examples or photos of balloons but did find a mechanical drawing (9 Jun 
44) for an Air Pilot Balloon radar reflector" for which a copy was provided 
Mr Richard Bingham, Command Historian, DSN 992-1675 
Ms Ruth Fiornartto DSN 992-5781 

c) Westinghouse Electronics History Museum, Baltimore MD 
Mr Robert Dwitzbe, President 

"no balloon activity or balloon-borne electronics packages in the 1940's; 
Westinghouse became involved in balloon "TCOM" and dirigibles in the 50's and 
60's; we have no reference to Project MOGUL" 
Ms Betsy xxxxxxxxxx 

d) Sperry Hagley Museum 
Ms Gail Dietrzyk, Curator, (304) 658-2400 ext 330 
no contact as of 31 May--no information as to the manufacturer of the instrument 
packages associated with MOGUL 

e) AF/SE 
Lt Col Lineberger, 3-7280 

AAZ requested information related to B-29 and/or B-50 accidents in New 
Mexico in 1947 and 1948--response: B-29 crashed on T/0 from Albuquerque in Jan 
1947 and a B-29 crashed on T/0 from Walker AAF (Roswell) in Aug 1948; both had 
multiple fatalities; no refueling mishaps between B-29 and B-50 in 1947/48 

On 26 May AAZ requested information on all B-29 mishaps in the "New 
Mexico" area (ie, NM and surrounding states) for the period 1947-50; information to 
include specific date, crash location and number of fatalities: Lt Col Lineberger said 
they were on microfilm, that all mishaps were filed chronologically and that there 
were 7,000 mishap files; a manual review will take at least 60 days; I requested an 
update in two weeks and a followup after the first year's entries had been reviewed 

f) Smithsonian Air and Space Museum 20 May 94 
Mr Tom Crouch, Aeronautics Curator, (202) 357-2515/3133 

"no examples of 1947 vintage balloons; have photographs but are taken at 
such a distance that no details of the balloon construction are evident; recommend 



contacting Mr James Rand (Jim) of Winzen Balloons, Sioux Falls, SD; Jim Rand is 
the President and his office is at 12061 Network Blvd, Suite 200, San Antonio TX 
78249 (512) 690-3400 

Requested Lt Col Hachida at AlA to attempt to contact Mr Rand and 
determine if he had any information relative to the construction of these early 
balloons 

g) Center for Military History, 14th St NW Washington DC 
Dr Bennett, Curator 
DrDrea 
Ms Hannah Zeidlik, Archivist (202) 504-5416 

"no records of Project Mogul; recommend checking with DOE historian or the 
US Army Military Institute" 

h) Dr Benjamin Cooling, DOE Historian (301) 903-5431 
Dr Marie Hallion (202) 586-5238 @ Forrestal Bldg 

"the AEC collection from the 1947-late SO's era has been transferred to 
NARA; might check the 'Military Liaison Committee' (MLC), the military 
organization associated with AEC during that time; recommend discussing this with 
the AEC POC at NARA, Mr Jimmy Rush (30 1) 713-7250; check to see if there are 
any references to AEC people/correspondence with the MLC 

i) US Army Military History Institute, Carlisle Barracks PA 
Mr John Slonaker, Librarian DSN 242-3611 

Jeffrey Butler, Col, USAF 
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Comer Reflector of the ML-307C/AP 

Assembly 
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STATEMENT OF SUSPECT/WITNESS/COMPLAINANT I I SUSPECT 
(THIS FORM IS SUBJECT TO THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974 • SEE REVERSE! I XX I WITNESS/COMPLAINANT 

SECTION I. STATEMENT INFORMATION 
DATE TIME LOCATION (Bldg/Room No.) AND UNIT TAKING STATEMENT REPEAT (If Known) 

/(pJD 
INSTALLATION 

I 21 Jul 94 AFOSI Detachment 401 AFOSI Detachment 409 OFFENSE 

Randoloh AFB TX I COMPLAINT 

SECTION II. PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION (Pnnt or Type~ 

NAME (LdSl, t1r5t, MIUU/e /fJJt/dl) SSN STATUS/GRADE 

NEWTON, IRVING USAF(RET) 0-4 
LOCAL ADDRESS (Include l•P CoaeJ DATE AND PLACE OF BIRTH (If Required) rrELEPH;E 

HOM 

DUTY: 
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· I was asked to provide this statement, by Lt. Col. Joseph V. Rogan who advised 

me, he was assisting in an investigation at the behest of the Secretary of the 
Air Force, for the GAO, to leok into facts concerning what has become to be known 

, as "The Roswell Incident" ·.__/~1, 
~,As I recall it was July 1947, I was then a Warrant Officer with seven years 

-service. I was the only weather forecaster on duty in the Fort Worth base weather 
and flight service center. The base weather covered only the base the flight 
service center covered most of the southwest states. I received a call from some 
one in General Ramey's office who asked that I go to the General's office. I 
informed him that I was the only forecaster on duty and could not leave. Several 
minutes later General Ramey Himself called and said "get your ass over here If 
you don't have a car take the first one with a k~y". ~ . 

~.I was met at the General's office by a Lt Col or Col who told me that some one 
had found a flying saucer in New Mexico and they had it in the General's Office. 
And that a flight had been set up to send it to Wright Patterson AFB OH., but 
the General suspicioned that it might be meteorological equipment or something 
of that nature and wanted it examined by qualified meteorological personnel. 

The Col and I walked into the General's office where this supposed flying 
saucer was lying all over the floor. As soon as IJ;aw it, I giggled and asked 
if that was the flying saucer. I was told it was. ' 

_I'\ - • 

1 • Several people were in the room when I went in, among them, General Ramey, 
:~~·couple of press people, a Major, I learned to be Major Marcel and some other 

folks. Someone introduced Major Marcel as the person who found this material. 
I told them that this was a balloon and a RAWIN target. I believed this because 

I had seen many of these before. They were normally launched by a special crew 
and followed by a ground radar unit. They provided a higher altitude winds 
aloft. We did not use them at Fort Worth. However, I was familiar with them 
because we used them and their products on various projects in which I was 
involved. These were used mostly on special projects and overseas. The balloon 
was made out of a rubber type expandable material and when launched was about 
six to eight feet across. When the balloons got to altitude they expanded to 
twenty feet or more. The target was used for radar reflections and I believe each 
leg of the target was approximately 48 inches. It resembled a child's Jack (like 
a child's ball and jacks set) with a metallic material between the legs. The legs 
were madeq of material appearing to be like balsa wood kite sticks but much 
n~ougher. ~ . 
~,While I was exam~ning the debr~s, MaJor Marcel was p~ck~ng up p~eces of the 
-target sticks and trying to convince me that some notations on the sticks were 
alien writings. There were figures on the sticks lavender or pink in color, 
appeared to be weather faded markings, with no rhyme or reason. He did not 

,convince me these were alien writings . . .J.<h . 
~.I was convinced\at the time that this was a balloon with a RAWIN target and 
,.,remain convinced.J<h . 
-~l remember hearing ~he General tell someone to cancel the flight the flight 
· ~o Wright Patterson. ~-h . 
)4~hile in the offi..,ce several pictures were taken of Major Marcel, General Ramey, 
,.rpyself and others ·#J ~ ., 
~.I was dismissed and went to my office to resume my normal duties.</'. 
~During the ensuing years I have been interviewed by many authors, I have been 
quoted and misquoted. The facts remain as indicated above. I was not influenced 
during the original interview, nor today, to provide anything but what I know 
to be true, that is, the material I saw in General Ramey's office was the 
remains of a balloon and a RAWIN target.~ , 
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THE ROSWELL INCIDENT 

On July 7, 1947, W.W. (Mac) Brazel, a rancher from approximately 75 miles 
northwest of Roswell, NM, contacted the local sheriff and reported that s<J>me 
metallic debris had come to rest on the ranch on which he worked near the town 
of Corona, NM. This was during the "UFO Wave of 1947," and he told the sh¢riff 
that he thought this debris may be part of a "flying disc."1 The sheriff conta<;ted 
Roswell (Army Air Field) AAF, which in tum sent intelligence officer, Maj J~sse 
Marcel, and two Counterintelligence Corps Agents, Capt Sheridan Cavitt and 
MSgt Lewis Rickett, to evaluate the debris. The officers collected a portion of the 
material and brought it back to Roswell AAF on the evening of July 7.2 The 
following day, the Public Information Office released a statement saying that the 
Army Air Forces had recovered a flying disc. This press release was provided to 
local newspapers who sent it out to wire services. Meanwhile, Brig Gen Roger 
Ramey, Eighth Air Force Commander, ordered that the debris be flown to Eighth 
Air Force Headquarters at Fort Worth AAF, TX, for his personal inspection. Upon 
viewing the debris, he and his staff recognized parts which looked similar to a 
weather balloon. He then summoned the base weather officer, who identified

1 

the 
debris as the remnants of a weather balloon and its attached metallic radar target.3 

General Ramey then invited the local press to view and take photographs oft the 
materials and he declared the episode to be a misunderstanding (Atch 1). 

The above summarizes the previously reported information of what happened on 
July 7 and 8, 1947. Before now, however, a larger portion of the story was never 
told. Recent research indicates that the debris recovered from the ranch on ]uly 
7, 1947, was a weather balloon-but it was not being used strictly for wea~er 
purposes; its real purpose was to carry classified payloads for a Top Secret US 
Army Air Forces project. The project's classified code name was MOGUL. 

The current investigation discovered that an experimental ba1loon project was 
being conducted at nearby Alamogordo Army Airfield (now Holloman AFB, NM) 
during the summer of 1947.4 An examination of unclassified technical and 
progress reports prepared by the balloon project revealed that a highly classified 
program, Project MOGUL was the ultimate reason for the balloon experiments. 
Project MOGUL was classified Top Secret and carried a priority level of 1A. 5 It is 
Project MOGUL that provides the ultimate explanation for the "Roswell Incident." 

1. Roswell Daily Record, Jul 9, 1947, p. 1. 
2. Intvw, Col Richard L. Weaver with Lt Col Sheridan Cavitt, USAF (Ret}, May 24, 1994. 
3. Intvw, Lt Col Joseph V. Rogan with Irving Newton, Jul21, 1994. 
4. Ltr, Lt Col Edward A. Doty to Mr David Bushnell, Mar 3, 1959. 
5. Ltr, Brig Gen E. O'Donnell, Deputy Chief, Engineering Division, HQ AMC, to Commanding 

General, USAAF, subj: Change in Classification of MOGUL, Item 188-5, Jul 8, 1946. 



PROJECT MOGUL 

Project MOGUL was first conceived by Dr. Maurice Ewing of Columbia University, 
NY, and Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, MA. Dr. Ewing had conducted 
considerable research for the Navy during World War II, studying, among other 
things, the "sound channel" in the ocean. He proved that explosions could be 
heard thousands of miles away with underwater microphones placed at a 
predetermined depth within the sound channel. He theorized that since sound 
waves generated by explosions could be carried by currents deep within the 
ocean, they might be similarly transmitted within a sound channel in the upper 
atmosphere. The military application of this theory was the long-range detection 
of sound waves generated by Soviet nuclear detonations and the acoustical 
signatures of ballistic missiles as they traversed the upper atmosphere. He 
presented his theory to General Carl Spaatz, Chief of Staff of the Army Air 
Forces, in the fall of 1945.6 The project was approved, and research was begun by 
the scientific research agency of the US Army Air Forces (USAAF), the Air 
Materiel Command (AMC), early in 1946. The project was assigned to HQ AMC, 
Engineering Division, Electronics Subdivision, which in turn assigned the project 
to AMC's Watson Laboratories, Engineering Division, Applied Propagation 
Subdivision, located in Red Bank, NJ. 

SCOPE 

Project MOGUL initially focused on three areas of technology: (1) an expendable 
microphone, capable of detecting, at long range, low-frequency sound transmis
sions generated by explosions and missiles; (2) a means of telemetering these 
sounds to a ground or airborne receiver; and (3) a system from which to suspend 
the microphone and telemetering device in the upper atmosphere for an extended 
period of time. To meet these criteria, contracts were awarded by AMC to 
Columbia University (AMC contract no. W28-099-ac-82) for the acoustical 
equipment, and to New York University (NYU) for the development of constant
level balloons (AMC contract no. W28-099-ac- 241). After the initial contracts 
were awarded, Project MOGUL branched out into many areas related to the 
geophysical properties of the upper atmosphere, including radiowave propaga
tion, radar propagation, ionospheric physics, solar physics, terrestrial magnetism, 
meteorological physics, and weather forecasting. Considerable resources were 
devoted to Project MOGUL which included numerous bomber and transport 
aircraft and two oceangoing vessels. At one point the staff, exclusive of contrac
tors, numbered over 100 persons. To accommodate this sensitive, high-priority 
project, facilities of the secluded Oakhurst Field Station of Watson Laboratories 
were used. Balloon operations associated with Project Mogul were conducted at 
various locations throughout the United States and the Pacific, the latter in 
reference to acoustical detection research associated with the Sandstone atomic 
tests at Entiwetok Atoll in April and May 1948.7 

6. Rprt, Maurice Ewing for General Carl Spaatz, "Long Range Sound Transmission in the 
Atmosphere," n.d. 

7. Rprt, HQ Fitzwilliam Fwd, "Sonic Balloon Test Kwajalein," May 17, 1948 (hereafter "Sonic 



By December 1948, serious concerns had arisen regarding the feasibility of the 
project as first conceived. Even though the principle on which the project was 
based was determined to be sound, questions concerning cost, security, and 
practicality were discussed that ultimately led to the disbandment of the project, 
and Project MOGUL as first conceived was never put into operational 1use. 
However, MOGUL did serve as the foundation for a comprehensive program in 
geophysical research from which the USAF and the scientific community l:itave 
benefited to the present time. These benefits included constant-level balloon 
technology, first developed by NYU for Project MOGUL. 

WATSON LABORATORIES 

The organizational structure of Watson Laboratories Applied Propagation 
Subdivision, which was established primarily for MOGUL, as it appeared. in 
January 1947, is shown in Attachment 2. Over the course of the project, MOGUL 
had three military project officers, or "chiefs": Maj Robert T. Crane, spring 
1946-July 1946; Col Marcellus Duffy, August 1946-January, 1947; and Capt Albert 
C. Trakowski, January 1947-May 1949. Major Crane had been personally 
recommended by Dr. Ewing, originator of the project, but by June of 1947, MOGUL 
had not met the expectations of HQ USAAF, and Colonel Duffy replaced Major 
Crane. 8 Colonel Duffy was a respected, highly capable career Army Air Farces 
officer. During World War II, Colonel Duffy had reported directly to General Hap 
Arnold, Chief of Staff USAAF, as the Army Air Forces Liaison Officer to the US 
Army Signal Corps, with primary duties for securing meteorological equipment 
from the Army for use by the USAAF. Colonel Duffy. had a reputationl for 
accomplishing difficult assignments by getting the most out of his per!)on
nel-exactly what was desired by HQ USAAF to solve the numerous admini$tra
tive and personnel problems that had arisen in Project MOGUL under Major 
Crane. In a short period, Colonel Duffy was able to make the necessary co~rec
tions and was reassigned to become the Assistant Chief, Electronics Plans Section, 
Electronics Subdivision, HQ AMC, at Wright Field, OH. Colonel Duffy lalso 
continued to monitor "the upper air research program" (i.e., Project MOGui) in 
addition to his duties as the Assistant Chief of the Electronics Plans Section.9 The 
primary scientist for MOGUL was Dr. James Peoples, assisted by Albert P. Citary, 
the Field Operations Director. Both scientists had previous associations with Dr. 
Ewing: Dr. Peoples at Columbia, and A.P. Crary at Woods Hole. Both scienltists 
were assigned to MOGUL for the entire length of the project. 

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY "BALLOON GROUP" 

From September 30, 1946, until December 31, 1950, the Research Division of the 
College of Engineering of NYU conducted research under contract for the Airmy 

Balloon Test Kwajalein"). 
8. Memo, Brig Gen Tom C. Rives, Chief, Electronic Subdivision, Engineering Division, A.MC, 

to Maj Gen Curtis LeMay, subj: Relief of Major Crane as Project Officer MOGUL and TORRID, Jun 
18, 1946. 

9. Memo, Maj Gen Curtis E. LeMay, Deputy Chief of Air Staff for Research and Developt' ent, 
to Maj Gen L.C. Craigie, Chief Engineering Division, AMC, Apr 16, 1947. , 



Air Forces, in conjunction with Project MOGUL.10 The NYU "balloon group" was 
to develop and fly constant-level balloons while simultaneously developing 
telemetering equipment to transmit data obtained in the upper atmosphere.11 

Group members launched, tracked, and recorded data only in regard to constant
level balloon flight and telemetering of information. They did not have access to 
observations and measurements that had military applications. MOGUL, in other 
words, was conducted as a compartmented, classified project in which partici
pants knew only what they needed to know, and no more. Due to the compart
mentation, balloon flights made by NYU were divided into two categories, 
"research" and "service."12 Research flights tested balloon controls and telemeter
ing systems and were fully reported in the unclassified NYU reports.13 A total of 
110 research flights were flown during the contract. Service flights were flown at 
the direction of Watson Laboratory personnel, but the military purpose was Top 
Secret. These flights carried classified equipment, which could not be fully 
reported in the unclassified NYU documents. Further evidence of the exclusion 
of classified information from the reports is the lack of data for balloons flown in 
association with the Sandstone nuclear tests held in April and May of 1948.14 In 
recent interviews with former NYU personnel, Dr. Athelstan F. Spilhaus, NYU 
Director of Research, and Professor Charles B. Moore, NYU Constant-Level 
Balloon Project Engineer, stated that they were never informed of the classified 
name, MOGUL, nor did they ever have access to the scientific data that was 
obtained by the USAAF as a result of their efforts. In response to inquiries, 
professional or casual, project personnel simply said that they were engaged in 
balloon research. 15 

The first balloon launches associated with Project MOGUL were carried out at 
several locations on the east coast of the United States.16 However, unfavorable 
winds, conflicts with commercial air traffic, and the need to gather data on the V-
2 flights currently being conducted at White Sands Proving Ground, NM, led the 
NYU group to conduct further tests from Alamogordo AAFY The NYU group 
would make three "field trips" during the summer of 1947 for test and evaluation, 
labeling them Alamogordo I, II, and Ill. The majority of the balloon flights over 
the next four years originated from Alamogordo AAF. 

10. Research Division, College of Engineering, NYU, Technical Report No. 93.03, Constant Level 
Balloons, Final Report, Mar 1, 1951 (hereafter NYU, Final Report), p. 3. 

11. Research Division, College of Engineering, NYU, Technical Report 93-02, Constant Level 
Balloons, 
Sect 1, General, Nov 15, 1949, p. 5. 

12. NYU, Final Report, p. 13. 
13. Research Division, College of Engineering, NYU, Technical Report No. 1, Constant Level 

Balloon, Apr 1, 1948, Table VII, "Summary of NYU Constant-Level Balloon Flights" (hereafter 
NYU, Technical Report No. 1, Table VII); ibid., Technical Report No. 93.02, Constant Level Balloons, 
Sect 3, Summary of Flights. 

14. "Sonic Balloon Test Kwajalein." 
15. Athelstan F. Spilhaus, C.S. Schneider, C.B. Moore, "Controlled-Altitude Free Balloons," 

Journal of Meteorology, 5 (Aug 1948): 130-137. 
16. NYU, Technical Report No. 1, Table VII. 
17. Research Division, College of Engineering, NYU, Progress Report No. 6, Constant Level 

Balloon, Sect II, June 1947 (hereafter Progress Report No. 6, Sect II), p. 4. 



New York University, in accordance with contractual requirements, produced 
monthly progress reports, technical reports, and final reports detailing the VC).rious 
aspects of the balloon and telemetering research. In addition, Crary maintlained 
a detailed journal of his work throughout his professional career to incluc,le the 
summer of 1947. The following discussion is based on these two documents and 
interviews with Moore, who was present on all three of the Alamogordq field 
trips, and, with Trakowski, who was present at the Alamogordo II and II. field 
trips. 

NOTE: Technical Report No. 1, Table VII, "Summary of NYU Constant,Level 
Balloon Flights," and Technical Report No. 93.02, Constant Level Balloons, S¢ction 
3, "Summary of Flights," do not fully account for all balloons flown durir).g the 
initial stages of the contract to include the Alamogordo I field trip. Absent' from 
the reports are service flight nos. 2, 3, and 4. Flight no. 2 was flown on April18, 
1947, at Bethlehem, PA, in an attempt to obtain acoustical data from the explosion 
of 5,000 tons of TNT by the British on the German island of Helgoland.18 

1 

NYU 
flight no. 3 was flown on May 29, followed by NYU flight no. 4 on June 4., Both 
launched from Alamogordo AAF. 

ALAMOGORDO I (May 28, 1947-June 7, 1947) 

The first NYU "field trip" departed Olmstead Field, Middletown, PA, by C~7 for 
Alamogordo AAF on May 31, 1947, arriving on June 1, 1947.19 Present Olll this 
flight was C.B. Moore, NYU Project Engineer, Charles S. Schneider, NYU Project 
Director, and other supporting staff members from both NYU and Watson 
Laboratories. A.P. Crary, along with other personnel from Watson LaborCjltory, 
were already present in Alamogordo, but they did not conduct any bc:dloon 
operations. During this time, Crary and several technicians detonated ground 
explosives, or "shots," for sound-wave generation purposes, on the nearby White 
Sands Proving Ground. These detonations were monitored by ground-based GR3 
and GR8 sound ranging equipment at locations in New Mexico and West T~xas.20 

On May 28, the advance party of the balloon group arrived by B-17.21 On May 
29, the advance team made the first launch for Project MOGUL from Alamogordo 
(NYU flight no. 3). The equipment carried on this flight was identifi¢d as 
essentially the same as that carried on NYU flight no. 2 (Atch 3 ). 22 NYU flight no. 
4 was launched on June 4, with a configuration the same as on flight nos. 2 and 
3. Crary's diary indicated that flight no. 4 consisted of a "cluster of (meteor(>logi
cal) balloons" and a "regular sonobuoy."23 Presumably, flight no. 3 was config
ured the same. 

18. Research Division, College of Engineering, NYU, Special Report No. 1, Constant Level ~alloon, 
May 1947 (hereafter NYU, Special Report No. 1), p. 27. 

19. Personal journal of Albert P. Crary, p. 13. 
20. Ibid., pp. 4-16. 
21. Ibid., p. 13. 
22. NYU, Progress Report No. 6, Sect II, p. 5. 
23. Crary personal journal, p. 12. 



The objective of this trip, so far as NYU was concerned, was to perfect the 
handling of large flight trains of meteorological balloons and to evaluate the 
operations of altitude controlling and telemetering devices.24 Already established 
before the trips to Alamogordo was that the use of the standard, 350-gram 
meteorological balloons, constructed of neoprene, was, at best, a "stop gap" 
method of achieving constant-level flight.25 Balloons most suitable for this type of 
work were made of polyethylene, a very thin, translucent plastic. These balloons, 
however, had just been developed, and, although the NYU group had contracted 
for some of them, the balloons had not been received until after the group 
departed for Alamogordo.26 For Watson Laboratory scientists Peoples and Crary, 
the purpose of this trip was to experiment with different types of equipment to 
collect and transmit sound waves in the upper atmosphere. Therefore, just as the 
"balloon group" was using meteorological balloons as a stopgap method in 
attaining constant-level flight, the Watson Laboratory scientists utilized an 
ANICRT-1A Sonabuoy while awaiting the delivery of acoustical equipment 
specifically designed for Project MOGUL.27 The NYU personnel developing the 
telemetering equipment experimented with components of the sonabuoy, which 
was cylindrical, nearly 3 feet long and 4 3 I 4 inches wide, and weighing 13 
pounds (Atch 4). The sonabuoy contained both the acoustical pickups, known as 
hydrophones, and the means of telemetering the sounds by use of a FM transmit
ter, the T-1BICRT-1. 

Soon after arriving at Alamogordo AAF, a problem developed. Dr Peoples, Project 
Scientist, decided not to bring the radiosonde recorder (an AN IFMQ1 weighing 
approximately 500 pounds), due to the weight and space limitations of the B-17 
aircraft originally scheduled to transport the equipment from Olmstead Field. 
Radiosondes were a widely used and accurate method of tracking weather 
balloons consisting of a transmitter, which was carried aloft by the balloon, and 
a ground-based receiver I recorder. Radiosondes, along with aircraft, were to be 
the primary method to track the Project MOGUL balloons.28 Dr. Peoples, however, 
believed that the radar currently in place at Alamogordo for tracking V -2 firings 
would be sufficient for tracking the balloons trains. However, this radar did not 
work well and often lost contact with the balloon while it was still within visual 
range. Accordingly, Moore, the project engineer, experimented with an "unortho
dox" method, in the absence of a radiosonde recorder. He tried to track the 
balloons using multiple radar targets.29 A radar target was a multisided object, 
which, in appearance, resembles a box kite constructed of balsa wood and 
metallicized paper (Atch 5). Moore and his technicians conducted test flights, 
attempting to obtain a better radar return by attaching additional targets. They 

24. Research Division, College of Engineering, NYU, Progress Report No. 7, Constant Level 
Balloon, Sect IT, Jul1947 (hereafter NYU, Progress Report No. 7, Sect II), p. 5. 

25. NYU, Special Report No. 1, p. 26. 
26. NYU, Progress Report No. 7, Sect II, p. 6. 
27. Research Division, College of Engineering, NYU, Progress Report No. 4, Radio Transmitting, 

Receiving and Recording System for Constant Level Balloon, Sect I, Apr 2, 1947, p. 1. 
28. lntvw, Col Jeffrey Butler and 1st Lt James McAndrew with Professor Charles B. Moore, 

Jun 8, 1994. 
29. Moore intvw, Jun 8, 1994. 



received satisfactory results when the number of targets was increased to belo/een 
3 and 5.30 Interestingly, during July of 1948, a similar test would be made at 
Alamogordo AAF by another organization.31 This test confirmed Moore's theory 
that when targets were increased to at least three, satisfactory returns were 
received by the radar. This procedure, according to Moore, was employe~ on 
flight nos. 3 and 4, but it was only marginally successful. This prompted Mioore 
and his associates to configure the two remaining flights of Alamogordo I, flights 
#5 and #6, with radiosonde transmitters. 

I 

For these two final flights, Moore devised a method of manually determi!ning 
azimuth and elevation, in the absence of a radisonde recorder, by counting dicks 
as pressure-sensitive contacts closed. NYU Technical Report No. 1 shows 

1 

two 
"interpretations" of the data which confirm that manual calculations were q.sed. 
In regard to flight no. 5, it appears there was a typographical error in Techpical 
Report No. 1, Table VII, for the time of launch which is erroneously listed as 1517 
MST, contrary to figures 32 and 33 in Technical Report No.1 and Crary's qiary 
(Atch 6). The correct time of launch for flight no. 5 appears to be 0516 MST. With 
the launching of flight no. 6 at approximately 0530 on June 7, the NYU group 
departed Alamogordo via a B-17 for Newark AAF, NJ. NYU flight nos. 1~ are 
summarized below: 

SUMMARY OF FLIGHTS 1--6 

Flight no. Date Launch Site Configuration Landing: Site 

1 4/3/47 Bethlehem, P A See NYU Tech. Report Sandy Hoof<, NJ 
No. 1, Table VII 

2 4/18/47 Bethlehem, P A See Appendix NYU Unknown 
Special Report No. 1 

3 5/29/47 Alamogordo, NM Same as flight no. 2* Unknown 

4 6/4/47 Alamogordo, NM Same as flight no. 2* Unknown 

5 6/5/47 Alamogordo, NM See NYU Tech. Report East of Roswell, NM 
No. 1, Table VII 

6 6/7/47 Alamogordo, NM See NYU Tech. Report South of H'ghrolls, NM 
No. 1, Table VII 

* Depictions of flight nos. 3 and 4 are not provided in the NYU reports. According to NYU Progress ~eport 
No. 6, Section II, p. 5, the equipment to be used for the Alamogordo field trip in June was consistent with 
the depiction of flight no. -2. This information also concurred with Crary's partial description of flight no. 4 
in his diary. · 

Note: An attempt to launch a balloon-train assembly which would have been NYU flight no. 3 was made 
on May 8, 1947, but due to strong winds, restraining lines failed before the acoustical payload was attached. 
Since the launch was unsuccessful, no flight number was assigned. 

30. Ibid. 
31. Rprt, Holloman AFB, "Progress Summary Report on U.S.A.F. Guided Missile' Test 

Activities," Vol 1, Aug 1, 1948. 



ALAMOGORDO II Gune 27, 1947-July 8, 1947) 

On the morning of June 28, 1947, personnel from NYU and Watson Laboratories 
arrived at Alamogordo AAF to resume balloon flights. Present during this field 
trip were Dr. Peoples, A.P. Crary, Captain Trakowski, C.B. Moore, and Charles 
Schneider. The objective during this trip was to experiment with the newly 
developed polyethylene balloons which replaced the neoprene meteorological 
balloons used on the previous field trip. Also tested was an improved aluminum 
ballast reservoir that had been developed to replace the plastic tubes used during 
the June field trip.32 Another improvement that resulted from the experiences in 
June was the presence of a radiosonde receiver/recorder for improved balloon 
tracking and plotting. This eliminated the need for radar "comer reflectors" on 
the balloon train since radar was not to be used as a primary method of tracking 
the flights. This is confirmed by Technical Report No. 1, Table VII, "Radiosonde 
Reception%," which indicates the use of the radiosonde recorder on all flights 
except for no. 7. Flight no. 7 was not recorded by radiosonde because the 
equipment was not operable.33 Also Figures 36, 39, 42, and 44 in Technical Report 
No. 1, corresponding to the July flights, do not depict comer reflectors. All· 
numbered flights (except for no. 9) flown during the July field trip were summa
rized in NYU Technical Report No 1, Table VII. Flight no. 9 appeared to have 
been launched on July 3.34 On July 8, their work completed, 23 members of the 
combined NYU and Watson Laboratory group boarded a C-54 aircraft at 1030 AM 

and returned to the east coast.35 

Based on the above, it appeared likely that the debris found by the rancher and 
was subsequently identified as a "flying disc" by personnel from Roswell AAF 
was, with a great degree of certainty, MOGUL flight no. 4, launched on June 4, 
1947. This conclusion was based on the following: 

1. Descriptions of the debris provided by Brazel, Cavitt, Crary's diary, and the 
photos of the material displayed in General Ramey's office. These materials were 
consistent with the components of a MOGUL service flight, with neoprene 
balloons, parchment parachutes, plastic ballast tubes, comer reflectors, a sona
buoy, and a black electronics box that housed the pressure cutoff switch (Atch 3). 

2. According to Brazel's July 8 statement, the debris was recovered on June 14, 
obviously eliminating any balloons launched in July. 

3. Only two flights launched in June were unaccounted for, i.e., flight nos. 3 and 
4. Flight no. 3, most likely would not have had the "unorthodox" configuration 
of comer reflectors devised by Moore, who did not arrive until June 1, three days 
after flight no. 3 was launched. 

32. NYU, Progress Report No. 7, Sect II, p. 5. 
33. Crary personal journal, p. 15. 
34. Ibid. 
35. Ibid., p. 16. 



On July 7, as the NYU group members were winding down their worlk and 
preparing to return to New York City, a train of events began to unfold at 
Roswell AAF, 60 miles away. Roswell AAF was home of the 509th Bomb Group 
of the Strategic Air Command's Eighth Air Force, the only unit in the :world 
capable of delivering nuclear weapons. It now appears that the debris from 
MOGUL flight no. 4 had come ·to earth on the plains east of the Sacramento 
Mountains, about 70 miles from the launch point at Alamogordo AAF (Atch 7). 
The fact it descended there was not unusual. Over the course of Project MoGUL, 
several balloons had landed and been recovered from that area. In fact, in August 
1947, the NYU group had to receive special permission from the Civil Aero~autics 
Administration to continue to launch balloons from Alamogordo AAF, since 
"balloons have been descending outside of the area [White Sands PJtoving 
Ground] in the vicinity of Roswell, New Mexico."36 According to the sole :living 
participant in the recovery, Sheridan Cavitt, he, Major Marcel, and MSgt William 
Rickett gathered some of the material, which appeared to resemble "bamboo type 
square sticks, one quarter to one half inch square," that was "very light"-reflect
ing material-and a "black box, like a weather instrument." Cavitt believEjd this 
material to be consistent with what he knew to be a weather balloon. This debris, 
would soon become, for a short time, the focus of national and even worl~wide 
attention when it was thought to be a "flying disc." 

On July 8, the same day that the NYU/Watson Laboratory group dewarted 
Alamogordo, the Public Information Office of Roswell AAF announced the 
recovery of a "flying disc" and that it would be flown to Fort Worth AAF for 
further examination, How could experienced military personnel have confl!l,sed a 
weather balloon for a "flying disc"? The answer was this was not an ordinary 
"weather balloon." Typical weather balloons employed a single, 350:-gram 
neoprene balloon and a radiosonde for measuring temperature, atmospheric 
pressure, and humidity, housed in a cardboard box. If it was to be tracked by 
radar for wind-speed measurement, a single corner reflector was added (Atch 8). 
The balloon that was found on the Foster Ranch consisted of as many as 2f3 350-
gram balloons spaced at 20 foot intervals, several radar targets (3 to 5), plastic 
ballast tubes, parchment parachutes, a black "cutoff" box containing portions of 
a weather instrument, and a sonabuoy (Atch 3). After striking the groun~, the 
radar reflectors, constructed of very light materials for minimum weight, would 
tear and break apart, spreading out over a large area when pulled across the 
ground by balloons that still possessed some buoyancy. It should also be 
understood that the term "flying disc" was not at this time synonymous with 
"space ship," It denoted a disc-shaped flying object of unknown (or suswected 
Soviet) origin. 

Before the announcement was made, the "disc" was flown to Fort Worth AAF, 
at the direction of Brig Gen Roger Ramey, Commander, Eighth Air Force. General 
Ramey personally inspected the "disc," became skeptical, and summoned the base 

36. NYU, Technical Report No. 1, Table VII, p. 43. 



weather officer, Warrant Officer Irving Newton, to make an identification. 
Newton positively identified the debris as the remnants of a balloon and RA WIN 
target.37 With this identification, the incident officially closed. 

THE "COVER STORY" 

From research, it appears that the wreckage displayed on July 8 consisted of 
unclassified components of a MOGUL balloon assembly. Possibly withheld, if it 
was indeed recovered, was the AN/CRT-1 Sonabuoy, which could have compro
mised Project MOGUL. Although the Sonabuoy was not itself classified, its 
association with a balloon would have exposed a specific military purpose, an 
obvious violation of project classification guidelines (Atch 9). A device described 
in 11 crashed disc" publications as II a giant thermos jug" was allegedly transported 
from Fort Worth AAF to Wright Field.38 This description is consistent with the 
appearance of an AN/CRT-1 Sonabuoy such as was used on flight no. 4 (Atch 
4). At some point General Ramey decided to forward the material to Wright Field, 
home of AMC, the appropriate agency to identify one of its own research devices 
or a device of unknown origin. If the debris was determined to be from an 
unknown source, the AMC, T -2, Intelligence or Analysis Division, would conduct 
scientific and/ or intelligence analysis in an attempt to discover its origin. But 
since the balloons, reflectors, and Sonabuoy were from an AMC research project, 
the debris was forwarded to the appropriate division or subdivision, in this case 
the Electronics Subdivision of the Engineering Division. There, it was identified 
by Colonel Duffy, under whose purview Project MOGUL operated. Colonel Duffy, 
a former project officer of MOGUL with specific directions to "continue to monitor 
upper air programs," was the appropriate headquarters officer to make an 
identification, which he apparently did. According to Captain (now Colonel) 
Trakowski, the officer who succeeded Colonel Duffy as project officer on MOGUL, 
after returning from the Alamogordo II field trip, Colonel Duffy contacted him 
by phone at Watson Laboratories and informed him that the "stuff you've been 
launching at Alamogordo," had been sent to him for identification. He described 
the debris to Captain Trakowski, and Trakowski agreed that it was part of his 
project (MOGUL).39 

Another occurrence sometimes said to "prove" that General Ramey was part of 
a cover story is that portions of the debris were flown to Andrews AAF, MD. 
Andrews would have been a probable location to send the debris since it had 
components of weather observation equipment. Andrews AAF was headquarters 
of the Army Air Forces Weather Service. It is also interesting to note that the 
commanding general of the Weather Service, Brig Gen Donald N. Yates, was 
quoted in wire service newspaper articles on July 9, providing his opinion of the 

37. Rawin is short for radar wind, a technique in which a single comer reflector is towed aloft 
by a single neoprene balloon to measure wind speed by radar. 

38. Kevin Randall and Donald Schmitt, UFO Crash at Roswell (New York, 1991), p. 103. 
39. Intvw, Col Jeffrey Butler and 1st Lt James McAndrew with Col Albert C. Trakowski, USAF 

(Ret), Jun 29, 1994, p. 4. 



incident. Additionally, in 1949, General Yates received a full briefing bf the 
projects, including constant-level balloons, that made up Project MOGUL.40 While 
crashed disc proponents claim that General Ramey ordered a "colonel courier" 
to transport portions of the debris in a briefcase handcuffed to his wrist ~or the 
inspection of his superior, Maj Gen Clement McMullen, Deputy Commander of 
Strategic Air Command, it is more likely that any forwarding of such debr[s was 
another attempt to identify the research agency to which it belonged. If it did go 
to General McMullen, it would not have been difficult for him to have obtained 
the opinion of the Weather Service, since SAC and the Weather Service were 
located in the same building (no. 1535) at Andrews AAF. 

"HIEROGLYPHICS" 

One of the most puzzling aspects of the reports that a "UFO" crashed near 
Corona in 1947 were the later descriptions of "hieroglyphic-like" characters by 
seemingly reliable, firsthand witnesses. Research has revealed that the debris 
found on the ranch and displayed in General Ramey's office probably did have 
strange characters. These, however, were not hieroglyphics, but figures printed 
on the pinkish-purple tape used to construct the radar targets used by the NYU 
group. 

The witnesses have recalled small pink/purple "flowers" that appeared I to be 
some sort of writing that couldn't be deciphered. These figures were printed on 
tape that sealed the seams of the of the radar target. The radar targets, som¢times 
called comer reflectors, had been manufactured during or shortly after World 
War II, and due to shortages, the manufacturer, a toy company, used whatever 
resources were available. This toy company used plastic tape with pink/ purple 
flowers and geometric designs in the construction of its toys and, in a time of 
shortage, used it on the government contract for the comer reflectors. A depiction 
of these figures, as described by C.B. Moore, is shown in Attachment 10. ' 

Allegations have also been made that the debris displayed to the press on 1uly 8 
and subsequently photographed was not the original wreckage; i.e., a switch had 
occurred sometime after the debris left Roswell AAF. However, statements made 
by Moore and Trakowski attested that the comer reflectors they launched during 
that period had the same flowers and figures that were later reported by Marcel, 
Cavitt, and Brazel as being on the debris found on the Foster ranch in Corona. In 
fact, Trakowski distinctly remembered the figures on the tape because, when the 
targets first were produced, much fanfare was made over the use of a toy 
manufacturer for production. He related that a fellow USAAF officer, John E. 
Peterson, monitored the procurement of the targets and "thought it was the 
biggest joke in the world that they had to go to a toy manufacturer" to make the 
radar targets and an "even a bigger joke when ... the reflecting material on the 
balsa frames was some kind of a pinkish purple tape with hearts and flowers 

40. Rprt, Cambridge Field Sta, AMC, "Review of Air Materiel Command Geoppysical 
Activities by Brigadier General D.N. Yates, and Staff, of the Air Weather Service," Feb H), 1949. 



designs on it."41 Furthermore, the Fort Worth Army Airfield Weather Officer, 
Irving Newton, who was called in to identify the wreckage, also remembers the 
purple/pink marks. Newton stated that when he was called to General Ramey's 
office he remembers meeting Marcel, who attempted to convince him that the 
wreckage on the floor of the office was a crashed "flying disc." Newton, having 
seen many weather balloons and targets, positively identified the debris as a 
weather device.42 In short, descriptions of the wreckage found on the ranch near 
Corona and of the wreckage displayed in General Ramey's office are entirely 
consistent with each other. · 

THE REAL COVER STORY 

On July 10, 1947, a newspaper article appeared in the Alamogordo Daily News 
displaying for the press the devices, neoprene balloons, and comer reflectors 
which had been misidentified as the "flying disc" two days earlier at Roswell 
AAF (Atch 11). The photographs and accompanying article quoted Maj Wilbur 
D. Pritchard, a Watson Laboratory Project Officer (not assigned to MOGUL) 
stationed at Alamogordo AAF. This article appeared to have been an attempt to 
deflect attention from the Top Secret MOGUL project by publicly displaying a 
portion of the equipment and offering misleading information. If there was a 
"cover story" involved in this incident, it is this article, not the actions or 
statements of Ramey. 

The article in the Alamogordo Daily News stated that the balloons and radar targets 
had been used for the ·la!)t fifteen months for the training of long-range radar 
personnel and the gathering of meteorological data. The article lists four offi
cers-Maj W.D. Pritchard, Lieut S.W. Seigel, Capt L.H. Dyvad, and Maj C.W. 
Mangum-as being involved with the balloon project, which was false. Moore 
and Trakowski could not recall any of the officers in the photograph, with the 
exception of Dyvad, whom Moore identified as a pilot who coordinated radar 
activities.43 Additionally, some of the details discussed (balloon sighting in 
Colorado, tracking by B-17s, recovery of equipment, launching balloons at 5-6 
AM, and balloon altitudes of 30,000-40,000 feet) relate directly to the NYU balloon 
project, indicating that the four officers had detailed knowledge of MOGUL.44 

Moore's unorthodox technique of employing several balloons and several radar 
targets was shown in one of the photographs. Other techniques unique to Moore, 

41. Trakowski intvw, Jun 29, 1994. 
42. Newton intvw, Jul21, 1994. 
43. Moore intvw, Jun 8, 1994. 
44. NYU, Technical Report No. 1, Table VII. 



including the boiling of balloons before launch (which he personally developed 
during World War II) and a stepladder used to launch balloons, could not all 
have coincidentally been used by other organizations.45 

The details may have been provided to the radar officers by Crary, Project MOGUL 
Field Operations Director, who did not depart by C-54 with the rest of the 
NYU /Watson Laboratory group on July 8, but who later left by car on Ju]y 9, the 
day the staged launch took place. Additionally, three of Crary's staff, Don 
Reynolds, Sol Oliva, and Bill Edmonston, resided permanently in Alamogordo. 
It was apparent from Crary's diary that he had worked very closely with Major 
Pritchard and reported to him on occasion (twelve documented meetings from 
December 1946-April1947). One instance, on April 7, 1947, Crary gave Pritchard 
a "progress report for MOGUL project to date," indicating that Major Pritchard had 
access to MOGUL information.46 Another statement which appeared to confirm a 
cover story appeared in the caption below the balloon picture and described a 
typewritten tag stapled to the target identifying it as having come from Alamo
gordo AAF. Moore believed this not to be true because any equipment foulnd was 
not to be associated with the USAAF, only with NYU; therefore flights carried· 
"return to" tags identifying NYU as the responsible agency.47 

CONCLUSION 

Many of the claims surrounding the events of July 1947 could be neither proved 
nor disproved. Attempts were not made to investigate every allegation, but rather 
to start with what was known and work toward the unknown. To complicate the 
situation, events described here took place nearly 50 years ago and were highly 
classified. This Top Secret project appeared to have utilized the contept of 
compartmentalization very well. Interviews with individuals and review of 
documents of organizations revealed that the ultimate objective of the work, or 
even the name of the project, in many instances was not known. It was unlikely, 
therefore, that personnel from Roswell AAF, even though they possessed the 
appropriate clearances, would have known about project MOGUL. In fad, when 
the NYU I AMC group returned to Alamogordo in September, their first tdp since 
the "incident" occurred, one of the first activities of the project scientists, Peoples 
and Crary, who were accompanied by Major Pritchard and Captain Dyvad, was 
to brief the commanding officer of Alamogordo AAF and the 509th Bomb Group 
Operations Officer, Lt Col Joseph Briley, on MOGUL.48 

45. Moore intvw, Jun 8, 1994. 
46. Crary personal journal, p. 10. 
47. Moore intvw, Jun 8, 1994; Research Division, College of Engineering, NYU, Technical Report 

No. 93.02, Constant Level Balloons, Sect 2, Operations, Jan 31, 1949, pp. 36-38. 
48. Combined Hist, 509th Bomb Grp and Roswell AAF, Sep 1-30, 1947, p. 79; Untr~scribed 

journal of Albert P. Crary, p. 64. 



When the civilians and personnel from Roswell AAF (Marcel, Cavitt, and Rickett) 
"stumbled" upon the highly classified project and collected the debris, no one at 
Roswell had a "need to know" about information concerning MOGUL. This fact, 
along with the initial misidentification and subsequent rumors that the "capture" 
of a "flying disc" occurred, ultimately left many people with unanswered 
questions that have endured to this day. 

Attachments: 
1. 4 Photographs of Balloon Debris 

JAMES McANDREW, 1st Lt, USAFR 
Declassification and Review Officer 
SAF/AAZD 

2. Organizational Chart-Watson Laboratories 
3. Drawing-New York University Flight No. 2 
4. 2 Depictions of AN I CRT -1 Sonabuoy 
5. Drawing of Comer Reflector 
6. New York University Technical Report No. 1, Table VII 
7. Map of New Mexico 
8. Typical Employment of Weather Balloon and Corner Reflector 
9. Project MoGUL Classification Letter 
10. Drawing of "Hieroglyphics" by Prof. C.B. Moore 
11. Alamogordo Daily News Article 





Fort Worth Star-Telegram 
Photographs of Balloon Debris 
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Organizational Chart 
Watson Laboratories 
January 20, 194 7 
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3 
Drawing 
Cluster Flight No. 2 





Same as 
Weaver Attachment 25 





Illustrations 
AN/CRT-1 Sonabuoy 
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Blueprint 
Comer Reflector, ML-307C/ AP 

Assembly 
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Same as 
Weaver Attachment 29 





6 
Summary Table 
NYU Constant-Level Balloon Aights 
November 20, 1946-September 9, 

1947 





See also 
Weaver Attachment 27 
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7 
Map of New Mexico 





See 
Map of New Mexico 
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8 
illustration 
Weather Balloon and Comer Reflector 





ML-307(')/ AP 

Fig11re !i(}. l'ilol Hnl/oon Targrt ilT l,-:10/ 1 .IT' or 
Jlf l.-30/, If, II' renrly for .flight. 

Status: Stnndnrd. Sfn!'k Xn.: /AI:!::/. Rr:(f'l"

r'lll'f'." Tl\1 1-2:l!i. 
Pilot Bnlloon T:uw·t :\I L-:mi (*)I A I' rPpn•s<'n t s 

Pilot Bnlloon Tnq!Pis l\IL-:l!li/AI', :\IL--:WIA/AP. 
nnd :\IL-:lOiB/AP. Pilot Bnlloon 'l'nrw·t .\IL-:W/ 
(*)/AP is nrdk<·tor ,,·hi<'h is nttndrl'd ton 100- or 
:{50-gmm pilot hnlloon to nssist in trn<'king it hy 
radn r. It is <'OIII posPd of n <·om bin n t ion of t ri
nngulnr-shnp<••l Sttl"rli<"I'S !'Onst l"ll!'tPd Of Jight, 
pnp<•r-hnl'kPcl nluminum foil suppnrtl'd hy hnlsn 
st ieks; it WPi~drs npproximn t Ply 1 no grn IllS. ThP 
tnrgpf folds into II flnt trinngiP ror sJripnll'llf. 
Pilot Bn llomr 'I'nrgPt l\ I L-:!07 (*)/A P is dl'sigrwd 
to funl'lion hpst ,,·ith Hndin Spts SCH-!i~-~ (nn~· 

mo<IPI), SCR-!i4!i (tnu·king <·omponl'nts), nrHl 
SCH-!H4 (nny IIHHIPI). Th<• tnrgpts nrP pn<'ked 
24 ton shipping <·ontnirH'r. 





Letter 
Brig GenE. O'Donnell to 

Commanding General AAF 
July 8, 1946 
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Hieroglyphs 
Charles B. Moore 
August 28, 1992 
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Weaver Attachment 21 
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Alamogordo News 
"Fantasy of 'Flying Disc' Is 

Explained Here: News Men Watch 
Army Raqar Crew Launch 'Disc'" 

July 10, 1947 









1 
Roswell Daily Record 
"Harassed Rancher Who Located 

'Saucer' Sorry He Told About It" 
[July 9, 1947] 





!HarassecJ>Rancher who Located 
!'Saucer, Sorry He Tolcl About It 
I 

w. W. Brazel, 48, Llncolr, county ·they came uPOn a large area of could not reconstruct it at all. have weighed maybe five pounds. 
rancher living 30 mlles south. east bright wreckage made up on rub- They tried to make a kite. out of It, There was no S(gn of any metal 
of Corona. today told his story of ber strips, tinfoil, a rather tough but could not do that and could in the area . which might nave 
flndlng what the army at first paper and sticks. not flnd any way to put it back been used for an engine and no 

1 described as a flying disk, but · At the time Brazel was in a together so that it would fit. sifrn of any propellers of any kind, 
the publicity which attended his h]u to get his round made and Then M.ajor Marcel'· brought it although at least one paper fin 
find caused him to add that if he he id not pay much attention to to Roswell and that wa.S the last had been glued onto some of t.he 
ever found anything else short ef lt. ut he did remark about what he <heard of· it until jhe story' tinfoil. 
a bomb he sure wasn't going to h ad seen and on July 4 he. his broke that he had foun a flying There were no words to be found 
say anythln8 about it. wife, Vem"on and p. daughter Bet- disk. anywhere on the instrument, al-

Brazel was brought here late ty, age 14, went back to the spot Brazel said that he did not see though there·were letters on 59me 
yesterday by W. E. Whitmore, of and gathered up quite a bit of the it fall from the sky and did not of the parts.' Considerable seotch 
radio station KGFL, had his pic- debris. see It before it was torn up, s0 tape and some tape with flowers 
ture taken and gave an Interview The next day he first heard he did not know the size or shape printed upon it had been used in 
to the Record .and Jason Kellahin, about the. flying disks, and he it might have been. but h.e thought the constru~t.ion. 
~;ent here from the Albuquerque wondered if what he had found It might have been1 about as large No. strings or wire were to be 
bureau of the :Associated Press to might be the remnants of one as a table top. The balloon which found but there were some eye
cover the story; The picture he of these. · held it up, lf that was how it lets 1n the paper to lndica·te that 
posed for was sent out over AP · MonOay he came to town to sell worked, must have bt!en about 12 some sort of attachment may have 
telephoto wire ~ndlng machine some wool and while here he went·~ feet long, he felt, measuring. the. been used. · 
specially set up In the Record to see sheriff George Wllccix and distance by the size of the room Brazel said that he had pre
office by R. D. Ada.lr, AP wire "whispered k 1 n d a confidential in which he sat. The rubber \vas vlously found two weather obser
chier sent here from Albuquerque like" that he might have found a smoky gray in color and scattered vatlon balloons on the ranch, but 
ror the sole purpose of getting out flying disk. · ' over an area ·about 200 yards in that what he found th1B time did 
his wcture and that of $herlff wqcox got in touch with the diameter.·· not in any way reSemble either 
Geo-rge Wilcox,' to whom Brazel Roswell Army Air Fteld and Maj. When the .debris was :gathered of these. . .· . 
originally gave tbe'<information of Jesse_. A. Mateel and a m~n In up the tinfoil, paper. ~pe, and "I am -sure .what I ~ound was 
his flnd. plain clotHes JICCOUlpa.nie<l• him sticks made a bundle abbut three not any . weather observation 

Brazel related that on June 14 homff. where they picked up the feetlong 'and 7. or 8 incbes thick, balloon," he said. "But if I find 
be and an 8-yeu old son. Vernon rest of the pieces of the "disk" while the· rubber m~e !a bundle anything else, besides a bomb they 
were about 7 or 8 miles from the and went to his home to try to about 18, or 20 Inches long and are going to llave a hard time 
ranch house of the J. B. Foster reconstruct· ft. about 8 Inches thick. In all, he getting me to say anytb.ing about 
ranch, which he operates, when Accordlni to Brazel they simply estimated, the enUre lpt would it." · · 
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Hr. David DuahDcll 
MDNH 
Air Force MiasUe Ilcftl~nt Center 
Hollaun Air Force Bue, Rev Mexico 

Dear !ir. Buahnella 

It has taken !1M! much too long in ansveri.ng :your inquir1es or 
9 October l9S8 but I hope thia Worat1on v1U be or SOlie nl.ue to 
you in preparing a hi8to!'7 ot ~OOD operations at Holloman. 'Dlanka 
&lao fflr the three reports 1d1ich 7011 eent •· 

AzuNeriDc ~ 8J)ecino quatiou, rq EDC2IR to Holloun ... 20 
Januarr 1948. I repeated ill about 1 Febl"UU7 1948. I ,_..d.1atel7 
joiDed tlle Electna1c aDd Ataolpheric Projecta Section aDd rftY!1ned 
in tllil .... bade CIII"'WAUOD throuch ita Tarious DDI8 chances fetr 
.,- entire tour at. Holl.m. 

I attended the JanUU7 19.$0 Claaa at the Air Tec:Ucal School, 
TrJDdall Air roroe Bue, P'l.orl.da tor eixteen (16) veoka aDd returned 
to HollCMD iJ7 1.5 Mq • 

On 3l J11l7 l9SO I vu uaiped Chief, Qeophflical. Reeearcb trmt, 
(BalloCG) Electzoadca ad Atlloapheric Br&Dcb, Teclmic&l Opentioaa 
Seot1oa, Old' 011 Special Orden Ro. 152, par 24. 'lhia, I belten, vaa 
the tlnt b&l.looa orcazdsat1oa. OD 29 Mq l9Sl, S.O. Ro. lll, par 8 
redelipated • vithnt cbaD&e of u.s.p.Dt aa Chief, B&l.looa 
At.o.pberi.c 17n1t., El.eotroDica I.DCI Abloepberic ~ De'ftl.~nt ·aDd 
Teet SlotiOil Bue DS.notorate, TeohDioal OpentiODa. 'lben 1.11 s.c.. 
llo. 98, 13 lov&iilber 19Sl, par 11, I wu C211et, Bal.looa ...5oode SW>
UDit., lleotroDioa ad Ataolpherlo UDit, Dnelopaent and Test SecUoa, 
Operattou. 

I vat nner the Hollc.an BaN We•tJter O!!'ietor. Lt Colonel Mau 
vaa aallgned as Base Weather Oft1oer and as head or the W organisa
tion as a dual aeeignment. tor a while. 

'l'bere wae a continuit)- or organization tro• tbe earliest ba.Uooa 
&cti ft ties 1lp to the preMnt. 'l!le DI.Jie checed but the ll"'UJ> COG\1-
aud • 'l'be radar ""arch aot1'ri.t1ea• the Aerobee rocket atao.erio 
iDneUcaticm.s and the balloon aoUrltiea vere eponaored oricinal..l7 



b)' the Air Foree Cabridge Retearah Center ad were adw1nt.tered 
in a single orcanisat.S.on up tl1rou&b the tille I lett Hollm~~D. 

When I tirat arriftd at Holloun, a Jrw Torlc Uni"f'erd.tT croup 
under !'.r.· c. B. Moore with a JP'CRC ecmtract. bad been lnnchiDc 20 
toot plutio balloons dnce J1me 194'; frGI the Hortll area. I beean 
u their projeet ott1oer. 

I hope thia hu been or sene uae to 70u. 

Sincere]Jr, 

EWARD A. OOTI 
Lt Colonel, USAF 

jff!)i !) - 1:: !:_ 

---------- .. 
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"Long Range Sound Transmission in 
the Atmosphere" 

n.d. 





~Jt.BJt£1 1. 

A F.eport tor Ge~e~al Carl Soaatz 

oreoared b;- Y.aurlce Ewlng 

Undor a contrnct w1 th the i:breau of Shlc.s, we hmte 
prove~ thot ~her~ 1~ a ~cund channel 1n the ocean wltr 1ta 
axis at a ~1ench of '"bot.:.t 4606 fee€. Conflrld.nf D. nredletlion 
.made by tt:".O wr1 tor, a four oound bomb fired at thlS depth 
bas been heard at a d!.stance of -2:300 nt1les, using • hy.~rop'bone· 
at the ~ame depth as a receiver. 1'h.!.5 range enormc.v.sly 
exee1.1ds anyth1ne before achieved, o.nd 1~ possible pr111111r111 
becausa the so~!rco aod the receive:- are placed at th• most 
advantaaeoua depth. Th3 slGnal strengt~ indicates that 
far :!reater ranees ca;, be vnta1ned 111 thoclt change or eq>l1naent. 

At a typical place in the ocean, the speed or 
eound at tt,e surface 1s 5001 tt/sec. It decreases to 4888 tt/aeo 
at a depth of 4000 feet. 'it.n.:i ~hen 1.ncreases to 5065 !"t/aec, 
at a depth or 16.200 feet. Tb1e situation 1s~escr1beo a• 
a sound channel .. 1tb 1t& axis at 4000 feet, because all 801.l'ild 
rays are deflected downwar~ at points above the axis and u~ard 
at ooints below it. Detailed cal~;lation ot the bending of 
tho ray lJaths due to -presat:re and teu;pera ture shows that all 
ra~s leaving a sound source on the axta 1n directions within 
lzg or the no~izontal are refraoted back and forth across t~ 
ax1a and can tr&Yel unlimited d1ataneea w1thnut contact with' 
aurtace or bottom, hence the long ~ea. A eimilar calculation 
ror a sound aouree nea~ the· surtace abo•• that all raya :DU•t 
be reflected at aart~ee and bottom many timoa 1n the course 
of a tn tmndred ::tlilca, hence the 11m1ted range of detect1qrt 
of or::11nar;r shallow explosions, and the ocourence ot skip 
~1stancea. · 

~·sound fro~ an explosion at the axis ot th6.80ucd 
channel baa a duration of abo,tt 12 aeconda per thousand mtlea 
of travel, a."'ld an umalatak&ble pe.ttem or a gra~ual bu1ld1!1l6 
up to :ax111Uil 1ntena1ty wttb a very sharp cut-ott. 'rhta 
laat feature 1a ot great importance beoauae 1t perm1ta aoc~rate 
trlansulation w1tb A network or three 11aten1ng ata~1ona, 
the rate of ta nsm1aa1on be1n~ about one !Idle per ,••oond. 

(Rete renee 1) 



.u; a:s:e!T 

II EXlSTE'iCE OF A SOU:m CHAN:fEl iN TRF AT"'C~PHERE 

In ~eptember, 1944, 1 t occurred to me that there 
is a s1~1lar sound channel 1n the atmosphere with the axis 
at a height of about 45,000 teet, and that, with eource and 
receiver plsced at th1e height, we might exceed the accepted 
range.!! a a enormously UJ we had tn the ocean. ln other wot"da, 
it might be -poat~ib~.e to detect sound halt way aro•.1nd the world. 

~: .. 

The fundamental data on this subject as revealed_dur1ng 
a hur~ied search of the literature (mostly nrior to 19~0), ahow 
that, for a t:voical large exoloe1on, there is at:dibility from 
0 to 25 miles an1 froM 90 to 125 miles, with a zone of silence 
from 25 to ~0 ~1lee. The accepted explanation of the total 
collection of these dat:t is tbat tt1e 5T)eed of sound deore:ases 
fro"'- about l 090 tt/see at the ~urtace to about 970 ft/sec at 
about 45,000 feet, a:::d tt:cn inc:reases to abo:1t 1165 ft/sec 
at a~ut 130,000 feet. (Reference 2) 

Thu~ there 1~ a ~oun1 ~hannel in the atmosphere 
with its axis at a ~ei;bt of aco~t 45,000 feot, nnd if both 
sound source and 7-'aceiver are located at th!:: height, ".te 
!!WY a.x:;>ect extr:aoro1nary !'lilnges and all the othor nseful 
~heno~ena which have been found in the sound channel ln 
the ocean. This means that the signals will have highly 
eharaeter1st1c 1dent1fy1ng features anj that they will permit 
aeou~te tr1an~ulat1on. 

III ?ROBABLE 7lAXIJ:UM F\A~lGE 

'l'he maxlmul'll N.nge ror sonic signalling 1n the 
ataoapher1o aoum ehannel.w111 :1epend pr1Dt&r1ly on the 
absorption coeff1c1ent, which 1a .the rate at wblcb the 
acoustical energy 1a converted 1nto heat_by fr1ct1onal los~ea. 
•ollow1ag Rayleigh (Rete~ence 3, P• 316), it MAy be calculated 
that· the distance at Wb1ob·eound of.trequency 50 cycles ~er 
aecoDd would be reduced 1n 1ntena1ty by the !aotor 7.5 by 
the ettect or t'r1otion alone 1a about 24,000.m1lea at sea level, 
aDd about '500 allea at 45,000 feet~ Aa these d1atancea 
are ·1nverflely proportional to tbe square or the frequency, 
they would be one hundred t1mes greater tor sounds of fJ"equeney 
5 oyele., oer •econd, wbioh ha•e often 'been o'bee~ved when 
large ex~loa1ona we~e •tud1ed. 

• •••• 



It is impossible to ~ake reall1 detailed calculattons 
of the ~ax~mum ra~e without better info~1nt1or. about temperature 
and sound velocity 1n locations from 45,000 to 90,000 feet, 
for it ls there tMt the ereatest frictional losse!' will oc~ur. 
However·, Jt ~tt aare to nt"e1tet that a bomb eonta1n1r-.~ a few. 
'lOttl"ld~ or TNT OAn be h•ard rro!!l 4000 to 5000 1'111l.oa. 'l'he 
chance t~at 1t could be heard to the rarthoet po1n: on eartb 
1! '110 l"tb eon~ 1derat1on. 

It is r:ry belle! tr..at a larse rocket or Jet propul·
sion :notor passing the a.:-:1!! of the sound channel would also 
b~ detectable by l1!te~1r.g at ~everal thousand miles, and 
subject to location by tr!a:t<?.ulation if hea r.j by tbree sui tlably 
chosen eta tiona. ln t1llle of war this tr1angl.tlat.1on COl.J.ld 
locate the l~nohini, site~ of the enemy, and 1h peaee time 
it is conceivable that ~~!tably ehos6n Jlsten~n£ $t&tlons 
could monitor tho entire wot•ld to detect klld locate .. ny 
unusual rocket or jet prop\.Ol::ion axperlmente, thus mln1.rn1z~ng 
the danger of surcr!se a.~tack:; -;;it"t st.~c!"et weapons. ' 

The moat prom1a1ne. .eJ"PC'• oi: li6tening etatlon 
accord1:1.; to my present lmowledge would·IUke uae eltber ot 
the b1gber ~nta1n8 ot the world or or tree balloons to . 
gain adequate belgbt. It 1a unknown at pr•sent: b7 how ra* 
the receiver •7 be re110ve~ .t'rows the pre~er. red height withqut 
prohibit1'Ye eacr1t1ce ot sound channel prooertiea. Hawcner, 
1~ the aub:a.rine sound. channel we have bad fairly good 
rece~tlon with the hydropbone at 20VO teet when tno axle ot 
the ehaDnel waa at 4000 feet. Benee, it 1~ not beyond I 

reason that t~e taller ~ounta1nP might ~rovide sufficient · 
altitude or themaelvea~ 

Small atratoaphere balloons. provided with radio 
~•ana tor tranam1aa1on or sound 1~1••• to a receiving , 
station either fixed or .ob1le, probabl1 provide the .oat 1 

readily &Yailable ltstentne •rra~.ent. 

8i8A"' 



a) Can,·ae oc.bl1~!;ed. l!.tercture for ouch i\ll•tl:er 
lnforoatlon 88 can hE' clC':l~C~t fro~ :)OUnd transmJ.ISS lon 't:etween 
source a~d receiver at tho earth's ~urface about vQriatlon · 
of ~o~nd veloeitv anj sound absorption w!th altitude. 
Also canvas •eteorolog1cal literatur~ for better 1n.foru5. ti.on 
~t.o\lt the st!"2t ottphers. 

t) Ase!~n en officor ~c ae~rch confidential 
po blicat!ons en fiOUnd raneing nne other rcla ted Sti..bject e 
!o!• rele~ant lnfor:DR t1on. 'lhls of'f1cer ehould also collect 
data o::J eo·.1n:i r•Ar:61r..e eq_,.:1pment 9nd cerscnncl in tl":c :,:~_ !'!f"!J 
.-.hich cc~ll"! ~e lilZ~"O'lll:•led :'or·« n7'oll~i::-:s.ry- tc::!t. 

c) ~ake a pro11mi.,.l<lry n:eesuremont using about 
tbreo t·cttnd ra'!'lf1ng unlts on grO\lnd as receivere, and boml.·s 
dropped cr nJcke~s fired u~war1 from a high flyinc ~lane, 
cr a"'lt1-a1rcre.~t ~helle e.~nt- •~ hig1: q:; possible 11e ~OUI'."Ce!!. 
Thi~ ~!11 ~ot ~e tr~e ee~~~ e~P.nhel tren~T.l=~icn, ~ut r~ther 
A reflne~~nt or t~e ~abl collaeted from QUd1b111ty of large 
~xplot1cn:. Sy :?l"'~"!:' 1ntel"f'retatlon of raccrd~ .fro:n bo:-r.b~ 
4!x-p-loded at inte-rvals or a fei! 1111l~s out to 400 or 500 :nile$, 
sll of t~'! blirn1c .1n!'o~t1on -.111 bo mede available. Bv use. 
of techniquee which 1 N.ve used for yea-rs on :ound tr9:1S~1ssion 
through ground .rld tt:rough water, it ie pose1ble to calc'ltlate 
th~t t>ath ~ollO"!'e-:3 'by ~eh ao·.t!l~ t'9.Y, to tind 1 t~ l':1ghast 
•~cent 1nt;~ the· etntonr.here, !'.nd to deter:n1ne the ~oeff1c1ent 
of 20~n1 AbBO~t1on. 

d) A. study o!" o:tlt\t!ng publications should bemade 
to deter:dne the sO.;nd :,roduc~1on of typical rocket .and 
"jet PN';)Ul~ion un1tD in orca~ to have data ahout the 1ntons1ty 
and the trec;uency d1$tr1but1on of these sources for ultimate 
ea~!mate! o! smmd t\hannlll. nngft. 

It theGe data Oo not oxist. experiment& should 
be ade to ;ll'~uc• them, to~ ~hay would certainly bo ot 
usf' in other conneotlons. 

. e) An ·~•tifu.to or t.~,e backgl'OUnd noiee to be 
ex~cted at tbe axis ot the sound channel ahould be made. 
In·., op1n1oii', the J)r1nc1~al contr1butora will 'be meteore, 
po'aa1bl~ h1gh-tly1ng- nol'lla·l air tr~~~tt1c, 11ahtn1na,_ md 
et1-a1rct'att type artillery t1re. A considerable _body 
ot 1nto~~1on could be collected on thle a~bjeet witbo~t 
ezpil r1aentat1on. 

iEJiJRiT 



't7 

. . 
~y optn1nn 's that tha tQdkground no1s~ wlll not 

be seriously hi~;h ... ~nloss norrr.s.l traff1.: be!;:ns t . ., !"each s~1ob 
hel:!.hts that it w! 11 cT'asto thr. Sritnl!t f:~rpe t:~f dist,lrbanee a:? 
the oroJentllOti w~1ch w~ arft aonsl~&rtng. 

f) o\:eaSU1"8'nnnt;s \lf SCt'·8.l 8l)'.~n(~ ohannel trAnSrr;isaton 
us1rli:; a snrall etra.tospt.era hlillloon cLrT':lnt: so:ux! I'~~etvers 
anc a !'adio for· tr;:nsm1 usion ,:.~' s • .,-u.nd a1~:·nal~: to 11. recording 
~taticn s~ould be the next stet> ln th1a investigation • 

e. 

.i~ 1~ :Zj o~1r.1oG chat;. toe ~trato::.;;he:r·a so\,;nd channel 
~!:lould be 1r.ves:.:1.0ated, for it na!l the ~lccentlalii;y of m111tary 
i:r.;:crta:1ce. 1 :;clle;;e.t.:·,at li:.e ,nlllt.a::-; l;u.p~Jrt.:...nce cte;>eod& 
~reatly ;;;:>o~ •ecrecy a:1e tnat t.J;e 1nvest.l~.a~lon !'ho·,.;ld be 
st.:~.rte::! !n ~ ::;-..;let war,· r•str.l.ctl:lt: imowled.:;e ol the ourpose 
of t~.e ~cr'.::: to the_ !'ln;a.llest ?csz ~'t:l~ ~roup. 

Vlil 

., ... ··n• ... _ .. _ Fc-c"'t ~·o , ~ ..... ~.,._an··"'"'~··'"'"' !...,...n.,._lesto ... 
~ -.,::~.a..u. • ~ ,. __ ~ • ,, .. 4.L..'-'••~ ~. ~-v, ..,.V'::•'~' .. ~t~ -~ 
.. -y ~rl ... e .!:'Sln:-. an .. v. L. •·orze.~.., ~.~on .. rac" NOba-~vCI3. 
:Uea·..t ot :::·~ips. ~a~:; :cos:rtment 1 14143. 

2 •. Bandbucll '!er Ufcr-1~antalph;ys1k, ~~ c . .trelesser, pp 211-251, 
X:H, S Tef'l Iuf sel.tmlk, ••ten & Ba:r:as, l-oi;>aig, 1930~ 

~. TheoH or SotJnd, by lol'd Tfayle16h, vol. II, PP• 316-17, 
lac-~ian & Go., London, 1926. 
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HEADQUARTERS FITZWILLIAM FORWARD 
c/o Commander, Task Group 7.2 

APO 187, c/o Postmaster 
San Francisco, Calif. 

SONIC BALLOON TEST I KVlAJALEIN 

Inclosure G to FITZWILLIAM FORWARD RepOrt 

17 ll.ay 1948 

The Watson laboratories of Air Materiel Command arranged for ~ne ( 1) 
of its sonic balloon teams to participate in the FITZ1iilLIAM proje¢t as a 
mobile team to operate in the Central Pacific, at ~AJA~IN, GUAM Qnd HICKMI. 
FIElD, HAWAII, in that order, changing location for each of the thlree (.3) 
explosions. 

The purpose of this exploratory test was as follows: first, to deter
mine if an atomic explosion's compressional waves are generated in the sound 
channel existing between 50,000 and 701000 feet (such waves would qonce~vably 
travel unirrpeded for long distances in this channel without touching the 
earth's surface); second, to determine whether a sound pick-up uni~ suspended 
from a floating balloon could detect compressional waves (possibly undetected 
by similar sound units at the earth's surface) by virt~e of the de¢reased 
background noise in the high-level sound channel. 

Balloons we~e m3de of high·grade plastic, were of tear-drop a~pe, and 
were twenty-five (25) feet at their ls.rgest sea-level diameter. The sonic 
unit was a combination microphone-transmitter which was suspended ~rom the 
balloon and picked up sound waves, transmitting them to a ground directional 
antenna connected to a radiosonde receiver (standard SCR 658 air weather 
radio recelver). The transmitted sound impulses were recorded on pro (2) 
Esterline-Angus recorders. 

;. dribble constructed of a five (5) gallon tin incorporating e 11etered 
jet to allow a predetermined spillage rate of high grade kerosenerethylene
glycol mixture was attached to the balloon. This was designed to pounteract 
the helium gas seepage thru the surface -ores of the plastic ballopn. This 
metered loss of ballast and controlled the rising rate of the balloon at 500 
to 600 feet a minute. 

Grcu.OO sonic equiJ:nent consisted ot World v:ar II sound ranging devices 
utilized to pick up sound waves from an explosion traveling along the earth's 
curface. 

A radio receiver was used to obtain e:~tplosion time notificati1on code 
signals from the ENIWETOK radio station. 

The balloon launching site had to have a down-~ind clearance of about 
1000 feet to lay out tho JOO feet risers and cables to which 19ere 

1
attachod 

the microphone-transmitter and dribbler units. Also the site had to be 
sheltered from the wind to prevent da~~ge to the balloon while it was being 

-1-



inflated. At KWAJAI..Ern a wind-break was constructed through the courtesy of 
the island commander, Captain Vest, USN. At a predetermined time, the balloon 
was inflated with a fixed amount of helium gas to raise it to an altitude of 
from 50,000 to 60,000 feet where it -floated at a constant level. The balloon 
was cautiously launched and guided until it cleared all ground obstacles. 
Electrical power for the microphone-transmitter was provided through wet-cell 
batteries, especially constructed to prevent freezing. The balloon was tracked 
visually by use of' theodolites. Prior to the actual test on KWAJALEnl on X-day 
( 15 April 1948) two (2) practice runs were made to minimize chance of' taih,re 
and to improve operating techniques. 

The transportation requirement was tor air litt to transport the team of 
six (6) scientists and twelve (12) thousand pounds of' equipnent from BElliAR, 
NEV; JERSEY to KWAJALErn, GUAM, HAWAII and then back to BEIJ4AR, NEW JERSEY. The 
Air Materiel Command provided three (3) aircraft, a C-54, a B-29, and a B-17, 
and crews, under the direction of Captain Stanley C. Lewis, from the 4149th 
AFBU, MIDDLETCM'N, PENNSYLVANIA. The C. 54 was also utilized in carrying 
Tracerlab personnel and equipment to KWAJALEnl and GUAM. Maintenance assist
ance was afforded by the local base and tactical organizations. 

The mobile team personnel was asfembled and partially trained at Watson 
Laboratories. The team arrived at KY1AJALEIN 31 March 1948; deJ:W.rted for 
NORTH FIEID, GUAM, on 16 April 1948; for HICKAM FIElD on 3 May 1948• and was 
scheduled to depart from HAWAII for its home station on Z plus one (l) day. 

The balloon team and aircraft crew personnel were as follows: 

BAllOON TEAM: 
Dr. Albert P. Crary 
Mr. Charles S. Schneider 
Mr. John~. Alden 
Mr. John A. Moulden 
Mr. Murry Hackman 
Mr. James Smith 

B-29 CRli! 
Captain Stanley c. Lewis 
1st Lieutenant Randall S. Kane 
let Lieutenant Wm. L. Adams 
M/Sergeant W. L. Halliday 
M/Sergeant R. A. Kabaste 
T/Sergeant R. A. Cox 
T/Sergeant L. D. Moon 

C-54 CRtl£ 
Captain John P. Clowry 
1st Lieutenant Richard Masher 
1st Lieutenant Chas. A. Lamana 
S/Sergeant James Brau 
S/Sergeant L. H. Campbell 
Sergeant George L. Fretwell 

•Q• clearance 
•Q" clearance 
npn clearance 
"P'1 clearance 
"P'I clearance 
"P" clearance 

Physicist 
Meteorological Engineer 
Radio Engineer 
Radio Repairman 
Meteorological Engineer 
Meteorological Engineer 

-2-

Pilot (Flight Commander) 
Co-Pilot 
Navigator 
Eneineer 
Radio Operator 
Ass 1 t Radio Operator 
Ass 1 t Engineer 

Pilot 
Co-Pilot 
Navigator 
Engineer 
Radio Operator 
Ass1 t Engineer 



B-17 CR~ 
1st Lieutenant Or.en B. Dubell 
1st Lieutenant Thomas F. Carroll 
1st Lieutenant John Mertzen 
Sergeant W. R. Rice 

Pilot 
Co-Pilot 
Navigator 
Engineer 

Time notification sigi)als were required and provided in order to afford 
sufficient time to make necessary launching preparations, and to position the 
balloons just a few minutes prior tc the predetermined arrival of the explo
sion sound wave. Headquarters FITZ\nlliArA FCRI1ARD furnished ARPACAS 3-1 and 
3-2 bJ' officer courier. The team experienced no difficulty in obt3ining the 
time signals. 

Reports required of the team were a brief statement as tc positive or 
negative results of the tests, and notification of team moveme:1t to it's 
several locations. Reports of results were made to He~dquarters FITZif.ILLlAM 
FORWARD and to .Afl~Sf'i-1. 

Results of the ~YAJALEIN test were as follows: balloon-borne equipment 
results were positive and ground equipment results were questionable. An 
accurate final analysis and evaluation report ~ill be submitted upon Dr. 
Crary's return to Viatson Laboratories, including an accurate determinatior. of 
results. 

Due to time limitation and pending a thorough evaluation of results, the 
following recom~endations, of necessity, should be c~nsidered tentat~~e: 

1. Before departing for field locations, a survey should be ~ade to 
determine the best balloon launching sites, giving due consideration to 
shelter from high velocity and gusty winds, and sufficient clear space to 
lay-out shroud lines and control cables thus affording clear passage at the 
instruments which are suspended about one hundred (100) feet below the balloon. 

2. That an SCR 658, radiosonde receiver be included in the team equip. 
ment list. For these tests, a receiver had to be borrowed from the air 
weather station at each location. This presented a problem because each sta
tion had only one (1) receiver and it was needed by the station personnel for 
11pper air sounding operations. This necessitated selecting the best possible 
launching si to adjacent to the weather str ,,~.on. Also, this precluded selection 
of' a ~ite T-ithout a weather station. 

-J-
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Memo 
Brig Gen Tom C. Rives to Maj Gen 

Curtis LeMay 
Subj: Relief of Major R.T. Crane as 

Project Officer for MOGUL and 
TORRID 

June 18, 1946 





TSELT 

xx.xxnxxx:xxx.x 
JIATERIEL 'fSEL'!/TCR/ ge11 

18 June 1946 

MEJlORANDUU FOR: Kajor General Curtis LeJ.fay 

SUBJECT: Relief ot Major R. r. Crane as Project O.tticer tor 
JIOOUL and TORRID 

1. In complianco wi"t.h General Spaatz' directive, I contacted 
Dr. Me Ering at Columbia "Jniversity on 15 June 1946 and d.iscuased 
tho proposed relie.f of Major R. T. Crane as project otticer on 
projects JIOGUL and 1'01UUD. 

2. Dr. Ewing was exceeding~ pleasant and agreed to the relief 
of US.jor Crane, asking only that it be done in such a way as to 
causa as little embarraamnent to aQT of the parties concerned· as 
possible. I advised him that the matter ~ould be handled diplomaticall7. 

3. I then discussed with Dr. Ewing the subject ot a successor 
to Major Crane and suggested to him that Colonel Marcellus Dutfr, a 
Regular A~ officer and 1rell-qualitied on meteorological research 
and development work, might be made available tor this duty. Dr. Ewing 
advised that he believod that he could work well with Colonel nutty 
if he is assigned to this work. It was f\U"ther agreed that as soon as 
a project officer is finally selected, a conference would be held with 
Dr. Ewing and the now project officer and Colonel Maier and Colonel 
Qraul in ordor that there will be a clear understanding as to tba 
objectives to be accomplinhed. 

TOll C. RIVES 
Brig. General, USA 
Chief, Blectronic Subdirlsion 
Engineering Division 
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Memo 
Maj Gen Curtis E. LeMay to Maj Gen 

L.C. Craigie 
April 16, 1947 





Uajor General L. c. Craigie 
Chiet, Jn&ineerin& Didaica 
A.ir llat.eriel ComNnd 
Wright l'ield, ~. Ohio 

Dear Bill, 

16 A.prU 1947 

Attached is the action cc your letter 
requeet in& dete.rmant ot toreii;n ••nice tor acme 
of your people. I hope this •olvea your personnel 
pz'Oblea tor the time beini. I aa still waitina for 
t~.e Jtuf.!1' -On· W-right rtsld j::OGplO ctricn·e~ t-o aehool 
thia !all. 

Incl. 
~ rr. A-1, 14 Apr 47 

COR'l'IS B. LelllY 
Jfajor Qaneral, U. s. Art/11 
Dlputr Cbiet of Air st.att tor 

Reaearch and Dn'elo~t 



~lon~l Oecar c, Mai~r. 0-16096 

Retention: Indefinite. No known renlacement in the AAJ. 
Dut1e,: Chief, ~lectronic Plana Sootion, Electronic Subdivision. 

Thi• officer should be retained in hie present aasignment due to the 
back~round or knowledce and experience which he baa with reference to 
electronic reaearch and develonment •• well aa meteorolocioal research 
Pnd development and the ph7aict ot the upper air. Oolonel Maier hat 
comoletP.d nll require~enta tor a Ph. D. de1ree froa the California 
Institute of Technology excePt tor six month• reaidenc7. During the 
n•)riod 1 l'ebruary 1945 to 1 Jllnua17 1946. Oolonel Maier had been 
Commanding Officer of Watson Laboratories in charce ot retearch and 
development of ground radar, radio and electronic• nqu1pment neculiar 
to the Ar~ Air lorcet, previoua to which ~· waa in ooam&Dd ot 
various Si,nal Corpa laboratories. Furthermore, he hat oomnlete 
t"chnical knowledce and underetandlng of the "'::ro.1ech bein~t c&rried 
on by l·iatson ll•boratoriea and 0111bridge 'field Station. which can onl7 
be achieved b7 7eara of active participation in the actual research 
and development of that particular type of electronic ground equipment. 

O.oJ nnel KN'$~.ll.!a G, ~ftr. 0-18373 .. «C •.• _~ .. 

Retent1Qn: Indefinite. No known replacement in the AAr. 
Duties; Assitant Chief, Electronic Plane Section, Electronic 

Subdivision. This officer bat an extensive background and knowledge 
in meteorological and electronic reiearch and development. He la a 
graduate or M,I.T. in seteorolo17. Colonel Duf!7 v&e ll~iaon officer 
from the OoiDJllanding General, AAF, to the Chief Signal Officer totdut7 
in connection with meteorological equipment tor th~ period 1942-1~46. 
During this oeriod he set up AAl requirement•, ttandards and training 
programs for weather equipment and personall7 followed thit equipment 
from the laboratories to ita introduction in all combat theaters. 
From September 1946 to Januar,r 1947, Colonel Dut!7 WRI in charge of 
apnlled nropagation of coapreaaional and a&«netio va•e• at Vataon 
Laboratories. At the present time, Colonel Duff7 it monitorinl the 
unnor air research prograa tor the AAr in addition to hie dutiee as 
AsRi~tant Chief of the llftctronic Plane Section, With the Air lo~e 
cornpetin~ against other aervicea in the upper air research proeraa, 
guided m1eaile• and meteorologioal research, a comnetent, practical 
and theoretical officer h oonddered euential in the Pb.nt s~cUon, 
~1ectronic Subdivltion, 

Colonel Ralnb L. Vaaatll. 0-2?3ia 

Retentio~: Indefinite. lo known replacement in the AAl, 
Dutlet: Chief of Onerationa tor Power Plant Laborator.y. In thit 

capacity he ie responsible direotl7 to the Laborator,r Ohio! for the 
nl~nntn~ and e~ecution o! the entire engine development program. 
Specltically, he le resnonaible tor tuperv1t1on of the Rotating ~gine 
Branch and the lon-lotating Encine Branch. In order to succesetull7 
exAcute hh responllb111Uee, Oolonel Wa11ell autt ooordina\e and 
approve the initiation ot all retearoh and development project• tor 

- 2-
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1. 

ABSTRACT 

Systems of constant altitude balloons have been designed, developed, 
tested and used in various types of atmospheric research. After 
investigation and testing of several methods, a system comprising 
ot a plastic fixed-volume balloon, electrically operated control 
instrumentation, and liquid ballast was developed. 

This system has been used on several series of flights for carr.r-
ing instruments at constant altitudes, studying lll.nds over long 
periods at the 200 mb level, and investigation of neutron maxima. 

Balloon launchings were carried out at various sites in the United 
States by members of the project in coordination with representatives 
of the sponsoring agency. Meteorological analysis of conditions 
over selected stations in the Western Hemisphere as requested by 
the sponsor was carried out by members . of the Department of 
Meteorology of New York University. 

A. Introduction and Statement of Problem 

Contract W-28-099-ac-241 between Watson Laboratories AMC was 
entered into on 1 November 1946 to be carried Ollt from 30 
September 1946 to 1 October 1948. 

Services to be f11I'nished were as follows: 

Research, investigation and engineering services in 
connection with obtaining and furnishing experimental 
data on pressure and temperature in the npper atomosphere, 
to involve the following: 

a. The securing of constant level balloons under the 
following conditions: 

{1) Initially a six to eight hour minimum time 
tor the balloon in air; eventually a forty
eight hour time for balloon in air. 

{2) The altitude to be attained by the balloon 
will be 10 to 20 km,·adjustable at 2 km 
intervals. 

{3) Maintain elevation within 500 meters and the 
frequency or oscillation to be such that it 
will not interfere with operation or balloon 
borne radio equipment. 



b. The construction by the contractor of an experimental air 
borne radio and associated air borne or grol:lnd receiving 
eqJipment which will transmit and receive information from 
a mechanical movement introduced into the radio circuit. 
The weight of the pick up device and any required power 
npply to be carried in the balloon will not be' over 2 lbs. 

2. 

c. The contractor will fly the balloons, track them, and collect 
the data on pressure and temperature to be transmitted as 
the balloon goes up and at periodic intervals at flight 
altitude. These intervals to be determined by consulta
tion, The accuracy is to be comparable to that of the 
standard Army Radiosonde. 

d. Interpretation of Meteorological data in connection with 
project. 

Five copies ·Of reports of design and development phases were to 
be delivered at monthly intervals. Results of meteorological 
studies were to be transmitted as completed to the sponsoring 
agency for use of Air Force scientific personnel. 

On 27 February 1948, Modification #l revised the number of copies 
of reports to be .fumished to 2$. Modification #2, of 2 April 
1948, added the requirement of "Research Investigation, and 
Engineering services leading to the determination of the dependance 
of the propagati~n of sound on atmospheric conditions", to the 
contract. Contract f 11nds were increased to cover this additional 
requirement. 

Under Modification #3 of 23 April 1948,it was agreed that a 
separate final report on telemetering from Balloon Systems would 
be completed and transmitted to the sponsor. The time of performance 
vas extended to 1 February 194~ and contract funds increased to 
cover the increased period of performance by Modification #4 to 
the contract on 29 September 1948. 

On 28 October, 1948, the nUllber of reports required was increased 
to fifty (50) and the pl~ce for final inspection and acceptance 
charged to Cambridge Field Station, AMC by Modification #5. Modifica
tion #6 changed the allotment for funds to be used on the project. 
The period of performance of the project was extended to So March 
1949, by Modification #7 of 26 January 1949. 

Modification #8 of 8 April 1949, modified the requirement to that 
of maintenance or one trained person in the field to carry out 
balloon launching and tracking services in conjunction with Air 
Force scientific personnel. Funds were increased to extend the 



period ot performance to 15 March 1950. A final report "n 
development and testing ot constant altitude balloon·systems 
was to be submitted to the Air Force. Modification #9 revised 
the delivery address for reports. 

Modification #10 of 1 May 19$0, increased contract funds to 
continue field service and meteorological analysis work to 15 
June 1950. 

Modification #ll subsequently extended the period of performance 
to the termination date ot 31 December 19.$0 and increased funds 
accordingly. 

B. Constant Altitude Balloon Sptems 

Development of a system to maintain balloons at constant al
titudes tor long periods of time was completed on 1.$ March 1949. 
This develo~nt has been completely reported in "Technical 
Report 93.02 11 (1) by this Research Division under "Section 1, 
General". 

Essentially the system as developed at New York University con
sists of a constant volume balloon of thin polye~lene which, 
when filled with hydrogen or heli,m, furnishes the lift for the 
system. (Becaus-e ot the increased safety to personnel and equip
ment, use of helium is to be recommended). The balloon is in
flated with enot~h gas to balance the weight of the suspended 
equipnent, plus a certain amount of "tree lift" which will cause 
the system to ascend. When the balloon nears fioating altitude 
and becomes full, the gas comprising the "free lift" will be 
expelled through an open appendix at the bottom of the balloon. 
The system is then at equilibrium at an altitude fixed by the 
balloon volume. The ratio of molecular weights of the lifting 
gas and air, density ot the surrounding air, and the tot&l balloon 
load are as follows: 

This state of equilibrium is broken, however, by changes in any 
ot the above variables. Basically, losses of lift due to leakage 
and diffusion of gas, and changes of temperature of the lifting 
gas cause a change from equilibrium conditions. 

Any variations causing an increa• in altitude will result merely 
in a valving or gas from the fixed volume balloon and a slight 
increase in altitude. Changes in the reverse direction, however, 



must be compensated for by decreasing the load on the system 
to prevent descent to the ground. 

This decreqse of load is carried out by dropping liquid ballast 
as demanded by a prsssure activated ballast control switch. 
This switch completes a circuit through a relay operated 
ballast valve whenever the balloon system descends to a region 
of pressure greater than that of its selected floating altitude. 
Ballast is thus dropped and the system returned to floating 
altitude. 

On ~ghts made on another project since the termination of the 
development phase of this project, the ballast control system 
was standardized to include a pressure displacement switch and 
an electrically operated ballast valve. The displacement switch 
{Fig. 1) consists of a standard temperature compensated 
aneroid cell and pen arm from a, radiosonde modulator 

Fig. 1 
Pressure Displacement Switch for Ballast Control 



(Type E preferred) J a rotating commutator ot two segments, 
an insulator and a conductor; a six volt 1 rpm motor; and 
a shelf' tor the pen arm. In calibration, the aneroid cell is 
moved across the base by means or a screw which allows selec
tion of' various altitudes for control. 

Initially tbe pen arm rides on the shelf' during ascent so 
that the circuit to the valve remains open until the balloon 
approaches floating altitude. Several thousand feet before 
ascent is completed the pen arm falls ott the shelf' closing 
the ballast circuit (Fig. 2) and causing ballast now during 
the final period of ascent. When the balloon reaches control 

BALLAST 
FLUID 

R E L A Y 0 P E.R ATE D 

VALVE 

DISPLACEMENT SWITCH 

5RPM MOTOR 

I 11~---~ 
6 V. BATTERY 

BALLAST, 0 0 NTRO L OJR CUI T 

Fig. 2 
Ballast· Control Circuit 
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altitude the pen passes to the insulator portion of the 
commutator and ballast now ceases. Whenever the balloon 
system subsequently descends past control altitude~ ballast 
is made to flow, maintaining the balloon altitude at cont~l 
level. This system ha.s been used successfully on over twenty 
constant level flights maintaining altitude to close limits 
for periods up to 60 hours. An example of a flight made 
with this eontrol is shown as Fig. 3. 

--+--+=-- ~ I 
' 
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Fig. 3 
Constant Level Balloon Flight Usi~ a.~~ast Control 



A review of this systEm by members of the University staff 
has b4}ell published in "Transactions of the American Geophysical 
Union{2}11 Earlier work on this development has been reported 
by members of this Research Division in"Technical Report 93·(or(3) 
and in the "Jo11rnal of the American Meteorological Society" 4). 

A manual for those interested in making use of balloon syste.s 
of this type has also been published as "Section II, Operations" 
of our "l'eclmical Report 93.0211 (1). This report consists of a 
disc,1ssion o.f instrumentation for balloon systems, techniques 
for launching and tradtng, and telemetering from balloons as 
developed and tested at New York University. 

c. Telemetering From Balloon Systems 

The second requirement of this project was the_investigation, 
development, and testing of balloon borne telemetering systems. ( ) 
The development was completed in June of 1948 and a final report 7 
of work accomplisred and recommendations made to the sponsor at 
that time. 

Two types of transmitter ,nits were suggested as a means of 
accomplishing ~he telemetering of data from a balloon to ground 
station receivers. A high freq,1ency syatea, making use of line-or
sight transmission allows for accurate positioning of the balloon 
system from two' ground stat~.ons. The line-of-sight characteristic, 
however, limits the range of this type transmitter, and ranges 
in excess of 250 miles are not to be expected with a balloon 
system floating at 40,000 ft. 

Three line of sight transmitters were designed for use in 
balloon work. The first, the FM-1, was designed to operate at 
72 me, using a conventional reactance tube modulator. Several 
stages were included to deliver 1 watt o~tput at tbe design 
frequency. The unit was cruitP. complicated and the required 
input :oower large due to the requirement for several stages 
to transmit at the high frequency. Fig. 4 is a schematic of 
the FM-1 transmitter. 

In order to overcome this limitation of FM sets, a two tube 
transmitter was developed (Fig. 5). Variation in vacuum tube 
resistance is used to modulate the oscillator plate voltage of 
a self•excited oscillator in accordance with the audio signal. 
This provides the freq,.1ency modulation desired. In order to 
mainta~n a stable center frequency and render the oscillator 
insensitive to changes in snpply voltage, a neon tube voltage 
re~1lator was included. 
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Output· of the oscillator- is both amplitude and frequency modulated, 
the amplitude modulation being limited by a class "0" RF·amplifier. 
This unit weighed six 011nces, was fed by a plate voltage of 270 
volts with a filament drain of 400ma. at 1.5 volts. The output 
was one watt at frequencies from 25 to lOOmc. 

Before procurement_or a receiver with automatic frequency control 
an attempt was made to develop a crystal controlled oscillator to 
overcome the frequency drift inherent in FM systems. This work 
was abandoned when the controlled receiver was obtained. The 
crystal control unit which was developed required extreme care in 
tuning in order that modulation be linear. 

A miniature poW'er amplifier, using one dual triode as a pllsh-pull 
amplifier was const~tcted for use at 25 to lOOmc with any of the 
above mentioned transmitters. The antennae for these transmitters 
was a halt-wave vertical dipole. 

The receiver found satisfactory for these systems was the R-2A/ARR-3 
Sonobuoy receiver. This t~it employs Automatic frequency control 
and will tolerate a drift - .J5mc before retuning is required. 

When SCR-658 radio direction finding equipment became available 
work on these transmitters was abandoned and a 400mc transmitter 
used. This system allows for accurate positioning of the balloon 
systems by use of crossed azemuths tram se.eral receiving stations. 

A transmitter using pulse time modulation was designed for use 
with this receiving equipment. The advantages here are high 
peak power with relatively low input power (and thus a high 
signal to noise ratio) and simultaneous transmission of several 
data channels at one frequency. This project was abandoned 
before tests could be completed due to a modification or project 
reqt irements, but preliminary results indicated that this system 
wo1tld be advantageous in AM or FM transmissiOn. This syatem makes 
use or sho~t duration pulses ( .5 micro second) at .a repetition 
rate or approximately 10 kc. 

For long range transmission or information an amplitude-modulated 
transmitter was developed. (Fig. 6) This unit, the AM-1, is crystal 
controlled, employing a 3A4 miniatnre tube in a Pierce oscillator · 
circuit as the crystal oscillator. This circuit does no.t require · 
an LC tank circuit and eliminates the tuning of this additional 
stage. The RF amplifier is ·a 3A5 miniature dual triode tube. 
The unit was designed to give lS watt output with a 270 volt 
plate supply and can be used with 380 volts to give 3 watt o1itput. 



Fig. 6 
AM-1 Transmitter 
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Frequency ranges :from 1.$ to 9mc can be employed with the A.t+-1. 
The modulation ot the AM-1 is effected by use of' a triode modulator 

. (2-.3A5) tubes) connected in series with the plate supply of a class 
"C" RF amplifier. Variation of' the plate supply voltage of' the 
RF amplifier caused b~r change in tube resistance gives amplitude 
modulation linear with plate voltage of the anplifier. By use 
ot this system modulation from DC to several hundred cycles is 
obtained. 

The receiver tor this transmitter was a Hammerlund SP 400X with 
several modifications. In order to increase the signal to noise 
ratio a crystal filter was introduced into the IF amplifier 
circuit to narrow the bandwidth. Bandwidth was also reduced by 
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decreasing the coefficient of coupling between the prt.&rJ and 
secondary ot the IF transformers. B7 this reduction of bandwidth 
to )kc a 3 microvolt signal produced a lS.S DB signal to noi15e 
ratio, where at 16 kc bandwidth only 7 DB was obtained. 

In order to obtain accurate r<!product1on of ·the amplitude of the 
audio frequency the A,VC circuit was modified by adding a fixed 
bias to the AVC diode of the receiver • This flattened the character
istic of the AVC circni t and no change in amplitude or recorded 
audio signal was detected over a six hour flight using a constant 
imapl.itude audio signal from the tranamitter. The signal was 
tapped ott at the output of the second detector or the receiv.er 
and ted to a Brush BL 90S AC amplifier tor recording. . The recorder 
used was a Brush BL-202 dottble channel oscillograph. A. quarter 
wave vertical receiVing antennae was aaployed with a counter poise 
ground. The transmitting antennae was a vertical halt waYe dipole. 

In order to use the AM-1 tor transmission or information trom 
pressure and temperature sensors a relaxation oscillator circuit 
vas incorporated in the S1'8tem• (dotted section - Fig. 6). This 
oscillator used one halt ot one ot the 3-AS modulator tubes and 
produced a blocking rate approximately proportional to resistance 
·ot the sensor instruments • This information could be superimposed 
on the reg-,lar modulated signal and two types of information could 
be transmitted simultaneousl7J one as • amplitude and· trequenc7 
change of the basic signal, the other as a frequency or pulses 
superimposed on the basic signal. · 

The AM-1 has been Ulled in balloon control research 1iO trannit 
information on pressure, temperat1.tre and ballast requirements. 
It was also employed to give tpformation on Neutron intensities 
1h another Air Force project(5). In order to obtain information 
on balloon position on a wind studT project the AM-1 was used 
as a beacon to be "homed in" on by the radio compass or aircratt(6). 

A system of diYersity reception was considered tor use with a 
dual channel AM-1 transmitter in order to increase reliabUity 
despite atmospbric noise. In the dual channel unit·a common 
modulator was connected to two separate cr,yatal oscillators and 
RF amplifiers. In preliminary ~sts two receiver and recording 
units were used. 

For short t"ange balloon fiights the AM-1 vas modified for use 
with subminiature and acom type tubes. In this, the AM-2, two 
2E27 tubes in parallel provide excitation for the type 9S8A RF 
amplifier. A circuit diagram of this unit is .shown a" Fig. 7. 



Fig. 7 
AM-2 Transmitter 

12. 

In addition to radio direction finding with the scR658 and beacon 
tranemiseion with radio compass, s~eral other methods of balloon 
positioning were evaluated. Radar positioning was successful 
only if a target was attached to the balloon train. Generally, 
the ranges possible with radar are not as great as those possible 
by radio direction findiqg. For direction finding on the low 
frequency AM transmitter some value was found 1n use or loop 
antennae. Accuracy of this method is between .S and. 2 degrees 
~ is generally hindered by sky wave reflection. 

A pulse time modulated transponder beacon at high frequencies 
was found to be advantageous for obtaining accurate ·slant range 
to the balloon. Preliminary investigation of use of Doppler 
effect for positioning indicated that this method is not feasible 
due to difficulty 1n measuring the low fre~1ency differences 
invol"'ed. 
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D. Launching Services 

During the course of the project balloon .flights were split into· 
two general classifications, (a) research and (b) service. 

Research flights were made to test balloon contrOls and telemeter
ing systems developed under the contract.· A .tul.l report of these 
research flights has been mac!e 1ft "Technical Report 9.3.02 1), 
Section lii, Summar,r of Flights• 

Service fiights were carried out by New York UniTersit7 personnel 
in conjunction with technical personnel from the sponsoring ageney 
to test geophysical equipnent deTeloped in Air Force laboratories. 
The requirements for these fiights wre launching and tracking 
of balloons to float at specified altitudes for short periods of 
time ( 6 to 8 hours). Because of this short .tl.ight ·duration, 
simplified plastic balloon STStas wre used. Balloons were 
maintained aloft by ,,se of constant fixed ballast now, or ballast 
was excluded entirely from the 87Stem. A typical night using 
constant ballast flow at a rate slightl7 exceeding leakage losses 
is shown as Fig. 8. 
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NYU BALLOON PROJECT FLIGHT 82 
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Fig. 8 
Balloon Flight Using Fixed Ballast Flow 



Fig • 9 is a typical night with DO ballaet. !he night train· tor 
these flights ia shown as Fig. _10. 
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NYU BALLOON PROJECT FLIGHT 71 
Barograph Record Of G.M. 20 Ft..Piost1c Balloon Showing 
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Fig. 9 
Balloon Flight Without Ballast 
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Fig. 10 
Flight Train, Service Flight 



With light weight payloads, balloon system of' this type can be 
la1.mched by two or three experienced balloon men. The launching 
is carried out in a manner similar to th~t explained in Section II, 
Operations, of' "Technical Report 93.02(lJ~ in that the balloon 
is inflated in the lee side o£ a building or wind screen, (or in 
an aircraft hangar if one is available, or in the open when winds 
are light) with the equipment train laid out downwind of' the balloon. 
The amount of gas lift is equal to balloon weight plus approximately 
10% to cause ascent at 800 to lOOOft. min. A picture of inflation 
of a 20 ft. diameter plastic balloon is shown as Fig. U. 

Fig. 11 
Inflation of a 20 ft. Plastic Balloon 



The following is a list 'of equipnent needed for launching of 
a single flight of this type: 

(a) Launching EquiJ!b!!!t: 

1 ea .sAt inst1"'1ctions (Operations Manual) 
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· 2 ea. ellipticu shot bags (each filled vi th 100# of shot) 
1 ea. u0 1 x6• Ground Cloth . 
4 ea. sheets po1yethy1ene,.001" to .OOh", 4 1 x 4 1 

1 ea. gas tan'k manifold vi th pressure gages and valve 
1 ea. rubber hoe,, 1 11 I.D.;l0 1 long With diffuser 
1 ea. rubber tub~ 1/2" bore, 1/811 wall, &1 long 
1 ea. solution balance 
1 ea. inflation nozzle, ML-196 for rubber balloons 

1 ea. tool kit complete with 2 sheath knives, so• cloth 
. measuring tape-, brass wire, 1" MTstic tape, volt ohmmeter, 
pliers, screwdrivers, inflation tools, flashlights, crescent 
wrenches, soldering iron, compass, 2 open-end wrenches, 
1•1/811 x 1-1/4" openings, 14" pipe wrench, spanner for 
helium tank valves, etc. 

1 ea. theodolite ML-247 with tripod ML-78 (optional) 
1 ea. recorder, brush oscil1ograJil or other with amplifier. 
1 ea. SCR-6$8 radio direction finder 
1 ea. chronometer 

(b) Flight Eg\dpment a 

2 to $ tanks helilua 
1 ea. balloon 
2 ea. rolls acetate fiber scotch tape 
1 ea. appendiX stiffeners (if appendix is to be used) 
SOO# test nylon line 
75# test linen twine 
2 ea. 3$0 gram balloon ML-131A (for wind S>ck) 
5 to 10 toggles or hooks 
1 ea. radio transmitter 
1 ea. pressure sensor (and temperature it desired) 
Payload in~trumentation 
1 ea. banner, 3 1 x 61 

Data sheets. 
Weight sheets 
Revard tags·· (English, Spanish or other language) 

(c) Tennination Eq11ipnent 

1 ea. flight termibation switch 
1 ea •. set rip rigging 
2 ea •. cannons 
2 ea. squibs (treated for high altitude) 



(d) Fix~d Rate Ballast Equipment:(optional) 

1 ea. orifice spinnerette, to give proper ballast flow 
1 gallon ballast, compass fluid AN-C-116 
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1 ea. ballast reservoir (1 gallon capacity) 
1 ea. filter 3' diameter, 325 x 325, phosphor bronze mesh 
6 inches tubing (Tygon) 3/16" bore 

Tracking of these flights was maintained by use of an SCR 658 radio 
receiver with a 400mc transmitter telemetering information from 
the balloon syst~m. Information received through the telemetering 
circuit can be recorded on a standard weathel" station recorder, 
a recording oscilloscope of the Brush Development type or by any 
other convenient means. 

Altitude of the service flights was determined by use of a modified 
radiosonde modulator, an olland cyql~ modul~tor (see p.68 , Section 
I, General, Technical Report 93.02(1J), or by computation from 
knowled~e of t~ weight of the balloon system and volume. of · the 
balloon. 

In order to keep balloon systems from floating in the air lanes, 
a flight termin ·~.tion switch was incbH:led in the circuit. This 
switch is a radiosonde modul~tor modified so that all contacts 
above 25,000 ft. are disconn~cted from the circuit. The pen arm 
rides on a shelf dnring ascent to about 30,000 ft. and t.hqn f .uls 
to the commutator (See Fig. 12). 

Fig. 12 
Flight Termination Switch 
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When the system again descends to 2.5 11 ()(X), the pen arm comes into 
contact ~iith the commutator contact and an electrical circuit is 
closed through a squib in the load line. The load line is cut 
and the load on the system falls six to eight feet before being 
caught by a supplementary load line. Dnring this fall a rip 
line pulls a hole one foot long in the side of the balloon and 
the system descends using the partially inflated balloon to hold 
the rate of descent to approximately 1200 f-'"/minute. This system 
has been ,,sed successfully in .over 100 flights. 

A drawing of the rip assembly is shown as FjP". 13. The cannon and 
squib to cut the load line are shown as Fig. :t!i. 
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Fig, lj 
Balloon Hip Assembly 



l'"i~. 14 
Rip Assembly Cannon 

In all,ll$' service .flights were made under this contract from 
vario'JS government installations thr011ghont the country. A 
summary of these flights is listed in Table I (see end of text). 

E. Meteorological Analysis 

As one phase of this project, New York University agreed to prepare 
analyses of winds and temperatures in the troposphere for dates and 
localaties specified by Watson Laboratories. 

The vertical distribution of temperature from the ground up to 
heights of about 1.5 km at the time of any particular experiment 
was estimated from the routine radiosonde ascents which were 
nearest in respect to both time and space, to the site of the 
experiment. If the time of the experiment was within three hours 
of one of the twice-daily, standard hours of radiosonde observa
tion, the :temperature distrib•1tion given by such observation was 
assumed to have existed (within the limits of error in the method 
of measurement) at the time of the experiment. If the time differ
ence waR greater than three hours, a linear interpolation was made 
between radiosonde observations preceding and following the time 
of the experiment. Interpolation in space was accomplished 
Qrdinarily by assuming a linear horizontal variation of temperature. 
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However, when weather conditions indicated a markedly dis
continuo,,s variation of temperature (i.e. a "front"), appropriate 
subjective modification of the objective linear interpolation 
technique was applied. 

The vertical distribution of wind was determined mainly from 
direct observations (pilot-balloon and radio wind-sounding 
measurements) of free-air wind& at weather stations in the area 
of each experiment. However, actual measnrements of winds in 
the upper half of the troposphere often are scarce or completely 
lacking, and it was frequently necessary to make use of an 
indirect method of estimating the wind at elevations greater than 
5 km. Charts of the distribution of atmospheric pressure(as 
given by radiosonde observations) at selected levels between 
5 km and 15 lan were constl"1lcted, and the wind direction and 
speeds at these levels were computed from the well-known geostrophic 
wind equation, which relates the wind to the horizontal distribu
tion or pressure • 

For-the experiments carried out off the east coast of the u.s.A. 
between 1 August 1946 and 1 August 1947, it seemed feasible to 
show the distributions of both temperature and wind in vertical 
cross-section. This was due to the fact that these experiments 
were made, and the res1.1lts of same recorded, within a fairly 
narrow band centered close to a line between Lakehurst, N. J., 
and Nantucket, Mass., at which points radiosonde and upper-wind 
observations are taken regularly. Hcmever, vertical cross-sections 
of temperature and wind were abandoned as a method of representa
tion of the distrj_bution pertaining to all subsequent experiments. 

There were several reasons for this decision. In the first place, 
the sites and character of later experiments did not fit into the 
existing weather-observing network in a manner favorable to cross
sectional representation. In the second place, experi~nce brought 
about the conclusion that the horizontal gradient of temperature 
is usually so small that, 'Within the area encompassed by an experiment, 
the difference in temperature at a given level between points at 
the ends of a cross-section is no greater than the a~erage error 
of the radiosonde measurements. Thirdly, it was soon realized that 
the variability of the wind in space and time is such that an individual 
pilot-balloon or rawinsonde ascent is not representative of the 
average vertical distribution of velocity during the interval 
occupied by a single experiment. Furthel"lllore, as mentioned above, 
the wind at high levels in the troposphere often had to be in-

-ferred by indirect means. Since the true wind usually deviates 
somewhat fran the theoretical. geostrophic wind (the latter being 
derived under certain simplifying assumptions) and since the 
geometry of the pressure field is subject to some uncertainty 
owing to inaccuracies in the radiosonde observations, it became 
apparent that the assignment of a single velocity value at any 



given point in a cross-section through the atmosphere was 
misleatling. 

In order to avoid the suggestion of greater precision than was 
warranted by·the character of the information available, it 
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was decided, during the autumn of 1947 to present the meteorological 
diagnoses in a different form. Since that time, graphs (in lieu 
of cross-sections) have been constructed to show the vertical 
distributions of the estimated ranges, that is to say, the estimated 
extremes of temperature and wind on the whole or over a part of 
the area involved in each experiment. 

Since August, 1950, the principal task has been the preparation 
of diagnoses of condi tiona existing dt1ring experiments being con
ducted regularly in eastern Colorado, western Nebraska and western 
Kansas by the Industrial Research Institute of the University of 
Denver. The design of these experiments necessitates a particularly 
careful study of the available weather data and the exercise of 
a considerable amount of synoptic ·meteorological judgment in the 
preparation of the wind and temperature diagnoses. 

F. Flights Utilizing the Constant Level Balloon System 

After completion of the balloon control and telemetering development 
phases of the projec~, the balloon systems were utilized under 
Contracts AF 19(122)-45 and AF 28(099)-10, between this University 
and the Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories. A brief review 
of these projects is as follows: 

1. High Altitude Balloon Trajectory Study (Contract AF 19(122)-45) 

Under the terms of this contract the Research Division was 
commissioned to launch and track constant level balloon 
systems in order to study -:dnd conditions at the 200 mb 
level of the atmosphere. Flights were to remain afloat 
until they h~d traveled approximately 1000 miles. 

In order to track the balloon systems, the AM-1 trans
mitter was operated at 1746 kc, using the radio compass 
from an aircraft to "home in" on the balloon and position 
it at specified time intervals. Information on pressure 
altitude, ballast flow data and balloon, free air and 
transmitter battery pack temperatures was transmitted 
through the AM-1 to receivers mounted in the aircraft 
and recorded on b~1sh recorders for analysis at New 
York University. 

A total of 22 flights (two of which crossed the Atlantic 
Ocean and were recovered in Norway and Algeria) were 



made on this project. A complete report of these flights 
and the egnipment used is included in "Technical Report 
121.0111 ( b J b~r this Research Division. 

2. High Neutron Intensity Study (Contract AF 28(099)-10) 

In conjunction with a study to determine the altitude of 
maximum !leutron density a modi.fication was made on the 
Consta.,t AJ.ti t11de balloon system developed under this 
contract. In order to study ne,_ttron densities at two 
different altitudes with the same set of instruments, 
it was desirable to carry these instruments thro•1gh 
a "stepped flight". The balloon system in this case 
was to asc?nd to a selected altitude (say 45,000 ft.) 
float there for one-hour and then ascend to a higher 
altitude (for example 65,000 ft.) to float for another 
hour before descending. 

The advantages of this type .t'light for Cosmic Ray st·~dies 
are that a given altitude may be s-anpled for a long 
enough period of time to obtain statistically valid 
results, and such statistical sampling can be made 
at several levels wi tho11t the necessity of releasing . 
another balloon system and other set of neutron sensing 
instruments. By proper design of equi~ment a fairly 
wide range of altitudes can be sampled with "altitude 
steps" of almost any desired size. 

The step effect is attained by release of a fairly 
large amount of ballast at a fast rate set off by a 
pre-set clock timer or a radio rele~se activated by 
a transmitter on the ground. The amount of ballast 
to be released is determined from the standard altitude
vol•,me load relationships used for constant-level balloon 
flight. As a part of the final ballast release, the 
ballast tank and its controls may be dropped from the 
system. 

If the level positions of the flight must be controlled 
to fine limits, or if they must be of long duration 
(more than two hours) it.is necessary to employ constant
level ballast control over these portions of the flight. 
However, if the level portions of the flight are to be 
in the neighborhood of 1 ho~1r duration, ballast control 
during the~e floating period~ can be elimin~ted, making 
use of the inherent st~bility of the pl::l.stic balloon 
systems for short range constant level flights. It is 
this latter method which was used by the New York University 
gro,p in the study of Neutron Naxima. 
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In this study four flights were made to study condi tiona 
at altit11des of 45,000 and 6o,ooo f't. A clock timer 
was set to cause release or ballast after the B,ystem 
had :floated at the lower level for one hour. After 
ballast was expended the timer caused release of the 
ballast tank to further reduce the load on the systems • 
A typical flight of this series is shown as Fig. 15. 
Further detailc on this stud1 pave been given in reports 
on "Neutron Intensity Study"~5J by this Research Division. 
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t: ., .., 30,000 
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0 0~----~----~~----~.----~.----~5----~6 
Till£ AFTER RELEASE - HOURS 

Fig. 15 
"Two Level" Stepped Flight 
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Flight Release Altitude 
No. Date Point in ft. Recovery -
MXF-1 5/13/48 Maxwell Field, Ala. 6o,ooo 

It -2 5/14/48 " It It 55,000 
It -3 5/14/46 It " II did not ~each Tyler, 

altitude Ala. 
" -4 5/14/48 II " " 55,000 

E-CW-400-2 7/23/48 Eglin AFB, Fla. 45,000 
" " " -3 8/23/48 II It II 45,000 
It " " -4 8/24/48 It II It 45,000 
It " It -5 8/25/48 " It " 45,000 
II II II -6 8/25/48 " II " 45,000 
II II If -7 8/26/48 " It It 45,000 
II II It -8 8/30/48 II II II 45,000 
It II II -9 8/31/48 " " II 45,000 
II II II -10 9/2/48 II It II 45,000 
II II II -11 9/2/48 II II II 45,000 
II II " -12 9/8/48 n II If 45,000 
II II II -13 9/10/48 " If II 45,000 
n 11 " -14 9/13/48. It II " 45,000 
II II " -15 9/29/48 II II II 45,000 
II II II -16 .9/30/48 It II " 45,000 
n 11 II -17 1111/48 It II It 45,000 
II II II -1-9 11/4/48 It It It 45,000 
It II It -19 1114/48 It " II 45,000 
" It " -20 11/8/48 " II " 45,000 30° 26 1 N 86o 29 1 W 
" It II -21 11/8/48 II " II 45,000 
It It It -22 11/9/48 II II II 45,000 
II It It -23 11/15/48 II II II 45,000 
" " " -24 11/15/48 II " " 45,000 
It II " -25 . 11/16/48 " II If 45,000 
n 11 If -26 11/17/48 II II If 45,000 
II If ." -27 11/18/48 " II II 45,000 12 mi.W.,Fitzgerald 

Ga.3:30 P.M. 11/18/48, 
It It If -28 11/18/48 II II II 45,000 
II II II -29 12/1/48 II n II 45,000 
It II It -30 1~/9/48 II It' It 45,000 
II II " -31 12/11/48 II II II 60,000 
II II " -32 12/12/48 " II n 62,000 
II If " ·-33 12/14/48 " II II 65,000 
II II " -34 12/16/48 If II II 65,000 
II t1 " -35 12/17/48 II II " 65,000 
" " ·" -36" 1/13/49 It II " Test 
11'11 " -37 1113/49 II II " 50,000 
II II " -38 1/14/49 II II " 50,000 
II fl 

II -39 1/15/49 !I " 
, 50,000 

II II If -40 1128/49 II " 
, 

No release 



Flight Release Alti.tude 
No. Date Point in .ft. Recoverz -
E-CT.i-400-41 1/28/49 Eglin AFB, Fl.a. 60,000 

" " If -42 1/28/49 McDill AFB,Fla. so,ooo 
II II • II -4.3 2/16/49 Avon Park, Fla. 48,000 
II If II -44 2/17/49 II " " so,ooo 
II If " -45 2/18/49 II II II 48,000 
II II II -46 2/21/49 II " " ss,ooo 
If II II -47 2/22/49 II " " so,ooo 
II II II -48 2/22/49 II " II 40,000 
II II II -49 2/2.3/49 II " II 42,000 
" " 11 -so 2/2.3/49 " " II Equipment 

.failure 
II II " -5? 2/24149 " II " so,ooo 
II II " -5.3 .3/2149 " " II 45,000 
II If II -54 .3/.3/49 II II n Instrument 

.failure 
n n " -55 .3/.3/49 II " " So,ooo 
If II II -56 .3/4149 " " n so,ooo 

CL-1 6/7/49 Clovis AFB, N.M. 45,000 
" -2 6/10/49 II " " 45,000 
II -.3 6/lo/49 II n n 45,000 
n -4 6/14/49 II " " 4S,ooo Graham, . Texas 
" -5 6114/49 II " II 45,000 
II_ 6 6/16/49 II n " so,ooo 
II -7 6/2.3/49 II II II so~ooo Sayre, Oltla. 
" -8 6/2.3/49 • II II 55,000 
II -9 7/19/49 " " " 50,000 Portales, N .M. 
II -10 7/21/49 II II " so,ooo 
"-11 7121/49 " II II 50,000 
II -12 9126/49 " II II 50,000 Ma.T'low, Okla. 
II -1.3 10/6/49 " II " so,ooo La Mont, Okla. 
" -14 11118/49 II II " 50,000 Frankel City, Texas 
" -15 11/.30/49 II .II II 50,000 
II -16 12/2/49 II II II 5o,ooo 
II -17 12/6/49 II II II 50,000 Boonville, Miss. 
II -18 12/8/49 II II II 50,000 Fort Douglas,Ark. 

EN-1 1/2.3/50 Vance AFB, Okla. 50,000 Centralia, Ill. 
"-2 1/.31/50 II II II 50,000 Nevada, Mo. 
11-.3 2/2'5o II II " 50,000 MOore's Hill, Ind. 
"-4 2/9/50 II II " 50,000 Shoridan, Ky. 
11-5 2/9/50 II " II 50,000 Pt.Hill.ford, 

11-6 219/50 50,000 
Nova Scotia, Can. 

II II II Jonesboro, Me. 
11-7 2/14/50 II II II 50,000 Perkins, Okla. 
11-8 2/14/50 II II II 50,000 Winchester, 

Ontario, Ca.Ja. 
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Flight Release Altitude 
No. Date. Point in ft. Recove!Z 

EN-9 2/17/50 Vance AFB, Okla. 55,000 Washburn, Mo. 
" -10 j/J/50 " " " 50,000 

KN-1 4/25/50 Sedalia. AF'B, Mo. 50,000 
II -2 5/12/50 " n II 55,000 Booneville, Mo. 
n -3 5/26/50 It " n 55,000 Warrensburg, Mo. 
" -4 5/26/50 II " II 40,000 Concordia, Mo. 
11 -5 Hi. 6/2/50 " " " 50.000 Wapella, Ill. 
" -5 Lo. 6/2/50 II " II 40,000 
" -6 Hi. 6/20/50 " " II 50,000 Ashtabula., Ohio 
II -6 Lo. 6/20/50 " " II 40,000 
II -7 Lo. 7/11/50 II II II 40,000 Springdale'· Ark. 
" -1 Hi. 7/11/50 II II II 50,000 
n-8 7/14/50 II II II 40,000 Loysville, Pa. 
" -9 7/24/50 " II II 50,000 California, Mo • 

" -10 8/31/50 II It II 50,000 
II -11 9/14/50 II II II 48,000 Shelbyville, Tenn. 
" -12 9/14/50 II u II 45,000 La Monte, Mo. 

" -13 9/22/50 " " II 52,000 
" -14 9/28/50 " " tl 48,000 Lo,1isianna, Mo. 
11 -15 10/5/50 n n " 48,000 
" -16 1o11o/5o " It tl 45,000 
II -17 10/12/50 " " tl 45,000 Marshall, Mo. 
" -18 10/17/50 " " IJ 45,000 
II -19 10/26/50 " " II • 50,000 Dickson, Tenn. 

In addition service flights were made from Watson Laboratories,AMC 
Eatontown, N.J., :for testing of items of geophysical equipment during 
the course of the project. 

~1ring June, 1949, service flights were made from Luke AFB, 
Arizona, simultaneously with those ma.de from Clovis AFB, New ivlexico. 
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I. IN TRODUC TI ON 

A. Contract Requirements 

On November 1, 1946 the Research Division of the College of 
Engineering of New York University entered into Contract 
W28-099-ac-241 with Watson Laboratories of the Air Materiel 
Command. Under this contract the University was commissioned 
to design, develop and fly constant-level balloons to carry 
instruments to altitudes from 10 to 20 kilometers, adjustable 
at 2-kilameter intervals. 

The following performance. was specified: 

1. Altitude to be maintained within 500 meters. 

2. Duration of constant level flight to be initially 
6 to 8 hours minimum, eventually 48 hours. 

3. The accuracy of pressure observation to be comparable 
to that obtainable with the standard Army radiosonde 
(t3-5 mb). 

In addition to this balloon performance it was desired that: 

4. A balloon-borne transmitter be developed for telemetering 
of information from the balloon to suitable ground re
ceivers. 

5. Positioning of balloon during flight be determined by 
ground tracking such as radar or radio direction-finding 
or theodolite. · 

6. Appropriate meteorological data be collected and inter
preted. 

Following the first year of work the contract was renewed for 
a 1-year period, and in addition to the provisions of the 
original contract it was agreed that a total of 100 test flirftts 
would be launched by the Universi~. 

In September, 1948 a second renewal of the contract was ef±'ected. 
With this renewal, which expires in March, 1949, it is ex
pected that the development of equipment will be concluded. 
Further extensions are under consideration whereby New York Uni
versity will supply standardized flight gear and fli;ht ser
vice personnel for routine test flights. 
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B. Project Facilities 

To meet the requbaments of the contract. a research group 
was built up and the following facilitiea were made availablea 

1. Administrative section. 

2. Engineering personnel were assigned to one or more of the 
following groups: 

(a) Balloon section 
(b) Performance control section 
(c) Telemetering section 
(d) Analysis section (including meteorological and per

for.mance data analysis) 

3. A small machine shop was provided to manufacture experi
mental models of equipment which was flown. 

4. A field crew for launching, tracking and recovery of 
balloons was established. 

Work-shop. laboratory. office and storage space was pro-
vided by New York University (Figures 1 and 2). Field work 
was largely conducted at Army bases and Air Forces installa
tions. At one time the number of full-time employees reached 
26 with 17 part-time men on the staff at that time. Most in
dividuals were called upon to work in several departments 
depending upon the urgency of field work. equipment preparation 
or development work. 

II. PRI~~IPLES OF BALLOON CONTROL 

Following preliminary investigations, two distinct principles of 
achieving consta~pressure altitude for free balloons were studied 
in detail. The first of these is the maintenance of the balloon 
at floating level by the use of a servo-mechanism or other con
trol which causes the supported load to vary with the buoyancy of 
the balloon. The second principle embodies the use of a non
extensible balloon capable of withstanding a high internal pressure. 
With a fixed volume and a given load. such balloons remain at a 
constant pressure level as long as the internal pressure of the 
balloon is equal to or greater than that of the air at floating 
level. A surplus of buoyancy causes super-pressure. but when the 
gas is cooled relative to the air environment such a surplus is 
needed to prevent excessive reductions in balloon pressure. When
ever the balloon's internal pressure becomes less than that of the 
air. it falls to earth. Such a balloon was used by the Japanese 
for the fire bombing of the western United States during World War II. 
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Figures l and 2. Interior views, Research Division Shop. 
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To use the first of thes~ principles it is possible to main-
tain a conditi~n of buoyancy by at least the following two me
thods: (1) dropping a part of the load. as ballast, to match the 
loss of lifting gas which occurs as a result of diffusion and 
leakageJ (2) replacement of the lifting gas by evaporation from a 
reservoir of liquified helium or hydrogen. Of these two methods, 
ballast dropping is most satisfactory from the consideration of 
simplicity of control and safety of personnel. While the use of 
liquid helium is theoretically ·more efficient, the amount and com
plexity of control equipment adds much to the cost and also the 
weight of air-borne equipment. 

The development of non-elastic balloons which oe.n withstand high 
internal pressure was investigated. Two designs which compro
mise extreme cost (required for balloons of high internal pressure) 
with small wall strength, hence small super pressure, were tested. 

At first, attempts were made to control balloon performance by using 
buoyancy-load balance techniques with elastic balloons, but the 
difficulties which were experienced resulted in the development of 
a third principle of operation combining a non-extensible balloon 
with a system of controls which can be applied either to a freely 
expanding balloon or to a balloon of fixed volume. 

III. ME'IRODS OF ATTACK 

The work on the development of controlled-altitude balloons may be 
divided into three phases, each one identified by the type of bal
loon which was us.ed. Concurrent with the balloon development was 
the design and testing of control equipment required to maintain 
the balloon at specific altitudes. Some of the equipment instru
mentation was used on more than one kind of balloon, but in general 
the problems and methods of attack are identified with one of the 
three types of balloons. 

A. Rubber Balloons 

Following the example of Clarke and Korff, assemblies of neo
prene rubber balloons were first considered. Using these 
freely expanding balloons it was necessary to balance the load 
to be lifted with the buoyancy given by an integral number 
of balloons. One or more accessory balloons were attached to 
the assembly to provide lifting force to carry the train aloft. 
Vii th the gear at a predetermined altitude, the lifting bal
loons were cut loose from the train by a pressure-activated 
switch,leaving the equipment at floe.ting level, more or less 
exactly balanced. Since there is no inherent stability in an 
extensible balloon, any existing unbalance will cause the 
train to rise or fall indefinitely until the balloon reaches 
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its bursting diameter, the gear strikes the ground, or corrective 
action is taken. Even if the extremely critical balance is intially 
achieved, there will be 'Imbalance occasioned by (1) bursting of 
balloons due to deterioration in the sunlight, (2) diffusion of 
lifting gas from the balloons, (3) loss or gain of buoyancy "'hen 
temperature inside the balloon changes with respect to the ambient 
air temperature. This will result initially from radiative dif
ferences, and after an amount of difference (superheat) has been 
established, changes in ventilation will cause changes in buoyancy. 

Two methods of attaching the payload to the clusters of rubber bal
loons were tried. In the first of these (Figure 3) a long load 
line was used,and short lines led from it to the individual bal
loons. The length of such arrays was as much as 800 feet, and 
this size made them difficult to launch. The single load ring 
array, seen in Figure 4, proved to be much easier to handle and 
is recommended for cluster lfnmchings. During ascent each of the 
balloons in such an array ride separated from each other and no rub
bing or chafing has been observed. 

The controls which were associated with this balloon system were 
crude and, in general, ineffective. They included (l) cutting off 
balloons as the buoyancy became excessive and a preset altitude 
extreme was passed, and (2) releasing part of the load in the for.m 
of solid or liquid ballast whenever descent occurred. The sensi
tivity of these elastic balloons makes it difficult to control 
their altitude with any system of controls, and as controls were 
developed it was found more practical to change from freely ex
panding balloons to non-extensible cells not made of neoprene. The 
tendency of neoprene to decay within a few hours when exposed to 
sunlight was the most cogent argument against doing more work on 
altitude controls to be used with such a system. 

B. Plastic Balloons 

The next attempts to control the altitude of a balloon vehicle were· 
made using non-extensible plastic cells, with an open bottom to pre
vent rupture when expansion of the lifting gas is excessive. With 
a fixed maximum volume, such a system has inherent vertical insta
bility in only one direction. When full, there is· e. pressure alti
tude above which a given load will not be carried. The instability 
of such a system is found only when an unbalanced d~nward force 
exists. The development of controls and films for balloon material 
proceeded concurrently, but the choice of a.non-extensible plastic 
film was made before the system of control was perfected. 

The properties which were given most consiaere.tion in the selection 
of fabric include (l) availability and cost, (2) ease of fabrica
tion and (3) satisfactory chemical and physical properties. Pri-
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Figures 3 and 4. Typical rubber balloon arrays. 
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marily on the cost basis. an extruded film of plastic was found to 
be superior to fabrics such as silk or nylon with the various 
coatings. 
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jFabr1c 

The physical and chemical properties needed in a balloon material 
are: (l) chemical stability, (2) low permeability, (3) high tensile 
atrengtb, (4) low brittle temperature, (5) high tear resistance, 
(6) high transparency to heat radiation and (7) light weight. 

In Table 1 the properies of 7 plastics and 2 coated materials are 
given. From this data polyethylene and saran appear to be the most 
sui table films. 

Table l 

!Low Temper- 1 Penne- : Tensile . Tear Re-i Ease of' I Stability to 
~ture Prop-· ability 1 Strength i sistance 1 Fabrioa- 1 Ultraviolet 
. erties l · tion 1 

I ' I 

!Good i Low !Polyethylene Good ' Medium I Good 
1 
Good 

I i l 
! High 

I 
!Saran Fair I Low jPoor Fair I Fair 

rylcm l High 

I 
I 

!Good Good Low jLow Good 
I 

i I Good I Good finylite Very poor Medium 1 Medium Good 
I 

l 
!Good 

! 

~Teflon Believed Low I High I Cannot i Good 
good 

•, 

I I ·be fabri-j 

kthocellu-
[ 

I Fair 

ce.ted i 
I 

Good Very Low Good !Good 
high I I lose 

!Fair I Good Plio film Poor High Poor Poor 

!Nylon or sill ' 
fabric ooa tee 
~ith: 

Neoprene Fair Low High Fair Fair Fair 

Butyl Good Low High Fair Fair Good 
rubber 

Having decided upon the proper fabric to be used, an effort was 
made to interest a number or companies in the fabrication and 
production of balloons. The first supplier or balloon• .. d. or 

·polyethylene was Harold A. Smith, Inc., lfame.roneck, lrew York. 
In these balloons, 4 and 8 mil sheets were heat sealed to to~ 
a spherical cell open at the bottom. Load attachment tabs were 
set into the fabric and loading lines ran from these taba to a 
load ring. This method of' supporting the load proved to be un
sa ti sfac tory. 
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Subsequently, other oampanies·produced balloons of one type or 
another for UIJ the total number and t,ype of balloons purchased 
1s given in Table 2. 

!company 
I 
r 
)iarold A. 

" " 

It II 

I 

Table 2 
Plastic Balloons 

!Film Type, Thickness; Special l Diameter, Shape ; Features 
Unit 
Cost 

Smith,Inc.: .004 polyethylene :Prototype 
1 3-ft.diam. ,sphericali . I 

$150.00 

" " • .O<B polyethylene ; Low penne-
15-ft.diam.,spheri- 1 ability ; 530.00: 
cal : 

It " .004 polyethylene ! Low perme- ! 530.00. 
.15-ft.diam. ,spheri- j ability 1

1

: 

•cal 1 

No. Delivered 
to Date 

4 

5 

5 

!General Mill& Inc. ; .001 polyethylene ! Stressed 20.00 . 26 
;7-ft.diam.,tear- ; tape type 
idrOp ; seam 
t I 

It It " t .001 polyethylene j Stressed . 125.00 175 
.20-tt.diam.,tear- , tape type 
drop i seam 

r 
i 

It It It .• 001 polyethylene IS . 
1 tressed l 250.00 15 

: 30-ft .diam. , tear- i tape type 
·drop i seam 

I 
fgoo.oo tt II It .• 001 polyethylene I Stressed 5 

70-ft.diam.,tear- 1 tape type l 
drop I seam 

i 

I 

10 jThe Goodyear Tire & .004 polyethylene 1 Stressed 475.00 
;Rubber Company,Inc. 20-ft.diam., egg• ! tape type 
I plant ' seam and low 

I ! permeabili I i 
i I 

!rfinzen Re se.ar<:D,Inc • .015 polyethylene :Low perme- 1115.00 20 
2O-ft .diam., tear- i ability 
•drop I i I 

• I ,- .. -i I ! 
' Non-Plastic Balloons I 
I 

!n.wey and Almy Chern-: J -2000 neoprene 1325.00 3 
jical Co. jballoon with nylon Internal 

I !shroud of 15-ft. rressure 
I diam. ,spherical 

Seytang Labore.tcries iNeoprene-coated Internal 1550.00 10 
nylon 22.5-ft. pressure 
diam •• spherical 

I 
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Teardrop Shaped polyethylene balloons were produced by General 
Mills Inc. and Winzen Research, Inc., both of Minneapolis, 
Minnesota. The General Mills cells were supplied in four sizes 
with the diameters of 7, 20, 30 and 70 feet to carry loads to 
varying altitudes. A 20•foot balloon is shown in Figure 5. 

Figure 5. 20'-Diameter, teardrop polyethylene balloon. 

In all of these, film is .001" polyethylene, butt -welded with 
fiber tape laid along the seams to reinforce the seal, and to carry 
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and distribute the load. These tapes. which converge to the· 
load ring at the bottom, actually support the load (Figure 6) • 
.An open bottom penni ts the escape of' excess lifting gas and thus 
prevents rupture. 

BALLOON 

i 

APPENO:;--X I --··-. 

RING ~ 
-....... 

Figure 6. Appendix detail, polyethylene balloon. 

On the Winzen balloons, which are made from .015" polyethylene, 
all but two of' the balloons were made with similar tiber tape re
inforcementsJ these two were produced without tapes and both of 
them have been flown with no evidences of unsatisfactory perfor
mance. 

The eggplant shaped balloon produced by The Goodyear Tire & Rubber 
Company, Inc. has been flown with satisfaction, but the exact 
amount of diffusion, which is expected to be low from this balloon, 
h not yet known. 

C. Internal-Pressure Balloons 

From a theoretical standpoint the most satisfactory means of' keeping 
a balloon at constant pressure-altitude is to use a nan-extensibl• 
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cell with very low diffusion through the walls and one capable 
of maintaining super-pressure in excess of that lost with re
ductions of gas temperature. Such a balloon could be sealed 
off completely or a pressure-activated valve could be used to 
permit efflux of the gas when the bursting pressure is approached. 
The neoprene-coated nylon balloon built by Seyfang Laboratories 
(Figure 7) has been used with a valve set to prevent rupturing. 

Figure 7. Neoprene-coated nylon balloon, 
two-thirds infla tea. 

The fabric has been coated with a metallic paint to mw1.mue 
the effects of radiation. However., the values of superheat ob
tained by the gas when the balloon is in the sun have been of 
the order of 300C. The amount of buoyancy lost when circulation 
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or sunset outs off the superheat is so large that it is not possible 
to carry enough ballast to sustain ,the system unQ.er these condi
tions. On the other hand, the loss of buoyancy through a sealed-off 
Seyfang balloon at 4100 feet MSL is of the orQ.er of 60 grams per 
hour Which is significantly less than the loss expected from a 20-
foot, 1 mil polyethylene cell in flight conditiona. (With the appendix 
aperture sealed, .such a cell shows a loss of lift of about 40 grams 
per hour when one-fifth inf~ated at sea level). 

One other type of balloon which has been used as a super-pressure 
balloon is the neoprene J2000 balloon of Dewey and Almy, surrounded 
by nylon cloth shroud. The rubber balloon normally would expand 
until it reached bursting diameter, but when enshrouded, it is 
limited to the volume of the shroud. The difficulties in launching 
and flying this balloon are not unusually great, but on each of the 
several tests which have been made to date improper handling has 
been a possible cause of the early rupture of the balloon. It is 
believed, however, that such a balloon is not especially suitable 
t~ long flights because of the deterioration which occurs in the 
neoprene in the presence of sunlight. Perhaps a shroud of material 
which would filter out the ultraviolet rays would protect ana 
lengthen the lite of such a balloon. 

Despite the success of the Japanese silk or rice-paper balloons, 
which were constructed on a super-pressure principle, it is not be
lieved practical at this time to develop a balloon of such strength 
that it would successfully withstand and retain press\lre increases 
corresponding to the temperature changes from night to day as the 
superheat of absorbed sunlight is gained. The super-pressure with 
a neoprene-coated nylon balloon, for example, would be approximaitiy 
0.6 psi. That such a balloon could be built is unquestioned. The 
cost of production, however, appears at this time to be unwarranted. 

D. Altitude Controls 

Beginning with the arrays of rubber balloons which were first used, 
various systems of dropping ballast, both solid and liquid, have 
been attempted with the aim of exactly compensating for the loss of 
buoyancy which is occasioned as the lifting gas diffuses or leaks 
through the balloon. On the early rubber balloons only rough incre
mental ballast dropping was emPbyed. At that time it W$S decided not 
to use sand as ballast since most sand contains some water which 
may freeze while aloft. Further, it is easier to control the flow 
of a liquid ballast than it is to control sand particles. In the 
investigations for a suitable liquid ballast the petroleum product 
known commercially as Mobil Aero compass fluid was finally settled 
upon. These investigations included tests of cloud point, freezing 
point, and also density and viscosity over a large range of tempera
tures. The compass fluid is especially suitable for ballast work 
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1n high al ti·tudes# since it freezes below -BOOC and will flow 
readily at low temperatures. Also# this fluid will absorb only 
a very slight amount of water which might freeze aloft. 

Basically three different principles have been used in the control 
of ballast flow. The first of these is calculated constant flo·•; 
the second is displacement-switch control; and the third is rate
of-ascent switch control. 

(1) Constant Flow 

In the simplest of the control systems, liquid ballast is allowed 
to flow continuously through an orifice (Figure 8) at a pre
determined rate. This rate is set to slightly exceed the ex-

T 
~ 
~ 

i 

1 

.SECTION .A-A \ i ~1tA8CMJC 

• O$TAI4 B 

A 

Figure 8. Orifice for fixed-rate ballast flow. 

pected loss of lift of the balloon due to leakage and diffu
sion. If this method is successfully used, the balloon stays 
full because the gas remaining in it has less load to support. 
Therefore, the balloon will rise slowly as ballast is dropped, 
maintaining equilibrium between the buoyancy and the load. In 
the General Mills 20-foot balloon, for example# diffusion losses 
are about 200 grams per hour at altitudes near 40,000 feet. The 
balloon at its ceiling of 40,000 feet with a 26-kilogram pay
load rises about 700 feet with each kilogre.m of ballast dropped. 
This means that such a balloon using this constant-flow type 
control will float at a "~ing" which rises at the rate of 
about 140 feet per ·hour. Constant flow was first obtained by 
use of the manual ballast valve shown in Figure 9. Due to 
excessive clogging of this valve, caused by itsannular ring 
opening, gate -type valves were tested, and finally the use of 
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stmple orifices of various sizes replaced the manual ballast 
"YS.lve. 

Figure 9. ~anual ballast valve. 

(2) Displacement Switch 

The displacement principle in ballast control has been used in 
two different types of valves. The first of these. called the 
"automatic ballast valve." used a needle valve.controlling 
ballast flow by an aneroid capsule to which the needle was at
tached (Figure 10). The aneroid capsule was open to the at
mosphere on ascent; as the balloon began to descend to a region 
ot higher pressure. a minimum pressure switch was used to seal 
off the capsule and further descent caused ballast flow. (For 
details aee Technical Report No. 1. Constant Level Balloon 
Project. Research Division. Colle~e of Engineering, New York 
University, New York. N.Y •• 1948.) 

There are three undesirable features of this system. Greatest 
is the effect of temperature changes on the air sealed in the 
capsule. Seal-off pressure acts as a datum plane. Any in
crease from this pressure causes compression of the aneroid, 
and ballast flows proportionally to the difference from seal
off pres~ure. However. with changes of temperature of the 
entrapped air. the activation pressure of the valve changes, 
the floating level is thus also a function of temperature of 
the gas in the aneroid. 
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Valve Seat 

__ 
1 
___ allast Outlet 

Tube 

Aneroid capsule closed 
by sealing at des,ed ·~~~~~~ 
alt1tude. Descent below -; 
sealing alt. causes aner· 
o1d to contract, openmg 
ballast valve. 

Stem. Valve Closed 
Force On Stem. 

Aneroid Sealing Valve 
es pressure of anero1d 

capsule. 

Figure 10. Automatic ballast valve. 

The second undesirable feature of the automatic ballast valve 
system is the lag induced by the use of a minimum pressure 
switch to seal off the aneroid capsule. This is in addition 
to the lag of the aneroid itself. If a mercury ~itch is used, 
the differential between minimum and seal-off pressure is about 
8 millibars; with a less dense liquid, the operation will still 
require about a 2-millibar difference. If the sealing is done 
by a fixed pressure switc~ it is then necessary to predict the 
altitude to which the balloon will rise. Failure to reach 
this height would leave the aneroid open and useless. Deliberate 
under-estimation of the ceiling causes a relatively lo:rg period 
of uncontrolled slow descent before control begins. 

The third unwanted feature is the waste of ballast "Which flows 
during both descent and ascent of a balloon whenever it is 
below the seal-off elevation. Since the balloon is no longer 
"heavy" when its downward motion has been arrested, flow 
during the return to the datum plane ia·needless and indeed 
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will cause an overshoot, hence the unnecessary exhaust of some 
lifting gas. 

The effects of temperature on the aneroid capsule of the auto
matic ballast valving system wereeliminated by the use of a 
ballast ~itch which uses a vacuum-sealed aneroid, set to per
mit ballast flow through a valve whenever the balloon is below 
a given pressure altitude. In this system the minimum pressure 
switch and the lag caused by its usecre eliminated. This dis
placement-switch control has the disadvantage that the flow 
which it permits is not proportional to the displacement of the 
balloon below a datum plane but is constant through the valve. 
Normally this flow is large to permit rapid restoration of equi
librium. A second disadvantage is the requirement of batteries 
to supply power to the electrically operated valve. However, 
the advantage of eliminating the temperature effects on the 
aneroid compensate for these two comparatively minor disadvan• 
tages. 

In practice, the displacement switch has consisted of a modified. 
radiosonde modulator in which the standard commutator is re
placed by a special bar which is an insubtor above a certain 
point and e. conductor at lower levels (higher pressures). When 
the aneroid pen arm is on the conducting section of the commu
tator, a relay opens the ballast valve. To prevent excessive 
flow on ascent, the pen arm rides on an insule.ted shelf above 
most of the contact segment of the commutator (Figure 11). 

Figure 11. Pressure displacement switch. 
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The pen drops off the shelf at a safe distance below the ex
pected pressure altitude and ballast then flows until the 
preuure pen reaches the insulating section of the commutator. 
In order to prevent the-overshoot mentioned as one undesirable 
feature of the automatic ballast system, the high pressure 
end of the insulator may correspond to the expected maximum 
altitude of the balloon, any loss of lift due to impurities 
or escape of lifting gas will cause the balloon to level off at 
a ceiling within the ballast-dropping range. Continued ballast 
dropping will result in the rise of the balloon. Thus, an over
estimation of the ceiling is not as critical as in the case of 
the previous system. 

(3) Rate-of-Ascent Switch 

Wit·h the displacement-switch control just described there re
main the problems of ballast waste and balloon oscillation re
sulting from discharge of ballast during rises of the balloon 
after a descent has been checked. To eliminate this, a ballast
control .witch acting on the rate of rise of the balloon is 
put in series with the displacement ~itch to close the ballast 
flow circuit only when the balloon is coming down or floating 
below pressure altitude. When it is rising, no ballast flow is 
permitted. This "rate-switch" is seen in Figure 12. 

Wax 

/Capillary 
/ Tube 

Volume 
Chamber 

Figure 12. Rate-of-ascent nitch. 
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A glass flask is open to- atmoapheric pressure through a fine 
capillary tube. With nrious rates of change of pressure, 
various differential pressures exist between the air in the 
flask and the outside air. This pressure difference controls 
the level of liquid in a manometer switch, tilled with 24% hydro
chloric acid. When the internal pressure is 0.2 mb more than 
the ambient pressure, the switch opens and ballast flow is stopped 
even though the balloon may be be low the tloa tin_g level. (The 
switch is set so that a rate of change ot .1 mbfminute acting 
for three or more minutes will open the switch. ) By thus re
stricting flow when the balloon is rising, balloon oscillations 
are minimized and ballast is conserved. A sketch of this opera
tion i.s shown as Figure 13. 

DISPLACEMENT SWITCH DISPLACEMENT a RATE SWITCHES 

' 
-Aif•J;d-;+: --Floating ~~ 

~~ 

Tune -

I 

I Balloat Flow 

T1111e., 

Figure 13. Height-time curve, showing 
ballast control action. 

Since the rate switch is much more delicate than the displace
ment switch, safety considerations have caused the combined con
trol to be supplemented by a pure displacement switch control. 
In this, the conducting segment of the pressure modulator is 
divided, and only a limited pressure height range (set for de
sired floating level) is controlled by both switches in series. 
If the rate switch is damaged at launching (by spilling some of 
its electrolyte, for instance) or in flight (perhaps by evap
oration of the electrolyte) and the balloon descends, simple 
displacement control becomes effect when the high pressure 
(lower altitud~ segment of the conductor is touched by the pres-



8ure pen. The switch circuit is seen in Figure 14. 
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Figure 14. Circuit for ballast control with combined 
displacement and rate-of-ascent switches. 

Figure 15 is a theoretical height-time curve, showing when 
ballast would be dropped using such a control and the re-
sulting balloon behavior. During ascent the pressure pen is 
kept off the commutator bar until Point l where it falls on-
to the low-altitude conducting segment. {The shelf has been 
set so that the pen will fall onto the low-altitude segment in 
order that a ballast signal will be received for a shortperiod 
of time, indicating that the system is working properly. The 
balloon rises and ballast flows until the pressure pen reaches 
Point 2, the beginning of the region where both switches in 
series control the ballast. As long as the balloon continues · 
to rise, no flow occurs. Should the maximum altitude be above 
the control level • no ballast will flow until the balloon de
scends to that point. Then, with both controls operating, bilast 
will flow only on the descending and floating portions of the 
flight below control level. A second course is illustrated, 
wherein the ra·te-switch has failed. 'l'hE!re the balloon de-
scends to Point 2 and oscillates about this level, as a r~sult 
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of displacement switch actions alone. 

... 
0 
:::> ... 

IF LEVELING OFF TOO LOW, H.IGH 
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Figure 15. Theoretical height-time curve. 

(4) Rate-of-Descent Switch 

It may at times be desirable to control a balloon merely qya 
switch activated at any given rate of descent. This could be 
accomplished merely by "reversing" the rate-of-ascent switch. 
This type of control would prove to be quite difficult, however, 
for a constant level flight. One flight, No. 97, was made 
using a type of rate-of-descent switch ·&s shown in Figure 16. In 
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Figure 16. Rate-of-descent switch. 
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this switch a circuit is closed when the rate of descent ex
ceeds l/5 mb/minute, allowing ballast to flaw. ·~e record of 
Flight 97 indicates that good control was obtained for a four
hour period using this switch. However, the instrument is so 
delicate and susceptible to temperature effects that its usr3 is 
not advised. 

E. Flight Simulation 

To make laboratory tests on the control equipment just described, a 
flight-simulation chamber has been built combining a bell jar and a 
temperature chamber. A drawing of the temperature chamber designed 
and built at New York University is shown in Figure 17. (Investi-

LowiiT Woa••M• Tru ...... -65. Tc.-.-7\_ .... ~; 
ACCVRAc;y OF TI.MP: CoKTAc.it.. 0 .• ~ ··c 

Figure 17. Temperature control chamber. 

gation of commercially .sold chambers showed that the c.ost of pur
chasing a temperature chamber of the size desired would be pro
hibitive.) First designs called for the use of a freon refrigerating 
system; however, use of dry ice as a coolant proved to be more ad
vantageous. This chamber, with its automatic control, can hold 
temperatures a~ high as •lOOOF and as low as -900F within SOfor a 
period of several hours. Dry ice consumption at -GOOF is approxi
mately 150 pounds for a 24-hour period. 

It is possible, using a bell jar for flight-similitude studies, 
to arrange switches so that the vacuum pump is turned off and on at 
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the same time that ballast is normally required in flight. T.his 
system simulates the effect of rising and falling in the atmosphere 
and indicates the effectiveness of the controls which have been app~d. 

In order to simulate flight, it is necessary that three conditions 
be mainta·ined within the system. The first is that a leak of air 
into the bell jar is pennitted at a rate of pressure increase which 
has been observed during balloon descent. A large lag chamber is 
connected into the bell jar to supply the second condition which 
is a delay similar to that inherent in the control action on an actual 
balloon flight. It is •necessary to properly adjust the vo!ume of 
such a lag chamber to obtain the desired magnitude of control action. 

A third requirement is that the response of the vacuum pump must 
correspond to that response which has been observed when a balloon 
system drops ballast. In order to measure this, the control me
chanism has been allowed not only to switch the vacuum pump on and 
off but also to actuate the standard ballast-flow equipment. This 
system may be adjusted so that the amount of pressure change which 
a single period of pumping produces accurately represents the amount 
of ballast thrown off during flight. 

T.he barogram shown in Figure 18 is e.n example of such a test. On 
this test the re.te-of-ascent ballast switch v.ras added to the displace-

• 
Hours 

• 

Fhaht Samahtude Record Of Pressure 

A- Oasplacement Swatch 
OperatanQ. 

B- Oaspl. a Rate Of Ascent
Swatches OperahnQ. 

Figure 18. Sample barograph record. 

ment switch after the latter had operated for a period of six hours. 
The combination of the two is seen to have effected a reduction in 
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tb• amplitude and frequency ot oscillations induced by the servo 
system. In fact, under the influence of both controls, oscillation 
is almost undetectable. 

As a consequence of such tests, it is possible to predict the type, 
size and frequency of oscillations which the servo-control equip
ment will introduce into the balloon flight. This is especially 
significant since it is known from flights on which no control equip
ment was included that oscillations do occur naturally within the 
atmosphere, apparently as a result of vertical cellular convection 
currents. By knowledge of the frequency of oscillation caused by 
a given control system it is possible to analyze oscillation.s and de
termine which are caused by control and which are atmospheric. The 
wiring diagram of the flight-similitude 11ystem is .shown in Figure 19. 

NOTES 

110 
A 

CD Stgma Relay Type 5F 

® Rate Swatch- EO 48-115 

(j) 

@ Heavy Duty Relay, Guardtan Sf.lrtes 200dpst 

@ Ballast Solenoid Valve- EO 49-2 

@Displacement Swttch-E048-107 

@ Auto Syphon 

(1) Counter 

@ Pump Motor 

Figure 19. Wiring diagram, flight-similitude system. 
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The vacuum system is shown in li'igure 20. 
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Figure 20. Physical layout, flight-similitude system. 

This equipment has been used in testing instruments to be flown 
and also equipment which is used in the launching and preparation 
before release. For example, the Du Pont S64 squibs, which have 
been used in conjunction with the flight-termination switches and 
also for severing launching lines, were tested in. this chamber and 
found to fail when subjected simultaneously to cold temperature 
(-sooc) and low pressures (10 millibars) although tests at either 
low temperature or low pressures alone produced no failures. As a 
result of these tests, a new squib, the S59, has been produced 
by Du Pont and is used in current flights. Other equipment 
which has been tested in the bell jar and the cold chamber includes 
the Lange barographs and the Olland-cycle pressure-measuring in
struments. 
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F. Flight Termination Gear 

The rate of descent when controlled balloons are falling after 
exhausting all ballast is sometimes as slow as 50 feet per minute. 
This means that several hours might be required to fall through 
the lanes of aircraft traffic, increasing considerably the hazard 
to aircra.ft (admittedly very small). To minimize this possibility, 
units have been added to the flight train to cause a rapid descent 
after the balloon system has descended to some critical value, say 
20,000 feet. One such destruction system, using a flight-termination 
switch, is shown in Figure 21. It consists of a pressure-activated 
switch, triggered on descent only, an explosive charge used to sever 
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Figure 21.. Flight termination equipment. 

the main load line, a rip line attached to ·the balloon near the 
equator anQ. a snub line which takes up the strain after the load 
has fallen a few feet. 
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When the contact is made, the load line is cut and the entire 
weight of the dependent equipment is used to pull out a section of 
the balloon wall. Through this rupture, the lifting gas can es
cape, and the balloon descends, using the upper portion as a para
chute. The rate of descent has been observed to vary from 600 to 
1500 feet per minute when this system is employed. 

For some special applications it has been desirable to cause the 
balloon to descend after some predetermined time, instead of waiting 
for the descent to air traffic lanes. In these cases, a clockwork 
switch has been used instead of the pressure-activation unit. ~ben 
docks are used they are kept free of lubricants which will freeze. 
The best results have been obtained from the use of a Dow Corning 
Silicone (DC 701) diluted with 30% kerosene. If this is not 
available, it is better to send up a clock without any lubrication. 
Given relatively loose mechanism (a cheap alarm clock) the differ
ential expansion of parts which is encountered at low temperatures 
is apt to cause less trouble than does the congealing of standard 
lubricants. 

IV. EQ.UATIOOS AND TF..EORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Development of a controlled altitude balloon has led to investigation 
of many theoretical considerations applicable both directly and in
directly to the description of variables encountered in balloon control. 
Some of these relationships have been derived directly from standard 
hydrodynamic or thermodynamic principlesJ others come from an empirical 
study of results of laboratory tests and actual balloon flights. In 
this section we will investigate these theoretical considerations and 
endeavor to correlate them with actual flight results. A more simple 
investigation of the equations necessary for the launching and tracking 
of a controlled altitude balloon is contained in Part II of this report, 
"Operations." 

We shall first consider the relationships which aid in evaluating the 
elementary characteristics of non-extensible balloon flight and those 
which are helpful in carrying out inflation and launching operations 
of such balloons. Next, we shall discuss more complex considerations 
involved in balloon flights. 

A. Floating Altitude and Altitude Sensitivi5Y 

To determin& the altitude at which a non-extensible balloon will 
float we must consider the weight of the balloon system, the volume 
of the belloon, and the densities of the lifting gas and the 
air. [If the lifting gas is 98% helium (molecular weight 
4.50 lb./lb. mol), the lift of a unit of gas will be 24.4 lb./lb. mol. 
Similarly, if 98% hydrogen were the lifting gas, the lift would be 
26.6 lb./lb. mol.] By using these three basic parameters, we can 
obtain an expression for the molar volume at which the balloon will 
float: 
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(1) W : Balloon Volume x Gas Lift 
Gross Load · 

[It may be noted from this equation that a balloon can float at 
molar volumes less than that compute~ for maximum balloon volume 
(i.e., when it is not full). However, under these conditions the 
balloon would be in neutral equilibrium, since any vertical force 
would cause it to rise or fall until a force in the opposite direc
tion stopped it. This is also the case with floating extensible 
balloons.J 

To convert from molar volume to equivalent altitude we must know 
the pressure-temperature diatribution of the atmosphere in which 
the balloon will float. Since it is difficult to obtain an 
accurate distribution for each flight, the atmospheric model as 
drawn up by NACA standards has been used. In general the error 
obtained in using the NACA standard is not great, but if greater 
refinement is desired, date. obtained from averaged radiosonde ob
servations over a given launching site can be used. 

From such knowledge of the distribution of pressure e.nd temperature, 
we may plot a curve of molar volume vs. altitude by use of the 
following equation: 

(2) 1013.3 mb 
P1 

By use of such a plot we easily find the floeting altitude of a 
full non-exter.sible balloon by use of equation {l) to find molar 
volume, and then of the plot of equation (2) to find altitude. 

The two equations have been combined and graphed in. the form of 
an altitude vs. gross load chart with helium &s the lifting gas 
for various balloon sizes and verious release sites in the 
"Operations" section of this technical report (Part II, page 108). 

For the NACA standard atmosphere we may derive an equation for alti
tude sensitivity by use of the molar volume-altitude relationship. 
This is most easily done by plotting molar volume vs. eltitude on 
semi-logarithmic paper, since the curve of molar volume vs. altitude 
from 40,000 to 105,000 feet (where a constant lapse rate of zero 
is assumed) is approximately a straight line on semi-log paper. 
The general form of the equation for this portion of the atmosphere 
is y = aebz where y is the molar volume and z the altitude. 

It is possible to determine empirically the constants a and b. 
For example, using the molar volume at 50,000 feet, we find from 

*359 rt3 = Molar volume of air at standard conditions {273°K, l atm. pressure) 
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the equation 2500 ft.3jlb.·mol = ae50b where 50 is the expression 
for altitude in thousands of feet. Similarly, at 70,000 feet~ 
6450 = ae70b, and by solving to eliminate a, we find 2.58 = e Ob 
or 20b = .95, and the constant b is equal to .0475. Thus, the 
equation may be written: 

(3) 

y was originally defined as the molar volume, equal (for 98% helium) 
to: 

Balloon Volume x 24.4 
Gross Load 

K =-w 
K _ 

08
.o475Z 

In turn, w-
in thousands of feet. 

W, the gross load. 

, where z is the expression for altitude 
From this relationehip, we may solve for 

(4) w = 

(5) In{~) = -.0475 i! 

or: 

(6) In W + In f = - . 0 4 7 5 ~ 

Differentiating with respect to W: 

(7) dz _ 21. 052 ft crw-- w 1b where W is gross load in lb. 

We see that the value of the constant a is unimportant here, and 
the expression is independent of balloon volume, as long as it 
does not var/ with time. Included is the assumption that over a 
short period of ti~e buoyancy of lifti~gas does not change. 

Thus, we have an expression for A, the altitude sensitivity, which 
is valid between 40,000 and 105,000 feet. Similarly, it is possible 
to evaluate altitude sensitivity for operation between 0 and 30,000 
feet. A in this range is equal to 31,400 ft./lb. 

VI 

A plot of altitude sensit.ivity against load is shown on page 109 
of the "Operations" section (Part II of this technical repo~. 
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We may use this equation to approximate the rise of a full balloon 
system when controlled by overcompensated constant ballast flow: 

(8) .dl: ~-A 
dt dt 

where z is the balloon ceiling, t is time, and W is total weight 
of the balloon system. 

B. Rate of Rise 

The equation of Clarke and Korff 1 

(1) ..dl.: 
dt 

F 'lz 
2 em 

21 '"IT" sec 
Gt3 

has been used to obtain the relationship between rate of rise and 
free lift ~r excess buoyancy) for a balloon system of any given 
weight. For practical use, the equation has been modified to: 

(2) d! Fl/z 
dt = 1486 GVi 

where F is free lift in pounds 
and G is gross lift in pounds. 

Although this equation was derived for use with extensible spherical 
balloons~ it predicts closely the performance of non-extensible 
balloons while they are risin~ to floating level. An average value 
for the constant in equation .{2) from actual flights is 1600 ft./min(lb. )1/6 

The deviatioh from this relationship, evidenced in several flights, 
may be due to several variations from the assumptions upon which 
the equation is based. This deviation has in general been an in
crease of rate of rise of from 0 to 25% at higher altitudes. 

To explain this increase, let us first investigate the changes 
which may occur in the free lift. If any gas leaves the balloon 
because of leakage through the balloon or the appendix, the free 
lift will be reduced and the rate of rise will decrease (as it 
does after the balloon is full and "levels orr"). Therefore, this 
variation may be ruled out whenconsidering rise before the balloon 
becomes full. 

Free lift will vary with changea of temperature of the lifting gas 
with respect to the free-air temperature. A change of this sort can 
be caused by acquisition of superheat of the lifting gas, or by 
temperature decrease or increase caused by adiabatic expansion or 
OOilfre&sion of the lifting gas. (These items will be discussed later 
in this report.) Actual temperature measurements during rising 
portions of flights indicate that there is·no appreciable tempera-
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ture difference between the lifting gas and free air. Evidently 
the.effect of ventilation as the balloon moves through the air 
oauses the lifting gas to remain at a temperature approximating 
that of the air, and the increase of lift due to temperature 
variation is small in magnitude. 

Since changes in the value of free lift appear incapable or. causing 
any appreciable increase in rate of rise, other possible variations 
such as a ohange of the drag, or fluid friction, effect must be 
considered. 

The equation of Korff is based upon the assumption that the effect 
of the change in Reynolds number and the change in size are of equal 
magnitude, but in opposite directions. Therefore, these variables 
are eliminated to obtain the stmple engineering formula of Korff. 
With a non-extensible balloon, however, the change of drag effect 
is probably less than the effect of change of Reynolds number. There
fore, it is likely that the rate of rise would increase l'r:i,.th alti
tude. The change in drag effect may be realized by a decrease of 
relative size of the flabby, unfilled portion of the balloon. Thus 
there will be a decrease of the drag caused by flow of air past this 
flabby portion as the shape of the balloon changes; the result will 
be an increase in the rate of rise of the system. 

c. Superheat and Its Effects 

The effect of the heatin~ of lifting gas by the sun's rays has long 
been of interest to those using balloons for atmospheric investigation. 
In cosmic-ray studies using freely extensible balloons, this heating 
effect was used to advantage in extending the length of flights. 
These flights were often released at night using the heat added at 
sunrise to replenish lift lost during the night by diffusion and 
leakage. 

In constant-level balloon work, using non-extensible balloons, the 
effect of superheat of the lifting gas is more often a disadvantage 
than an advantage. The disturbance of the flight is not great when 
the gas acquires this superheat but may be disastrous when the super
heat is lost. It is at this time that a lerge amount of ballast is 
required to keep the balloon system afloat. 

Let us investigate the effects of gain and loss of superheat on a 
full, non-extensible balloon. We shall try to explain these 
effects in terms of percentage loss or gain of lift of the balloon 
system by use of simplified engineering formulas. First, the 
genera 1 formulas: 

(1) Lift: , where 

vb = balloon volume 

d0 , dg = density of air and liftirg gas, respectively 
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(2) Density: 

(3) Let:. 

d : ..!.. 
RT 

p, R, T: pressure, specific gas constant, and 
temperature of the air or lifting gas 

At any two positions: 

L 1 = v. ( d0 1 
- dg. ) 

L2 • V ( d02 - dg
2

) 

Investigating the gain of superheat, since there is no change of 
volume V1 = V2 and: 

Assume now that the balloon carries no internal pressure and that 
the difference in lift does not cause the balloon system to pass 
through any appreciable atmospheric pressure difference (in the 
case where the balloon is floating at 40,000 ft. MSL a change of 
1000 ft~. would be only 9 mb, or a 5% change). 

Therefore: 

Assume also that initially the air and lifting gas are at the 
same te~perature and that the air passes through no appreciable 
temperature change. Then: 

Ta, = T a a= Tgs = li 
Then, making use of our two assumptions and substituting equation 
(2) into equation (4), we have: 

and: 

~L = Vp (..L- -'--- _L_ _ _J_) 
R0T1 R0 T; RgTgz R9T1 

: 

..L(.L-..L) 
Rg T. Te12 

I ( I 1 ) 
~ fi;,- Rg 
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(5) 
L, 

: __§__( Tgg-lj ) 
I- 8 T. 

92 

or. for smell temperature differences. we have: 

(6) 

~L B (~TT) L= 1-B 

With increasing temperatures. there will be an unbalance in the 
direction of greater altitude. While climbing to a greater alti
tude the balloon will valve gas and come to equiljbrium at a new 
level~ Thus the effect of gain of superheat with e. full non
extensible balloon will be a slight'incree.se or altitude. 

Investigating the case where an initial amount of superhee.·t is 
lost: 

and since the balloon volume will decrease with cooling of the 
lifting gas: 

(assuming constant p) 

Therefore • again making use of the assumptions that: 

e.rtd: 

Combining equation (2) and equation (7). we have: 

~L = V1 [ ..!L(...L -_L) 
Tg, R0T2 Rg T2 
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(a) 

Then: 

(9) 

or for small temperature differences: 

(10) : - _L (.AI.) 
1-B T 

the nega,tive sign indicating a loss of lift. 

From this equation we may approximate the amount of ballast re
quired to compensate for the loss of superheat of the lifting .gas. 
It is apparent, then, that the amount of superheat gained or lost 
by a balloon 1 s ga• is of extreme importance to the control of the 
,,_ight. 

For this reason a transparent film has a definite advantage over a 
reflecting fabric. For example, alumin~coated fabric balloons 
floating at 40,000 feet have exhibited lifting gas superheat in 
the neighborhood of 40°C.* Polyethylene balloons, on the other 
hand, Show superheat of approximately lOOC under the same conditions. 

Assuming a total weight of 30 kilograms in the balloon system, with 
helium as the lifting gas ~ B ~ t ) , the following compensation 
at sunset, or when superheat is lost, will be necessary: 

Aluminized fabric: 

Polyethylene' 

AI:. -L -

-- 4.7 OJo 

*This will explein the repid descent of flight with fabric balloons and 
will show the need for high ·rates of ballast flow at sunset with poly
ethylene balloon flig,hts (see Part III., "Summary of Flights," of this 
report). 
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This relationship between loss of lift end loss of superheat is 
substantiated by analysis of Flight 94. From the rate of descent 
the unbalance {~sing the equation of Clerke and Korff, see page 3.3 ) 
is in the neighborhood of 5 kilograms. Although there 'WJI.S no 
temperature measurement on this flight, a previous flight of 
this type indicated a superheat of approximately 400C. By equation 
{10), with a gross load of 52 kg., the unbalance caused by loss 
of all of this superheat would be 9.7 kg. It is believed thet 
ventilation past the balloon during a low velocity descent before 
operation of the ballast mechanism caused loss of superheat. Since 
this loss caused greater descent, and thus more ventilation, super
heat was lost. An enormous rete of ballast flow would have been 
required to check descent. 

D. Adiabatic Lapse Rate 

One of the causes of temperature difference between the lifting gas 
and free air during rise or descent of balloon systems is the 
difference in lapse rates of eir end the lifting gas. The adiabatic 
lepse rate is that temperature change caused by adiabatic ex
pansion or compression of a gas during ascent or descent through a 
given vertice.l distance. The actual lapse rate of the lifting gas 
is the adiabatic lapse rate plus the effects of conduction and 
radiation. The adiabatic lapse rate is defined as: 

{1) 

where: 

LR = -¥p 
A = 2.39 x 108 col I erg 
Cp = specific heat at constant pressure 

g = acceleration caused by gravity 

In the met-ric system for helium, ( Cp = 1.25 0~'~m ) ' 

LR • 980 X 2.39 X 10-s 
-- 1.2! = 

or: 

The e.diebatic lapse rete for e ir, ( Cp = 0.239 col ) : 
OC/gm 

LR = 980 • 2.39 • 10·3 _ 9_8 oct km 
0.239 = or: 

LR = - 2.98oC/IOOO ft 
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The actual atmospheric distribution. however. does not indicate an 
adiabatic lapse rate for air but rather a lapse rate which varies 
with altitude. For. the troposphere the lapse rate of the atmosphere 
averages -1.980C/1000 .ft. It may be shcrrm then that in the tropo
sphere a rising balloon will get warm with respect to the air 
(neglecting ventilation and radiation effects} at a rate of 
1.98 - .57 : 1.4lOC/lOOO ft. In the tropopause the lapse rate of 
the atmosphere is zero. Thus the lifting gas (if helium} will 
oool relative to the air at a rate of .570C/1000 ft. 

Similarly, in the stratosphere, the lifting gas will cool relative 
to the air at a rate of 2.24 ~ .57 : 2.81°0/1000 ft. This effect 
is plotted as Figure 22. 

... 
0 
:;) 

TEMP. OF LIFTING 
GAS DUE TO 
AD.IABATIC EXPAN
SION WITH AL'riTUDE 

STRATOSPHERE 

~ TROPOSPHERE 
~~----------------\---~--~~~~~~~ 
c 

TEMPERATURE 

Figure 22. Lapse rate of air and helium. 

Here. below point A, the lifting gas will be warmer than the air. 
Above point A, the lifting gas will be cooler than 'the e.ir. The 
effect of this temperature difference on the lift (as shovom in the 
previous section} is approximately lll = L ..ai I 

T (I- 8) 
Thus. as a balloon system passes through point A. it will have less 
lift then at release. This effect has been observed on several 
flights. where a balloon system slowed down during ascent through 
a ~mperature inversion. 

Since the effect of the sun in heating the lifting gas decreases 
the effect of different lapse rates, the effect is not as noticeable 
during the day as at night. At night the balloon system may pass 
through an inversion, lose its lift, and remain at an altitude much 
below its estimated floating altitude until warmed by the sun's rays 
at sunrise. 
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This effect adds to the stabilit.y of stratospheric balloon flights. 
If a system in equilibrium in the stratosphere were to lose lift 
and descend. the compression of the gas would cause an increase 
of the lifting gas temperature relative to the air temperature. 
causing a decrease in 'Imbalance. 

Similarly. an initial 1.mbalance causing rise of the system would 
cause relative cooling of the lifting gas and thus again decrease 
the unbalance. Hence. the rate of rise or descent in the strato-
sphere will be limited by the rate of heat exchange due to con
duction and radiation. which will counteract this effect of 
adiabatic heating or cooling. 

Empirical evidence indicates that there is a great deal more 
stability in a stratospheric balloon system than in a similar 
system floating in the troposphere. This "adiabatic stability" is 
a principal reason for better performance of stratosphere tlighte. 

E. Diffusion and Leakage of Lifting Gas 

The lifting gas of a balloon can be lost by: 

leakage through small holes in the fabric or film; 
solution, migration and evaporation th~ugh fabric or film; 
true molecular diffusion through openings. such as the 

appendix opening. 

(1) Leakage 

Volumetric flow, Q, of a gas through any given opening in the 
balloon surface may be evaluated as a function of the area of 
the opening. A; the pressure head causing the flow, Is and a co
efficient of leakage,Cd• 

(1) where g is the acceleration 
due to gravity 

It would be difficult to evaluate the amount and area of holes 
in the be.lloon surface. Let us, then, compare the rate of 
leakage at any given altitude with leakage at sea level. rather 
than attempting to evaluate the leakage at a given altitude. 

Firs-t; we shall compare the rate of leakage of a full balloon 
at any given altitude with leakage of a full balloon at sea 
level. Let us assume that the area of any opening in the sur
face of the balloon does not vary with altitude and that the 
coefficient of leakage is constant. Thus: 

(2) 
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However: 

(3) h .AIL )( 144 
dg 

where ~P is the pressure difference across the opening (psi) 
and dQ is density of lifting gas (lb./ft.3). Combining equa
tion ~2) and equation (3): 

(4) 

The pressure difference across any given opening can be eval
uated i·n terms of: height above a knovm point of zero pressure 
difference; rate of pressure change with altitude of the at
mosphere (which, for l:n•y small section of altitude is assumed 
to be constant); and re.J-.:io of the densities of air and the 
lifting gas. Since the pressure difference across the appendix 
opening is zero this is o\tr reference point for evaluating 
height. Figure 23 shO'\'iS this pressure relationship in graphic 
form. 

l, 

l • --- --1---------------------
AZ 

_________ j_ ______ ~-----~ 
z. p 

Figure ·23. Pressure difference across balloon. 
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This relationship is expressed as: 

(5) ~p = ~~ (~d ) . ( 1- B ) 
Z Olr 

M 
where B = 'W ' Mg 8 Mo are molecular weights of lifting 
gas and air, q.espeotively. 

Sino~ for a full balloon, ~ is eonstant at any altitude, and 
B (for our discussion) is a oonstentz 

(6) Q oc J(:~'Jolr 
dv 

The mass rate of flow is equal to the density of the lifting 
gas multiplied by the volt.metrio rate of flowz 

(7) L 

Since the number of openings will not change with altitude, 
equation (7) expresses the rell!-tionship for mass rate of flow 
from e full balloon for any altitude. The leakage at any 
altitude may be expressed as a function of leakage at sea 
level: 

..bL = ( {*)oir-z 
Lo [ctP) 

{dt air-o 

' ~)2 
'igo 

As an example, let us compare the leakage rates of a lifting gas 
through a full balloon at sea level, at 40,000 feet and at 
100,000 feet. 

Uti tude (dp/di!loir dg 

0 1 1013 
Pi 2'88lf 

~0,000 1 100 
112 218R 

lOO,OOO 1 10.9 
mo 2'l8R 
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Comparing rete of leakage at 40,000 feet with leakage at 
sea level: 

~ 188 .u§. - 0 243 112 . 1013. 2 I 8 - . 

Comparing rate of leakage at 100,000 feet with leakage at sea 
level: 

Ltoo 
4 

: 27 
1880 

10.9 
1013 

288 
218 = 0.044 

Therefore, if leakage of a full balloon at sea level is ~own, 
it is possible to compute theoretical leakage at any altitude. 
However, if it is not possible to completely inflate e balloon 
on the ground in order to make a sea level test (if lift would 
be great enough to rupture balloon or load lines), a method of 
compe.ring full balloon leakage with partially full ball con 
leakage must be found. 

Let us assume that it is possible to obtain results of a 
leakage test for a balloon inflated to a volt~e i of fullbal
loon volume. Again starting with equation { 1): 

We see that in thi• cace the total area of openings, A is not 
constant but i-s a function of volume. Therefore, we have: 

(8) Q oc A.fh 

We have shown that: 

h : ilp 144 : 
dg. 

(~) . 

/ll: d! air (1- Bl . 144 
dg 

Since we are comparing partially inflated balloon leakege at 
sea level with full balloon leakage at sea level the variable 
in the above expression is fl~ • This is graphically illus
trated in Figure 24. 



! • --·-r---1------- , 
~~ 

...::;,_ _ _j ______ _ 
, 

FULL BALLOOif 

-1 
St ____ j __ _ 

, 

IALLOON t FULL 

Figure 24. Comparison of l'ressure head across 
partially and fully inf'lated balloons. 

Thus, the relationship is: 

{9) QocA~lll. 

(10) o oc. vi M oc vf 

Since the density of the lifting gas is constant, we may then 
express mass leakage as: 

(ll) L oc vi 

And then, to compare leakage of a full balloon with leakage of 
a balloon l full: 

X 

(12) 



Example: It a 20-foot diameter balloon~ full were tested at 
10 

sea level and found to have a leakage rate of 50 gmfiu-. the 
leakage rate of a full 2D-foot balloon at sea level would be: 

Lt • eo;-{1o)f • 34ol 

The leakage of a full 70-foot diameter balloon at sea level in 
this case would be: 

lf • 50 ~ [tof:g}a]f = 7820 GII/HR 

Values for leakage at several different altitudes for 20-foot 
and 7D-foot diameter ballcons, assuming a leakage of 50 ~r. 
for a 20-foot balloon~ full at sea level are: 

10 

.1 titude (MSL) 0 40,000 ft. 100.000 ft. 

2o-ft. diam. 340 r. 83.2 r. 

70-ft. diam. 7820 r. 1912 r. 

Another consideration is that relationship expressed by the 
kinetic theory of gases regarding gases at low pressures. The 
kinetic theory states that there is a molecular type of flow 
across a thin diaphragm through openings whose dimensions are 
of the order of the length of the mean free path of the mole
cules involved. Mass flow of the gas is then: 

where: 

L = ~p·A~ 120 
Jl p : 1s the pressure difference across the film 

A = area of the opening 

dCJ = density of the gas in question 

This. relationship, however, becomes valid ot~ly at extremely 
low pressures, and when considering balloon systems at no:nr.al 
floating levels the more common fluid-flow relationship will 
control the rate of loss of lift through openings in the film. 
It would be of little use then to investigate further the leak
age of gas through openings by means of the relationships in
volved in the kinetic theory. 
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(2) Solution, Migration and Evaporation through Film 

A very sli~t amount of lift is lost through solution of the 
gas into the balloon film. migration through the film and evapora
tion into the atmosphere. The rate of this type of diffusion 
is a function of the characteristics of the lifting gas and 
the partial pressure involved. Since the lifting gas is 
assumed to be very nearly pure. the partial pressure is merely 
the pressure of the atmosphere in which the balloon is floating. 
This method of diffusion need not be considered when ex-
amining the loss of a balloon's lifting gas since it is of a 
low enough value to be insignificant as compared with the loss 
of gas by leakage through openings in the film. 

Tests have indicated that this type of diffusion through .001" 
polyethylene has a value of approximately 4 liters/meter2/day. 
At sea level this is equivalent to 5.32 ~r. for a 20-foot 
diameter balloon. At 40.000 feet MSL the value would be 
approximately 1 ~r. 

(3) Diffusion through Appendix 

We have seen that there is no pressure difference across the 
open appendix of the balloon during floating. Therefore. the 
loss of lifting gas through this appendix (except when the 
balloon is rising and gas is being valved out of the appendix) 
oan be only by true intermolecular diffusion of the gas into 
the atmosphere and air into the liftin~ gas. The expression 
for loss of lifting gas by diffusion is similar in form to the 
expression for transfer of heat through a given distance by 
conduction: 

(13) 

where: 

~= -odNdydx 
dt dz · 

dN 
dt 

= time rate of transfer of molecules of gas 
across the area dy dx in direction a 

0 : a coefficient of diffusion. dependent upon 
viscosity and dersity of the gas involved (0. ci) 

dN • variation of molecular concentration v:ith 
dz • variation in direction! 

dydx = the differential term for area_ 

Then. since a molecule of lifting gas has a given weight, we may 
state that: 
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a.·~ 
(H) dt • K dt 

where K is a constant. 

We may state the relationship (13) in terms of rate of trans
fer and area of the opening, assuming dft to be constant across 
the opening: dz 

(15) 9r- -K1Dfz"A 

where: 

~: DI8.Ss transfer of lifting gas 

~: variation of concentration of lifting gas 
dz in direction • 

A : area of opening 

In order, then, to determine the rate of loss of lifting gas 
by diffusion· through the open appendix 1're JllUSt: 

(a) determine the relationship between the coefficient of 
diffusio~ D,and altitude (or pressure and temperature) 

(b) determine the loss of lift by diffusion through the appendix 
at any convenient altitude (i.e. at the ground) 

(c) derive a relationship between loss at the ground and loss 
at any altitude. 

However, determination of valid relationships to find diffu
sion through the appendix opening would require large scale 
laboratory testing and then tedious derivation of mathematical 
equations, a study in research in itself. It was deemed more 
practical to red~ce or eliminate this type of loss of ·lift 
by reduction of the area of the opening by use of a relief 
valve system as explained in Part II of this report, "Operations," 
PP• 8-14. 

F. Bursting Pressure and Appendix Considerations 

Bursting pressure of a balloon can be computed from the equation: 

(1) ~p=~ for failure of the fabric or film, 

where: 
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or: 

(2) 

ap = 

s, •. 

t = 

D = 

Ap = 4 Ss 
D 

bursting pressure (psi) 

maximum allowable tensile stress of fabric 
or film (psi) (for safety Sf= 1/2. S J'QOX 
where Smax=maximum strees in tension) 

thickness of fabric or film (inJ 

balloon diameter (in.) 

for failure of seams 

where: 

S s = maximum allowable tensile strength of seams 
(lb./in.) 

D= balloon diameter (in.) 

In general. a balloon should be manufactured so that any failure 
should occur first in the fabric or film and thus the tensile 
stress of this fabric or film will be the factor in determining bursting 
pressure. 

Since the non-extensible balloons used in constant-level work by 
the N.Y.U. group have been of the open-appendix type. bursting 
due to excessive super-pressure has not been a problem. Strength 
of the balloon must be considered. however. from the standpoints 
of back pressure induced during rise of a full balloon and pressure 
distribution of the lifting gas itself in.side of the balloon. 

(1) Pressure Distribution of Lifting Gas 

It was shown in the previous section that the pressure diff
erence across any portion of the balloon surface may be equated: 

(3) 
dp 

APe-=~~ - (1-8) 
de 

A plot of' ~P against ~~ would then be .a straight line at 
any given altitude. Maximum allowable balloon pressure-
equation (1)--may be plotted as a function of' ~e • rather 
than diameter for any given horizontal plane of the balloon 
surface. t . U·sing this relationship. cutting any horizontal 
plane Z-lacross the balloon (Figure 25). the diameter of the 
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balloon at any point ~ may be expressed as: 

(4) =2( Dlu- t.e•]v. 
Therefore.,. maximum allowable balloon pressure at any plane i-1 
will be: 

(5) 

Equation (5) me.y be plotted in terms of bursting ·pressure and lle 
for any given diameter balloon. A straight line through the 
origin and tangent to the plot of Equation (5) will indicate 
the maximum allowable(dptde)Git (1-8) for any given diameter bal-

loath Comparl.ng the me.ximmn allowable (dp/de)
0

1( with a chart 
of altitude vs. pressure in the atmosphere will indicate the 
minimum altitude at which the balloon can be allowed to be full. 
From an altitude-buoyancy table for any given diameter balloon, 
the maximum allowable buoyancy. or maximum allO?rable gas in
flation ean be obtained. 

Figure 26 is a plot of equations (3) and (5) for .00111 poly
ethylene (sf= 900 psi ) balloons of 20'' 30' and 70' 
diameters. 2 

Fig. 25. 
Relationship a)bz, for balloon. 
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We see that the maximum allowable (dp/d~la (1-8) tor a 30' diameteJ; 
.00111 thick polyethylene balloon is 256XIO-S pSi/ft • Dividing 
by (l-B) we have ~he maximum allowable: 

. s 
(dp/d~la = 25 6 x 10- = 300 x 10 psi/ft- 3 

1- .138 . 
= 20.7 x 10-s mb/ft 

This is comparable to an altitude of 18,300 ft. or a gross 
buoyancy of 450 lb. • the maximum allowable infle.tion of a 30' 
diameter • .001" thick polyethylene balloon from the stand
point of pressure distribution. 

In order to determine mathematically the point of failure due 
to pressure distribution we may use equations (3) and (5) and 
their deriv*tive•: 

~ P a • ~c (-3)aar U-Bl 

4Stt 

at the point of tangency of these curves (Tin Figure 26): 

and 

4St t • K 
in equation (5) • making 2 arid in equation {3) • making 
(dp/d!)0 (1- 8) • m • the slope of thit line ~ p1 • ~ 2 · m 
w ... have: 

(5a) 

artd: 

differentiating with respect to J 

( ) dp _ K (0-2Ac) 5
b d1 - - 2 (0~l-~Z2) 

(3b) dp 
di = m 
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Since at T, (:})
5 

= {:~ ) 5 

and: 

Then: 

K (0-2~ ~) 
m =- 2 (0~ ~- ~Z2)s/t 

m ~ ~ : _ K ~ ~T ( 0- 2 ~~I l = 
T 2 (0~~T-~Z~l312 

~~T (2~~r-Dl = 2(0~~1 -~l~) 

Al =-!- D 

K 

= "D 
m =(!!e.) (1-Bl 

d! air 
AllO\'.re.ble : 

{~\ = 
\dzloir 

For the example above, 

D = 30', Sf= .!p- t = .001 in. 
Then: 

B = -Hf = 0.138 
(helium) 

(
dp ) _ 16 4 .!QQ ..:.Q.QL_ I 
di air - 3t!' T · 2 • (30)1;12 '< "l":",--_-o_-,3-8) psi/ ft 

Allowable (..!2.. \ • 0.298 • 10-3 psi 1 ft 
dt lair 

= 20.55 mb/ ft 

This is compar~ble to an altitude of approximetely 18,200 ft. 
Thus the maxin:um allo111-eble buoyancy for a 30' die.meter, .001" 
thick polyethylene balloon filled with helium is 440 lb. 

{2) Appendix-Opening Cona1derat1one 

As an open-apperdix, constant-volume balloon ascends the 
liftin~ gas 111ill expend due to the decrease in the pressure 
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of' the su,rrounding, atmosphere. Upon reaching the altitude at 
which it is full it will still have en unbalance in the 
direction of ircrease of altitude due to the excess buoyancy 
causing ascent. This unbalance is gradually decreased as tho 
balloon rises (with a fixed vobwe) into less dense e.ir. Mean
while excess gas pressure is relieved by velving gas through 
the appendix until the balloon system is in a condition of 
equilibriun. The porticn of the ascent after the balloon has 
become full is known as the 11 leveling-off" period. 

The lifting gas which is valved out through the appendix will 
cause a "back pressure" inside of the balloon which rrust be 
transferred to the balloon fabric or film. In other words, 
there must be a pressure difference across the appendix opening 
during this period to force the excess lifting gas out of the 
balloon. Let us analyze this back pressure by the method used 
by Picard. Using the rules of subsonic aerodynamics, Picard 
suggests that air at sea level escaping at 1333 f~sec. pro
duces a beck pressure of 1 atmosphere and that back pressure 
induced is proportional to the square of escape velocity of 
the gas and inversely proportional to the density of the gas 
escaping. Volume of gas lost in ascE:nt through 1 foot is 
within a reason&ble degree of accuracy: ' 

(e) AV :Y~. T+AT 
lli. P di! T 

~~ = volume lost per foot of ascent (ft.3/ft.) 

v = balloon volume (ft.~) 

p = pressure of free air (psi) 

dp 
= pressure 

di! 
ehange with increase of Z (psi/ft) 

T = tempereture of air ( 0c abs.) 

AT : change in air temperature durinb rise (0c) 

For ascent in the troposphere this relationship will reduce to: 

(7) v 
27,800 

.u' 
FT 

The velocity of escape of e;a_s, then: 

(8) V • dJ! V I 
· di. 27,800 · Aa 

V = velocity of escape of lifting gas (ft./sec.) 
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dz 
Cit v 

27800 
A a 

= 
: 

ascent velocity of balloon (ft./sec.) 

volume of gas lost per foot of ascent (ft.3jrt.) 

area of appendix opening (rt.2) 

The back pressure caused by this velooity~ 

(9) 

or, 

(10) 

~p = 
.6p = 
v = 

dg = 

dao = 

14.7 = 

1333 = 

( 
2 dg 

v ) . 14.7 -dao 1333 
back pressure induced ~psi) 

velocity of escape of gas (ft./sec.) 

density of lHting gas at altitude 
of balloon (lb./ft.3) 

density of air at see level (lb./ft.3) 

pressure of air at sea level (psi) 

escape velocity of air to produce back pressure 
of 1 atmosphere at sea level ( ft I sec) 

combining equation ( 8) ar.d ( 9): 

(
di! V I )I 
dt .27800 ·ra-.6p : -

(1333 
14.7 ddg 

Go 
psi 

As an example, let us find the back pressure induced in a 20' 
diameter balloon with a 1' diameter opening ascending at 
800 ft./minute, as it becOMes full at 30,000 ft·. (density of 
helium @ 30 ,ooo ft. = £511· fll-. O.l3 8 dao ) 

Ap,. J 'If·,!'~~~ .. ;r)" · 14.7 • o.Olll:. 2 75x 1 o·~psi 
It is to be noted that equation (5) can be e.rrived at by ;nore 
sirrple reconstruction of the ste.ndard equation for fluid flow: 

(11) ~~ = Cd Aa -/2gh 

-ff = · volume rate of flovr. (ft. 3 /sec.) 

cd = a constant of flow 



0 = the acceleration of gravity (ft.jsec.2) 

Aa = area .of the opening (ft. 2) 

h : head of fluid causing flow (ft.) 

s1nce 
h= 

l44~P , we have: 

dg 

(12) llp = dg ( I dV )
2 

psi 
288g cd Ao. dt 

where dg is density of the lifting gas (lb./ft.3). 

From equation (7) we have: 

dV de crr='dt v 
27800 

therefore: 

(13) Ap = dg ( I 
2880 CdAa 

d! v )2 

dt. 27800 
psi 

Comparing equations (10) and 0.3) we see the.t if the equations are 
equal: 

I = 
28ea c~ 

14.7 
2 

1333 dao 
If' we let Cd = . 975 , a reasonable value for the relatively 
low velocity flQw of' gas through the appendix, we have: 

14·7 = 114.8 x lo-• ft·sec2 t•n2 

13331 d00 

Therefore, the equations (10) and (13) are equal and inter
changeable. 

It may be noted from equations (10) and (13) that for any given 
balloon, appendix area and balloon volume are fixed, and the 
related veriables are lifting gas density, rate of rise, and 
allowable b~ok pressure. For any given allowable back pressure 
greater rates of rise are allowable at higher altitudes (where 
dg is lower). 

Or.oe e floating altitude has been decided upon or it has been 
decided to carry e given load as part of the balloon system, we 
can find a maxireum allowable rate of rise. We must consider 
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the pressure distribution of the liftinc gas and the internal 
back pressure due to valving gas. To find maximum rates of 
ascent for various balloons would necessitate a complicated 
series of trial and error solution. In general, it has been 
more practical to determine a maximum rate of rise for nor.mal 
operating conditions for any given size balloon by findin~ the 
maximum allowable rate for the balloon rising to its lowest 
normal operating level (i.e., we will find the maximum all0?18ble 
rate for the worst normal operating conditions and consider 
it a maximum for all normal operating conditions.) 

Let us take the case of a 20-foot diameter polyethylene balloon 
of .001~ thickness. Lowest normal floating altitude is 20,000 ft. 
MSL. Let us assume that the balloon will be full and begin 
valvinf gas at 15,000 ft. MSL. Assume the appendix diameter 
to be 2 foot. Using equation (1) to find maximum allowable 
internal pressure and assuming the critical x-y plane to be that 
of maximum diameter A~ = D/2 , we have: 

A Pall. = 4 SJt = 4(900/2)· .001 = . 007 5 psi 
t2· 20 

(Here we have introduced a factor of safety by saying Sf = 900/2 
instead of 900 psi, the ultimate strength in tension of poly
ethylene.) Pressure distribution: 

A.p 012 = A~ :l (I-B) = l-2° · 3.38 ·10-4• .862 = .00291 psi 

Allowable back pressure: 

A Pbp = Ap011 - AP012 = .0046 psi 

Maximum rate of rise using equation (13)J 

(
2780° C A \ fttsec v d a} 

= 100.7 ft/sec 

= 6000 ft /min 

It is evident from this calculation that the rate of rise of the 
20-ft. diameter polyethylene balloon is not a critical factor 
in bursting unless the open appendix becomes snarled an~ gas is 
not allowed to escape. 

Rate of rise and appendix openings are important from the stand
point of balloon design. For operationel reasons it is important 
to have a rapid rate of rise. In order to make most efficient 
use .of weight, the balloon film should be thin. As mentioned 
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in the preceding, section on diffusion end leakage the appendix 
opening should be small. It can be seen that as we make one 
of our conditions better, we must sacrifice at least one of 
the others. Therefore, balloons must be designed compromising 
rate of rise, balloon thickness, and appendix opening. Methods 
of decreasing the eppendix opening, except during the valving 
of lifting. gas, are discussed in other sections of this tech• 
r.ical report. In general they consist of means of applying 
a delicate relief valve, capable of opening to a lerge area 
with af!)lication of only slight intems.l pressure, and also 
closing tight upon release of this internal pressure. 

G. A Ge.tleral Equa.ttc:m of Motion 

If we collect and relate the variables incidental to balloon flight, 
we may form a general equation of motion. This is most easily ex
pressed in terms of forces acting upon the balloon systell'.. We may 
equate e.n acceleration term plus a drag or friction term against r 
term to include all other forces: · 

(1) 

This is a differential equation of a type common in mechanical vi
bration problems, end solution for the variable Z would not be 
difficult if relationships of the many variables included in the 
the terms n and IF were simple. However, the cornplexi~ of the 
balloon system introduces many terms as pe.rts of n and 2; F • 

We shall first state the more complex form of equation (1) above 
and then attempt to explain tre variables included in each part of 
the equation. As will be shown, it is extremely difficult to find 
a complete sol•Jtion of the equation since nany of the variables 
are in themselves extremely complex and at this time incapable of 
accurate solution. Therefor~, our ~iscussion will be more of a 
qualitative rather than a quantitative nature. 

The general force equation is: 

(2) fo2
i!+C ~A(Di!f= Vb(P0 -P9 )-W±Fotm 

The force due to acceleration 
where: 

FA : t rfe 

W : weight of the balloon system 

g : acceleration of gravity 

02
1: = acceleration of the balloon system (ln 

acceleration in the direction of greater 
altitude is considered positive.) 
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The force due to friction or drag fi, = CD f ADz (This assumes 
that there is no vertical motion of' the air in which the balloon 
system is floating. We shall later consider the case where an 
atmospheric force is causing vertical motion of the air.) 
Where: 

P : mass density of the e.i r sur rounding the 
balloon system 

A = 

0-a = 

projected area of' the balloon on a plene 
perpendicular to the relative velooi ty 

vertical velocity of the balloon system 
(Velocity in the direction of greater altitude 
is considered positive.) 

a coefficient of drag. 
number N _ Dzd P 

R- JL 

dependent on Reynolds 
where: 

d = diameter of sphere (ft.) 

p = 

JL = 

mass density of surrounding 
fluid (lb. sec.2) 

ft.4 

viscosity of' surrounding fluid 
(lb. sec.) 

f't.2 

A plot of drag coefficient eEei~st ~eynolds nunber for e. sphere is 
shown in Figure ~7. 
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Figure 27. Drag coefficient vs. Reynolds Number. for sphere. 
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If a balloon is teardrop in shape rather than spherical, the curve 
would be modified so that the value of c0 , for a given Reynolds 
number would be lower. In this case the sudden drop in C0 
as Reynolds number increases (the change from viscous to turbulent 
flow) would occur at a lower Reynolds number. 

We have thus far in our discussion assumed that there is no verti
cal motion of the air surrounding the balloon system relative to 
the coordinate ! • However, this is not necessarily the case 
under actual conditions. In many instances vertical llir movement is 
found in the a bnosphere. Therefore, we must introduce a term to 
allow for this vertical air movement. In equation (2) this term 
was indicated as :tFA , the external atmospheric force. 

We may consider this vertical air movEment· in terms of a velocity Dt. 
Then the vertical velocity of the balloon system relative to the 
air surrounding the system will be the difference between the velo
city of the balloon relative to the absolute altitude Dt and the 
velocity of the surrounding air relative to the absolute altitude 
This may be equated as D~- 0 C , where Di and DC are both con
sidered positive in the direction of increase of altitude. 

The total force due to the drag, or friction will be: 

FD + FATM: CD:. A ( 0!- oc>2 
where the00otations are those used previously, exc.ept that now 
NR = (Oz- :71 de • The relationship between NR and Co will be those 
used previously. 

The force due to buoyancy of the lifting gas F8 = Vb (P0 - Pg) 
where: 

vb: balloon volume (ft.3) 

density of the air and lifting gas, respectively 
(lb./ft.3) 

This term my also be stated as: 
where: 

P0 , Pg = pressure 

R0 ,Rg = specific 

F 

of air and lifting gas 

gas constant of air and lifting 

Ta, Tg : temperature of air and lifting gas 

gas 

The changes that will take place in this expression are those due 
to a temperature difference between the lifting gas and the free 
air, change in volume of the balloon due to loss of lifting gas, 
change of the gas· constant of the lifting gas due to dilution with 
air, and (in the case of a balloon that will hold an internal pressure) 
pressure difference between lifting gas and surrounding air. 
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Temperature effects were discussed previously in 'this report. 
Those discussions on superheat end adiabatic temperature change 
will apply to the general equation. In general, temperature of 
the free air and lifting gas can be measured to a fair degree of 
accuracy. 

Balloon volume at any time is a function of original full balloon 
volume plus the summation of all the changes in volume due to pres
sure and temperature changes and loss of lifting gas. It will 
also be affected by loss or gain of: air by the balloon through 
diffusion and intake of air through the appendix. The non
extensible balloon will have a maximum volume and thus any changes 
tending to increase the gas volume to a value greater than the 
balloon volume will result in a valving of the excess lifting gas 
into the air, or {in "the ease of a balloon which will carry in
ternal pressure) a pressure increase of the lifting gas. 

It is for this reason that a non-extensible balloon is said to be 
in a state of stable equilibrium in a direction of greater e.l ti
tude When it is full. Eowever, in a direction of lesser altitude, 
and with the case of a p:lrtially full floating balloon, the syste!!_l 
is in a state of neutral equilibrium. 

Composition of the lifting gas will change due to contamination of 
the lifting gas by the entry·of air into the balloon, either by the 
flaw of air through thE> appendix opening or by diffusion of e.ir into 
the balloon. We may then modify our term for density of the lifting 
gas to include a term for the pure gas and a term for the contaminating 
air. Using the method of pertial volumes, we me.y equate the density 
of the lifting gas at any time by: 

p = Pg ( ~ + :iJL ) 
where: g VbT g Rp Ra 

Pg = pressure of the lifting gas 

vb • total lifting gas volume 

Vp = volume of pure lifting gas in balloon 

Va = volume of air in balloon 

Rg = epecific gas constant of pure lifting gas 

R0 = specific gas constant of air 

Then , calling (here we see that since 

we may equate: 

....!1(-!JL ... _!g_) 
Tg Rp R0 
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The equation for the force due to buoyancy will then become: 

Fa = V. [ Pa !a.(~ Xa )] 
b ~- T9 Tp +ro-

lf the balloon is of the type that will carry no internal pressure 
P. a p • and we may state that: 

a g [ I -'- (~ .!L)] 
F, = vb Pa LAo To - Tg Rp + Ro 

Discussions of the contamination of the lifting gas are included under 
the section on "Diffusion and Leakage of Lifting Gas" of this report. 

The force due to the weight of the system Fw = W The weight 
of the balloon system at any time is a function of the original 
weight of the system plus the change of weight of the system. This 
change in the weight of the system is caused by the loss of ballast 
and the weight of the system at any time ( t ) : 

where: 
wt = W0 - I Awb .... 

+ 

the original weight of the system 

the sum of all the losses of balle. st from 
time at which W= W.o until the time t 

The value of ·the term I ~Wb depends on the type of ballast control. 
With no ballast: +co 

.~ ~wb = o 
If a constant ballast flow is used: 

where: 

t 

IllWb 
+•o 

= Jnt t 
dt 

and 

dW it' : rate of ballast flow 

t ela~sed time from t =0 to t: t 

If a practical fixed opening type or oallast control is used: 

where: 

t = 
h = 

Pb = 

pb = 
A = 

time 

head of ballast above opening 

viscosity of·ballast fluid 

density of ballast fluid 

area of opening 
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The ballast flow at any time, tz 

so that: 

where: 

:~ = c,P. Ai2gh 
b . 

c, iB a coefficient of discharge, dependent 
upon Reynolds number or the flow through 
the opening 

In this equation only~ and A are constants (if temperature 
effect on the opening A is neglected), Pb is dependent upon ten pera
ture of the fluid and h ia dependent upon the shape of the vessel 
containing the fluid and t~e t. 

If ballast flow is controlled bf atmospheric pressure• 

!AWb = to f·Y tP,.Rc , with a fixed valve opening 
(open-or-closed valve) 

where tP>Pc represents the 
greater than the pressure of 

time when atmospheric pressure is 
control. Here, again. U: C AJ2Cih 

dt ''b 2
G 

With ballast flow proportional to p- Pc 

i J. d(f) 
}; AWb = 2; d~ ( p-~) tP>R 

where z +.o ..,. P C 

d(f} 
dAp 

relationship between rate or i'low and 
presst.ire difference ( p- Pc ) where p >Pc 

If we include a rate of pressure change control or a rate of asceJ'l.t 
control such that there is no ballast flow if rate of pressure 
change is less th~ some value -{Jia.~ or rate of ascent is gne.ter 
than some value ~d;}c ,we impose tht' condition for ballast flow in 
the above two oases that for flow to occur P>Pc , and ~ > (~\ 
or 9J <{J)G · dt dt lc 

We might also have a control tbl t will open or close a valve on 
rate of pressure change such that: 
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td (d ' where 2.1t> !!A_} is the- time during which pressure change of 
the airdlurro8h!1~g the balloon is greater than a design value 
of pressure change causing ballast flow. 

The general equation, then, indicates the relationships between 
the variables involved in balloon flight. The discussions in 
this section of the report, "Equations and Theoretical Considerations," 
attempt to qualitati~y organize the relationships between these 
variables in order t~.t a complete overall picture of the aspects 
of balloon flight can be formulated. 

It should be stressed that the theoretical relationships as stated 
here do not lend themselves to simple insertion into an overall 
equation which is easily solved. Rather, solutions .of marv of the 
variables are ~n themselves complex. At this time it appears im
practical to delve too deeply into such matters as "the variation 
of diffusion and leakage through various types of balloons under 
different conditions" or "a study in the change of coefficient of 
drag on a balloon system at all points during its flight." It 
has been rr:ore practical to generally state the relationships in 
unsolved form and concentrate the experimental portion of the re
search problem on such :me_tters as actual development of balloon 
controls. 

V. TELEMETERING 

A. Information Transmitted 

The need for a balloon-borne transmitter and some system of ground 
receiving and recording was recognized early in the ~ork of the pro
ject. The primary objective of such telemetering was to collect 
data to evaluate the altitude controls applied to the balloon sys
tem. Pressure, perhaps the most irr:portant data, was measured by 
the use of radiosonde-type aneroid capsules. A discussion of the 
pressure modulators used is given in the following section. 

A second use of air-borne transmitters was to provide a beacon for 
radio direction-finding. With proper equipment a balloon-borne 
transmitter can provide a signal to guide an aircraft, homing with 
a radio compass, or provide a position "fix" by the crossed azi
muths of ground receiving stations. 

In addition to these two very important functions of altitude 
dete~.ination and positioning, telemetering systems were used to 
detect and transmit temperature data and ballast flow data. The 
equipment used for these purposes is described below. 
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B. Transmitters Used 

(1) 72-Megacycle Radiosonde Transmitter (T-49) 

The standard T-49 transmitter of the Ar.my Weather Service was 
first used in project work, with a modified commutator bar 
switching specially coded resistors into the circuit. as the 
balloon passed from one critical pressure to another. The 
operating characteristics of this transmitter may be found in 
the following publications: T.B. Sig. 165, T.M. 11-2403, 
T.M. ll-2404 and the Weather Equipment Technician's Manual. 

The defects which were encountered in the use of this trans
mitter were principally (1) relatively short range and (2) 
unfitness for direction-finding using available equipment. 
Our experience has been that reception from the T-49 trans
mitter by standard equipment is not much above 80 miles under 
good conditions. lihen flights were made which traveled many 
times this distances, the inadequa~y of this vransmitter was 
clearly demonstrated. 

The problem of direction-finding is of major importance when 
attempts are made to position e.nd track the balloon and its 
equipment train. Since no standard directional receive~ equip
ment is available for this use with the T-49, this transmitter 
is of limited value. 

(2) 400-Megacycle F.M Transmitter (T-69) 

The T-49 transmitter was abandoned in favor of the T-69 400-mc 
system as soon as ground receiving equipment for the latter was 
available. By using the directional receiving set SCR-658 
with the T-69 transmitter, the problem of direction-finding 
and positioning was attacked. A second advantage enjoyed by 
this system is the improved range attainable. 

Our experience has been that an SCR-658 set in good condition 
can receive a signal up to a range of 150 miles, providing 
that the line-of-sight transmitter is high enough to preclude 
blocking by intervening terrain. The use of two or more sets 
to increase the area of a tracking net is discussed under 
"Radio Direction-Finding" below. 

The operating characteristics of the T-69 system and the SCR-658 
may be found in these publications: T.B. Sig. 165, T .M. 11-ll58A. 

Pressure indicators were obtained, as with the T-49, by use of 
the modified commutator bar switching specially coded resistors 
into the circuit as. the balloon passed from one fixed pressure 
to another. A few special tests were made of a chronometric 
system of pressure modulation. For a complete discussion 
of pressure modulation methods, see Section Vl, A. 
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(3) Low-Frequency Transmitter (AM-1) 

A low-frequency transmitter developed by the Electrical Eng
ineering Department of New York University was adapted to re
place or supplement the T-49 and T-69 transmitters. The 
carrier frequencies used have been in the region 1 me to 
3 mo. The schematic of this set is shown in Figure 28, as 
operated at 3135 kc. The output is approximately 2 watts, 
and a typical air-to-ground range is 300 miles, although 
reception of more than 450 miles has been attained by both 
ground and air-borne receivers. 
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Figure 28. Schema tic diagram, AM-1 transmitter. 

Information is introduced in a ma~~er si~ilar to that employed 
in conventional radiosonde transmitters: resistances are 
switched into the blocking-oscillator grid circuit. In the 
case of pressure or ballast-count, fixed resistors causing 
distinct blocking frequencies are used; for temperature, the 
switch introduces the tr.ermistor resistances. 
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When this transmitter operates at a lower frequency, say 
1746 kc, the standard aircraft radio compass can be used to 
find the direction to the transmitter. No suitable standard 
equipment for ground direction-finding has been available to 
the project. 

c. Receivers and Recorders Used 

For the T-49 and T-69 radiosonde transmitters, standard ground
station equipment was used to receive and record the signal. An 
appropriate receiver (National 110 for the T-49 and SCR-658 for the 
T-69) feeds the sigpal through a frequency meter and into a Friez 
recorder, model AN}Fl~Q-1(). With this system, frequencies between 
10 and 200 cycles per second can be recorded. 

When the Olland-Cycle pressure moduletor is used, (see Section VI, 
A,3) with low-frequency pulses indicating the completion of the pres
sure or reference circuit, a recorder made by the Brush Development 
Co. (Model BL 212) replaces the Friez recorder and frequency meter. 
With the AM-1 transmitter, the usual ground receiver has been the 
Hammarlund Super-Pro l.:odel SP-400-X. For aircraft operation, an 
aircraft radio compass such as AH/.AJall -Y is used. 

D. Batteries Used 

To extend the life of the batteries used with the T-49 and T-69 
transmitters, experimental packs were developed using both dry 
and wet cells. A typical ''12-hour" dry-cell pack for the T-69 
was composed of: 

B supply: 135V--l ea. B90FL (especially assembled for N.Y.U. 
by Burgess Battery Co.) or 6 ea. Burgess 
XX30 in series--parallel 

A supply: 6V--l ea. Burgess 2F4 or 2 ea. F4H in parallel 

C bias supPLy: 45V tap of B90FL or XX30 assembly 

With an AM-1 transmitter, the input power required is as follows: 
"B" supply, 270 volts at about 300 milliamperes; rr~in "A" supply, 
li volts at 600 milliemperes; and a separate "A" supply for the 
power amplifier, ll volts at 200 millia.mperes. The battery pack 
includes 8 Burgess XX45 or Eveready 467 in series--parallela 
2 Burgess 4FH batteries in parallel; and one 4FH, respectively. 
This pack lasts about 20 hours in fli~ht. Also included in the 
battery container were batteries for auxiliary functions such as 
Olland-Cycle or program-switch motors, ballast-control relays, 
and bring-down mechanisms. 

The problem of operating at cold temperature ~~s given much consid
eration. Special cold temperature batteries were tried with in
sufficient difference in performance to justify the added expense 
and difficulty of procurement. In addition, it was felt that 
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mass-production methods and quality eontrol associated with stan
dard dry batteries gave greater assurance of satisfactory IS rformance. 

Subsequent measurements made of the temperature inside the trans
mitter battery pack showed that the temperature can be maintained 
above -1ooc if the transmitter and batteries are housed in a box 
insulated with one-to two-inch walls of Styrofoam. This insulation 
is effective even through long nighttime periods when no solar 
heating is added. 

One type of battery tested in flight was a light-weight wet cell 
(Burgess Type AM) of the "dunk" type, (magnesium • silver chloride). 
These cells were vacuum-packed to provide indefinite shelf-lite. 
Activated by immersion in ~~ter just before release, they were ex
pected to produce a constant voltage over a period of 6 hours to 
overcome cold temperature effects. Those units used proved to be 
rather unsatisfactory and subject to erratic behavior. Further
more the cost of the cells was very great compared with ordinary 
cells. 

E. Radio Direction-Finding 

For ground stations, when the balloon-borne transmitter is a T-69, 
.the SCR-658 RDF set has been used. With such a set the radio sig
nal can be picked up at distances up to 150 miles and good azimuth 
bearing may be obtained (accurate to less than one degree). Although 
the elevation angle may be obtained with equal accuracy when free 
from distortion, angles of less than 13 degrees are usually affected 
by ground reflection to such an extent as to render them valueless. 

To extend the range over which such sets were effective, two or more 
usually were used, positioned along the expected track of the balloon 
at intervals of about 100 miles. With two sets giving crossed azi
muth "fixes" the position m~y be d~termined. If the elevation 
ar1gle is above 13 degrees, it is possible to fix the belloon with one 
SCR-658 (assuming the pressure altitude is kr.own). 

For details of the mainte~~nce and use of the SCR-658, see War De
partment publication T.M. ll-1158A. 

VVhen aircraft are used to follow and position the balloon, the use 
of a radio-compass is found ~o be feasible, using the AX-1 tre.ns
mitter at a frequency that is within the limits of the compass re
ceiver. By homing on the signal end flying along the indicated 
bearing until the compass needle reverses~ the balloon~ position 
may be found from initial distances or up to 500 miles. No appre
ciable cone of silence has been observed in recent flights which 
used a transmitter operating at 1746 kc. 

Radio compass equipmen~AN/A~-~ is described in U.s. A. A. F. 
publication T. o. 68-10. 
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F. Radar and Optical Tracking. 

Because of their limited range. ground radar sets and theodolites 
were only of minor value in tracking balloons. Sets such as the 
SCR-684, the SP.M-1, and MPS-6 are suggested when the balloon is 
expected to remain within the 60 to 80 mile range. 

VI. INSTRUMENTATION 

A. Altitude Determination 

To provide accurate, sensitive and readable records of the pressure 
(altitude) encountered by the balloon, various systems have been 
tried. A modified radiosonde-type aneroid pressure capsule (Signal 
Corps ML 310-/) has been the basic sensing element, but three 
different systems of modulation of the radio signal as a function 
of pressure have been used. 

(1) Standard Diamond-Hinman Radiosonde Pressure Modulator 

Seen in Figure 29, the standard Diamond-Hinman radiosonde system 
provided first pressure sensor used. As the pen arm is pushed 

CIOieUCTWt _..,.. I'Oit HUMIDITY CIRCUIT ,----------------------------
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Figure 29. Schematic dia~am, Diamond-Hinman 
radiosonde ..,atem. 

across the commutator by the aneroid capsule, it ralls on 
alternating insulators and conductors attached to three circuits. 
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By knowing the altitude of release and counting the number of 
switches from conductor to insulator, the position along the 
the commutator is kno'Wtl. This in turn is calibrated to give 
pressure values, from which the altitude may be computed. 

This system was not suitable for floating balloons because 
(1) only 70 to 90 discrete contacts are provided to cover the 
entire atmospheric pressure range; this means that the best 
readability obtainable with this system is about ~10 millibars. 
(2) When the balloon oscillates about a floating level, the fre
quent changes from one contact to another give ambiguous readings, 
since the number of discrete resistances used is limited. 

For circuit details of this unit, see T.E. Sig. 165 and the 
Weather Equipment Technician's Manual. 

(2) Specially Coded Radiosonde Modulators 

To remove the ambiguity of altitudes reported by the system 
above, extra resistances were introduced into the circuits 
of those contacts near the floating level; thus, each contact 
gives a distinctive frequency and each pressure (altitude) 
can be clearly distinguished. 

In this system, there still remains the lack of resolution or 
sensitivity inherent in the modulator with 70 to 90 contacts. 

(3) Olland-Cycle Modulator 

To improve the sensitivity of the pressure measurements, an 
Olland-Cycle (chronometric) pressure modulator ~s developed. 
Seen in Figure 30, the modulator contains a standard Signal 

Figure 30. Olland-Cycle pressure modulator. 
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Corps ML-310/ radiosonde aneroid unit, a metal helix on a 
rotating cylinder of insulating material, and a 6•volt electric 
motor which rotates the cylinder. 

There are two contacting pens which ride on the cylinder and 
c~lete the modulator circuit of the transmitter when they 
touch the helix. One pen is fixed in position and makes a con
tact at the same time in each revolution of the helix. This 
contact is used as a reference point tor meaauring the speed 
ot rotation of the cylinder. 7he time that the second pen (which 
is linked directly to the aneroid cell) makes contact with the 
spiral., is dependent on the cylinder speed and on the pen 
position which is determined by the pre.ssure. By an evaluation 
chart, the atmospheric pressure can be detennined as a function 
ot the relative position of the pressure contact as compared to 
the reference, thus elimina~ing all rotation effects except short
term motor speed fluctuations. 

The operation of this unit is described in detail in Section 
li, "Operations," ot this report, pages 64-63. 

Some of the units flown have been made in the shops of.the 
project, while others have been coJII!lercially supplied. The 
following specifications have been set up for perfor.me.nc& of 
the Olland-cycle: 

Pressure range: 1050 to 5mb. 
Temperature range: +300C to -300C 
Accuracy: t0.2 mb. 
Readability: to.l mb. 

A number of tests have been made on the accuracy of the Olland
Cycle module. tor. The tests were of two types. '!be first was 
made running the unit at room temperature while the pressure 
remained constant. In the second, the pressure was varied tram 
surface pressure to about 20 millibars several times at diff
erent temperatures. In testa of the first type, the maximum 
variation of pressure for a given contact pen poli tion was 
1.3 millibars in a series of 182 revolutions. 

The most comprehensive tests of this~ were made with two 
Olland-cycles in the same bell jar rmning for three hours and 
ten minutes. Due to differences in speed of revolution, differ
ent numbers of revolutions were recorded in the time interval, 
138 being made by instr.ument No. L-416 and 181 by instrUIII8nt No. 
B-501. No. L-416 was made in the shops of the Research Divi
sion and uaed a Brailsford 6•volt (1 rpm nominal speed) motor, 
hard-rUbber cylinder with 8 turns per inch of .010" nickel wire 
on a t" aluminum plate base. No. B-601 was ade by Brailsford 
and Co. to Balloon Project specifications. I~ had the aame 
6-volt motor, a paper base bakelite cylinder with 8 turns per 
inch of .01011 nickel wire and was mounted on a 1/16" sheet 
aluminum frame. 
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The following statistics for a given pressure (1001.8 ~il!ibars) 
were computed: 

on the mean 
within 0.1% or mean 

" o.2% " II 

" 0.3% " " 
" 0.4% " " 
" 0.5% " " 

N .Y .'J. Shop Model 
L-416 

12.5% 
25 % 
41.5% 
62.5% 
75 % 
95.6% 

Bra:Dsford Model 
B-501 

34 % 
50 % 
70.5% 
85.5% 
91 % 

100 % 

Other conclusions arrived at as a result of this test were: 

(a) Since changes of speed of the motors did not occur simul
taneously in the two instruments, the speed changes probably 
are not due to slight changes in pressure or temperature. 

(b) Sensitivity varied from 0.1 to 0.9 millibars. 

(c) Sensitivity increased with increase of rate of pressure change. 

It was recommended as a result of these tests that the records 
of flights when the balloon is floating be read to the nearest 
two-tenths of a percent of a oycle,or approximately two-tenths 
of a millibar, for high accuracy. ~ben using the instruments 
manufactured by Brailsford and Co., satisfactory accuracy will 
be attained, if necessary, when the record is read to the 
nearest one-tenth of a percent of a cycle. 

In the second group of tests the pressure was reduced slowly 
to about 20 millibars and increased to sea-level pressure at 
different temperatures. 

The most comprehensive series of calibrations wes made with the 
first instrument made by Brailsford and Co. Two runs were made 
at room temperature ( 22_10 C), one at -lOOC, one at -30 to 37°C 
and one at -56 to -620C. On the last test at the lowest tempera
ture, the unit was found to be completely unreliable. The 
cause of failure was the erratic· motor operation at extremely 
low temperatures. This had been observed previously during 
flights when the Olland-cycle was not thermally insulated. 

The other curves were plotted on a single chart in order to 
study their spread (see Figure 31). The envelope of curves 
thus obtained showed no regular temperature effect over the 
range +2,°C to -370C. In general, the envelope was less than 
10 millibars wide although at some higher pressures it was as 
much as 12 millibars wide. The curves at low pressures fell 
closest together and were all within 3 to 4 millibars apart 
between 50 and 150 millibars and 6 millibars apart between 
150 to 200 millibars. 
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Figure 31. Tests of Olle.nd-c~·cle performance. 

Hysteresis at any one temperature was the worst serious cause 
of the width of the envelope of curves. However, this 
error was minimized by the smoothness of the rotating cylinder 
and the continuous motion of the cylinder under the contact 
pen. Probably the necessary looseness of the bearings and 
the joining to the motor gear train had a great deal to do with 
the spread between different calib~ations. 

The maximum variation of any one ce.libration curve from the 
mean was about ~3 millibars. 

The following recommendations are made for the use of the 
Olland-cycle modulator: 

(a) The modulator should be mounted inside the battery box and 
insulated so as to keep its temperature above -30°C. 

(b) During the rapid~rising portion of the flight the accuracy 
of the data warrants reading only to the nearest one percent 
of a cycle, or about one millibar of pressure. 

Tests on the sensitivity of Olland-Cycle modulators indi
cate that although the accuracy is li~ited as indicated 
above, small variations may be detected with the result 
that it is valid to read the pressure record to the nearest 
tenth of one percent of one revolution. 
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When the Olland.Cycle principle was originally adopted, both 
clock~ and electric motors were considered for the power supply. 

·In addition to the tendency of clocks to stop at cold tempera
tures due to freezing or lubricants and unequal expansion or the 
parts, the movement or the clockwork in discrete steps limits 
the accuracy of sampling. For these reasons, electric motors 
are preferred. 

The motor now in use has been built to meet the following spe
cifications: 

(a) 6 to 7.5 volt operation. 

(b) l RP.M gear train. 

(c) 20 to 40 milliamperes drain. 

(d) Speed change at low temperature to be no more than 20%. 

(e) Constancy or speed during any single revolution not to 
deviate by more than 0.3%. 

To check the performance or these motors at cole temperatures, 
a series or tes'bswas run on the motors now in use with the 
average case seen in Figure 32. The loss in RPM was more than 
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Figure 32. Speed tests of Olland-Cycle motors. 

desired, but the motors continued to operate at a steady rate. 
As long as the speed or revolution does not very markedly with
in a single revolution, the error is not serious. In early 
flights made at prolonged cold temperature, erratic performance 
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of the motor-driven units was observed; current practice is 
to provide adequate temperature insulation. 

{4) Barograph 

As a secondary pressure unit, a clock-driven be.rogre.ph he.s been 
included on .me.ny flights. The instrument (shown in Figure 33) 

Figure 33. Smoked drum be.rogre ph. 

will provide up to 40 hours of pressure date. if recovered. 
About 70,% of all those units flown to date have been recovered. 
The performar.ce specifications are as follows: 

(a) Rotation: one revolution every 12 hours 

(b) Duration: 36 hours running time 

(c) Pressure range: 500 to 5 mb. 

(d) Accuracy: ~5 mb. 

(e) Readability: 1.0mb. or approximately .22 mm on the drum 

(f) Weight: 1000 grams 

(g) Time accuracy: 10% 

{h) Temperature compensation between 300C and -700C 

Instruments have been built by Lange Laboratories to meet 
these requirements (the time accuracy figure is questionable~ 
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A desoription of the use of this barograph is given in Part II, 
"Opera tiona," of this report. 

B. Temperature Measuremen! 

To interpret some of the observed balloon behavior, a knowledge 
of the temperature of the gas and the outside air temFerature was 
required. The evaluation of "superheat" effects was accomplished 
pri.me.rily by exposing a conventional radiosonde thermistor inside 
the balloon with a control thermistor measuring the free-air tempera
ture. Similarly, a thermistor was someti~es installed inside the 
battery-pack housing to measure the temperature of the batteries. 

While this system was in use it was general practice to use the 
standard government service thermistors ML 376/.Aid (brown) and 
ML 395/W.Q-1 (white). The white elements 1':ere needed' when the ex
ternal temperature was measured, since no adequate protection from 
the sun was available. Also, at floating level there is no venti
lation to be had since the balloon is stationary with respect to 
the air. · 

The resistance of the thermistors was switched into the grid.cireuit 
of the blocking oscillator of the AM-1 transmitter, and by compari
son with pre-flight ealibrations the audio frequency transmitted 
could be interpreted in terms of temperature. To record the signal 
after it was received, a fast-speed Brush Co. Oscillograph Model BL212 
is used. (Due to the frequency response of the Brush recording 
system, the circuit was arranged to give lower frequencies than a 
standard radiosonde for the same temperature range.) A sample cali
bration chart is shown in_Figure 34. 
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Figure 34. Sa:nple calibration chart for 
temperature measurements. 
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The tem~·erature data obtained was or considerable value, especially 
to determine the effect or insulation of the battery pack. It was 
found on most flights where reasonable thermal insulation was applied 
that the temperature of the pack remained above 0°C after several 
hours of exposure at nighttime. The extreme observed was -lOOC. 
Daytime flights had the added advantage or heating from the sun. 

The temperature of the lifting gas at the ground was ordinarily 
found to be somewhat below the temperature or the e.ir. This is due 
to the extreme cooling encountered in the expansion or the compressed 
gas as 1 t was fed from the tanks into the balloon. During the rising 
period, in daytime, the gas gained heat, since it cools adiabatically 
lea& rapidly than does air {also less than the normal tropos~heric 
lapse rate); at the floating level a differential of about 10 C 
was common. A typical temperature trace is shown in Figure 35. 
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Figure 35. Typical temperature record. 

To permit the transmission of both temperature and pressure data by 
one radio channel, a pe.ir or ,programming switches have been de-
signed and flight tested. The first is the temperature switch (Figure 36~ 

Figure 36. Temperature programming switch. 
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which switches four elements into the transmitter circuit in turn. 
Recently a motor making five revolutions per minute was used so 
that each temperature is transmitted for three seconds. The four 
elements are the free-air temperature, the gas temperature, battery
pack tempereture and a reference signal. This switch is supple
mented by a master program switch whicp alternately places the 
temperature switch and the pressure modulator into the transmitter 
circuit. The present arrangement is to permit the temperature data 
to be transmitted for about one minute in every fifteen. In this 
wt.y represente.tive temperature sampling may be obtained, without 
materially destroying the continuit,y of the pressure and ballast 
data. 

A second system or determining temperature makes use of the smoked 
drum of the barograph. By adding a temperature-activated pen, this 
unit makes a record of the temperature encountered. Since it is not 
the free-air temperature nor the temperature or the lifting gas but 
rather the temperature or the barograph itself, the data obtained 
has been or little value. Following the development of suitable 
temperature telemetering apparatus, this method was not used. 

c. Ballast Metering 

It is often very desirable to knowwl'ether or not ballast control 
equipment is operating properly during flight tests. For this 
purpose, two ~stems of ballast metering have been devised. It is 
possible (1) to record on an instrument which is balloon-borne or 
(2) to detect and telemeter information to the ground concerning 
ballast flow. 

Figure ~7 shows the automatic siphon which has been used in the AM-1 
transmitter circuit for the telemetering of such information. A 
series of pulses of fixed frequency is transmitted whenever the 
contact arm of the automatic siphon is filled above a critical 
level. The electrolyte used is non-miscible with the ballast and 
rises and falls in proportion to the rise and fall of the aain arm 
of the siphon. This main arm empties when approxiDIIltely 3.5 grams 
ot ballast have been allowed to flow into it. As a consequence of 
this intermitte~t filling and emptying of the lines of the siphon, 
an intermittent slgnal of f'ixed.frequency is transmitted whenever 
ballast is flawing steadily. It is important that an electrolyte 
be used wHich will not freeze at low atmospheric temperatures and 
will not boil at the low pressures encountered. After a aeries of 
tests it was decided that a G4% solution of hydrochloric acid be 
used for altitudes up to 85,000 teet. It is necessary to use 
platinum wire for the contact points. 

In order to record in flight the functioning or the ballast control 
system a ballast recording mechanism has been developed in con
junction with the Lange Laboratories of Lexington, Kentucky. This 
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Hotl. Pzrea Glo .. 

Figure 31. Automatic siphon. 

instrUDLent has been added as e. part ot the baro-thermograph. A 
cutaway sketch ot this ballast-recording instrument is shown as 
Figure 38. 
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Figure 38. Ballast-recording meter. 
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Operation of the instrument may be described as follows: 7he 
instrument is inserted in the load line just above the ballast 
assembly by attaching the load line to the upper ring (A) and the 
rigging from the ballast assembly to the lower ring (B). A canti
lever spring (F) is set into an adjustable base (K), Which may be 
adjusted tor various empty ballast-assembly weights by changing the 
setting of the adjusting screw (L). The lower ring is attached 
to the cantilever spring, but can be adjusted tor different ballast 
weights by sliding along the spring (trom G to Gl, tor instance). 
For light ballast weights the lower ring 1s moved away from the 
base (K) (to the right on the diagram), and tor heavy ballast weights 
it is moved toward the base. Adjustments are made on the adjusting 
screw {L) and the lower ring {G) before each flight according 
to the weights of the ballast assembly and the ballast. 

The cantilever spring is attached to the connecting bar {E) at {H). 
Thus the deflection of the lower ring is transferred through the 
cantilever spring to the connecting bar and then to the pen arm 
{C), which is pivoted about a fixed point {D). !he deflection is 
recorded by the pen on a rotating smoked drum {B) • In order to 
prevent the pen from going ott the drum, an adjustable stop is set 
at {J). 

The unit should be calibrated tor ~imum load {pen arm at Ct), 
a medium load {pen arm at C) and minimum load {pen arm at C2) before 
each flight. A trace of ballast function will start at the top of 
the drum and as ballast is discarded will fall toward the bottom 
ot the drum. By measuring the deflection at any time and comparing 
with the calibration, the amount of ballast lett in the assembly 
at any time can be determined. Since this instrument is a part 
ot the bare-thermograph, the trace obtained upon recovery will contatn 
information concerning altitude, temperature, and ballast tunc tioning 
over the complete flight. After proper correction for time dis
placement of the three pens has been made, the three types of in
tor.mation can be correlated to give a fairly complete picture of 
the balloon flight, including reasons tor various types of motion. 

It is expected that this inatrument will be extremely valuable in 
determining ballast control operation over a long period of time, 
especially after the balloon system is out ot radio reception range. 
It also will give information that could not·be obtained it there 
were any failure of the autome.tic siphon meter or the transmitter 
during launching or flight. The chief drawbaok of the instrument 
is that information is dependent on recovery. 

At the time of writing of this report the inst!"U1118nt has not been 
flight tested. Preliminary laboratory tests indicate that the in
strument will live up to the high expectations placed upon it. 
Since the instrument actually records the tensile force in the load 
line during flight, it may also be valuable in analysis of the ac
celeration forces induced during periods of balloon oscillation 
in the atmosphere. 
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VII. CONCLUSIONS 

Considerable experimental work has been done in conjunction with the 
study ot balloons and controls. The description ot operating pro
cedures and the use ot specially developed equipment is included in 
Part II of this report, "Operations," (bound separately). 

A summary of the results ot flights made to teat equipment and cont.rol1 
is given in Part III, "SUJIID.ry of Flights." At this time the use of 
thin polyethylene balloons with pressure-activated ballast controls 
has been demonstrated effectively to meet the contract requirements. 
Tests made on another contract have found controls consistently active 
over 24 hours with an average pressure constancy of t2 mb. at 200 mb. 
Even greater ballast efficiency has been found at higher altitudes 
using the same pressure-activated controls. 
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Introcluction 

In November, 1946 the Research Division of the College of Eng.1neer1ng 
of New York University contracted with Watson Laboratories, All::, to develop 
and fly constant-level instrument-carrying balloons. This is the third part 
of the final report on the work accomplished and describes the experimental 
balloon flights which were made. 

In reviewing the flights a number of analytical comments may be made. 
In most flights one objective was the maintenance of the balloon at a constant 
pressure level for as long as possible. On many fligh'b$ balloon behavior 
was affected by instrumental controls of one kind or another while on some 
flights no controls at all were used. 

Balloons of varying sizes and of different principles of construction 
have been laun~hed singly, in tandem and in clusters. On some, temperatures 
were measured and on others. the flight pe.th was an object of special study. 
To explain certain observed flight data a careful analysis of atmospheric 
stability has been made, while other flights have special signif'icance be
cause they demonstrate the effect of superheat on the lifting gas or some 
other feature of analytical importance. 

Since over 100 flights have been made, it is difficult to tabulate the 
important results obtained on each specific flight. To present the data 
Which has ~een collected each si~ificant flight is presented chronologically, 
with drawings and details where necessary, and a summary of the .flight 
result.s is· given. 

To render this information useful, an index has been prepared with re
ference made to flights which show typical or important results in each 
category. 



l'ligllt 5& Released trom Alamogordo, New Mexico, 051 T liST, June 5, 1947 
Recovered at Roswell, New Mexico 

In this flight, a 65-pound load was lifted with a linear array of 28 
350-g~ rubber balloons. By attaching the balloons at 20-toot intervals 
along the load line, a total length ot apout 600 teet was required. 1'he 
train ia shown in Figure 1. For altitude control, three lifting balloons 
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Figure l a Train, Flight 5 

were cut tree at 35,000 teet, and the remaining load was weighted to balance 
at that point. Aa a precaution against over-buoyanoy 11 three more balloon• 
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were to be treed at 40,000. 42.000 and 45.000 teet. The use ot sand ballast. 
to be dropped in increments upon descent to altitudes below 31,000 teet. 
was supplemented by an early model ot the automatic ballast valve set to ex
pend liquid ballast at 34,000 teet. 

From the height-time curve ot the flight (Figure 2), it will be seen that 
the maximum altitude reached was much abOTe the predicted 35,000 teet. .Also 

411------'-· 

FLIGHT-5 
Released c:t Alamogordo,NM. I 
June 5th,l947-o517 M.S.T. ·\~oo Pt/M 

~f---4------+--~~======+=====~~---+~~u~no 

2110 

Figure 2 

\ I 
\v:w=... 

'\ 

the rate ot rise was greater than expected. Both of these evidences of ex
cess buoyancy are attributed to superheating of the balloon by sunshine. 
The real height is somewhat in doubt because the conventional radiosonde bare
switch (Army type ML-310/)was used. and the pressure signal which was trans
mitted was ambiguous at some points. 

On this fli£;ht theodolite !"eadings were taken until the balloon was 90 
miles away from release point after 260 minutes of flight. In addition, 
visual observations were taken from a B-17 aircraft which circled the bal
loon for most of the flight. 
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Flipt 7: Released trom .Alamogordo, New Mexico, 0509 MST, July 2, 1947 
Descended at Cloudcroft, Hew Mexico 

Using a cluster array (Figure 3} of 13 350~gram rubber balloons and 
tour larger lifting balloons, a 53-pound load was carried alott on this flight. 
At 35,000 teet. the desired floating level, the lifter balloons were cut tree. 
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Figure 3: Train, Flight 7 

When the train began to descend below 34·,000 feet, lead shot was dropped in 
increments to maintain buoyancy. 
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This altitude-control system operated well enough to produce a height
time ourn (Figure 4) with one descent checked by ballast dropping. Too 
muoh weight was lost in this action, and the train rose until aome of the 
balloons were burst. Subsequent de1cent was not checked. 

401-----f--
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TIMliN-'* 

100 110 100 

Figure 4 

From this flight it appear• that the inherent instability of freely ex
tensible balloons is so great that no a~ple control will cause them to 
remain at one pressure level. 

Tracking for the entire flight period was accomplished with a C-54 
aircraft. Two, theodolite stations were operated, one at the launching 
site and one at Wafford Lookout, a fire tower about 20 miles northeast ot 
the release point. 
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Flight lOa Relea1edtrom Alamogordo, New Mexico, 0601 MST, July 6, 1947 
Not recovered 

!hie flight wa1 the first to use a large plastic balloon as the lifting 
vehicle. !he oell was spherical, 16 teet in diameter, and the walls were 
.ooa• polyethylene heat sealed at the seams (made by Harold A. Smith, Inc.). 
1he altitude control was an automatic ballast valve, pressure-triggered to 
throw ott liquid ballast. !he equipment train used on this flight is shown 
in Figure 5. 
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Figure 6: Train, Flight 10 

The balloon rose to about 16,000 teet MSL and dropped back to 9000 teet 
MSL where_ it "floated" tor at least 4 hours, at which time radiosonde re
ception tailed. It ia believed that the automatic ballast valve sealed ott 
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properly at 12,000 teet, but the air entrapped _in its aneroid wae heated 
and cau .. d the operating le~el to be at the lower ftlue. 1'hiw would 
correspond to a superheat ct aooc above the air temperature. 

Later flights showed that. the type ot load a1;1aohm8nt ueed an thie 
balloan was unsatiltactoeyJ honnr, with proper rigging, cells ot .008" 
t.hickneu were good nhicles ae they usually showed ftl"J low dittulion and 
gae leakage. 

Near the end of iohe recorded data, the height-tiM cu"e shows large 
oscillations about a pressure plane (Figure 6). '.ftlree tactore which probabl7 

II 
HEIGHT-TIME CURVE 

FLIGHT 10 
Released at~ 

.1\jy 5, 1947-0SOIMS:r 

Figure 6 

contributed to this instability were: (1) the turbulent motion of' the heated 
air over the desert, (2) the change• in temperature ot air in the aneroid 
val~e as intermittent clouds shut off' the sun, and (3) the overcompensation 
caused by the valve-controlled ballast flow. 

On this flight the .first "destruction device" was used for the purpose 
of' brlbgi.ng down the balloon after a f'ixed time to prevent excessive inter
ference in air-traffic lanes. This particular model was a clock-dri~en 
device which failed to operate, probably because of' low temperatures causing 
unequal contraction within the movement. Its action was to consist o.f de
tonating an inflammable compound taped, to the balloon, rupturing iia side and 
parmi tting a rapid escape of' the lifting gas. 



Fligb.t 111 Beleaaed t:roa Alamogordo .. Hew Mexico .. 0608 JIST .. July 7 .. 1947 
Welt recoftred 

On this flight a 16-toot, .oos• wall .. polyethylene balloon waa combined 
with a oluster of six 8JB8.ll plastic cell• (J~oot diameter, .001" wall) to 
lift • total load of S5 pounds as high aa posaible (Figure 7). 'lbe small 
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Figure 7• Train .. Flight 11 

o~lla did not rise as fast as the large balloon; consequently .. three of them 
were inverted and filled with air. 

With this loss of lift .. the altitude reached was only about 17 .. 000 feet 
IISL., and. the auto..tio ballast valve (aet to operate at 45.,000 tee.t) was not 
activated. 'l"h.ia flight demonstrated the need for a minimum-pressure BWi toh 



to activate the ballast valve. A fixed ballast leak of about 400 graas 
per hour was caused' by a defective valve fitting and this was suttialent 
to maintain the balloon at nearly constant level until all the ballast was 
exhausted. Following this experience, the use ot a preset fixed leak was 
employed on many flights. 

The very unstable "floating" seen on Flight 10, when the automatic 
ballast valve controlled the flight. is not found on this flight Where the 
vehicle used only a fixed-leak control. This eliminates both the over
compensation and the serious effects ot temperature changes on the aneroid 
capsule,. which are found when the automatic ballast valve is used. 

The trajectory ot this balloon (Figure 8) shows a very interesting de
formation at the transit ot the Sacramento Mountains. The anti-cyolonic 

Figure 8 

curvature over the eastern slope suggests that the air stream at the floating 
level was distributed by the terrain. and the deformation predicted by d~c 
theory may thus be given a physical illustration. The trajectory was de
termined by aircraft and theodolite qbservation. 

Another striking feature of the flight is the disagreement between the 
actual flight path and the trajectory which might have been estimated tram 
routine upper-wind reports. Reports from .l!il Paso, Roswell. Albuquerque and 
White Sands were used for comparison with the observed trajectory.. Except 
tor White Sands, none of these stations reported any wind from the WSW at or 
near the floating level during the 12-hour period cqvered by the flight. At 
White Sands a very shallow current was detected moving in the direction indicated 
by the balloon flight. This clearly demonstrates the non-representiveness ot 
the ord~nary pilot balloon observation. 
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Released tr0111 Lakehurst. New Jersey. 0714 EST, August 5, 1947 
R.eoO"f'ered at Sm.yma, Delaware 

Thi• f'light saw the f'irat use of' aewral nn items. 1'he balloon was the 
tiret .ool" polyethylene cell flown; a 397 mo(T·69) transmitter was flown. 
with radio direotian·tinding equipment used to track the balloon; a 3 mo 
(~1) transmitter was tested for the first time and the first model o£ a 
ai:nima-pressure IJW'itch was provided to activate the automatic ballast "'''Llve. 
!he equipaent train £or this £light is illustrated in Figure 9. 
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Figure 92 Train, Flight 12 

Meaeu~menta in the hangar prior to release indicated that lift loesea 
trom leake.ge and d1££ulion "Were about 200 grams per hour • and in addi tian 
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to the automatic ballast valve system, a. tixed-tlow needle valw was set 
to dischar~ ballast slightly in •xcess of the expected loss. Both 1ystems 
tailed to keep the balloon afloat, and a. 1low de1cent tro.m ita maximum alti
tude of 14,000 feet MSL re1ulted. 1he expected altitude of 38,000 feet 
was not reached, and this is believed to be due to mixing of the air with 
the lifting gas during rising. The bottom of tl'le balloon was open with 
no protecting skirt or valve to keep out air. Since the thin fabric would 
rupture with an internal pressure of 0.017 psi, some form of skirt or ex
ternal appendix was suggested for future flights. 

Radio reception with the 3 me transmitter was excellent and tar sur
passed the performance of either the 72 mo· or 394 me transmitters which were 
also flown. 

Because of the low elevation angle of the transmitter, the single SCR-658 
radio direction-finding equipment was not of much use for positioning. 
Tracking by aircraft was satisfactory throughout the flight. 
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Fli!te 13, 14, 16,. 16 and 201 JIILde in September,. 194'1,. they had as their 
pr ry purpose the testing ot external balloon appendices to prevent ex
cessin dilution ot the lifting gas with air. 

Pn 'three ot these flights the loose polyethylene tubes twisted shut during 
the balloons• ·ascent and caused the cell to burst as it became tull. '!he 
unsatisfactory models tried are seen in Figure 10, as well aa the skirt 

T 
t 

l_ 

10' 

Fi~e 10 

stiffened with external battens which was developed on Flight 20· and used 
successfully thereafter. 

On most of these flights,. radio diraction-tinding equipment (SCR-658) 
was used, as well as theodolite and aircraft tor tracking and positioning 
the balloons. A system ot air reconnaissance and ground recovery was de
veloped using a radio-equipped jeep to move cross-country at the direction 
of the aircraft observer. Several satisfactory recovery missions were made 
on these and later flights using this technique. 
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Flight 17a Released from Alamogordo, New :Mexioo, 1647 liST, September 9, 1947 
Recovered at Croft, Kansas 

On this flight the first balloon made ot .()()4.• polyethylene was latmohed. 
The altitude controls were a fixed-flow needle valve oritioe set to leak 
at 100 grams per hour and an autODLtio ballast -valve· activated by a minimum
pre·ssure switoh. 

This flight reaohed floating level shortly before stmset, and the 
balloon took on superheat whioh was lost_when the sun went down. ntis 
cooling necessitated the rapid discharge .of ballaat• maintain buoyanoy. 
ib,e operation ot the automatic ballast ~lve at this time was satisfactory 
and restored the balloon to a floating level within one hour. Following 
restoration a satisfactory floating performance was indicated tor as long 
as radio contact was maintained (Figure 11).. The need tor a ballocm-bome 
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Figure lla Height-time curve, Flight 17 

barograph was demonstrated by this tlight.Which traveled more than 500 
miles from the release point. 
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Flig}lt 2Sa Released fran Alamogordo, New Mexico, 0918 MST, September 12, 1947 
'ot recovered 

A J-2000 neoprene balloon was encased with a nylon shroud and jrovided 
with a Taln to penni t gas to escape after a IDI!Illl superpreuure (4 ·" ot 
water) as exceeded. The balloon in its shroud 1a 1hawn in Figure 12. 

Figure 12: Neoprene balloon encased in a nylon shroud 

If a "superpressure" balloon ia used, much lesa ballast is required since, 
during minor oscillations, the reduction of buoyancy will not cause the bal
loon to descend as long as the remaining buoyancy is equal to or greater than 
the load supported. 

!his balloon, and three similar ones (Flights 38, 66, 87), failed to achieTe 
any constancy of altitude. All four tailed during the rising period or soon 
after the shroud became full. (The balloons were heated prior to release 
to re1tD»e elasticity.) 
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Fli~a 2~ through. 39: 'l'hey were made from Alamogordo, New Mexico during 
Wove er and December, 1947 to test ballast controls and to develop a 
launching technique satisfactory for high winds. The period of data re
ception by radio 'W&.S too short in all of' these flights to permit much e"Y8.lua
tion of the altitude controls. On three flights (33, 35 and 39) a Fergusem 
meteorograph was added to the train to record flight pressure; of 11 balloons 
released, only these three were not recovered. 

On seven flights the pressure signals reoeind by radiosonde were lost 
while the balloon was still rising; Flight 38 was a shrouded neoprene 
balloon which burst as 1 t became .fullJ and Flight 39 was a polyethylene 
balloon which burst at or near its ceiling f'ollowing a very rapid rise. 
( 1his was the first balloon to burst using a short external appendix with 
stiffeners.} 

On the .other two flights (30 and 35) a very short period of level flight 
was recorded before the balloon-borne radio transmitter passed out of range. 

Besides these two, several other .001" polyethylene 
were maintained at constant or near-constant levels for 
can be seen from their points or recovery (Figure 13). 
seen descending 18 hours after release. 

Figure 13 

balloons probably 
several hours, as 
One balloon was 

On Flights 29 through 33 only a fixed ballast leak was used, set for 
flows of from 300 to 600 grams per hour. Other fllghtl used automatic 
ballast controls. Although these fixed leaks seemed to be sufficient to keep 
the balloons aloft, there was no clear evidence as to what amount would be 
needed for most efficient operation. The need for a system of ballast 
metering was indicated in this series o.f flights. 
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Flight 41: Released from Indiantown Gap Military Reaenation, Pennaylvania, 
0956 EST, February 16, 1948 

Not recovered 

1'he balloon was or .oo1• polyethylene and had a fixed-leak: ballast 
control set to provide a constant flow or 650 grams per hour. 'lhe principle 
objective of this flight was to teat aircraft reception from a balloon
borne transmitter. Using RDF equipnent, two B-1'7 planes were able to re
ceive clear signals from the tranamitter at least 150 -miles .awaJ trom 
it and 118re able to home in on the signal by using the radio compe.u. There 
was a questionable zone of about a 15-mile radius beneath the balloon, 
and it is probable that this represented a cone of silence from the verti
cal antenna. The balloon was near 40,000 teet with the planes at about 
10,000 teet. 

On later flights, using a frequency of 1 '746 leo, reception range was ex
tended to over 400 miles and no cone or silence was encountered. By flying 
along the bearing indicated by the compass until it abruptly reverses .. 
the position of the balloon mAy be determined. Visual observations confirmed 
the presence of the balloon overhead. 

On service flights •de fran this same base during this 118ek, two new 
pieces of flight gear 118re added to the train. 7he first o£ these was a 
cloth parachute, mounted upside down in the line to serve as a drag .. acting 
against ~xcessive rates of rise. When mounted above the 'cloth identification 
banner, this chute also acts to minimize rrwe.y and lateral oscillation of the 
equipment. 

The second unit was a new type of Ciestruction device--a preuure-activated 
mechanism by which a large hole is ripped in the balloon upon descent into 
the lanes of air traffic. In this device (Figure 14) the equipment is per
mitted to fall freely for a few teet,jerking a length of line through the 
balloon side. After this te.ll, the equipment again is carried by the main 
load line, and the ruptured balloon acts as a parachute to lower the gear 
to the ground at about 1000 teet per minute. 
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l'li~t 43 through 5la In April. 1948 a number of flights were made using 
.06 polyethylene balloons and fixed-leak ballast controls. Only tour 
of these flights were recovered.. The landing points ot these are shown 1n 
Figure 16. 

PointsriRacovery 
for 

Aprl-1948 Flighls 

Figure 15 

... 

Little is known positively about the floating levels since radiosonde 
data was not obtained on most flights, and no barographs were available. 
Three receiving stations at Alamogordo, Roswell and Carlsbad, New Mexico were 
used to position the balloon with radio direction-finding equipment. By 
assuming • floating level corresponding to the load, several flight patterns 
were derived. No aircraft tracking was provided to check these comi>uted. 
traj eo torie s. 
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Oil these tlightl fixed ballaat leak• ot troa 260 to 600 grams per hour 
were used. Theae leaks were prOTided through romd orifices rather then 
through needle valve• which had be• in uee preTioudy. 1'hi1 improvement 
reduced the possibilit,y or clogging. 

On Plight 43 the tiret model ot an Olland-o7cle pressure modulator was 
tlown with a moditied T-69 ( 400 me) radioeonde transmitter. The resul ta 
obtained on thie tlight were not satistactory, but later test proved 
SUCCesatul. 

The train seen in Figure 16 is typical ot those flown during this period. 
Note the presence of the deTioe to rip the balloon when desoending into 
air lanes and thus speed up ita tall. 

G.M. 20
1 
IWoon --

Ffaght lermnolion $Mtch ..... · 

PaJioad----

Payload -----

Parachute ----

T 
()iflce Bal\ast Assembly-

, 

Flight 16: Train, typical o1' those flown in April, 1948 



Flight 52: Released from Alamogordo, New 1~xico, 0958 MST, April 23, 1948 
Recovered at Galseburg, Kansas 

On this flight a .001" polyethylene balloon carried the first model of 
the Lange Barograph and an tmproved Olland-cycle pressure modulator to give 
tmproved radiosonde pressure data. 1.he signal from the radiosonde was lost 
soon after the release, but the barograph was recovered and the altitude 
record is shown in Figure 17. It will be seen that the balloon rose~ a 
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Figure 17 

pressure such that the barograph pen passed oft the chart, and several hours 
or flight were not recorded. The slowly rising ceiling seen here was the 
firstlong-period confirmation of the expected behavior of a balloon con
trolled by a constant ballast loss. The flow in this case was set for about 
250 grams per hour, and the altitude change was about 400 feet per hour. 
This rise of "ceiling" is somewhat larger than predicted and heightened 
the interest in obtaining temperature measurements so that the buoyancy be
havior could be more exactly- determined. 
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1'bree other pointa of interest •Y be seen on this barotrace s (1) The 
two veey pronounced step effects found on the rising portion of the flight 
at about 625 mb and 480mb correspond to stable layers in the atmosphere aa 
seen 1'rom the El Paso radiosonde sounding taken at 0800 JIST (Figure 18). 

TEPtUGfU,M 

1•a<OC 

, ..... _.,4 .... ........ _ .... 

Figu~ 18 

.(2) The clock of the barograph stopped after being exposed about 10 hours 
at cold temperature. (:S) During the floating period :many small oscilla
tions are seen on the pressure record. Neglecting superheat changes, there 
is no ftriation in the forces of the balloon system except the constantly 
decreasing weight of ballast and the monotonic loss of lifting gas. and 
these oscillations must, therefore, be attributed to some fozee in the atmosphere. 
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Flight• 54, 56 and 60: On these three flights, me.de in April and :May, 1948, 
fixed-leak ballast losses were used to keep a .ool" polyethylene balloon 
aloft, but no barograph reoord or pressure is available. From the descent 
points {Figure 19) and the radiosonde data which was received it is believed 
that the ballast tlaws of about 300 grams per hour were adequate. 

Figure 19 

On both Flights 56 and 60 a very light load was lifted, and the floating 
level in each case was over 60,000 teet :MSL. Ught winds were encountered 
in both oases, and a re~ersal trom Westerlies to Easterlies was experienced 
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near the floating level on Flight 60. With a relatively slight change in 
elevation, the balloon passed from Westerlies (below) to Easterlies (above) 
with the result that the balloon was still visible from the launching site 
(Alamogordo, New Mexico) at sunset, 14~ hours after released. The finder 
reported seeing the balloon descend 35 hours after release. 

Sinoe the ballast flowing to maintain buoyancy would have been exhausted 
in only 5 hours, this flight provideq the first evidence that such a bal
loon in the stratosphere maintains buoyancy much longer than at lower levels. 
The two factors which contribute to this are the heat added to the helium 
by adiabatic compression when descending and the oimi~ diffusion of 
lifting gas at a low pressure. 

On Flights 56 and 60, a three-station network was set up to receive 
pressure signals on radio direction-finding (SCR-658) equipment. In 
addition, theodolites were used for severalhours in each case. 
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Flight 55: Released .from Alamogordo. New Mexico, 1907 MST. May 3, 1948 
Recovered at J~ortheast. Pennsylvania 

On this .flight • barograph was .fl01Vll. and a satisfactory Olland-cycle 
pressure modulator~& also used .for over 5 hours to give height data. The 
length o.f time o.f signalreception is significant, since the battery box 
o.f the transmitter was not insulated, and there was no heat to be gained 
.from the sun during this nighttime flight. The .001" polyethylene balloon 
was observed descending 22 hours later a.f.ter traveling mo!"e than 1500 miles. 

The altitude control used on this flight was an automatic ballast valve. 
activated by a minimum-pressure switch. and as evidenced by the barogram 
in Figure 20 (12-hour rotation). the balloon maintained its altitude for over 
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T1me-MST 
NYU BALLOON PROJECT FLIGHT 55 

Barograph Record Of G.M. 20 Ft. Balloon W1th 
Automatic Ballast Valve 

RELEASED AT ALAMOGORDO, N.M., 1907 MST- 3 MAY, 1948 
RECOVERED AT NORTHEAST, PA., 4 MAY, 1948 

DURATION 23 HOURS 

Figure 20 

15 hours before beginning its accelerating descent. On this flight re-
cord, marked oscillations are observed at three points. Despite the presence 
of automatic ballast controls which might cause oscillatory motion, these 
rises and falls must be attributed to atmospheric disturbances since the 
magnitude of the .forces required to produce such accelerations is far 
greater than any which could be supplied by the control equipment. 
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A check against the trajectory and end point o£ the balloon flight was 
•d• by a group o£ graduate studenta o£ meteorology at New York University. 
By conatructing constant-pressure maps £ram the appropriate radiosonde data. 
the expected trajectory was computed assuming the balloon would move with 
the geostrophic wind. The results o£ this comparison (Figure 21) show that 
the balloon tends to move across the isobars toward lower pressure. 

FLIGHT 55 

MSI-4,1948 

Figure 21 
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Flight 68: Released from Alamogordo, New Mexico, 2033 :MST, May 10, 1948 
Recovered at Val D•Or, Quebec · 

A .00111 polyethylene balloon was the vehicle on this flight carrying a 
barograph as ~11 as an early model of the Olland-cycle pressure modulator. 
This flight was released at night with a fixed ballast flow of about 300 
~rams per hour expected to keep the balloon afloat. From the barogram 
(Figure 22) (12-hour rotation) it appears that the orifice did not permit 
sufficient (if' any) flaw to maintain buoyancy during the first several 
hours (perhaps the orifice was clogged or frozen). After a descent to about 
:53,000 feet at 8\Jlri!'!ea floating level was maintained with 4 kilograms of 
ballast available. The full flow rate could not have been maintained much 
more than the 11 hours during which the balloon was at this pressure. 
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NYU BALLOON PROJECT FUGHT 58 

Barograph Record Of G.M. 20 ft. Plashc Balloon W1th 

300 gm/hr F1xed Ballast Leak 
RELEASED AT ALAMOGORDO, N.M.- 2033 MST, 10 MAY, 1948 

RECOVERED AT VAL D'OR, QUEBEC, CANADA-24 MAY,I94tl 
ESTIMATED DURATION- 24 112 hrs. 

Figure 22 

On this flight, oscillations in the pressure record were seen. With 
no control system which could cause such behavior, they must be attributed 
to atmospheric motion. 

The descent point was compared with that expected from analyses of' the 
pressure field. The results of a number or such analyses are shown in 
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Figure 23. As on Flight 55, the balloon appears to have moved aorosa the 
isobars, toward lower pressure. 

Figure 23 

Radio direction-finding tracking (SCR-658) was used during the first 
367 minutes of this i'light. This was made possible by a strong output 
from the battery, indicating that no harmful effects v1ere expe rienoed in 
the cold atmosphero despite the absence of solar radiation. The need for 
measurements or the temperature of the batteries was suggested by this 
flight. 



Fligllt 6~z Released from Alamogordo, New Mexico, 1116 MST, Kay 13, 1948 
Descended at Alamogorde, New Mexico 

On thie flight: a Seyi'ang X..boratories balloon, made of neoprene-coated 
nylon, was flown with a valve in the appendix set to open after an internal 
preesure of 0.02 psi was built up. On an earlier flight (59) such a bal
loon wa.s flown with no valve but an appendix held closed w11h a rubber 
banda it ruptured upon beooming.i'ull. 

Both a constant ballast-flow orifice and an automatic ballast control 
were used to keep this balloon buoyant. In addition to the ballaet, a 
surplus of buoyancy might have been acquired when. super 'Pressure wai built 
up inside the cell. Despite these controls, the ballom began to descend 
after a short period ot tloating, and its descent was not checked (Figure 24). 

RELEASED liT ALAMOICIIIOO,N.M 
· MAY 11-... -maMSt 

-;--h,__+-1 REcow!IIEDIIr MAYNILL,N.M. 

MAY ··--- 11141MSI: 

TINr(MST.) 
1100 lila 1110 IMI 11110 M .IUO 11411 1!00 1111 15!0 13411 

Figure 24 

An analysis of the acceleration which could be gained from a loss of super
heat indicated that if the coated fabric had absorbed radiation and gained 
60°C crver t,Jle outside air, the superheat thus obtained would be so great 
that its subsequent rapid loss (as by ventilation) could not be compenu.ted 
for even with the be:'llast flowing at full rate. To improve the analysie 
of balloon flights, a measure of the temperature difference between lifting 
gas and air temperature was suggested. 
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Fli£ts 68 tilrouyt: 72: In July, 1948 this series ot flights was Dade 1ritbout 
b&i at controls to determine the natural buoyancy of the General Mills, Inc. 
20-foot .ool" polyethylene balloons. Of five such flights, only two good 
~arograJ;b recorda were obtained, one daytime flight (70) and one night flight 
(71). In both oases a nearly constant level was maintained for about four 
hours at the highest altitude reached. · 

On the barogram of Flight 70 {Figure 25) a section of arrested descent may 
be noticed, preceded and followed by a nearly constant tall. The cause of 
this step is not apparent, although a check has been made of the atm.oltPheric 
structure of that day. 

NYU BALLOON PROJECT FLIGHT 70 
Showing 20' General Mills ·Balloon 
Performon1:e When No Ballost Was 

Dropped 
RELtAS£0 AT HOI.LOIIIAJI Ml,ll.lll-~ULY t.l1141 
OISI IIIST- RICOVEIIIO AT KENT, TEXAS 

Figure 25 

On Flight 71 marked oscillations are seen at the fleeting level and alao 
during the descent portion of the barogram (Figure 26). Clearly these must 
represent atmospheric motions since no controls of any sort were in use. 
There is no reason to believe that rapid changes in superheat occured, since 
the floating level was far above the cloud level. Also the flight was made 
at night and no sunshine was encountered. 
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NYU BALLOON PROJECT FLIGHT 71 
Barograph Record Of GM. 20 Ft. Ploshc Balloon Show1ng 
Balloon Performance When No Bollost Wos Dropped. 
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Figure 26 



Plight 73a ReleaHd traa Alamogordo. New Mexico. l9f8 MST. July 14. 1948 
' Reoovered at Lincoln National Forest. New lrlexico 

the objectiw ot this nighttime flight was to determine whether a 
fixed ball•ut leak ot 100 grams per hour would suata1.11. a 20-foot •• 001" 
polyethylene ballOon at floating levels near 50.000 feet. From the Olland
cyole pressure record (Figure 27) it appears that loss of buoyancy due to 
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Figure 27 

diffusion and leakage is more than this. Indeed, the balloon with this 
ballast flow did not .remain at altitude as long aa either Flight 70 and 
71 which were without altitude controls. 
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Flig_ht 74: Released from Alamogordo, New Mexico, 1040 MST, July 19, 1948 
Not recovered 

This was a test of a single 7-foot balloon made of .001" polyethylene, 
carrying a 4-kilogram payload. Onepart of the load was the first model 
of an automatic ballast siphon used to detect and telemeter the amount of 
ballast being discharged throu~h an auto~tic ballast valve. 

The balloon flew at 7000 teet MSL across a heated desert area and into 
a motmtain paas whose elevation was about 6000 feet MSL. During the first 
two hours its behavior was reported by radio, and the accompanying time
height curve (Figure 28) shows how the ballast valve operated successfully 

1010 - IMO 
IIOCi 1110 1140 1100 IIIII 1140 1100 

Figure 28 

to sustain the balloon. During this turbulent flight about 200 grams of 
ballast were expendod per hour6 but the pronounc·ed orographic and convective 
currents probably necessitated more control than would be required in a 
more stable e.tmosphere. 

The very usef.ul information about be.llast flow was reported clearly, and 
the principle of the auto-siphon was used repeatedly on later flights. Small 
variations are seen in the pressure at which the ballast flow began. Since 
the balloon was floating below the base of clouds, this represents the changes 
of activation pressure which resulted from changes of superheat of the air 
entrapped in the aneroid. 
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Flight 75: Released from Alamogordo, New ~~xico, 1010 MST, July 20, 1948 
Recovered at Hollister, California 

In order to reach higher altitudes than was possible when 20-foot plastic 
balloons were used, a 70-foot, .001" polyethylene cell was flown an Flight 
75. To determine the duration of buoyancy of this type of balloon no con
trols were used. Despite this, the balloon remained aloft for more than 60 
hours and successfully withstood the loss of superheat occasioned by at 
least two sunsets. From the height-t~e curve of this flight (Figure 29) 
the very marked effect of superheat is apparent. 
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Figure 29 

The record of the barograph was not complete since the clock stopped each 
night (clearly recording the lowest elevation reached, however) and ran 
down completely after 56 hours. 

Since the small external appendix with cardboard stiffeners was not 
suitable for the large balloon, a new design with aluminum formed stiffeners 
(Figure ~0) was used. This type of appendix closer worked well on later 
flights, and it is likely that the long duration of this flight may be attri
buted in part·to satisfactory closing off of the aperture. In addition to 
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mainte.n&nce ot the purity of the lifting gas. this balloon floated in a 
region of very low preasure. thus reducing the loss of buoyancy by diffu
sion. 

.., .. ______ APPROX. 42·--------~~ ... Ll 
[~------------·1' )~ 

BATTENS OF .ou•-tl'ST OR 24ST ALUMINUM, 
EDGES COVERED WITH MYSTIK TAPE. I BATTENS 
ItO• APART!. BENT IN FIELD TO FORM LIIHT 
CLQSURE 01' APPENDIX. 

Figure 30: Aluminum battens for balloon appendix 

A third factor contributing to the long flight was the heat gained by 
adiabatic compression of the helium during descent. In the temperature in
version of the stratosphere this adiabatic heating would add to the buoyancy 
by superheating the lifting gas. 

From this flight it becomes apparent that the control required to maintain 
buoyancy at high levels is much smaller than that at low levels. On the next 
day. before Flight 75 had ended. a second 70-foot balloon was flown with 
standard automatic ballast controls. and this flight 11as never recovered. Pre
sumably the marked easterly flow then observed above 60.000 feet carried this 
second flight into the Pacific Ocean. 

Radar~ RDF and theodolite were used to track the balloon. 



Flight 78: Released from Alamogordo, New Mexico, 2038 MST, July 22, 1948 
Not recovered 

This flight was the first to be made with (white) thermistors exposed in
side the .001" polyethylene balloon, inside the battery box and exposed to 
the air. The flight was at night and the be.lloon temperature was. colder than 
the air temperature by about 50C during the short period of tizr.e that the 
temperature valUts were telemetered. The standard SCR-658 receiver and 
Friez radiosonde ground station were used to record this data Which was trans
mitted by a T-69 radiosonde. A New York University AM-1 transmitter was 
used to send out pressure data. 

An automatic ballast valve, activated by a mercury minimum-pressure swi toh, 
was used to control ballast flow but the cold temperature _presumably caused 
the mercury to freeze and no ballast flow was 8'l7idenced. (A ballast-metering 
siphon was part of the equipment.) 

On subsequent flights, the minimum-pressure switch used en electrolite 
which can withstand the cold nighttime temperatures of the upper air. 

The evidence of the the~.istor in the battery box is very encouraging, 
since after four hours of flight the temperature remained above lOOC. This 
was the first measurement obtained on the cooling of batterie~ and indicated 
that no special cold te~perature batteries were needed if insulation is care
fully made. The temperature data and the height-ti.'Ile curve of Flight 78 are 
shown in Figure ~1. 
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Flight 79: Released from .Alamogordo. New Mexico, 1614 JIST, July 23, 1948 
Recovered at .Alamogordo, New Mexico 

This was the third attempt to use a coated nylon balloon, sealed off wi tb. 
a Yalve in the })ottom. From Figure 32, the height-time curve, it may be seen 

Figure 32 

that this balloon did not remain aloft very long but that a high degree of 
superheat was generated in the lifting gas, despite the aluminum coating 
ot the balloon. 

The automatic ballast controls included in the flight equipment were in
operativ~and as soon as the balloon lost its initial excess buoyancy (corre
sponding to the super-pressure maintained behind the safety valve) it de
scended. From the speed of the descent it was computed that an accelerating 
force equal to 5% of the gross load (52 kg) was acting to bring the balloon 
down. This force was in turn derived from the loss of lift encountered when 
over 300C of superheat was lost by ventilation. 
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Flight 80: Released at Alamogordo, New Mexico, 1126 MST, July 2,, 1948 
Recovered at. Rincon, New Mexico 

On this f'light an automatic ballast valve activated by a minimum-pressure 
switch was used to support a .OOl", 20..foot polyethylene balloon. From the 
height-time cum (Figure 33) it may be seen that the balloon remained at its 
maximum height for two hours, then began to descend slowly. A ballast meter 
waa in use, and no ballast flow was recorded until the balloon descended to 
about 30,000 feet. It is likely that the mercury minimum-pressure switch was 
i'rozen at the higher levels, or the. t the squib 'Which the switch controlled 
failed to detonate until a higher pressure was reached. 

FLIGHT 80 
Released at Alamogcrdo,N.M 

-+-+--+---+----"'.-+----+----4---1 July 24, 1948- il26 M.S:r 
at Rincon,N.M. 
25,1948 

Figure 33 

Follawin~ the activation of the aneroid capsule of the automatic bal~t 
valve, ballast was released in four separate blocks. Wi t..ll each flaw of 
ballast except the fo~rt~, the balloon was returned to the seal-off pressure 
of the aneroid with no change in this pressure (321 m~:::28,500feet;~. The 
fourth ballast-flow period lasted until the balloon had risen to 300 mb{30,000 
teet) and ballast cut off there. Since the sun had set between the third and 
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tourth ballast-flow periods. this rise in "ceiling" is attributed to the 
cooling of' the air entrapped ~ the aneroid of the .autoiD8.tic ballast 'Vlllve. 
This decrease of pressure of' 21 mb corresponds to a loss of SOC of superheat. 
In each of' the four periods of' ballast flow. there was enou~1 unnecessary 
ballast lost to cause an overshoot vmen the balloon returned to its floating 
level. This excess ballast was that used during the period when the balloon 
had begun to rise but was still below activation altitude of' the automatic 
ballast valve. The inefficient use of ballast was one of' the major objections 
to such a control :;yste::n. 

On this flight the ballast load of 3 kilograms was exhausted in only 
three hours, indicating a large loss of gas from this particular balloon. 
It is believed that the large initial acceleration provided by the rapid de
scent of the balloon caused the restoring force, and the subsequent over
shoot, to be very large, and the high ballast flow is probably much greater 
than "Was the loss of buoyancy on this t'light. 
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Flight 81: Released from Alamogordo, N6W Mexico, 0548 MST, August 6, 1948 
Not rec.overed 

The balloon flown on this flight was made of .004" polyethylene, and it 
was eggplant shape about 20 feet in diameter and 25 .feet long. The first o.f' 
its kind, this balloon was made by Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company, Inc. 

Only a short period o.f' radio reception was obtained, but during this time 
the balloon rose with predicted speed (500 feet per minute) nearly to its 
predicted altitude (40,000 .feet) and floated within 1500 feet of the 37,000-
.f'oot level. Figure 34 is the height-time curve for this flight. 
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Figure 34 

Since the balloon ttid not descend far enough below its maximum altitude 
to activate the minimum-pressure switch and the automatic ballast valve, no 
ballast flow data was telemetered wnile the balloon was within the radio 
range. This indicates a verJ low rate o.f' gas loss through the walls of this 
balloon. 
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Fli!!'ht 82: Released from Alamogordo, New Mexico, 0515 MST, August 10, 1948 
Recovered at Roswell, New iloiexico 

This flight was made with a 20-foot, .001" polye~~ylene balloon carrying 
a load to 54,000 feet and sustained by a t·ixed-leak orl'ice control, ex-
pending ballast at abcut 525 grams per hour. '\Vith 4500 grams of ballast aboard 
the· balloon should have been increasingly buoyant t'or ~ hours after release. 
From the barogram (Figure ~5) it may be seen that the "ceiling" did rise, at 

T1me-MST 

NYU BALLOON PROJECT FLIGHT 82 
Barograph Record Of G.M. 20• Plast1c Balloon W1th 

5 34 gm/hr F1xed Balldst Leak 
RELEASED AT ALAMOGORDO, N.M.- 0511 MST, 10 AUG 1948 

DESCENDED AT ROSWELL,N.M.- 1630 MST, 10 AUG 1948 

DURATION- IIi hra 

Figure 35 

a rate of 700 feet per hour (525 gra.."lls of' ballast was lost each hour), i'or 
about 7~ hours, and then generally accelerating descent was experienced. 

On this flight, radio reception was maintained i'or the entire air-borne 
period of 11 hours. Flight 82 is a good example of i'light using a single 
fixed-leak orifice for altitude control by ballast dropping. 
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Flight 85: Released at Alamogordo, New Mexico, 1542 MST, August 17, 1948 
Not recovered 

The objective of this flight was to carry a standard radiosonde to a 
high levelJ there it was to be released on a parachute and, at the moment 
of release, the batteries for the transmitter were to be activated. To 
accomplish this a pressure-triggered switch was rigged on a .001", 20-foot 
polyethylene balloon. Below the baroswitoh a standard T-69 radiosonde was 
supported with a parachute stuffed into a case also hanging from the parent 
balloon (Figure 3d). Two plugs were set to keep the transmitter circuit 

F"oL.oao__/ 
CHVTIE- CLOTH 

.....-G.M. 2.0' SAL LOON 

PuLL-OuT PLuGs
~- CI..OSE C'K·T. WWEN 

.__....~ T-69 FALLS 

-- STANO~R 0 T- 6 9 

I 

Figure 36: Equipment train, Flight 85 

open until the baroswitoh fired the "cannon" which tlevered the supporting line. 
Then the circuit plugs v1ere to be pulled 1·rom their stops, and the parachute 
was to be pulled from its sock, supporting the radiosonde on its descent. 

The railure of this system to act may be attributed to the use o1' a squib 
to fire the line-cutter cannon. Subsequent tests at lower levels (where the 
squibs work better) were made with a satisfactory release and activation of 
~~e "dropsonde." 
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Fliget 86: Released from Alamogordo, N6W Mexico. 0941 MST. August 19. 1948 
Recovered at Valmont, New Mexico 

This was the fourth flight made with a single, 7-foot, .001" polyethylene 
balloon (Figure ~7), carrying a light load to relatively low altitudes. 

Figure 37: 7-Foot polyethylene balloon 

On Flight 74, the automatic ballast meter showed that a ballast flow ot· <::00 
grams per hour was required by an automatic ballast valve on such a balloon. 
Flight 84 was launched in August, 1948 with a low-altitude barograph and no 
altitude controls to ascertain how long such a balloon would stay up. Using 
radar and helicopter that balloon was tracked for nearly 2 hours at an altitude 
of 12.500 feet with a load of 3 kilograms. It was still floating when lost. 

On Flight 86, a fixed ballast leak was used, set at 170 grams per hour. 
After an early failure of the radiosonde transmitter, this balloon was followed 
with a plane; a 1'1oating level of about 14,500 feet was maintained for 4 hours, 
with a rise of "ceiling" of about 1200 t'eet per hour. 

This balloon was observed during descent and was still distended, indicating 
that the lifting gas had been replaced by air both before and during descent. 
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Flight 88: Released from Alamogordo, New Mexico, 1241 MST, August 25, 1948 
Recovered at Lovington, Texas 

This flight was planned to measure the diffusion and leakage of lifting 
gas through a 2Q-foot, .00111 polyethylene balloon at 40,000 feet. A fixed
leak orifice was set to flaw at 100 grams per hour, and an automatic ballast 
valve was included to supply more ballast as demanded. This automatic valve 
broke on release, and the flow of 100 grams per hour was not sufficient to 
keep the balloon and equipment up. 

Temperature data on this flight was obtained from thermistors inside the 
balloon, inside the battery and in the free air. These data and the height
time curve are shown in Figure 38. During the period from 1400 to 1530 when 
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the balloon was slowly descending, the temperature of the gas increased with 
respect to the free air temperature, and a differential of 150C was recorded 
at 1530. With subsequent, more rapid descent, this differential was reduced, 
presumably by ventilation. The batter~ box temperature remained above lOOC 
after four hours aloft. 
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Fli.g!lt 89: Released from Alamogordo, New Mexico, 1005 MST, August 26, 1948 
Not recovered 

On this flight a .001", 20-foot polyethylene balloon was used to carry 
a ballast meter to about 45,000 feet to detennine the ballast requirements 
at that altitude, using an automatic ballast valve. No record of ballast 
flow was telemetered during this flight, but it is not known whether the 
ballast meter was inoperative or the ballast valve itself failed--possibly 
due to failure of a squib to detonate at the combined low pressure and cold 
temperatures aloft. 

From the height-time curve, l<'igure 39, it will be noted that the balloon 
was in a near floating condition for about five hours afterxeaching its maxi
mum altitude. The total weight available on this flight was 2 kg, so a loss 
of 400 grams per hour would have been required if the ballast was used 
during this period. 

From Flights 70 and 71 we know that a balloon has re~Ained for about four 
hours at slightly higher altitudes with no ballast flow to support it; Flight 
89, therefore, is not necessarily an example of the action of the automatic 
ballast valve control. 
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Fig;ure 39 
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Flight 90: Released from Alamogordo, New A~xico, 1502 MST, August 27, 1948 
Recovered at Roswell, New Mexico 

'!he .001", 2Q-foot polyethylene balloon used on this flight was released 
in mid-afternoon to provide a test of the sunset efi'ect on a balloon supported 
by the automatic ballast valve. 

From the height-time curve, Figure· 40, it may be seen that the balloon 
had attained a floating altitude shortly before the sunset and that the 
action of the automatic ballast 'V8.lve was sufficient to restore the buoyancy 

Figure 40 

FLIGHT 90 
Releoted ot Alomocpdo, N.M. 

1948-ISCYlM.ST. 

and cause the balloon toegain reach a floating condition. The difference be
tween the two floating levels ms.y be explained b;r a c·onsidere.tion of the auto
matic ballast valve and the minimum-pressure switch which was used to seal 
off its aneroid capsule. Since the balloon had not fallen far enough to permit 
the switch to seal off the valve before sunset, this action was accomplished 
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during the sunset descent (caused when the superheated helium lost the sun's 
heating ei'i'eot). A further descent of 5 mb (500 feet at this level) was re
quired to start the tlow of ballast. By this time, the balloon had lost 
considerable lift and in exchange had acquired a daw.nwara velocity of about 
120 feet per minute. To check this descent a ballast f'low was required for 
about 40 minutes. During the next hour the balloon 'W8.s buoyant and climbing 
baok to the seal-off pressure of the automatic ballast valve. The ineffi
ciency of' this valve system is demonstrated by the ballast which was lost 
after the balloon had regained its buoyancy and had begun to rise. More 
ballast was wasted than •·•s required to check the descent. Indeed, the 
entire 3000 grams available was expended at this time, according to the evi
dence of' the ballast meter. 

On this flight there was no apparent change in the activation pressure of 
the automatic ballast aneroid between the times when ballast flow began and 
ended. This indicates that the entrapped air had not experienced any signi
ficant temperature change during the two hours or ballast operation. 
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Flight 92: Released !'rom Alamogordo, New Mexioo, 0911 MST, August ;51, 1948 
Recovered at Ft. Stockton, Texas 

On this flight an automatic ballast valve (with ballast meter) was used 
to support a 20-toot, .001" polyethylene balloon. The automatic ballast valve 
operated properly for about six hours, and 3000 grams of ballast was ex
hausted soon after sunset. In this case (Figure 41) the floating level of the 
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balloon was not seriously affected by sunset as wa~ the case in Flight 90, 
since the balloon had already descended to the activation level of the auto
matic ballast valve. This descent followed about three hours of relatively 
stable flight during which time no ballast v~s released. The 50oo-foot de
scent represents the delay in operation caused by the activation of' the aneroid 
capsule by a minimum-pressure ~itch, added to the lag of the aneroid itself. 
Following the initial activation at about 38,500 feet, small oscillations were 
introduced into the flight pattern by the action of the automatic ballast valve. 

Flight 92 provides a good example of the control of a balloon's altitude 
by the use of a pressure-set automatic ballast ~lve. In such a flight there 
is no tendency to rise to higher and higher levels. The adulteration of the 
lifting gas with ~ir reduces the buoyancy of the balloon, and through the 
ball~.st-valve control, the load is diminished to the same extent so that 
equilibrium is maintained at the activat~on pressure of the automatic be.llast 
valve's aneroid. In this flight the altitude constancy achieved was the best 
of all flights made to date. For seven hours and 35 minutes this balloon was 
held within 1000 feet at 38,000 feet MSL. (At this altitude 1000 feet corresponds 
to a pressure difference of 10 millibars.) 
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1!1e aunaet effect resulted in a riae of about 600 teet (6 mb) in 
the floating lnel of the balloon at 1830 JIST. 1hia se8IUI to be due to a 
change 1n the effective seal-ott pressure of the aneroid capsule of the auto
matic ballast valve which was the consequence of a decrease in the temperature 
of the trapped air inside. 1he rise 1n altitude experienced corresponds to 
a decrease of temperature of about soc. the superheat of the aneroid. which 
was lost at sunset. '!his valve may be compared with the 300C to'l.md on 
Flight 10. On the earlier flight a black valve fts used while on this flight 
the equipnent was polished aluminum. with a highly reflective surface. 
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Flight 93: Released from Alamogordo, New ~xico, 0712 MST, September 1, 1948 
Recovered at Neuvas Casas Grandee, Chihuahua, Mexico 

This daytime fiight with a 20-foot, .001" polyethylene balloon 118nt up 
with detective ballast oontrolsJ consequently the flight's main value is tn 
Showing the netural stability of such a balloon without any altitude con
trols. As with Flight 88, which went to about the same height (40,000 teet), 
this balloon remained at a near-floating level for less than two hours 
(Figure 42). It is interesting to compare this duration at 40,000 teet with 
the four-hour duration at 50,000 fe~t shown on Flight 70 and 71. Probably 
the effect of reduced pressure on diffusion of the lifting gas is a major 
factor contributing to the longer floating period at the lower pressure. 
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Flight 94: Released from Alamogordo, New Mexico, 1208 MST, September 3, 1948 
Recovered At Villa /Ylumada, Chihuahua, Mexico 

On this flight, a fourth attempt was made to sustain a Seyfang, neoprene
coated nylon balloon. On Flight 79, a previous Seyfang flight, no ballast 
equipment had been in operation, and so a careful record of ballast flow on 
Flight 94 was desired. This was provided by a ballast meter. In addition to 
this and the barograph and Olland _pressure-measuring instruments, a thenno
graph was also part of the equipment train. 

The height-time curve (Figure 43) shows that the initial buoyancy sur
plus of this balloon (for the most part due to superpressure held behind 
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the safety valve) was reduced by diffusion so that after one hour of floating 
it began to descend at an accelerating rate. After falling about 2000 feet, 
the automatic ballast valve began to operate, and ballast was discharged at 
the rate of 4:!0 grams per minute. During the descent, however, the strong 
superheat Which the balloon had acquired was reduced by ventilation. 

The adiabatic lapse rate of helium is 2°C per kilometer, Whereas air in 
the troposphere warms up about 60C with ea_ch kilometer of descent. This 
means that v.'ith each kilometer of fall, the lifting gas was cooled relative 
to the air by an additional 40C. The combination of inertia, loss of super• 
heat through ventilation, and adiabatic cooling ot. the gas as it was com
pressed, proved too great for the limited flow of ballast through the auta
matic valve, and the balloon fell unchecked to the ground. 

From Flight 79, it was detennined that superheat of nearly 400C is built 
up when Seyf'ang balloons are fl01m in the sunshine. It this Yrere lost, the 
buoyancy of the balloon would be reduced by one-sixth, and no satisfactory 
control could be achieved by ba~last dropping. 
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Flight 96: Released from Alamogordo, New Mexico, 0733 MST, September 8, 1948 
Not recovered 

On Flight 96 a .001", 20-foot polyethylene balloon was used to carry a 
ballast meter to ab6ut 45,000 feet to deter.mine the flow required at that 
altitude using an automatic ballast valve. No recor• of ballast flow was 
telemetered during this flight, but it is not known whether the meter was 
inoperative, or the valve itself failed--possibly due to failure of a squib 
to detonate at the combined low pressure and cold temperature aloft. 

From the height-time curve, Figure 44, it will be noted that the balloon 
was in a near-floating condition for about four hours when the transmitter 
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signal gave out. There is no way of telling whether the constant-level 
flight obtained ~~s due to the natural buoyancy of the balloon or the action 
of the automatic ballast valve. 
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Flight 97: Released from Alamogordo, New Mexico, 0856 MST, September 10, 1948 
Recovered at Duncan, Oklahoma 

On this flight a .001", 20-foot polyethylene balloon was used to test a 
new type or ballast·control. In this system, ballast flow was excited at any 
altitude if the balloon descended at a rate equal to or greater than l milli
bar in five minutes. 

The buoyancy record and the Olland-cyole pressure data obtained from this 
flight show a disagreement of about 10,000 feet (Figure 45). No explanation 
has been provided for this difference and the following evidence has been 
considered. 'lhe predicted floating level was about 45,000 feet, in agreement 
with the Olland-cycle radiosonde data. On the other hand, the balloon rose 
extremely slowly and may have taken in air to dilute the lifting gas. In this 
event, the floating level Jr.ight easily have been reduced by 10,000 feet·. 
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Once at the floating level, however, the balloon ?.'8.S maintained within 

1000 feet (or 1200 feet) of a constant level for over four hours. This in
dicated that the control system was in operation since previous flights 
{88 and 93) at this altitude descended after about two hours of flight with
out ballast. 
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Fligpt 98: Released from Red Bank, New Jersey, 0948 EST, October 28, 1948 
Not recovered 

On Flight 98 a 20-foot, .001" polyethylene balloon was used to test 
radio reception using a new model of the Olland-cycle modulator and a T-69 
radiosoncl.e transmitter. Three receiving stations were used, with elevation 
and admuth angles ae well as the pressure altitude recorded by BDF (SCR-659) 
equipnent. The trajectory of this flight (Figure 46), reconstructed from the 
data received at the r;ound station, indicates that the balloon was more than 
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Figure 46 

17~ miles £rom the Nantucket station a.t the time the signal .,.8 first re
celved. This reception is much greater than may be expected from most 
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SCR-658 ground sets-when the T-69 tre.nsm.i tter is used. '!he signals obtained 
were not very strong, and there was only an interrupted record of the pressure 
height. From the height-time curve (Figure 47) it will be seen that a three
to four-hour period of floating was recorded, at an altitude near 50,000 feet 
MSL. This is in good agreement with the results obtained from earlier flights 
(70 end 71) at this level when no control apparatus was included. 
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Flig}lt 102: Released f'rom Red Bank, New Jersey, 1023 EST, December 9, 1948 
Not recovered 

Flight 102 was the first teat given to a 30-foot, .ool" polyethylene bal
loon manufactured by General Mills, Inc.J with this balloon a 30-kilogram pay
load was successfully lifted to 58,000 feet. A combination rate-of-ascent 
switch and displacement switch was used to control ballast flow, but no record 
of ballast was made since the ballast meter was broken at launching. 

Flight data was received by three ground stations, and the signal from the 
AM-1 transmitter (with about 10 pounds of batteries) was received for about 
400 miles. This was a good test of the distance to which a signal may be 
transmitted by the AM-1 (N.Y.U) transmitter under daytime conditions. The 
trajectory of this flight is Figure 48. 
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In the height-time curve (Figure 49) it is interesting to note the descent 
Which began shortly before sunset. · There is reason to believe that this 
fall was being checked by ballast flow. The normal descent atter a balloon 
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begins to tall is accelerating, while on this flight acceleration is evident. 
With a loss of 10°C superheat, and a limited flow (900 grams per hours), it 
would require two hours of flow to restore the buoyancy of the balloon. 
This is a demonstration that more rapid compensation is required. 
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Flight 103 through llla These tlights•re released in January and Febrtary, 
19i9trom Alamogordo, New Mexico to test the action of the combined ballast 
controls (displacement switch and rate-of-ascent switch). Receiving units 
were stationed at AlamogordoJ at Miami, Oklahoma and at Nashville, TennesseeJ 
aircraft were used both te receive the signal and also to track and poaitian 
the balloon by the use of the radio compass. 

For the 1'irat time on these flights, a program tiwitch was used to permit 
a single transmitter to transmit three temperature signals as 11811 as ballast
now data and pressure information. By interrupting the pressure and ballast 
data tor short intervale of temperature data, all of this information was 
tele:metered with the AJI-1 (N. Y .u.) traniDili tter. 

Aircraft reception of 600 miles was reported on these flights,. but ground 
reception was limited to a:bout 250 miles, perhaps due to mountains surrot.mding 
the receiving station. 

llo significant data was obtained on four of these flights, and on two 
more the principal objective of the flight was defeated by the excessive gas 
loss from the balloons. 

From the height-time curves of Flights 103 and 107 (Figures 50 and 51) 
may be seen that even with constant ballast flow (at 2400 grams per hour) 
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the balloon continued to descend. In both cases the token ballast f'low on 
the ascent portion or the flight indicates that the controls were operative, 
but there was no test oi' ef'ficienoy since on-ot.f' operation was never per
mitted. 

The temperature data of' these flights is in generally good agreement with 
that seen earlier with the balloon gas being warmed by the sun to acquire 
a superheat or 100 to 200C. 
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Flight loa: Released from Alamogordo, New Mexico, 1015 MST, February4_1949 
Recovered at Mountain View, Oklahoma 

On Flight 103 a B-17 airplane was used to follow the balloon, homing in 
em the signal from the .AK-1 transmitter with the radio compass. There were 
few clouds over the first section of the balloon's path, and very exact 
positioning was obtainable. The compass needle reversed almost immediately, 
and no cone of silence was found when the plane passed beneath the balloon. 
The fixes indicated on the trajectory (Figure 52) show how exactly the path 
ot the balloon may be determined vmen tracked in such a manner. 
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Flight l04a Released from Alamogordo, New Mexico, 1123 MST, Feburary 5, 1949 
RecOV"ered atHale Center, Texas 

On 1hil flight a atepwiae floating level •• achieved by the dropping of 
weight from the 20;..foot, .001• polyethylene ballocm. From the height-time 
curve (Figure 53) the clillb from 35,000 teet IISL to 4:'7 ,000 MSL can be seen. 
A time clock •• uae4 to atart the rapid flow ot ballaat after about one hour 
at the 1'1rat lenl. Following the exhauation of all ballast, the ballast 
reaervoir itaelf waa releaaed to cauae the final riae of the balloon. 

By the u.e of thia teobllique. atmospheric aam.pling ot any kind may be 
conducted with two or aon lenla aampled on • single flight. lll thout using 
any control to Jteep the balloon constantly at a given altitude tor a long 
time, the sampling steps should not be expected to be much longer than one 
hour apiece. 
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Fligl\t 106: Released fran Alamogordo, New Mexico, 0657 M.ST, February a. 1949 
Recovered at Ellsmore, Kansas 

1'his was the first .flight to clearly demonstrate the e.f.ficieilt action 
ot a combination ballast control--displacement switch and rate-or-ascent 
nitch--on a 2o-toot, .001• polyethylene balloon. From the height-time curve 
and ballast-flaw record (Figure 54), it will be seen that the ballast con
trol waa operating at 41,000 teet USL during the period or radio reception 
from Alamogordo, New Mexico. By the time the second receiving station picked 
up the signal, all of the ballast had been exhausted and the balloon was 
falling. On this flight a high loss of lifting gas caused the total ballast 
load ot 600 g~s to be exhausted in leas than .five hours. (Average used in 
first two hours was 1700 grams per hour.) 
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Figure 64 

'!he deaoent point or this balloon was compared with "that predicted fran a 
study or the atmospheric pressure patterns at floating level. Assuming gao
strophic tlaw, members or a graduate class in meteorology at New York 



University computed the points ot descent seen in Figure 55. As in the oases 
ot nights 55 and sa. the balloon appears to have moved across the isobars 
toward lower pressure. 

Figure 55 
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Flight 110: Released tram Alamogordo, New Mexico, 0649 MST, February 11, 1949 
Recovered at Kershaw, South Carolina 

This .flight had as its main objectives the testing of a Winzen Research 
Inc •• 0015", 20-foot polyethylene balloon, and further testing of the combina
tion ballast control--displacement switch and rate-of-ascent switch. Following 
the initial ascent of this flight, a slow descent resulted from loss of 
lifting gas. Three hours were required for a descent of' 2000 feet to the 
pressure where ballast i'low was begun. This and the general flight pattern 
indicate the satisfactory nature of this Winzen Research Inc. balloon. After 
ballast started,. the valve stuck and a constant flow at 1800 grams per hour 
followed. The rising ceiling seen in Figure 56 is the typical flight 
pattern for a balloon Whose load is being steadily decreased at a rate in 
excess of the loss of buoyancy. 

FLIGHT 110 
Released at Alamogordo, N.M. 
Feb. II, 1949-0649 MST 
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Figure 56 

On this flight all three of the receiving stations positioned along the 
expected path were able to receive and record the pressure and bal~st sig
nal. No temperature equipment was i'lown. 
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A comparison ot the point ot descent predicted from geostrophio flow 
and that actually observed was made by members ot a graduate ola.ss ot 
meteorology at New York University (Figure 67). Using an airplane tix 
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Figure 57 
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. ' 

snade during the flight the actual trajectory seems to have oeen well to the 
north ot the "center ot gravity" of predicted points ot descent. and ·the 
actual flight path was considerably longer than that predicted. Since the 
pressure pattern at the eastern end of the flight "W&.s anticyclonic, this 
seems to be in accordance with the idea of super-geostrophic flow associated 
with anticyclonic systems. As in all the earlier cases where such a study 
was made, ·the balloon apparently moved across the isobars toward lower 
pressure. 
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'lHE BALLOON PROJECT TECHNICAL REPORT 

Section 1. Introduction to Problem 

On 1 November 1946. the Re.search Division of the College of 

Engineering of New York University entered into Contract No. W28-099-ac-241 

with Watson Laboratories, Air Materiel Command. Under this contract. the 

University us canmissioned to design, develop and fly constant-level 

balloons to carry instruments to altitudes tram 10 to 20 km, adjustable at 

2 km intervals. 

The following performance was specified: 

a. Altitude shall be maintained within 500 meters 

b. Duration of constant-level flight to be initially 6 to 8 hours 

minimum; eventually 48 hours 

c. The accuracy of pressure observations shall be comparable to that 

obtainable with the standard Army radiosonde (~ 3 to 5 mb) 

Monthly reports have been submitted to describe the progress of the 

project, however, much data and details of technical nature were given only 

in a qualitative way. It is intended to collect these data in this technical 

report and to review at the same time the total achievement of this phase of 

the project. 

Section 2. Method of Attack 

A. Balloons 

A survey was made of previous attempts to produce a constant-level 

balloon; such as. the experiments by Meisinger
1 

with manned balloons, the 

shrouded meteorological balloon developed by Dewey and Almy2• the Japanese 

3 
balloon bombs , and the clusters of meteorological balloons which have been 

4 
used in cosmic ray investigations by Compton, Korff and others • 

... l -



10 16 16 From this survey and a study or aerostatics, ' ' it appeared that 

a non-extensible balloon is highly desirable due to the vertical stabili~ 

exhibited when such a balloon is full of the lifting gas a A non-extensible 

balloon with 'no diffusion or leakage through the walls, which could withstand 

a high internal pressure, would automatically remain at the densi~ where 

the buoyancy of the fUll balloon equaled the load. In practice, control 

devices are needed to offset tqe leakage and diffusion of the lifting gas 

and to correct for the motion or the balloon due to diurnal changes or 

the balloon's temperature and to correct for vertical wind currents in the 

atmosp~ere. It was decided to use a pleatio a• the balloon fabric, since 

available plastios have suitable characteristics, and are also relatively 

inexpensive as compared to coated fabrics. 

The desirable properties to be considered in the selection of a 

plastic balloon material area 

a. Ease of fabrication 

b. High tear resistance 

o. Light weight 

d. High tensile strength 

e. Chemical stability 

f. Law permeability 

g. Low brittle temperature 

h. High transparency to heat redie.tion 

Table I is a qualitative-characteristics catalog of the film and 

fabrics investigated. The date in the table are presented as approximations 

because of the great variations of a given prbperty with choice of samples 

and test methods. From this study, polyethylene, nylon, saran, and neoprene-
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coated nylon seem to be most generally satisractory. Eighteen plastics 

and balloon fabrication canpanies were contacted in an attempt to secure 

fabricators. 

Table I 

Ease of 
Low Temp. Permea- Tensile Tear Fabrica- Stability to 

"Fabric Prof!rties bilitl Stre~th Besistance tion Ultraviolet 

Polyethylene Good Medium Low Good Good Good 

Saran Fair Law High Poor Fair Fair 

~lon Good Low High Low Good Good 

Vinylite Very poor Medium Medium Good Good Good 

Teflon Believed Low High Good Cannot be Good 
good fal5rioa ted 

Ethooellulose Good Very Low Fair Good Good 
high 

Pliofilm Poor High Poor Fair Good Poor 

Nylon or silk 
.fabric coated 
with: 

1. Neoprene Fair Low High Fair Fair Fair 
2. Butyl 

rubber GoQd Low High Fair Fair Good 
I. Polyethylene Unknown 
4. Saran Unknown --
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Taple II shows the balloons which have be~n p:urchased l'rom those 

manufacturers who expressed an interest in the problem. 

Table II 

Film type, thickness, Special Unit Delivered 
Company diameter, shaf! Features Cost to date 

H. A. Smith .004 Polyethylene Proto- $150.00 4 
Coatings, Inc. 3 feet diameter ·type 

spherical 

H. A. Smith .ooe Polyethylene Low $630.00 5 
Coatings, Inc. 16 feet diameter Permeability 

spherical 

H.A. Smith .004 Folyethylene Low $530.00 5 
Coatings, Inc. 15 feet diameter Permeability 

spherical 

General Mills,Inc. .001 Polyethylene Stressed $20.00 25 
7 feet diameter tape type 
Teardrop. seam 

General Mills,Inc. .001 Polyethylene Stressed $125.00 47 
20 feet diameter tape type 
Teardrop. seam 

Dewey & .llmy A spher~cal nylon $339.00 2 
Cheaical Oo. cloth shroud around 

a ne~prene balloon. 

Table II is based upon fi~al or modified orders in those oases where 

the rapid progress of flight technique rendered certain features obsolete 

before the balloons on order were delivered. 

Figure l shows the spherical bal+oon as originallydesigned. This 

type of balloon was made of .004 and .ooa inch, heat-sealed, polyethylene. 

It had several good characteristics, such as very low leakage, but the method 

of load attachment furnished by H.A. Smith, Inc., was not satisfactory. Of 

the six balloons of this type which were used, two ripped free from the shroud 

lines durin& launching. 
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Figures 2 and 3 shaw the tear-drop cell ot the stressed tape 

design developed by General Mills, Inc. The tilm is .001 inch polyethylene, 

but_t-welded, with scotch tape laid along the seam to reinforce the seal and 

to carry and distribute 1he load. These strips, which converge to the loaa 

ring at the bottom, actually support the load. 

The overloading ot a General Mills 20-tdot balloon on Flight 12 at 

Lakehurst kept the lower end of the balloon open during ascent. The 

ceiling was greatly reduced by the resulting dilution ot the helium with 

air. On later flights an unsuccessful attempt to minimize this mixing 

was made, using a 10-toot external appendix passing through the shroud 

lines. This appendix fouled ir1 the rigging and twisted completely shut, 

causing the balloon to burst at pressure-altitude. A moditicationwith 

a 10-foot appendix outside the shroud lines also tailed in actual flight. 

Figure 4 shows this appendix construction on a General M lls balloon which 

is being inflated. The final style is shown in Figures 5 and 6. It con

sists of a 2-foot external appendix stiffened with cardboard battens. 

This is taped on the outside of the load ring. It serves as a one-way 

valve which excludes air during ascent but allows the extra helium to 

valve freely when the balloon is full. No external appendix can be used 

Whenever the rate of rise exceeds 600 feet per minute. For optimum balloon 

performance, it has been determined that: 1) the equipment load for the 

General Mills 20-foot balloon should be held tinder 30 pounds; 2) ratEBot 

rise should be less than 900 feet per minute; and 3) for maximlml altitudes 

an external e ppendix is needed; hence 1he limiting rate of rise is about 

600 feet per minute in this case. 

Several experimental flights have been made using shrouded Dewey 

and Almy neoprene balloons, as well as small and large experimental cells in 
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Figure 2 
Teardrop, .001" polyethylene 

balloon, 20 foot in diameter, 
designed by General Mills, Inc. 



Figure 3 
Twenty ft. balloon, showing 
burn-out p8tch in place. 
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Figure 5 
Two foot appendix, stiffened, shown an a General 

Mills ballon. The swollen inflation tube indicates 
that the balloon is being filled. 



Figure 6 
General Mills 20 foot balloon in 

flight with 2 foot stiffened appendix. 



various cluster arrangements. None of these have been too satisfactory 

but further investigationwill be made in the field of shrouded or ooated 

films. 

B. Altitude Controls 

Given a balloon capable of caJTying the instruments to a desired 

altitude (the theory and computations involved are discussed in Section 3), 

there remains the problem of maintaining the cell at a constant level. The 

buoyancy of a gas-filled cell will decrease as the cas leaks or diffuses 

through the balloon wall. To hold an absolutely om.stant altitude, the 

volume of lifting gas entrapped must be maintained in an atmosphere of 

unvarying horizontal density, with no change in the total weight supported 

by the balloon and with no fluctuations of the temperature of the gas with 

respect to the air. The best approximation to these conditions may possibly 

be achieved through the use of liquified hydrogen, which would be permitted 

to evaporate at a rate in excess of gas leakage. The weight of equipment 

required to control this evaporation rate appears to be prohibitive. Liquid 

hydrogen, also, is not safe to handle. 

Two practical methods of keeping a balloon at nominally constant 

altitude have been devised, both using the liquid ballast dropping technique. 

(Solid ballast, such as sand, does not flow well and is liable to absorb 

moisture whiohwill freeze at the temperatures experienced at high altitudes. 

Although a few preliminary flights were made with desiccated sand, a highly 

refined water-free kerosene-type petroleum product,campass fluid,was found 

to be more satisfactory) , 

In the simpler control system, ballast is dropped at a pre-determined 

rate, aimed to slightly exceed the loss of lift of the balloon du~ to leakage 

and diffusion. If this method is successfully used, the balloon stays full 

because the remaining gas in the balloon has less load to support; the ref ore, 
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the balloon can rise slowly until the balloon is again full and the 

equilibrium is again reached between the buoyancy and the load. In tb3 

General Mills 20-foot balloon, for example, diffusion losses equal about 

300 grams per hourJ the balloon at its ceiling of 50,000 feet, with a 

30-pound payload, risea about 900 feet with each kilogr~ of ballast 

dropped. This means that a balloon, using the simple ballast-dropping 

technique, will float at a ceiling·which rises at the rate of about 360 

feet per hour. An idealized flight of this type is shown in the llolid 

curve of Fig. 7., neglecting the oscillation shown at sunset. 

The "manual ballast valve" Which was developed for this simple 

control system is shown in Fig. a. This valve can be adjusted prior to 

balloon release to allow any predetermined flow of compass fluid up to 

2000 grams per hour. The filter housing and ballast reservoir used 

with this valve are shown in Figures 9 and 10. This method is good where 

l) a slowly rising ceiling can be tolerated, and 2) the flight tloes not 

have to go thrcugh a sunset while at its ceiling. 

For economy of ballast, hence longer flight duration, it is desirable 

to keep the constant flow as close as possible to the total loss of buoyancy 

resulting from diffusion and leakage. This means that whenever rapid loss 

of buoyancy occurs, due to changes in solar radiation, the manual ballast 

valve alone will not sustain the balloon. When the balloon is suddenly 

cooled, due to sunset or clouds cutting off in§olation (loss of superheat), 

the heavy loss will start the balloon downward and only a rapid expenditure 

of ballast will check its fall and restore its stability. 

The second type of ballast dropping control has been devised to 

operate on a demand basis, when such a descent occurs. This control is 

called the automatic ballast valve. Figures 11, 12 and 13 shaw the ap

pearance and design of this pressure-actuated needle valve. 
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Figure 9 
Fixed rate, manually operated 
ballast release assembly. 
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Figure 12 
Automatic ballast valve, showing lo8ding diaphragm. 
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When the atmospheric pressure outside the diaphragm increases to 

5 mb. above the internal pressure, canpass fluid will be discharged at 

the rate of 160 grams per minute under a 1-foot head. When the a utanatic 

ballast valve is completely open {at 6.5 mb. pressure differential}, 300 

grams per minute will flow. 

The automatically operated needle valve is held closed by a loaded 

diaphragm until the balloon reaches altitude. This diaphragm is open to 

the atmosphere until the balloon d ascends from the minimum atmospheric 

pressure attained. At that time, an electrical contact is made, firing 

a squib which seals the diaphragm mechanically from any .further access to 

the external air. ntereafter, the capsule contains a volume of air which 

has been trapped at the pres·sure and temperature existing at the time of 

operation of the sealing switch. When the ambient pressure increases to 

the point where the entrapped air is compressed below this original volume, 

the diaphragm will withdraw the ballast control needle valve allowing 

ballast discharge to occur • 

Figure 14 shows the minimum pressure switch which makes the electrical 

contact at the time of seal-off. It consists of at r!<pped volume of air that 

is allowed to escape througn a mercury pool as long as the outside pressure 

is decreasing. As soon s.s the exterior pressure increases, merc\lry is 

drawn into the tube making the seal off contact between two electrodes. 

The dimensions of the air chamber and capillary tubing are chosen so 

that during operation the change in the volume of the air would be less than 

one one-thousendth of the origi~l volume. The distance between the two 

electrodes (one under mercury, the other within the capillary tubing) was 

influenced by considerations of safety an4 sensitivity~ If the distance is 

less than 6 mm., shaking during launching is likely to move the mercury 
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sufficiently to caaae.a Short between the electrodes, firing the squib 

prematurely. If the distance is too large, however, therewill be too 

great a height difference between the ttme of minimum pressure and the 

time the electrodes are shorted. For instance, a spacing of 10 l!Uile would 

delay the firing of the squib until the pressure reached 13.3 mb. above 

the min~um pressure. At an altitude of 50,000 teet, the equivalent height 

(standard atmosphere) would be about 2300 feet. It is obvious that tor high 

level flights, a less dense rund lower freezing electrolyte tor the minimum 

pressure gwitch ~11 be needed to obtain the desired sensitivity of 2000 

teet. 

By adding the pressure-activated automatic ballast valve to the 

manual ballast valve, the complete patter.n of the solid curte in Figure 7 

may be achieved ideally. At sunset the rapid cooling oaases descent which 

cannot be canpensated for by the manual ballast valve. As soon as the seal

off pressure of the automatic ballast valve is exceeded by the atmospheric 

pressure, ballast flow is begun, Which restores the balloon to its ceiling. 

The dashed curve in Figure 7 shows the action of a balloon when the 

automatic ballast valve alone is used tor control purposes. In this case 

the balloon ~11 si:rlk slowly from its ceiling (where full buoyancy just 

equals the load) to the level where the e.utom tic ballast valve drops 

ballast at a rate equal to the diffusion (the floor). It will be noted 

that a flight which is controlled in this manner is less wasteful of 

ballast and results in a correspondingly longer flight. lne "floor" 

determined by this valve varies diurnally as the temperature (hence pressure) 

of the air entrap}?ed in the diaphragm is affected by solar radiation. 'i'le 

amplitude of this diurnal oscillation may be as much as 6000 feet. the nignt 

level being higher than the day level. 
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To reduce the effect of ~rying fluid heads and a corresponding 

variation in valve calibration, a ballast reservoir mounting was devised 

to limit the head values. This ballast reservoir, after several modifica-

tiona, consists of a spun alwninum tank wi til filter, mounted on 18-inch 

legs. It is shown in Figure 15. The legs serve as supports for the other 

control units and a head of at least one foot is provided by tubing to the 

autODI8.tic ballast valve. The capacity of the reservoir is approximately 

five gallons. Figures 16 and 17 show the complete ballast release assembly. 

One other system of altitude control may be mentioned. This is the 

4 method used by Korff and others to roughly approximate constant level 

flights for cosmic ray investi!ations. A numberat meteorological balloons 

are inflated until they will just support tl:e flight load. A ff!IW other balloons 

are added to the train to give a free lift appropriate for the desired rate 

of rise (see Computations, Section 3). At some time after release these 

"lifter" balloons burst due to over-inflation, or are released by a pressure 

or time-activated mechanism. lf the original balance was correct, and the 

effects of superheat and diffusion can~el each other, the cluster of cells 

may float. When one or more of the balloons breaks, or leaks excessively. 

the train will descend. Although this method was used in early experimental 

flights it proved to be useful only as a stop-gap method of carrying gear 

aloft for test purposes. No modification of this basic technique seems likely 

to produce even a consistant flight pattern due to the uncertainty of properties 

and behavior of these inherently unstable balloons. 

C. Altitude Detennination 

In order to evaluate the performance of the basic control 

apparatus, an investigation of pressure-measuring equipment and telemetering 

gear has been made. The problems of measuring upper-air conditions in general 
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may ditter markedly from the problems ot surface measurement. For example; 

tor any instrument used on a floating balloon, same consideration must be 

given to the effect of solar radiation on its behavior. As mentioned in 

the discussion of the automatic ballast valve, this effect is especially 

important in the action ot any aneroid or other capsule which is not com-

pletely temperature compensated. Since the floating balloon will remain 

within one parcel of air, rising and falling and moving sidewise as iile 

air does, temperature extremes will result tram radiation effects and lack 
9 

ot ventilation. One investigator has estimated that the temperatures to 

be experienced by such a bQdy range tram -60°C after a night of radiation 

to a maximum of .f.so0 c in direct sunlight. Two ways of partially circum-

venting the undesirable results of this feature are: 

1. Temperature compensation of the pressure capsule for some pre-set 

5 
pressure. T:his compensation is only complete at one pressure. 

2. A second method of reducing insolation effects is the use of 

highly reflective shields. 

The meiilods of height determination used so far are not completely 

satisfactory. Pressure-heights have been obtained by 72 me. and 397 me. 

radiosonde transmitters with long-lite battery packs. Difficulties have 

been experienced in all long flights due to: 

l. Signals being lost due to excessive range or to pOM•er failure. 

2. ~~en the balloon begins to float and height oscillations result 

from the action of the automatic balla.st valve, it is impossible 

to identify the radiosonde contact (hence the pressure) using the 

conventional baroswitch of the Diamond-Hinman type radiosonde. 

These steps are now being taken to improve height measurements: 

1. The addition to the .flight train or a light-weight barograph. 
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This coul~ provide up to 40 hours of pressure-time data it 

recovered. At present, about 60 percent o£ the £lights have 

been recovered. 

2. The adoption of a time-interval or Olland-cycle radiosonde 

system £or telemetering pressure data. 

3. Expansion ot the network ot ground tracking stations equipped 

El Paso 

Roswell 

with SCR-658 direction finding sets to increase reception of 

data telemetered. Figure 18 shows the area to the east of 

Alamogordo, New kexico, and the probable boundaries of flight 

paths following release fran the Alamogordo Army Air Base. 

Table III shows the prevailing wind data on which these probable 

boundaries are based. Also shown in Figure 18 are the desirable 

locations £or SCR-658 sets and the overlap ot reception ranges 

Which could be expected, using stations at Alamogordo, Roswell, 

New Mexico; Hobbs, N.Mex.; and Big Springs, Texas. 

TABLE III 

AVERAGE VHND INTENSITIES IN BEAUFORT SCALE 
AND WIND DIRECTIONS AT ELEVATIONS TO 10,000 
METERS FOR NOVEMBER AND DECEMBER 1944 AND 1945 

NOVEMBER 

Year Surface 1,500 M 3,000 M 5,000 M, 

1944 N-3 NE-1 W"SVV-5 W-7 
1945 N-3 WSW-3 wmv-5 W-7 
1944 S-1 WNW-8 W-4 
1945 S-3 svv-1 'WNW-5 W-7 

10,000 M 

Albuquerque 1944 SE-3 W-3 W-6 W-9 
W-9 
WSW-11 

1945 N-3 "WNW-5 W-8 
Amarillo 1944 SSW-4 W-4 WSW-5 W-7 

1945 SW-4 S'W-4 W-6 vVNVV-9 
Big Spring 1944 WSVV-4 WNW-~ W-7 WSV'I-9 

1945 SW-3 W-6 mrw-1 
Abilene 1944 

1945 W-10 
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DECEMBER 

Year Sur:Cace 1,500 M 3,000 M 5,000 M 10,000 M 

El Paso 1944 N-3 NNE-1 W-2 NW-1 
1945 NNE-3 W-3 WNW-6 WNW-6 

Roswell 1944 S-1 t'W-3 NW-4 V.'NW-6 
1945 SSE-3 wsw-2 WNW-5 'WNW-8 

Albuquerque 1944 N-3 "WNW-4 WNW-6 W-10 
1945 N-3 NW-6 WNW-8 WNW-9 

Amarillo 1944 NW-4 NW•4 'WNW-6 WNW-8 'WNW-8 
1945 SW-3 W-2 WNW-5 WNW-9 

Big Spring 1944 NW-4 NW-5 WNW-6 
1945 WSW-3 W-6 VYNW-7 --

D. Tracking Devices: Horizontal 

The flights made in the early part of this program were tracked 

optically with theodolites. Coupled with the height data, theodolite 

readings provide a fairly reliable horizontal locus of the balloon. However, 

even in the clear air of New ~xico, this method is useful for not more than 

100 miles and, unless accurate height data are available, theodolite stations 

provide useful data for not more than 40 miles. 

Airora:Ct observations have been used with some success when the ceiling 

of the balloon is not too great. It is expected that an inverted AN/APQ-13 

radar, mounted atop a B-17, will greatly augment the horizontal tracking 

and will be of some value in determining height. 

The most useful equipment for determining horizontal movement of the 

balloons has been the SCR-658 radio direction finding set. Long after the 

vertical angles registered by this gear are questionable (due to reflections 

off intervening terrain), the horizontal angles are useable. Used in sets 

of two or more, or coupled with height data, these observations give good 

position• with distances up to 150 miles. Figure 18 shows the coverage a 

network of four of these sets would provide. In contrast to the theodolites 

and aircraft ob•servations, these instruments are perfectly operative when 
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the balloon is not visible due to haze. cloud cover. etc. Ground radar 

has been used • .nen available, ~th fair results. particularly when radar 

targets are added to the flight train. 

E. Fligh.t Termination Control 

Due to the size and weight of the balloons and the flight gear • 

the Civil Aeronautics Authority was advised oft he testing program. At a 

meeting in New York an 20 .March 1947, the New York Air Space Sub-Committee 

prescribed a procedure which was designed to minimize the hazard to air 

traffic. Similarly, the Fort Worth Sub-Committee established a procedure 

for flights made within the Fort V1orth .ttegion of the cAA. Pertinent cor

respondence with the CAA is included in the Appendix. Part 2. Owing to 

the si. ze of these cells, a very slow rate of descent should be expected 

atter all ballast has been expended and the flight control devices have 

ceased to operate. Thus a large balloon and several heavy pieces of 

equipment might take an hour or more to descend through the levels of 

air travel. Despite the extreme improbability of midair collision. it is 

obviously desirable to take all possible precautions against such mishap 

and current flights have the following safeguards: (1) Flights are released 

on days ~hen cloud cover is forecast to be light. thus permitting visual 

contact. (2) Notices to airmen are to be issued if the balloon is descending 

within designated regions of dense air tra~fic. (3) To reduce the time 

involved in a final descent, a special device called the "blowout patch" 

has been~eveloped. This is an igniting squib which is fastened to the 

side of the cell. on the equator. Sealed in with the squib, which is fired 

electrically ~hen the cell descends below 20.000 feet, is a quantity of 

gunpowder and magnesium. When the squib is fired. the incendiary patch 

blows out, allowing a rapid escape of gas through the opening. Since the 
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patch is on the equator, the oell does not collapse but serves as a 

parachute to prevent extremely rapid fall and damage to the instruments. 

Figure 3 shows this patch in position on a balloon. Due to prena ture 

firings, a time ~itch hes been built into the circu~t to prevent misfiring 

in launching. A rip device will be developed to replace the incendiary on 

all future flights. 

Section 3. Theoretical Relationships and Computations 

A. Altitude-Density Relationships 

An investigation into the relationship between density of the 

atmosphere and altitude, with the seasonal and geographical variations 

experienced,was made. T.he basic data, mean aerological soundings, were 

taken from the Monthly Weather Review, 19436• These basic data consisted 

of observed temperatures, pressures, and humidities for altitudes from the 

surface up to the bursting height of balloons, normally 50,000 to 60,000 

feet. For altitude above this height, the highest reported temperatures 

for the stations under consideration were used and the pressure data were 

taken for the remaining altitudes up to 100,000 feet, from the N.A.C.A. 
7 Standard Atmosphere • 

Density was expressed inversely in terms of poun~ molar volumes, 

as this relates volume in cubic feet to buoyancies of gases of varying 

purity, using fundamental data. Using the simple ~as laws, the molar 

volume of dry air at each altitude was computed in the following manner: 

Given: (l) The pound molar volume of any gas at standard 

conditions=359 ft. 3 
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(2) From the mean sounding data at 49.200 ft. (15 km.) 

over Lakehurst. N.J. (Jan.- 1943). 

Temperature :-59.5°0• 

Pressure : 120 mb. 

(standard) 

Temperature Pressure 
x (observed) x (standard) 

Temperature Pressure 
(standard) (observed) 

Molar volume 

: Molar volume at observed conditions. 

359 X 273.2 - 59.5 X 101~.3 : 2370 fte3 
273.2 126 

This is the mean pound molar volume at 15 km for Jan. 1943 over 

Lakehurst. N. J. This volume data was computed for levels up to 100.000 

tt. over several stations and may be found in Appendix 3 • plotted on fue 

left hand side of figures 19 and 20. 

B. Load-Diameter Maximum Altitude Relationships 

Molar volume is related to buoyancy in the following fashion. 

Using 98% hydrogen of molecular weight. 2· .. 11 lb./mol. and dry air of 

molecular weight 28.76 lb./mol •• a buoyancy equal to the difference. 

26.65 lb/mol. (See Table IV) is available whenever one pound molecular 

weight of hydrogen displaces one pound molecular weight of dry air under 

the same conditions of temperature and pressure. 

TABLE IV 

Buoyancy per Pound-Mol. 

Helium (98%) 

Hydrogen ( 98%) 

24.6 #/#mol. or 
11.1 kg/=1/mol 

26.&/f///mol. or 
12.1 ky=/lmol 
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The number of mols in a balloon volume may be readily computed 

by dividing the air density, expressed in molar volume. at a given 

altitude into the balloon volume. 1he lift of the gas filling the 

balloon at any altitude is then equal to the number of mols multiplied 

by the buoyancy per mol. For example: To find the lift of the gas in 

a completely inflated (hydrogen tilled) balloon of 20-foot diameter, 

at an altitude where the pound molar volume is 1000 ft. 3 (This is equivalent 

to about 30,000 ft.): 

3 Volume of a 20-toot diameter sphere = 4190 ft • 

Number of mols in sphere at this altitude • 4190 • 4.19 mole 
iooo 

Buoyancy • 4.19 mols x 26.65 /buoyancy/mol • 111.7 # lift given by 

the gas at 30,000 feet. 

In one step, this becomes: 

Gross Lift/Balloon = (Balloon Volume) x (Difference in molecular weights of 
air and lifting gas~ 

Molar Volume at a given ait~tude 

Conversely, the maxtaum altitude to Which a given size balloon will 

carry itself and a specified load can be determined, as a molar volume, which 

may be evaluated from a graph of altitude versus molar volume. Such graphs, 

computed as in Part A of this Section, are given in Figures 19 and 20, at 

the left hand edge. 

Hydrogen and helium lifts were computed for various molar volumes 

for spheres of lifting gas with diameters from 7.5 to 75 feet. Figures 19 

and 20 were plotted using the values computed. To use these figures to 

determine the maximum altitude of a balloon with a specified pay load, enter 

the table with required buoyancy (balloon weight plus payload). Go vertically 

to the diagonal line representing the balloon's size, and then read horizontally 

on the left hand edge, either the molar volume or the equivalent altitude over 
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sample stations. Figure 21 shows the calculated net lift of the General 

Mills balloons. 

c. Balloon Diameter-Weight Relationships 

To facilitate design discussions, charts have been drawn up 

relating the approximate weight of a balloon to its size and the unit 

weight of the balloon fabric. A ten percent increase is added to the 

weight over that determined from the surface area to account for seams 

and shroud lines. Figures 22 and 23 are these charts. 

D. BJLte of Rise 

It is important that the rate of rise of a balloon be neither 

too fast nor too slow. For example, if a General ~dlls' 20-foot balloon 

rises faster than 900 feet per minute, there is danger of rupturing the 

balloon when pressure altitude is reached. On the other hand, if rates 

of rise under 400 feet per minute are chosen, since the free lift will 

be quite low, there is dange~ of: 1) a slight error in inflation resulting 

in the balloon's being unable to lift the equipment, or 2) with a wind much 

in excass of the rate of rise, the up-wind release failing due to the 

dragging of the equipment prior to its be1ng lifted by the balloon. 

To compute the tree lift necessary for a given rate of rise, the 

equation developed by Korft4 is used. This equation is: 

V : 412 (F) j
(G) f 

where F = f~ee lift in grams 

V : rate of rise in feet per minute 

G : g~oss lift in grams 

For our purposes, we wish to find F and have modified the equation 

to reads 
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(Approximate) 

where G • gross load 

A chart, Figure 24, has beendrawn up, based on this equation, expressing free 

lift as a percentage of gross load, allowing the rate of rise to be approximately 

predetennined. 

E. Ballast Requirements 

The amount of ballast Which must be dropped through the manual 

ballast valve to keep the balloon at its ceiling, can be approximately 

determined by the following measurements: a balloon of similar size and 

construction is inflated and its loss of lift with time is measured with 

correction for variation of temperature. This inflation is not complete, 

but is of the same magnitude as that of a balloon ready for release, 

approximately 14%. of full inflation in the case of a General Mills balloon. 

The loss of lift per hour, multiplied by a factor representing the increase 

of the surface ~nich results from total inflation, is thus obtained. This 

factor is the reciprocal of the fraction of inflation raised to the two-thirds 

power for a spherical balloon, and is approximately the same for the tear-drop 

shaped General Mills balloons. 

Field experience has shown that ballast leak pre-set to slightly exceed 

the computed loss of lift is insufficient. A bailast leak of double the 

computed loss of lift has usually been adequate. It is believed that increased 

liquid viscosity and valve closure caused by the ·colder temperatures of the 

high atmosphere are responsible for the need for this higher ballast setting. 

An investigation into temperature effects on the ballast release systems has 

been started. 

1he amount of ballast which must be released ~.t sunset to compensate 

for the loss of superheat, may be computed as followu 
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~G = G X ~X (1 • K) K 
T 

where t::.. G = loss of lift 

G = gross load (balloon weight plus 
equipment load) 

AT : mean temperature difference in 

lifting gas before and after sunset 

T = free air temperature 

K = specific gravity of lifting gas, 

relative to air 

The specific gravity of 98,% helium, diluted with air, and with 

respect to air, is 0.157. It maybe noted that with a lower specific 

gravity of a gas, lower ballast corrections are required. Hydrogen, for 

example, requires half the ballast Which helium requires for the same 

temperature differential. At high altitudes, a difference of 40°C may 

be expected in the temperature of the lifting helium from day to night. 

This would correspond to a loss of lift ut sunset, on a General Mills 20-

foot balloon, or about 550 grams. 

F. Internal Pressure 

The maximum internal pressure which can be held within a 

spherical container is given by Timoshenko8 : 

P • 28u x t 
I" 

where Su is the ultimate strength of the material 

in tension, t is thickness or the material and r is the radius or the spherical 

shape. Applying this equation to a polyethylene film, such as used in the 

General :Mills 20-foot balloons, Su at room temperature : 1900 psi., t = 0.001", 

and r : 10 ft., giving the maximum pressure, P = 0.032 psi. This pressure is· 

equivalent to about 1.1 inches of water, or 2.5 mb. This small bursting pres-

sure necessitates proper inflation and load values to prevent the balloon's 
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bursting at pressure altitude. 

A series of for.ms which have been used to facilitate computations 

have been drawn up. They are included in Appendix 3, together with a table 

6 of altitudes based on the N.A.C.A. Standard Atmosphere , and other useful 

reference tables. 

Glossary 

Equipmen~ load: Weight of all equipment, rigging, and ballast hung from 

the balloon shrouds not including balloon or its integral 

parts. 

Gross load: Load on the gas at release (Balloon plus equipment load weight). 

Free lift: Net lift of the balloon with the equipment load attached. 

Gross lift: Lift of all of the gas in the balloon at release (Equals weight 

of the balloon, equipment load plus the free lift). 

Balloon inflation: Gas inflation to be given the balloon in terms of 

initial lift of the balloon (equals weight of equip-

ment load plus free lift plus allowance for gas 

losses before launching). 

Floor: The locus of altitudes at which a balloon will float when lift 

losses are exactly compenseted for on a demand basis by ballast 

dropping. In practice, this is deter.mined bythe operation of 

the automatic ballast release and is some altitude below the ceiling. 

Ceiling: The locus or pressure altitudes at which a non-extensible balloon 

will float When gas losses are slightly over-compensated for by 

ballast losses. 

Pressure Altitude: The altitude at which a non-extensible balloon becomes 

fully inflated. 
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Pressure Height: The height above mean sea level as determined fram 

pressure measurements used in this work with the 

N.A.C.A. Standard Atmosphere. 

Section 4. Flight Techniques 

The general techniques of preparing and launching controlled altitude 

balloons are patterned after those of the smaller radiosonde balloons. The 

treatment· of large • manned balloons has been studied. however • and inf'orme.tion 

of considerable value has been gleaned; as from the National Geographic Society 

. 11.12 
reports of the flights of Explorer I and Explorer II , and from the book 

15 13. 14 
by Upson and Chandler • Fram these and other studies 'and from original 

experimentation with General Mills advice, a satisfactory technique of' handling 

controlled-altitude balloons has been developed. 

A. Infh.tion 

The lifting gas used for these lar~e balloons has been helium. 

The choice of gas was made on safety considerations. Hydrogen, however, 

has several advantages over helium. It will lift ~ more than helium and. 

due to its lower specific gravity, requires but 50% of the ballast release 

that helium requires to correct for disappearance of superheat at sunset. 

Helium, on the other hand, leaks and diffuses at a rate but 70% that of 

hydrogen. However • for long flights. hydrogen would prooably have more 

over-all economy of ballast. 

Inflation has been made through a low-pressure, diffusing manifold, 

feeding from a number of' helium tanks simultaneously to the balloon. The 

smaller balloons he.ve been inflated inside a .hangar, permitting very exact 

weigh-off of the balloon's free lift, thus predetermining the rate of' rise 

fairly well. The plastic balloons larger than 15 feet in diameter have 

generally been inflated out-of-doors, aa no hangar large enough for interior 
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inflation he.s been available. 

The 20-foot General Mills balloons are inflated through a tube 

in such a fashion that the gas collects in a bubble at the top of the 

balloon. !he tube is inserted by the manufacturer and is shown in Figure 5. 

It this bubble is restricted, the wind cannot catch and make a sail of' it. 

(See figure 25 tor the sail effect.) The actual technique of inflation is as 

follows& 

In actual inflation the balloon is spread out on a ground cloth 

which covers the launching table and a balance. The balloon is 

arranged so the upper 18 feet projects beyond the balance. Two 

heavy (80#=) elliptical shot bags '(see ~;igure 26) are covered with 

polyethylene and placed on top of the balloon on either side of' the 

inflation tube. The platform is then made to balance. The lower 

end of the balloon is weighed and then stretched out again dov.n wind, 

held down with sand bags and polyethylene strips. A weight equal to 

the weight of the lower half of the balloon, plus the equipment weight 

and the desired tree lift b placed on the balance. Inflation is 

started, taking care to get all twists out of 1he inflation tube 

before allowing .tull gas flow. When the balance beam falls, in

flation is complete (care must be exercised to guard against under

inflation due to wind moving the balloon on the balance). The in

flation tube is carefully removed, and the helium truck is moved clear. 

All personnel are now positioned for release. 

B. Release 

During the early portion of the experimental period, flignts of 

meteorological balloons in clusters were launched. The first flights were 

made with balloons hitched one above another along a single strong load line. 
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Figure 25 
General Mills 20 foot balloon 
billowing in e. five knot wind. 
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With these and subsequent rigging lines the following technique was used: 

on all lines a strength test was made and a safety factor of at least ten 

to one was demanded. Most of the lines used are of braided or woven nylon. 

ohosen for its low weight-strength ratio. To facilitate handling of the 

line segments each length is prepared with a small hook on either end. The 

knots employed are double carriok bends. 

The total length of the early trains reached as much as eight hundred 

feet. making them extremely difficult to release. A system of restraining 

the load line was evolved with two winches paying out restraining lines 

while balloons and equipment were added to the load line. .In this way the 

pull of the balloons themselves and the much greater strain caused by even 

light winds was held by winches. When the final piece of equipment was 

clear of the ground (crwhen the entire flight line was under tension with 

the lowest element being held back) a gunpowder squib was electrically fired 

to sever the restraining lines near the bottom of the balloon. Figure 27 

shows the ahun.inum "cannon" holding the gunpowder, the two winch lines and 

a light line used to pull the restraining· lines away £ram the load line after 

firing. The load line has not yet been attached in Figure 21. but will be 

fixed just above the "cannon". 

When the restraining line is severed, there is danger of a pendulum 

swing of the train causing the lower components to be dashed into the ground. 

To avoid this action, the lowest piece of equipment is usually held by a 

member of the crew on the back of a truck. By driving downwind raster than 

the surface wind speed, the pull of the balloon can be resolved into only a 

vertical component and the equipment may be safely released when the truck 

gets under the balloon. 

With later plastic cell flights, this method of launching was also 

used in cases of light wind. \'vhen windG of about 6 knots are enooun"tered, 
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Figure 27 
Aluminum "cannon" and launching 

lines used to restrain balloon while 
load is being attached. 



the total strain on rigging linea and even on the balloon itself becomes 

excessive. With the thin polyethylene film of' the General Mills' balloons, 

such a wind force causes the balloon first to billoW, sail-like, as ih Figure 

25, then to tear. 

To eliminate surface failures on days when the wind is not calm, the 

following release technique is employed: The equipment train is laid out 

parallel to the wind direction, with the balloon in the lee of' a large build

ing and the other components stretched out downwind. The central portion of' 

the balloon rests on a platform balance and the lower portion rests on a 

sloping eleven-toot table whose top is level with the platf'or.m and whose 

bottom rests upon the ground. The upper portion of the balloon usually 

lies on another table, level with the platform. Except tor this upper 

portion, the balloon is held down on the scales and sloping table by bags 

of sand and lead shot. In addition, one sand bag is fastened to tile lead 

thimble of the balloon by a short line which is kept taut during inflation. 

This layout is shown in Figure 28. 

When the balloon iS inflated, it is held down at the "Weighing-off' 

scales by the shot bags. Fersonnel requirea tor the launching consist of' two 

men at the hold-do'W!l shot bags (who lift the bags at the release signal), one 

man near the large sand bag (who cuts the line to the load thimble when "tile 

balloon rises above him), one man at each piece of' sensitive equipment on the 

train (to support and protect the equipment until it is airborne), one man 

at the lower end of the hold dowr1 line (Who fires the cannon severing the 

last line whe~ the gear is all safely lifted). 

If each operation is performed When the balloon is directly overhead 

and if the train has been accurately laid out downwind, the entire train is 

sent off with a minimum of oscillation of the load. Figure 29 shows successive 

positions of the balloon and gear during release. 
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7his method of release is a development of the upwind release used in 

radiosonde flights in the u.s. Weather Bureau, with refinements first used 

by General ~ills Aeronautical Research Laboratories and necessitated by the 

larger balloon size and the nwnber of canponents on each flight. 

Using this method, successful releases were made at Alamogordo in 

winds of 20 miles per hour with gusts up to 30 miles per ho~. 

c. Recovery 

Much additional information on the behavior of the train components 

can be gained if they are recovered. Two methods of recovery are employed: 

1) reward tags and 2) recovery by the balloon crew tracking the flight. 

Reward tags attached to several components have encouraged the finders 

to protect the equipment and report its location. the tag and associated 

questionnaire are included in Appendix 3. Total recovery of flights to date 

is about 60~ of those released. 

When the location of the balloon is known by visual observation from 

an airplane, or the landing area is indicated by direo.tion-finding gear, 

recovery is attempted by truck· by the balloon crew or the crew at one of the 

downwind stations. Several successful recoveries have been made of flights 

ot relatively short range. It was found in earlier atte~pts that the balloon 

equipment was a difficult target both in the air and on the ground. Con

sequently a colored cheesecloth banner (6 by l2·ft., stiffened top and bottom) 

was added to the train. It also is a convenient marker for theodolite stadia 

measurements. A banner may be seen in Figure 30.. White banners seem to be 

the most generally useful. 

Section 6. Fligb.t Summary 

A summary of pertinent information on all flights made to date is 

included in Appendix 1 as table VII. · Also shown bhere are flight train 
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Figure 30 
General Mills 20 foot balloon 

in flight, showine; banner and other 
flight train components. 



diagrams, time-height curves, trajectories and photographs of signi

ficant flights, grouped by flight ntUilbers. The flight numbering system 

has been revised since its inception and now only those flights in Which 

an attempt was made to control the altitude of the balloon are included 

in the summary. Excluded are flights made to test special gear and 

launchings which were not successful. 

Flights A, B, 1, 5, 6 and 7 all made use of meteorological balloons 

in various arrangements and combinations. Each flight included one or 

more "lifting balloons" ·which were to be released from the train when 

the desired altitude was reached, the other balloons then theoretically 

•upporting the load at the constant altitude. 

Figures 31 and 36 show the two methods used to group the balloons 

in clusters. Figure 31 shows the linear array borrowed from cosmic ray 

flight techniques; figure 36 shows the modified "Helios Cluster" in "Which 

lines from the balloons are joined at a central ring at the top of the 

load line. 

The Helios cluster was by· far the easier to handle because of the 

simpler rigging and the reduced launching strains. 

Flight 7 was the only one of this group in ~ich anything approach

ing a controlled altitude was attained. !he previous flights failed to 

level off when the lifting balloons broke loose.. In flights 1, 5 ai'.d 6, 

where ballast dropping devtces were included, the ballast either did not 

drop, or the dropping did not.have the desired effect. In flight 7, 

however, the cluster rose till the lifters were cut off, descended until 

sufficient ballast was dropped to cause the cluster to rise to a still 

higher altitude. There several balloons burst, resulting in a £inal 

descent. The time-height curve for this flight is shown as figure 38. 
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'lhis flight pattern represents the best approximation to constant 

level flight that we have obtained with meteorological clusters. 

F1ights 8 and ll each employed more than one polyethylene balloon 

in an attempt to reach higher altitude than possible with the single 

balloons then available. Figure 39 • 40, 41, 44 and 45 show the type 

and arrangement of balloons and their flight behavior. In both fli;hts. 

the maximum altitude was not high enough to cause activation of the 

autaaatio ballast valve. Consequently, there was no compensation for 

diffusion other than the steady leakage of ballast through the imperfect 

seating of the valve. In flight 8, after one hour, this leak was not 

sufficient to maintain a constant altitude, so the flight terminated. 

Ho-wever, in flight 11. constant altitude was maintained at 16.000 ft. 

~ 1500 feet for 7 hours until all of the ballast was expended. 

Flight 10, in contrast to flights 8 and 11, did reach an altitude 

at which the automatic ballast control was actuated, resulting in a 

flight of perhaps more than 26 hours. Although the maximum altitude 

reached by this heavy spherical cell was 15.000 feet, the ballast control 

was effective at a level of 9000 feet. The expected difference between 

activation level and operation level was probably exceeded because of the 

temperature effect of the air entrapped in the pressure capsule. 

Figure 42 shows the train, and figure 43 shows the time-altitude 

curve for the 512 minutes of radiosonde data. 

The oscillations around 9000 feet during the last two hours of 

data rrtAY be attributed to the changing buoyancy of the balloon as cloud 

masses intermittently shielded it from the sun's rays. An unconfirmed 

report was received to the effect that this balloon was still floating 

26 hours later over Pueblo, Colorado. 
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Flight 12 was designed to overcame the difficulties encountered 

in flights 8 and 11, and, by the use of a thin tear-drop balloon (General 

Mills balloon) to earn~ the load to a higher altitude than flight 10. 

To guarantee a predetermined constant ballast flaw, the manual ballast 

valve we.s added to the flight train. The minimum pressure switch 

replaced the fixed pressure switch to activate the automatic ballast 

valve, whether or not a predete~ined activation altitude was reached. 

Figure 46 shows the train; figure 47 shows the time-altitude curve, Which 

exhibits a marked departure from the ideal. The minimum pressure switch 

failed to operate or operated near surface pressure, effectively preventing 

the operation of the automatic ballast valve. The manual ballast valve did 

not provide sufficient rlow to prevent the gradual descent of the balloon. 

Finally, the heavy load necessitated almost complete inflation of the 

balloon at the surface. lhis distention permitted continual mixing of 

air through the open bottom of the balloon. Instead of reaching the pre

calculated 38,000 feet maximum altitude, this flight had a peak of 14,000 

feet from which it slowly descended. Since the blowout patch was set to 

act upor. descent to 20,000 feet, it also failed to operate. 

Five of the succeeding flights (nos. 13, 14, 15, 16 and 20) had as 

a prime objective the development of a satisfactory a.ppendix to overcome 

the loss of buoyancy due to mixing during launching and ascent. fhe types 

considered have been discussed in Section II, Part A of this· report and 

the (two foot) appendix stiffened with battens, Which was finally evolved, 

is shown in figure 5. Figures 48, 49 and 50 show the time-altitude curves 

for these flights. Either short flight or limited radio reception curtailed 

the trajectory data. 

In flight 19, the danger to perscrmel of the blowout patch was 
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dramatically demonstrated by its firing SO aeconds after release. Launching 

shocks caused the baroswitch pen-arm to fall off its shelf, completing contact 

prematurely. In later flights, a time delays witch was placed in series with 

the baroswitch to prevent a recurrence of this action. 

Flights 21, 22, 24, 26 and 27, although carrying altitude control 

devices, were flown to test gear for associated projects. Either no pressure 

reportD1g ~ear was ~arried or the data from modified gear proved unreliable. 

Hence few performance data charts are presented. 

Flight 21, using a late-model General :&Cills 20 foot thin cell and 

an automatic ballast valve, is known to have lasted for ten hours, descending 

at Marietta, Oklahoma. 

Flight 22, included an earlier model General Mills balloon ~th a 

high rate of gas leakage, and an automatic ballast valve. The ballast control 

kept the balloon aloft, but for only six hours. 

Flight 24, including an automatic ballast valve, is believed to have 

maintained constant level, : 1;000 feet, for 122 minutes. It stayed aloft 

for at least ~hours, when transmission ceased. The time-altitude curve 

is shown in figure 51. 

Flignt 27 employed a fixed rate of leak rather than an automatic 

ballast valve. The nanual control did not provide sufficient ballast flow, 

accounting for the time-altitude curve shovm in figure 52. 

Flights 29 through 37 and flight 39 were undertaken to test the 

downwind launching procedure, to try for higher constant level altitudes, 

and to determine the feasibility of using the General Mills thin cells for 

frequent service flights. :Flights 37 and 39 burst early. 1'he former was 

released during a rainstorm and balloon failure occured at the seams. 
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Flight 29, with a manual ballast valve, was released just before 

slmset on 22 November. It was observed descending 50 miles north of 

Toronto, Ontario, Canada, 14 hours later. ihe average w:ind was 130 mph. 

Radio receiption was for 69 minutes. 

Of the other recent flights, satisfactory radio performance was 

enjoyed only on flight 36. Before any more flights are made, a better 

transmitter anfi, battery pack will be needed. Even on this flight the 

signal was lost after 135 minutes, due to excessive range. the last 

plotted position was northeast This flight was recovered 

from Burlington, Iowa. 

T1me-height curves of this series are included in figures 53, 54 

and 55. Despite the limited data, some results can be determined. For 

example, flight 32 is believed to have floated for at least 70 minutes 

within 1,000 feet of a constant level above 40,000 feet MSL. 

Flight 35 also exhibited 32 minutes of constant-level flight before 

the radio signal was lost. From the remarkable distances that some of 

the otners traveled (See flight summary Table VI, Appendix I) it is almost 

certain that they floated for long periods. 

These flights included a simple-filter manual ballast valve assembly 

(Figure 9) designed to reduce equipment weight and cost. The performance 

of this equipment justifies its continued use for relatively short flights. 

Considerable difficulty was experienced with the type of· filter used. 

Experiments are now being conducted to improve th~ filter. 

Because of limited data received from earlier flights, modified 

Fergusson meteorographs were added to the equipment train on flights 33, 

35 and 39. As of January 1, 1948 none of these instruments have been 

recovered. 
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Flight 17, using a fifteen-foot balloon of .004 Polyethylene is 

worthy of special consideration. The thickness of this type of cell 

eliminates much of the problem of appendix design since more internal 

pressure can be withstood. Despite this factor, and the low permeability 

of the fabric, balloons of thie type are too heavy and costly to be used 

for higb altitude flights. 

The trajec.tory and time-altitude curve of this flight are shown 

in figure 56 and 57. This controlled-altitude flight demonstrates that 

the automatic ballast valve combined with a fixed leak, will successfully 

maintain constant altitude through a sunset. The balloon floated at 29,000 

feet + 500 feet for at least three hours, after which the excessive range 

prevented further radio reception. Here again the necessity of a barograph 

was demonstrated as the balloon was recovered from Pratt, Kansas, 530 miles 

away. Two flights, 23 and 38, were made using the shrouded Dewey and Almy 

J-2000 Neoprene balloon. Both of these flights were failures. Flight 23 

(see figure 48) attained a maximum altitude at 50,700 feet and began to 

descend immediately. Flight 38 (see figure 55) was observed from a B-25, 

and the balloon was seen to burst ld thin the shroud. 

Section 6. Current Objectives 

In order to meet the requirements for future flights, improvement 

must be made in three phases: 

1. Performance data for too many flights have been either uncertain 

or of too short duration. Before more flights are undertaken, 

altitude~easuring instruments must be improved and increased. 

To this end, four specific improvements are being ur.dertaken: 

A. To supplement the pressure data received by r~dio, a 

lightweight barograph will be added to those fli~ht 

trains in the future when fli~ts of more thfl.n e. fow 

hours' duration are attempted, 
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B. The improvement of radio transmitter gear; it is 

planned to utilize the three megacycle transmitter 

developed in the Electrical Engineering Laboratories 

at New York University. ln previous tests, this has 

provided clearer reception and a longer range for 

comparable weight than either the 72 megacycle or 

397 megacycle units previously used. To provide 

direction finding, 397 megacycle carrier signal will 

also be transmitted which will be tracked by SCR-658 

sets. It is also hoped that a better light weight 

battery pack can be developed for airborne use. 

c. The Olland cycle time-interval method of presssure 

measuring and data presentation is being adapted, 

-with the following advantages anticipated: 

{1) The direct interpretation of pressure data 

in tenns of' the time interval eliminates the ambiguities 

inherent in counting pressure contacts in the Diamond

Hinman system. Used in conjunction with the Brush re

corder operating at medium speed, and with four turns 

on a helix rotating once a minute, the pressure read

ability of' this system will be better than one millibar. 

(2) Under noisy conditions the recorded data obtained 

with this system will be more readable than the audio 

signal now being employed. When only pressure data is 

being transmitted, this system can l:e more economical 

of' power than is a system of' modulated audio frequencies. 

{3) In cases where data o~her than pressure is also 

to be transmitted on the same radio channel, the pressure 
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signals may be arranged so as to consume a very 

small portion of -transmission time. 

D. The duration of radio reception and of positioning data 

may be greatly extended by appropriately equipped aircraft. 

It is intended to utilize a B-17 with top~ounted radar to 

search above the plane for tracking. Depending upon the 

noise-level encountered, it may be possible to acquire 

pressure data with a receiver in the plane. It may be 

necessary to provide at least two aircraft for continuous 

reception over long periods. 

2. It is very desirable that the simplified ligbt-weigbt ballast 

control system for flights of less than 24 hours' duration be 

perfected. The elaborate ballast assembly with the automatic 

ballast valve will not be needed for the many contemplated 

flights which will be made with a useful life of less than 

eight hours. A lower-capacity reservoir with manual ballast 

valve and filter provides a light-weight, inexpensive unit. 

Tests are now being conducted to find the best design for these 

components. 

3. In order to float a balloon at a pre-selected maximum altitude 

it is necessary to supplement the variation-of-ballast with a new 

height control system. 

A. With a given balloon, and given total load, it is 

possible to forecast the maximum height. (See Section 

III for the computation.) If various ~Aximum heights 

are desired, this maximum height may be varied by 

varyin~ the total load, or varying the bouyancy of 

the balloon through variation in balloon volume. 
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The method used heretofore is variation of balloon 

load through changes in the amount of ballast used. 

However. there are upper and lower limits on the 

amount of ballast that can be used. due to 'the 

strength limitations of the fabric. Also. the "height 

sensitivity"; that is. the ratio of change in altitude 

to Change in load. is not great enough to provide suit

able choice of heights. 

B. Another attack is to effect a change of volume by 

making openings below the equator of the balloon. 

The volume of gas contained in the balloon envelope 

is then obviously limited. 

c. If this method of height control proves to be un

satisfactory. still other control mechanisms will be 

sought. 

The three objectives. with their indicated subdivisions. will be 

pursued to better effect control of the balloon altitude. A parallel 

pursuit will be the investigation of other balloon types and sizes. in 

addition to the satisfactory General Mills Polyethylene models now in 

use. Thus. plans for the future include both the development of control 

devices currently under test and also a.broad. general study of 'the basic 

components of constant-level balloon trains from the theoretical as well 

as the operational viewpoint. 
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APPE!IDU 1 

Train Assembly, flight 8, (meteorological cluster} •••••••••••• Fig. 31 

Tra,jectory, flight 5 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Fig. 32 

Height-time curve, flight 6 •••• •••••.•••••••.••••••••••••..••• Fig. 33 

'l'ra jeetory, tlight 6 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Fig. M 

Height-time curve, flight 6••••••••••••••••••••·•••••••••••••• Fig. 36 

Train assembly, flight 7, (meteorological cluster) •••••••••••• Fig. 36 

Trajectory, tlight 7•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Fig. 37 

Height-time ourve, flight 7••••••••••••••••••••·•••••••••••••• Fig. 38 

Train aaaembly, flight 8, (General Kille Cluster) ••••••••••••• Fig. 39 

Trajectory. flight 8, ••••••..••• • •••••••••••••••••.••••••.•••. Fig. 40 

Height-time curve, flight 8••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••·•• Fig. 41 

Tra-tn assembly, flight 10 ••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••• Fig. 42 

Height-time curve, flight 10•·•••••••••••••••••••••••••••·•••• Fig. 4! 

Train assembly, flight 11••••••••••••••••·•••••••••••••••••••• Fig. 44 

Trajectory and height-time curve, flight 11••••••••••••••••••• Fig. 46 

'!'rain naaembly, flight 12••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Fig. 46 

Height time curve, flight 12. ••••• ••• ••••·•• ••••••••• .• •••••••• Fig. 47 

Height-time curves, flights 13, 14, 16, end 23•••••••••••••••• Fi~· 48 

Height-time curve, flight 15 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Fig. 49 

Height-time curve, flight 20 ................. ~ ••••••••••••••••• Fig. 50 

Height-tim curve, flight 24 •••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Fig. 51 

Hei r;h t-t ime curve, flight 27 ••• ••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••• P'ig. 52 

Height-time curves, ftighta 29, 30 and 32 •••••••••••••••••••••• Fig. 53 

Height-time curves, flights 33, 34, 35 end 36 •• •••• ' •••••••••• Fig. 54 

Height-time curves, flights 37, 38 e.~d 39 ••••••••••••••••••••• Fig. 56 

Trajectory, flight 17 ••• •••••..••••••••••••••••.••••••.••.•••• Fig. 56 

Height-time curve, flight 17 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Fig. 57 
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Ballast bo. rosw1tc.h. 
Bo.llastdropper- as:.embly1 I6ALum1num 

tubes of granulated leo.cl. dropped. by 
de see nt pressure ~"'"tdt 1ntht Followtng)-1-f.-r-t'-( 

tncrernent!>: 

3009 m- 34,000' 400g m- 2. ~~ 700' 
2.00 9m- 331 000 '. 40 0 9m- 2. 91 00 o: 
2.00 grr: - 32., 000 6 0 0 9 m- 2.8,0 00 
3009m- .31, ooo' 6009m-2.7;400' 
4009m ... GO,SOO' 6 0 0 9 m- 2..6} bOO' 

S009m- 25800' 
80 09m - ~ 200' 
B009m- 2.4,500' 
I0009m- 2.3,800' 
I0009m- W 1 100' 
1600gm 2.2,500' 

L1 ~ter a.ss.embly- 4 bQ.lloon:. 

1 n flo. t E:!d to 3000 gm. L dl:. · 

12.ea.. ba..lloon~ mflttted to 900gm. 

L•ft,4ea.. bcdloor1~ 1 nflo.te cl 

to 2.100!Jm·l•ft. 

Po.yloa.d tn ptcture fra.me mount 

o. nd. t ra.ns mrtt e r. ( 13 :#: wt .) 

74.5 me Ra.d 1o.sonde. Heavy duty 
Bo.t~er•es 1n bla.c.K bo~es w ra.pped 1n 

p·oly ethylene. 

Fl G 36 

NYU BALLOON PROJECT 

FLlGHT 7 

D<ll-e: 7-2-4 7 E 0-48-44 
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50' 

70' 

10' 

74.5 me.- Rodto aonde,.Sto.ndard L 
I ~h-~. 

M odu lo.to r/l.O End fed Ante n no. 

Ptast•c B a.lla.s t Reservo.r o.nd 

Dr•bbler, 51000gm.of ba.llo.tt. 

\0 Eo.ch-Con•ca.l Genera.~ 1'\tlla 

Ba.lloona, • 001
11 

polye th..,le ne, l''Lon' 

Po. 'I loo.cl o..nd.. Tro. n..1m•tter 

Fl G.3 9 

NYU BALLOON FROJtCT 

FLIGHT 8 
D a. te 7- ~ ... 4 7 E]-48-40 
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Open Append 1X 

JO' 
I 

'l. o· 
_ _:L 

Pressure operated bo.llast vo.lve 
{Dr1bbler) Clduo.ted by 30th contQct 
of radto.sond.e baro5\l\ltteh. 

IS' dta.- .008" thtc K polye lhy lene 

Bo.lloon. H.A . .Sm.th Inc. 

Rem forced blow-out po.tch to be 
opened by Ttme-clock. 

Brtdle of 9 nylon Ltnes, eClch ISO tt: 
test, 10' long, served. to a thtmble 
a.nd attached to re1n forced pCltches 

at alterna.te .sea.m.s. 

Pa.yloo.d 1n p1cture frame mount, 
and. pa.yload tro.n~mrtter 

fl G.4 'L 

I 

74.5 me. Rad1osonde w•th 2.0 enci 
fed antenna. Hea.vy duty bo.tte,.•e 
tn blo.cl< bo'lte,s, polvet-hylene 

w.ro. pped. 

Pla.st•c bcdla.5t Re&ervoil"' w•th 
3,000 9r ba.lla.&t. 

NYU BALLOON PROJECT 

fLIGHT '0 
])Qte 

7-5-4 7 ED-48-42. 





74.5 me Rad1oso n de ""'th '2.0' end 
fed Antenne1. BlacK bQttery box 

\N'rapped m polyethylene. 

so' 

t-
10

1 

1 o' 

PLCl5bc bo.llast Re.servo1r conta.m~ 
.30009"' bclLicut 

r1bbler to ho.ve been a.ttuo.ted. 
by 45th contQd on ra.d1o.so nde. 

15'D,o..- 008" thJCK polyethylene 
Ba.Lloon. H.A.Smtth Inc. v.11th reinforced 
blowout pa.tches to vent 9 Q.b when 

f1red by B/5. 

Ba.ro -Swt tch set to def la.te lQr9e 
Ba.lloo n ~hould trQin de .sea nd to 101000'. 

6 each.-Gene ral M1lls Bo.lloon.s,2.00cuft 
.00 1• polyethylene. 

Pa.ytoa.d m pacture-fra.me mount'"<]• 

r I G.44 

~ea.._ Und.er•nftClted ll1etro Bo.lloons 

For ~to.dra. mea.surements, 2.40' from 

center of smQll betlloo n to center 
I 

of 15 ba.lloo n. 

NYU BALLOON PROJ[CT 
FLIGHT It A 

Do.tt 7-7-4-7 E D-48-41 
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'2.0'dtQ. G.M .. OO!"pol.yettHlent- balloon 

w1th 1ncend.1a. ry pa.tch on e~:~u a..tor 
for ro.p•d descen~ below to,ooo'("-'OmL) 

T-69
1 

Ra..\ollnsonde (J97mc) 1 Heo.vy duh: 
be4ttery pa.c.l<1 stan do.rd n'lodula.to r1 

no ve n b la. b n 9 duet, whtte tern pe ra.

t.u re ele ment1 Z.Sord1no.te hum1d.1ty. 

T-49-74.SMC Ro.d.1osonde.1 end fed 
a.nten•\o 

1
.!;tanda.rd modulator, no venb

la.ttn~ duct1 whtte te mpera.tu re element,· 

'l.5 ord1no.te hum.d..ty1 .squ•b •n balla.t valve 
ftred by B power .su.pply of ra.d1o.soncle. 

/ 

Hea.v1l'( reenforced. bclrosw1tc:h hru 
on descent to 460 mb. u~u 2. eo.- +S volt 

ba t t e rre s 1 n pa.rallel. B L o.c.l< box 1 l oo.sely 
c.oveted w1lh pla.!.bt sheel;..na. 

10' .J 

o-----.l5' H1llmo.n'& tro..rHom1tter wjpreHure from y .!ata.nda.rd mod.ulqtor. 3.1J5 MC (149' 
a.ntenna. throu9h r1n<3.s on 160 Foot pa.ra.-. 
chute .!>hrouci). Held. ta.ut by 6oz.leo.d. 
wt. a.t bottom. 

1{,0' 

HEAVY DUTY BATTERY PACK ir.a:=~ / 
Ba.llo.~t reservo•r w•th Kollmct'll'l 

ba.Llo~t va.Lve plu~ Ftxetl ra.~e 
Leo.K from a..d jU~ta.ble needle va.Lve 
set to over-compenso.te cltffu&•on byi07o 

Mtnl mum pre&sure !'W1tc:h o.dua.tes..._.,t 
bQ.ll<lst: va.lve when balloon ducenc.l.r. 

15mb from ma.rtmum preuure1 2.eo.<:h 
used tn pQro llel. 

FIG. 46 
NYU BALLOON PROJECT 

fLIGHT 12. 
Do.te 

8-5-47 ED-48-43 
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IU.Kt.Rl Of 11U COIS'tAMT.LiiVA._ IALLOOJ fLIGHTS 

IUCIIT I u·,·• Alii) I aoMIIiiiOIIJ.Nt.l ~~··~ UJO 
I a-...uv111 I ~,., . ..,. !"'OrAl. ... lUH'l' Da:SCRIPTI ON BIJJ.,.ST ..... BAl.LOVN RADIOSOND$ Tlu..Cr.INO AlKCit/,J'T f'Llf.iHT o.~~ , IIUL(IIJJ• + ~'-CoV .. Y I CJUTI~a: - ........ .aJ.i'Ji 1WJ.UUH., ...... I» ON IAW.OON or ALfi'l\lllli: fiiOHT LilT LIJT ~c ... nxoN ~ OBS..RVA. DIJJU- CVt\STJ..NCY CvNSiAHT UHD-.... .. JJttt.a.k1' IIIICLUDIMO CONTROL ~ TION ~ TlOM i.A.Y.a.i.$ IISL UlG SIT• 

IAIJ.AST 

10 Mn •. m. I\I,Y. I - 350 &t'lta O.T kl T2.J 1M 1.1 k& None 0 ••• ... sa.C 0~ Q,( •o 4 llino 1: Max. 37000' Q,( lall-:on bal&lld!1& load. Free Ul't. 
1~·41 •te?rol.,~ul ladionMe knoft kn:)•n ..... 1000. Co net. rr• 350 cru aetecr oloci ed bellou. 

ltll •~T 310"10' Sueceul\al eutunc free or U ner 
ballo~:~n. klloan Ud ""t lnel orr, 

• I 11 D.c. .nu ••• ,. a-no 1ru o., Ill fl.l ac 1.8 kl .... 0 ••• ••• ""' 
Theod.,- ,.,. 3l I atn • .t •u. }5COO' 0~ Balloon balandn& load, ,.,. •• ltrt 

1941 •teorelo.teal aftdiounde knnwn knr.wn lih ~ ..... toro• Con.t. fr• 3SO 11'811 Mhorolo&ical '•llun. 
1119 ur uooo• Succoutul euttin' froo or Urter 

balloon. lalloi'Jn 4111 M\ lHOl off. 

' 1 I 1 ,,.n .,Ill __ 
14 .. 350 v- ..... fZ.I • 13.0 q S , ..... of I.B k& ... ... •o.t ritll Thoodo- Q,( '" llono ...... 460('0' ~ failure duo h poor riutq. poor , .. , PoaMJlftllia •to.,rol a peal lladioaondo Mllutto ..... knoWB recorder lih .. ,: ab. hunclliq technique. I ltl'hr MllooDO. 1611 d't bttllooftll. J.o• la.t kllut b., droppM: 

sa.C "''"· 12 •ln balloons. 'l'rt.ta ro .. unt.tl 
co•tc rat traia on •••nat out ra- ••• Nllooftll •urat t ... n dHcnd .. ,.,...,. repidl1• 

5 I 5 "•• l'l•oprdo 121·350 ..... 10.1 11:1 ., ..... • ••• kl Jall,OIM h wt 10.0 ... H.3 IONf. wi\b· Tboodo• •a.C ... f8 ..... u..ll. seooo• 10Q( rtnt •uc:cHat\11 fli&M cari"J'iftl a 
114' .... ladco ..taorolollical Madtoaondo ott .-.... 40000' 11:1 •• •• out ra• Uta 9(\( .. ,. a:la • - 100' Cout. J:. of baiLYJ load. S Uttar -.tloon~, 21 

111' 1111" Mlloou. ~. Data a-r 5 kl ,.nd and 5 oordor 51 CICIO' ..... u •tn •lloou. 
oo•tc ,.,. traia lielld Ml1ut k& liCiuid to tal .... 

'4-16 llalla.et u .. or 31000' r- -, .. I '"•• Al ... aordo 18 .. !SO FU ..... 14.5- 11.3 lr:l lallooaa to c.& 10 11:1 I.t so. a ........ !'baod.o• ~ 161 .... lu. '71000' $0)( I J'Upt u.WUcHaar..l. AlUtuda eo .. , .. , ... lax teo ..taorolottc•l WlHondo. otr allna 40000' •• outre- Ute ,,~ • .. If ..... trol .__.. on tauaehi.. t unar 
0501 II$T MllO'IH. J.o ... 69.3 • trana- 5k& .. ndalld corder klloo ... , M a!a '-!too•• 

condo ra, trat. lllUar. 5 11:1 liquid to 
laltut ..... , 1 tall uedor 31000' 

., I I ... lJ I Al-.prdo 120 .. no .,._ t.O q ft.5- 15.9 lr:l 4 "•" latlated lO q 10.!5 36.1 ~ ...... 'l'lt.aodo• 10<:\C 411 l .. ""I'· llu. 485CD' I~ hat nt&bt thouald poaanta wtn , .. , .. •.dco ..taoro1o&tcal ladloaoa .. Mllooae. 10 kl •• •• out ra- lito , ... ..... _>0(.() Cout. (I .. l· flallltf naopraM kllo••· I lifter 
0511 •• I ::~~::":t!~!n liauut. .... 1 ... •hot to urdar 10Nf. 3!1000' loon) Hllood, 11 -in .. lloona. 

•••1r h.ll •utd.or 34000 .... 
• I 3 ... 1, I Alaopnlo 110 hHral lltlla 4.6 k& tt.S • ll.t kl Drl-..1or, c ... 3 •• 3.S 10.1 10CJI( ritb 'fhaodo· ..... ItS 62 ..... •• ll. 18500' Q,( ftrat noa•utonanlo llalloo• nt~~at. , .. , ~aw•xico , •• ont• po11- ... loaollda ,. •• nu• •• •• racer dar lita 3# IS~ ..... ! 1500' Conat. Daa to lack of lnror:atloa on ••1•• 

OJ03 lift a'lhflMII Jallaat. u- n ... laalr: la•n .. C•4S 18000' tbo alUt1lda coatrol •• not aotu.tod. 
••blJ 110 p/br lad 5!5;( Howo•ar. rupt. ah•• •c:auaB& ata-

lltlltr or aoa-oxhMillla •noa•• 
i.oaa ot lift dua to MlloOil taat...a 
1000 p/br. 

10 I • ••lJ I Al••••... I' ........ ,.. I'··· .. I .... - 111.3 .. I~ ... ,.. I"· ,~ .. ,., .. r· ..... 1 ~.~.-~ Q,( I~·· ll'o m•·j•u. moo' I"' Succaaatu.l rllpt ft'\1111 a1Uhdo ooa-
lMf In .. xtco .ooe• polrathrta• ladioa..Sa c.,... tt.id lr:& kl rith re- llta 511 _ 3<l0' Cout. trol •ork1n&• hllon J"'lttrt.a 09111" 

0$('1lllS'l' Jallu\ .... eordor 81 Gn. aln. 182 aln. 9000' Allluqua,.._a after 11 boure; "aabla, 
••lllr t 2700' Color .. o aftar II boara. n•et•athM 

toward and or traumaaton Mli ..... 
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APPENDIX 2 

Correspondence 

Abstract from: Air Coordinating Committee, New York Sub-
committee on Airspace, Rules of the Air and Air Traffic Control. 
Subject: Approval to release free balloons from Allentown, Pa. and 
Lakehurst, N. J••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••38 

Letter to the Secretary, New York Subcanmittee on Airspace. 
Subject: Request for interpretation of agreement on conditions of 
release of free balloons from Allentown, Pa. and Lakehurst, N.J •••••••• 41 

Reply from the Secretary, New York Subcommittee on Airspace. 
Subject: Same as above••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••42 

Extract from: Air Coordinating Committee, Fort Worth Regional 
Airspace Subcommittee. 
Subject: Obstructions to ·air navigation ••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 43 

Memorandum from the Chairman, Fort Worth Regional Airspace Sub
committe. 
Subject: Procedure for Release of free balloons in the White 
Sands Danger Area••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••45 
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Abstract from: 

AIR COORDINATING COMMITTEE 
NEW YORK SUBCOMMITTEE ON AIRSPACE 

RULES OF 'ffiE AIR AND AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL 
385 Madison Avenue 
New York 17, N.Y. 

20 March 1947 

N. Y. Meeting No. 12 

PROBLEM: 

1. The Secretary of the Subcommittee presented a request from the War 
Department member in behalf of New York University for approval to release free 
balloons from Allentown, Pa. and Lakehurst, N. J. 

DISCUSS I(!; 

2. The subject project is broken down into two phases as described below: 

A. HiASE I. 

{1) The type balloon to be used in this phase of the 
project will be 6 ft. in diameter, hydrogen filled, 
encompassed by a nylon shroud with black and white 
panels 24" wide. Radio instruments weighing approxi
mately 3 lba. will be suspended approximately 50 ft. 
below the balloon and equipped with parachute device 
so that upon separation from the balloon, the attached 
equipment will float down towards the earth rather 
than become a freely falling body. 

(2) It is anticipated that two flights will be required in 
this phase of operation, the release to be made during 
weather conditions in Which the sky is free of clouds 
and the visibility at least three miles at all altitudes 
up to 20,000 feet., within a four hour cruising radius 
from Allentown, Pa. 

(3) The balloon, during these flights, shall be convoyed 
by sui table ai roraft to maintain air-ground communica
tions on the balloon trajectory and equipped to effect 
destruction of the balloon at the termination of four 
hours flight or at such time that the balloon may 
become hazardous either to aircraft flight operations 
or the persons or property of others on the surface. 

{4) New York University will file a Notice to Airmen at 
least twelve {l~hours in advance of balloon release 
and a second notice will be filed at the time of release 
with the Allentown, Pa. Airways Communications Station. 
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B • FRASE II. 

(l) The type balloon to be used in this phase of the project 
will be a 15 to 40 ft. diameter plastic balloon, ~drogen 
filled. Radio equipment weighing approximately 25 lbs., 
will be suspended approximately 100 ft. below the 
balloon. The balloon will be towed to high altitude. 
levels (above 20,000 feet) by three auxilliary lifting 
balloons fastened together with a 4 lb. weight. All 
equipment attached to the balloon will be equipped with 
parachute device so that upon separation from the balloon, 
the attached equipment will float down towards the earth 
rather than become a freely falling body. Upon attaining 
the desired altitude, the auxilliary lifting balloons 
will be released from the main balloon. 

(2) It is anticipated that a maximum of ten flights will be 
required in this phase of operation, 2 to 5 releases to 
be made from Allentown, Pa. and 2 to 5 releases to be 
made from Lakehurst, N. J. Release will be made during 
weather conditions in which the sky is free of clouds 
and the visibility at least three miles at all altitudes 
up to 20,000 feet. 

(3) The range of flight during this phase of operation will 
be between 30,000 and 60,000 feet. A period of six hours 
will be the maximum duration of flight. 

(4) New York University will provide an operator for tracking 
of the balloon during period of flight and will furnish 
information on its position to the N.Y. Air Traffic 
Control Center during period of tlight. 

(5) New York University will file a Notice to Airmen at 
least twelve (12) hours in advance of balloon release and 
a second notice will be filed at time of release with 
either the Allentown, Pa. or Lakehurst, N.J. Communica
tions Stations. 

(6) Destruction of the balloon will be predetermined to be 
effected over we.ter where hazards are not present. .Aerial 
convoy will not be effected during this phase of operation 
inasmuch as balloon flights will be conducted in excess 
of' 20,000 feet. 

3. The Vfar Department member requests that balloon operations along 
the lines of Phase II be presented to the Washington Subcommittee for 
clearance with all other Regional Airspace Subcommittees, in consideration 
of War Department plans to continue the Pha:se II type of operation from 
White Sands, New Mexico, upon completion of the 12 proposed releases 
described herein. The type of balloon releases proposed out of White Sands, 
N. Mex., will involve flight through other regions. 
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RECOMMENDED .ACTION 

4. That the release of free balloons by New York University aa 
described above in Paragraph 2-.A (Phase I), Subparagraphs (1) - (4) inclusive, 
be approved. 

5. That the release of free balloons by New York University as 
described above in Paragraph 2-B (Phase II), Subparagraphs (l) - ( 6) 
inclusive, be approved. 

6. That the V~ashington Airspace Subcommittee present the Phase 
II operation to other Regional Airspace Subcommittees for clearance, in 
view of War Department plans to continue the Phase II type of operation 
from 'VVhite Sands, New Mexico. 
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Mr. c. J. Stock, Secretary 
New York Subcommittee on Air Space 
385 Madison Avenue 
New York 17, N. Y. 

April 17, 1947 

Rei'erence: New York Meeting No. 12 Subject No. 26, New York Case :{/:156 

Dear Sir: 

Receipt of' the minutes of the above meeting are acknowledged with thanks. 
However, on reading them, a discrepancy was noted. We believe the weather 
conditions agreed upon for P.hase 2 operations were not a cloudless sky, but 
no ceiling under 20,000 i't. 

We realize that there might be occasions lilen the clouds present would 
not constitute a ceiling. Yet, due to chaotic or unstable sky conditions, 
our balloons might be considered an unseen hazard to aircrai't. 

It is therefore requested that we be permitted to i'ly these rapidly 
rising, high altitude balloons ai'ter obtaining clearance on days 
when there are no more than scattered clouds in thin layers up to 
20,000 ft. and visibility greater than three miles. 

This is an important point, as the phenomena which we hope to measure 
is not a i'requent one and our chances to investigate the remote phenomena 
are markedly reduced if' we have to wait far cloudless skies and the phenomena 
to coincide. 

This would have been brought to your attention earlier. However, we -are 
unable, until yesterday, to coni'irm our impressions with the representatives 
of the Army Air Forces who were present at the meeting. 

CSS:gm 

(U) 

Yours very truly, 

C. S. Schneider 
Research Assistant 



DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
CIVIL AERCNAUTICS ADMDlSTRATION 

New York University 
College of ~gineering 
Research Division 
University Heights 
New York 53 • N. Y. 

385 Madison Ave. 
New York 17, N. Y. 

Attention: Mr. c. s. Schneider. Research Assistant 

Dear Mr. Schneider a 

This is in reply to your letter of April 17th. 

It is true that at N.Y. Airspace SubcOIIIinittee Meeting #12, we advised 
you that the Phase II operations would be restricted to weather conditions 
in which the sky was clear of clouds below 20.000 feet and the visibility 
at least three miles at all altitudes up to and including 20,000 rt. However, 
it was indicated that t~ese conditions were subject to concurrence and approval 
by the Washington Airspace SUbcommittee. 

In order to expedite final approval of this case. coordination was effected 
with the Washington Airspace SUbcommittee tmmediately subsequent to our 
Meeting #12. It "WaS revealed as a result of such coordination that the 
Washington Committee felt that the ceiling restriction was inadequate in 
the interests of air safety and required that a cloudless sky condition be 
specified. 

This information was relayed to the members of the N.Y. Airspace Subcommittee 
and they in turn concurred with this amendJnent in tile interest of air safety. 
The minutes of New York Meeting #12 were amended accordingly. 

Yours very truly, 

c. J. Stoek 
Secretary • N • Y. Airspace Subcommittee 
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Meeting No. 30 

TimrJ: 

Place a 

Members Present: 

Secretary a 

SUBJECT 

AIR COORDINATING COMMITTEE 
FORT WORTH REGIONAL AIRSPACE SUBCOMMITTEE 

P. O. BOX 1689 
FORT WORTH 1, TEXAS 

August 21, 1947 

August 21, 1947 - 10:00 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. 

Regional Office, CAA, Ft. Worth, Texas 

L. c. Elliott, Chairman 
Lt. Col. Hall F. Smith, ~ar Dept. Member 
Major Williams, War Dept. Alternate .Member 
Perry Hodgden, CAB Member 
CCli!UI8nder Jsnes Douglas A.rbes, Navy Dept. )(enber 
Tracy Walsh, J,.TA Coordinator 

Paul H. Boatman 

EXTRACT ·copy 

PAGE NmtmER 

III. OBSTRUCTIONS TO AIR NAVIGATION 

A. WHITE SANDS, NEW MEXICO, PROV»>G GROUND -NEW YORK UNIVERSITY - RELEASE 
OF FREE BALLOONS- CASE #111••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 3 

PROBLEM 

1. 7he Secretary of the SUbcommittee presented a request received from the 
New Yark University through the .Uepartment of Commerce Member for approval of re
leases of free balloons at the White Sands Proving Ground in Phase II operation 
as outlined in New York Subcommittee Meeting No. 12, dated March 20, 1947. 

DISCUSSION 

2. It as first thought that balloons would ascend and desc.end wi1hin the 
confines of the White Sands presently assigned danger area and that no further 
authorization would be required; however the Subcommittee was advised by the 
Universit,y that balloons have been descending outside of the area in the vicinity 
of Roswell, New Mexico. It, therefore, appeared that there was a certain amount 
of hazard to aircraft encountered in the descent of this equipment. 

3. The Subcommittee did not have full inf' ormation on the nUll!Der of releases 
anticipated and other pertinent details; however it appeared the chances of collision 
of aircraft with this equipment was very remote and due to the fact prevailing winds 
in this area would ordinarily carry the equipment eastward, which would tend to carry 
it away from heavy travelled already established civil airways, that this activity 
might not be too objectionable. 
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4. The Department of Commerce Member stated that he felt it may be necessary 
to effect some coordination with air traffic in the local El Paso area but that due 
to the meager information available, this could not be determined without a discussion 
of methods and procedures ~th the people who were actually going to do the work. 

5. TbwWar Department Member stated that he felt it desirable to stipulate 
that local coordination should be effected ~th the Commanding Officer at Biggs 
Field. 

(NOTE& At a meeting held in El Paso, Texas, on August 27, 1947, between 
representatives of the CAA and the New York University, procedur$S 
satisfactory to the Commerce Member and the Commanding Officer at 
Biggs Field were established). 

RECOMMENDED ACTION 

6. That release of free balloons by the New York University within the 
confines of the ~bite Sands Proving area be approved provided that: 

(a) Local coordination be effected to the satisfaction of the 
Department of Commerce Member and the Commanding Officer at 
Biggs Field to assure all precautions are taken to prevent 
collision of aircraft with this airborne equipment. 
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TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

COPY 

L. c. Elliott 

AIR COORDINATING COMMITTEE 
FORT WOR'IH REGIONAL AIRSPACE SUBCOMMITTEE 

P. 0. BOX 1689 
FORT WORm 1_ mxAS 

September 2, 1947 

C1-tairman, Ft. Worth Regional Airspace Subcommittee 

Lt. Col. Hall F. Smith, War Dept. Member, Ft. Worth 
Regional Airspace Subcommittee 

Secretary, Ft. Worth Regional Airspace Subcommittee 

Procedure for Release of Free Balloons in the White Sands Danger 
Area 

'!he writer mt with Mr. James R. Smith of New York University and Lt. V. D. 
Thompson of Alamogordo A.AF, at El Paso, Texa~ on .August 27 to discuss procedures 
to be followed during the descent of free balloons released within the White Sands 
Danger Area. 

Mr. Smith advised that he had met with the Comma~~ing Officer at Biggs Field who 
had stated he desired no further coordination other than what the Civil Aeronautics 
Administration might require and that he would write a letter to Mr. Smith to this 
effect. Mr. Smith will forward this to the Chairman o£ the Subcommittee for the 
record. 

Mr. Smith outlined their progr~, which consists for the most part of testing 
various types of balloons. Their program ~~ll probably be of 5 flights per month 
for the next 6 months, the first flight to be released on Sept. 6• weather per
mitting. Weather minimums were agreed on as not more than 4llo of the sky covered 
or forecasted to be covered within the expected descent area (60 mile radius). 

Balloons are tracked by VHF DF stations at Alamogordo and Roswell for the present 
plus an aircraft. When the balloon descends to 20-000 feet, it not in the clear, 
positions will be given every hour or so and will be put out as notams on Schedule 
"A" from the Roswell AAF. '!his will serve to advise the Army Fields, the airlines, 
and some itinerant traffic. In any case if the balloon is outside the assigned 
danger area, notams will be issued when the balloons descend below 15,000 feet. 

The balloons are for the most part 15 feet in diamet~r and plastic. Suspended 
from the balloon is a 100 foot one thousand pound test nylon line which carries 
the airborne equipment. Releases are usually made at dawn and· the flight terminates 
in an average o£ 8 hours time; it may be fran 6 to 12 hours duration. 

It is believed the notam procedure will serve to advise pilots o£ this. activity 
effectively enough to provide the desired amount of caution. It is understood 
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the airlines have some instrument flights through this area at 20,000 feet; how
ever these are for the most part at night and to the north or the expected balloon 
track. 

c 
0 

p 
y 

/•/ Jtul H. Boatman 
PAUL H • BOA 1MAN 

Secretary, Ft. Worth Regional Airspace 
SubcCIIDII.ittee 
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APPENDIX 3 

Flight Forms and Tables 

1. Pressure in Standard Atmosphere•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••48 

2. Mathematical tables for diameters. volumes. and surfaces 
ot spherea•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~•·••••••50 

3. Table of basic data for computation of molar volume ••••••••• 51 

4. Data for mole.r volume-altitude graph •••••••••••••• .- ••••••••• 53 

5. Notice to finder (one copy in Spanish, one in English) •••••• 54 

6. Questionnaire•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••55 

7. Preflight data sheets and computation forms ••••••••••••••••• 56 
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PRESSURE m STANDARD AmOSPHERE 

(Accura. te to .001 nun of Hq, .0001 in. of Hg a.nd .002 of millibar) 

Thermal Laler Isothermal Layer 
ft.per ft per 

Altitude Pressure (!:lb) A1 ti tude (mb) 
(feet) (nun Hg) (In. Hq)* (mb) - (feet) {rom Hq)• (Iri.Hq)• (IIlb) 

-5,000 907.809 35.7404 1210.312 35,332, 175.899 6•9251 234.513 
-4,000 876.533 34.5091 1168.615 36,000 170.375 6. 7077 227.148 
-3,000 846.130 33.3121 1128.081 37.000 162.430 6.3949 216.556 
-2,000 816.582 32.1488 1088.686 38,000 154.854 6.0966 206.455 
-1,000 787.879 31.0188 1050.419 39,000 147.632 5.8123 196.82·6 

0 760.000 29.9212 1013.250 27 40,000 140.747 5.5412 187.647 110 
1,000 732.923 28.8552 977.150 41,000 134.183 5.28.28 178.896 
2,000 706.634 27.8202 942.101 42,000 127.925 5.0364 170.553 
3,000 681.114 26.8155 908.077 43,000 121.959 4.8015 162.599 
4,000 656.344 25.8403 875.053 44,000 116.271 4.5776 155.015 

5,000 632.308 24.8940 843.008 31 45,000 110.848 4.3641 147.785 140 
6,000 608.991 23.9760 811.921 46,000 105.678 4.1605 140.892 
7,000 586.375 23.0856 181.769 47,000 100.7.50 3.9665 134.322 
8,000 564.444 22.2222 752.530 48,000 96.051 3.7815 128.057 
9,000 543.180 21.3850 724.180 49,000 -91.5.71 3.6052 122.085 

10,000 522.571 20.5736 696.704 36 50,000 87 •. 301 3.t.370 116.39~ 175 
11,000 502.600 19.7874 670.078 51,000 83.229 3.2767 110.963 
12,000 483.251 19.0256 644.282 52,000 79.348 3.1239 105.789 
13,000 464.511 18.2878 619.297 53,000 75.647 2.9782 100.854 
14,000 446.362 17.5733 595.100 54,000 72.119 2.8393 96.151 

15,000 428.793 16.8816 571.677 43 55,000 68.755 2.7069 91.666 225 
16,000 411.786 16.2120 549.003 56,000 65.549 2.5807 87.391 
17,000 395.332 15.5642 527.066 57,000 62.492 2.4603 83.316 
18,000 379.412 14.9375 505.841 58,000 59.577 2.3455 79.429 
19,000 364.018 14.3314 485.317 59,000 56.799 2.23€2 75.726 

20,000 349.132 13.7453 465.471 50 60,000 54.150 2.1319 72.194 285 
21,000 3311.742 13.1788 446.286 61,000 51.62~ 2.0324 68.826 
22,000 320.836 12.6313 427.746 62,000 1,9.217 1.9377 65.617 
23,000 307.403 12.1025 409.837 63,000 46,921 1.8473 62.556 
24,000 294.429 11.5917 392.540 64,000 44,733 1.7611 59.639 

25,000 281.901 11.0984 375.837 60 65,000 42.647 1.6790 56.858 360 
26,000 269.808 10.6223 359.714 66;000 40.658 1•6007 54.206 
27,000 258.140 10.1630 344.158 67,000 38.762 1.5261 51.678 
28,000 246.883 9.7198 329.150 68,000 ·36.954 1.4549 'r9.268 
29,000 236.027 9.2824 314.677 69,000 35.230 1.3870 46.069 

30,000 225.561 8-.8803 300.723 72 70,000 33,587 1.3223 44.779 455 
31,000 215.473 8.{832 287.274 71,000 32,021 1.2607 42.691 
32,000 205.754 8.1005 274.316 72,000 30,528 1.2019 40.701 
33,000 196.394 7.7320 261.837 73,000 29,l04 1.1458 38.802 
34,000 187.381 7.3772 249.821 7'i,OOO 27 .7'16 1.0924 36.992 

35,000 178.705 7.0353 238.254 86 75,000 2G,452 1.0414 35.266 580 
76,000 25.219 .9929 33.623 

* }•:ercury co1UITU1 at 0° c. 77,000 24,043 .9466 32,055 
(48) 



PRESSUJE m STANDARD AD40SPBERE 

(Accurate to .001 mm of Hq, .0001 in. of Hg and .002 of millibar) 

Isothermal Layer 
Ft. per 

Altitude Pressure (mb) 
(feet) (mm Hq)i' (in .. Hq); (i\b) 

78,000 22. 9(al .902~ 30.559 
79,000 21.852 .8603 2&.1'34 

80,000 20.833 .8202 27.775 735 
81,000 19.862 .7820 26.480 
82,000 18.935 .7455 25.245 
83,000 18.052 .7107 24.067 
84,000 17.210 .6776 22.945 

85,000 16.408 .6460 21.876 935 
86,000 15.642 .6158 20.854 
87,000 14.913 .5871 19.882 
88,000 14.217 .5'597 18.954 
89,000 13.554 .5336 18.071 

90,000 12.922 .5087 17.228 1190 
91,000 12.319 .4850 16.424 
92,000 11.745 .4624 15.659 
93,000 11.197 .4408 14.928 
94,000 10.675 .4203 14.232 

95,000 10.177 .4007 13.568 1510 
96,000 9.702 .3820 12.935 
97,000 9.250 .3642 12.332 
98,000 8.819 .3472• 11.758 
99,000 8.{07 .3310 11.208 

100,000 8.015 .3156 10.686 1920 

(49)· 



~I Voii&DIO I ~ I Diom.l Volume I Soufal'e I Diom./ Vol...,. I ~ 
lU 0.001102 0.011!061 li 8.1812 19.63494 ' 7 179.594 153.9379 
If• .01101} .012272 'i• 8.8103 20.62896 18 189.388 ll9.-

'" .011043 .027612 " 9.4lU8 21.64m I• 199.532 165.1298 
I' .00102 ·- 'If• 10.1635 22.~ " 210.031 170.8730 

lib .00200 .076699 ~ 10.8892 23.75827 II 220.893 176.7144 

~= 
.00345 .110447 .,ie 11.6486 24.85047 " 232.123 182.6540 
.00548 .150330 ~· 12.4416 25.96720 Jl 243.727 188.6917 

It .00818 .196349 191• 13.2719 27.1- 1i 255.711 194.8277 

'" .01165 .248505 3 14.1371 28.27431 a 168.0112 201.0618 
Jl• .01598 .306796 If• 15.0l9l 29.46468 ~ 280.846 207.3940 

·n· .02127 .371223 18 15.9789 30.67959 ~ 294.008 213.8245 
.02761 .441786 !II• 16.9570 31.91905 307.576 220.3531 .... .03511 .518485 l4 17.9741 33.18'04 l4 321.555 226.9799 

.u: .04385 .1101321 !II• 19.0312 34.471l9 " 335.950 233.7048 
.05l9l := " 20.1289 35.78467 ~· 350.770 240.5280 

l4 .06545 ~i· 21.l680 37.12230 1i 366.019 247.4493 

!II• .09319 .-19 II 22.4493 38.48448 9 381.703 254.-

·tt· .12783 1.22718 "' 23.6735 39.87120 l8 397.829 l61.586S 
.17014 1.- " 24.9415 41.28246 h 414.403 l68.110Zl 
.22089 1.76714 ·~it )6.2539 42.71826 " 01.431 276.1163 -en 

0 

.,i. .1808.1 2.07394 " 27.6116 44.17861 li 441'.920 283.5.1115 
1i .3S077 2.40528 ·~fa 29.01Sl 45.66350 " 466.875 291.0389 
'!II• .43143 2.76116 1i 30.4658 47.17294 !i 485.302 298.6474 

'!II• 31.9639 48 70692 1i 504.207 306.3541 ........ I .523110 3.141l9 
If• .62804 3.54656 4 33.5103 50.26544 10 SD.M 314.1l90 

~-
.74551 3.971107 18 36.7511 51.45612 ~ 543.479 322.0621 
.87681 4.43013 ll 40.1943 56 74497 II 563.858 330.0633 

" 43.8462 60.13200 " 584 7l9 338.1627 
K 1.0227 4.9087l II 47.7129 63.61720 h 606.130 l46.l60l 

"• 1.1838 5.41188 " 51.1!004 67.20057 ~" 628 036 354.6561 

~· 
1.3612 5.93957 " 56.1150 70.88212 ~· 65C.464 l6l.OSOO 

!'!• I.SSSJ 6.49180 ,, 60.6627 74.66185 18 673.420 371.5421 

~-
1.7671 7.06858 5 65.4497 78 53975 II 696.909 380.1324 
1.9974 7.66990 li 70 4822 82 51582 l' 720.938 388.8208 

" 22468 8.29576 ll 75.7663 86.l9007 h 745 514 397.11075 
'If• 2.5161 8.94617 " 81.3080 90.762~ ~8 770.641 406.49D 

'' 2.8062 9.62112 li 87.1136 95.0ll10 h 796.327 415.4753 
1'ie 1.nn 10.32061 ~· 93.1892 99.40187 " 822 578 424.5564 

"' 3 4515 n.-5 ~· 
99.5409 103 86882 !I 849.399 433.7351 .,1. 3.8082 11.79323 1i 106.175 108.0394 18 876.797 443.0133 

z 4.1888 12 S66l6 6 111.097 111.09n 12 904.m 452.3890 
If• 4.5939 13.l640l li 120 314 117.8587 II 962.512 471.4l411 

~-
5.0243 14.18624 ll 127.832 122.7184 li 1022.65 490.8734 
5.- 15.03300 " 135.656 127.6762 " 1085.25 510.7047 

a: 
5 9641 15.900) II 143.793 ll2.7322 13 1150 34 530.9287 
6.4751 16.80014 ~· 152.249 137.8863 l4 1218.00 551.5454 
7.0144 17.72053 ,. 161 031 143.tl87 ~ i288 25 572.5548 
7.5128 18 66346 "' 170.144 148.4892 1361.15 l9l.9569 

- -

Diam.J Volume J Surface I Diam.J Vol;_ I ~ I Diam.l Voii&DIO I Surrooo 

14 1436.75 615.7516 26 9202.76 2123.71 41 311086.9 5.1111.01 
ll 1515.10 637.9391 li 9470.78 2164.75 ll 37423.3 5410.110 
l! 1596.25 660.5193 ll 9743.96 2206.18 42 38792.3 5541.76 
Jl 1680.25 683.4922 ~· 10022.3 2248.00 li 40194.3 5674.50 

IS 1767.14 706.8578 27 10306.0 2290.22 43 41629.7 saoa.80 
II 1856.91 730.61110 l< 10594.9 2332.83 l4 43091.9 l944.67 
h 1949.81 754.7670 li 10889.2 2375.83 44 441102.2 6082.12 

" 2045.69 n9.3107 " 11188.9 2419.22 l4 46140.0 6221.13 

16 2144.66 804.2470 28 11494.0 2463.01 45 4nl2.9 6l61.n 
lt 2246.n 829.5761 li 11804.7 2507.19 l4 49321.0 6SOl.U 
li 2352.07 855.2979 1,.2 12120.1 2551.76 46 50964.9 6647.60 

" 2460.61 81.4123 li 12442.6 2596.72 l4 52645.0 6792.90 

17 2Sn.44 907.9195 29 12770.0 1642.08 47 54361.5 69YI.n 
l4 1687.110 934.8194 lt 13103.1 1687.83 ll 56115.0 70U.21 
li 2806.16 962.1119 h 11442.0 2733.97 48 57905.8 7238.22 

" 2928.15 919.79n " 13786.7 2780.50 l4 S97l4.2 7389.81 

II 3053.62 1017.875 30 14137.1 2827.43 49 61600.1 7542.,. 
lt 3182.63 1046.346 ll 14493.5 2874.75 li 63505.1 7697.68 
ll Jll5.23 1075.209 li 14855.9 2922.46 so 65449.8 7853.91 

" 3451.45 1104.465 !I 15224.2 2970.57 l4 67432.9 8011.14 

" 3l91.36 1134.114 31 15598.5 3019.07 51 69455.1 1171.21 
lt 37lS.OO 1164.1SS li ll978.9 3067.96 l4 71511.7 8ll2.21 
II 3882.41 1194.519 h 16365.5 3117.24 52 73622.1 8494.16 

" 4033.66 1225.416 " 16751.3 3166.92 l4 75766.3 86l9.11 

20 418.78 1256.636 32 17157.3 3216.99 53 n951.7 1824.73 
l4 4347.83 1288.248 ll 17562.5 3167.45 ll 10178.8 8992.02 
ll 4510.16 1320.253 lj 17974.1 3318.30 S4 82447.8 91110.88 

•• 46n.91 ll52.651 ~· 
18392.1 3369.55 li 147l9.3 9331.!1 

11 -.04 1385.441 ll 1816.5 3421.19 55 87113.6 950l.31 
l4 5024.29 1418.624 ,, 19247.4 3473.22 l4 89511.1 9676.88 
li 5203.71 1452.200 ll 19614.9 3525.65 56 91952.2 9852.03 

" Sl87.36 1486.168 ., 20121.9 3578.47 l4 94437.2 11Jl1211.7 

22 5575.27 1520.530 l4 liiiS79.5 3631.68 57 96966.7 10207.0 
II 5767.51 ISSS.283 !4 21036.1 l685.28 li 99540.9 10316.9 
II 5964.11 ll90.430 ll 21300.1 3739.21 5I 1021110 10568.3 ,. 6165.13 1625.969 ll 104825 10751.3 

2l 6370.62 1661.901 35 22449.3 3848.45 S9 107536 10935.9 
l4 6380.62 1698.226 !I D425.2 l9l9.19 II ll0293 11122.0 
~ 6795.19 1734.943 36 24429.0 4071.50 110 113097 11309.7 

" 7014.37 1m.o53 ll 25461.1 4185.38 l4 lll948 11499.0 

24 7238.22,1809.556 37 26521.8 4300.14 61 118847 11690 
ll 7466.78 1847.4SI H 27611.6 4417.16 li 121793 111181 
l4 7700.10 1885.739 38 28730.9 4536.46 62 124788 12076 

" 7938.23 1924.420 II 29880.0 4656.62 l4 127832 122n 

25 Sill 22 1963.49 39 31039.3 4m.36 63 130924 12469 
ll 8429.12 I 2002.96 ll 32269.3 4901.67 64ft 134066 ll668 

" 8681.97 2042.82 40 33510.3 SOl6.S4 llnSI 12168 
!I 1939 84 2083.07 l4 34782.7 5152.99 11140500 13070 

-- -- ---· 
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Table 10. Diametero of Circle• with Bldea of Bqu&rea of liqual .A.re&a 
Uianu•ter of drele • 1. t:lS.18 X •ide of aquare of equal area 
~itle 11f •quare - 0. 88623 X diameter of circle of ••me area 

'l'able 11. Bpherea: Diametero, Volumea, Burfacea 
Diamett"l'l by frartion• 

Surfatoe • 3.1tl59 X !dianaeter)t 
Volume - 0 .• '\23598 X (diarn~tf'r)l 

lliam.l Vol- I ~ I Diom.l Vol- I Surfaee I Diam.l Vol- I Surrooo 

65 143793 13273 n 239040 116l6 89 369120 -~:l 147137 13478 78ll 243727 1- 90ft 375377 25165 
66 150532 ll68S 248474 19114 381703 25447 

~2 1Sl910 13893 ll 253284 193110 ll lUIOO 25730 

67 157479 14103 79 251154 191107 91 = llil016 
'-~ I610JJ 14314 l! - 19156 

92ll -68 164656 14327 80 l68082 20106 4111719 26590 
lil68294 14741 li 273140 lOlSI l4 414403 -69 lnoo7 14957 81 ;178261 20612 " 421160 27Jn 
ll 175m 15175 82ll - 20867 l4- 27464 

10 179l94 15394 2118695 21124 94 4l41192 277lll 
ll 183470 15615 11294008 21382 l4 441 .. 280SS 

71 187401 1Sil7 8l 299317 21642 95 -:10 28353 
n~ 191389 16061 li 304830 21904 l4 456045 2II6SZ 

195432 16286 84 310339 22167 96 - 28953 
li 199532 16513 » 315913 22432 l4- 29255 

73 203689 16742 as 321555 2l69l 97 477114 29559 
h :I0790l 16972 l4 l2n6l 22966 li 4853112 29165 

74 212174 ln04 86 Jl30l8 23235 91 492806 101n 
ll 216504 1767 l!3l8880 23506 u lOOlll -I 

15 220893 176n 87 344791 21m 99 - 30191 
ll 225340 17908 .It 3S0770 = lOOft 

51S7D 31103 
76 2291147 18146 356817 S2lS9I 31416 

ll 214413 1- l4 l629S4 24606 
-



Basic Data for Computation of Molar Volume 

ALB!BUE~UE • NEW MEXICO 

Janus.!:l 1943 (Mean Sounding) 

Altitude Temp. Pre a sure Humidity Molar 
(KM) (oC) (Mb) % vo1T 

ft. 

1.620 
(Surface) ... 3.8 838 45 449 

2 3.4 800 46 463 

2.5 .6 762 46 486 

3 - 2.6 706 48 522 

4 - 8.3 622 51 567 

5 -14.6 546 50 631 

6 -21.2 477 48 704 

7 -28.3 416 46 786· 

8 -35.7 332 39 872 

9 -43.0 312 983 

10 -49.7 269 1140 

ll -54.7 230 1250 

12 -67.2 197 1460 

13 -58.1 168 1690 

14 -60.2 143 1990 

15 -61.6 122 2320 

16 -63.0 104 2700 

17 -64.3 88 3170 

18 -66.1 75 3700 

PHOEtUX1 ARIZONA. 

20 -63 • 54 5410 
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B&sic Data for Computation of Molar Volume 

ALB~UERQUE, NEW MEXICO 

(Mean Sounding) 

August l94:S 

Altitude Temp. Pressure Humidity Molar 
(D) ~ (Mbl % Vol'!e 

tt. 

1.620 
(Surface) 25.2 e:s8 44 480 

2 23.3 803 39 492 

2.6 20.4 768 42 617 

3 16.6 715 48 641 

4 a.a 634 66 694 

5 1.1 662 79 662 

6 - 6.6 495 72 716 

7 -11.0 436 66 803 

8 -17.1 382 46 895 

9 -24.2 333 45 980 

10 -31.6 290 1110 

ll -39.4 251 1250 

12 -47.0 217 1390 

13 - 64.7 186 1660 

14 -61.6 158 1780 

15 -66.4 1M 2060 

16 -69.8 114 2460 

17 -70.0 96 2830 

SANTA MARIA, CALIFORNIA. 

20 -68.1 58 4960 
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Data for Molar Volume~ltitude Graph 

Altitude, ft. Molar Vol'UJ118, tt.3 A1titude, ft. Molar Volume, ft. 3 

5,000 420 50,000 2200 

10,000 490 55,000 2850 

15,000 590 60,000 3700 

20,000 680 65,000 4900 

25,000 820 70,000 6200 

30,000 980 75,000 7800 

35,000 1230 80,000 10,000 

40,000 1410 85,000 12,600 

45,000 1750 90,000 15,900 

95,000 20,200 

100,000 25,600 

This data assumes a constant temperature (-60°C) above 65,000 tt., 

and below that altitude is baaed on representative preaeurea and temperatures 

taken from Washington, Albuquerque, Pittsburgh and Lakehurst soundings. 

Individual variations from season to season, and from station to 

station may be noted in the graphs at the lett of Figures 19 and 20. 'lhese 

variations are at moat about ·lQ%. 
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Remuneracion 

La materia ha volado con este globo desde la New York 
University para hacer investigaciones meteorologicas .• 
Se desea que esta materia·se vuelva para estudiarle 
nuevamente. 

Con este motivo, se dara una remuneracion de 
dolares norteamericanos y una suma propoTcion--apl_p_a_·~---
devolver todos los aparatos en buen estado. Para recibir 
instrucciones de embarque, comuniquense con la persona 
sigu16~te por telegrato, gastos pagados por el recipiente, 
refir.endo al numero del globo • 

CU:roAD01 
PELIGRO DE FLA!:!A. HAY KEROSD! EN EL Tl>NQUE .• 

NOTICE 

C .s.. Sehneider 
Research Division 

New York Univ~rsity 
University Heights 
Bronx 53, N; Y. 

This is special. weather equipment sent aloft on research 
by New York University. It is important that the equip
ment be recovered.. The tinder is .J'eques·ted to protect 
the equipnent from damage or theft, and to telegraph collect 
to: llr .. C •. S~. Schneider .• New York University, lSlst St .. & 
University Heights, liest He.ll., t1ew Y()rk City, U.S.A:.- Phone: 
LUdlow 4-0700. Extension 63 or 27. REFER TO FLIGHT # 

A dollar ($ ) re\1.'8.rd and reasonabl~ reimbursement 
tor recovez-Y expenses will be paid if the above instructions 
are followed before September 1948. 

KEEP AV1AY FROt: FIRE. 'ffiERE IS KEROSEtTE D! THE 'OOTK. 
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CUESTlalARIO 

Tenga la bondad de oontestar lo siguiente y enviarlonos para que 
podamos mandarle a Ud. la remuneraoion. 

1. En que feoha y a que hora se deaoubrio el globo? 

2. Donde se desoubrio? Indique la distancia y dirocoian 
aproximada qel pueblo mas ceroa.r.o que se encuentra 8Jl el 
mapa del sitio de desotibrimiento. 

3. Se observo bajar? Cuando? 

4. Se bajo despacio o se oayo rapidamente? 

QUESTICIH'AIBE 

Please answer this and send to us so that we may pay you the 
reward. 

1. On what date and at what hour was the balloon discovered? 

2. Where was it discovered? (AppraxUnate distance and direoti~ 
fram nearest town on map,) 

3. VIas it observed descending? If so. when? 

4. Di_d it float dawn slowly or fall rapidly? 

(66) 



WEIGHT SIJEET Page 1. 

Fli15ht No. ----------
Date 
Time -------------------.-

Balloon 
:r..ranurac ture r 
Number - -·---·-~·\luantitY-=- . _ •.•. _ .• 

Burnout Patch and Wires. .. ----------
Shrouds • ' • 

Total Balloon ·weight • • • 

-------------------------------------------------------- ------------------
Launching Remnant ' • • • 

lst Unit. Serial No. 

description ___ 

Line length 

2nd Unit. Serial 1ro. 

descriptiOn 
------------------

Line length ------
3d Unit Serial No. 

--------~--------------
description 

----------~-----------
Line leriEth ---· 
4th Unit Serial No. 

description ---------

Line leneth 
.----------------------------

Banner description 
--------------------------

Ballast assembly .. description ______ ,.. 

Ballast • • .. • • '" • 
Total Equipment l~eight. • • • • ' 
Gross Load • • ' • • • • 

{56) 



Page 2. 
:RATE OF RISE U:D MA.XUf'UM ALTITUDE COh~TA Tlct~S 
----·~~~~~~~~--~~~-------------

Date Flight No. 
----------------------- -------------------

Time ---------

BALLOOt-r IN FU Tlct.T -
Desired Rate of Rise • • • • ft./min. 

------------------
Gross Load • • ·---------
Assumed Gross Lift (Gross Load + lo%) G 

-----------------
G 2/3 

--------··----------. v 2 2/3 
Free L1ft - F :: ( Tn") G· • • . ---....---------
Equipment 'height. • • • ·----------
Desired Balloon Inflation : ~ee Lift • Equipment Total ________ .grams· 

Allowance for Leakage C ----~gto/hr, ___ hrs. waiting...._. _____ _ 

Actual Balloon Inflation • 

Balloon Volume. • • • 

Gas. Lift/mol • ' • 

• • • • ' 

M/I.XD.IDM .ALTITUDE 

• cu. f't • 
-ne'!""i"""'i~""'um-~1 .... 1 .... 1~-- kg/mol. 

• . ...!!:Ydrogen 12 .o kgjmol 

Molar Volume : Balloon volwne x gas litt/mol 
gross load 

cu. ft. 
-----------------

NAximum Altitude • • • ft, m.s.l • 
--------~--~---

Altitude Sensitivity • • • -------·-ft./kg. 

(57) 
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Page 3. 

BALLAST COMPUTI>TIGTS 

Flight No. -------.....;...-- Date 
--------------------

Time 
--------------------

S f B 11 D·fA· . (measure.d) 
ur ace a oon ~ ~ws~on(estimated) • • -------------------~~s/M 

Percent Inflation. • • • • • 

Full Balloon Diffusion: Surface Diffusion x ~% in~latian~2/3 

Ballast Leak (120% Full Balloon Diffusion). 

Automatic Ballast Valve Calibration 

Estimated Ballast Duration. • • 

(58) 
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New York Universi~ 
Research Division 
Balloon Project 

Supplementary Information tor Flight No. -----
Release: Site date time 

4. 

----------------- -------------- ---------------
Encoded Sounding Data: 

--·------·-------------------
Encoded Upper 1J~inds. 

--·---------------· 
.Release Weather 

-------------·--
In-Flight Hourly Weather 

Train Sketch in Folder Films Sent Out 
----------------------- --------

List ~light .Records in Folder: 

Remarks 

Checked by -------------

(59) 



Page 5 

Transmitter Performance tor Flight No. -----------------------------------

Release: Date Time Site • ----------- -------------------- ------------------
Transmitter Type and Se1"ial No. ________________________ _ 

Batteriess 'Type and Number--------~----~-----------------------------

Qpen Oi;rcuit Voltrlges: 

Voltages Under Load: 

Reception at Station #1 

Reception at Station #2 

Reception at Station #3 

Critique 
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CONTROLLED-ALTITUDE FREE BALLOONS 

By Athelstan F. Spilhaus, C. S. Schneider, and C. B. Moore 

College of Engineering, New York University 

(Manuscript received 4 December 1947) 

ABSTRACT 

The results of an experi.mental program to develop balloons with associated control devices, which will 
float at constant pressure m the atmosphere, are given. 

Newly dev~loped ~lastic balloons and automatic ballast equipment are described. Examples of successful 
controlled-altitude fl1ghts are shown, together with a preliminary analysis of their trajectories. 

The cons~?~-~evel balloon rna~ provide data not obtainable from an ordinary pilot-balloon network. 
Future possibilities and plans for 1ts use are indicated. 

1. Purpose 

Drift bottles have been used for many years in the 
study of ocean currents and have provided interesting 
data. In meteorology, no corresponding device has 
been available. It is evident, however, that a balloon 
"which is free to move with the air currents, and yet 
whose altitude can be controlled, has many important 
applications in meteorology, as well as in other fields 
where it may be desired to keep instruments at alti~ 
tude for considerable lengths of time. An example is in 
the investigation of cosmic rays; here, clusters of 
ordinary extensible meteorological balloons have been 
used, but the constancy of altitude obtained is not 
sufficient for many meteorological applications. The 
purpoSe of the present investigation' was to develop 
a balloon with a control system which would fly at a 
predetermined constant level for periods of many 
hours. Such a balloon has wider application than the 
ocean drift bottle, because, whereas the latter is 
limited to surface (or near surface) currents, controlled 
free balloons may be set to drift at any pressure 
elevation desired, or along other thermodynamically 
defined surfaces, as long as the element defining the 
surface changes in a monotone fashion in the vertical. 

In addition to the uses for maintaining ·instruments 
at high elevations, there are numerous potential appli
cations of these balloons. Direct measurements of air 
trajectories and of lateral diffusion become possible. 
The balloons may also be used as vehicles to convey 
and drop radiosondes over ocean areas. One problem 
in this application is to obtain an absolute altitude 
tie-in point, as it will be difficult to identify the point 
at which the radiosonde reaches the sea surface. 

2. Earlier attempts 

There have been numerous attempts for various 
purposes to get a balloon or group of balloons to stay 
at a fairly constant altitude. Meisinger was interested 

1 Sponsored by, and in cooperation with the Watson Labora~ 
tories of the Air Materiel Command. 

in the meteorological aspects of this, using a manned 
balloon. In the investigation of cosmic rays, as for 
example, by Clarke and Korff (1941), clusters of 
ordinary meteorological balloons, 350-gram or 700-
gram size, numbering anywhere from twenty to nearly 
seventy, were utilized. No altitude-control devices 
were used; the balloons were merely given different 
amounts of inflation. Thus the whole train ascended 
to an altitude where certain of the more highly inflated 
balloons burst until the remainder just balanced the 
load; thereafter, the assembly descended slowly due 
to loss of lift by the diffusion of gas. The only provision 
for having the system regain altitude if it descended 
too low was by arranging the launching before dawn, 
so that after the bursting of the first balloon and the 
subst;q.uent descent, superheating of the balloons by 
the nsmg sun would cause the whole assembly to rise 
again, thereby increasing the duration of the flight. 
The system does not have sufficient control for many 
purposes. 
. The much-publicized use of balloons by the Japanese 
10 the last war represents an attempt which must be 
considered highly suecessful from the point of view of 
the length of time which the balloons stayed in the air. 
He.re the objective was not to obtain any critical 
altitude control, but rather to insure that the balloons 
remained floating. The Japanese nonextensible bal
loons were of two types. One type was of heavy paper, 
coated to minimize diffusion, of spherical shape, about 
25 ~o 30ft in diameter, and containing about 19,000 
cubic feet of gas. A solid-ballast control system was 
utilized and gas was valved at a low internal pressure 
(about two inches of water) to prevent the balloons 
from rupturing due to the increase of the internal 
pressure by altitude fluctuations or radiation changes. 
Such a valve tends to conserve the lifting gas but acts 
as a safety device to prevent damage of the envelope 
due to too great an internal pressure. 

The solid-ballast system was complex; approxi
mately 900 pounds of sand was used on each balloon 
distributed in thirty-six bags. The dropping of ballas~ 
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was controlled by a baroswitch arrangement which 
dropped a bag by igniting a fuse when the altitude fell 
below any one of four different levels between 25,000 
and 5000 ft. In addition, a delay mechanism consisting 
of a two-minute fuse was arranged between successive 
switches so that after ballast was dropped, two minutes 
would be allowed for the balloon to regain its altitude; 
if it did not regain in this time another bag of ballast 
would be dropped. The system was inefficient because 
if any one of the thirty-six fuse arrangements failed, 
no more ballast was dropped. 

The second type of Japanese balloon was similar, 
in general, but slightly larger; it was made of oiled 
silk and therefore would stand a greater internal 
pressure (approximately six inches of water). The 
higher the internal pressure that the balloon can 
stand, the less gas need be valved under conditions of 
superheating or altitude fluctuations. The Japanese 
released many balloons of these types from their 
islands and estimated five to seven per cent of those 
released reached the west coast of this country. The 
balloons floated between the surface and 30,000 ft 
above sea level; those which reached the west coast 
must have remained aloft from four to ten days. While 
the altitude maintained was not constant, these bal
loons were highly successful for the time they remained 
in the air. 

An attempt in this country was made in 1943 by the 
Dewey and Almy Company, to obtain constant-level 
balloons which would float at altitudes up to 15.,000 
ft. An ordinary 350-gram meteorological balloon was 
used but its volume was controlled by a nonextensible 
shroud around it. With this method a flight at about 
5000 ft was obtained at fairly constant altitude for 
about an hour and a half. 

3. Design of controlled-altitude balloons 

As a result of the Japanese and other expeiiments, 
the use of a nonextensible envelope for the balloons 
was indicated. If a perfectly nonextensible balloon 
could be built with no diffusion through the walls, and 
which could withstand a high internal pressure, it 
would automatically stay at a constant density where 
the buoyancy of the full balloon equaled the load. In 
practice, control devices are needed to offset the leak
age and diffusion of gas, to compensate for vertical 
currents in the atmosphere, to correct for the motion 
of the balloon due to diurnal changes of the balloon's 
temperature, and to compensate for the valving of gas 
which is necessary to prevent rupture of the envelope. 
It was decided to use a plastic as the balloon fabric, 
as some modern plastics are quite transparent to radia
tion, strong, easily fabricated, and relatively inexpen
sive as compared with coated fabrics. 

A. Choice of plastics.-ln the selection of a plastic 
material of which to make the balloons, the desirable 

properties are: (a) low brittle temperature, (b) low 
permeability, (c) high tensile strength, (d) high tear 
resistance, (e) chemical stability, (f) high radiation 
transmission or reflection. Polyethylene soon recom
mended itself for use, with its brittle temperature of 
below -80F. It is apparently unaffected by ultraviolet 
and ozone. The permeability through one mil of thick
ness and one square meter of area for 24 hours is ten 
liters for hydrogen and seven liters for helium, at 
normal atmospheric temperature and pressure. 

FIG. I. Polyethylene balloon, 20-ft diameter. 

Polyethylene is also relatively easy to fabricate. It 
has an ultimate tensile strength of 1,900 pounds per 
square inch at 2SC, which, in a 15-ft balloon made out 
of four-mil fabric, represents a working pressure of 
about 2.3 inches of water. The tensile strength at the 
temperatures at which the balloon flies at high altitude 
may be more than three times the value quoted above. 

Fig. 1 shows a polyethylene balloon2 flown success
fully in Flight 26 described below. Another film in
vestigated is Saran, which has ten times the tensile 
strength of polyethylene-three times the strength 
across the seams. Saran has a higher transparency and 
one-thirtieth the permeability of polyethylene. The 
effective brittle temperature of Saran for this work is 
not known reliably. 

B. Ballast valve.-The altitude control is an auto
matic ballast-dropping device3 consisting essentially of 

2 Made by General Mills, Inc. 
1 Made by Kollsman Instrument Division of Square D Com

pany. 
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BALLAST INI.IT TUBE 

FIG. 2 .. \utomatic ballast valve. 

a diaphragm-operated needle valve which jettisons 
liquid ballast whenever the balloon is below the alti
tude at which the control is actuated. This is shown in 
fig. 2. The ballast reservoir (fig. 3), in general, can 
hold 15 kilograms of the liquid ballast-usually com
pass fluid, a highly refined kerosene-type petroleum 
product. When the atmospheric pressure outside the 
diaphragm is 5 millibars above the internal pressure, 
160 grams of ballast per minute flow under a one-foot 
head. When the automatic ballast valve is wide open, 
which is after 6.5 millibars increase over the internal 
pressure, 300 grams per minute flow. These values may 
be compared with a diffusion loss of lift of the order 
of magnitude of 10 grams per hour from the thicker 
15-ft balloon described below. Quite positive altitude 
control can be obtained. 

Efforts are made to cause the static rate of leakage, 
i.e., the leakage which proceeds when the automatic 
ballast valve is closed, to exceed slightly the rate of 
loss of lift due to the diffusion of the lifting gas from 
the balloon. To facilitate setting the fixed leak, a 
manually operated ballast valve, consisting of a leak 
adjustable by means of a fine needle valve, is added to 
the ballast-release assembly.4 

C. lJ;finimum pressure switch.-0bvious1y, the auto
matic ballast valve must not be in operation while the 
balloon is rising, as this would be a waste of ballast. 
Therefore the automatically operated needle valve is 
closed until the balloon reaches altitude. This is ac
complished by having the loaded diaphragm of the 
altitude control open to the atmosphere until the 
balloon descends from a minimum pressure .. -\t this 
time, an electrical contact is made and a squib6 cuts a 

' Since this manuscript was written, the procedure has been 
simplified. Only a simple fixed leak is used for daytime flights. 
The automati~ ballast valve is used alone for Rights through 
sunset or sunnse. 

1 A small electrically detonated charge. 
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restraining cord and allows a needle valve to seal off 
the diaphragm from any further access to the air 
(fig. 2). The capsule then contains a volume of air 
which has been trapped at the existing pressure an'd 
temperature, at the time of operation of the sealing 
switch. Thereafter the aneroid will withdraw the 
ballast-control needle valve when the ambient pressure 
increases to the point where the entrapped air is com
pressed below this volume. 

Fig. 4 shows the minimum pressure switch which 
makes the electrical contact at the time of seal-off. It 
consists of a trapped volume of air that is allowed to 
escape through a mercury pool as long as the outside 
pressure is decreasing. As soon as the exterior pressure 
increases once more, however, mercury is drawn into 
the tube, making the seal-off contact between two 
electrodes. 

4. Height determination 

Up to the present time, the standard radiosonde has 
been used in order to determine the altitude at which 
the balloon is flying. This permits a regular radiosonde 
ascent to be obtained during the period that the bal
loon is rising. Thereafter, as the balloon remains at 
approximately the same altitude, it becomes somewhat 
difficult to identify the radiosonde contact, but utiliz
ing both the temperature and pressure indication, this 
is possible. A special radiosonde modulator of the 
Olland type has been designed (fig. 5). The pressure 

BATTERY BOX 

VENT TUBE 

DISCHARGE TUBE 

FIG. 3. Ballast-release assembly. 
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capsule and linkage is of conventional design but in 
place of the commutator bar, a motor driven helix is 
employed. This system permits the determination of 

FIG. 4. Minimum pressure switch (mercurial). 

pressure data without knowledge of the history of con
tact sequence or of the ascent or descent of the balloon, 
as is required in the conventional radiosonde. 

5. Tracking of the balloon 

The balloons that have been flown by the writers 
usually have been tracked by theodolites. Airplanes 
have also been used, to extend the observations. These 
two methods require the balloon to be visible and not 
obscured by cloud cover. When available, ground 
radar has been used in tracking the balloons, with 
good results. 

A series of SCR 658 radio direction-finders is also 
used, arranged in a net along the expected trajectory 
of the balloon. In addition, aircraft equipped with 
inverted search radar have been employed to extend 
the tracking net. 

6. Flight results 

While the characteristics of various plastics were 
being investigated, four preliminary flights were made 
with clusters of ordinary meteorological balloons, from 
16 to 26 in number, to which two to four towing 
balloons were attached. The towing balloons were cut 
free by a baroswitch at a predetermined altitude. The 
remainder of the balloons were inflated so that they 
exactly balanced the load hung from the cluster. To 
offset diffusion, sand was dropped from an arrange
ment of tubes, 9 to 16 in number, each containing 
about 200 to 1500 grams of sand ballast. This ballast 
was dropped by a baroswitch mechanism on descent 

only. Some of these flights were relatively successful 
as a beginning method but the dropping of discrete 
quantities of sand caused too great fluctuation of alti
tude and therefore was abandoned later. The first 
successful flight stayed at 51,000 ft, plus or minus 100 
ft, ·for 38 minutes; another remained between 30,000 
and 40,000 ft for 147 minutes. The latter shows the 
same characteristic time-altitude curve as the cosmic
ray clusters, although its altitude control is superior. 
It is not believed that much improved altitude control 
can be obtained, utilizing ordinary meteorological bal
loons. Flight termination was usually due to deteriora
tion of the balloon caused by the sun. 

In the first flight utilizing plastic balloons, a cluster 
of ten seven-foot diameter balloons6 was used. The 
load on the cluster was 16.5 kilograms. An altitude 
control was used. Unfortunately, the maximum alti
tude reached was not as high as the predetermined 
altitude which was selected to seal the diaphragm of 
the automatic ballast valve. As a result, the cluster 
rose to ceiling and stayed at this altitude for a short 
while. Diffusion and leakage of helium produced a loss 
of lift at the rate of 125 feet per minute. 

The next flight was made with a single polyethylene 
balloon, 15 ft in diameter. To insure sealing-off, the 
ballast-release diaphragm was set to operate at an 
altitude of 12,000 ft, considerably below the calculated 
ceiling of the balloon. After a dawn release the balloon 
continued to ascend to 15,100 ft where it leveled off, 
then slowly descended to 9000 ft due to diffusion 
losses. At this altitude the ballast release began to 
operate and thereafter the balloon maintained its 
altitude within ± 1300 ft for a period of 4! hours before 
the radio signal was lost. However, in the first two 
hours of this period, before the convection currents 

e Made by General Mills, Inc. 
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from the desert set in, the balloon maintained an alti
tude of 9200 ± 150ft. 

.1\n explanation as to why the ballast release func
tioned at 9000 ft, although it was set to operate at 
12,000 ft, is plain from the following data. The air in 
the diaphragm was sealed off on the dawn ascent at 
12,000 ft, where the pressure was 657 mb and the 
temperature 9C. However, by the time the balloon 
passed through this level during the slow descent, the 
instrument temperature was 19C. This means that 
the pressure of the air trapped inside the diaphragm 
was higher than it was at time of seal-off. 

For the ballast valve to function, the balloon had to 
descend to a pressure which would be greater by about 
3 mb than the pressure of the trapped air at its now 
higher temperature. Of course, there was little ventila
tion past the instrument, and therefore the instrument 
temperature was about 25C above the ambient tem
perature after the sun had risen. 

The automatic ballast valve operates. when the 
volume inside the sealed diaphragm becomes slightly 
less than the volume at seal-off. Denoting the altitude 
at which it can operate by the subscript h, the pressure 
divided by the temperature at this altitude will equal 
the pressure at the seal-off altitude divided by the 
trapped-air temperature at the time of seal-off; in 
this case 

p, =657mb 
T, = 9C = 282A 
T,. = 39C = 312A, 

where the subscripts refers to seal-off. Thus the pres
sure at altitude h is given by 

p,. = p,TA/T, = 727 mb. 

This pressure, at which ballast release will begin, cor
responds to an altitude of 9000 ft, which is the ob
served altitude maintained by the balloon for nearly 
4! hours, until the radiosonde tracking signal was lost. 

The theodolite lost the balloon in clouds earlier and 
the airplane observer never succeeded in seeing it, so 
the balloon may have remained for a considerably 
longer period at this altitude. Eleven hours after be
ginning the ascent, the balloon was reported to have 
been seen over Albuquerque, New Mexico, and about 
26 hours later a report was made from Pueblo, 
Colorado, which seemed to indicate that the balloon 
was still in the air at that time. The meteorological 
situation and wind data for that area at the time of 
flight support the contention that the latter observa
tions were of the same balloon. 

The next flight consisted of an assembly of various 
balloons, as follows: 

One 15-ft diameter 0.008-inch polyethylene balloon, 
Six 7-ft diameter General Mills 0.001-inch poly

thene balloons, 
Two 350-gm meteorological balloons for stadia 

measurements. 

The single balloon had a measured diffusion loss of 
lift of 4 grams per hour. The General Mills balloons 
were observed to lose lift at the rate of about 100 
grams per hour per balloon. 

Three of the 7-ft balloons were inverted and deflated 
shortly after launching, due to differences in the rates 
of rise of the various balloons in the cluster. Therefore, 
the altitude reached was not high enough to effect 
seal-off. (It is for this reason that the minimum pres
sure switch wa,s developed for use in later flights.) 

Fig. 9 shows the elevation and plan views of the 
track of this flight. The train leveled off at 16,500 ft. 
The diffusion loss of lift of the remaining balloons wa .. 
approximately 300 grams per hour. The ballast valve 
used had an unusually high rate of static leakage 
which had been measured before release and found to 
be 310 grams per hour. Thus fortuitously, the loss of 
lift was compensated by ballast leakage. This nearly 
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FIG. 7. Height-time curve of balloon Flight 17. Released at 
Alamogordo, New Mexico, on 9 September 1947 at 1647 MST 
(105th meridian). Recovered near Pratt, Kansas, 530 miles 
distant. 

constant leakage held the balloon at 16,800 ± 700ft 
for 7 hours. The duration of the flight was 9i hours. 
When the original 2700-gram ballast was expended, 
the balloon descended rapidly. Even had the auto
matic ballast valve been functioning, the constancy of 
altitude would have been the same. This seems to indi
cate that only a minimum of automatic control is 
needed, provided that diffusion losses are slightly 
overcompensated by a constant ballast leak. 

Other flights also indicate the importance of a check 
valve in the balloon appendix to prevent dilution of 
the lifting gas with air. If this is not done, the altitude 
reached is far under the theoretical altitude deter
mined by the displacement and gross load. 

7. Control systems 

Two systems of control are possible with the equip
ment as described. The balloon is controlled between 
an upper level (ceiling), where the full balloon buoy
ancy just equals the load, and a lower level (floor), 
below which the automatic ballast valve operates. 
Schematic curves for these two systems of control are 
shown in fig. 6. 

In the first system of control the rate of static ballast 
leakage is greater than the diffusion loss of lift, and 
the balloon will stay at the ceiling. If it is displaced 
above the ceiling the buoyancy is insufficient to bal
ance the load and it will descend again. Provided the 
rate of ballast discharge is greater than the rate of lift 
by loss of gas this ceiling will slowly rise by valving of 
gas, and as gas is lost by diffusion. The less the amount 
of gas the lower the pressure (higher ceiling) must be 
for the gas to fully distend the envelope. Unnecessary 

valving is undesirable and may, in part, be minimized 
by use of a restraining safety valve set in the appendix, 
which will allow some slight pressure to be carried in 
the balloon, preventing gas loss at the peaks of minor 
oscillations but still valving gas before the balloon 
ruptures due to too great an internal pressure. 

In this system of control, the automatic valve is not 
sealed off until the balloon starts a descent due to 
cooling or other changes in lift, as when night falls. 
Upon descent the valve is activated and starts drop
ping ballast 'immediately; this continues until the 
balloon is no longer losing lift at a rate greater than 
the diffusion losses. The balloon will then rise above 
its former ceiling to a height determined by the weight 
of ballast dropped, and remain there as long as there 
is ballast to compensate for lift losses. Flight 17, repro
duced in fig. 7, used a low-leakage balloon and is an 
actual case of ceiling control. It may be compared with 
the idealized time-altitude curves in fig. 6. 

In the second system of control the static rate of 
leakage is less than the diffusion loss of lift. hi this 
case the balloon will descend to the floor, where the 
automatic control operates and the balloon floats at 
an equilibrium altitude where the rate of ballast re
lease exactly balances the rate of loss of lift. Floor 
control conserves ballast, since only that needed for 
altitude control is released. However, the altitude of 
the floor varies diurnally as the temperature of the 
entrapped air in the automatic ballast valve is affected 
by solar radiation. Two methods are being investigated 
to circumvent this undesirable feature. One is to 

w 

s 
FIG. 8. Wind vectors at 16,000 feet for El Paso (EO), Albu

querque (AB), and Roswell (THJ), at 03h, 09h and 15h (MST) on 
7 July 1947, in connection with balloon Flight 11, mean motion 
of which is shown by the balloon vector. Cross-hatched sector 
contains all wind vectors at these three stations for the three 
observation hours and for the three levels, 14,000, 16,000, and 
18,000 feet. 
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temperature-compensate the diaphragm, the other to 
insulate and shield the valve from radiation. 

Using the ceiling-control system, flights of less than 
24 hours not passing through sunset, may be held at 
ceiling by use of a nonextensible balloon and a simple 
fixed rate of leak to over-compensate diiTusion losses. 
The constancy of level will be better the lower the 
diffusion and the lower, therefore, the rate of rise of 
the ceiling. The automatic control is needed for flights 
lasting through a period in which day changes to night. 

8. Preliminary trajectory analysis of two constant
level balloon flights, 7 July 19477 

The most striking feature of the constant-level bal
loon flight (Flight 11, fig. 9) originating at Alamogordo 
Army _-\ir Base at 05hQ8m MST 8 on 7 July 1947 is the 
disagreement between the actual trajectory and the 
trajectory that might have been estimated from routine 
upper-wind reports. In this connection the observations 
from the \Veather Bureau stations at El Paso, RosweH, 
and .-\lbuquerque have been examined, since the path 
of the balloon was contained within the triangle formed 

7 The authors are indebted to Prof. G. Emmons for contributing 
the major part of this section. 

8 .Mountain Standard Time-105th meridian civil time. All 
further time references will be tacitly MST. 

I
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Scale 0 

by these stations. Over El Paso, the wind direction 
at 16,000 ft (the approximate average altitude of the 
balloon during the greater part of the flight) was 
approximately SW at 03h, ESE at 09\ and ESE at 
15h. Over Roswell, the apparent average wind direction 
at 16,000 ft was S during this period. Over Albuquerque, 
which was considerably farther from the path of the 
balloon than the other two stations, the wind direction 
at 16,000 ft was variable between WSW and SSE during 
the interval from OJh to 15h. In contrast with these 
observations is the fact that the constant-level balloon 
floated in an essentially steady \VSW current between 
06h and 09h. 

In fig. 8 the wind observations at 16,000 ft have been 
plotted for El Paso, Roswell, and Albuquerque for 03h, 
09h, and 15h. The wind directions at 14,000 ft, 16,000 
ft, and 18,000 ft (only the intermediate level is shown 
in the figure) are all contained in the 150-degree sector 
between directions 90° and 240°; yet the mean motion 
of the balloon (approximately 265°) between 05h48m 
and 13hll m falls entirely outside this sector. 

An indication that this local WSW current was of 
small depth is given by a special upper-wind observa
tion made at White Sands at about 13h. The observa
tion in question recorded a wind direction of 250° at 
16,000 ft, which is in excellent agreement with the first 

D 
Ros-11 

. I 
Roswell 

AAF 

FIG. 9. Height-distance curve and planned trajectory of balloon Flight 11. Released at Alamogordo, New Mexico, 
7 July 1947, at 0508 MST. (Numerals on curves indicate minutes after release.) 
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part of the trajectory of the constant-level balloon. 
The interesting fact about the White Sands observa
tion is that at all but one of the other reported altitudes 
between the ground and 20,000 ft, the wind directions 
were from either the NE or SE quadrants. 

The trajectory of the balloon curved slightly anti
cyclonically over the eastern slopes of the Sacramento 
Mountains. This characteristic is suggestive of the 
well-known deforming effect of a mountain range on 
an air current directed toward the axis of the range. 
In this case, however, the validity of invoking the 
aforementioned effect to explain the anticyclonic cur-

~-vature, when the wind at levels below the mountain 
summits appears to have been blowing approximately 
parallel to the range, depends on assuming that the air 
currents parallel to the range themselves constitute a 
barrier deforming a higher current blowing in a differ
ent direction across the mountains. The sharp cyclonic 
bend that occurred after the balloon had come over 
relatively flat country occurred at the time that the 
balloon began its final descent and is due to the fact 
that the course of the balloon turned toward the north 
as a result of descent to levels where the wind had 
maintained a southerly direction throughout the day. 

It is of interest to compare this flight with Flight 17 
(fig. 10). It may be observed on fig. 10 that no deform-
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ing effect of the mountain barrier is apparent. This, 
however, is to be expected, as the altitude of the bal
loon above the mountain top is three times that of 
Flight 11, where this anticyclonic deformation of the 
trajectory was observed. The balloon was ultimately 
recovered from Croft, Kansas, a distance of 530 miles 
from the release point; on the basis of the observed 
wind speeds a 12-hour flight duration is estimated. 

9. Conclusion 

\Vithin the coming year it is hoped that a number 
of meteorological investigations may be attempted, 
utilizing constant-level balloons. Release of three or 
more from a single point to float at the same level, 
release at a number of points to obtain a synoptic 
presentation of the trajectories in a chosen level, and 
the dropping of radiosondes from balloons are some of 
the operations to be attempted. Efforts will be made 
to simplify the arrangement so that a constant-level 
flight may be made in a routine fashion and at no 
greater cost than the ordinary radiosonde flight. 

REFEREI'.'CE 

Clarke, E. T., and S .. \. Korff, 19-H: The radiosonde: the strato
s~here laboratory. J. Franklin lnst., 232, 217-355. 
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DISTANCE (Mil•8 From Alcam~ AAF) 

FIG. 10. Height-distance curve and planned trajectory of balloon Flight 17. Released at Alamogordo, New 1\lcxico, 9 September 
1947, at 1647 MST. First 125 minutes only are shown. (Numerals on curves indicate minutes after release.) 
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I. 'I'M tollcnriDC DW •n were eaplo7"Cl on the Balloon ProJect 
cluJobc MaTt 

I. Bicbar4 Sa1 tb 

Rutiet 

Mateorologiet 
(tull tiM) 

Q)al1t1cat1oRf 

Fqr.er Weather Bu:rea11 
a:Dd An17 toreaa.t.r. 
Taucht weather equipoo 
ment at lev York UD1-
vers1t71 M.s. in ~ 
ice-Heteorolo17, II!1J. 

VUliaa o. Dana Balloon Pertoma .. 
'-17•t (part tt.) 

B.J.. PbJ'aice, 1 .. tort 
Uni.Tersi t7. For.r U7 
pilot. Graduat. etude~ 
in PbJ'eice. 

heel Bartar (rel:d.ncl) lquipMnt Coutru.otioD 
(part. tw) 

tJDderpoadua t. .lerozaut-
1cal !ngi~~~eeriDC Stud
ent. 

U. 'n.. tollCNi• &dai.Dietntift aotioD wu taken duriq toM •Dtb of ..,.. 
A bU ,.. obtaiDICl troa Skl~~~~~er, Coot, • Baboock, Contraoton, 

at 60 a. 42111 Stl"Ht, lev York Cit71 tor the erectioa of a prefabricated 
llldlcU.DC t• the Ballooa Projeot. The quotation of t/.,000 vaa forward
.. to.lf&t.eoa Laboratoriew. 

liM-' 
atrrel: 
..... wn•• A@t.ng\ •nrru: 
5/1/4., WIB Uee of football biel4 GnaW. 

Dr. l'n* lfJ'en requaetecl tor ballooa 
t..h' &Jt Uld:nniv laUDOhiDC Oil 6 .,.. 
leW.eMa, Pa. 

""4' WID B&cl VMther poetpoDM. .... fiicht untU 9 Ma7. 

""'' Wl II.I..V..a liT• ltequelt tor q\11Dt&t1oa rum. a.. • ......... oa diaphrap aMJ.-ott 
., ...... 1..1. tor dribbler aDil tor 
,,,. Palll OowiJ' iaoreaHCl quanti t7 ot 

.odifie4 dribbl.en. 



'J/7/57 VID Saaplea ot parachute Furniahed. 
krDIJ FraDk ahro\111 li01a requ.ated. 
licbtaton, I .J. 

5/6/47 Ge•ral MUla Requaat tor quotation .lvaitinc 
MS.DIWI.polia, MiDL on sa.mple balloona show •"'7 cleara.ace. 
1\\a Mr. o. c. Vinsea to C.B. Moore on rlait. 

5/l'J/47 Dn-.1 • J.l.a7 Chea. Co. Requat delive17 date Gina. 
C..bridp' •••• on 1000 ga b&llooaa. 
1\ta ~&. Iaoa 

~47 Ill'. G.f. Clare Baqueat tor intormatioa Funliah.cl. 
4'719 v. Swm;yaide Ave. &M c&taloguea Oil rot-
Chioap, lO • Ill. &rJ IVitchea. 

'J/14/47 ~ tire A Rubber Del&Jina aotioa in 
j)aoa, Ohie Good7ear' a quotation 
At.t.a Leoard K. Bult tor ballooDa. 

'J/15/47 Ott1c. of tbe S.oreta:z7 Req\111at. clearance tor Gina. 
ron Worth Su~ittee night or Balloou 
oa .l1Jo Space froa Al&IIIO&OrdO • 
CiYS.l Aeroautica 1uth-
orlt7, (4tb le&ioD) 
1ft"\ Worth, !exu 

5/2'1/47 O..nl JUlla lepea\ requut tor 1vait1DC 
111 .,..,.u.' KiDa. quotation oa plaatio • ...,. ol.e&J'&DH • 
.l\t.a Jtr. o.c. ViDMa b&lloou. 



• w 
I 

D. ,.,mwe 

l1w toll.Md.al •at_.._. wre held 4UI"llll tba IIOAt.h of Mqa 

JUl. P•Dl.e heHJlt ..... 14 Diecuaaeci 

'J/l/41,. 0. c. ViBHn of a..al Kille Mauutacture of ballooua 
... RJ.Mill• MS-polla, MinD. bt Ge•ral NUl• tor thia 

project. 

5/8/47 Dr. Peoplea, Mr. Vat.ea Laboratoriea Betbleh• nipt. for 
IralaDt, of Vataon JLe4 luk, B.J. Ma;y 9. 
Laborat.orl••· c.s. 
SolaM14er, C.B. Noon 

5/lD/47 a.- Sua Nev fiights at Alamo-
gordo, H.M., vbere lover 
winds can be found. 

'5/13/ 4 7 Paul Goud7 or 
loll8JIII.D Iut~nt 
C.B. Moore 

Iollaman Inatruaent Di?. New dribbler desicn. 
SquareD Co. 

5/14/47 Representati•e 
of Vulcan Prootinc 
Co. c.s. Soluleider, 
C.B. Moore 

llahurat, L.I.,N.I. 

Vulcan Prootinc Co. 
Brookl;yn, N. I. 

'5/22/47 Dr. Peoplee, Messraa Vatson Laboratories, 
A.H.Meara, Jolm Red. Bank, )(.J. 
Alden, Charles 
Irelaud, C.S.SohDiider, 
C.B. Mooae 

Testing of balloon 
fabric• and filas. 

Final arrangements tor 
Alamogordo trip. 

Coacluio_aa 

Obtain la'fY' clearaDOa 
General Mille bal.-
loona look pod tor 
our work. 

FiDal det&.Ua. 

Set up trip to Alamo-
gordo for May 29. 

Vulcan proofing would 
make teats. 



ni 0 1. Otural. York AcgOJIPlishe4 

A ooDt'ereDCe vaa held on Ma7 l at MinDB&polia vith Mr. 
0. C. V1naen of General Mills concerning the mazmtacture of 
ball.oou b.r General MUla tor thia project. At the present tU. 
tbia coapaD.J ca.nDOt supJ)l7 ua w1 th balloons until 1a...,.. clee.rance 
ia obtained, bat it is hoped that arrange11enta ee.n be completed 
in the De&1" future. The type ot balloona manufactured br <eneral 
MUla aeeu to be well suited to the n.eda ot this proJect. 

On Ka7 8 a trip waa •de to Lehlch Uni Terai t7, Bethlehea, 
Pa. 1 to fl7 a cluster ot Mteorological be.l.loona caJ'I'1i:ac Vataoll 
Laboratories equip88nt. ViDdl developed during launch1ng aZid the 
'-lloou escal*f when the reetraininc lioes snapped wxler the 
atrain, C&JT1iD& balloou aloft without pa7load. 

Aa a ~eul t ot this incident, two conaluaiou were 
dJ'&1nll lira._, that a DIY launohi.aa techniqu. waa oeededJ aeooad, 
tbat uot.ber laUDChiDC ai te auat be selected ofteri.aa eouistent.l7 
Gila viDda d11ri111 laUDOhinc. It wa decided to make the DeXt 
nlcbu at J.l..,gordo, .., Maico, earl7 in JUlie. 

Oil 1fa7 14 a conterence vas held at the Vulcan ProofiDC 
Co., ill Brookl.J"A. I.I. to diacuaa the posaibilit7 ot this eoapaa;r 
telti!ll TU'ioua tJP~a of fabric am ru. uaed in the -.nutacture 
ef 'balloou. It vaa l.p'Md tba t tM coapaiQ' vould aka tbe desin4 
testa vblll orderecl bT ua. 

'na. h1cb poiDt ot the •nt.h • • act1 T1 t1ea vaa tbe upartve 
tw .U..pl'do Oil Jlq ,1, aal tM bal&DCe of the .,ntla vaa spent 
1a .__~ration et equi~Jlt tor the n1pt.8 to be ada there. 
lepa/tvl waa .ada troa Olaatea4 field, Middletown, Pa. ill a c-1.7 
t.nillbe4 bJ tbe Vat808 Laboratories. 

2. a .. w, Prob1•• 

Ill ..-Nl, pron ... r.atn t~w .... •• tbo .. d1acwa ... 1a 
~ pJ"n1ou nport, ..,..171 ·tU detendnation ot the relatiw •rita 
at 'f&ri.ou ballooa ru.. tal fabric• an.UabliJ the &DlllJii• of the 
alUtude ooiiUol 4ni.cee to be WledJ am the ni&ht testi111 of the 
eq1&1s-a\ M be UMd. ia prel.bdDa17 vork. All of theM probl_. an 
..U\ tuUaer tliP"• u4 d.ell••I'J' ot equipMilt ordered betoJ"e 
I01aUea .. '- attapte.t. 

J•. !.'sl t.aUoMa 

fte IJ'Mtlat b1Dd•r1DS taotor ill the prosre•• ot work ia tbe 
1aek at nallable apace. The prefabricated build1nc to be tundahlll 
lr tM Pft~ll\ lUider \1M tenaa of the colltract 1• aov 110re upa\17 



DHClecl t.ban betoN, due to t~ hiriDC ot ~" personnel. 'l'he 
Joint laboratol"J' aDd ottice which this project shares with 
uother 11 hi&hl7 1D&dequate tor aix ~~en ot theirs and elnea 
et OUJ'8 - a total ot 17 •• in a spaa. approximatel7 15xl5 tNt.. 

4. M•th9d• ot .lttaqk 

lJntU plastic balloou can be obtained, ve vill contill1Je 
to ~ cluatera ot uteorolo&ical balloons. 

e. hpe.ratu.e azd JauielD 

Tlw oll1.7 aubatantial chanp in equi}D8nt duria, the 
periocl ooTerecl bJ' this report, other than general atrengtheainc 
ot fi71DC liMit 11 the addition ot a D8Y aiD sand t.llaat. droppiDC 
dnioe to tlw equi~nt traiD ot the nights to be made at. .llamogordo. 

TM dnice conaistt or a Mat or eight. plaatic tubea each 
t1lle4 vith di'J' 8&Dd ud sealed on the bottoa with a aturd7 paper 
--... .lt. the bot.t.oa ot each tube, reatiDC apiut. the -bra•, 
S.. a ..U detoat1DC ~quilt ot sufficient tore~ to ruptUN the paper 
&Dd pend.t the sud to tall. !ach squib is con.otecl to a d1tteren\ 
1-.d Oil tbl baro-nitoh ot a radio-sonde modulator, ao that a 
predete1'111Ded wight or H.Dd •7 be released at ei&ht predetendned 
alt.1t1Jdea. .A ....U. wire •aheit• ia placed over the o~tor ot t.be 
mclulator ill such a •7 that tba pill &I'll 1• litted clear or the ooa
taot.a 4l11"1DI ascent &lid pemittecl to drop into place at &D altitUI!e 
alto'ft tbat ot the hipeat tiriDC contact.. 'l'hia ia delicnecS to prenn\ 
tM t1.ri.J1c ot aquibe aD4 conaequellt droppiDC or b&l.laat duriDC aacent. 

t. Qne'vit• ap« ltos ••tioM 

I\ ia tel\ tbat the •• ot treel7 ext.euible •teorolo&ioal 
lallooM 11 uuatiatactoi'J' tor &DJ' tiDal aolutioa of our probl
lleoaue or their i.DMreiR iutab111t'7 &lid the rapid det.eriorat1oa 
ot DeO'"• rubber UDder tbe r&J'II ot the lUll. It. 11 felt. that. cluater 
niptt of theN balloou &1"0 a purel7 atop-1ap •thod ot fioat.iDC Yateoa 
J.aberator1ea equi~at. u.atll pla.at1o DOD-ertenaible b&l.loo• call be 
olrM1 DIM ... tettecl. 

!Ill ... tor P"Mter. work apace 11 becOIIinc 1DO:reaa1~ 
•pat u ..., pencnmel are added to the project. a.Dil t.ba eztent ot 
tM wrt IJ'CNI• 

_,_ 



It 1a believed that with preaent equipment the AJ.uocordo, 
lev Mexico, area 1a tM 110at suitable aw.U.able tor launchinc 
purpoaes, aiace cala viDda are conaiatentl7 present at davn, and 
there are a ai.Dillua or cloud• to impair grouDd obael"fttioll or the 
b&lloou ill night. 

rutwt York 

It ia hoped that in the iiiMdiate tuture aatiatacto17 
techn1.q\wa tor tha laUDCbiDI aDd noatiDC ot cluster tlight• •T be 
deftloped Wider optilma coDdi tiou, aa:l teata ade on ....U pl&atio 
bal.loou to be turDiabecl bJ B.A. Sllith, CoatiDga, IDO., ot Ma-.roMck, 
lew York • 

.lrraDcaenta haft beea coapletecl with the VulO&D ProotiDC 
Co. ot BrooklTD, l.t. to test n.riou balloon tabrica and tU.. 
aft.ilable. ~ .. teata vUl probabl.T be cozriuoted 1D tha DMr tuture. 

!a aoon aa &rr&DC ... nt• oaa be coapletecl to obtaia 1&'97 
el.N.r&DOe ve plall to obtain DOD-extenaible bal.l.oou troa OeDaral MUla 
1a av.tt1oiellt quanti tr to ..U fii&bt teata aJ)d cO.. DOe vork oa the 
ulti.Mte obJectift ot thia project. 

_,_ 
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lt.ES'!'R.ACT 

A preli:mina%'7 survey ws made of the problem. Speci

fications were drawn up for the e~uipment needed and manu

facturers were contacted to construct experimental balloons 

and altitude controls. 

A balloon crew was assembled. 

w"hile a-waiting delivery on the NYU designed equipment, 

clusters of' meteorological balloons have been flown for experi

ence and as a stop-gap method of' C&..r~Yinl a payload tlo altitude. 

In addition, two salvaged, racing-type, Jl8ll-e&r17ing ba.lloons 

ot 35,000 cubic foot size bave been procUJ"ed and are being pre

pared for tlight. Two 19,()('() cubic root J'a~:anese balloons bave 

been made ava.Uable by t.be lf&YT. 

Prel1minarr caloulations Ja;ve been made on balloon 

hl07&Jlcie• and fa:milies of' curres plotting altitude vs. lirt. 

f'or various balloon ai•a ba'nt been prepared tor planning and 

f'l.ight purposes. 

CivU Aercmautica Authority bas g1 'ntD clearance for 

flight of' large balloons form t..kehurst 1 Bew Jersey, and Bethlebe11.1 

PaD11S7l VBDia, wi tb certain restrictions. 

-1-



REPORT 

I. The personnel workine on this project con~ists of the follo~dng 

full-time employees: 

Duties Qualifications 

Charles S. S~hneider Asst. Proj. Director Forr.~er -weather equipment 
officer, Army Air Forces 
doing similar w-ork during 
the war. Elec. EngU:leering, 
Brooklyn Polytech.'":.ic & NYU 

Charles B. Moore Jr. ReseErch Engineer Former loleatber equipment 
officer, Army Air Forces 
doing similar work during 
the l."ar. Graduate of 
Georgia School of Technology 
in Chemical Engineering. 

Richard Hassard 

Murry Backman 

Chief of Flight Detail Former Signal Corpos Officer, 
Elec. Engineering at !rriJ. 

In chP.rge of the 
Electronic weather 
Equipuent. 

Former weather equipDent 
Technician, Degree in 
Mathematics and Statistics 
City College of New York. 

In addition to the abo-ve tull-time employees, the following 

part-time penonDel are now working on the project: 

B.!!!!. 

Ben17 Itammenzind 

Ralph Morrell 

James Smith 

William lneer 

Duties Qualifications 

Computations & Equip- Undergraduate Elec. 
ment Construction Engineering Student. 

Fquipment Construction Undergraduate Admin. 

\leather Obsener &Dd 
Draftsman 

Machinist 

-2-

Engineering Student. 

Former Weather Observer 
in Arm,y and Undergraduate 
Engineering Student. 

OJldergraduate Engineering 
Stwient. 



The follo'W1.n.g personnel lolere hired but later resigned: 

1!.!.!! 

Robert 't:isnieff 

Robert Ferris 

Fred :&.rker 

Duties Qualifications 

Equipment Construction Undergraduat~ P~sicist 
Student. 

Equipment Construction Undergraduate Pbysics 
Student. 

Equipment Construction Undergraduate Aeronautics 
Engineering Student. 

II. Tbe following ad.mi.nistrative action bas been taken in connection 

with this contract: 

Personnel 

l. The assignment of Charles s. Schneider to act as Assis-ant 

Project Director. 

2. The employment of Cbs.rles. B. Moore Jr. of ~orgia Tech. as 

a Research Assistant with duties as Engineer. 

3· Mlll'l7 Hackman 'WaS engaged to take charge of the Electronic 

weather equipment due to his past experience as a weather equipment 

technician and as an instructor of the AAF classes in the maintenance of 

radiosonde receptor AB/FMQ-1 and radio directional finder SCR-658 at 

Chanute Field, Illinois. 

4· Richard Hassard, a forEr Signal Corps Officer was hired 

because ot his general knowledge of electrical ADd radio circuits to 

handle the cons true tion of special flight equipment. 

;. As lew York Universi~ did not possess all tb8 necessar,r 

equip~~~~nt a list ot equipment was p:epared and sulaitted to tbl 

Gove:r:'D18nt with the ~uest that this equipment be loaned or turnished 

- 3-



by :~e govern::1ent. To r:-,c:.te .;oo:"t of this t:o.!ui;.=1cnt ~.:: . .3 CE:tn r'=c~.Lvc;l. 

l:i ~.1 tt:e exce/~io~ of ti1e JJl/Fi•r,-1, :3CII.-6'53 -=.ne r..he 'Jref:. bricHec. 

b~Uci~s neer:eci for "ffice e.ne sto::-~-;c- s;:>~ce. 

6. The !i~t of s4uipment t~~t ~ds submitted to the governaent 

consi::teci of the major i tens tbt: t \."ere necessary. However, bee~ ~l£e 

ms.ny S!:lall ~r.i tools '-nd radio ::arts c.nd other ec:ui:•ment were neeced 

:>eriodic:!lly a petty cesh funci of ZlOO \.1:S .;;et up to fccili t.: te 

.::mrcht:.se of small item£. A furth..:r rec:uest ~s been subr:rl tte<i to t!'le 

Chancellor of the University re~ues~ing th~t this ?etty ccsi be 

incre&~e~ to $~00 ~nd t~t a travel fur~ of ~100 be es~~blisne~. 

Housing 

7. The existing inflation zhelter at the school for the 

~1eteorologicel Le?Ertment' s use wa~ not adet:!u.s.te to handle the large 

die~eter ?lastic balloons that we plan to use. Therefore a request 

~e submittee ~ne approved b,y the Contracting Officer fer the con

struction of a 27 ft. cube inflation !Jhelter on the cs.mpus of New 

York University. Due to restrictions placed on us by the a.ir S~.ce 

Sub-Committee of the Civil Aeronautics Authority, New York Office, 

it has since been decided not to erect this inflation shelter in the 

Ne"' York ere:e., but rather to use existi:ng facilities at Lakehurst, 

Ne"' Jerse1 or Olmstead Field, Middletown, New Jersey. 

Sub-Contracts 

8. Permission was secured from the Contn:..cting Officer of the 

liatson Laboratories to place two sub-cont1"8.cts. One l.'!!.S for tha !"abri

ca.tion of ple.stic balloons and ws ~laced with Harold A. S::nith Inc., 

ot Mamaroneck, New York._ This sub-contract amounteC. to $7,565. The 

second sub-contn:.ct was placed with Kollsme.n Instrument Division. of 



Square D Incorporated at Elmhurst, Long Island, New York. This 

sub-contract was for the construction of model altitude controls 

am a.mounted to $7,446. 

Correspondence written during this period is as follows: 

Date of 
Corres
ponience Address 

11/7/46 Plax Corp 
Hartford, Conn. 
Att: ¥~. Griffith 

11/7/ II:> Visking Corp. 
Chicago, Ill. 
Mr. Cahn 

12/ 4/11:> Visking Corp. 
Chicago, Ill. 
E. B. C~ 

12/10/ II:> Dewey & Almy Chem. Co. 
Cambridge, Mass. 
Att: Mr. Langley W. Isom 

Abstract Answer 

Forwarding P.0.#5983 Not furnished. 
& Requesting price 
quotation and delivery 
schedule for 4 diff. 
thicknesses of 36" wide 
polyethylene sheet 
{.00111 .0022511 .004" 
stnd .008". 

Request to know what 
maximum width Poly
ethylene could be 
supplied in, and 
what the cost and 
delivery date would 
be. 

Advising interest in 72" circumference 
securing 300 ft. of 72" Polythylene tube 
circumference poly- could be furnished. 
ethylene tubiDg re- Request to know 
quest information on quantity and thick-
thickness alld price. ness .002 mil thick 

$1.40/lb. estimate 
ani would need 19 
lbs. 

Acknowledging receipt None required. 
of material used ~ 
Mr. Isom in his con-
stant level balloon 
work. Also advising 
that order for single 
and double neck 1000 
gram balloons had been 
placed. 

- 5 -



12/16/46 Celanese Celluloid Corp. 
180 }ladison J, venue 
New York, ~i. i.. 

12/17/46 Nixon Nitrogen Works 
Nixon, New Jersey 

1~/17/46 ?lax Corp. 
Hartford, Conn. 
Att: Hr. Griffith 

12/17/46 Dewey & Al.my Chem. Co. 
Cambridge, Mass. 
Att: Mr. Isom 

12/17/46 Dow Chem. Co. 
MiC.land, Mich. 

Advising this company Advising they do 
of our desire to fabri- not believe ethyl 
cate a balloon from plas- cellulose would 
tic fi~ and our inter- work secondly that 
est in ethyl cellulose they do not make 
as a possible )lastic film only molding 
fi~ to be used for ~owder - no litP.~~-
this construction. Re- ture available. 
quest that literature 
be supplied showing 
low temperature char-
acteristics, tensile 
strength, etc. 

Same request made of 
this company as with 
Celanese Celluloid 
Corp. 

Advising that E. L. 
Courmnd Co. , re
commended by Plax, 
had declined the 
contract for fabri
cation of balloons. 
That Unexcelled Chem. 
Corp. of New Bruns
wick had agreed to 
this fabrication and 
sup?lied the necessary 
shipping address for 
the polyethylene. 

Acknowledging receipt 
of single and double 
neck balloons. Double 
neck balloons were 
received with a single 
neck plus a nub on the 
top of the balloon. 
Request to know 
whether shipment was 
in error and if so 
what ~isposition to 
be made. 

Same req mst IM.de of 
this company as that 
made with Celanese 
Celluloid Corp. 

- 6-

Advising they only 
make molding 
powder. 

None required. 

Advising that nub 
must be cut with 
scissors in order 
to get double neck. 

Not received. 



12/24/46 Unexcelled Chem. Corp. 
Harolc A. Smith 

1/3/47 HarolC. A. Smith 

1/3/47 Visking Corp. 
Chicago, Ill. 
Att: J. L. Lane 

1/8/47 Watson Laboratories 
Red Bank, N. J. 

1/8/47 

Mr. A. H. Mears 

Watson Laboratories 
Red Bank, N. J. 
Mr. A. H. Mears 

Advising ~he Plax Cor~. 
had been supplied with 
his shipping ~duress 
and ~lso requesting 
his technical advice 
on the feasability of 
using a 72 11 wide strip 
of ?Olyethylene, 2 mil. 
thickness that Visking 
Corp. of Chicago could 
supply. 

Advising that .002 
mil thickness too 
thin. Suggested 
enieavoring to 
obtain 72" width 
in .006 mil. 

Acknowledge receipt of New quotation 
letter of December 26th furnished. 
containing estimated 
cost of fabrication of 
balloon. Advising that 
the bid could not be 
accepted on a cost plus 
basis. Requesting that 
their quote b8 resub-
mitted. 

Advising that fabri- Advising that 
cation of balloons at they only have 
a 2 mil. thickness .004 and .006 
polyethylene film would 15 1811 flat width. 
be extremely difficult The 3611 width 
to han:Ue. Request request could be 
made that information made but price 
be supplied on a 72" would be prohi
circumference film 4-6 bitive. 
mils in thickness. 

Advising need of radio- Advising part ship
sonde receptor SCR658 ment would be made 
b,y NYU plus power units Feb. 13th. 
and technical publi-
cations. 

Returning list of 
equipment to the 
governm~nt loaned or 
government furnished 
with request that 
certain corrections, 
additions and deletions 
be macie. 

- 7-

Advising government 
records chc.nged and 
that catalogues 
will be sent under 
separate cover. 



1/14/4 7 Bland Charnas Inc. 
Yonkers, N. Y. 

1/21/47 Shellmar·Projects Corp. 
Mt. Vernon, Ohio 

1/21/47 Milprint Inc. 
Milwaukee, Wise. 
Mr. Paul B. Hultkrans 

1/21/47 Rowe Packaging Co. Ltd. 
Toronto, Canada 

1/21/47 Western Products Inc. 
Newark, Ohio 

1/23/47 Kennedy Car Liner & 
Bag Co., Inc. 

Shelb,yville, Ind. 

1/23/47 Unexcelled CheV.. Corp. 
Harold A. Smith 

1/23/47 Watson Laboratories 
Red Bank, N. J. 
Mr. A. H. Mears 

Requesting to know 
whether this company 
would consider fabri
cation of 15 ft. dia
meter ~la.stic balloon. 

Advising that they 
could not assist 
us in fabrication. 

Request that they quote Advising plant 
on delivery and cost of could not cope with 
fabrication of 10 ea.l5 problem at this 
ft. balloons. Five to time. 
be fabricated from Saran 
(Type M.00225" thick and 
5 from polyethylene made 
from PM-1.00411 thick. 

Same request as letter Verbally informed. 
to Shellmar l/21/47. Not interested. 

Same reouest as letter 
to Shelimar 1/21/47. 

Same request as letter 
to Shellmar 1/21/47. 

~ish to make model 
and subni. t same be
fore quoting. Neve~ 

heard a.DTthing. 

Acknowledged re
ceipt of letter 
and advising quot
ation would follow. 
Did not arrive. 

Same request as letter Verbally informed. 
to Shellmar l/21/ 47. Not interested. 

Request for quote on New quotation 
15-15 ft. diameter bal- furnished. 
loons and 6-3 ft. dia-
meter balloons to be 
fabricated from various 
thicknesses of Saran 
and Polyethylene. 

Advising that tool None required. 
equipment TE-50A was 
short a 611 ruler a pr. 
of tweezers, and a 
socket wrench. No 
request for replacement 
for these items made. 
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1/28/47 Kollsman Instrument ·Co. 
Elmhurst, L. I. 
Att; ?a.ul Goudy 

2/3/47 Contracting Officer 
Watson Laboratories 
Red Bank, New Jersey 

2/7/47 ~atson Laboratories 
Red Bank, New Jersey 
Att: Mr. D. Rigney 

2/10/4 7 Contracting Officer 
Watson Laboratories 
Red Bank, New Jersey 

2/11/47 Patterson Bros. 
New York City 
Att: Mr. H. Carey 

2/18/47 Contracting Officer 
Watson Laboratories 
Red Bank, N. J. 

2/24/47 General :Hills 
Minneapolis, Minn. 
Mr. 0. c. ~inzen 

Request for quotation Quotation supplied. 
of 3 ea. of the follow-
ing altitude control 
equipment: 
1. Motor switched 

modulators. 
2. Elec. controlled 

dribblers. 
3. Mech. controlled 

dribblers. 

Forwarding quote from Not approved. 
Unexcelled & requesting 
approval. 

Requesting permission Permission granted. 
to build a 27 cubic foot 
inflation shelter. 

Forwarding quotation 
received from Kollsman 
Instrument Co. for the 
necessary control de
vices for the constant 
level balloon. 

Permission granted 
to place subcontrac-

Advising that one Ungar Replacement made. 
electric soldering pencil 
is being returned under 
separate cover as it vas 
received in unusable con-
dition. Request for re-
placement made. Quotation 
enclosed. ·· 

Requesting permission toPermission withheld. 
place subcontract with 
Unexcelled Chern. Corp. 
for the fabrication of 
be.lloons. 

Request th.".t quotation Declining to quote 
be supplied for the until after confer-
fabrication of 15-15 ft. ence with NYU 
diameter balloons and representa~ives. 
6-3 ft. diameter balloons 
made of various thick-
nesses of polyethylene 
and Saran. 
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2/';:.4/ 47 Bland Char:naa Co. Inc. 
New York City 

2/24/47 Leonard 1'1. Hn.rb 
Goooye~r Tire & Rubber 
Akron, Ohio 

3/6/47 ~atson L~boratories 
Red Bank, N. J. 
Mr • .arophy 

3/7/47 Contracting Officer 
Watson Laboratories 
Red Bank, N. J. 

3/7/47 

3/7/47 

3/7/47 

Goodyear Tire & Rubber 
Akron, Ohio 
~ir. L. 1·1. Harb 

Seyfang Laboratories 
1300 Medi terra.nean Ave. 
A tla.ntic City, li. J • 

Unexcelled Chem. Cor9. 
New Brunswick, li. J • 

3/7/47 Plax Corp. 
Hartford, Conn. 
Mr. R. E • .Ames 

Same recuest as letter IJo reply received. 
to General ;viills '2/';:.4/ 4 7. 

Same re~uest ~s letter 
to General i·iills 
2/';:.4/47. 

Fornarding copy of 
letter of re~uest that 
had been sent to 1'11-. 
H. A. Smith for the 
fabrication of balloons. 

·,uotation sup:;:>liea 
15 .h.pril 1947. 

No answer received. 

Advising that UnexcelledPermission granted. 
Chem. Corp. did not wish 
to proceed with the con-
tract and that instead 
H. A. Smith of Mamaro-
neck, N. Y. was willing 
to undertake the fabri-
cation. ~uotation from 
Mr. Smith enclosed. he-
quest that approval be 
granted. 

Request a quote on the 
fabrication of 5 ea. 
balloons· made from 
Nylon covered with 
suitable neoprene and 
5 ea. balloons made 
from fortisan covered 
in a similar fashion. 
Advising that any 
recommendations con
cerning balloon fabrics 
would be appreciuted. 

Same request as letter 
to General Hills 2./';;.4. 

Requesting that poly
ethylene film that had 
been shipped to them 
from Plc~~ Corp. be 
returned to NYU. 

Quotation supplied 
15 April 1947. 

Advised interest. 
Ask for conference. 

No action taken. 

Request that shi?ping ad- ~o answer re~uired 
dress for polyethylene 
film be changed from 
Unexcelled Chem. Corp., 
New Brunswick, N.J. to 
H. A. Smith, 490 B~eecker 
Ave. , Ha.roa.roneck, l'i • Y. 
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3/19/47 Unexcelled Chem. Corp. 
New Brunswick, N.J. 
Att: 2~r. Tegen 

3/';:1/47 ~v!a.nne-Knollton Insul. 
Co., N. Y. C. 

J/24/47 General Mills 
Minneapolis, Hinn. 
Mr. 0. C. Winzen 

3/h4/47 Mr R S Hass rd. - £ • • • a 
5 Hollywood Ave. 
Tuckahoe, N. Y. 

3/25/47 I~. George E. Weidner 
Engineer Board 
Barrage Balloon Branch 
Ft. Belvoir, Va. 

J/27/47 H. A. Smith 
Mamaroneck, N. Y. 

J/29/47 H. A. Smith 
Hama.roneck, N. Y. 

3/29/47 Seyfange Laboratories 
1300 i1editerranean Ave. 
Atlantic City, N. J. 

C~irming telephone Film shipped. 
conversetion in which Quotation SU?Plieci. 
authori3ation we.s ~iven 
to shi? polye~hylene 
film to NYU and. a.C.vis-
ing once again of cor-
rect shi??ing addrE=Jss. 

Requestiil6 quote and 
delivery date on fibre 
screws lt" long, filli
ster head and 8-32 
thread. 

Quotation su~olied. .. 

Acknowledge letter of 
3/11 and advising that 
our representatives 
would be pleased to 
discuss construction 
details of the balloons. 

Asked for con
ference in April. 

Advising him of possibi- Hassard employed. 
lity of full-time posi-
tion in Research Div. 
of 1-."'YU. Requesting 
that he make appointment 
for interview. 

Requesting permission Invited to visit 
for NYU representetives 1-Ir. Vleidner. 
to visit with him to 
discuss constant level 
balloons aiXl safety 
valves and control 
devices. 

Requesting quote on Supplied 
valves. 

Request for ~uote on Not received. 
balloons fabricated 
from nylon and forti-
san film coated with 
butyl rubber. 

Re4uesting quote on Received. 
3 sets of sta~.lizer • 
fins. 
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3/31/47 J. R. Garvin 
Douglas Leigh Sky 
Advertising Co. 

3/31/47 

4/1/47 

4/1/47 

Lakehurst, N.J. 

Seyfang Laboratories 
1.300 Nediterranea.n Ave. 
Atla.ntic City, N. J. 

Mr. J. Boyle 
Air Cruisers Inc. 
Clifton, N. J. 

Molded Latex Products 
Inc. 

Paterson, N. J. 

4/8/47 WIRE 

4/8/47 

4/8/47 

H. J. Brailsford & 
Co. Inc. 

R:ye, N. Y. 

Capt. Albert C. T;r.-akowski 
Watson Laboratories 
Red Bank, N. J. 

General l1ills 
Mi:nneapolis, ~!inn. 
Mr. o. C. Winzen 

4/lO/ 4 7 viiRE 
H. G. Brailsford 
Rye, H. Y. 

4/l0/47 wiRE 
Lehigh University 
Bethlehem, Pa. 
Prof. Frank !•!yers 

Re~uesting quote for the Acknowledged. 
80,000 cu. ft. balloons Asked for definite 
that this company re- express ion of 
ceived from surylus. interest. 

Requesting quote on one 
to five e~ch 15 ft. 
diameter balloon~ made 
of 3 oz. silk cloth 
coated with neoprene 
and 2 each 3 ft. dia
meter balloons J:Dad.e 
from the same material. 

Requesting quote on 
25-15 ft. diameter 
balloons and 10-3 ft. 
diameter ballgons made 
from polyethylene .00411 

polyethylene .00811 

saran • 00~25 11 aDd a 
fortisan fabric coated 
with butyl rubber an::l 
from nylon film. 

Identical letter as 
above request to Air 
Cruisers Inc. 

Requesting price and 
delivery date of 3 
volt price type relays. 

Furnished. 

Quote furnished on 
nylon fabric coated 
vi th butyl rubber. 
Interested but want 
cost plus basis. 

Furnished. 

Forwarding minutes of None required. 
Air Space Sub-Committee 
Meeting. 

Acknowledging receipt April date set. 
of March 31st letter 
and notifying this 
company that our re-
presentatives would 
be pleased to come at 
their conve~ience. 

Requesting to know 
how relays ordered 
were shipped. 

Answered. 

Requesting permission Given. 
to make balloon re-
lease from Lehigh Uni
versity on 15 April. 
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4/10/4 7 YIRE 
Seyfang Laboratories 
1300 :'iedi terrs.nee.n 1:.. ve. 
Atlantic City, 11. J. 

4/11/47 WIRE 
Dewey & Al.my 
Cambridge, Mass. 
Mr. W. i.. Dawbe.rn 

4/14/4 7 WIRE 
Frank Seyfang 
Seyfang Laboratories 
Atlantic City, N. J. 

4/15/47 WIRE 
ltt. Barney Frank 
27 Rochdale Ave. 
Roosevelt City, N.J. 

4/17/47 WIRE 
Lehigh University 
Bethlehem, Pa. 

4/17/47 N. Y. Sub-Committee on 
Air Space 

385 Madison Ave. , NYC 
Att: C. J. Stock 

4/~1/ 4 7 WIRE 
General Mills 
Minnea.plis, t·iinn. 
Mr. 0. C. Winzen 

Requesting to know 
whether April 17th 
or 13th vould be 
satisfactory to ~r. 
Frank C. Seyfang to 
meet 'NYU representa
tives to ins9ect 
80,000 cu. ft. und 
2-35,000 cu. ft. in 
Heightstown, N.J. 

Date Given. 

Advising that single None needed. 
neck NlOOO gram be..lloons 
should be furnished on 
our order 148-48. 

Advising NYU represe~ Furnished. 
tative could not keep 
engagement for April 
17th to inspect balloons 
and requesting that 
next best suitable 
date be furnished. 

Advising NYU still 
interested in pur
chase of balloons. 
Requesting tha.t in
spection date be 
changed from 17 Apr. 
to 23 Apr. 

Advising time of 
arrival at Lehigh to 
release balloons. 

Satisfactory 

None needed. 

Advising that dis- Request refused. 
crepancies observed in 
minutes of CAA meeting 
and requesting that 
conditions for more 
suitable flights be 
granted. 

Advising that NYU 
representatives would 
make definite date 
for arrival later in 
week. 
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4/21/4 7 w"IRE 
Barney Frank 
27 Rochdale Ave. 
Roosevelt City, i·I •• J. 

4/';:;.1/47 .3eyfang L5.boratories 
Atlantic City, H. J. 

4/-;,.3/47 Kolll;lme.n Instrument 
Division 

80-08 45th Avenue 
Elmhurst, L. I. 

4/28/47 wiRE 
Seyfang Laboratories 
Atlantic City, N.J. 

4/28/47 Barney·Frank 
;:.7 Rochdale Ave. 
Roosevelt City, N.J. 
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Confirming date of None neeaed. 
Apr • .;:3 for date 
insp~ction of bal-
loons. 

Confirming date of ~3 t..nswerecl. 
aor. for date in-
~}ection of balloons. 

Cha.I'..ging details in 
altitu<ie control 
purcha-se orr",er. 

Advising that 2 -
35,000 cu. ft. bal
loons were purchased 
from Barney Frank 
a.nd that these bal
loons were being 
sni;peC. to hi~n for 
re?a.ir. 

None needed. 

Ackno'l-rledged. 

Advising that Univer- Acknowledged. 
si ty ,.,ould buy 2 -
35,000 cu. ft. balloons 
aDd that these balloons 
should be shi?ped to 
Seyfang Laboratories. 



~ 
\II 

IV. Conferences 

Preliminary conferences 'W'ere held 'W'ith plastic ~1acknging cotnj:1linies. how.~vl.!r, u:; tr:.~llc'~ •t!r,;unu.el 

w~re not nl"Ways available at the time of th~ae confarcncos \o1i.th the Vhrious com.x.\nio::; it w:.t.:; u~::ces..;tJry to 

write l'ollO'W'Up letters. hefercnce to th~.;e letter~! Ct•n be founJ UDi~r COlllfuUnicr.tiOD5 of f,hiG r8 >ort. 

In E.t.ddition to these preliminary conferences rer,<.:rdint 11lastics tht follo•:inr conft.:rdiCe~; \-/erE: 

11.lso helda 

~ Peoule Present 

2/ll/47 Dr. J. Peoples, C. 
Irelum, .u. Rigney, 
Capt. llrako'W'ski, 
Hnckman, 1-loore, 
Schneider 

2/21/47 R. Brophy, Dr. J. 

1!./25/47 

't./27/47 

Peoplew, Capt. 
Tnk.owski, D. Rigney, 
Schneider, Moore 

Lt. Comdr. Harrison, 
Dr. Poo1lles, ~cbneider, 
Moore 1 HacluDan 

J. Sturtewnt, L. llarb, 
Schneider, Moore 

Where Held 

Watson Laboratories 
Red Dunk, ~. J. 

Vatson Laboratories 
Hed Bank, tJ. J. 

Lakehur:ot Naval Air 
Station 

Lakehurst, I~. J • 

Goodye&.r Tire & .kubber 
Co. 

Akron, Ohio 

)/3/47 Dr. Peoples, D. !tigney, Watson Lnboratories 
Moore, Schneider fted &nk, N. J. 

3/';:..1/47 Mr. &gen, Dr. Prandor
gr. at, Moore 

Moldtld LLa tex 
Pu ter::fon, if. J. 

Discuss~ 

Goverl.llllt'nt furnished 
e4ui!uoont. 

Placement of sub
contru ct.:> for bt..lloon~ 
with II. A. Smith, Inc. 

Jap &.lloon::;. 

Fabrication of 
lur(l;tj bci.llOOn:l 

Plc..ceu1ent of sub
contr •• ct.:; ~·Qj lk .. l.looru. 
t.rn <.ltitU£le controL;. 

Fr!.brt.cu tion of htrGt: 
b11lloona. 

Conclu:::.ions 

Ey ui }ment \tould 
be expcrlit,~·J by 
watson. 

NYU shoulcl vi:->it. 
GoodyHur befure 
~!ncint; contruct. 

Jap bo.lloons were 
u V!<ll;..dJle !'or 
projt:ctur(:. 

Goodyt:Hr ~m.s intcr
~:;tcd a ml would 
fll"<- i)[l r<; u quo t~ • 

P~rmission ;.;rr•nted 
to )V,ce filtb-contr:.~.ct. 

Await prt::!J'-'n .. tlon of 
a. quott::. 



..... 
0' 

3/25/47 

3/26/47 

4/4/47 

Lt. Gunther, Comdr. 
Harrison, C. Irelbnd, 
Moore 

F. Heyfang, Mrs. F. 
Seyfang, Moore, 
Schneider 

Dr. Peoples, D. HiRney, 
Moore, Schneider 

Lakehurst Air Naval 
Station 

Lb.kehurst, n. J. 

AtlAntic City, N. J. 
Seyfang Luborutories 

Wbtson ~•boratories 
Red &nk, u. J. 

4/11/47 R. Broph7, Mr. Ct~mbridge New York University 
R. Contini, M. Git1nnini 
5chneidur, .Moore 

4/30/47 P. Goudy, l~oore Kolls1118.n Instrument Co. 
Elmhurst, L. I. 

Ust:1 of Uikehur;:~t. Elf> 

a launching oite. 

Fabrication of large 
hta lloo n;:;. 

1st Clur.Le1· Hight 

Lbkehurst wouln be 
&vH.ll&ble to \:c.atson. 

A 11Uol:.<.ttlon ~-<ould 

be prn ,x.. reel. 

t'rcpbl"C for 3ccon.:l 
Hight 

Contract ltdminlstr.:1tlon Hout•ing \ial.Ud Le 
t-~ruvi.Jed by :;ovt. 

Ballust VblVt! construe- ChLngc in,det~ils. 
tion • 

I)Qring the period covered by tbia re1>0rt, Mvasra • .Moore &nd Schnei:.ier JD&de ret)Elttt':J trip;.; to 

lCollsman Instrument Co. and discussed the fabrication of the oxxlulators cud other e4ui1>ment thct ~olls11»1u 

was deaiwmng for our use. ·rhese meetings have not been considerud conferenct::s but for the bencf.it of this 

rej:)Ort the same individUb.ls were always present, Messrs. Schneider and Moore of New York lJnivtrsi ty and 

Puul Goudy, Engineer fo r Kollsman Instrument Co. The mtlterial ;iiscus::;ed l:li:3 m~thods of im,Jroving the con-

struction or the modulatort:J srd other EltJui.i)JlltlDt. 



III C 1. General ~ork ~ccom~lishec. 

The period was spent in ~rep~ratory w..:-rk ...-!lie!: cor.sisteC. of 

the !'ollo"·ine; pho ses; 

Phcse 1. The desigr~ng of a balloon and of altitude con~rol~ to be 

usee as tentative solutions to the mhin problem. 

4• The cont~cting of plastic film f~bricator~ to obt~in scver~l 

sources of supply for large non-extensible balloons. To da~e, one sub

contr!:..ct hs.s beez: let for 1; ft. disliieter balj_oons. 

3. Tile cont~ctir.g o! Ul ins":.tument coiilpany whicr. wo,.tld cor.struct 

the altitude control devices. A subcontract has also be€r. let for 

altitude controls. 

4. The designing of a :.e.rgc balloon in!'lation shElter &.t. .... 'f. u. 

Materi~l;; hs.ve been ,;>rocured '!'or it. Cue to ch.'s nge in ?l~!ls thE; :::'lelter 

will not be built &.t !I. Y. U. therefore the m&.terials are being held for 

the 50vernment until t.:rminr.tion of contract. 

5. The repairin& and testing of the radiosonde receptor in DeP£rt

ment of :-ieteorology for preliminary flights ?e!Kiing tn€ r:.rri Vf.l of 

Government-lo£ned e~uipment. 

6. The prelimina~; flights with clusters vf Xeteorological balloons 

as stop-gap methods to attempt con3tant level balloon fliihts while 

a\l&.iti:cg the delivt:rJ of 1~. Y. U. desi_.;ned etiuipment. 

7. The making of prelimir..ury calculations am reC;_uirements on 

constant level balloon ;erfcrmance. 

~- • Speci~ic Problems. 

Yet to be deter.=.ined is the relLtive merits of vs.rious be.lloon 

films &.nd ff. brics availe.ble. This is to be :a.amled iJ!r tes't 'lcrk C.one by 
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the Gene-r~:;. ~.ill~ an:. .:Jerl'l..2..?.3 by tht: Bureb.u ~:- .Jt:,Iliic..rG..: in '.'::~s!:ins't-::n. 

The cl ti t.llae co~'trcl c&vice.; ne~d to be =nE:l:.rzcG. : cr ~c; :.-=-r-

of t~e bf:.ll~st. This ?rotl~m i~ ,:;•..;o:.i "tiil,i:; :ome fli~ht.;; be!'on: ~- full 

sc<;.lc, ~ th'="T:l.:? ticul .;tuay is 11n'ierte..~en. 

The C6.in ?roblem i:. th= 1'li~nt testir1.; -;f :.n~ e'-:.-..;.i:J;Ile!!"':. ?h.nnec 

as a tentc..tive solutior. to th~ de:ir-.-C. fli~ht ~th. This a'lo.·e.itf.: r~cei . .::t 

of some large lightweight be.lloon envelo:,?es ::.nci more of t.~e a.l !.i tt:ee 

control~. 

3. LL.-rlt&tions. 

i·1ore work woult:. n.::..ve been accomplished had tht ei. ui~men't to 

be furnished by the Governme:nt c..rrived. The:: ?rafabricateci buil::.lng 

t~t is to be su~plied by the Government accor~ing to the contr~ct i.; 

urgently needed, e.s there i~ no housing s.ve.ilt.ble :'or the • .>rejE-ct t.t 

N. Y. U. The project ~rsomlel !las been usiiU:; work bencl:.ea occ;.i.9ied 

by other projc:cts. The ?roject lltiS been uaing th~ office s~c~ o!' 

&.nother reaeareil grou~. Tbis has not been sati.s:"'~ctory c..s six of their 

men and four of ours atteJil;>t to work in ;:. joint ls.bcn·atory an= '?ffice 

15 X 15. 

Restriction on the ~reject is the Civil Aeronautics ~~thority 

rec;.uireme:nt that b&.lloon flishts be .IDI:Lde only on drqs thG.-:. are clo1..1Ciless 

up to £.0,000 feet. This is difficult to meet in t.he aast.~rn 'UniteC. 

States but a?pears less ~ifficul.t in the New Me:dco e.ree.. 

The pertinent abstr~ct from minutes of the meeting w-it.b. the Air 

Space Su'C-Oommittee of Cb.J.. on 17 ii.6.rch 1947 &.re included in the &.:Jpe!!C.ix. 
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d. M~thods of Attack 

(1) .4fter ~ survey of •;_vf.:.ilable literature in aerostatics £_r.d 

after conferences with v&.rious balloon r.w.nU:ccturcrs [..ID Euthoritit:s it 

is believed that th.s DG..sic problem cf ;:1£.intEining the 15 lbs. cf payloed 

at constant altitude can test te solved ty using a non-extensible balloon 

ani a device operatea by I-Jress'tll'e which drops ballast whenever the 

balloon descends below a preset altitude. 

The specifications for the equipment are ~s follows: 

The balloon should be of large known volume, light in weight, 

non-extensible, either transparent or highly reflective to 

sole..r radiation. Rigging should. be used to O.istribute the 

load evenly about the balloon. 

A safety valve should be used to hold. the inflation appendix 

of the balloon normally closed (as any hydrogen lost decreses 

the time ;_Jossible at nominal constar1t altitude). The va.lve 

would act as a safety vent if the balloon should rise appreciably 

above the altitude where it is fully inflated, as there is danger 

of rupturing the envelope unless the excess yressure is relieved. 

The safety valve should be set to release ;>ressure before the 

limit of the working stress of the balloon f~bric is reached. 

If the eY.act volume of the balloon is known and the air density 

vs. altit·u.de rele.tionship is determined on the 2.ay of i'light, 

it is possible to compute the total lift of the gas in the 

balloon at ~ny altitude. By adjusting th~ gross load to be 

supported by the gas to equal the total lift at the uesired 

altitude of flight, the balloon will level off at the datred 
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altitude as it has no further buoyancy. This altitucie stability 

exists only as long as the balloon is in the fully inflated or 

"taut" state. Once the balloon sta.rtE descending (due to loss 

of hydrot;en by diffusion or by other loss) ii:i becomes flabby and 

is no longer ~table. It will continue descerrling until corrective 

action is taken or until it reaches the earth. 

The altitude control is to be used is the ballast valve. When 

correctly set it will determine the lower limit of .the be.lloon' s oscill~tion 

as it would release a free flowing liquid ballast from a reservoir whenever 

the balloon descends a short distance below a preset altitude. 

To test this tentative solution to the basic problem, inter-

mediate sizes of balloon made of suitable fabric or films c.re needed in 

addition to the altitude controls. 

Balloons 

Balloon manufacturers and fabricators of plastic films were 

contacted to locate a suitable balloon material. The following materials 

were suggested: 

Material 

Plastic Film 

Polyethylene 

Saran 

Advantages 

Good low temperature 
properties (Gen.l{ills 
desires to fabricate 
Picard's balloons 
from this). 

Transparent, low 
permeability, high 
tensile strength. 

Disadvantages 

Low tensile strength, 
Milky-translucent, 
Medium permeability. 

Tears easily, fair 
low temperature pro
perties (?),weak at 
seams if heat sealed. 
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balloons being 
fabricated from 
it. 

5 large ~lloons 
being fabricated. 



Nylon 

Vinylite 

Teflon 

Ethocel 

Plio film 

Coated Fabrics 

Nylon coated 
with 
neoprene 
butyl rubber 
polyethylene 
saran 

Good low temperature 
properties, easily 
fabricated, strong. 

Easily f~bricated. 
~lmost transparent. 

Strong 

Easily fabricated. 
Good low temperature 
characteristics. 

Easily fabricated. 

Stror..g, easily 
fabricated. 

Fortasin (regener
ated celulose 
rayon) ·coated 
wit)l 
neoprene 
butyl rubber 
polyethylene 
saran 

Silk coated 
with 
neoprene 
butyl rubber 

Not avail~ble, low 
tear resistance (?) 

Ve-r.1 poor low 
temperature ?ro
perties. 

.Awa.i ting sample. 

Discarded. 

Can not be fabricated. Discarded. 

Very high Disca.rded. 
permeability. 

Poor ultra violet Discarded. 
properties, poor low 
temperature properties. 

Heavy, expensive 
opaque, nylon 
cloth has relative 
high elongation. 

Awaiting 
Investigation. 

Awaiting 
Investigation. 

Awaiting 
Investigation. 

As a result of this preliminary study a sub-contn:.ct was 

given to H. A. Smith, Coatings Inc. of Mamaroneck, :New York, to fabricate 

balloons with the following specifications for test pur?oses: 
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3 foot diemeter balloons, no attachments exceoting an inflation 
tube or appendix made of the balloon film about 10 inches long 
and 1.411 C:.iameter. 

2 each made frotjl ?olyethylene PM-1 film .00411 thick 
2 ec:.ch made from Polyethylene PM-1 film .00811 thick 
Z each made from Saran type M film .00225 11 thick 

15 foot C.ic:.meter balloons with inflation tube 411 in diameter and 
12" long, elso means for attaching rigging lines supporting a 
~5-pound load to bottom of balloon ~nd means for attaching aux
iliary lifting balloons to top of be.lloon. If possible, balloon 
should be capable of withstanding internal pressure equivalent 
to 2" water. 

5 each made from Polyethylene PM-1 film .004" thick 
5 each maci.e from Polyethylene .PM-1 film .008 11 thick 
5 each made from Saran Type M f~ .00225 11 thick 

(1) The be.lloon film should be treated before or after manufacture 

in such a way as to seal all pinholes. 

(2) A patching kit should be furnished for use of the balloon 

flight personnel. 

(3} It is desired that either the volume of the 15 foot balloons 

be kno~10 to within 10 to 20 cubic feet when fully inflated or that the volume, 

though unknown, be nearly the same for each of the balloons of this size 

(differences in volume should not e~eed ±1% of the total volume of a mean 

balloon). 

Delivery was made 20 April 1947 on the first 3 foot balloons, two 

15 foot balloons are expected ~ the end of l1ay. 

In an attempt to interest another manufacturer in the problem, 

the following companies ";ere conte.cted. 

Comoany Type of Comnacy Interested? Disposition 

Do beckman Co. 
500 Fifth hvenue, h~ Plastics & Packaging No None 

Kennedy Car Liner & Bag 
Co., Shelb,yville, Ind. Plastics & Packaging No None 
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Plextron Inc. Beach Balls No 
55 Tremont Ave., Bx 57 

DuPage Pl~st.ics Co. Beach Balls No 
J..,.75 Fifth Ave., NYC 

Shellmar Products Inc. Ple.stics & Packaging No 
Empire State Bldg., UIC 

Millprint Inc. Plastics & Packaging No 
1-f.J.lwa.ukee 1, Wisconsin 

Celanese Plastics Corp. Plastics & Packaging No 
180 Madison Ave., NYC 

E. L. Cournand Co. Plastics & Packaging No 
28.35 9th Ave. , NYC 

Bland Charms Co. l'oys, Beach Balls No 
24 Ashburton Ave,Yonkers 

Western Products Inc. Plastics & Packaging No 
Newark, Ohio 

Rowe Packaging Co. Plastics & Packaging 
26 Queens St. E. 
Toronto 1, Ontario 
Canada 

GoOdyear Tire & Rubber Blimps & Balloons Yes 
Co., Akron 16, Ohio 

Molded Latex Products 
Inc., 27 Kentucky Ave. 
Paterson 31 N.J. 

Balloons (Meteorological) Not 
very. 

Air Cruisers Inc. 
Clifton, N. J. 

Balloons (Meteorological) Yes 

General l"lills Inc. Balloons (Picard's) Yes 
18.37 Pierce St. N.E. 
Minneapolis 13, l.finn. 

Seyfang Laboratories Barrage Captive & Yes 
1300 Mediterranean Ave. Other Balloons 
1-.tlE..ntic City, N. J. 

Dewey & A~ Company 
Cambridge 40, Hass. 

Meteorological Balloons No 
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None 

Awaiting fiDal 
decision. 

None 

Awaiting final 
decision. 

Awaiting visit. 

Awe:d ting final 
decision. 

None 



On completion of the survey of balloon materials other orders 

l-rill be ~.)le..ced for experimental intE:rmediv te bB.lloons. 

As soon as a series of ~uccessful flights are obtained, it is 

?lanned to procure balloons of about 8 times the displacement of the inter

mediate size for tests ~s the model to solve the problem. These larger 

balloons would be about 30 feet in diameter. 

Altitude Control 

Mr. Goudy of the Kollsman Instrument Division of Square D Corpora

tion was contacted to determine the feasibility of: 

(1) An accurate pressure-actuated liQuid ballast dropping device. 

(2) A motor-switched modulator for the standard Army radiosonde 

AN/SMT-1. The standard pressure-switched modulator would be of little 

vs.lue in determining the height of the constant level balloon s.fter it 

leveled off on a constant pressure surface. 

On a subcontract Kollsman undertook to build a pressure actuated 

"dribbler" or ballast dropping device as follows: 

Mechanically Controlle~ Dribbler 

To consist of a diaphre.gm opera ted needle valve which will allow 

no flow for a 2 mb. increase in pressure on the diaphragm over pressure 

of which diaphragm is sealed but will allow a flow of 40 grams/minute 

under 1 foot of lead for a 5 mb. increase in pressure. Petroleum ballast 

with a density of about .775 gm/cc is to be used. 

Diaphragm to be open to the atmosphere until it is sealed off 

by the radiosonde pressure switch at a preset altitude. 
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An electrically operated needle ~lve was included in the order, 

however it is to be ca~celled as the mechanical valve appears more feasible 

to the manufacturer. 

As the motor switched modulator ~us already i~ experimental 

state of manufacture for the Signal Corps and Evans Signal Laboratories 

an order was placed for 3 of them with these characteristics: 

To have a motor-driven commutator to contain 4 contacts alternately 

switching two different temperatures, pressure and a reference. Rate of 

switching will complete one cycle per minute. To report pressure accurately 

between 150 and 500 mb. with a pressure resistor to be of such a valve that 

with a large r~diosonde frequency variation for a small change in pressure. 

To have an adjustable contact variable between '50 mb and 400 mb 

with a factory adjustment of 300 mb. When the pressure arm reached this 

contact, a squib will cut a thread that holds the ballast diaphragm open. 

The first mechanical dribbler vras received on 20 J..pril 1947 anci is 

undergoing modification and tests before being flown on Cluster Flight #2. 

If it is successful, an order for improved models will be placed. 

Another method maintaining a balloon at constant altitude 

is by replenishing the hydrogen in the non-extensible envelope as it is 

valved or a.s it diffuses. This might be accomplished by use of liquid 

hydrogen but not by use of chemicals. due to their great weight relative 

to the small volume of hydrogen generated. The liquid hydrogen method 

is being investigated with a long range view. It does not seem too 

feasible, however, due to the difficulties of keeping the rate of eva

poration of the liquid hydrogen low at the high altitudes, without ex

tensive ani heavy guard llasks of ljquid air. 
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A third method of holding the equipment at a nominal constant 

altitude is to fly a cluster of standard meteorological balloons equipped 

with ballast dropping devices and a device for releasing lifting balloons 

should the cluster depart from the altitude limits desired. This method 

is inherently unstable, as there are no proportioPAl restoring forces which 

will act on the flabb,y, freely extensible meteorological balloons. The 

success of this procedure depends on very careful balancing of the load 

against the variable lift of the balloons. 

This cluster method is of use and interest only as a stop-gap 

method of lifting the Army equipment to altitude now, and has been the 

method used while awaiting delivery of the non-extensible plastic balloons. 

III d) e. A flight was made on 3 April 1947 using this method. A 

cluster of 12 balloons meteorological carrying a radiosonde, a 15 lb. 

d~ load and a series of ballast dropping devices was released from 

the foo~ball field at Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Pa. The train was 

to be towed to 30,000 ft. by' 2 lifting balloons which would then be 

cut loose. The weight of the equipment was adjusted to equal the lift 

of the balloons and presumably the train should have floated after the 

towing balloons were cut off. Actually, due to lack of experience in 

the difficulty of handling long balloon trains, auxiliary rigging lines 

were needed to take up launching stresses. These lines fouled the main 

flying line and the ballast which was to be dropped on parachutes. As a 

result, the balloon train went to 50,000 ft. where the tow balloons worked 

themselves free. The remaining train thereupon descended as fast as it 

bad climbed (1,000 ft. per minute), landing in the ocean near Sandy Hook, 
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N. J. The flight was of value in tre.ini:ng personnel, establishing a 

net for reception of the 74 megacyle radiosonde data, and in obtaining 

familiarity with the type of operation peculiar to all large balloon flights. 

The actual layout of the train used is sketched in the ap~endix. 

Using the lessons learned on the dummy flight, improved equipment 

was built for a flight with a payload. Release was attempted on 18 April. 

Due to the high vim at 0830 EST, the time of release, and due to mal

functioning of the Army receiver in the ylane that was to follow the balloons, 

release was not made. The already-inflated balloons were cut free and the 

equipment was brought back to New York University. It is expected that this 

equipment will be flown about 8 l-1ay. A description of the final flight 

equipment will be given in the report for May. A sketch of the layout 

of equipment built for the second cluster flight is given in the appendix. 

As this is a stop-gap method usiDg modified standard components, no 

detailed report is being prepared on the equipment. Preliminary altitude 

controls used in both flights consist of standard radiosolXie mcdulators 

~310 which have bad leads taken otf of the desired contacts of the 

coJIIIILU'ta.tor. The modulator thus acts as a pressure actuated control that 

releases ballast or balloons. In the first flight small radiosonde rela7s 

were used to close circuits to burn off cans filled with ballast. In the 

improved, second flight, a nest of plastic tubes were filled with dried 

sand. The bottom of the tube was covered with paper and a DuPont type S64 

Squib was placed on the paper UDier the sam. On firing the squib, a hole 

is torn in the paper, permitting the sand to trickle out. This method 

permits dropping of more ballast and yet~ in smaller increments. In the 
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s4cond cluster flight, provision was also made to release balloons if the 

train rose above 40,000 ft. The flying line in the second train was 

approximately 500 ft. long. 

This cluster flight is tedious to prepare and difficult to 

launch, and is a greater hazard to aircraft than the plastic balloons 

will be because of the great length of the cluster train. 

III e) Apparatus and Equipment. 

A detailed explanation is not given on the equipment of the 

Cluster Flight. However, a layout sketch is enclosed in the appendix. 

An important piece of new apparatus for this project is the ballast 

valve or dribbler, a photograph aDd drawings of which appears in the 

appemix. It consists of a special diaphragm which operates a needle 

valve. Normally the valve is closed as the diaphragm·is open to the air 

before the balloon reaches the desired altituie. This allows the 

pressure inside the diaphragm to be the same as the outside pressure. 

The diaphragm is sealed electrically qy the baroswitch of the flight 

radiosome \-Then the balloon train passes a predetermined altitude. 

~enever the balloon train cescends below this preset altitude, the 

increase of pressure on the sealed diaphragm causes the needle valve to 

be opened. The greater the excess in pressure on the diaphragm the more 

ballast there is releaseo through the valve. Thus a pro9ortional restoring 

force is applied to the train. The ballast that is to be used is a 

petroleum cut boiling from 300° to 4000F wi t!l a density of a. bout • 78 and 

a minimum change of viscosity with temperature. Two different type 

Uuid~ that may reet this specification are the Army type compass fluid 
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and a Sinclair paint solvent. The ballast valve or dribbler essentially 

perform the same function as the Japanese altit·Jde control on the balloon 

bomba yet it is simpler end permits use of a liquid ballast for better control. 

Another ?ieee of ~~uipment that is under construction by Kollsman 

Instrument Gomp&ny is a motor-s'"ritched rs.diosonde modulator. It presents 

pressure data to the radiosonde transmitter as a variable resistance. The 

meteorological data is programmed by" a samll Brailsford Electric motor. This 

modulator will provide the contact that seals off the diaphragm in the 

ballast valve. A compleie discussion of this equipment will be furnished 

upon its delivery. 

Sketches of balloon and rigging of the balloon to be used on to 

the main problem are given in the appendix and are self-explanatory. 

Computations 

A chart showi~ the relation between altitude, gross lift, and 

balloon size has been found necessary. 

Data for it was computed usiDg mean aerological soundings as 

reported in the Monthly Weather review for 1943. 

A chemical term, molar volume (in cubic feet) l.'aS used as a term 

relating the souzxling data with buoyancies of the balloons at various 

altitudes. 

Using the simple gas laws, the molar vol~ of dry air was 

computed thus: 

I. (1) Molar volume of any gas at standard conditions is 359 ft. 3 

(2) From Monthly ~eather Review Jan. 1943, the mean sounding 

data at 15 km for Lakehurst, N. J. is: Temperature -59.5°C 

Pressure 120 mb. 
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359 x ~73.2 - 59.5 X 1013.3 • 2370 ft.3 (the mean molar volume 
.;.;73.:2 1.20 

at 15 km for Jan.l943 over Lakehurst,N.J.) 

This volume data was computed for all lovels given. Data was 

"borrowed" from ot.aer stations in tne same latitude to piece out the 20 

km soundings as needed. 

II. Lifts were computed for various molor volumes for balloons 

between 7. 5 am 75 feet diameter in the following manner: 

Given 

purity of Hydrogen 99."7% 
impurity as oxygen 0.3% 
computed molecular wt. 2.11 #1 mol 
Molecul~r weight of dry .9.ir as computed from date. re:Jorted at 

10 km. in Ha.nibook of Chemistry am Physics • 
.28.764 #1 mol 

To find the lift of a 20'D balloon at an altitude where the 
molar volume is 1000 ft.3: 

Volume 20 ft.D Balloon = 4190 ft.3 

Lift/BalloonBalloon Volume X(Difference in molecular wgts.of air#hgn 
Molar Volume at a given altitude 

or 

Total Lift of gas in #/Balloon= ft.
3
/Balloon X ( 

ft.3/mol 

for the 40 foot diameter balloon: 

#/mol) 

Lift = 419° (.28.76 - 2•11) = 111.7.# lift from a 20 foot diameter 
1000 sphere of hydrogen at an altitude 

where the molar volume is 1000 ft.3. 

The lifts were plotted against molar volume for each size 

balloon. The .altitudes corresponding to various molar volumes for 

Lakehurst am Albuquerque in January and in August 1943 as computed 

above were plotted on t)e left margin of the chart. 

The family of curves was plotted on log ?aper and is included 

in the append~{ with the basic sounding data. 
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III g) c·onclusions E:nd Recommendations. 

It is believed that a balloon can be kept at nominal constant 

altitude between 10 and 20 km. for six hours using a non-extensible 

envelope vri th the addition of a balla.st val vc to kee9 the· belloon near 

its :)ressure altitude. The flying of a bal.loon thus equipped is our 

main objective. The work to date has been primarily preparatory but it 

is believed that plastic balloons can be flown in the early summer with a 

payload. 

Additional work space is urgently needed at New York University 

if significant work is to come from this group. 

It is believed that the ideal launching area for balloons of 

this type is Lehigh University, Bethlehem, ?a. as long as this is feasible, 

For large balloons it is believed that t~e NavY peo}le at Lakehurst can 

best facilitate the launching. Calm winds are essential for actual launching. 

Future Work 

General Mills is making large balloons from lightweight films 

that would meet our specifications with the exception that they cannot 

take any internal pressure. It is believed that their balloons should be 

investigated as General Mills appear to be the best source of supply for 

large balloons. An order ~11 be placed with them as soon cs they furnish 

a. quotation. 

As a stop-gap device before these might arrive it is planned to 

fly two 35,000 cu.ft. racing tr?e as well as the 2 Japanese balloons from 

Dakehurst, U. J. carrying j)ayloacis with heavy duty power su9plies for the 

radio transmitters. 

In the meantime, improved clusters of ~teorological balloons 

will be flown until larger balloons are available. 
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Abstract from: 

AIR COOF.DINSTING COMHITTEE 
NEW YORK SUBCO~IITTEE CN AIRSPACE 

RULES OF' THE AIR HID .AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL 
385 Madison Avenue 
New York, 17, N. Y. 

N.Y. i-ieeting No. 12. :20 l11arch 194 7 

PROBLEM: 

1. The Secretary of t~e Subcommittee presented a request from the 
War Department member in behalf of New York University for approval to 
release free balloons from Allentown, ?a. a:rrl Le.kehurst, N. J. 

DISCUSSION 

2. The subject project is broken down into two phases as described 
below: 

A. PH.iiSE I. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3} 

(4) 

The type balloon to be used in this phase of the 
project will be 6 ft. in diameter, hydrogen filled, 
encompassed qy a. nylong shroud with black and white 
penels 24" wide. Radio instrtmlents weighing approxi
mately 3 lbs. will be suspended ap9roximately 50 ft. 
below the balloon an:! equipped with parachute device 
so that upon separation from the balloon, the attached 
equipment will float down towards the earth rather 
than become a freely falling body. 

It is anticipated that two flights will be required in 
this phase of operation, the release to be made during 
weather conditions in which the sky is free of clouds 
and the visibility at least three miles at all altitudes 
up to 20,000 feet., within a four hour cruising radius 
from Allentown, Pa. 

The balloon, during these flights, shall be convoyed 
by suitable aircraft to maintain air-~rour~ communica
tions on the balloon trajectory and equip~ed to effect 
destruction of the balloon at the termination of four 
hours flight or at such time that the balloon may 
become hazardous either to aircraft flight operations 
or the persons or property of others on the surface. 

New York University will file a Notice to Airmen at 
least twelve (12) hours in c.:.dvnr...ce -:Jf balloon release 
a.Dri a second notice will be filed at the time of release 
with the Allentown, Pa. airways Communications Station. 
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B. PHASE II. 

{1) The type balloon to be used in this phase of the project 
;..'ill be a 15 to 40 ft. dis.meter pl~:tstic balloon, hydrogen 
filled. Radio equipment weighing approximately 25 lbs., 
will be suspended approximately 100 ft. below the 
balloon. The balloon will be towed to high altitude 
levels (above ;:.o,ooo feet) by three au."'(illis.ry lifting 
balloons fastened together with a 4 lb. weight. All 
equipment attached to the balloon ;..·ill be eqiJ.ipped with 
parachute device so that upon separation from the balloon, 
the attached equipment will float down towards the earth 
rather than become a freely falling body. Upon attaining 
the desired altitude, the auxilliary lifting balloons 
wife be released from the main balloon. 

(2) It is anticipated that a maximum of ten flights will be 
required in this phase of operetion, 2 to 5 releases to 
be made from Allentown, Pa. and 2 to 5 releases to be 
made from Lakehurst, N. J. Release will be nade during 
weather conditions inwhich the sky is free of clouds 
and the visibility at least three miles at all altitudes 
up to 20,000 feet. 

(.3) The range of night during this phase of operation will 
bebetween .30 1000 and 60,000 feet. A period of six hours 
will be the maximum duration of flight. 

(4) 

{5) 

(6) 

New York University will provide an operator for tracking 
of the balloon during period of flight and will furnished 
information on its position to the ll. Y. Air Traffic 
Control Center during period of flight. 

New York Universit,y will file a Notice to Airmen at least 
twelve (12) hours in advance of balloon release 8lld a 
second notice will be filed at time of release with 
either the Allentown, Pa. or Lakehurst, N. J. Communica
tions Stations. 

Destruction of the balloon will be predet~rmined to be 
effected over water where hazards are not present. Aerial 
convoy ~~11 not be effected durir~ this ?base of operation 
inasmuch as balloon flights will be conducted in excess 
of 20,000 feet • 

.3. The War Department member requests that balloon operations along 
the lines of Phase II be presented to the Washington Subcommittee for 
clearance with all other Hegional Airspace Subcommittees, in consideration 
of l<Jar Department plans to continue the Pha.se II type of oper~ tion from 
"w'hite Sands, Hew Hexico, upon completion of the 1:.:. ;.Jroposed releases 
described herein. The type of balloon releases proposed out of White 
Sands, N. Mex., will involve flight through other regions. 
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F..ECOMMENDED ACTION 

4. That the release of free balloons by New York University as 
described above in Paragraph Z-A (Phase I), Subparagraphs (1) - (4) inclu
sive, be anoroved.. 

5. That the release of free balloons by llew York University as 
described above in Par&graph 2-B (Phase II), 2.ubparagra?hs (1) - (6) 
inclusive, be anproved. 

6. That the Washington Airspace Subcommittee present the Phase 
II operation to other Regional Airspace Subcommittees for clearance, in 
view of War Department plans to continue the Phase II type of operation 
from White Sands, New Hexico. 
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1946 
\pril 2 ~ues D & I left caracas Pan Am bus 9 pm. Arri'led l:iami 10 pm on Pan Am. 
throll{:h customs and caught 1 am rational Airlines plane for Ne1-1ark 

1 

.'.pril -; ·.led Arri ·.'ed J{ewark 730 am and took airline bus to l:YC:. D left for Providence 
9 am. ~alled up ~win~ but he was in Chicago - due back tomorrow, Left on 1040 sleeper 
for ~anton tonight. 
April ?: Jat At home. OYer to Cgdensburg to see Steve thi::: pm 
Anril 7 :::un. Left Canton on 805 sleeper. 3aH -:=ob Foster 1 J1, also on ;;ay to KYC 
Anril 8 !-'on. Arrived NYC 730 am. Up to Columbia Ur!iversity to see Ewing 130 pm. ··:yckoff 
3.nd Do?e on way to Los Angeles py plane this -pm. C:rane and !·:orrison in also from \vatson 
labs. ·.-Jent back to Red Bank :-rith them in A'.·:1JS car to Cfficer 1 :::: Club near ~-latson lab. 
:::rar.e, : orrison and I ~-Tent t:.p tonight to <;:ee ::einnegle at office. Vet Gifford ;.;ho has 
0 0' sea rescue boat this project is planning to use. Stayed at Cfficer 1 s C:lub tonight 
Anril 9 ~t:es. At ~-'atson labs all day. '.Tent through all processes necessary for employ
ment urder Gi vil Ser-:ice, ;-Tarrant Officer Gifford transferred to \ITERl-4 today, Jl:cCurdy 
already in and started work. ':::'alked with _,Reinnagle and Gallo re Columbia contract. 
Gifford left pm for '.fashington, Hajor Crane for Camp :iJix and Jl:orrison for NYC. Reinnagle 
and I went down to CO this pm to meet.group from Cornell extension at Buffalo- Aeronaut
ical research wantil'!g to get contracts. Stayed at Kelly Pitcher Hotel in Red ~ank tonight 
Anril 10 ··'ed ~hecked out of !'ally Fi tcher Eotel and caught 7JO am train out of Red Bank to 
liYC, Checked in at Hotel ;.rebster and then up to Ewings at Columbia University. Mr Gallo 
of '·ratson labs in at 10 am and we went over contract questions regarding Watson Lab contract 
with C:olumbia until 1 PM, \-lent over all parts of work with Doc from 2 to 5JO pm. John 
Swing in from Missouri. 
April 11 Thurs. ~orked on rough outline of ~lin Field and SOFAR project Am. Up to see 
Swing at Columbia PM. Doc and I went over contract with '·Jatson Lab & Columbia tonight. 
•:::aught 1205 sleeper to Boston. 
April 12 Fri. Arrived Woods Hole about 11. Joe Worzel went over all sound transmission 
work at NHOI this pm. 
April 1'3 Sat. Talked with Columbus Iselin this Am regarding ;-Iatson Lab work and needs. 
Crane and Gifford up pm and Joe and I went up to lab with them. 
April 14 Sun. Down to lab this am with Joe looking for G9A files. Jim Peoples over about 
noon for awhile. Joe. and I went golfing pm. Took 600 pm train to Boston and 1230 sleeper 
to NYC. Up to Boston with Lt Frank Ryder with Navy and \.JHOI 
April 15 Mon. Contacted Doc Ewing in NYC and rode down to Red Bank with him. Talked over 
instrumentation of upper atmosphere investigations. Out to Oakhurst this pm. Conference 
with Col. Cole and Col. Grough re Project 188-5 and regarding microseisms. Doc and I went 
back to ~olly Pitcher Hotel in Red Bank tonight. 
April 16 Tues. Rode out to Watson Labs with Ewing. Went over to Evans Lahs with Harry Davis 
':latson Lab navigation man, and saw newly developed ranging apparatus and talked to Lt 
Rydetor? re Spherics, location of lightning and thunderstorm data collected during past 
few years. Saw Col. Duffy of ~eteorological Division AAF and back to 'ilatson labs, Doc ilent 
on through to NYC. '·Tent over program with Dove and Crane this pm, Back to lab tonight with 
Crane and Gifford, discussing Project 185-7-1. Back to Y.yrtle Hotel at 1045 pm. 
April 17 '·led, Rode out to Hats on Labs with McCurdy. Worked with f1ajor Crane on report 
regarding underwater work, Eglin Field and deep water. Took this in to 8olonal Cole this 
pm. Acceptance probable, Got room in private house in Red Bank. i·oved out of '·:olly Pitcher 
Hotel. 
April 18 Th~. Caught bus out to ~·Tatson Lab. Col Cole up this am and advised writing new 
~ost Exnenditure for and revising the R. & R. ~ajor Crane left about noon for trip 
Phila and '!Toads Hole. 1-'ade arrangements to meet him in 1TYC r-:onday. ~l'rote. out new R & R 
and 8ost Expenditure ready to take to Col Cole. 

up 2nd EO covering all ocean work. 
to see Col Cole and then wrote up 
EO and A for P processed this pm 

April 19, Fri. Talked o·..-er work with Dove and we wrote 
~alked to Ewing on phone this am. Dove and I went down 
~ew SO for deep water work. Saw Hincke? regarding this 
and ready to p;o out to '·lright Field. 
April 20 <:!at. Caught 710 train to NYC, cashed check at Chase Natl Bank, talked to :!!:wing on 
phone. Back to Red Bank about 4 pm. 
April 22 r-•on. At 'Hatson labs this am. Got final physical exams. Down to Supply to see Jl!ajor 
!!,orris with Reinnagle re getting equipment out that came from 'llHCI without paper coverage. 

Got tra'lel order back and authority to use it. Caught )42 pm out of Red Bank and arr1 ved 
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in Newark about 430. Reser!ations to :Jayton on Spirit of St. louis had been cancelled. 
'":alled '·fats on Labs. Go:t roomette on Spirit about 530. Called f·'rs Ewing in NYC. Left 
::ewark or. '::pirit of St louis at 620 pm. 
April 2) Tues. Arrived Dayton, Ohio about 8 30 am. Tried to get return ticket for tonight 
but coach car only open, ~ook bus out to ~~right Field, Bldg 28. Saw fo~r Drexler and turned 
over 2 of the A for P to him. Colonel Jl'aier on leave. :vent down to Colonel Winter's office 
ar.d :our.d :·'ajor Crane there, ~!e talked to Colonel ';linters regarding the need for planes 
and about new EO on extended long ranges of the 189-7-1 program which he approved and 
c!arl'=ed up to 1-P & t::ent on for higher anpro·.ral. event over with Crane & saw Colonel lind 
gard in the plane assignment division and talked about planes. Had lunch with him and then 
:.;er.t back to talk to ::::olonel ~at on regarding planes to 189-9-1. ··rent over to look at C-97, 
converted B-29 for transport. 3ack to Bldg 28 & talked with General Rives. Request for 
planes agrred upon and B-29 1·lill be available near the 1st of June. H~9-7-1 required by 
:1i 'les. A for Ps in Drexler's office not yet signed. - will be sent on to \vats on Labs later. 
Crane had reservations for me on the Spirit of St Louis and we left Dayton at 8 pm. 
Anril 24 1:/ed. Discussed with Crane possibilities of getting sound through the ground part 
of the ocean sound channel and about the possibilities of a balloon such as Piccards. 
Arrived in nyc about 10)0. ::alled 1iatson Labs and then we took a taxi up to Ewing's office 
at Columbia. After Ewing 1-2 class we discussed plans for 188-5 and 189-7-1, both Eglin 
Field and long range channel program. Left Ewings office about 6. Crane registered at Hotel 
Lexington and I caught 740 out of Penn Station and arrived at Red Bank at 845 pm 
April 25 Thurs. Up to Watson Labs. Worked over notes of conference with Ewing yesterday. 
Wrote up both travel blanks and sent them down to Travel Order Section. Talked with~Palmer 
about ~~Q travel forms. ~·Trote up letter to W:right Field requesting use of second crash boat. 
·;rote R~R for 1'lark 2 hydrophone. Talked to lt. Hungerford regarding request of this. 
Stepanoff, new physicist for WLERl in this pm. Crane left for Wright Field tonight. 
April 26 Fri. Up to :latson Labs. :Jent over purchases already applied for with Reinnagle. 
1iyckoff in this am. McCurdy in pm for radio parts. Went back to Oakhurst with McCurdy 
this P~; 

April 27 Sat. Left Red Bank about 730 AM with McCurdy in his car. Drove through NJ at 
TRenton & down to Philadelphia, Mac left me off at Olney at subway station. Contacted 
Marion at Bankers Security and went by train with her·to Newton, Pa at 100 PM • Stayed 
with ?laggs • 
Apr 28 Sun. 'iolayne & l'larion drove me over to Trenton, NJ & I caught 1030 am train into NYC. 
;vent up to Ewings about 1215. Joe.Worzel there & Hilly Barbour. They left for Woods Hole 
about 2 PM. I caught 5.50 train out of Penn Station to Red Bank, NJ 
April 29 Mon. Up to Watson Labs. Checked over at library to have some periodicals obtained. 
lient over water work with rl:cCurdy regarding what is needed in way of purchase's. • Went over 
to Oahhurst with Roke, new engineer, former Lt. Commander in Navy. Talked to Charlie 
Ireland regarding Eglin Field work. 
April )0, Tues. Up to Oakhurst. Went over equipment that would be left there and what we 
might do when rest of people gone to Whitesands with Wyckoff. Wyckoff and I took car to 
Hatsom labs to conference with Col Duffy of Weather Bureau, Capt Kellogg and Col Gault. 
Discussed weather problems - on eqpt? and S658s & aerography neede in coming work. Discussed 
equipment with HcCurdy pm and tried to find where demolition cable could be located, 
Vay 1 ~led. l'p to ~vatson labs. Talked with Stepanoff and 'Wyckoff regarding work to be done 
while crew was recording '.lhite Sands in New Mex:hco. Commander Navy arrived about 1130 am 
and we held a conference -Gault, Compton?, Dove Crane, 'tlyckoff, Hungerfield, 'faux and 
~yself regarding Navy participation with us in Crossroads. Captain Kellogg of Weather 
Service over pm and talked with Crane and I regarding 658s, airgraphs, etc. Got travel 
orders etc to Columbia tomorrow. ~vyckoff and about 11 others leaving for White Sands by 
plane tomorrow morning. Up to lab tonight with Crane. 
~ay 2 Thursda~. Left Red Bank on 8 am train, off at Elizabeth and took ferry to NYC. 
Up to GCT and then up to Docs. Too late for talk with Kellogg but in time for conference 
with Ewing, Lane of Columbia, Gallo, Bradford, Dove and Crane of Hatson labs. Conference 
went over contracts with Columbia and ~~. Crane and I talked to Dove for short time after 
dinner. Caught 11)0 sleeper to Boston tonight. 
!lay 3 ?ri. Arrived \.foods Hole 1045 am . \ient over to Falmouth with Dorothy. Up to lab: pm 
with Joe \i. Talked to Jim Peoples re his amplifier. and level recorder, Bump and Kit over 
tQri~h~.tSaw Columbus PM. 
~ •_,.a ... 
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~ay 4 Sat. Up at WHOI this am. Out with John Ewing taking bottom shots in water. Worked 
with Joe on his boat this pm. Over to Jim and Rowes tonight and to Euzzards Bay bowling, 
l'ay 5 Sun. L'p to ·.moi about 11. '·!ent over deep water equipment 'trith Joe :·lorzel and Jim 
Peoples. Jim and I caught cOO pm train to Boston tonight, got 1130 pm Owl to ?YC 
f.'ay 6 ron. Caught 625 train out of Penn Station to Red Bank. Arrived Red Bank 730 and caught> 
bus out to 'tTatson labs. Checked at library for caps?militar;tnfo. Called up l:orris of Supply 
and wrote supply request. Stepanoff in fm Oakhurst. :Jrote up weekly report to Watson Labs 
for 189-7-1. Arranged truck to take fathometer to Nyack, F. Y. for 104' boat and bring back 
microbaragraph from C:olumcia. Vent out to Oakhurst and saw Rooke who is >forking on .. flux
meter, and got fathometer IWB-1 ready to send to Nyack. :fent over list of parts needed 
189-7-1 with Peoples, Peoples signed in at '·Tat son Labs today. Capt Kellogg in from Evans 
labs re how they can help- rough draft of letter of request to be written by Col Graul. 
Got travel orders to NYC tomorrow and to Nyack. 
}'ay 7 Tues. Jim Peoples and I caught 608 train out of Red Bank and arri ·1ed 5:wing 's office 
about 850 am. Conference at Ewing's office Gallo, Bradley, Crane, Peoples and I from Watson 
Labs 1 Lane and Ewing of Columbia and Iselin and r·:ccrory? of WHOI regarding 189-7-1 contract 
of WHOI with Columbia. Conference later Iselin, Crane, Ewing, Peoples and myself regarding 
technical procedure and plan for Atlantis 1 Anton Dohrn and two boats of Hatson Lab ,for 
summer and next winter. Crane, Peoples and I left about 240 pm for Nyack, NY in Army car. 
Arrived in Nyack at Peterson's Shipbuilding Co, new 104' boat P778 docked about the same 
time. 1olent over all changes and additions to the boat w1 th Gifford and made plans for con
version to our needs. Left Nyack about 6, Jim Peoples and I caught 740 train out of Penn 
Station and arrived i~ Red Bank 9 pm. 
ray 8 '..ted. Jim Peoples and I went up to \-Iatson Labs this am 



1946 1 
:::'ec 2 f·'on. Oakhurst. C:old ~-rave hit about midnight - temperature down to 15° - strong 
wind. Started preparations for Alamogordo trip; getting Rubicon drums and galvanometers 
r~ady. 

Jec '3 ':ues. Oakhurst, '·Iorl-:ed on ::ubi con drums and gaL•a.11ometers for Alamogordo trip -
Stepan off on August 9 data - '!1 vi an working up aruise tabulations. Oliva setting up new 
GRJ for Alamogordo. Got oscillograph operating with J T-21 microphones. 
Jec 4 ~·Ted. Oakhurst. Set up 20 sec eal·tos and operated for several hours. In with r,;cCurdy 
to safety meeting, ~·1.c. C:hantz set up Rubicon "in dark box and took several records with 
1 sec gal v. Hade up list for Alamogordo. 
Dec c: Thurs Oakhurst. '{orked on :celays for setup at Alamogordo. r~cCurdy & his group on 
':'-21 operations. ~·Ioodruff and Chantz getting motors,etc ready for trip. '.lent or.1er 
Hork at Cakhurst with ··i·rian. 
Jec 6 Fri. Oakhurst. ~forked on equip!'lent for Alamogordo. left at noon, caught 135 to 
~Tew York City. Contacted Carl Gerdes and Ed Schempf at United Geophysical office. Curtin 
also in riY office. Went out to eat with Carl and Ed and discussed future work. They have 
job open for me in Alaska and also later possibilities in Turkey. Ed caught plane out 
about 745. Left on 1215 tonight for Asbury Park. 
Dec 7 Sat. ~·Tent to Oakhurst 10 - J. '<!'oody and Phil there getting ready for Alamogordo. 
Peoples up for awhile pm. 
Dec 8 Sun. Worked about 7 - 8 hours at Oakhurst. Chantz and Peoples there - getting realys, 
etc ready for Alamogordo. ~ent over all theoretical work on flights, etc with Peoples. 
Dec 9 Mon. Oakhurst. Finished getting all equipment ready for Alamogordo. Chantz, Woody and I 
went to Watson Labs. Got checks and travel orders. All equipment loaded on.•trucks and taken 
to ~~atson late pm. Talked to Colonel Duffy a while about future plans. 
DeclO Tues. ~ioody, Chantz and I left Oakhurst in staff car about 9 am. Arrived at rr ewark 
airport 10. C-54 in from ~'iddletown about 11, bringing Ball and Oakes from \fright Field. 
Loaded up all equipment on C-54 and left Newark about 145 pm. Lewis, pilot; Clowry, co
pilot. Arrived Oklahoma City about 945 pm EST. Got rooms at Air Base Hotel, Went into Okla
homa City for dinner tonight. 
Dec 11 1·led. Oklahoma City. '1Taited for weather to lift. Unable to leave in time to reach 
Alamogordo before dark. At Air Base hotel tonight. Equipment from Johns Hopkins Unicersity 
transferred to MOGUL plane, including warhead of •r-2. 4 scientists & crew, including Del
gano? • Called Jimmie at Fairview, Okla. 
Dec 12 Thurs. Left Oklahoma City in C-54 at 0800 CST. Arrived at Alamogordo about 11 RMT. 
l"'et Major Pritchard a.t air base. C-54 unloaded warhead material first then all MOGUL eqpt 
which went to North Hanger. Went over to Prichard's office, met Major r-~aguire? and talked 
over prospects of serups. Woody and Phil worked on equipment pm. Went up in L-J with Sgt 
Mack looking over country of proposed sites. ~AC corporal launched at 4 pm. Worked on 
equipment tonight. Staying at BOQ. 
Dec 13 Fri.Woody and I left Alamogordo Air Base in weapon carrier and scouted out area south 
of White Sands and Turoro Lake. Got lost on ordnance map we had. Located Tower and K station 
!lent to Proving Ground. Saw Karsh and Major Grant and got good locations and one of good 
maps. Left Proving Grounds about 2 and went up west side of sand area to site A3. 
Arrived there at 4 but over very rough roads. Back to Alamogordo Air Base at 620. Chantz in 
Alamogordo working on T-21s, BST and Brush equipment. 
Dec 14 Sat. 1:Ient out Hwy 70 this am toward Proving Grounds. Turned off at ~ihi te Sands Nat '1 
~onument and drove to end of 9 mile road in park, about half in white sand area. Found loc
ation for #2 site which is about 30 miles north and a little east of launching site. Back to 
Air Base at noon. Went out north looking for Site 3. Tried to get through Ordnance Gate but 
needed key. ~·lent back and around by Alamogordo and Tularosa but couldn't get in there. Back 
to base, got key from Provost r-:arshal and went out to Ordnance Gate. Found it did not lead 
in right Came back to Harth Hanger and took road out from there, finally landing at 
bombing area about 35 mi from base. Left all Rubicon equipment there. Pack at Base 645 
Dec 15 Sun. Got all GR3 recording units and went up to site 3. Set up both Rubicon in tent 
and GRJ in small building. Got recordings on both. Back through Tularosa and Alamogordo. 
Dec 16 ~on. Signal ~orps people, Dr Kane and Dr Crenshaw in this am. 7hey are planning to 
measure time interval between bursts of meteorites at 60, 70, RO seconds after launching. 
:~ent over our plang with them. Packed eqpt for Site #2 in ',fuite Sands. Shantz and I stayed 
setting up apparatus and ~·roody went back for equipment for Site #1. Left Site 2 about J pm 
and went to site 1. Set up equipment there. Finished about 7. To Alamogordo for dinner. 
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:;:lee 17 ':'ues. Got Chantz a Jeep to use on Station 3. '·lent out to //J made final checks -
';hantz stayed there. '·1oodruff and I 1-1ent to Station 1 and made final checks there. '·!oodruff 
:.:rove me to 3tation 2 and then "ent tack to 1. ·r-2 rocket went up at about 1015~mGot Brush 
reco:::ding - 1 trace &. P.ubicon at 2. ·.;oodruff r;ot EST & Rubicon at 1 -though had interfer
ence 'Nith other group. Chantz got GR 3 & Rubicon record at fl3. Back to :20Q about 12. Rub
icon & EST recordinr:s not yet developed. 
:-:ec 1 R '·led, Chantz and I went out to Sta J and got all equipment together and back to camp 
acout 1 - went in borrowed weapon carrier. '.:oody and Jeff 7owler took other weapon carrier 
::1~d collected all equipment from Sites 1 and 2. Packed all equipnent at north hanger and 
loaded it into truck, ~•hich was ther: put on plane. Got data fro:n I -2 firings from Fri tchard': 
office. left Alamogordo about 730 pm in C-54 and went to El Faso Biggs Field. 
I'ec 10 "hurs. 'tlent down to :<;1 Faso this morning and then across to Juarez. Back to ::Jiggs 
cield about 230 pm. S-_54 left El Paso 400 pm , landed in Patterson ~ield, Dayton, Ohio 110ar. 
Dec 20 "'ri. Left Dayton about 9 am & arrived ir: Olmsted Field near Harrisburg, Pa about 
noon. lt Carroll and Clowry drove us down to Pa RR station. Got 150 out of Harrisburg and 
arrived in Newark 6 pm. '::aught train to Asbury Park. 
Dec 21 Sat. Chantz went down to Oakhurst: and developed 3 Rubicon recordings from White Sands 
and EST recording at 3ite r 1. Site !!1 recording poor, possibly NG. Looked over recordings 
octained at Oakhurst on bonbing run of 19 Dec. 
Dec 22 Sun. Cut to Peoples this evening in f.~arlsboro. 
Dec 23 r~on. Oakhurst. ~-Torked on Alamogordo and Flight 13. Had flight # 14 this pm. - 24 
bombs starting at 2 pm. Ran CR-3, Brush and Rubicon at lab. Woodruff went out to Farmingdal• 
with van and Rubicon but results NG. No shots apparent on recordings. 
Dec 24 Tues. Oakhurst. Closed down about 1130. Worked on Flight# 14 and work from NYU. 
Jtarted Stepan off on extension of Aug 8 flight. Into NYC Pr·: and caught 104 5 sleeper to NI'iY 
Dec 28 Sat. Cold NE winds and storms all day. Unable to get roads cleared out. Cancelled 
reservations for this evening to NYC. 
Dec 29 Sun. Caught 805 sleeper to NYC this evening. 
Dec JO f·'on.Arrived NYC about 915 am - caught 1040 out of Penn Sta, arrived Asbury Park 
about 1 pm. '{orked on Alamogordo results. Went over work with l"~cCurdy who proposed new 
type instrument and wants authority to go ahead with it. 
Dec 31 Tues. Oakhurst. Flight .¥ 15 this morning at 1040 - 1105. '·Toody went out to Farmingdal 
and recorded on Rubicon drum. Recorded also on Rubicon drum T-9- Brush and GRJ-T-8. 3et up 
sonobuoy 1000 ft * west of T-8-0. Times Square tonight. 

1947 
Jan 1 Wed Asbury Park. Snowstorm pm 
Jan 2 Thurs. Oakhurst. Worked with V on flights 12,. 13 andJpart of 14. Got Alamogordo 
results together. Conference this pm with Colonel Duffy and showed him my results with 

H~g5~rf~do~~Ur~t~~f{gg ·with 1f on Flights 14 and 15 and started NYU data of Sept 12. 
Stepanoff on extension of August 9 results. Conference pm: Dr. Ewing, Spilhaus, Dr Ference 
of Evans, Duffy. Discussed Evans pro~am and' air'flight and Alaomgordo results. Made arr
angements for cooperation with Evans in coming tests. 
Jan 4 Sat. At Oakhurst about 3 hours. Finished getting velocities for Sept 17 flight and 
started work on data of Oct 4 cruise. 
Jan 6 r-:on. Oakhurst. Finished '/eloci ty data for Oct 4 and Oct 16 from NYU meteorological 
studies. Stepanoff finished Aug 9 data and started on# 1 of Sept 12. }:oved into new build
ing next to T-8-0 today. 
Jan 7 Tues. Oakhurst. '.rivian worked up ray paths, time and distance for Vel #2 of Sept 12. 
Started on Aug 8 data to get Stepan off's figures together for study above 15 kms. ;-Tent 
scouting for location of sono buoy west of Oakhurst Arm about 3000 ft. Chantz and l<loodruff 
on calitration of Alamogordo instruments and fixing up of equipment for field uses. 
Jan 8 /led. Oakhurst. ~-lor ked on Aug 8 cruise, making final calculations for sky wave. ., on 
'Tel ifJ, Sept 12 cruise. '.voody and I went over to high ridge 2900 ft west of Oakhurst with 
sonobuoy which worked into GRJ. 
Jan 9 Thurs. Oakhurst. ~·lor ked on sky wa·Te data. Vi vi an and Stepan off on Sept 12 ray paths. 
Flight# 16 at 1200 to 1220 pm. No noticeable results. Used sonobuoy at 160' hill back of 
labs. · 
Jan 10 Fri. Oakhurst. Into ~·Iatson Labs at 9 to take supervisor's test. Trak01-rski, Peoples anc 
I went to Camp Evans and discussed results of ''2 rocket recordings informally. Flight #17 
this PM 1600 to 1620. '!orked on sky wave lata 
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.Jar 11 2at. Oakhurst. '.forked on sky wa•1e data of Aug R. Drew up curves for lower and upper 
~tratosphere. Regung? brought in calculator from 'fright ?ield . 
. ;an 12 3m:. C'akliurst. ~-'orked on sky :raVF~s .\ug Ath and 9th. Got out letter to Gutenberg 
pertaining to those two days . 
.Jan 13 Eon, Oakhurst. Workililg on sky wave curves. Made plans for Alamogordo this Thursday 
!an 14 ~ues. Cakhurst. Calibrated instruments A-21 to take to Alamogorso. Raining 
,:ar 1S :·led. Oakhurst. Started writep of '.'-2 rocket 'rork. Jr O'Day in fron 'tlatson and He 
i-iert o·;er '-2 rocket pro£ram with him. "'inished calibration of ':'-21s on GR P, ''ivian fin
ished sky wave curves. :<forked on Dec 31 ~·:oods Hole recordings . 
. ·an 16 '::'hurs. Oakhurst. All equipment for Alamogordo packed and loaded on truck pm. ':iorked 
·:ith 'i ·,rian on sky wa··1es of A~ 8th and 9th. 
:'an 17 i"ri. Oakhurst. 'Jonference with '::apts Levris, ';lowry and Duff of Clmstead Field and 
:ere:_ at 1230 regarding bombs, future flights, etc. ~:athematecian fror.! HeWr.lan's group 
started work this noon - for two '/leeks. - working with '!i ·rian. :food ruff and Chantz went 
up to Newark with equipment and loaded on P"-47. \vent up at 2 pm by staff car. P-47 left 
:'ewark 133 pm, landed at Patterson for fuel, landed at Tinker Field, Okla City 120 am, 
Stayed there overnight, Officers Manjak and Layden. 
Jan 18 3at. Left Oklahoma City about noon and went as far as Amarillo. Stayed at Amarillo -
at Clinton Hotel 
Jan 19 Sun Left Amarillo about 1130 CST 
IC.ent off plane and put in north hanger. 
galvanometers broken. Repairing tonight 

arri"ed Alamogordo 1230 pm RMST. Unloaued equip
Unpacked GR-8s, T-21 galvanometers. J T-21s and 2 

Jan 20 :'on Alamogordo. Tested out T-21s at north hanger with GR-8s. Loaded up all equipment 
for c::- 3 and Rubicon drum and went out to A1 tower. Set up house along roacf about 3/4 mi 
southeast of the tower. Ran out 3 1000' lines for the at 120° radii. Set up dark room 
tent and 2 galv l&N broken suspensions. Worked on timing circuits, T-21s and galv at 
Alamogordo Air 'Base. 
Jan 21 Tues Alamogordo. ~ried out more T-21s with GR-8. All OK but one. Set out Site 2 near 
Hwy 70, C&GS marker 'Dona'. Laid out 1000'cables, set up Rubicon. Went out to end of Doppler 
line to station G but could not find C&GS marker 'Town' . lfent back along line toward block
house & set up site #1, cables and Rubicon drum at intersection of G line and 0 line. 
Sites now set up 6, 13, 19 mi from blockhouse, all about 2 mi east of N line from boundary? 
site 
Jan 22 :{ed Alamogordo. Made rounds of all 3 sites. Set up l&N at Site #3, & surveyed to 
tower. Took T-21s and GR-8s to Sites 1 and 2 and set them up ready to operate. Took 
Rubicon recordings at Site 1 and 3 to check galvanometers. 
Jan 23 Thurs. Alamogordo. Left air base about 900~1.~.,Bombing postponed from 11 am to J pm. 
~·!ent out to Site 3, surveyed to tower. Got GR-3 recordings. Left Chantz at Site J and went 
to Site 2. Woody left Site 2 and went to site 1. Bombing delayed by 15-JO minute intervals 
from 3 pm to 519 pm. Got good recordings at Site 2 • Both other stations lost to triang
ulation acc't radio communication though Woody had GR-8 operating but without directional 
instrumnets. 
Jan 24 Fri. Alamogordo. Checked with Major Pritchard at base. Left about 830 and picked up 
all equipment fro~ J sites. Surveyed Site #2 and made rough survey of Site #1 
Jan 25 Sat. Alamogordo, Sorted out all equipment at north hanger. Left GR3, Rubicons and 
Sprengnethers. Packed up GR8's and other equip~ent and loaded in C-47. :arroll and Short 
in G-47 from ifiddletown. ready to lea·:e tomorrow. Worked on Site 2 recordings pm. got 
azimuths and angles of ascent for 2 main explosions. Have high angle o~ ascent. 
Jan 2c Sun. Left Alamogordo about 830 an in C-47, Lt Sherry of Alamogordo pilot. Landed 
at Scott Field, St Louis for gas & eats, and then to Fatterson Field, Dayton, Chic where 
11e stayed o-,ernight acct bad weather east of Pittsburg. 
Jan 27 Bon. Left Patterson Field about 930 am, arrived in Newark near noon. Chantz and 
';loodruff left by train. I went to Oakhurst with truck and equipment.Arrived about 330 pm. 
Peoples going to .... ~.fashington tomorrow to V-2 panel meeting with Trakowski. 
Jan 28 Tues. Oakhurst. Worked up diagrams for azimuth and offset distances, also angle of 
descent fron Site 2, Alamogordo. Went over recording, got about 20 recordings on first 
part but only 2 on down part. 
Jan 29 Wed. Oakhurst. Worked on latter part of V-2 recording of Alamogordo. Got 2 recordingf 
tesides 2 large ones, but very poor. ~.Jerked up possible trajectory of 'l-2 rocket. ~forked 

up fuiure program for Alamogordo - Chantz & Oliva leaving about 10 February for semi
IIe,..ll!lanent work there. 1.•ie are passing up Feb 6 rocket but starting on definite program 
ro lowing that. 
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Jan 30 Thurs, Plotted up angle of azimuth against angle of descent for ··-2 recordings. 
Set aside this work for bombing rlins, ',.J'orked on Flight 18 with '.7i vi an. Started Eileen 
on calculations uith Aug 8 and 9 data, reworking calculations doe before. C:hecked picks 
on Flight 18 - they appear to be sky waves though angle of descent is not regular. 
Jan 31 Fri Oakhurst. ~orked with Eileen on Aug 8 calculations. Finished up for both direct 
and reflected possibilities. :vent over Flight 19 records. ?ound that all of these are sky 
Ha•:es. 
feb 1 Sat. Left A.P. for Philly on 940 bus, arrived at ~1arions apt about 1. :\ayne back from 
Hork about 5. After dinner we 'Went out to Newtown and stayed overnight. 
Feb 2 Sun. Drove up to Sparta NJ with !~arion and Wayne. Saw Dorothy, Joe and family. Nelson 
Steenland & family living there with them. Saw >Iorzels pm. Ed Douglas in tonight for few 
n:inutes. Joe took me over to Dover & caught 9.58 train, then 1120 out of Penn Station, 
~7ewark. Arrived AP about 1230 
Feb 3 Mon Oakhurst. Peoples in Washington regarding balloon ascention in June, Made plans 
for flight 20 which was made this pm 1)00 to 1320 in conjunction with instruments in blimp. 
Route just south of east, no results. ~orked on sky waves from Flights 18-19. 
Feb 4-5-6, Tues, Wed, Thurs. Oakhurst. Checked over all sky wave picks on Flights 19 - 19. 
Went over Loran data and plotted up to get accurate plane speed, Plotted T - X curve using 
these figures. Worked up Oakhurst corrcetions for elevations and replotted all values for 
velocity - Flights 18 - 19. Received Gutenberg letter in which he had worked out Aug 8,9 
data. Went over this method and worked over thae data again. Unique solution not obtainable. 
Went over possible experiments in 'Hellos' balloon ~une with Peoples. 
Feb 7 Fri Oakhurst • .-Worked on 23, 24 Jan T-X curves. V files 2),24 Jan forms, started on 
NYU data. Eileen worked on least squares-Va , then on Gutenberg's method applied to Aug 9 
data. 
Feb 8 Sat Oakhurst. Worked on V-2 rocket information 23 Jan. Used meteorological informatior 
for 2 explosions. Tried to get V at height of eiplosions but seems too low. 
Feb 9 Sun Asbury Park - worked on calculations of flights, setup? and calculations for 
rockets. 
Feb 10 Y.on Oakhurst. Worked over Alamogordo Radar Hueco stations for 23 Jan 1947 records 
and made plot of V-2 rocket D - H using all radar data. 1'1'ent over all equipment to go to 
Alamogordo. Made plans for departure Thurs. Set up 8 sec galv in T-9. Vivian checked 
velocity from caps with temperatures and continued on Oct 22-23, Flights 12-lJ, Cruises, 
NYU data. Eileen in pm - worked on formulas ofc.seismib refraction using straight line for 
line - Aug 8 - 9. Finished this and went back to least square solutions of Jan 23 -24 data. 
Feb 11 Tues Cakhurst. Flight 21 scheduled for 8 tonight postponed until tomorrow. Worked on 
Oct 22 data with sky waves to Highland Lights. Went over all records. Have 2? consecutive 
shots to H. L. Oliva left by train tonight for Alamogordo. ~" · · 1 ' t ·. 

Feb 12 Wed Oakhurst. Vivian & Eileen worked on temperatures and winds Oct 22 & 23 and worked 
up ray paths f9r sky waves to Highland Lights. All equipment for Alamogordo asseabled and 
loaded on trucks for Watson Labs this pm. Flight 21 at midnight tonight. McCurdy, Chantz, 
Woodruff, Ball, Hom?, Rigny present. Dropped 20 bombs 1200 to 1237. No signals received, 
either sky or direct waves. 
Feb 13 Thurs. Got special instruments for 1 cycle from McCurdy this ~. Drove up to Newark 
in staff car- Chantz & myself. Loaded B-25 this pm but could not get all equiprrent on.-left 
5 reels and box of equipment ? • Left Newark about JJO, stopped in r-:iddletown, Pa -
Olmsted Field for 1 1/2 hrs to eat and gas plane, then left and landed at Godman Field out- ,, 
side Fort Knox, Louisville, Ky. Stayed at Officers Club tonight. 
~eb 14 ~ri Left Louisvilleabout 930 am. Stopped at Tinker Field, Ok City for eats and refuel 
then to Alamogordo, Arrived Alamogordo 4)0 pm - contacted Watson Lab and got truck. Unloaded 
all equipment from B-25 & took part of it to North hanger. 3-25 cre•r:lt Yosher, Lt Alberts, 
Sgt ? Oliva arrived Alamo. by train this ~ 
Feb 15 Sat. Moved eqpt from north hanger across runway to stowage building. Checked T-21s on 
GR ~. Checked galvanometers, etc 
?eb 16 Sun Alamogordo.Out to Tower and Dona sites & surveyed in instrument locations - 5 to 
be station(ed) in shape. Ran out field wire at Dona station. 
Feb 17 Mon Alamogordo. Went out to Tower site and set up Springnether and GRJ equipment. 
Rubicon 500 ft from GR3. Took trial recordings on both equipments 
Feb 18 Tues Alamogordo. Went out to Dona Site this morning. Set up GR8 then Phil took truck 
and went over to GR1 Tower tsite. WACtcornoral shot offtabou~ 215 but with little slipstream. 
Recorded at vona out Ph1~ a Tower si e naver saw rocKe • Walted at Dona until 6 pm. Phil hae 
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not come so got rideinto Army base. Phil in later. '7ery windy for recording. 
Feb 19 '·Ted, Alamorgordo. Got radios from 'iatrus of Signal ~orps and got trip tickets for 
tomorrow, Ra~ test rP.cords on ~ubi con at both sites and checked e·rerythir.g ready for 
tomorrow. 
?eb 20 Thurs. Alamogordo. Cut early to station at Tower. Left Phil off there and went over 
to Dona Site. Rocket delayed from 10 to 1119. Both stations got good recordings except 
1 9T-NS on both \-lG. :·!orked on GR8 records tonight. 
:Ce b 21 Fri. Alamogordo. :lent to l,Jhite Sands Proving Grounds with Fri tchard I ragnir? I Sol 
& Phil this morning for 'T-2 critiques, 0930 to 1100. Canister from rocket unpacked? about 
40 miles up and finally found this pm between El Paso and Alamogordo. :lo transportation 
back to NJ yP-t. 'llorked on GR- J records today 
Feb 22 SatL Alamogordo. 'iorked on data all day today. Correlated between the ~ower and Dona 
sites for se·reral sources. 'o!orked total travel times for asce~ts both ;)or.a and ?ower and 
got average velocities up to about 65 kms, 'relocity increases from about 40 kms up to 
60. Average velocity at 65 kms is about J20 meters per sec. 
Feb 23 Sun. Worked on detailing record from GRJ, .Added more and made 'I'-D move up to . 
75 kms~ giving velocity of about 420 m/sec at top.Phil and Sal went out and picked up equip
ment - T-791s and GR8 and checked all pickups. 
Feb 24 Mon. Alamogordo. '.faited for air transportation today but none available and may not 
be any until Thurs at latest, Worked on V-2 recordings, frequency and characteristic anal
ysis - T-J. Sal and Phil out to Site at Dona and recorded WAC Corporal at 1400. Got some 
waves,J,pJ about 7 .minutes after it had letio. grou,nd •.. , , •. ,. .: ., , . , ;J.- ·~ .• • 

Feb 25 Tues. Alamogordo. )~ent out to Tower Site, surveyed in #6, took down shelter. To Dona 
Site, set up GRJ in shelter, surveyed in #6, went to launching site, about 2 -3 miles NW 
launching area. Phil went in to '·TSPR and got permission, Sal and I surveyed 1 site for use 
with WAC Corporal. 
Feb 26 ~led. Alamogordo. \forked on GR8 records of 20 Feb V-2 rocket. This am Phil and Sal set 
up Sounding? site for tomorrow's W.A.C •. ! left 7 p~ - .C-47 Hoffman,,Missinger: Pilot, co
pilot, .arrived in Newark 9am. 
Feb 27 Thurs. Arrived)Newark 9 am. Lewis, Duff,Mosher a request? in from Y.iddletown - on 
way to WL to conference and I rode in with them. Conference re future missions. Conference 
PM Trakowski 1 Peoples, Rying & mysel;f regarding future operations 
Feb 28 Fri. Oakhurst. Ewing in from NYC. Nent over Alamogordo results with Ewing, Peoples 
and Trakowski. Out to Peoples to~ight 
fo!arch 1 Saturday. Asbury Park 
March 2 Sunday Oakhurst. worked on calculations for wind translations. 
March 3 Monday.Oakhurst. Postponed Alamos.~:rd.qdt:r~P.i ut\1-.11~ tomor.rcn~ •• g\':t.hlpg,,~pg~er equip
ment for Alamogordo. Thompson going also to get information on bombing runs? there, Worked 
on calcqlation_!S 'from Y-.2 .. ~' . , . · , ; · . . . , • ' ;.; ·" .• ~ . ·• ·t \ 
March 4 Tuesday, Thompson and I left staff car about 930, arrived at Newark 104o. Loaded up 
B-25 wittt .equiPIJ!ent and left ,about 1230. :~;topped at Middletown and ,picked· up ·r84\io. Stopped 
at Scott Field & Tinker Field for gas. Arrived at Alamogordo 2 am. Crew B-25:Hoffman, 
DeTurk, Hancock 

(~arch 6 .Thursday. Alamogordo. Snowing - rocket flight called off until tomorrow. Chantz 
out to Tower Site and brought in batteries. Sal and I checked low frequency equipment and 
went out to Tularosa site with it this pm. Ready to use on 1 sec galv on Rubicon drum 

1 I' arch 5 Wecinesday. Alamogordo. Ghantz, 'I'hompson ar.d myself out to Tulerosa si.te and surv-

~ 
eyed out X setup and ran out wires. Back about 2. Oliva working on check of T21s. Worked 
on radio and T21s until tonight 
Karch 7 Friday. Alamogordo. At 8 am Pritchard got word rocket would go off between 10)4 
and 1200. Phil and Sal went out to Dona and Launching Sites with weapon carrier. Hoffman, 
DeTurk and Thompson out with them in staff car. I took Jeep and went out to Tularosa site. 
Rocket off at.112J. Got recording on GR8 but not time for Rubicon record. Phil and Sal got 
OK eecords from their sites. Thompson reported on bombing sites for runs and met and talked 
with Ordnance Officer. Left Alamogordo 845 pm , B-25 with Hoffman, DeTurck. Motor trouble 
on way and reached? Tinker Field 1200 with cylinder broken. 
March 8 Sat. Hoffman wired Alamogordo and caught Nanjak & Schneider (P4)? before leaving 
for Florida. They changed their route and landed at Tinker Field, O.C. 535. Trouble with 
their oil gauge and the trouble not repaired until 10 am. left Tinker ~ield 10 and landed 
at Patterson. Off from patterson to Olmsted, Olmsted at 9pm. I stayed there overnight. 
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~·a.rcr 9 c:un. Left Olmsted 0934 am - c47, Manjak and Schneider and landed at Newark 1130 
~hompson and I took train to Asbury Park from Pa station. In Asbury Park 3 pm 
March 10 Mon Oakhurst. Vivian and I worked on Flight 25, Parts 1 and 2. Started Eileen 
on V-2 rocket ~ecordings. 
~arch 11 Tues Oakhurst. Vivian and I worked on Flights 25, 24. Flight 26 off today, Part 
1 at 9, part 2 at 2 pm. Good results! Eileen on V2 rocket March 7, Dona Site. 
March 12 Wed Oakhurst. Vivian and I worked on records - Flight 26, and started Flight 23. 
Eileen worked on Dona site , V-2. Thompson and I went over Alamogordo plans. 
March 1J lhurs Oakhurst. Worked with Vivian some on Flight 23 and 22. Worked on Tularosa 
site of V2 - 7 March. Eileen worked on Launching Site, V-2. Flight 27 today - at 12 noon 
and at 4 pm. Probably last of flights. 
March 14 Fri Oakhurst. Vivian worked on identification of returns, last~~=5 cruises. gave 
good sky waves. Trakowski, Peoples and myselfwrote up report for General Reves on overall 
program to be hand carried by Thompson to Washington. Eileen worked on V-2 records, #21 
March 15 Sat Oakhurst. Worked up survey of Launching .irea and Tuleroso sites lc plotted all 
sites on air map. Worked on V2 rocket March 7 records. 
March 16 Sun Oakhurst. Worked· on fon~ula for amnnd correction un.:t.il 2 p11 - went over to 
McCurdys tonight. 
March 17 Mon Oakhurst. Vivian plotted up all last sky waves. Worked on eqpt list for Alamo-
gordo. Worked on formulas for wind correction. , , , 
March 18 Tues Oakhurst. Worked with V. Checked through all March 13 records.,. Worked on 
Woods Hole recordings pm. Eileen working on V-2 rockets. 
March 19 Wed Oakhurst. Reviewed Flight 24A trying to get, some azimuths . from Oakhurst but 
records very poor. Reviewed records of ·Jan 2Jrd and started on stratosphere calculations. 
Eileen working on corrections Jan 20 V2 rocket from meteorological data. Baten? in from 
Florida Field Station, ready to go to Alamogordo next Tuesday. 
March20 Thursday, Oakhurst. Went over final calculations for stratosphere data using 
seiSJiic methods, of Jan 23 data with Vivian. Got V=J25 at 3 kms. Studied azimuths on that 
data and got w = 10 m/sec coming from south on June 2Jrd. Worked with Eileen on rocket 
Jan 20thcorrecting for met data and plotting final H against X in kms from surface for 
up data. 
March 21 Friday Oakhurst. Worked on Alamogordo plans - Lewis & Clowry over this pm and we 
went over all future plans including bombing for Alamogordo. Worked on rocket data with 
Eileen and on flight data with Y, S,1-4tpanoff on ray paths of Dec 13 
March 22 Saturday Oakhurst. Went over all V2 rocket data. Studied azimuth - elevation 
graphs & studied WAC Corporal of 3 March. Caught 534 train from Asbury Park - 1045 
sleeper out of NYC 
Marcb 21 Sunday. At boae. Arrived Cant.on abo~'!ow9. lo@;t'~1 .qn sleep~::r, tonight &bpltt 8 pm 
March 24 Monday. Arrived NYC about 7. At 0930 went up J.o Math DQ&rtment at NYU - Washington 
Square. Met Mr Bennett of WL. Found that Dr. Courant would not be in until late and decided 
not to wait but caught 104o train to Asbury Park. Went over shipment ready for Alamogordo 
and over work for Vivian and Eileen. Packing tonight. 
March 25 Tuesday Truck at Oakhurst at 9 with scales - all equipment weighed - about 3500# 
total including TORRID. Edmonton, Reynolds, Thompson, Porter, Godbie? and I left about 10 
and went through to Mitchell Field in staff car. B-17, Carroll, pilot -- co-pilot. Left 
Mitchel Field about 3 pm. High level winds - went southern route - stayed at Maxwell Field 
Alabama tonight. Thompson stayed behind waiting for B-45 
March 26 Wednesday, Left Maxwell Field, AlL.labout 9 and landed in Alamorgoro J pm 
March 27 Thursday Alamogordo. Phil, Beynilds and I went out to Tower site, took in all wires, 
Pulled down tent and Rubicon equipment and took it over to new site west of Lake Lucero. 
Strung out wire, surveyed in site & set up Rubicon tent. Sal, Edmonson, Godbie?, Porter 
weighing in equipment in Alamogordo air base. 
March 28 Friday. Alamogordo. Went out with Godlers, Porter to White Sands west of air base. 
Located site and surveyed it, put up shelter and set up GR). Phil and Reynolds went up tp 
Tularosa site, Sal and Edmondson worked on GR8 and low frequency equipment, Thompson in 
with B-45 from Newark. 
March 29 Sat Alamogordo 
March 10 Sun Alamogordo. Phil and I went out to Dona site and picked up some equipment and 
then out to Lucero site. Set up Rubicon and took a record. Tried to get through to Tularosa 
site west of White Sands but couldnt find road. 
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March 31 Monday. Alamogordo. Chantz, Bill Godbee and Ace went out to E. White Sands and 
Tularosa sites to make final setups. Sal, Edmondson, Peoples amd I went out to Dona site 
this pm and moved tent and Rubicon to #3 position and set up low frequency apparatus 
April 1 Tues V2 Rocket #22 went off at 1310 this pm. Chantz and Don at Tularosa, Godbee 
and Peoples at East White Sands, Sal and Edmondson at Dona, Porter and I at Lucero. All 
4 stations got good recordings though low frequency instrument at Dona did not work out. 
April 2 Wed. Peoples, Major Magnur?, Thompson and myself went over to Lt Col:·McKenson's 
office this am regarding bombing ~uns~ There are many difficulties with the bombing here, 
mostly that so many new groups have moved in and are setting up on the northern? range. 
Thompson and I went overto see Major Mitchell this pm regarding same matter. Wrote memo 
regarding proposed work to take to CO tomorrow. Peoples left on B-17 today. Don and Bill G 
went to Dona and Launching Area sites am and got all loose wires. Don and Bill E went to 
East White Sands and Tularosa pm and got inventory and brought back Rubicon and tent from 
Tularosa. \forked on East Hhite Sands record. V2 made 8 5 peaks - down course. Porter worked 
on calculations pm. Sal and Edmondson took complete inventory and this pm worked on low 
frequency equipment. 
April J Thurs. Oliva and Edmondton on low frequency equipment. All T-21s changed over to 
Stds. Edmonton and Bill G went out to Lucero and Dona, got inventory and brought back 
tent from Lucero. 
April 4 Fri~ Reynolds and I went out to Osurso? Range and located PB1 bombing range. Set 
up wires and did surveying. Chantz and Porter on computations April 1 
April 5 Sat Alamogordo. 
April 6 Sun. Checked clocks. Cleaned out hanger and emptied trash out at East White Sands 
April 7 Mon Talked to Pritchard re )rd car for tomorrow. Gave him memo of progress report 
for MOGUL project to date, talked to Lt Dyer of Signal Corps regarding for tomorrow 
firing. Chantz and Bill went out to Tularosa and got that site ready. All equipment checked 
for tomorrow. Edmondston and Reynolds ran drum recording of McCurdy low frequency equip
ment at base. Porter and I worked on amplitudes and frequencys of all recordings April 1 
firing and started calculations. Olive worked on calibration of GR8 recorder attenuation. 
Got 3rd vehicle and all trip tickets for tomorrow. 
April 8 Tues. Ace and I went out 7 am to Osarco site. Arrived 9 and set up radio and T-21s. 
Rocket due at 11, delayed until 1710. Very windy then, all settings at 8. Ran J rolls but 
nothing came in. Chantz at Tulerosa alone - Godbee and Reynolds at East ~fhite Sands - Oliva 
and Edmonston at Dona - all sites windy but J closest ones got some signals. 
April 9 Wed. Worked on yesterday's records. Made picks on Dona, East White Sands and Tularos; 
Found nothing on Oscuro site recordings. Don and Bill G went out to East White Sands site 
and took recordings with pistonphone to get GRJ attenuation calibration. Sal Olive left this 
pm for San Diego. Wrote letters to Vivian and Jim p tonight. 
April 10 Thurs. Ace and Phil worked on rocket recordings. - azimuths vs elevation angles. 
Don-.and I went out to Tulaarosa Range and checked bombing sites - bombing range just north 
of Range Camp and another site between that and our Tularosa site. Triangulated in with 
Tularoas Peak, etc·. Thompson left in 45 for East. Godbee and Edmondson went with him. 
April 11 Fri. Don and I went out past Tularosa Site looking for bombing sites. Went back 
to Air to Ground Range and to air strip. Chantz and Porter working on calculations V2 23 
and T-21 calibrations. 
April 12 Sat_. Alamogordo Air Base 
April 13 Sun. ~orked on formula for triangulation without using compass - Alamogordo Air Bas 
April 14 Mnn: Porter, Chantz and I worked on GRJ and GR8 calibration curves for frequency 
and attenuation settings. Don worked around equipment - Don, Ace and Bill got apartments 
at air base. Wrote letters to Vivian and Eileen tonight. 
April 15 Tues Alamogordo. B-29 arrived today - Lt Ball, McCurdy, Woodruff and MOGUL pers
onnel - 41493: Lewis, Wolk, Burnhoff, Adams, Duff • Worked some on instrument calibrations. 
Lewis, Ball and I checked with Major Pritchard, then to Major Mitchell's office regarding 
bombing sites. Mitchell said CO had turned down bombing from air, but we could have surface 
charges along Tularosa road. \·lent up in AT-6, light plane with Capt Runcraft and looked over 
area west of Tularosa as far as the mountains, where bombing sites are to be located. 
April 16 Wed. Alamogordo. Chantz and Reynolds out to East White Sands and Tularosa sites 
to check GRJ equipment for tomorrow. Porter and McCurdy working on low frequency equipment 
for '!2 tomorrow. 1o/oodruff, Ball, Work and I went out to Dona site then to Launching Area 
site. Strung out wires and left equipment for tomorrow's firing. McCurdy working tonight 
on low freq. Oliva in from San Diego this pm 
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April 17 Thurs. V2 firing #24_ $Cheduled for 11 am. Chantz - Porter at Tulerosa Range; 
Reynolds - 'l!oodruff at East White Sands, Woodruff with low frequency equipment for 1 
trace GR3;0li·/a- Kabassa?, radio operator on E-29 at Dona Site, Bill :Sdmonston arrived 
by car from Florida about 11 and went out to Dona -- 8aptain Lewis and myself at Launching 
Area site. V-2 postponed from 11 to 1610. 9 explesives supposed to go off, SCEL, only 1 
worked. Tularosa site - had bad instruments - had 3 working but in line; East White Sands 
- one short roll, then paper jammed; Dona Site OK; Launching Area site - OK for first 2 
rolls, paper jammed on third roll. McCurdy set up low frequency in hanger, north side, and 
on Rubicon drum but recordings questionable - as SCEL radio transmitter interfered. 
April 18 Fri. B-29 took off for Middletown and Newark about 730 from Alamogordo with all 
personnel that came down with it. Wrote Peoples a letter regarding split-up of equipment 
so that bombing runs could be continued on East Coast. Plans are to have Edmonston, Rey
nolds here with 2 sets and take Oliva, Chantz w 2 sites for the East. Set up equipments -
Sprengnether & L&N galvanometers for Helgoland experiment & run equipment 1030 to J Pm, 
Checked over all recordings. Oliva and Reynolds out to Dona and brought in all equipment 
except wire. 
April 19 Sat. Into El Paso with Bill E this am. Got reservations to Houston next weekend. 
April 20 Sun. Worked on plans for bombing runs and V2 monitoring. 
April 21 Mon. Alamogordo Air Base. Bill Edmonston and I went out to Tularosa Range and 
checked 2 bombing targets, and located third bombing site 7-8 miles west of A1, near alkali 
flats. Chantz and Porter worked on calculations '!2 -#24. Sal worked on equipment. Don 
off today. 
April 22 Tues. Alamogordo. Reynolds - Oliva out to East White Sands. Brought GRJ there in 
for overhaul. Worked up calibration of GR 8. Got curves for settings of 8 and for changes 
in attenuation. Talked to St. James, Ordnance Supply, re 500# bombs. Wire from Peoples -
Godbee ready to come back - plane ready to come down this week. Sent return wire to hold 
plane off until after 1 May. 
April 23 Wed. Alamogordo. Bill E. and I left Air Base at 0930 and drove to Roswell. Scouted 
out area between Roswell and Denali? but all irrigated farm lands. Finally back with find
ing suitable site, 129 miles from Air Base to Roswell. Chantz went Tularosa range GRJ back, 
Oliva and Reynolds checking GR3 in base, Datn?on calculations April 1 rocket 
April 24 Thurs. Phil and Ace working on V-2 recordings April 1 and 8 getting and 
amplitudes. Sal and Don on GRJ, Bill E. on clock checks. Saw Pritchard about Roswell trips, 
bombing. Saw Post Engineers and Major Mitchell. 
April 25 Fri. Sal and I went to Motor Pool and got our driving licenses. Worked up sunshots 
for Tower and Dona sites, OK within 10 minutes. Bill E and Phil got timbers from scrap pile 
and went out on Tularosa Bombing Range to build shelters. Sal and Don working on GRJ. Left 
Air Base 130 and left Alamogordo 3 pm. Got room in El Paso at Hotel McCoy. 
April 26 Sat. Left El Paso on Continental Air Lines about 0930, went by way of Hobbs, Mid
land, Odessa, San Angelo to San Antonio. Waited there about 2 hrs and caught Eastern Air 
Lines out to Houston. Got in about 0630, tnok bus to Houston and taxi to see Donnie. 
April 27 Sun. Houston with Donnie and family 
April 28 Mon._Down to Sohio Geophysical office with Donnie and Roy Bennett. Went up to 
Abbott and Stansell about a car. Caught bus out to airfield 1020 and caught Eastern Air 
Lines to San Antonio, and Continental Air Lines to El Paso. Arrived El Paso 730 and caught 
train to Alamogordo, then bus to Air Base. Chantz, Oliva and Bill E. checked over L&Ns, 
got driving licenses and worked on calibration curves. 
April 29 Tues. Alamogordo Air Base. Delayed trip to Silver City to talk over Signal Corps 
Communication with Peoples, Ball this PM. Went out with Don to East White Sands to set up 
GR3 and get it working. Lt Thompson in pm. Lt Stevens in on vacation trip. Sal and Bill E 
got low frequency equipment together and ran test with it at hanger. Possibility rocket 
will not be fired until Monday acct weather 
April 30 Wed. Alamogordo. Phil and Don out to East White Sands and Tularose sites to get 
equipment ready for test tomorrow. Set up Rubicon at Tularosa. Sal and Bill E. went to Dona 
and Launching Area sites to set up equipment. All mikes got out ready for firing. 
May 1 Thurs. Out at 2 am. Put up equipment for low frequency run at the north hanger. Out 
to stations in field - Thompson with Phil at Tularosa - Don and Ace to East White Sands, 
Sal and Bill E. to Dona and I went to Launching Area site. Rocket misfired at 050009 and 
all equipment of Signal Corps 'explosions' lost. Picked up equipment from Dona, Launching 
Area and East White Sands this pm. C-47 in this pm: Dubell, Mosher and Duff. Duff brought 
in 2 100# bombs with some TNT charges. Bill Godbee in from R.B. 
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~ay 2 Friday. Alamogordo. Assembled apparatus to go back to Watson Labs. Phil and Bill 
Godbee out to Tularosa and picked up all GRJ equipment. Duff, Mosher, Dubell and I went 
out to Tularosa Bombing Site #2 and shot off 2 100# bombs, using the TNT blocks alongside. 
All went off OK. Duff got box caps for use. Will cancel 500# bomb order and use just TNT 
blocks if possible. All equipment loaded on plane this pm. 
~ay J-4 Sat, Sun. Left Alamogordo about 9 am, Chantz, Porter and myself, 2 Signal Corps 
men along. Stopped at El Paso and went over to Juarez for pm. Left El Paso about 8 pm. 
Landed in Scott Field about 4 and found weather bad in East. Stayed at BOQ until 10. Left 
about 11 and arrived in Middletown, Olmsted Field, about 6. Weather bad in Newark. Stayed 
in Olmsted Field BOQ 
l~ay 5 ~on. Left Olmsted Field at 7 am. In .Newark about 8. Trucks in about 11. Loaded equip
ment and sent to Oakhurst. Arrived Oakhurst about 230. Chantz left for Frenchtown fm Newark 
~ay 6 Tues. Oakhurst. Worked with Vivian and Eileen on their calculations. Eileen working 
on several? Feb 20 rocket and Vivian on last flights from Oakhurst. 
May 7 Wed Oakhurst. Conference am - Dr Delassos? and Leonard from UCLA. Went over T-21 
calibration they had - also the results from Alamogordo. Conference pm with Mr--- from 
AMC Wright Field. Flight scheduled for tomorrow, balloons with instruments going up at 
Bethlehem- B-17 following balloons with recording equipment and B-29 dropping bombs east
ward from Atlantic City. 
May 8 Thurs. Oakhurst. Scheduled balloon flight this morning at 730. Mears and men from 
NYU at Bethlehem with balloons. Trouble with winds and instruments did not go up. Peoples, 
Moulton over to Middletown with recording equipment on B-17 following balloons. Had no 
trouble following them. B-29 started dropping bombs near Atlantic City about 8. Trouble 
with oil leak in a motor and B-29 had to jettison the bombs and return. Recorded at Oak
hurst with Brush and GRJ. Working -today with Eileen on Feb 20 rocket - final ave velocity 
data 
Hay 9 Fri Oakhurst. \forked on calculations - bombing runs and V2 tests Feb 20. Took sleeper 
out of NYC for Canton tonight. 
May 10 Sat. Canton. Steve and Esther up from Syracuse for weekend. 
May 11 Sun. At home. Took sleeper out of Canton for NYC 
May 12 Mon. Arrived NYC and caught 0940 out to Asbury Park - then to OakhUDst. Saw Mr Emmons 
of NYU this pm regarding future flights both here and in Alamogordo. 
May 13 Tues. Chantz and I went down to Cape Nay today with staff car and driver. Located 
suitable site for bomb recordings on road between Cape May Court House and Goshen. Surveyed 
out 5 pickup locations and took solar observations. Back in AP about 0800 pm 
May 14 Wed - Finished checking up with Chantz and Oliva in regard·_ to bombing runs on east 
coast. Run scheduled for 9 and 12 on Friday. Packed up all equipment from computing office 
to go to Alamogordo. Checked transit and rod to go to Alamogordo. Jappett?, new computer, 
in today. Started him out on work Stepanoff was doing. 
May 15 Thurs Oakes, Stevens?, Oliva and myself to Fort Dix this am early. Loaded up C-54 
when it arrived, with 229 boxes of TNT, about 12,000#. Carroll - pilot and Hoffman- copilot. 
Mears, Vivian and Eileen arrived later and we took off Fort Dix about 11 JO, EDST. Arrived in 
Fort Worth about 9 EDST. Off again to Big Springs, Texas, where forced to stop account of 
weather conditions. Stayed overnight at Hotel Supples. 
May 16 Fri C-54 arrived at Alamogordo from Big Spring about 930 MST. All TNT unloaded and 
put in dump. Vivian and Eileen got rooms at girls dorm, Mears and I at BOQ 25. Went over 
future program with Edmondson, Reynolds and Godbee. Vivian and Eileen in:office this pm. 
Have office in Watson Lab Bldg. Checked out ready to go to Silver City Monday. Got car ready 
and gas for car. Checked transit and made from field wire chain for 125 meters. Mears and 
Thompson down to critique at White Sands and to see Capt Smith of Weather Service. 
~:ay 17 Sta. Alamogordo. Vivian, Eileen and I worked on May 15 rocket data. Plotted up azim
uth angle against elevation angle for Dona and White Sands stations. Plotted azimuth against 
time for Dona site. 
May 18 Sun. Alaomgordo. Worked on Dona record, May 15 rocket. Checked through picks - plotte 
elevation angle against time, calculated elevation and distance from bombing site using 
straight line plane between launching site and point of impac~. 
May 19 Mon Reynolds and I left about 0745 in weapon carrier for Silver City. Arrived at 
Giles National Forest Station about 1230. Got permission for site there and Bent along 
valley 16 miles, then back 5 and located site. Surveyed location, dug holes and strung wire. 
Back to ranger station and located ourselves on range map. Left Bayard about 630 pm. Back 
at Alamogordo about 1045 pm. Edmondson and Godbee out to record WAC Corporal at Dona site 
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but it was postponed until Thursday. 
Nay 20 Tues. Edmondson and I left about 0845 in weapon carrier for Roswell. Arrived at 
Hagerman about 12. ~ent across Pecos R and found site. Surveyed in locations, dug holes 
and strung wires. ;{ent over to Roswell Army Air Field, filled up with gas. Checked for room 
for Bill for lied and Thurs. Back to Alamogordo about 730 pm. Godbee and Reynolds loaded up 
one weapon carrier, ready to leave tomorrow. Vivian working on weather data to send back 
to Watson. Eileen working on March 7 azimuth - elevation plots and checking picks. 
l·'ay 21 Wed. Reynolds and Godbee left about 800 in. loaded weapon carrier. Stopped at gate 
by SC Lt and had to unload on motor pool weapon carrier acc't bad tires and heavY load on 
other one. Left about noon for Silver City. Bill Edmondson picked up GR8 and left for Ros
well in weapon carrier SC about noon. Got all equipment together for shooting tomorrow. 
':Jorked with V and E this pm. Eileen finished checking original da~a 7 March and started 
checking April 1 azimuths and elevation angles. 'f finished azimuths direct waves and started 
extension of weather data to 288, 18 kms fm sky wave data. 
May 22 Thurs. Thompson and I out at 0730 to Ordnance dump. Sgt Rand met us there and let us 
in area. Picked up 17 boxes of TNT. Shot 1000 at Site 1, 1100 at Site 3, 1200 at Site 3 and 
1300 at Site 1 again. Thompson left for El Paso to meet his family, in from Corpus Christi. 
:·!orked a little in office PM. Called up Silver City and Roswell tonight, changed schedule 
of tomorrow from 1100 last one to 1115. Checked AAF clocks over telephone. 
l'!ay 23 Fri. Went out at 0530 and got sgt Rand. We went out to ammunition dump, picked up 
16 boxes of TNT. Sgt Rand to field with me. Shot 0800 Site 1, 0900 Site 2, 1000 Site 3 
and 1115 Site 1. Worked on theoretical calculations pm. Bill E in from Roswell about 5 and 
and Reynolds & Godbee in about 800 
Y,ay 24 Sat. Went over with Godbee and unloaded his truck, hung his recordings to dry. Went 
over GR8 records too but didn't see any signals there. GR3 from Silver City has some good 
sky waves. 
May 25 Sun. Tried to get into El Paso to catch train to Houston but Alamogordo train too 
late to make connections. Back to Alamogordo Air Base. 
May 26 Mon. Worked on Tests 1 and 2 records today. No signals from Roswell - some thunder 
on 2 shots. 5 sky waves from Silver City. Vivian worked on. .. records .. Eileen on thunder 
recordings. Godbee worked am, Bill and Don off today. 
r.ay 27 Tues. Worked with V on tests 1 and 2, E back~ .on rocket of April 1. Bill Godbee and 
Don out to Dona and set up GR3 for Thursday firing. 
V:ay 28 Wed. B-17 in from Watson with Mears, Hackman, NYU and Alden. They plan to fly test 
balloon tomorrow. Other gang with recording equipment, due to leave Watson Sat. Got every
thing ready for HERMES rocket tomorrow, Dona & White Sands. Finished theoretical calcul
ations of T-X solution of sky waves. 
May 29 Thurs. Mears and Hackman got balloon ascension off about 1 PM today with B-17 plane 
to follow it. Don and Godbee out to Dona, Bill and I to East White Sands to record HERMES. 
Set·,for 1100Jam, postponed repeatedly, finally fired at 0730 PM. Rocket off course, landed 
near Juarez, Mexico. 
May 30 Fri. Memorial Day. Got JJO bus out of Alamogordo, 10)0 train out of El Paso to Housto. 
May 31 Sat. Arrived Houston 715, went up to bank 900, then to Abbott - Stansell and picked 
up car - '42 Chrysler. Went up to Sohio and talked to Donnie and Roy Bennett for an hour. 
Left Houston about 1145, stayed overnight past Post, Texas. 
June 1 Sun. Left 0400, arrived in Alamogordo about 09)0 - 800 miles to base from Houston. 
C-47 with Moore, Schneider and others from NYU. Also Ireland, Minton, Olsen. NYU men 
worked on balloons today in north hanger. 
June 2 Mon. Changed shooting plans to coordinate with balloon flights. Balloon all ready 
to go. Receiver in plane and receiver on ground. Edmondson with GR8 to Roswell pm, Godbee 
and Reynolds with GRJ to Silver City. Vivian working on amplitudes of flights - Eileen on 
April 7 rocket. 
Jun 3 Tues. Up at 02)0 am ready to fly balloon but abandoned due to cloudy skies. I went 
out to Tularosa Range and fired charges from 6 on to 12, missed 530 shot - trouble getting 
ordnance man. 
Jqn 4 Wed. Out to Tularosa Range and fired charges between 00 and 06 this am. No balloon 
flights again on account of clouds. Flew regular sono buoy up in cluster of balloons and 
had good luck on receiver on ground but poor on plane. Out with Thompson pm. Shot charges 
from 1800 to 2400. 
June 5 Thurs. Up at 4 to shoot 2 charges for balloon flight. Whole assembly of constant
altitude balloons set up at 0500. Fired charges at 0537 and 0552, then soon buzzed by plane 
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to return. Receiver at plane did not work at all. Ground receiver worked for a short 
time but did not receive explosions. B-17 and most of personnel out to Ros·well - recovered 
equipment some 25 mi east of Roswell. Out at 10 this morning, got T1~ and went out to 
range. Fired shots 12 to 18 every hour. Last of bombing tests this week. 
June 6 Fri. NYU personnel getting ready for flight tomorrow. Conference about noon, Hackman 
with radiosonde, Olsen and Godbee with receiver to Roswell - also Smith on theodolite. 
Regular equipment in plane.Edmundson and Reynolds to operate equipment at labs - receiver 
with GR8. Worked on adopting GR8 this pm and this evening. Fired some shots pm at site #4 
but no transmitter for sonobuoy. This pm put McCurdy low frequency amplifier in circuit 
before GR8 and have plenty of signal. 
Jmne 7 Sat. Balloon flight off about 530. Dribbler? broken on takeoff. Balloon was to 
60,000':, broke left balloons then train came down somewhere in mountains. Recordings at 
north hanger, and at Roswell but plane did not receive. Shot at 6, 630, 7, 730, 8 and 830 
at site #4. Plane out to find balloons but no luck. All NYU personnel and John Aaden off 
on B-17 - Lewis, Gallagher. Went over to Alamogordo with Ireland, Minton, Olsen and Mears 
but no train today - making reservations for tomorrow. 
June 8, Sun. Rancher, Sid West, found balloon train 25 mi south of High Rolls in mountains. 
Contacted him and made arragements to recover equipment Monday. Got all recordings of 
balloon flights. Took Treland, Mears, Winton, Olsen to Alamogordo to catch train this pm 
June 9 Mon. Bill Godbee and Don Reynolds went out to Sid West's ranch south of High Rolls 
and broughtback recovered balloons- clock, 2 radiosondes, sonobuoy and microphone and lower 
part of dribbler. Bill Edmondson cleaning up hanger and sorting out equipment of NYU. Worked 
today on balloon records (GR8) from north hanger. No definite signals obtained. Took inv
entory MRs. 
June 10 Tues. Bill G , Bill E and Don worked on equipment, repairing GR8, T21 mikes, etc. 
Getting ready for rocket Thursday. Worked on GR8 recordings from Hagerman, Tests 3,4,5,6. 
No signals obtained. Worked on balloon tests from Roswell - no signals. V on Gila R tests 
3,4,5,6, Eileen on V2 amplitudes. 
June 11 Wed. Bill Godbee and I went out to Tulerasa Range and located Site ~5 for bombing, 
24 mi N of Site #3 - roads bad. Laid ~ut wire for shooting, Don and Bill E getting ready 
for rocket. Checked Rubicon records, all 3 sites. 
June 12 Thurs. All rockets postponed Until July 3 rocket of S.C.E.L. Bill E, Don, Bill G 
went down to El Paso and then SE along Rio Grande. LocatedLlistenine site south of Clint, 
Texas and layed out wires and dug holes. Worked on bombing flights from Oakhurst. 
June 13 Fri. Men off today. '.' worked on tests 3,4,5,6 Tularosa bombing. E orr.V-2 rocket 
amplitudes. I plotted T-X all sky waves and started reviewing March 11 and 17 records. 
June 14 Sat. BillE and family, Don Rand family, V, E and I to Carlsbad. 
June 15 Sun. Through Carlsbad Caverns and back to Alamogordo. 
June 16 Mon. Men off today. Worked on eastern shore cruises, plotting T-X corrected to 68 
kms & worked on apparent velocit~es and differences in azimuth. 
June 17 Tues. Men left for Silver City and Febrero? near El Paso for bombing tests. Worked 
on Cruises. 
June 18 Wed. Test 7 of Tularosa Bombing Program, Shots at 7, 930 and 12)0. Men called in 
from field to aheck clocks. Weather poor - raining at all sites. E on V2 rockets, V Cruises. 
June 19 Thurs. Test 8 of Tularosa bombing program, shots at 1600, 1830, 2100 , 2400. 
'lleather poor - rainy at Alamogordo. 
June 20 Fri Finish of Test 8. Shots at 0000 and 02)0, Sites 1,3,5. Men back today. Godbee, 
Reynolds at Silver City got all shots, Edmondson at El Paso @ot 1 possibly 2. Looked over 
all Fabens records today. Eon weather data, rocket firings,V on Tests 3,4,7 and Flights. 
June 21 Sat Worked on GR8 records from Fabens - calculated azimuth and elevation angles -
Fabens recordings and some of Silver City. 
June 22 Sun. On trip with V & E - San Cruzes, Hot Springs, Carizzo 
Week of Jan 23-28 Alamogordo Air Base. Men worked on~equipment for sound ranging Monday 
and made arrangements for off base transportation, had to get some from Base Motor Pool; 
Bill G, Don R left am for Gila Valley and Bill E went to Fabens. Tests 9, 10 Wednesday 25 
and Thurs, Fri 26-27. Test 9: 7-10-13-16-18 Sites 1-3-5-)-1. Wen~ out with Sgt Rand. 
Contacted by telephone Wed night and Thursday. Shot 10 Thurs, Fri at 18-21-00-03-05. Out 
with Sgt Rand again. Men in Fri pm. Good results from west, but poor or nothing from Fabers. 
Looked over some of Fabens records Sat. V worked on Tests 7-8 getting all data, including 
amplitudes, then worked on Flights 1-27. Got met data for all flights up to 18 kms except 
Oct ones. Found one whole minute error in timing on 24A flight which now checks with others 
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in March. S on new weather calculations 20 Feb. Found adding wind directly to velocity 
from temp r-i·.'es accurate enough results. Chan#!:ed 20 Feb rocket and plotted up altitudes 
against signal §trength - shows nothing significant & started on 1 A~ril rocket. Have all 
4 station azimuths about finished. Phil Chantz and Wiggett in by train Friday night. They 
brought in records of Flights 28, 29 and JO on east coast - 1 of May and 2 in June. Went 
over records Saturday and identified signals of 28 -29. Balloon expedition personnel arr
ived Saturday evening - Peoples, Trakowski, Mears, Irelacd, Olsen, Moulton, Alden from AMS 
and :roore, Schneider, Hackman, Smith, Hazzard, 2 others and a Lt Smith from Navy NYU. 
29 June (Sun) NYU personnel and some of Watson Lab men working today with equipment in 
north hanger. Went to Ruidoso with Mears, Trakowski, Godbee, V & E 
Week of 30 June - 5 July '47 Alamogordo. Vivian worked on Tests 9 and 10, finishing all 
upward data on GR3 recordings. Eileen worked on 1 April rocket, getting signal strengths 
vs altitude (corrected for weather data) and started o~ime calculations to get time of 
signal for correlation purposes. Appears likely that s~rength of signal is dependent on 
station factors rather than anything about rocket. 

Balloon tests? 7, 8, 9, and 10 off this week. Test 7, slated for 1 July postponed until 
2 July as equipment was not ready. 100 tanks Helium obtained from Amarillo Monday evening. 
Also radiosonde receivers set up by NYU personnel Monday but were not operable. Test 7 
at dawn on July 2 with pibal 1 hr first following with th~<>dlite. Winds were very light 
and balloons up between A air base and mountains most of time. Included cluster of met 
balloons. Follewed by C-54? for several hours & finally landeddn mountains near road to 
Cloudcroft. Before gear could be recovered, most of it had be~~tolen. Stations operating 
at north hanger, Cloudcroft and ROswell. Shots made unfortunately at Site #4 and picked up 
good from north hanger and from Cloudcroft for awhile. Nothing from Roswell. On Thursday 
morning 3 July, a cluster of GM plastic balloons sent up for V2 recording but V2 was not 
fired. No shots fired. Balloons up for some time. No recordings from Roswell as pibal showed 
no W winds. Balloons picked up by radar WL and hunted by Manjak C-45. Located on Tularosa 
Range qy air. Out pm with several NYU by weapon carrier but we never located it. Rocket 
postponed until 730 Thursday night but at last minute before balloon went up,,V2 was called 
off on account of accident at White Sands.Sent up cluster balloons with dummy load. Balloon 
flight #10 at dawn on July 5th. Had gone out in C-45 again with Moser and Dubell to hunt 
for balloon from Flight 8 but not since? we found them. C-54 went to El Paso and picked up 
single Smith plastic balloon and GM cluster plastic balloons. Flight 10 with single 
plastic followed from Alamogordo and Cloudcroft. Shot 8 shots from Site 4. Picked up most 
and lost signal at 845. Balloons ? more than 6 hrs although time clock had been put in 
to bring them down after 5 hrs. ? were picked up by ? C-45 as first flight out was 
delayed. Had special balloon at 7 with explosice charge which went off at 35,000 ft and at 
745 but by that time the receiver had lost the signal. Followed by radiosonde series until 
after 1300. Cloudcroft off at 8 and doubtful about signals received. 

Peoples and Trakowski up 4 July with Dr. O'Day of CFS to Alamo Tower ---- ? Solar Obser
vatory the SCEL station. Schneider up with 0 'Day to check use as NYU station. 

Alamoggrdo crew helped~.get helium, and did ground shooting of 2 July. Out July 3 at Dona 
and Launching sites at 2 pm and later at night. 

Finished identification on Flights 28, 29 and 30 on east coast and made plans for Bermuda 
flights. 

Unable to leave for home on 3 July as was planned and wired Donnie first part of week 
if he could change his schedule and go home folloeing week. Got wire back that he had 
decided not to make the trip. 
July 6(sw&. Worked at office on flights and rocket data. Started on plans for speech 17 July 
meeting NYU - Getting.ready for Flight 11. Plans are to put up Smith balloon with GM ? 
plasties + simple met balloon sonobuoy + balloon bomb. 
July 7 {Mon) Alamogordo. Balloon Flight 11 A off at 0503. Big plastic with small auxiliary 
plastics. WL gear - radiosonde and dribbler. Followed with theodolite and receiver until 
about 11. Picked up on radiosonde receiver at Roswell and followed the~.Finally came down 
(at 10,000 ' cap should have punctured plastic) near Hwy 70 between Roswell and Tularosa. 
Second balloon - met balloons with radio sonde up about 630. Third balloon with 2 r"/.2 # 
stick TNTand caps set by pressure element to fire at 35,000' up at 0630. Surface bombing 
at Site 4 from 545 to 845 at 15 min intervals. Ireland followed main receive~nly about 
J/4 hr but followed radio sonde about 3 hrs. J5,000' explosion off about 655. 

Vivian got all instructions for completing work on Flights 1-JO and picked all records 
and filed. Sent off TWX re Bermuda Flight and wrote up memo on it. Worked with Eileen on 
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April 1 rocket plotting H-SS, H-T, SS-T. 
July 8(Tues) Alamogordo. C-54 off about 1030 with 23 people - all NYU, \-IL including .', E, 
Godbee. lt Thompson, Edmondson, Reynolds and myself left. Wote up report on East Coast 
Flights for Peoples. 
July 9( Wed) Alamogordo. Worked today on balloon flights. Studied \•TL records of them briefly 
and wrote a memorandum to Peoples about results. Left in car this P~ late. Flat tire between 
Roswell and Tularosa and stayed there. 
July 10 Thurs. Changed tire and went into Roswell. Bought new tire. On to El Reno, Okla 
today. Stopped in cafe in Hereford, Texas and met Dannie Harns from UGC. Went up to office 
and saw Bob Cowder?, PC and Gene Conant, supervisor. 
July 11 Fri. From ElRosa to Cherokee. Got note at Cherokee that Jimmie was at Tonkawa and 
went over there. Stayed~tonight with J & family. 
July 12 Sat. Jim, Pat , Vanessa along with me on aay home. Got to Doolittle, Ark tonight. 
July 1a Sun. to cabins in Ohio just out of Springfield. 
July 1 Mon. To cabins near Geneva, N.Y. 
July 15 Tues. Stopped at Syracuse. Got home about 230. Marion & her baby there. 
July 16, 17, 18 At home. Drew in 4 or 5 loads of hay but land very wet and rains inter
mittently. 
July 19 Sat. Marion and I left in Chrysler for Woods Hole to see Dorothy & family. Through 
Albany, Springfield, Providence. 463 miles 12 hours. Doc Ewing on Atlantic cruise. Worzel 
working on gravity at sea. Saw Geo Woollard and the Ryders. Woollard after Guggenheim 
fellowship for next year - positions at WHOI and Princeton are ? very satisfactory. 
Jul~ 20 Sun. Saw men working with Worzel at WHOI, Pollak, went over to Vine's new house, saw 
Kit and Bump at their house, then out to Ewings, saw Midge & children, Anne •. and Mikey. 
July 21 ~:on. '1fent down to WHOl.,; .l'lawcPollak, Bumpus, Worthington. Up Jrd floor and saw Emmons 
of NYU, who is finishing up some research work there under Ray Montgomery. Talked with Col
umbus Iselin for short time. Saw Gil Oakley. Harion & I left about 11 am. ~vent through 
Providence, Hartford. Crossed river at Hudson. Met rain last part of trip, not home until 
130. Jim & family spent weekend with Steve and Esther in Syracuse. 
July 22,23,24 At home. Drew in a little more hay from lot in front of barn but still rain
ing quite often. Jimmie & family took Thursday PM train to Syracuse to catch tomorrow's 
plane to Wichita, Kansas. 
July 25, 26,27 At home. Steve and Esther came up Sat night. Marion and I went to Watertown 
to pick them up at bus station at midnight. They left again Sun pm on bus from Canton. Chas 
Crary up from Canton Sunday PM 
July 28,29,30,31,Aug 1. At home. Chrysle to Canton, change plugs, reline wheels - Rained 
hard first part of week then clear. Got in lots in back of barn, north of road and front of 
house. 
Aug 2 Sat. Marion - Bunny and I left 1230 PM, arrived Marcellus about 5 PM. Ate dinner with 
Steve and Esther, left Marcellus 730 PM. Through Bingham~on, Scranton, Stroudsburg, Easton. 
Arrived in Newtown about 245 am. 
Aug 3 Sun. In Newton with Flaggs for dinner. Left Newtown about 5 PM. Arrived Jersey Coast. 
Got room on Hwy 35 near White Bite Shop. 
Aug 4 Mon. Up to Oakhurst. Went over developments to date with Jim Peoples. Out to lunch with 
Lt Ball. This PM Chantz and I surveyed to Sonobuoy site. 
Aug 5 Tues. Oakhurst. Worked on Aberdeen results - 2 failures - 1 direct wave. - Worked on 
Bermuda run# 2 -Oakhurst and started Bermuda #2 C.M.C.H., Peoples on vacation starting 
today. 
Aug 6, 7, 8 W•ed, Thurs, Fri. Oakhurst. Worked on Cruises 1 -28 with Vivian and Epstein. 
Checked over all recordings of Bermuda #2, .. )<'lig'ht 32. Got sonobuoy survey calculated and 
worked up results of Flight 25 B which depended on sonobuoy signal. Started Epstein on wea
ther data which Wiggett is working on. Wrote letter to Emmons with remaining work to be 
done there. Conference Wed pm with Clowry, Carroll, Dubell, Bernhoff of Olmsted regarding 
Bermuda and Alamogordo plans. Mr Mears put up balloons with equipmen~ on here at Oakhurst. 
Reynolds and Edmondson in and working around lab. Worked some with Eileen on rockets. 
Aug 9,10 Asbury Park 
Aug 11, 12,13,14,15,16 Oakhurst. Wrote memo regarding Alaskan work and had copies typed up. 
Worked most of week on rockets. Plotted altitude against time of origin for April 1, 8 
rockets but did not get identical graphs. Tried to vary distance to obtain similiar curves 
but this was not possible. Made plots of time vs SS and altitude vs SS in effort to corr
elate signals ·between stations. Correlated fairly good on 1 April but poor on 8 April. 
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DirCJc't:Nr or Reseurch 
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CoUe&e ot ihglneerin& 
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II • .&.BSTUC! 

The ts.rst suoeeeatul, t.b.ougb no!!dllal, constant l.~Yel fiiibt 
was aade ill a smea ot launchings at .U8ll0gordo, !ew •e.x1co. 
la.y peraiasioa was liY~ tor lew Iork UaiYersitJ to purcbaae 
the la'f1-8r41Uiored polJetb;yleae ballOODI fNa Gaueral llilla. 
This o;eDa u;> the first source ot lara•• Uabt-treient ~aetio 
ball,::,ons. itrat deliYer)" .n..s Clade on tile iiuboontract 'lith 
ii. !. &aith Coatings, l!lC• tor t..1e 15-fout dibll~ter il&&'f7 
polyethJlene bc.tloo.a3. Ill;.ruY..,d ty;e billost raservoir waa 
dNi&Ded and proOUl"eact SWted., bqulpm.a1t W&::i ,:".t_!;.&red tor 
a s..:tcond ISedea of tli.,Uta c..t A.l&..liOt.ordo .i..n .iul7• 

III. a. ?EBSONB& 

The following aoD. were hireda , ... Du.titl Sua.lificatiop1 

Dorion, B.ic!lard<.: Ravig!::t.or, &-rttf"t&abn ior.:ur B-17 Radar 
. lanaator. Undel'

graduate lecbanical 
&.lgineerine Studmt• 

. .. l .... 

Sigg:t.na, It~ 1.. . &q\dpaent Coaat.nlo
Uo.u 

-).'4!~-~ ••. , ., .: ....... ~~:'\ ::·:.·:~l-

llorrell, PatU. ~ .. • : Equi&aar:t. t Coa.•t.rllo-
. ;:-!"·.il ¥ :· ~-

'J 
AIIIIJI§WUD !CnOJ 

thldersraduate lecb
a.uical lagi.ueeri.uc 
Student. J.rrq 
I.ua t.rwlc t Mechaa:lo 
at. Oak Bide•• 

UD.dergradu.ate Feg1J1eer-
1AI Student. Merab.at 
llari.De lagiJleer. 

Clearance -· obtaia.ed. hoa the ' •. a. la.v tor the purchase ot 
plaaUo ballHaa .h'oa '~•val alll•• lao., .IIJ..aDMpoU•, IH.Jmeaota • 

.. • .-: ... 6 ..... - ' ••• ·-- '..ol.-

-· OlJIIUilCA!IviS 

late ot ·.i.:.:t~·..t ..• :..~ '• ~ ~·..:;.. 
Oo:n-u-
99Mp. A44r••• 
8/11/,7 

.... . . ;:' . .. 
' L. ~ . 

. • • .•.. ,. j . 

A1tnq_.., MUll 
• • :J ~ ,• ', ! 

-2-



Date of 
Corree-
.:Jondanqt Address /lbstrsgt AD, ewer 

6/16/47 Mr. r. Y. Cooper SpeCification ot Considering 
959 lbittier .lYe. large balloon sent ?roblea be!.::>re 
.Akron 2, Obio and a~,.~oiAtlllent !Jlailing bid. 

requeated. to dis-
cues aanufacture 

6 119. '41 Contracting Ofti- &lcloalng co _;iel Hone required. 
cer, ot Special Report 
Iatson Laborator- tl 
iea 
Red ~ank, •• 1. 

6/19/47 .llr. Oouglaa Rig- Requeat for addi- Being procured. 
n.,. tional Ara;[ 
l&t80n Labora- weather equipaaeDt 
to riel 
Re4 Bank, I. l • 

6/2S/<&7 Qliet ot u. 8. Request tor Bil .loti Ye coo para- · 
leataer Bureaa Spriall radio- t.ion recei Yed. 
laab.in&toa 25, aonde etatiou to 
.D. c. mo!li tor .ll.aao-
.ltta Jlr. B. C. gordo nighta 

!&)'llll 

8/2S/"7 loU.._ Iaetft- Order to aod1f7 Co~ed with. 
•• , .DiYe dribble aoUDtiJll 
Square D Coapeq ancl rate of tlow. 
llalnarat, I. I • 
A ttl llr. Paul 

Gouq 

8/24/,, IIRI Jlequeat 1 toot. Collpli ed w1 th. 
llr. o. o. liD•• b&lloone h&Ye 
08Jleral 111111 aeana of attacn-
lli.DDeapolil, liml. inC ahroucl linea 

to carq load. 

6/?A/<&7 llr. o. c. lila•• Orcler to lhip re- C6aplied w1 th. 
General Milla u1ntna 7-toot. General tilla 
111Jmupol1a, Ilia. b&UOO'DI to 11 awai tine ballast -

Paeo. lequeat tor aeaple. 
eatiu.te em bal-
laat P'iPPiAI 
dtYi.OIIe 

-I-



(aJ prr....,. 

tile toll.cndAI oonter.- ._.. he1.4 durin& tbe aont.h ot Ju.nea 

Ria 
1/11/4.7 

6/U/4.1 

.ftople Preast 

a.~ ~tb, 
.. aU's. Scbllaider, 
Moore 

Dr. Peoples, lleaara. 
Irelu.d Meara, ot 
lateon l.aboratoriea, 
lleaiJJ"a, ScbDeider, 
lloore, J. k. ~ th, 
Baclala. ot I.I.U. 

1/17/47 llr. Paul Go~, 
o. ~. Moore 

6/?JJ/4.7 H. A. ~ th, 
leaara. Moore, 
J. a. ~th 

6/2!/4.7 llr. Gordon Vaeth, 
Co.amder G. 1111. 
Hoover, J. k. Sai th, 
c. ». lloore 

lhKe Relcl 

lew York Ua1 verai \}' 

l&tacm L&boratoriea 
.Bed ~mk, II. J. 

Diaauaeecl 

Yuutaacture of !loly
etbT1ene billoona tor 
this project. 

ieaulta ot Alaao&ordo 
tlighta 

loll81UD Inatmaent Modification of the 
Co. Ballast Y8l. ve 

llew York Univerai 111 Different 1\Y1Jea 
· ot eo1id ballast 

Conclusions 

2 each 15 ft. dia
aeter balloon• 
would be coapleted 
by 1 July. 

Co••nn1cations 
will bo iaproTed, 
n~xt flight's set
U;) accoa,J!.iahsd. 

GrbRular lead ie 
better tban s&nd 
or various powders. 

Sanda Point O.f£ioe 
ot laval Research, 
Port laabington, 
L. I., I. I. 

Request tor cle~Lr&nce Grmted. 
on Gener&l Mille Bal-
loons. Request t r Lt. 
H. "i'. ~th (USHR) to 
accoapany proj uct to 
Alaaogordo. 



c. 1. GENERAL WRI ACCOMPLISHED 

field testa were conducted at llaaogordo Arrq llr Base during 
'Ule veelt of JUDI!I 1, uaing clusters of meteorological b&lloona. 
Tbe pri111Ll"1 object of tbeee teste waa to perfect h&a:iling aDd 
launching technique• far large nights am to cheek the opera
tion ot the T&rioua altitude controlling devices developed for 
this project. At the ••• tiJie, the testa afforded the oppor
tunity to carrr aloft payloads of Watson Laboratories equip
lEnt. In general, vhUe the nights were successful 1n the 
sense ot carrying Watson Laboratory gear aloft for an extended 
period or tiM, d1ff1eul tie a &a:l •teriel tail urea encountered 
eerved to ..pbas1ae the unaatistactor.r charaeteriatics of 
Eteorolog1cal balloon clusters. .l technical report wxier 
preparation vill contain discuaaion or tbe nights • 

.l!ter the retum froa .lla.:>gordo, the reMinder ot the month 
vaa occupied with prepa.ratiou for a second field trlp to 
Uaaogordo A.J:a7 .l1r Base tor testa to be conducted in Jul.7. 

!vent,--fin aeTen-toot d.i&M\er 1 1111. thick poly-eth7len. 
talloona were reeei Tecl troa GeDBral Hilla. One each fifteen
foot diaMter 8 .U. thick polreth7lene balloona waa recei Ted 
troa B • .l. Saith, IDC. 

A aeven-ua b&lloon crew departed for .lluogordo .lnr;J .lir 
!aae on Jw. ;n to Jll&b the aecond aeriea ot launchings there. 

!be plastic b&l.last resenoir ued for the first nights in 
lev Mexico vaa too traP.le to take l&UDC.hing atressea. .lD 
al181nua reaenoir, .ounte4 oa legs containiDg a baUt-in 
tUter vaa deaipd aDil a supplier vas located. The capaci t7 
of tl» nn reservoir u 5 pllona (301) thoueh it vill veigh 
eDl.y 2 pouzdl. It ia belieftd tbat the alUIIinua reservoirs 
U recnered •7 b8 uecl repea tecll7. 

2. S•clOc Probl• 

!he greateat problea encountered during the field testa at 
A.l.uogorcbt vas tbt unpredictable am hi&blT variable etrect 
et IUperbeat on •teorololioal balloons. Tbe unpredictable 
iDcreaae 1a litt ot the olus ter UDder the r&7• of tba aun vaa 
aa 1111Ch u 2~ higher tbaD the 1D1 tial Utt. !hi a 1a aenral. 
lut.auea reeulted 1a the iD&bUi\7 ot altitude oontrel bal
l.eoa cut-etta to atop the aaoent of tbl bUloon train at tbl 
4eaire4 alti\ude, 

!he at.n. 1-. t•peraturea e~~eountered at hi&b altitudes 
apparea\1.7 hu ooaaWerable ettect on the operation of elec
t~ eqgt,._t uaecl ill &lt1 tude contl'Ol. 



In several cases ~uibs used for altitude control failed to 
fire at ertre11el7 high al titudea. It is believed that plac
iD& a aall load on b&tteriea may help keep cella warm enough 
to produce the neceaaary voltage at. high altitude on future 
fiighta. 

3. Liaitations 

The greatest factor hinderi.Dg the progress ctwork is still 
the lack or an.Uabl.e apace at lev York UD1versit7. 

d. METHODS Of ATT.lCE 

Field testa at Alamogordo indicated that a Helios-type cluster 
1a auch superior to a long coaaic-ray type flyi~ line in case 
at fabricatioa, ballllling aDd launching when it is necessary to 
u.se clusters. Therefore, thia type or cluster where tha balloons 
are all at the sme lenl, vill be U8ed on all future multiple 
balloon flighta. 

Large plastic ballooaa have been obtained ani will be novu 
at J.l.&Jiogordo d'ID'inc tba teate to be conducted in Jul.7. 

e, APP.UU.TUS .AJm EQUIPMDJT 

The main sand ballaat-droppi.Jlg deTice wa1 iaproved as a result 
ot expen...nta at .11-.,gordo b.r constructing the ballast tubea 
of allainua rather than plastic, and by ueing stronger paper 
41aphrapa aa tM franclble IUpport for tbe ballast. 

f. COICWSIOIS AID BECa4MEID.t.TIOIS 

OpiDion baa *"· atrencthelll4 tbat cluatera of •teorological 
ballooD& vill DeTer be • aatistactory .. thod ot achierlDg con
atant altitude for long period nighta. Yarioua tactora which 
Wich against tl:a &u.oceaa of Such night& &rei the inherent 
wrtical iutabllity ot exte11a1ible b&l.l.OOUJ the rapid deter
ioration of DeOprene UDier the .raya of tba 8\Dl (average 6 hour 
Ute) J th.e complex aet of b&llaat am littirl& equipment re
quire4J the variable &Dd 1Ddeter.a1Date ettecta ot superheatJ 
tal the clitticultJ' or l.aunob1na a long train aeaeabl71 eveD 
lllder tl:a beat conditio•• 

·Ia PDRIIl, equipaat .. t bl atreJIIthened am higher aatev 
h.ctara ---- lit ... to vithatud t:t. atraina or launchiDg aD4 
"- ••cUl&tioaa of the ~l~n train ia f'li&ht. 

0.. ... •zw obeenatica po•ta, dovnv1D4, are needed tor n • .,_ 
..... nle&H8J each put aboul4 haw theodollte aDi radioiCIIlde 
eb•a •w• ..s equis-nt. Better ~-=.catiaDa betveea, &Ill 
oe.rdiD&tioa ot obaerY<&tioa poata 18 Yital tor aatiatactor.r 



tracking or t&lloou in night. !erial observation ot the 
balloons areatl1' aee1ata interpretation or perrorma.nce data. 
Better radio tranaaisaion or data is needed from the balloon. 

n. ruTORE woRl 

Plastic balloons have been obtained troa both General Mills and 
B. A. Saith, IDe. am vill be ncnm on the next field trip to 
ilamogordo in July. irT&nge•nts have been completed to obtain 
aa large a eupplJ aa is necea~ or these balloons and testa 
vill be conducted trequentl7 to perfect a technique of maintain
ing a balloon at noainal constant altitude. 
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DS!RAC! 

Dur1ng the period eoftNC! bT this report., -~ •• coatiand • 
denloplllc u ,. t.raumt.\er. !eat.a weN ll&de 01l n bd.lo 
l\ece1Yer R-b/AlU't-! ud bdlo '"-"'•U.t.er !-l.B/Cll!-1 to 4et.erlllne 
t.beir ,.rtoJW&ACe cb&raotari&tica, aad oaapan \be I"NUlu w.l\b 
~· tn.nR11.\Ic _,..n. uAw 4.-nlopaent.. 

1 ecea1U7 t1el.d equipaent. •• conatructed ucl q utezma •• erected 
in pHpar&Uoa tor tlel.d t..at..l~ ot t.be o-.plet.ed .a1 tnualtter. 
A c:lupUcat.e .odel of the All W'U..S.t.t.er .. ooaat.ra.ctec! and Wilt 
lllt,o a uon'\&S.ner wl\h a battery pack aDd dml&t.ed dpal oirouit. 

lo oballp 

lone 

o. GDilW. Wl!\1 tr.ID£:1;1'An}: DtieiliG THIS PlfaOt 

It. wu oalled ~ CJU' att..Uoa b7 tu Wat801l Laboratorlea, 
Oatmarat. P1el.4 lt.at.loa, t~aat. \M N IM1o tru..ttter! 1-lt/m, 
whlc 1• a u1 t. ef loao\uor eq111~t. •/Cftl-1, alpt. !law 
a~pl.1cat1on ln \lt.la proJect. Jlye of \he" \fta..tttet-a "" 
pvalaa..S troa a aurplu radio appq b&Ma•. !heM u1 ta were 
kited tor lNqll•OT nabillV u4ar OODCU Uoraa or ftrlaUoll ill 
plate aad fU-.nt mt.apa. Dedatloa aeaaareaatl wre ...Sa 
at. leftral ftl•a or plate ftlb.p. !heM te1t.1 lDclloated \hat. 
t.bia t.rauait.ter would. pnbabl1 lte u .. tt.•t•cto17 without a qatea 
ot q"HUUc f""'ea07 CM)Il\1'01. fU reoeiftt" Ue4 'lrl\h tranaitt.er, 
B-b/DB-1, ua aza a.t.o. o1rtluit l.DoorperaW. A reealftr of 
t.bla v,e •• bo:rrcnred troa t.ba Oatbarat fteld ltat1oa. t••t• 
nre con4ucte4 to 4awrsine the oftJ"&ll fnqu•q ctrlft which could 
be tolerated ln the t.rt-nui tt.er }\efon r.t.urldnr becaae neceaN.l"f• 
It. •• obMrnd that •• «r"'a\ aa a! o.u ac ahirt. could be 
~eratecl •t. the treD..S.t.ter. hrther t.eat.a OD the t.ruaitter 
~bowed t.bat tee tHqUUCJ 4enat1on 'fUle4 with laput plate 
YOltqe aJ1C! \hat •• tb.& bette17 dapreciat.ecl, aza .-ror 110uld be 
introduced. in 8117 aapli tude •~•'· For a plata wltap 
~e J'roa U~E- to 90 wl t&, a 'ftl'iaUOil ta 4ateet.e4 er,~li tude 
ot onr !OJ ••• obnrftd. 

1. 



lunher teat• OD the n t.raaal tter beiac de....,ped at. thia 
laborat.o17 abowc! to.at the 4edat.1on •• lJiewiat a fucti.,n 
et \he applied plate np~lT w.lt.ap. !h11 )n'obl• .U.l ban 
to be 801 ftd by laproftCl cii"CN1 t de alp bet on a •1 tabla n 
t.ran•ltt.er CUl be nolnd. 

In addition to the AM \Naaait.ter .o4el alreaq ooaatnaned, 
a aaCODd m1 t waa buU t.. !hi a dliJ)lloate •• baWled in • 
cardboard cont.e.111ar wbloll al.eo bo\laee the atonp batt.•T7 
applr &Dd • 'bloaklq oacUlator to Mapplr a n41o-tnc;uecq 
which IIOdulat.ea tbe canier at 10 e.p.a. Plana ad arru.paante 
HN aa4a tor '••Unt thia 1lll1 t oa a oaptJ. n ballooa. 

A battery box •~nt.ailling a aeterec! elnult tor eonatmt 
aonitori.ag or tn.Daaitwr CIQJ'I'en\a ...,.. eonatNcted tor tleld 
or bliap \l"anaaiaa1on t.eata. 

An ant.ma approxiaately 160 ~. 1Jl langt.A •• erected oa ,olea 
tnav tMt abo'ft the l'OOf ot the neotncal h~Mrin.r !uUdinr 
tor \118 1B receidnc lipala during Wit tl1chta. 

•• PVTURJ: 10!11 

Ia dew ot t.be excellent ebar&ot.eriat1o1 ol \be nt.ea&Uc 
frequency oontrol or t.» Radio bcelftl' &-!a/AD-&, an attMpt 
will be aade to ••our. the eireui t clla!J""'I ot thia eqd.punt 
aad •ploJ lta ••• ill lliiJ Pll reoeinr whioh aicht be uMd. 

hr't.her eirouit illwat.ipUol'l 11111 be ca1"1"ied out to deYalop 
an ftl t.ru..t. tter WhiCh 1• tree or the 'alldeairable ett'eo\1 
llltro4uoed 'b7 !Dput ftl.\ap nrlationa. 

field teat. will be carried .at on the AI tranaaltter ua1D~ 
a t.et.hered balloon aDd a bU.ap, lt awllable. It ia dellred 
to ob\d.D t.Drol'tlttion about t.be opera till£ range Qd dittt cul tiaa 
11h1ch al«ht. cleftlop with t.bla trenaaittar. 

t. 

:~J-~c~·· 
~bUlp Or.a,t.aln 
ProJect Director 
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radar station was not tro~bled by this phenomenon due to its an
tenna directivity and elevation orientation o£ 60 degrees. It is 
believed that the intermediate loss or signal by the radar station 
is normal because or elevation pattern lobing produced by ground
reflection interference which is initiated by secondary antenna 
lobe transmission. Since this condition exists in the transmit
ting pattern, it affects both the radar station and its remote re
ceiving station. Current effort is concentrated on improvement 
of photography and antenna orientation in preparation for addition
al tests. 

b. Tracking Projects: 

(l) Radar Tracking Set AN/MPS-6 • A letter was received from Watson 
Laboratories authorizing changes and modifications of the range 
circuits necessary for conditions as encountered at this location. 
The fore part of July was spent in achieving these betterments, 
and in the installation and orientation of an M-2 optical tracker 
to be used in conjunction with the KPS-6 and as a tracking aid. 

Experimental tracking of three balloons furnished and flown by the 
Atmospheric Group was performed for the dual purpose of checking 
the signal return of the radar with various reflecting targets, 
and for precise position data of the balloon equipment for use by 
the Atmosphe~c Group. On 19 July, a 130 toot balloon carrying no 
radar reflector was tracked. Radar contact was made at a range of 
about ;3K yards with signal return being above saturation on the 
scopes of the KPS-6. Tracking was automatic in Azimuth and Ele
vation and aided in range. Signal return remained above satura
tion until a range of 7K yards was read, at which point grass ap
peared on the scopes and signal to noise ~yeraged about 4 to 1 
out to a range of 2JK yards where too frequent radar losses neces
sitated that automatic tracking be abandoned. This balloon was then 
tracked manually to a maximum range of 271 yards. 

On 20 July 19481 a weather balloon carrying one kite type reflector· 
was flown and tracked. Contact was made at a range or Jl yards, 
and signal return was above saturation at all times until a range 
of lOK was exceeded and grass showed only occasionally out to 
~4,360 yards. This balloon was obscured by clouds at a range of 
JJK yards, but tracking was continuous in automatic Azimuth and 
Elevation throughout its £,light, and the maximum range read was 
34K yards. 

On 21 July, a lJO foot balloon, identical with the one flown on 
19 July except for three kite reflectors being carried, was flown 
and tracked. Radar contact was made at a range of 1,510 yards. 
Grass first appeared on scopes at a range of 24.51 yards, and sig
nal was above saturation to )OK yards. Tracking was continuous 
and automatic throughout the flight, and a maximum range of 1211 
yards was reached. 
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Permission to use the MPS-6 in tracking further V-2 missiles having 
been received, plans were formulated for operation in conjunction 
?lith the missile scheduled to be fired Thursday, 22 July and post
poned until Monday, 26 July at 1100. Plans contemplated that the 
crew on the M-2 Optical Tracker would track visually at all times 
during the flight with their elevation and azimuth readings repeated 
on the antenna. The MPS-6 antenna was initially positioned in azi
muth on the calculated bearing to the launcher and raised slightly 
above the horizon in elevation, with the correct range gated on the 
scopes and with a velocity of about 300 MPH set in the aided range 
motor and the motor initially stopped. It was further planned that 
when target echo would bloom on the scopes, the echo should be 
trued up in Azimuth, Elevation, and Range; and antenna control would 
be thrown to automatic with range followed manually until speed of 
the missile approximated the 300 MPH as set on the motors, at which 
time the video motor would be activated and range tracking thrown 
to aAided." It was planned to throw antenna control to the M-2 
Tracker only if target failed to show or if extended "loss" subse
quently occurred. 

During the half-hour period prior to the take-off, several random 
aircraft were noted in the vicinity of the launcher; and at X-5 
minutes, one low flying aircraft was observed on the scopes at a 
range beyond the launcher directly in line with it and flying in 
towards the launcher. 

Timing signals and the zero signal were received, and at about 
X plus 2 seconds the target "bloomed" on the J Scopes at the cal
culated range to the launcher (62,800 yards). This pip went almost 
instantly to far beyond saturation, and all grass disappeared from 
the scopes. The Azimuth and Elevation, and Range controls were cen
tered on the target, and antenna control was thrown to automatic. 
Range started to slowly increase as did elevation with azimuth being 
stationary. The echo remained beyond saturation for about two sec
onds after automatic control was thrown in, at which time grass ap
peared on the scopes and the signal fell rapidly to zero and the an
tenna whirled off target at about X plus 6 seconds. Upon returning 
antenna to position manually, a strong target appeared at a range 
of about 2K yards outside ~he range gate, and believing this to be 
the rocket, this pip was trued up and antenna locked in "Automatic" 
and this target was tracked for a period of about 10 seconds or 
until it v1as noted that range was decreasing and elevation was sta
tionary at the horizon while the M-2 Elevation repeater showed the 
optical tracker to be looking at approximately 50 degrees. Realiz
ing that the target being followed was the aircraft noticed before 
take-off, antenna control was transferred to the optical tracker 
and left in its control until the M-2 crew lost the missile. During 
this time, no target was visible at any time and no further radar 
contact was made with the missile. However, slightly before the 
missile impact wao beard, a cluster ot small echoes were found at a 
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F~OJECT ABSTTIACTS 

Chief: Dr. James A. FeoJ;le.i • . .::::-. 

1. Fro.1e:~t tit-le: A.~ol.4s"L: ~ounaing of the Atmcspbe:r-e 

f':roject. sdentist.:;: Dr. :. A. i'eople:3, Jr., Dr. i•lor:ua.n 
Haskell 

Summary cf In-Laborat.:'lry ;·,ork: 

'When large explosions i1av-;' o>!curred, it J·.as been observed that the soWla was 
heard locally, say up to ::5 mile:s, and als.:> at dbtances of 100 to 200 miles, but 
that nothinf; wa:; reard at intermediate distan~es. This phenomeru11can only be 
explained by assumjng that the sound ts refracted into ths atmosphere over the 1n
termedi2te observers and then is bent back down to the ;nore distant areas. For t~ds 
to occur t.ho velocity of propagation must first decrease with altitude and then 
increase &!&in to a value at least as lar~e a3 ground velocity. this is due to a 
decrease of temrerature up t.o the tropopause followed by an increase in temperature 
above that level. V:inds also have an appreciable affect which can be determined 
from asymmetrical propa~ation. 

Up to abo~t 1946 most data on this phenomenon had been obt&ined by taking 
polls after accidental eaplosions had occurred. Zones ot audibility were mapped out 
and ~ener.al conclusions then drawn. Very lit.tle systematic w·ork was done in \Which 
accurate travel tiAs and other factors were obtair.ed. Beginning in 1~46 at these . 
laboratories, a systematic study of these pr"p~at!on anomalies were started. Sound~
ran5ing detectors ware set up in arr&Js, so th<t the lirection and ~ o! arrival 
of compressional waves could be determined. JOCplosions were set ott on or naar the g 
3round at ranges varying fro ... 25 to 200 mlles. Data. has ~en t.aken whiCh ho.$ resulted 
in the indirect determl.nativn ol the t~perat.ure (sound velocit.y) itf'u~ti.U:'e o-t. th~ 
at.laos~r~. up .. ~~. t.h~. s\.I"ato.s_ph~.~ic. ~eye~~-· ~ilt:~·ll~ prppa~a~~~-·~~ t~iit .. ~~lidi~'d 
ftj;. ~t.l• .ti~W. tl!r;sey, coc,::.~L . 1'he,e .• J.b~i iij~?w: ~~e~e~ is .l~t.tle ,~r· ~o. reg~az;· d:i.u;n~l: .... 
•ar!af1i6p, '~nd. tlft~· some iftnulll'variat.fon in'the temp6rat'ufe structure eXists •. High 
level winds ar ~ shown to be generally easterly. AdJitioiHr.l tests have been made in 
New ~.{e~ico to determine the diurnal and annu.al variations of the teJU.p\}rature structure 
.at tiJ£t lati'tude. Some accurate observations' of lvind velocity are indicated by · 
op!ervations taken along a north-south line as well as an east-west line. Hinter 
cJt>sarvations h; "te bec!n tG.k6b ih the vicinity of Fairbanl:s• Alaska for in!or .. " t on o.t 
~.I"i J.igtj latitud~s4 · Ob~er.vatj,.dn,; .ha•e been taken near the Panama Carial Zone for 
~:ci~Uiional information i.i1 tbt: !r#i.csi 

The sounds produced by rockets launched a\. .k..1ar.togordo have been recol'd~d .~ith 
acousti= detector arrays located on the gro1nd neer the rocket trajectory. From data 
gath-=red in this nt£11Iler, soraa inoic~ ti.m!:' of apper air te11.par~tl.lre a."lU .viud::> Lo.ve ween 
obtained and much :no:e accurate date:rm.im. tion:; could be ;,lade if U1Q rock~t trajectories 
were more accurately known. 
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Additional :;!etai]~s of the ~perature and wind structure can 
be obtained by placing ~crophones near the tropopause where the velocity of sounc 
is at a minimum. To our .knowledge, no one has ever tried such an experiment, ~nd 
in ord~r to do this new equipment had to ·~ developed, sinca wind produces strong 
nois.a in any microphone it was obvious ti • .!: t tlia detectors could not be us~d on an 
aircraft 1 It was further believed that the noise level of .:on instrwn~nt. }:<laced on 
a constant level balloon ~ould be far below th&t generally observed on 6ro:~a 
equipnent, 8oU; c.. satisfactory constant level bc.:.lloon· : nd a light lfici5C•t .aicro~hone 
and tel~:netering system t;s been develor;ed in this laboratory. 

Basic acoustic propa<jetion in!orr.!r.t:i.on is new bein~; accwnule?.tec from. 
equipnents l.lunched at .:£P,l!.n Hei.d !"lorida. '!he sound for these exr.eri:nents is 
obtc incd fro:u high alt:.tude :~ ZC:,li\:i{., to 2),0l:, feet) tome b;lrsts. .Sufficient dat.a 
have not ~- t o.::en obtained to ~:Istify co:!>J:·lete anal~·sis, but tt can be stnted tho.t. 
observed results ~enerally ~gree Nitt p~cdictions ~as~ct upon theory. 

Observations of the t:-'avel tiuss of 'Aaves frc.u en explosive source has 
yielded a considerable amount of jata on tne te;nr.erlltu!'e an1 wi..nd structare of the 
at·t.osrh re u,~: to altitude of 11bour. )~ :{31 ( 160,CcC t'e~t). The i.nterpret.aticn of the 
data l':as :so far been oe.sed on .seo.::1etrical ·.cr.·~·e theory, and leafis to a ·1ariation of 
prora:sation velocity ·Hitt altit:.1de 'lft.ich is in reasonable &1reer.ten.t with other 
lines of Q.Vidence. Th~re are, howecer, seve:al observed facts which cannot be ex
rlained on the basis of the ele;tlentary ~eorr..et.rical ray theory, and .require a more 
con11:.lete analysis in ter,~.s of ,4~.e theory. They are: --(1) the 11 zones of silence", 
tlu.t follow ;..ccordi!lJ to 5eoJ,,~tri~c..l ray theory fro..n tti~ initial dec1•ease of velocity 
with altitude, wtdch do not .bav.: 3harply Qt#fin~d bound,e.rie S j ( 2) the SaJn8 an::o.rent 
o.n~le of a.·~ival is ·:-fter: observed ovel' e± considerable range of distance from the 
source, wht:reas on t.i:id ra:; tl.eo:!'y c. ~iven .::.n.:;l~ of arrival was associated with one 
p&.rticuL r distance only; U) at lc.r~e d:.stances, the total duration of the si~nals re 
is very much ~reater t.t.~n co.n be ex! lained by ray theory, and the character of tild 
signal received is tn~;.t of a lon · train of waves ;;,f v.aryin:; a:nplitude. Wll.l !re~uency rc. 
a limited numbt!r oi' well defined transient fulses. 

frelilninary studies indicc.te the.t all of these facts may be eXJ::lained 
qualatatively by more complete ifeve theoretical analysis of the diffraction of wave 
enerzy into .the regions thr.t are zones of silence in th~ .dement< ry ray tlieory, ~nd 1'u. 
work, aimed at quantative treatment is in 1-ro~ress. UntU an analysis of t.i.is Kind ha 
been· carried through, one ctn not feel too IJlUCh conf'idence in att·ampts thc..t h&.ve been 
made to nse lq distance sonic and microuarea1etric wave propagation d&.ta to ...teuuuce 
at~os· eric temreratures at levels a~ve the second inversion. 

In additiun to the theoretical aJ,• roach to tl.:.is problem, cvnddert.t i .m is 
bein~ ~iven to the use of s!lrface we.ves on s.h< llo'll water as a .aode.L of Wl:.Vd pro
pa~ation in the atmos:rh rd. Th<J velocity of surface waves whose ·r1c..ve len~th is gr~c..t~. 
than the depth o1' the water is a t'unctilln of the depth, so that t.h.a variation o1 valoc 
with c:ltitude in the atmos·hcre co.n be si.nulated on a thin sheet of watar by suitable 
contourin · of the bottom. Surface tension and visosity s~t at a lower limi.t of (?_bout 
4 em. to the wave len~ths that can ba used in such a model. tith ~ water table a~out 
four fet!t wide si.tul; tin?; the at!uos~here up to 50 km. a four C<3nti:nater wave length 
·.vo'.lld rer resent a wave len~th in the at!Ilosph re or about 1 mile, or c period of aoout 
seconds. 
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a. Columbia University 
No. Vl28-099-ac-82 

b. University of California at Los An~eles 
No. N2f.:-O'.r1-ac-228 

c. Vfoods Hole Oceano~raphia Institut.ion 
No. ·.t2~-b99-ac-221 . . . . . 
All t::om,re.cts on2 fiCenstiltatioh £·nd Assistc.nce in ;~esearch 

on htmospheric Acoust:i.Gal ~'lave i ropa;<.. tion. '' 

fr'djec.t s.C.i.enti3t:. Dr": Ja..u:is A; Feopi;es, Jr. 

Stt.unafi iff rh-L~bb'rt. to~/. ,·arid. 
_·;"' -.. • · ... --·., ,-.· t. :-.f· ~ t' -.-· -~ ··:· .. ~·t · •. _ • .,: •.·• ._ ............. -~ •• ····-· •• ' 

1. . 1 ~e p~,~+C?~et,~t Q~ .. ~ ~p~~£~~~ }~,t~f· .blf-;1:1~~~ '}V~S a't: ~irlJ!t,, ~~ti_VS;t~ bf. 
the needs o! bhe. a.cou.sho ut·te!l' Hr :tound~n:r. t·r.P ~ra;u~ . A.s .:f,t .CJ&.S. develo'ped; 
11his. ba:llqon' ii .n~;~ ~ l pfinC~p.a):: a ~~t ile_ri.C ~rci~_in; .. ~o~· Ul .. i£-f. ~~'(In :t·~~F . 
Im oi!der t~ deyelQp--th;u:;. bdloo.n .. seve:r:al . .sp~~a,l de_nce.!t.lll~.V-=l: b.ecn ·.J.!lVf!n~ed. 
An Olland ·c.~cle· pr·essure· inctic~tar, ..aecW'.at:e t<i ·_bji!,tter,,th~ ~ne- ¢;L-\¥>~:r .. , . :·· .,,; 
has· been· ·d~elcif.!ed ... : A ~eviec hae· beeri! conetrt)Ct;ed:··ui·,oich :will de:ftlat.e-· aall or-:i.n6 
d?~ 'b¥J.o~?~::~.'·.f1~?~l>t.~ith'-;ir ~.."t-~~n.~_~o~ b~.'r:res~.N!- ~ct~va~e~ :111~c~an~.s. 
&. qsls.n~d ~ow cpn~rP\ .v~'o{e .!'tas~·qeep •:•.ta_d~ ~i}u.qlt.:~i'{es f.i. ~~a~Wit.. :t'l~~ eo£ ' 
bcrll~st. '!Jl&teri~l proportional to, pres-suN ~ ch.e.nge. ':; 0.!-her. 4C.~~~ies • .tJi~J.tl~e ..• 
a 'telemeteririg ·device to indicate· the rate of ballast flow;-minimilm ba.H6.st~ .c 
flow, l!'.in~..mc::n p1·essur~ switch~s, ha~cgre.phs, and balloon traci<ing radio trc..ris~·•.·.:.,.. 
mitters which c&n be _:"'icked up oy an aircraft radio co.npass at a range of 100 
miles or more. A sensi.t.ive inte1•grating vertical a.nemalleter is now bei.ruJ develop
ed which will aid in the interpretation of atmosr~•eric oscillations. 

A thorough investigetion of b£:lloon materials and fabrication methods has 
been conducted, and balloons have. been desi~ned suitable for use with the 
balisting tnechanisns develored. Launching and oparationsl techniques have been 
developed which permit the launching of balloons in vlinds up to 20 }-'er hour. 
Good control of ascent rate and ceiling altitude has been obtained. Constant level 
fli~hts of several hours duration are now routine and fli1hts lasting up to 5 
hours with pressure varie.tions not ··reater tlu·n one or two tuila.bars hav ~ been 
obtained. Simplified control which o.r.erate satisfacto.~ily durin~ the day or night 
are not c:dquate when sunset occ\l:'S dur.ing a fli<:;ht,. i.. syst~m for .::taint: ining 
constant level thru sunset h: s aen devisacl <:.nd tasted in a bell jar, but in c:..ctual 
flight tests have not yet teen ir.:::.de. Te;,q:erc. ture .<tec.sure.a-ants !,ave be.m I!.l.ade 
both insidJ and outside of balloon3 to show th.:! affects of sur-~r-heat. 
Ta•l:fe!'t.tul"e ;te:.sure .. ;~r;ts i.€-ve a.l3~" \)Hm .. 1c..c!e in i~1stru.:1~nt and battery cases 
du::..1 in; L' .. i ~ht. :,:e~ f:U"t:"a:Jtents tc shon the actual characteristics cf control devices 
l:ave been .L..,.,1d r:.n l:>!illoons ::.r. fli;;ht c;.nd sL.ule.ted in the laborc..t.ory. This 
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includes rate of ballast expenditure, diffusion, leaka~e, end stability of con
trol. 

By-product information of i:nportance to :neteorolo~y or balloon flying 
techniques includes the following: Observation, measurement and theoretic,;tl 
analysis of hi_;h altitude at;nosf h.:ric oscillations has been accoillplished. 
These oscil.!.Co~.ti<ms are severaL ..J.libars in ararlitude (as indicated on balloon 
ba~a~raph traces) and the ~eriod of vscill~tion v;ries bet~een 4 ana 10 minutes . 
.:\.ir c1ass tra.jectorids l·r:..ve been ::le<...oured over ranges up tc. about 400 miles and 
!.ave be-e1-, i:-.•Jicated b~1 thP. re~ove :-:r ~;· 3-!ar up to 2! 000 miles fro1n the launching 
point. .r.dditi.Jna.l field test.= •.n< QL· .tl&S~ trajectories are now being .1118.de. 

a. New YorK UniYersity 
No. ~'i.2S-09'1-a.c-.(:4.l 
11 !Je'relopmtmt of i"•.)nSt.C!nt I..evel Bal2..con11 

b. Melp;r, inc. 
!.Zo. ·,;?.B-099-ac-1.29 
"Development cf Balioon Teicmeteri."lg S;Jstem 11 
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OPERATIONS MANUAL 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Purpose of Manual 

This manual is designed to serve as a guide in the prepar
ation. launching. and tracking operations of constant
level balloons. In the body of this manual, most of the 
discussion applies specifically to the 20-foot diameter 
balloon developed by General Mills, Inc. In Section IX, 
a brief description is given of the other sizes of balloons 
used for constant-level flight. The manual is based upon 
the experiences and investigations of the Constant Level 
Balloon Project, Research Division of the College of Engineer
ing, New York University. The charta and tables which were 
developed to use for this work are included in Appendix II 
of the manual. 

B. Principles of Altitude Control 

For constant-level work, non-extensible balloons are used 
for three reasons: 

(l) With a given weight of equipment, it is possible to 
determine before the release of the balloon, the 
maximum altitude Which will be attained. 

(2) Without special control equipment, it is possible 
to maintain a nearly constant altitude for periods 
from one to six hours, depending upon atmospheric 
conditions and floating level. Generally, it is 
not possible to extend such flights through a sun
set. 

(3) By adding altitude control equipment, it is possible 
to maintain the balloon at various nearly constant, 
predetermined levels for periods of much more than 
six hours regardless of the time of day. 

II. GENERAL MILLS 20-FOOT BALLOONS 

A. Description 

General Mills, Inc. of Minneapolis, Minnesota, has de
veloped a series of non-extensible, plastic balloons. 
These balloons are tear-drop in shape, made from extruded 
polyethylene sheet, 0.001" thick. Cells are currently 
produced.with a diameter of 7, 20, 30 and 70 feet. The 
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volume of the 20-foot cell is about 4300 cubic feet and 
its uninflated length is 38 feet. It is made up of 20 
gores, heat sealed together in a butt weld. Along the 
seams thus formed, a special acetate-£iber scotch type 
tape (Minnesota Mining and Mfg. Co.,) is laid to reinforce 
the weld and to carry and distribute the load. These 
tapes converge to an appendix ring at the balloon bottom, 
to which the load harness is attached. By using this 
stressed tape design, much larger loads may be carried than 
the thin polyethylene alone could hold. To exclude 
air entering through the bottom, which is left open, an 
external skirt or appendix is added. 

Figure l Shows a 20-toot balloon ready to be released, 
with an external appendix in position. As the balloon 
rises, the lifting gas inside will expand until the balloon 
is full, whereupon the excess gas which was needed to 
make the balloon rise will be valved out. The full bal
loon will then float at a level where the buoyancy just 
balances the load. It will remain there until buoyancy 
is lost by diffusion of the lifting gas, or by cooling, 
as at sunset. 

Neglecting minor effects, the amount of gas which is needed 
to just balance the load at the maximum or floating ele
vation would also just balance the load at any lower level, 
including the surface, al~ugh the balloon would be less 
than completely full at such a lower level. 

B. Load Limits 

For a given lifting gas, the altitude to which a balloon 
will rise is determined principally by the load it bears. 
Yii th a 20•foot General Mills balloon, using helium, a 
payload of 40 pounds will reach approximately 46,000 
feet and an 18-pound load will go to about 58,000 feet. 
Although the manufacturers recommend keeping the payload 
between 18 and 40 pounds, no trouble has been folli~d in 
launching loads of as much as 70 pounds (37,000.feet) or 
as small as 4 pounds (67,000 feet). 

C. Appendices 

For·highest altitudes and smallest sunset effects on a bel
loon, it is necessary to keep air from diluting the helium. 
To accomplish this, a check valve is required in order 
that helium may be valved when the balloon is full, yet 
air not be permitted to enter at any time. An appendix, 
consisting of a tube of balloon material, whose length is 
about 2 to ~ times its diameter is used for this purpose, 
and is supplied as part of the General Mills balloon. 
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Figure 1 
General Hills 20 foot balloon in flight with 2 

foot appendix, stiffened with cardboard battens. 
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Stiffeners are added so that the appendix will not foul 
in the rigging. With a fouled appendix the helium cannot 
be valved, and the balloon after becoming full at its 
ceiling will burst. These stiffeners are -taped to the 
outside of the appendix just before inflation. 

The various appendix types which have been used are given 
in the following tablea 

Appendix 
Type 

None 

Standard 

Standard 

Flattened 
Tube 

Appendix Data 

Stiffeners 

None 

3 corrugated 
.cardboard 
battens., 2t" 
by 15" 

4 aluminum 
battens 15 x 
i X .030" 
24 ST 

Metal spring 
bow to hold 
appendix flat, 
like pressed 
trousers 

Effect on 
Altitude 
Attained 

Effect on 
Descent 

Ceiling is Balloon remains 
10,000 to 20,000 full at all times 
feet lower than after ceiling is 
computed. reached by taking 

on air. Greatly 
complicates con
trol. 

Computed 
ceilings 
attained. 

Computed ceil
ing, attained if 
balloon does 
not burst due 
to restriction 
on appendix. 

Not yet flight 
tested. Simili
tude tests in
dicate computed 
ceiling would 
be reached with 
no bursts due 
to appendix at 
1000 ft/min rate 
of rise. 

Balloon remains 
full at all times 
after ceiling is 
reached by taking 
on air. Greetly 
complicates cm
trol. 

Air excluded 
during any 
descent fairly 
well. 

Not yet flight 
tested. Simili
tude tests in
dicate almost 
complete exolu
ai.on of air. 

Figures 2, 3, and 4 show the various appendices described 
in the above table. 
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Figure 2 
Two foot appendix, stiffened with cP.rd-
boe. rd be. tten s, shown on e. General Mi 11 s 
balloon. The swollen inflation tube 
indicates that the balloon is being filled. 
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Figure 4 
Two foot apflendix, showing 
metal spring bow in position. 
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Since the back pressure forcing the helium out of a 
full balloon When it is rising is 4 times as great at 
1000 feet per minute as at 500 teet per minute, the rate 
of rise is critical when an appendix is used. It has 
been found necessary to limit the rate of rise to 700 
feet per minute to prevent bursting at ceiling when using 
General Mills 20-foot balloons with standard appendix. 
It is believed, from laboratory tests, that use of the 
spring bow stiffeners on the new appendix will permit rates 
of rise up to 1000 feet per minute. Flutter in the bal
loon fabric while rising is apt to cause failure due to 
ripping at speeds of more than 1000 feet per minute. A 
20-foot General Mills balloon will burst with an internal 
pressure of 0.014 psi., which is about 1mb., equivalent 
to a 200-foot rise at ceiling with a closed appendix. 

III. EQUIPMENT TRAIN 

A. Lines and Rigging 

Following rigging failures early in the testing program, 
careful study was given to the lines and rigging methods 
used to attach flight instruments to the balloon. For 
safety in launching, a factor of 10 to 1 is used on all 
loads. Thus, if a 40-pound load is to be lifted, it is 
not safe to use less than a 400-pound tested line. The 
line strength should be determined independently if 
possible, since the actual breaking point of lines runs 
between 50 and 70'/o of the manufacturer's rated strength. 

Braided or woven nylon is recommended for all rigging. 
A stranded or laid line is subject to untwisting in flight, 
twirling the suspended instruments and reducing line 
strength. The nylon material is weather resistant to a 
high degree and tends to stretch under shock rather than to 
snap. For some purposes it may be desirable to use a line 
of constant length, in which case the nylon may be pre
stretched. Only a few of the common knots are useful 
in tying nylon. Bowlines and square knots have been found 
to slip and are hard to untie. The carrick bend, shown 
in Figure ~is recommended. ln addition to this, a safety 
knot is made in the loose end, and the entire tie secured 
by a final taping. For convenience in assembly, the indiv~ 
dual pieces of line and equipment are rigged with harness 
snaps at each end. This permits unit replacements or re
moval at the last minute with a:t minimum of delay. For 
extremely light-weight rigging, wooden toggles and loops 
in the nylon may be used instead of the heavier metal 
snaps. 
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Figure 5 

C:1.rrick Bend 
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B. Altitude Control Equipment 

Flights of 20-foot General Mills balloons, using no con
trol equipment, have been sent to altitudes of about 
50,000 feet. After reaching maximum altitude, the balloons 
all exhibit a tendency to float then descend at an in
creasing rate for periods of from 2 to 6 hours. In stable 
layers of air such as the stratosphere the descent of a 
ball.o:on is retarded by the helium, on compression, getting 
warmer than the surrounding air. This results in much longer 
duration flights requiting no external control though, 
strictly speaking, the altitude is not constant. This 
concept is in good general agreement with the observed 
data; balloons have remained in a semi-floating state 
much longer ~p to 30 hours) when in the stratospheric 
inversion than when in less stable lower atmospheric 
layers. 

When it is desired to maintain a balloon at constant 
level for a guaranteed period of time in excess of two 
hours, a ballast system of altitude control should be 
added to the flight gear. The level et which the bal
loon is to float must be the maximum altitude to which 
it can carry the payload. To compensate for loss in buoy
ancy occasioned by loss of lifting gas through diffusion 
and leakage, a continual lightening of the load is re
quired. To effectthis in a simple fashion, liquid ballast 
is permittted to flow through an orifice at a predeter.nined 
rate which exceeds the expected loss of lift. (See Section 
IV, D) The reservoir and ballast assembly which has 
been developed for this use is shown in Figure 6. A de
tail sketch of the orifice in its mounting is shown as 
Figure 7, and F'igure 8 shows a suitable filter which 
must be used to protect the orifice from clogging. The 
liquid ballast must (1) not freeze, but flow well at 
cold temperature (-80°C); (2) not absorb water, which 
would freeze; and (3) be relatively inexpensive. A re
commended liquid is Aeromobil Compass Fluid, made by 
Socony-Vacuum Co. (Air Force Spec. AN-c-116). 

There are three possible objections to the use of this 
simple control system. First, a continued lessening of 
the total weight on the balloon--with no change in volume-
must result in a constantly rising ceiling. For a 20-
foot balloon et 45,000 feet, this change is approximately 
1000 feet with each kilogram of ballast dropped ( see Sec
tion IV, E). Second, only a prefixed ballast flow is 
permitted, and excessive loss of lift, as might come when 
the gas is colled at sunset (when the balloon loses superheat:', 
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will cause the balloon to descend. Third, as a consequence 
of the previous limi te.tion, the maximum floating period 
of a balloon with thiw control system is 24 hours, achieved 
when launching is at sunset. 

~ben any or all of the above objections prohibit the 
use of this simple control system, more complex ballast 
dropping devices may be used. Figure 9 shows in schematic 
form the servo or demand type control which has been used 
to maintain balloons at a constant pressure level, with 
high ballast efficiency and without harmful sunset effects. 
Figure 10 is the ballast reservoir assembly which is used 
with this type control. A more detailed discussion of 
this servo-control is given in Techncial Report Number 2 
of the Balloon Project, New York University. 

c. Flight· Termination Gear 

When a balloon loses buoyancy by the loss of lifting gas, 
it sinks slowly to earth. To prevent the balloon from 
remaining in airplane traffic lanes for a long period 
of time, a flight termination device is added to the 
equipment train. This device, shown in Figure 11, con
sists of a pressure-actuated switch and rigging to tear 
a large hole in the balloon when it descends to some 
predetermined height. A pressure pen is held above 
its commutator by a short shelf (see Figure 12). After 
passing an altitude corresponding to the end of the shelf, 
the pen falls onto the commutator. Upon subsequent 
descent to 20,000 feet, it closes an electrical circuit. 
When this circuit is closed, a squib is detonated in an 
aluminum "cannon" (see Figures·l3 and 14) driving a pellet 
through the main load line. As the line is severed, 
the weight of the load is suddenly taken by a rip line 
which extends nearly taut {about 2 feet slack) up the 
side of the balloon to a point about 10 feet below the 
balloon crown. At this point, two small holes about 
18" apart have been made, and the rip line is passed from 
the outside into the balloon through the top hole, then 
down the inside and out the bottom hole. Both holes are 
securely taped with t:~cetate fiber tape. About 6 inches 
of slack line is left inside the balloon. ~ben the main 
line is cut, a large hole is made in the fabric by this 
rip line as it pulls out of the balloon. After the in
struments have fallen about 10 feet and the rip is made, 
they are caught up by a snub line and the load is again 
taken to the load ring. The ruptured balloon then acts 
as a parachute for the load, descer.ding at about 1000 
to 1500 feet per reinute. 
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Figure 10 
Ballast reservoir assembly 

showing component parts 
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D. Accessory Flight Equipment 

On most flights, three pieces of equipment are added 
to the train for special purposes. These are: (l) a 
banner, (2) a drag parachute, and (3) safety-weights. 

The banner is a red or yellow cheesecloth rectangle, 
3 x 6 or 6 x 12 feet, with aluminum spreaders at top 
and bottom. Shown in Figure 15, the banner is tied 
taut to the load line, and serves to reduce sidewise 
swaying as the balloon ri,es. Due to the bright color, 
it is useful in locating the balloon after being grounded 
and acts as a warning to air craft during descent and 
ascent. If thodolite stadia determinations are being 
made, the banner can be used as one of the ch~k points 
on the train. 

The drag parachute is inserted into the train above the 
banner in inverted position and serves to retard the 
ascending balloon somewhat, thus reducing the probability 
of bursting due to excessive rates of rise. 

To correct a too slow rate of rise, (which may result 
from under inflation due to gage errors, freezing of 
valves, or excessive adiabatic cooling of the gas during 
inflation) two small bags of sand or shot are added to 
the bottom of the restraining line. If it appears that 
the balloon is not rising with the desired velocity as 
it picks up the equipment, one or both of these safety 
weights are cut free. The weight of each bag is equal 
to the desired free lift, so that if the computed free 
lift is not available, this lift may be supplied. Prior 
to the adoption of this practice, it was necessary to sacri
fice equipment or the balloon in such oases. 

E. Tracking and Recording Instruments 

Depending upon the nature of the flight, the weather condi
tions, and the equipment available. gear may be added to 
the flight train to aid in horizontal position determination 
and altitude measurement. The discussion of suitable 
equipment for such work is given in Section VII• In general, 
the equipment added may be either radio transmitters or 
gear of other assorted types. Each unit is rigged sep
arately, with hooks at each end of the line segment. 
Prior to the inflation of the balloon a thorough check 
of all such equipment, especially radio gear, is made. 
It is necessary to have spare equipment tested, calibrated, 
and assembled for last minute replacement if failure is 
detected at this time. 
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Position of recording and radio instruments in the flight 
train is in some oases dictated by the size and shape of 
antennae or other special part. In general this type of 
gear is not placed below the altitude control equipment 
because of possibl~ damage which might result from 
ballast being dropped upon them. ~pical trains are shown 
in Figures 16, 17, and 18. 

F. Flight Tools and Equipment 

A list of tools and equipment and facilities which should 
be provided for any launching site is given in Appendix II. 

IV. PRE-FLIGHT COMPUTATIONS 

A. Lifting Gas and Rate of Rise 

When the equipment for a flight is in readiness and the 
inflation procedure is to be begun, the total weight to 
be lifted must be determined. A weight sheet (Shown in 
Appendix I) is filled in, with the final weight of each 
piece of gear with its rigging. In this work the wei~hts 
of the equipment are measured in grams and kilograms. for 
ease of computation. The gross load reported should be 
accurate to the nearest 200 grams. The amount of lifting 
gas to be used must be carefully figured to prevent in
correct inflation which might result either in the bal
loon failing to rise, or perhaps rising too fast and rup
turing at its ceiling. After the total weight to be 
lifted is found, a percentage of this total is added to 
provide for lifting the load at some specified rate. 
With a given excess of buoyancy, a balloon will lift its 
load at an almost constant predictable speed. (The rate 
of rise will increase by about 25% at higher altitudes, 
due to the changes in balloon shape and decrease of air 
density.) Graph 1 of Appendix II shows the relationship 
between the free lift and the :t-ate of r·ise, with free 
lift expressed as a percentage of the total or gross load 
(which includes the weight of the balloon itself). For 
example, if a gross load of 10.0 kilograms is to be lifted 
at a desired ascent rate of 600 feet per minute, 9.2% 
of the gross load should be added, giving a gross lift 
of 10.0 t .920 • 10.920 kilograms. (The rete of rise 
should not exceed 700 feet per minute if a standard appen
dix is used.) 

It should be noted that this graph, derived from equations 
for spherical balloons, applies also to the tear-drop cells 
of General .Mills, Inc., without regard for the balloon 
die.mter. 
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When the total quantity of gas needed has been computed, 
the lift requirement may be expressed in terms of the 
pressure of a number of cylinders of gas. It is not 
possible to assume that each tank of gas will give the 
same amount of lift, nor is it possible to use a gage 
which has not been expertmentally calibrated to relate 
lift to pressure. For calibration of a gage it is suffi
cient 'eb valve gas from an observed equilibrium tempera
ture and pressure in a cylinder into a rubber balloon 
8:ll4 then measure the total lifting capacity o! the gas 
from the tank. Check points should be made with tanks 
under varying amounts of preseure. Figure 19 shows a 
sample gage oalibration worked up for varying temperatures 
auUJiling the simple gas law 

Lift2 : ..£2._){....!1_ Lift1 
pl 1'2 

This law applies to w1 thin !1%. Note: Do not use Graph 6 
without checking calibration of gage to be used. Ordi
narily a whole number of full tanks of gas will not 
exactly supply the desired lift,which should be figured 
with not more than one-tenth tull tank tolerance in ex
cess (penni t no under inflation). It is thus necessary 
to prepare partially full tanks and by combining full and 
partially full cylinders get the required total. It is 
necessary to allow the cylinders to attain equilibrium 
temperature after valving them before taking final pressure 
readings. 

B. Length of Balloon Bubble 

The volume of gas required for a given balloon may be ex
pressed as the length of an uninflated bubble at the crown 
of the balloon. Graph 2 of Appendix II gives the relation
ship between bubble length and resultant inflated volume, 
using gross lift as an expression of volume. It will be 
noted that when the elevation of the launching site is 
markedly different from sea level, a shift in this curve 
is needed to accomodate varying densities of the atmosphere. 
The inflation of this bubble, which is pinched off by 
launching equipment or shot bags, will serve as a good 
check of the final amount of gas in the balloon, thus 
warning if the balloon is underinf'la ted. 

c. Expected Altitude 

To predict the altitude to which a balloon will rise it 
is necessary to know the volume of the balloon, the total 
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weight of equipment and balloon, the distribution of 
density in the atmosphere and the buoyancy of the lifting 
gas. Assuming that the lifting gas is helium, Graph 3 
in Appendix II summarizes the relationship between gross 
load and floating level for balloons of several diameters. 
To use this graph t·o .find the floating level of a balloon 
of given size and load, enter with the required buoyancy 
(equal to the gross load). Go vertically to the diagonal 
line corresponding to the balloon size and then horizontally 
to the extreme left-hand edge and read the altitude. The 
volume of the balloon is related to density by the use 
of the molar volume in this chart. Assuming observed 
pressure and temperature distributions over selected 
stations and theN. A. C. A. standard atmosphere, the 
molar volume is given as well as the altitudes. Table 1 
of Appendixii gives theN. A. c. A. Standard Atmosphere 
relating pressure with altitude, and Table 2 gives the 
variation of temperature with altitude. For local condi
tions more exact measurements may be made using the 
temperature ana pressure distribution indicated by a 
sounding rather than the standard. To do this, it is 
necessary to compute the molar volume from this relationship 

molar volumez= 359 ft. 3 x ~ x 1013.3 mb 
2730C Pz 

Example: Find the molar volume at 30,000 feet MSL where 
the reported temperature is -30°C, and the reported 
pressure is 300 mb. 

molar volume30, 000 = 359 ft.3 X (273-30fc X 1013 mb, - 1080 ft. 3 
2730C 300mb. 

This is the volume of a pound mol of any gas at those condi
tions. 

By plotting several points of this curve of molar volume. 
versus altitude, it is possible to locate very exactly the 
altitude which corresponds to the molar volume to which 
the balloon will go (found from Graph 3 or as follows), 
This density or molar volume to which a balloon will rise 
is given by the following formula: 

Molar volume •Balloon volume Gas Lift/mol 
Gro•• load 

Gas lift/mol= 11.1 kg/mol(using Helium) 
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D. Ballast Requirements 

For a 20-foot General Mille balloon, a flow of ballast 
of at least 200 grams per hour is needed to keep the bal
loon aloft. Flow of the compass fluid used varies 
(through a sharp-edged orifice) with the head, or vertical 
distance between the tree surface of the liquid and the 
orifice. It is not affected by the temperature or preuure, 
so long as the reservoir is properly vented. 

Flow also varies with the size and shape of tbe orifice. 
Using round spinnerette orifices, the flow of various heads 
has been computed and is shown in Table 3, Appendix II. 
From a knowledge of the minimum head to be expected (de
pending on the construction of the ballast reservoir and 
its connection to the orifice), the desired rate of flow 
can be obtained by proper selection of orifice size. While 
200 grams per hour has been used successfully for the 
usual floating altitudes of the General Mills 20-foot cells, 
this figure should be considered as an abaolute minimum. 
~ short period check of the flow rate through each ballaat 
assembly prior to flight is recommended. 

E. Altitude Sensitivity 

The altitude gained by a balloon when its load is re-
duced by one kilogram is called its altitude sensitivity. 
This amount is affected by the density of the atmosphere 
at the floating levelJ for 20-foot balloons between 
40,000 and 53,000 feet, it is roughly 1000 feet per kilo
gram of weight lost. This weight is normally lost by 
ballast dropping. The altitude sensitivity and the ballast 
drop control the rate of rise of the ceiling. Graph 4, 
Appendix II gives more exact values for this figure at 
various altitudes. 

F. Fo~s and Records 

For the purpose of making standard pre-flight compu·tations, 
a series of computation sheets have been draw• up. These 
are shown in Appendix· I. Reward tags attached to component• 
of the flight train have encouraged the finders to protect 
the equipment and report its location for recovery. The 
tags, questionnaires, and the warning notices which are 
used on appropriate gear where squi-bs or acid are used are 
shown in Figures 20 and 21. 

V. BALLO<li INFLATION 

A. Preparation of Balloon 

From the moment the protective packing of the balloon is 
removed, great care must be exercised to prevent tears 
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DANGER! 
ACID! 

EMPTY THIS ON GROUND 

BEFOII!E HANDLING 

DANGER! 
FIRE! 

CUT THESE WIRES 

BEFORE HANDLING 

REWARD NOTICE 

Tbie i• epecial weather equipment eent aloft on reeeateh by New York Univenity. 
It ie important that the equipment be recovered. The finder il requeeted to protect 
the equipment from damace or theft, and to telecraph collect to: Mr. C. S. Sehaeicler, 
New York Univerlity, 181et St. & Univerlity Heiahte. 8os 12, New York City, 
L..S.A. Phone: LUdlow 3·6310. REFER TO FLJCHT #--

A dollar ( $ ) reward and reuonable reimbunement for re
covery upeneee will be paid if the above instruction• are followed before Sep
tember 1949. 

KEEP AWAY FROM FIR£. THERE IS KEROSENE IN THE TANK. 

F1gu!'e 20 
Sample warning and reward tags 
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QUESTIONNAIRE 

Please answer this and send to us so that we may pay you the 
reward. 

1. On what date and at what hour was the balloon discovered? 

2. Where was it discovered? (Approximate distance and direction 
from nearest town on map?) 

3. Was it observed descending? If so, at what timet 

4. Did it float down slowly or fall rapidly? 

5. How much kerosene was there in the tank? 

Remuneracion 

La materia ha volado con eate globo desde la Nueva York 
University para haoer investigaciones meteorologicas. 
Se desea que esta material se vuelva para estudiarle 
nuevament. 

Con este motivo, se dare. una remuneracion de 
dolares norteamericanos y una suma proportion~a~l~p~a~ra~---
devolver todos los apartos en buen estado. Para recibir 
instruociones de embarque, comuniquense con la persona · 
siguiente por telegrafo, gasto~ pagados por el recipiente, 
refirriendo al numero del globo • 

CUIDA001 
PELIGRO DE FLAMA, HAY KEROSEN EN EL TANQUE. 

C. S. Schneider 
Research Division 
New York University 
University Heights 
Bronx 53, New York 

Figure 21 
Sample Spanish reward notice and English questionnaire. 



and pin holes from being made in the fabric. For example, 
the film is so easily injured that it is not safe to lay 
a folded-up balloon on a bare table-top or other hard 
surface on which sander splinters might be found. For 
this reason a clean ground cloth of canvas should always 
be used for the lay-out of the balloon. Once the balloon 
has been laid out on the ground cloth, it is made ready 
for inflation and the rip line of the flight-termination 
gear is inserwdinto the cell (see Sectioniii, C). 

B. Use of Shot Bags and Releasing Device 

While the balloon is being inflated it is necessary to 
hold it in position. Under conditions of calm wind, thB 
may be accomplished by simple fastening heavy weights to 
the loading ring and allowing the entire balloon envelope 
to rise freely above its anchor. 

Since only 10 to 2Q% of the balloon is full at the surface 
when the inflation is complete, it is possible to restrict 
the volume filled and so cut down the area exposed to 
the wind on days which are not calm. '!he volume required 
can be expressed as the length of the bubble collected 
at the head or top of the balloon. Having determined the 
desired iength (see Section IV, B), the remainder of the 
balloon may be held down on the ground cloth by weighted 
bags wrapped in protective sheets of polyethylene (see 
Fi.gures 22 and 23). Elliptical shot bags, weighing 100 
pounds,are used to hold the base of the bubble to be tn
flated. Twenty-pound sand bags are used to keep the 
appendix closed to prevent filling of the balloon with air 
and to restrict the uninflated folds or the balloon. A 
more elaborate system of holding the gas in the upper section 
of the bubble makes use of the General Mills releasing de
vice shown in Figures 24 and 25. Motmted on 'Wheels, this 
mechanism is rolled into position with the head of the 
balloon lying across the platform. The protective roller 
arms lock into position holding the bubble until launching. 
This device is used with large loads when shot bags might 
roll or slide off the balloon. As the arms open outward 
as well as upward when the locking pins are removed, 1 t is 
necessary to position the platform with the arms opening 
away from the bubble. 

c. Inflation Techniques 

When the balloon is manufactured, a polyethylene inflation 
tube about 4" in diameter is inserted. This tube extends 
from a few feet outside the appendix to near the top of 
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Figure 24 
General Mills launching platform for large balloons. 
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the balloon and permits gas to be introduced into the 
top of the cell first. As the balloon is laid out and 
shotbags are positioned, this tube must be kept clear. 
At the point where the bubble is pinched of£ the folds 
of the balloon are carefully divided; the inflation tube 
is made as free as possible with only one layer of poly
ethylene above and one below it. The tube is then pulled 
up above and between the arms of the releasing device or 
the heavy shot bags, and the remainder of the fabric is 
pinned down so that no shifting will permit premature re
lease. 

Depending upon the load to be lifted and the rate of rise 
desired, a pre-computed amount of helium is fed into the 
balloon (see Section IV, A). This amount is determined 
by noting the equilibrium pressure and temperature of 
the gas in each cylinder. A manifold is used to feed the 
gas from the tanks to the inflation tube in the balloon. 
Shown in Figures 26 and 27 this manifold system consists 
of an adjustable number of flexible pigtails leading into 
a main line of heavy copper tubing. This main line and 
the fittings are capable of ~hstanding the full tank 
pressure of about 2500 feet psi. Two pressure gazes are 
included in the main line and it is thus possible to make 
last-minute checks of the amount of gas (pressure) in 
each tank. (Due to variable gage-calibrations, it has 
been found necessary to establish the lift-pressure. ratio 
of each gage before using it.) In the main line of the 
manifold, two valves control the gas flow. The inflation 
tube is often initially twisted when the balloon is first 
laid out, A small amount of gas at very low pressure 
Should be valved into the tube to strengthen it. In addi
tion to the fine valve control required for this pre
liminary gas feed, it is also nedessary for e manifold 
valve to permit high gas flow from the tanks even when 
the pressure is greatly reduced. For this, the coarse 
globe valve is used. 

Once the tube has been chedmd, inflation should proceed 
as rapidly as possible. The balloon is outdoors and so 
subject to buffeting by the wind. The limiting factor 
of sr·eed of inflation is the vibration of the fabric 
near the open end of the inflation tube. 

A~ a result of the extreme cooling of the rapidly expanding 
gas, the manifold and the tank valve generally become 
coated with frost. Too rapid cooling may actually cause 
the valve to freeze shut. 
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The effect of this cooling is evidenced in the lifting 
power or the gas. When a rapidly filled balloon is launched 
immediately after inflation, it has less lift than de-
sired and may even be "heavy" rather than buoyant. 20°C 
cooling will make balloon 1% heavier. This may be 25% 
of free lift. In the inflation of the 70-foot balloons 
where more gas is used, and the cooling effec-t is more 
often harmful, a heating unit is added to the inflation 
equipment. The gas passes from the manifold through a 
coil which is centrally wa~ed by a blow torch and on into 
the inflation tube. The gas should arrive in balloon no 
more than 20°C cooler than the air. 

VI. BALLOON LAUNCHING 

When the balloon infle.tion is complete, the inflatio:r;1 tube 
is removed from the balloon as gently as possible. There 
is apt to be constriction at the point where the bubble is 
formed by the launching arms or the shot bags. If the tube 
does stick at this point, great care must be given to freeing 
without ripping the ball.oon. 

Should the balloon be torn in this or any other manner, it 
may be possible to patch the fabric and salvage the flight. 
The acetate-fiber scotch tape, used to attach the batten is 
used for patching. Transverse tapes are laid across the tear 
and the entire region is covered with a matting of tape. 

When the inflation tube is freed and the restrained bubble 
is ready for launching, the lower portion or it is laid out 
down wind, as is all of the gear on the load line. The in
flation is generally done in the lee or the hangar or "Y"
shaped wind screen (see Figures 28 and 29) with the bubble 
as close to the wall as possible. It is imperative that the 
wind direction be noted prior to launching and that the equip
ment be directly downwind from the head of the bubble. It is 
strongly recommended that a standard meteorological rubber 
balloon be inflated and tethered on a 150-foot line near the 
point of release to serve as a wind indicator. This balloon 
is much more effective than a standard wind vane. 

All pieces of equipment and all on-lookers must be removed 
from the immediate vicinity to prev6nt accidental entanglement 
of the load line when the balloon begins to rise. Each piece 
of delicate gear to be carried aloft should be cradled by 
one man. As a signal given by the flignt director (after 
checking to see everyone is ready and that the balloon will 
go in the desired direction), the bubble is released (see 
Figure 30). If "launching arms" are used, this is not 
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difficult, but if the two elliptic.al shot bags are em
ployed, they must be lifted simultaneously upward and 
outward away from the balloon. As the cell rises, each 
piece of gear must be cradled by its bearer allowing it 
to be lifted vertically when the balloon passes overhead. 
In many instances where the wind direction is ~ot constant 
at the surface or changes as the balloon goes upward, and 
exact downwind positioning of launching personnel will be 
difficult. It is often necessary for these men to run to 
one side or forward or baekward to get directly beneath 
the balloon. In cases of extreme wind speed, it has been 
found necessary to load the lower pieces of equipment on to 
a truck bed before release of balloon and launch 1 t by 
driving underneath the balloon. 

It is possible to estimate the space required to launch a 
train of given length if the wind speed is known. By using 
the computed figure for rate of rise, the length of time re
quired to lift the entire train is found. The distance 
the bubble will travel during this time is proportionate to 
the wind speed. For example, if a train 250 feet long is 
launched with the rate of rise at 500 feet per minute, a 
bubble will move downwind at 660 feet if the wind is 15 
miles per hour (22 feet per second), and the man at the end 
of the equipment train must cover 410 feet in 30 seconds 
carrying the gear with him. 

The use of a restraining line attached to the load line above 
any heavy gear or delicate gear is recommended. A loop in 
this restraining line is attached to a winch mounted on a 
track a few hundred feet downwind of the lowest piece of 
gear, or is held by a well-gloved man. The safety ~~ights 
are attached near the end of this line. The balloon tends 
to pull the gear in beneath itself in calm or light winds, 
and may pull sidewise if the train alignment is not perfectly 
downwind; the restraining line withstands this pull. Thus 
tethered, the b•lloon is forced to come overhead of the equip
ment bearers, and they are able to launch with less diffi
culty and danger of equipment damage. If the apparent ascent 
rate is too slow, the restraining line is cut between the 
.safety weights and the other pieces of equipment. If the rate 
of rise appears to be high enough, the restraining line is 
severed below the safety weights and they rise, completing 
the launch:i.ng. 

VII. TRACKING AND ALTITUDE DETERMINATION 

Following release, it is often necessary to know the position 
of the balloon and its height as long as possible. Several 
methods of position and height determination have been found 
useful. Advantages and limitations of each system are given. 
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A. Positioning Equipment 

(l) SCR-658 

The radio direction tinding set SCR-658 has been 
found to be the most useful unit to track a balloon
borne transmitter, within its .limited range. I£ 
the set is in good condition and the transmitter 
signal is good, it is possible to receive from a 
transmitter whiQh is 150 miles away at an altitude 
of 50,000 feet. At this distance, the elevation 
angle is usually not high enough to be reliable, 
since below angles of 13~ ground reflection of sig
nals makes them nearly meaningless. The azimuth 
angle and the elevation angle, when above 15~ are 
accurate to about 0.5°. It is thus necessary to 
use two such sets on about a 100-mile base line 
to give a position fix. If the elevation of the 
balloon is determined independently, and the eleva
tion angle is above 13°, it is possible to locate 
the balloon-borne transmitter with one SCR-658. 

The installation and maintenance of SCR-658 requires 
the services of a specially trained man, while the 
operation procedure may be made by relatively un
skilled personnel, with lim:i ted training. For 
details of the use of the SCR-658, see War Department 
publication TMll-1158!. 

( 2) Theodolite 

The meteorological theod9lite is useful on daytime 
flights when skies are clear for ranges up to 100 
miles. If radio datalre available to give height, 
the additional information obtained from this in
&trument--elevation and azimuth angle-JWill completely 
fix the balloon's position in three dimensions. 
When pressure data are known, two theodolites 
with a base line several mil-es in length will also 
uniquely locate the balloon. A third metho~. less 
accurate but still useful, is the method of stadia 
measurements. By carefully measuring, prior to 
release, the distance between two distinctive portions 
of the train and then noting the angular distance 
subtended during flight by these instruments, the alti
tude and hence all coordinates of the balloon may be 
determined. 

Regular and frequent checks must be made of the scale 
adjustments of the instruments and of the base plate 
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levels when the instrument is located out of doors. 
For details of the use and care of theodolites. 
see either the War Department publication TM-11-
423 or the U. s. Weather Bureau Circular "O". 

(3) Aircraft Radio Compass 

It has been found feasible to deter.mine the posi-
tion of the balloon by following the signal from a 
balloon-borne transmitter. using an aircraft radio 
compass as rece~ving unit. In this way it is possible 
to fly along a path coward the balloon,·usually at 
a much lower altitude. and. by noting the plane's 
position where the compass reading is reversed. the 
position of the tra-nsmitter is found. The main dis
advantage of using this system is that aircraft is 
n~eded. but there is no other method which will so 
readily position the balloon over great distances 
and periods of time. With this system. the limit 
of tranamission time is a function of the weight of 
transmitter batteries which can be carried rather 
than distance. It is possible to power a trans
mitter to supply 2 watts. for about 15 hours. using 
15 pounds (7 kilograms) of batteries. Longer periods 
of transmission may be achieved by intermittent opera
tion of the transmitters or use of heavier batteries. 

(4) Radar 

If ground radar is available, accurate pod tioning 
over a limited range can be made. It is helpful 
but not strictly required to add radar targets 
(corner reflectors) to the flight train for such 
tracking. Using radar. the elevation angle • azimuth 
angle and slant distance out are obtained, giving 
a complete fix on the balloon with one set. The 
maximum distance to which appropriate sets can reach 
is about 65 miles; such sets are the SCR-584, the 
SPM-1 and the MPS-6. V'lith good orientation and leveling 
such seta have an accuracy of l.oo and about 500 feet 
of slant range. Because of the limited range, radar 
sets are not generally useful. Attempts to use 
radar mounted atop aircraft for aeri~l observation 
have been abandoned in favor of the radio compass. 

B. Altitude Determination 

In early attempts to utilize standard radiosonde 
pressure modulators they were found to be unsatisfactory. 
The Diamond-Hinman system of counting signal changes 
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is riot useful when the changes occur at a nearly con
stant altitude due to the width of the steps and the am
biguity of di'rection of vertical motion. Two pressure 
measuring systems have been found satisfactory for use 
in constant-level work and are discussed below. For a 
discussion of the radio transmitters which have been 
used (the standard T-69 and,the NYU AM-1), see Techni
cal Report No. 2, Balloon Project, New York University 
Research Division. 

(1) Olland Cycle Pressure Measuring Instrument 

This instrument, shown in Figure 31, is used in 
balloon flights as the primary pressure measuring 
unit, as it will continuously measure pressure 
without ambiguity. It modulates the transmitted 
r"dio signal at intervals whose timing is determined 
by the pressure of the air at the balloon's position. 

As presently designed, the modulator contains a 
standard Signal Corps ML-310E radiosonde aneroid 
unit, a rotating cyclinder of insulating material 
with a metal helix wound around the cylinder, and a 
6-volt electric motor which rotates the cylinder. 

There are two contacting pens which ride on the cy
linder and conduct electrical current when they 
touch the helix. One pen is fixed in position and 
makes a contact at the same time in each revolution 
of the helix. This contact is used as a reference 
point for measuring the speed of rotation of the 
cylinder. The time that the second one, which is 
linked directly to the aneroid cell, makes contact 
with the spiral, is dependent on the cylinder speeed 
and on the pen position which is detennined by the 
pressure. By an evaluation chart, the atmospheric 
pressure can be detennined as a function of the 
relative posi~ion of the pressure contact as compared 
to the reference thus eliminating ell rotation effect$ 
but short term motor speed fluctuations. 

Preparation of the modulator for flight consists of 
the following steps: 

(a) Test the motor operation. When a 6-volt battery 
is inserted in the motor circuit with the proper 
polarity, the motor should run smoothly at one 
re~olution per 60 to 80 seconds. Noisy opera
tion is probably a sign of dirty or corroded 
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Figure 31 
Olland Cycle Pressure Modulator 
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(b) 

gears or poor alignment of the rotating cy
linder. The motor gears may be cleaned with 
carbon tetrachloride and a small clean brush. 
If the trouble is due to misalignment, the in
strument should not be used since this will 
affect the rotation at a non-uniform rate and 
thus destroy the entire accuracy of the record.. 

Calibrate the instrument. The following equip
ment is required for the calibration: · 

Vacuum pump 
Bell jar 
Base plate with at lest 4 electrical leads 
Manometer 
Tape recorder 

The vacuum pump should be capable of evacuating 
the bell jar to a pressure lower than that to 
be reached by the balloon in flight. A pressure 
of ten millibars. corresponding to about 
100.000 feet elevation is usually a good minimum. 

Four wires are necessary to conduct the six 
volts to the motor and to transmit the reference 
and pressure signals. The wires must pass out 
of the bell jar through an air-tight seal in 
the base plate. The base plate also needs a 
tube leading to the manometer and a tube to the 
vacuum pump. It is advisable to use two sepa
rate tubes rather than placing the manometer 
lead in the same line as the pump lead in order 
to obtain the pressure in the bell jar rather 
than that in the pumping line. 

In operation the negative line of the battery 
leads is used as the ground connection of the 
output signal. 

A tape recorder such as the Brush Development 
Co. model BL-902 oscillograph and amplifier 
BL-905. is needed to record the signal both 
during calibration and during the balloon flight. 
The Brush recorder is used at present and the 
discussion of the operation will be made in terms 
of the characteristics of this instrument. When 
using the slow speed of the recorder, which 
feeds the paper at the rate of 30 centimeters 
per minute, the distance between successive re
ference marks will be 30 to 40 centimeters de-
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pending upon the speed or rotation of the mo
dulator motor. The pressure signal appears 
at any point along the record between or over
lapping the references depending upon the pressure. 
A sample record of this sort is shown in Figure 32. 

The Olland cycle acts as a ~itching unit for the 
test oscillator (see Figure 33) whose agnal· is fed 
into the Brush amplifier and finally to the recorder. 
By adjusting the resistors in the test circuit, 
the frequency ot oscillation may be adjusted. Since 
within the usual range, the frequency of oscillation 
is approximately additive when the two signals over
lap. the suggested frequencies are about 4 cycles per 
second for pressure and 8 cycles per second for refer· 
ence. When overlapping signals are being recorded 
the frequency will be about 12 cycles per second 
which is easily recognizable on the record. 

The calibration of the modulator unit should be 
in steps of 25 to 30 millibars in order to have 
at least three points within each turn of the 
helix. 

Evaluation of the record is accomplished with 
the aid of a nomogram divided into 100 equal 
parts. The record is laid on the nomogram with 
the leading edge of the first reference on the 
zero line and the leading edge of the second 
reference on the lOOth line. The position of 
the leading edge of the pressure signal is then 
read to the nearest third of a division on the 
nomogram. If one complete turn of the spiral 
represents 75 millibars, it is thus possible 
to read the pressure to an accuracy of one
three-hundreth of 75 or about one-quarter milli
bar. 

In evaluating the record the tape should be kept 
parallel to the horizontal lines on the nomogram 
or perpendicular to the zero line in order to 
avoid errors in ir..terpretation. 

The total motion of the pen arm of the modulator 
is normally 12 to 14 turns of the spiral. Therefore, 
there will be the same number of points at which 
the pressure and reference signals overlap. The 
calibration curve (Figure 34) is drawn to show 
pressure from zero to surface pressure (about 
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1020 millibars) against. percentage of the turns 
as read on the nomogram. The lowest pressure 
reading is numbered as read and succeeding 
pressures are plotted in a continuous ascending 
series. When the pressure reading reached the 
first_overlap on the reference, it is called 
100 percent; the second overlap is 200 percent 
and so on until the last overlap which may be 
1200 or 1300 percent. 

(c) Pack the modulator and insert it inside the 
transmitter box. The modulator should be pro
tected from extreme cold since the motor opera
tion becomes erratic when the temperature reached 
:soo to 400C below zero. A box or paper cover 
over the modulator will keep particles of in
sulation and dirt from the moving parts. 

(d) When the entire assembly has been made and in
flation of the balloon is about to begin, the 
transmitter and motor should be turned on and 
reception of the signal tested. If any serious 
trouble appears, the modulator should be re
placed by another calibrated modulator since 
any work on the instrument will probably change 
the calibration. 

During the flight,radio static and noise will 
appear on the Brush record as pips which may re
semble the transmitted signals and with increasing 
distance or weakening transmitter the noise will 
finally completely obscure the pressure record. 
Careful tuning of the receiver will prolong 
the record as long as possible. When tuning 
the receiver, the sensitivity control of the 
Brush amplifier should be turned to the least sen
sitive position since any sudden change in the 
tuning may throw the pen off its supports and 
damage its glass tip. 

'When the flight reception is completed the re
cord is evaluated exactly as in the evaluation 
of the calibration record--using the same nomo
gram. However, since the instrument is subjected 
to different atmospheric condition~, the motor 
speed may vary suddenly, giving false values for 
the pressure. These values may be detected by 
carefully observing the rate of rotation of the 
motor, which is measurable by the distance be
tween the reference marks. If there is a sudden 
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change in motor speed of five percent or more 
from the preceding rotation, the pressure value 
should be rejecteq. A slow, continuous change 
in speed from minute to minute may be neglected 
since it is probably a unifonn change through• 
out the rotation period. The motor speed will 
decrease during the flight, as a resul~ of the 
low temperatures and the drop in battery voltage. 
This of itself does not decrease the value of 
the record, as long as the speed does not nhange 
suddenly. 

(e) Olland.Cycle Pressure Element Specific«tions 

(1) Pressure range: 1050 to 5mb. 

(2) Desired accuracy: Surface to 300 mb ts mb. 
300 mb to 50 mb t2 mb. 
50 mb to 5 mb leu than t2 mb, il mb if 

possible. 

Highest accuracy and readability desired 
on low pressure end. Temperature compensa
tion, as required to meet pressure accuracy 
requirements for temperature, range •30° 
to -7000 or equivalent for medium and high 
altitude flights. Mean operating tempera
ture required more than 0°C. 

(3) Helix: 

Cylinder--made of insulating material with 
low temperature coefficient. 
Diameter 3/4 inch to l inch, length 2! 
inch. 

Spiral--made of nickel or other metal which 
does not corrode in the atmosphere, .010 
inch or less in diameter. 
Eight turns per inch on cylinder. 

Check-points--Six points located between 
turns of spiral, starting with 9th turn, 
60 degrees apart. 
Made of the same material as the spiral. 
In the electrical circuit of .the pressure 
signal. 
Suggested shape 1/16 inch diameter, round 
pin, flush with surface of helix. 
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General--Helix mounted in a rigid frame to 
prevent lengthwise movement or springing 
out through bending of a frame. 
Joined to motor drive by a pin through both 
drive shaft and helix shaft. 
When rotating e. t about l rpm duration of 
signals not over 3 to 4 seconds. 
Surface of helix to be polished withrouge 
or crocus cloth. 
Loading edge of the metal spiral will be 
true and sm.ooth to within .0005 inch. 

(4) Motor: 

6 to 7.5 volts 
l rpm gear train 
20 to 40 milliemperes drain 
Constant speed--change of speed during any 

single revolution not more than 0.3% 
Speed change at low temperature not more 

than !:20% 

(5) Mounting of Unit: 

Mounting in such manner that temperature 
changes and stresses will not change the 
relative positions of the aneroid e.nd the 
helix. This may be done by mounting all 
elements on a f-" metal plate or by mounting 
all parts in a frame supported on a single 
pedestal. 

Mount unit in an easily opened, stiff single 
thickness cardboard or plastic box to pro
tect it from other units in flight trains. 

External terminal strip with four terminals 
connected to ground, motor, refe renee, and 
pressure. 

Total weight not over 600 grams. 

Overall dimension not over 5 x 5 x 4 inches. 

To be mounted in transmitter, where insula
tion will prevent cooling below ooc within 
6 hours at air temperature of -4oo to -sooc. 
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(2) Codeaonde 

The modified radiosonde built by Brailsford and Co., 
Rye, New York,called the codesonde,has been found 
valuable when knowledge of small variations in the 
height of the balloon is not required. Using this 
system, a radio transmitter is modulated by a Morse 
code signal which is a function of pressure (and 
temperature if desired). This system is useful for 
tracking a balloon with aircraft since no recording 
equipment is necessary tor data interperlation. 

Each combination of dots or dashes may be identified 
by ear, and with a calibration chart, the pressure 
Which corresponds to the balloon's height may be 
thus determined by anyone who can read Morse code 
with a suitable radio receiver. T.he adva~tages of 
using this system for a balloon which is to be followed 
by aircraft include the fact that it is necessary to 
receive only one complete code group tocompletely 
identify the pressure level of the balloon. It is 
thus possible to ~nterrupt the period of reception 
without per.manently losing the altitude record. It 
is expected that a balloon transmitter which can be 
followed with an aircraft radio compass- will be used 
in conjunction with this pressure modulator, giving 
three-dimensional position data. 

(3) Barograph 

Many balloon flights pass out of the range of even 
a network of receiving stations. When it is not 
possible, because of weather or other considerations, 
to follow the balloon with aircraft, a clock-driven 
meteorograph may be added to the flight train to re
cord data, such as pressure and temperature. It is 
necessary to recover the balloon equipment to evaluate 
this sort of record. With inland release points, 
it has been possible to recover about 75~ of all 
flights. 

The model U-48 Lange barograph, shown in Figure 35, 
is designed to give ~ record of atmospheric pressure 
and the temperature of the barograph case. In order 
to obtain a maximum spread of the pressure record 
in the range at which the data is most useful, the 
lin~ges are arranged so the.t recording begins at 
about 500 millibars or around 19,000 feet, and may 
be continued as high as the balloon rises. The 
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t.mperature recording is confined to the lo'tier 
2 inches of the drum so as to interfere as little as 
poasible with the pressure record when the bel loon 
float• above 30,000 teet. 

Recording is accomplished by three pens which scratch 
carbon from a smoked aluminum toil. This method 
eliminates the need :for liquid ink and applies a 
minimwn of pressure to the recording drum. 

The recording dr~ rotates once in twelve hours. 
Therefore, it a :flight lasts over twelve hours, the 
trace will overlap. Such a record is shown in 
Figure 36. The clock runs for 36 to 40 hours on 
one winding. 

Preparation of the barograph :for use on a balloon 
a~ension requires the followinga 

(a) Place an aluminum :foil about 10 inches long by 
3 3/4", .002" thick on the drum. Care should 
be taken to have the overlapping edge of the 
:foil :face in the direction of rotation of the 
drum so the. t the stylus &lides ott the edge in
stead ot catching and tearing the :foil. A few 
drops of rubber cement along each edge or the 
:foil are sufficient to :fasten the roil to the drum 
and will not interfere with removal of the foil 
after reoovery or the barograph. 

(b) Wind the clock. The clock should not be wound 
tightly since at the low temperatures encountered 
in the upper atmosphere the clock spring may 
snap. However, if the clock is wound an hour 
or so before release, it·will be sufficiently 
relaxed by the time the low temperatures are 
reached. 

(c) Check pressure of the marking pens. Too much 
pressure of the pens on the drum will introduce 
an error due to the frictional lag. When the 
drum is removed :from the clock mechanism, and the 
pen lifter released, the stylus points should 
touch the clock housing lightly. 

(d) Smoke the drum. A very thin, tine-grained carbon 
film should be deposited on the aluminum foil. 
The best result will be obtained by use of a 
bright yellow gas flame, although a kerosene flame 
gives a satisfactory coating. Solid or liquid 
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tuel~ usually give a coating Which is too coarse 
grained and heavy. In smoking the drum a long 
rod is used as a rotating axis. The drum is ro
tated rapidly in the flame so as to prevent 
overheating and oxidizing of the foil. The car
bon should not be so thick as to obscure the 
metallic appearance of the aluminum foil. 

(e) Calibrate the barograph for pressur~. The in
strument is placed in a bell jar and the air 
evacuated. The pressure is kept constant at a 
number of pressures so that as the drum turns a 
step, record is made on the -.>ked foil. Pressure 
recording starts at about 500 millibars so the 
first level in the calibration should be at that 
value. At each level the pressure should be kept 
constant for three to five minutes in order to 
obtain a measurable line. Great care and consid
erable practise are required to control the valves 
of the vacuum system so that the pressure does 
not change noticeably during each step. 

-~~, 
The pressure ~teps at which the barograph 18 cali-
brated may be either at regular pressure intervals 

. or at the pressure values corresponding to regular 
height intervals according to the standard at
mosphere figures. The recommended steps are 
listed below. If the balloon is not expected to 
go to the higher altitudes, the calibration may 
be stopped at correspondingly higher pressures. 

Pressures Standard Atmos~here Heights 
500 mb 466 mb corresponding to 20,000 ft. 
400 mb 300 mb If II ~o.ooo ft. 
300 mb 188.5 mb " II 40,000 ft. 
200 mb 117 mb II " 50,000 ft. 
150mb 72.8 mb II II 60,000 ft. 
100mb 45.3 mb " II 70,000 ft. 

50mb 28.2 mb " " 80,000 ft. 
10 mb 17.5 mb " II 90,000 ft. 

10.9 mb II 
II 100,000 ft. 

The temperature calibration may be made by recording 
two widely spaced temperatures, s.uch as room tem
perature and the temperature of dry ice (-78°C). 
This celibration will be approximately a straight 
line and, therefore, two points are sufficient 
to plot the curve. 
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Immediately before the balloon release, when 
the clock is wound and the pens lowered against 
the drum, the pressure and temperature pens 
should be tapped lightly so as to make short 
marks and the time noted. 

When the barograph is recovered the smoked f'~il 
should be treated to preserve the record. A 
solution of' clear shellac diluted with about ten 
times its volume of' alcohol may be used. The 
drum is immersed in the shellac and allowed to 
dry thoroughly before further handling. 

(f) Evaluation of' the record. In evaluating, the re
cord heights of' significant points are measured 
vertically from the reference line. The pres-
sure calibration steps are measured first and plotted 
on graph paper, vertical distance versus pressure 
or altitude. Each significant point on the 
flight trace is then measured and the corresp~nd1ng 
altitude determined from the calibration curve. 

The same procedure is followed in evaluating the 
temperature record, measuring from the reference 
line. 

The curvature of the record due to the motion 
of the pens must be corrected for. Since the tem
perature record covers a short vertical range, the 
time correction may be neglected. Corrections 
for curvature of the pressure record may be read 
directly from Figure 37, Which gives the correction 
in inches as a function of' the distance of' the 
point in question from the center of the record. 

The final time correction is made to correlate 
the temperature and pressure records. This may 
be done by measuring the horizontal distance be
tween the temperature and pressure marks as made 
before release and correcting this amount for 
vertical position. The rotation of the drum 
is once in 12 hours and, therefore, the time-distance 
relation may be computed by noting the total 
length of record obtained in one revolution. 
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VIII. ANALYSIS 

During and following the flight it is customary to analyze the 
behavior of the balloon. Two curves are usually drawn when 
data is available for their preparation. The first of these 
is a time-height curve which gives the altitude of the balloon 
at all times with respect to sea level. On this curve also 
it is customary to plot tne temperature data and ballast flow 
data when such has been recorded. In some cases it has been 
found useful to plot a profile of the terrain over which the 
balloon is passing. The second diagram usually prepared is 
the trajectory of the balloon, and again it may be prepared 
with respect to the terrain over which the balloon was passing. 
That is to say, it is plotted on an aircraft map of the area, 
with positions and heights plotted every ten minutes. Fig-
ures 38 and 39 show sample p.lots. 

IX. GENERAL MILLS 7-, 30-, AND 70-FOOT BALLOONS 

The altitudes reached and loads which may be carried by the 
General Mills balloons other than the 20-foot cell are shown 
in Table 4, Appendix II. Graph 3, Appendix II may be used 
for interpolation of the tabulated values to give the re
lationship between floating altitude and gross load, and Graph 4 
shows the altitude sensitivity at various heights. It has 
been assumed that helium is the lifting gas. Graph 1, Ap
pendix II is useable for all of these balloons to determine 
the amount of free lift which .is needed to give a desired rate 
of .rise. 

To launch a 7-foot balloon, it is not necessary to utilize 
the elaborate technique of the larger balloons. A can of sand 
is made to weigh the same amount as the required gross lift 
(equipment weight plus free lift), and attached to the load 
ring. Inflation from a single tank may be made insX8 any 
building with relatively large doors and when the balloon just 
lifts the inflation weights it may be attached to the equip
ment line, carried outdoors and released. In light winds the 
equipment may be released with a hand-over-hand paying out of 
the line. If there is too much wind for this method, the 
equi~ent is laid out downwind and the balloon released so as 
to pass over the pieces of gear and pick them up while rising. 

A 7-foot balloon being inflated is seen in Figure 40. The 
appendix which is shown is made of a flattened 2-foot length 
of inflation tube, from a 20-foot balloon, without stiffeners. 
Such a balloon has been sustained with a fixed ballast leak 
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Figure 40 
General Mills 7 foot 

balloon being inflated. 
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of 170 grams per hour. A balloon o£ this type with no alti
tude control stayed aloft for more than two hour• and atter 
reaching ceiling. the altitude did not vary by more ~ 
1500 feet while the balloon was within range of the ebaeninl 
station. 

The preparation and launching techniques di.au1&ed tor the 
20-foot balloon apply also to the 30-foot cell. No fu~th•r 
discussion is required for the 30-foot balloon. 

The 70-foot balloon seen in Figures 41 and 42 is launched in 
the same manner as the 20-foot cell. A much larger amount 
of gas is required and since it is valved rapidly into the 
balloon, it has been found necessary to pass the gas through 
a heating coil to prevent it from reaching the balloon so 
adiabatically cooled as to be incapable of lifting the 
load. This heater is shown in Figure 43. Due to the large 
lift and area exposed to the wind at launching, the large 
cell may be dangerous if personnel attempt to hold the gear 
or act as anchors. If possible, al} gear ..should be laid out 
downwind to be picked up from the ground by the balloon. The 
anchor should be a winch mounted on a truck which can move 
around the balloon so as to be downwind at launching. 

Since the altitudes where the 70-foot balloons normally float 
are high in the stratosphere, the natural stability of the bal
loon in the temperature inversion keeps these cells up for 
a long period of time without ballast or other controls. One 
such flight fell slowly during a period of 75 houra and was 
still above 65,000 feet when the barograph record ended. 
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Figure 42 
General Mills 70 foot balloon 

being launched in e. 5 kr:ot wind. 
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GLOSSARY 

Altitude Sensitivity: The altitude gained by a balloon when its 
load is reduced by one kilogram. 

Balloon Inflation: Gas inflation to be given the balloon in 
ter.ms of initial lift of the balloon 
(equals weight of equipment load plus free 
litt plus allowance for gas losses before 
launching). 

Ceiling: The locus of pressure altitudes at which a 
non-extensible balloon will float when gas 
losses are slightly over-compensated for 
by ballast losses. 

Equipment Load: Weight of all equipment, rigging, ana ballast 
hung from the balloon shrouds not including 
balloon or its integral parts. 

Floor: The locus of altitudes at which a balloon will 
float when lift losses are exactly compensated 
for on a demand basis by ballast dropping. 
In practice, this is determined by the opera
tion of the automatic ballast release and 
ia some altitude below the ceiling. 

Free Lift: Net lift of the balloon with the equipment 
load attached. 

Gross Lift: Lift of all of the gas in the balloon at re
lease (equals weight of the balloon, equip
ment load plus the free lift). 

Gross Load: Load on the gas at release (balloon plus 
equipment load weight). 

Pressure Altitude: The altitude. at which a non-extensible bal
loon becomes fully inflated. 

Pressure Height: The height above ~ean sea level as determined 
from pressure measurements used in this work 
with the N. A. c. A. Standard Atmosphere. 
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Appendix I 

Table Number 

Table l: Equipment List •••••••••• 

Table 2: Flight Forms ••••••••••• 
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Table l 

BASIC EQUIPMENT FOR FIELD TRIPS 
LAUNCHING OF 20' BAUA>ONS 
WITH SIMPLE CONTROL GEAR 

GROUND EQUil'MENT: 

1 ea. Set instructions (Operations Manual) 

2 ea. £lliptical shot bags (each filled with 
100 # of shot) 

2 ea. 40 # Sand bags 

4 ea. 40 # Sand bags 

1 ea. 40' x 61 Ground Cloth 

4 ea. Sheets polyethylene, .OOl" to 
•. 004", 4 1 X 4 1 

1 ea. 5 Tank manifold with pressure gages 
and valve 

1 ea. Rubber hose, lft I.D., 10' long 

l ea. Gas diffuser 

2 ea. Rubber tubing!" bore, l/8" wall, 
8' long 

2 ea. Hose clamps, aeroseal, lt" I.D. 

3 ea. Hose ends for helium tanks 

l ea. Box white chalk 

l ea. Solution balance Fisher :f/=2-100 

l ea. Inflation nozzle, ML-196 

3 ea. Weems plotters 

l ea. Set a.ircraft maps of area 

l ea. Tool kit complete with 2 sheath knives, 

NYU Balloon Pro
ject Drawing No. or 
Figure No. in Opera
tions Manual 

ED-48-62 

ED-48-l22A 

Figure 26 

ED-48-76A 

ED-48-80 

50 1 cloth measuring tape, brass wire, 1" Mystic 
tape, volt ohmmeter, pliers, screwdrivers, infla
tion tools, flashlights, crescent wrenches, 
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(Tool ki~cont•d.) soldering iron, 
compass, 2 open-end wrenches 1-l/8" 
x l-l/4" openings, 14" pipe wrench, 
spanner for helium tank valves 

2 ea. Theodolite ML-247 with tripod ML-78 

2 ea. Recorder, Brqsh oscillograph or 
other 

2 ea. Standby power units 

2 ea. SCR-658 Radio direction finder 
or 

2 ea. Hammer lund Super-Pro receiver 
2 ea. Kytoon with spare bladders 

for antenna support 
2 ea. Captive balloon, Dewey & A.lmy N4 

4 ea. Chronometers 

4 ea. Clip boards 

2 ea. Complete set of oonununication equip
ment 

FLIGHT GEAR: 

Telephone account 

Wind screen, 30' x 20', Y-shaped, 
equipped with flood lights and 
anemometer 

2 to 5 Tanks helium 

l ea. General Mills 20' balloon (or other 
balloon to be used) plus spare 

24 ea. Rolls acetate fiber scotch tape 

3 ea. Appendix stiffeners (if appendix is 
to be used) 

1 ea. 200' 500 # Thst nylon line 

1 ea. 100' 75 # 1e~t linen twine 

2 ea. 350 Gram balloon ML-131A (for wind 
sock) 

5 to 10 'lbggles or hooks 
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2 ea. Parachutes ML-132 

1 ea. Banner. 3' x 6' 

4 ea. Data sheets 

4 ea. Weight sheets 

4 ea. Reward tags (English, Spanish or other 
language) 

2 ea. "Danger Fire" tags 

2 ea •. Other Danger tags as required 

If Flight Termination gear is to be used: 

1 ea. Flight termination switch 

1 ea. Set rip rigging 

2 ea. Cannons 

2 ea. Squibs Du Pont S-64 (treated for 
high altitude) 

If fixed rate ballast release is to be used: 

1 ea. Orifice S_.Pinnerette, to give ballast 
flow of 250 gm/hr (.008" D.) 

1 Gallon ballast, compass fluid AN-c-116 

NYU Balloon Pro
ject Drawing No. or 
Figure No. in Opera
tions Manual 

ED-48-56 

Figure 21 

Figure 20 

ED-48-70A 

ED-48-68A 

ED-49-5 

ED-48-75A 

1 ea. Ballast reservoir (1 gallon capacity) ED-48-79A 

1 ea. Filter 3" diameter, 325 x 325, phosphor 
bronze mesh ED-48-54A 

4 feet Tubing (Tygon) l" bore 

6 inches Tubing (Tygon) 3/16" bore 

Metal beakers or rimle~s 1 qt. tin cans 

Metal funnel 
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Flight No•·---------

'!'able 2 

Yo/EIGHT SHEET 
Date _________________ __ 

TU. ________________ __ 

Balloon 
Manufacturer __________ ~Weight ______________ ~ 
Number:_ ________ _ 

Appendix or valve-----------

Shrouds • • • • • 

Total Balloon Weight • • • • • • • • ·--------
Launching Remnant • • • • • • 

Line Length •• • • • • • 

1st Unit. Serial No. --------------

description -------------------~ 
Line length ---------------

2nd Unit. Serial No. --------------

description ------------- ----------
Line length _____________ __.. __ --------

3d Unit. Serial No. 
------------------------

de scription ---

Line length ------------------

4th Unit. Serial No. 

description._ ____________ _ 

Drag chute ----------------------------

Banner description --------------- ----------

Ballast assembly - description -----------~--

Ballast • • • • • • 
Total Equipment i'ieight • • ' • • • • • • 
Gross Load • • • • • • • • • • • 
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RATE OF RISE AND :·.AXBiUM ALTITUDE Cm.'J'UTATIONS 

Flight No•·-------------
Dnte __________________ _ 

Time 
------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------
BALLOON rnFLATION 

Desired Rete of Rise • • ft./min. 
-----------------------

Gross Load • • ____________ __.gr~~s 

Free Lift - from Rise ehart ______________ ~grams 

Free Lift - V 2G~/3 - 4li --------------~grams 
Equipment Weight __________________ grnms 

Desired Balloon Inflation : Free Lift t Equipment Total grnma -----...J 
Allowance for Leakage 0 _________ g.o/hr., _____ hrs. wnitin_,g ________ grams 

Actual balloon lift • • • • • • • • " . . .• 
II AActunl gross lift (Balloon lift & balloon wt.) • 

Number Helium tanks required at __ kg lift/full tank • 

• . . ------
• • tanks ------

Length ·balloon above shot bag • • • • • • • -----

biAXIL.'tJl'l ALTITUDE 

Balloon Volu.'lle • • • • • • • 

Gas Lift/mol • • • 

eu. ft. 
'"H,...e"~"'l.,.ium-.-""'~1~1-."~"1------ kg/mol 

• • • • Hydrogen 12 .o · kymol 

Molar Volume • Bo.lloon volume x gas 1i.f't/mol 
gross load 

Maximum Altitude • • • • • • 

Altitude Sensitivity • • • • • • 

eu. ft. ----------------
• ft. m.s.l • -----------------
• ft./kg. 

-------------------
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BALLAST COMFUTATIOISFLIGHT # ______ _ 

Balloon Surface Diffusion (measured ) gm/hr. o/o Inflation o/o 
testimated) ------

Full balloon surface diffusion - balloon surface diffusion 
(o/o Inflation) 2/3 gm/hr. 

Estimated full Balloon ceilin diffusion - F. B. Surface Dif.fusion 
X Ceiling Pr. /hr 

Sur.fnca Pr. gr • 

Description of Ballast Unit: (components, serial nos. Dimensions) 

Amount of Ballast gm. 
------------------------~ 

Initial .flow, maximum hco.d _________ gm../mine 

!!.e.ximum .flow, mo.ximum hes.d;_.. _________ ...}gm./min. 

E t . t d B 11 t d t' Amount of ballast 
s ~ 0 a as urn 10n tU11-balloon ooil!rig ·atrrusion;_.. _________ _.hrs. 

Size Ori.fice used in. ----- Waiting tL~e before release min. ----
Size Limiting Ori.fice used in, 

Size filtEJr used in. 

Initial Head to valve or ori.fice in. 

Final " n " " " inJ -------
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New York University 
Research Division 

Balloon Project 

Supplemental"'/ Information for Flight No. ------

Release: Site _______ _.,.. __ date-----·--- time. ______ _ 

Enooded Sounding Data: 

-----------....... ---...,..---------------- ·- .. ---· . -··-
Encoded Upper Winds 

Release Weather _______________________ . __ ....,.... _______ _ 
In-Flight Hourly Weather 

Train Sketoh L~ Folder Films Sent 0Jt 
-------------------------- -------------

List Flight Reoords in Folder: 

Remarks 

Checked by ____ ,...... ____ --------
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Transmitter I-erformance for Flight No. 
----------------------------------

Release: Date Time Site --------- --------------------- -------~---------
Transmitter Type and Serial No. 
Batteries: Type and Number ----------------------------------~-----

Voltages.Unjer Load: 

Description of Pressure Unit 

Description of Special Equipment 

Reception at Station #2 

Reception at Station ~ 

Critique 
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Appendix II 

Table Number 

Table 1: N. A. c. A. Pressure-Altitude •••• 

Table 2: 

Table 3& 

Table 4: 

N. ·A. C. A. Tempera ture-Al ti tude • • 

Ballast Flow. • • • , • • • • • • • 

Balloon Data • • • • • • • • • • • • 

Graph Number 

• • • 

Pe.g;e Ntm~.ber 

• • • 96 

• • .103 

• • .104 

• • • 105 

• •• 106 Graph 1: Free Lift vs. Rate of Rise •• 

Graph 2: Gross Lift vs. Bubble Length • • • • • • .107 

Graph 3: Buoyancy vs. Altitude • • • • • • • • • .108 

Graph 4: Gross Load vs. Altitude Sensitivity •••• 109 
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PRESSURE AND TEl!PERA'IURE 

IN mE N .A .c .A. STANDARD ATMOSPHERE 

December 1948 

Prepared by 

Irwin Brill 
Research Assistant 

Balloon Project 
Research Division 
New York University 

Under Contract W28-Q99-ac-241 with 
Watson Laboratories 1 A .M.C. 1 U.S. Air Forces 
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Souroe Pressure trom surrace (0 :teet) to A5,000 :teet: 
taken from National AdTisory Committee :tor 
Aeronautics Report #538, and corrected as 
noted below. 

Pressure from 65,000 feet to 1~3,538 feet: 
taken trom National Advisory Committee :tor 
Aerona.utics Report #1200. 

Temperatures at 1000-:toot intervals, tden 
from National Advisory Committee for 
Aeronautics Reports #538 and 1200. 

Geopotentie.l 
AssUmptions for pressure ~orrections: 

Accuracy 

:, 
t 

0 feet to 30,000 feet based upon assumed 
constant ~eonotential. 

30,000 feet to A5,000 feet corrected for 
geopotential, by approximate correction 
factors. (Taken tram extrapolAted curve 
of difference in :teet, tram ~5,000 to 
100,000 feet, between N.A.C.A. table #538 
(uncorrected} and N .A.C .A. Technical Note 
#1200 (correQted)~ 

·~~5,000 feet to 1A3,538 feet, corrected for 
~eo-potential by 'National Advisory.Committee 
for Aeronautics, Note #1200. 

Surface to 30,000 :teet : 15 feet, assumin~ 
constant ~eopotential. 

30,000 feet to ~5,000 :teet :f: 30 feet 

55,000 :teet to 100,000 :teet ... 50 feet -
100,000 feet to 120,000 feet :1: 100 feet 

120,000 feet to 135,000 feet :t 150 feet 

135,000 feet to 1A3,538 feet :1: 2~0 :teet 
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Table 1 

PRESSURE (UB) VERSUS HEIGHT (FEET) 

J4B .ALT. DIF • :MB ALT. DIF. MB ALT. DIF. 'MB ALT. DD'. 

.015 -47 27 9159 1228 28 922 2593 29 871S 4002 31 
~014 .. 20 27 9~8 12~~ 28 921 2~22 29 874 4033 31 
L013.25 0 27 91;7 1284 28 920 2A51 29 873 40~4 31 
L013 7 27 986 1312 28 919 2A80 29 872 4095 31 
L012 34 27 965 1340 28 918 2709 29 871 4126 31 
LOll 61 27 9~4 1368 28 917 2738 29 870 4157 31 
LOlO 88 27 963 1396 28 91A 27~7 29 8A9 4188 31 
l009 115 27 9A2 1424 28 915 2796 29 8A8 4219 31 
l008 142 27 9Al 1452 28 914 2825 29 8A7 4250 31 
L007 169 27 9~0 1481 29 913 2854 29 8~6 4281 31 
LOO~ 198 27 959 lf.lO 29 912 2883 ~9 8~5 4312 31 
L005 223 27 958 1539 29 911 2912 29 8P.4 4343 31 
L004 ~f\0 27 9~7 15~8 29 910 2942 30 8~3 4374 31 
L003 277 27 9!"~ 1!1197 29 909 2972 30 8A2 4405 31 
L002 304 27 955 1~215 29 908 3002 30 8Al 443f; 31 
LOOl 332 28 954 11;55 29 907 3032 30 SAO 44A7 31 
LOOO 3AO 28 953 1A84 29 90S 30f;2 30 8~9 4498 31 
999 388 28 952 1713 29 905 3092 30 858 4529 31 
998 416 28 9!11 1742 29 904 3122 30 857 45~0 31 
997 444 28 950 l7Al 29 903 3152 30 856 4!191 31 
998 472 28 949 1790 29 902 3182 30 8!115 4A22 31 
995 !500 28 948 1829 29 901 3212 30 854 4A53 31 
994 528 28 947 1858 29 900 3242 ~0 853 4A84 31 
993 55A 28 94~ 1887 29 899 3272 30 852 4715 31 
992 584 28 945 1916 29 898 3302 30 8~1 4741; 31 
991 A12 28 944 1945 29 897 3332 30 8~0 4777 31 
990 A40 28 943 1974 29 89f; 3362 30 849 4808 31 
989 AA8 28 942 2003 29 895 3392 30 848 4840 32 
988 f; 9t; 28 941 2032 29 894 342:!2 30 847 4872 32 
987 724 28 940 2061 29 893 34fi2 30 846 4904 32 
986 752 28 939 2090 29 892 3482 30 845 49:56 32 
985 780 28 938 2129 29 891 3512 ~0 844 4958 32 
984 808 28 937 2158 29 890 3542 30 843 5000 32 
983 83A 28 931i 2187 29 889 3572 30 842 5032 32 
982 864 28 935 2211; 29 888 31i02 ~ 841 50A4 32 
981 892 28 934 2245 29 887 3A32 30 840 509A 32 
980 920 28 93! 2274 29 881i 3A62 ~ 839 ~128 32 
979 948 28 932 2303 29 88~ 3A92 30 838 f\1~0 32 
978 975 28 931 2332 29 884 3723 31 837 5192 32 
977 1004 28 930 23A1 29 883 37f;4 31 83A ~224 32 
971; 1032 28 929 2390 29 882 3785 31 835 5256 32 
975 1060 28 928 2419 29 881 3815 31 834 5288 32 
9'14 1088 2-8 927 2448 29 880 384? 31 833 5320 32 
973 111~ 28 92o 2477 29 879 3878 31 832 53!'\2 32 
972 1144 28 925 2506 29 8'78 3909 31 831 5384 32 
971 1172 28 924 2535 29 877 3940 31 830 541A 32 
970 1200 28 923 2!1o4 29 8?A 3971 31 829 5448 32 
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MB Allf. DIF. MB ALT. DIF. MB ALT. DIF. ML_ ALT. DIF, 

828 5480 32 781 702A 34 734 8A48 35 ~87 10358 37 
827 5512 32 780 70~0 34 733 8~83 35 138~ 10395 37 
825 5544 32 779 7094 34 732 8718 35 ~85 10433 38 
825 5576 32 778 7128 34 731 8754 3~ A84 10471 38 
824 5508 32 777 71A2 34. 730 8790 3A ~83 10509 38 
823 5640 32 775 7196 34 729 8825 3A ~82 10547 38 
822 5~72 32 775 7230 34 728 8862 36 ~81 10585 38 
821 5704 32· 774 72~4 34 727 8898 36 680 10623 38 
820 5736 32 773 7298 34 726 8934- 311 A79 10661 38 
819 5768 32 772 7332 34 725 8970 36 678 10A99 38 
818 5800 32 771 73~6 3.1 724 9006 3A A77 10737 .38 
817 5833 33 770 7400 34 723 9042 36 P,7fl.o 10775 38 
816 5866 33 769 7434 34 722 9078 3A A75 10813 38 
815 5909 33 768 7468 34. '121 9114 36 fl.o74 10851 38 
814 5932 33 757 7502 34 720 9150 36 673 10889 38 
813 5965 33 7A6 753~ 34 719 9186 36 A72 10927 38 
812 5998 33 765 7570 34 718 9222 36 671 10965 38 
811 6031 33 764 7604 34 717 9258 36 670 11003 38 
810 A064 33 763 7~38 34 71A 9294 36 659 11041 38 
809 6097 33 762 7A72 34 715 9330 36 668 11079 38 
808 5130 33 761 7706 34 714 9366 36 A67 11117 38 
807 13163 33 7~0 7740 34 713 9402 36 AA6 11155 38 
806 ~196 33 759 7774 .34 712 9438 36 A65 11193 38 
805 6229 33 758 7808 34 '1i1 9474 3A 6A4 11231 38 
804 6262 33 757 7843 35 710 9510 36 663 11270 39 
803 6295 33 756 7878 35 709 9546 3A 6~2 11309 39 
802 5328 33 755 '1913 35 708 9582 36 A61 11348 39 
801 5361 33 754 7948 35 707 9618 36 660 11387 39 
800 6394 33 753 7983 35 706 9655 37 659 1142A 39 
799 6427 33 752 8018 35 705 91392 37 658 11465 39 
798 6460 33 751 8053 35 704 9729 37 ~57 11504 39 
797 5493 33 750 8088 35 703 9766 37 6~6 11543 39 
796 6526 33 749 8123 35 702 9803 37 656 11582 39 
795 6559 33 748 8158 35 701 9840 37 654 11621 39 
794 6592 33 747 8193 35 700 9877 3'1 ~53 11660 39 
793 6~25 33 746 8228 35 A99 9914 37 652 11699 39 
792 6~58 33 745 8263 35 A98 9951 37 1351 11738 39 
791 6691 33 744 8298 35 ~97 9988 37 650 11777 39 
790 6724 33 743 8333 35 .g9~ 10025 37 649 11815 39 
789 6757 33 742 8368 35 695 10052 37 648 11855 39 
788 6790 33 741 8403 35 A94 10099 37 '647 11894 39 
787 6823 33 740 8438 35 693 10136 37 646 11933 39 
786 6856 33 739 8473 35 t\92 10173 37 645 11972 39 
785 6890 33 738 8508· 3~ 691 10210 37 644 12011 39 
784 6924 34 737 8543 35 A90 10247 37 643 12051 40 
783 6958 34 736 8578 35 A89 10284 37 A42 12091 40 
782 6992 34 735 8613 35 A88 10321 37 641 12131 40 
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MB ALT. DIF. MB ALT, DIF. MB ALT. DIF, MB ALT. DD', 

640 12171 40 592 14130 42 543 1~270 45 494 18574 49 
639 12211 40 591 14172 42 542 1~315 4-;: 493 18~23 49 
538 12251 40 590 14214 42 541 1~3~0 .45 492 18672 49 
537 12291 40 589 14256 42 5.40 1~405 45 491 18721 49 
536 12331 40 588 14298 42 539 1~451 4~ 490 18770 49 
635 12371 40 587 14341 43 538 1~49'1 4A 489 18819 49 
634 12411 40 586 14384 43 !"3'7 1A!i43 46 488 188~8 49 
533 12451 40 585 14427 43 ~3P, 1~f89 I 48'7 18917 49 
632 12491 40 584 14470 43 535 l~F'-35 ... ~ 48A 18966 49 
531 12531 40 583 1.4513 43 534 l~F'-81 46 .485 19015 49 
630 125'71 40 582 1455A 43 !='33 1~'727 46 484 19065 50 
629 12511 40 581 14599 43 532 1F'-773 46 48~ 19115 50 
628 12651 40 589 14A42 43 531 1A819 46 482 19155 50 
627 12691 40 5'79 14685 43 530 1A8A5 46 481 19215 50 
626 12'731 40 578 14'728 43 529 16911 4A 480 192A5 50 
625 12'7'11 40 577 14771 43 528 1A957 41'. 4'79 19315 50 
A24 12811 40 5'76 14814 43 !='27 17003 4A 4'78 l93A5 50 
623 12851 40 575 14857 43 52 A 17049 4A 477 19415 50 
622 12891 40 5'14 14900 43 525 17095 46 4'7A 19465 50 
621 12931 40 573 14943 43 524 17141 46 475 19515 50 
620 12971 40 572 14986 43 523 17188 47 474 19565 50 
619 13012 40 571 15029 43 522 17235 47 473 l9A1A 51 
618 13053 41 570 15072 43 521 17282 47 472 l9AA7 51 
617 13094 41 559 15115 43 520 17329 47 471 19718 51 
61~ 13135 41 5A8 15158 43 519 1737(5 47 470 19769 51 
615 13176.41 567 15202 44 518 1'1423 4'7 469 19820 51 
614 13217 41 5A6 15246 44 517 1'7470 47 4A8 19871 51 
613 13258 41 565 15290 44 51~ 1751'7 4'7 4f't7 19922 51 
612 13299 41 5A4 15334 44 515 17564 47 4AA 19973 51 
611 1~340 41 5~3 15378 44 514 171'111 47 4A5 20024 51 
510 13381 41 552 15422 44 51~ 1'71!.58 47 464 20075 51 
609 13422 41 561 154A6 44 512 17'705 4'7 4A3 2012'1 52 
508 134A3 41 5AO 15510 44 511 17'752 4'7 462 2017t;} 52 50'7 13504 41 559 15554 44 510 17800 48 4~1 20231 52 606 13545 41 558 15598 44 509 17848 48 4AO 20283 52 605 13586 41 557 15642 44 508 17e9A 48 459 20335 52 604 13627 41 556 15588 44 507 17944 48 .4!"8 2038'7 52 603 135A8 41 555 15730 45 505 ]:7992 48 45'1 20439 52 602 13'110 42 554 15775 45 505 18040 AA 4~A 20491 52 601 13'752 42 553 15820 45 50LI 18088 48 455 20543 52 
~00 13794 42 552 15885 45 503 1813A .48 ·~4 20595 52 599 13835 42 551 1~910 45 502 18184 48 453 20547 52 598 13878 42 550 159~5 45 !'01 18232 48 452 20t;99 52 597 13920 42 549 1~000 45 ~00 18280 48 4!'1 20'151 52 59fi 13962 42 548 1A045 45 499 18329 49 450 20803 52 595 14004 42 547 1P,090 45 498 18378 49 449 2085A 53 594 14046 42 545 1Al35 45 49'7 1842'7 Ll9 448 20909 53 593 14088 42 545 1F'>l80 45 49A 1847A 49 4.47 20952 53 

544 16225 45 495 18525 49 446 21015 53 
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MB AL'r. DIF. MB ALT. DIF. MB. ALT. DIF. MB ALT. DIF. 

445 20543 53 397 23741 ·58 349 2~A.84 A.4 ~01 29989 74 
444 ~1122 54 39~ 23799 58 348 25748 A.~ 300 3001;1 74 
443 21176 54 395 23857 58 347 2A.812 54 299 30139 7~ 
442 21230 54 394 23915 58 34A. 2A878 fiA 298 30217 75 
441 21284 54 393 23973 58 345 2A944 fiA 297 30295 75 
440 ·21338 54 392 24031 58 344 27010 A.6 29fi 30373 76 
439 21392 54 391 24090 60 343 2707A s,.; 295 30451 76 
438 2144A 54 390 24150 liO 342 27142 !if; 294 30529 78 
437 21500 54 389 24210 60 341 27208 "'" 293 30A07 78 
436 21554 54 388 24270 AO !340 27274 "" 292 30A85 78 
435 21508 54 387 24330 nO 339 2'7340 A~ 291 30'7~3 78 
434 21662 54 38A 24390 50 338 2740A A5 290 30841 78 
433 21'71A 54 385 24ii.~O AO 33'7 2'7472 "" 289 30919 78 
432 21'770 54 384 24~10 AO 33A 27538 55 288 30977 78 
431 21824 54 383 24570 50 ~35 27504 fi6 287 31075 78 
430 21878 54 382 24530 .AO 334 27fi70 56 285 311~3 78 
429 21932 54 381 24~90 AO 333 27738 A.8 285 31231 78 
428 21986 54 380 24750 fiO 332 2780fi fi8 284 31309 78 427 22040 54 379 24810 AO 331 27874 fi8 283 31387 78 426 22095 55 378 24870 AO 330 27942 AS 282 31411\5 78 425 22151 56 37? 24930 AO 329 28010 AS 281 31544 80 424 22207 56 37fi 24990 AO 328 28078 P-8 280 31fi24 80 423 22253 56 375 25050 AO 327 28141i ~8 279 31'704 80 422 22319 56 374 25112 !'12 32A 28214 ~8 278 31'784 80 421 22375 5A 373 25174 A2 32~ 28282 AS 277 31864 80 420 22431 56 372 2523fi 52 324 28350 ~8 27A 3L944 80 419 22487 5fi 371 25298 fi2 323 28418 ~8 275 32024 80 418 22543 56 370 25360 fi2 322 28487 A9 2'74 32104 80 41'7 22599 56 359 25422 A2 321 28557 70 273 32184 eo 416 221155 56 3fi8 25484 62 320 28A27 70 272 . 32264 80 415 22711 5fi 3A7 25546 62 319 28!'1<;}7 70 2'71 32344 80 414 227A'7 56 3fifi 25A08 62 318 287!2.7 70 270 32424 80 413 22823 56 3fi5 25A70 52 317 28837 70 259 3250.4 80 412 22879 5fi 31i4 25732 52 31!'1 28909 72 2~8 32584 80 411 22935 55 3fi3 25794 62 315 28981 72 2~7 322A4 80 410 22991 !5A 3A.2 25856 52 314 290~3 '72 2fifi 32'744 80 409 23047 5A. 351 25918 A.2 313 29125 '72 2~fi 32824 80 408 23103 56 3~0 25980 li2 312 29197 '7? 2A4 32904 80 407 231A1 58 359 2n044 fi4 311 292fi9 '72 2fi3 ~2984 80 40n 23219 58 358 2fi108 li4 310 29341 72 2n2 320fi4 80 405 2327'7 58 357 2~172 54 309 29413 72 2fi1 33144 80 404 23335 58 35fi 2fi231i !'14 308 .29485 72 21i0 33226 82 403 23393 58 355 25300 54 30'7 29!55'7 74 259 33308 82 402 23451 58 354 2~31i4 64 30fi 29fi29 74 258 33390 82 401 23509 58 353 2A428 fi4 305 29701 74 257 33472 82 400 2351i? 58 352 2fi492 li4 304 29?73 '74 251i 33554 82 399 23fi25 58 351 2fi~55 li4 303 29845 '74 255 331i38 84 398 231'183 58 350 2~~20 A4 302 2991'7 '74 254 33'722 84 
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MB ALT. DIF 1 MB ALT. DIF. MB ALT. DIF. .MB ALT. DD!' • 

253 33805 84 204 38338 102 155 44110 136 10~ 52099 196 
252 33890 84 203 38440 102 154 4424~ 13~ 105 52299 200 
251 339?4 84 202 38544 104 153 44382 13~ 104 52499 200 
250 340~0 86 201 38648 104 152 44~20 138 103 52?01 204 
249 34146 85 200 387152 104 151 44~50 140 102 52905 204 
248 34232 86 199 38858 10~ 150 44800 140 100 53316 208 
247 34318 85 198 38964 lOA 149 44940 140 .6. MB:s .50 
246 34404 8~ 19'1 39070 lOS 148 45081 142 99.50 53421 105 
245 34490 8~ 195 39178 108 147 45225 144 99.00 5352fS 105 
244 345'16 86 19~ 39286 108 14A 453~9 144 98.50 53531 105 
243 34562 86 194 ~9394 108 145 45513 144 98.00 53?41 110 
242 34749 88 193 39502 108 144 45657 144 97.50 53851 110 
241 34837 88 192 39612 110 143 45804 145 97.00 539~1 110 
240 34925 88 191 39'121 110 142 45952 148 9A.50 54071 110 
239 35013 88 190 39832 112 141 45100 148 95.00 54181 110 
238 35101 88 189 39944 112 140 4~248 148 95.50 54291 110 
237 35189 88 188 40055 112 139 4A400 150 95.00 54401 110 
235 35277 88 187 40158 112 138 4A552 152 94.50 54511 110 
235 353A7 90 186 40280 112 137 45704 152 94.00 54621 110 
234 35457 90 185 40392 112 135 4A8!='A 152 93.~0 54733 115 
233 35547 90 184 4050A 116 135 4'1012 l5A 93.00 54848 115 
232 35637 90 183 40A22 llA 134 47158 1~6 9P..ro 54963 115 
231 35727 90 182 40738 116 133 47324 l5A 92.00 55078 11!5 
230 35819 90 181 40854 11A 132 47484 lAO 91.50 55433 115 
229 35911 92 180 40970 115 131 47f\44 lAO 90.00 55548 115 

'228 36003 92 179 41086 llA 130 47804 lAO 89.50 55653 11!5 
227 36095 92 178 41202 118 129 47968 164 89.00 557'10 120 
226 36187 92 177 41321 120 128 48132 164 88.50 5~890 120 
225 36281 94 176 41441 120 127 48296 164 88.00 5A010 120 
224 3~375 94 175 415~1 120 12fl) 48464 168 87.~0 56130 120 
223 36469 94 174 41&81 120 125 48A32 168 87.00 5f'>250 120 
222 36563 94 173 41801 120 124 48800 loS 8A.f'0 5A370 120 
221 36A58 95 172 41921 120 123 48969 172 85.00 56491 120 
220 36754 96 171 42044 124 122 49141 172 85.50 5661~ 125 
219 36850 95 170 42168 124 121 49313 172 85.00 56741 125 
218 3(1)945 96 159 42292 124 120 49488 176 84.50 5685~ 125 
217 37042 96 158 42416 124 119 .49584 176 8.4.00 56991 125 
21A 37138 98 1~7 42541 128 liS 49840 17f'> 83.50 57116 125 
215 37236 98 1515 42869 128 117 50018 180 83.00 57241 125 
214 37334 98 165 42797 128 115 50198 180 82.50 57356 125 
213 37432 98 1f'>4 42925 128 115 50381 184 82.00 5?49!" 130 
212 37530 98 163 43053 128 114 505A5 184 81.50 57625 130 
·211 37~30 100 162 431Sl 128 113 50752 188 81.00 57755 130 
210 37730 100 lfl.l 43311 132 112 50940 188 80.!='0 57885 130 
209 37830 100 160 43443 132 111 51129 190 eo.oo 58015 130 
208 37930 100 159 43575 132 110 51321 192 79.50 58145 130 
207 38032 100 158 43707 132 109 51513 192 79.00 58279 135 
205 38134 102 157 43839 132 108 51?07 196 78.50 58414 135 
205 38236 102 156 43974 134 107 51903 196 78.00 58549 135 
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)118 .ALT. DIF. MB .ALT • DIF. MB ALT. DIF • MB ALT. DIF 

'I 'I. 50 58684 135 52.50 55884 200 27.50 80!"02 380 20.60 8eeo6 102 
77 .oo 58819 135 52.00 6708~ 205 2'1.00 80892 390 20.50 86708 102 
7l'J.50 58959 140 51.50 57291 205 26.50 81284 400 20.40 8A812 104 
'16.00 59099 140 51.00 !'!7499 210 2~.00 81~84 410 20.30 8~91A 104 
75.50 59239 140 !10.50 67709 210 25.50 82090 420 2 0. 20 8'1020 104 
75.00 ~9379 140 50.00 67922 215 .6 p ~ .l.ml:> 20.10 87124 104 
74.50 59519 140 49.50.~8137 215 25.00 825).0 84 20.00 87228 104 
74.00 59659 140 49.00 A8352 215 24.90 82!59() 8~ 19.90 8'1334 106 
73.50 59799 140 48.50 6856'1 215 .24.80 82A82 86 19.80 87440 106 
73.00 59943 145 48.00 68782 215 24.70 827A8 8~ 19.70 87546 106 
72.50 60068 145 47.50 68997 220 24.~0 82854 86 19.50 87654 108 
'12.00 60233 145 47.00 59207 220 24.50 82940 86 19.50 87762 108 
71.50 603'18 145 41',.50 l'J9432 225 24.40 8302A 815 19.40 878'10 108 
71.00 50527 150 46.00 59569 230 24.30 83112 86 19.30 87978 108 
70.50 60677 150 45.50 59899 230 24,.20 83200 88 19,.20 28088 110 
'10.00 6082'1 150 45.00 70132 235 24.10 83288 88 19.10 88198 110 
69.50 60977 150 44.50 '1035'1 240 24.00 83376 88 19.00 88308 110 
139.00 131131 155 44.00 70607 240 23,.90 834A4 88 18.90 88418 110 
58,.50 6128e 155 43.50 70848 245 23.80 83552 88 18.80 88532 114 
68.00 &1441 155 43.00 71093 245 23.70 83540 88 18.70 88A46 114 
67.50 61596 155 42.50 71338 250 23.60 83730 90 18.eO 88'11',0 114 
67.00 51751 155 42.00 71585 250 23.50 83820 90 18.50 88874 114 
66.50 61908 150 41.50 71.835 255 23~40 83910 90 18.40 88988 114 
66.00 62068 160 41.00 '12087 255 23.30 84000 90 18.30 89102 114 
65.50 62228 160 40.50 72346 260. 23.20 84092 92 18.20 89216 114 
65.00 62388 1130 40.00 72508 255 23.1G 84184 92 18.10 89330 114 
64.50 62551 165 39.50 72873 270 23.00 842'16 92 18.00 89448 118 
64.00 62716 165 39,.00 '13141 270 22.90 843~8 92 17.90 895136 118 
63.50 52881 165 38.50 73411 275 22.80 84462 94 17.80 89684 118 
63.00 ~3047 170 38.00 73685 27!5 22.70 8455~ 94 17.70 89802 118 
62.50 63217 170 37.50 73956 280 22.60 84650 94 17.~0 89920 118 
62.oo 5338'1 170 37.00 74243 28!5 22.50 84744 94 1'1.~0 90039 118 
51.50 5355'1 170 31',.50 74531 290 22.40 84838 94 17.40 901A0 122 
51.00 53727 170 36.00 74823 295 22.30 84932 94 1'1.30 90282 122 
50.50 63899 175 35.50 75120 300 22.20 84028 96 17.20 90404 122 
60.oo 540'14 175 35.00 75420 305 22.10 84124 95 1'1.10 90526 122 
59.50 64249 175 34.50 75725 310 22.00 85220 96 17.00 90648 122 
59.00 ~4429 180 34.00 75032 310 21.90 8531A 96 1ft..90 90'1'14 126 
58.50 ~4,09 180 33.50 76344 315 21.80 85412 95 1~t.80 90900 126 
58.00 f\4789 180 33.00 76650 320 21.70 85508 95 16.'10 91026 126 
57.50 64970 185 32.50 7A980 325 21.60 851',05 98 1fl.~O 91152 126 
57.00 65155 185 32.00 77304 330 21.!"0 8~704 98 1~.~0 91278 125 
56.50 65340 185 31.50 77634 335 21.40 •85802 98 1A.4-0 91408 130 
56.00 6552!5 190 31.00 77972 340 21.30 85900 98 1A,.~0 91538 130 
55.50 65715 190 30.50 78314 350 21.20 8~000 100 1~.20 91F>~8 130 
55.00 65905 190 30.00 785~4 3~0 21.10 8,100 100 1A.l0 91798 130 
!54.!50 65095 195 29.50 79022 3~0 21.00 86200 100 1ft..OO 91928 130 
54.00 66290 195 29.00 79382 3A5 20.90 86300 100 15.90 92064 136 
53.50 66485 200 28.50 79748 !70 20.80 86402 102 15 .. 80 92200 136 
53.00 66684 200 28.00 80122 380 20.'10 86504 102 1~.70 9233fi 136 
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MB ALT. DIF. MB ALT. 
--------~-----....--.. 

DIF.. MB ALT. DIF. 

15.~0 92472 135 
15.50 92508 135 
15.40 92744 135 
15.30 92885 142 
15.20 93028 142 
15.10 93170 142 
15.00 93312 142 
14.90 93454 142 
14.80 93596 142 
14.70 93738 142 
14.~0 93880 142 
14·. 50 94022 142 
14.40 94164 142 
14.30 94305 142 
14.20 94454 148 
14.10 94~02 148 
14.00 94750 148 
13.90 94898 148 
13.80 95046 148 
13.70 95200 154 
13.~0 95350 150 
13.50 95520 160 
13.40 95680 1~0 
13.30 95840 150 
13.20 96000 160 
13.10 96150 160 
13.00 96320 160 
12.90 96480 160 
12.80 96648 168 
12.70 95815 158 
12.50 96984 168 
12.50 97152 1~8 
12.40 97320 158 
12.30 97498 178 
12.20 97675 178 
12.10 97854 178 
12 • 00 98032 ~ 78 
11.90 98210 178 
11.80 98388 178 
11.70 98566 178 
11.60 98744 178 
11.50 98922 178 
11.40 99100 178 
11.30 99288 188 
11.20 99476 188 
11.10 99654 188 
11.00 99852 188 
10.90 100040 188 
10.80 100238 198 
10.70 ·100436 198 

10.60 100634 198 
10.50 100832 198 
10.40 101030 198 
10.30 101240 210 
10.20 101450 210 
10.10 101660 210 
10.00 101870 210 

9.90 102080 210 
9.80 102304 224 
9.70 102528 224 
9.60 102752 224 
9.50 102976 224 
9.40 103200 224 
9.30 103424 224 
9.20 103648 224 
9.10 103872.224 
9.00 104096 224 
8.90 104342 246 
8.80 104588 246 
8.70 104834 246 
8.60 105080 246 
8.50 105326 246 
8.40 105572 246 
8.30 105818 24A 
8.20 106054 246 
8.10 105339 275 
8.oo 106514 275 
7.90 105889 275 
7.80 107164 275 
7.70 107439 275 
7.60 107714 275 
7.50 107989 275 
7.40 10829~ 307 
7.30 108603 307 
7.20 108910 307 
7.10 109217 307 
7.00 109524 307 
5.90 109831 307 
6.80 110138 307 
5.70 110482 344 
~.f30 110828 346 
5.50 111174 346 
5.40 111520 346 
5.30 111855 34~ 
6.20 112246 380 
5.10 112526 380 
~.oo 113005 380 
5.90 113386 380 
5.80 1137~6 380 
5.70 114146 380 

5.50 114578 432 
5.50 115010 432 
5.40 115442 432 
5.30 115874 432 
5.20 11~338 454 
5.10 11~802 464 
5.00 117255 464 
4.90 117730 4~4 
4.80 118194 464 
4.70 118724 530 
4.50 119254 530 
4.50 119784 530 
4.40 120352 5~8 
4.30 120920 568 
4.20 121488 568 
4.10 122055 558 
4.00 12259~ 540 
3.90 123336 640 
3.80 123975 A40 
3.70 124572 595 
3.50 125358 595 
3.50 ~25054 A95 
3.40 125858 794 
3.30 127552 794 
3.20 128454 812 
3.10 129275 812 
3.00 130088 812 
2.90 131032 944 
2.80 131976 944 
2.70 132984 1008 
2.60 133992 1008 
2.50 135074 1082 
2.40 13A15A 1082 
2.30 137438 1282 
2.20 138720 1282 
2.10 140002 1282 
2.00 141452 14~0 
1.90 142922 1450 
1•80 144382 14AO 
1.70 145182 1800 
1.AO 148062 1880 
1.50 150040 1978 
1.40 152175 2135 
1.30 1~4384 2208 
1.20 15A792 2408 
1.10 1A0040 3248 
1.00 1~3538 3498 
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Table 2 

TEMPERATURE IN N .A.C .A. STANDARD ATKOSPBERE 

Altitude Tem:12·· ~ °C) Altitude __!e!!m 1 ( 00) Altitude TemJ2 1 i OC} 

0 15 9&,000 -55 
1,000 13 48,000 -55 97,000 -55 
2,000 11 49,000 -55 98,000 -55 
3,000 9.1 50,000 -55 99,000 -55 
4,000 7.1 51,000 -55 100,000 -55 
5,000 5.1 52,000 -55 102,000 -55 
6,000 3.1 53,000 -55 104,000 -55 
7,000 1.1 54,000 -55 104,987 -55 
8,ooo - o.8 55,000 -55 108,000 -52.9 
9 000 - 2.8 56,000 -55 108,000 -48.5 

1o:ooo - 4.8 57,000 -55 110,000 -43.9 
11,000 - 6.8 58,000 -55 112,000 -39.5 
12,000 - 8.8 59,000 -55 114,000 -35.0 
13,000 -10.8 ~o,ooo -55 116,000 -30.& 
14,000 -12.7 61,000 -55 118,000 -2&.1 
15,000 -14.7 62,000 --55 120,000 -21.& 
16,000 -16.7 &3,000 -55 122,000 -17.1 
17,000 -18.7 84,000 -55 124,000 -12.7 
18,000 -20.7 65,000 -55 12~,000 - 8.2 
19,090 -22.6 615,000 -55 128,000 - 3.7 
20,000 -24.6 67,000 -5!" 130,000 + .72 
21,000 -26.6 -,8,ooo -55 132,000 + 5.2 
22,000 -28.6 69,000 -55 134,000 ... 9.7 
23,000 -30.~ 70,000 -55 13~,000 +14.2 
24,000 -32.5 71,000 -55 138,000 +18.& 
25,000 -34.5 72,000 -55 140,000 +23.1 
2A,OOO -3A.5 73,000 -55 142,000 +27.6 
27,000 -38.5 74,000 ... 55 144,000 +32.1 
28,000 -40.5 75,000 -55 14A,000 +3~.5 
29,000 -42.5 76,000 -55 148,000 +41.0 
30,000 -44.4 77,000 -55 150,000 +45.5 
31,000 -46.4 78,000 -55 152,000 +50.0 
32,000 -48.4 79,000 -55 U54,000 +54.4 
33,000 -50.4 80,000 -55 15~,000 +58.9 
34,000 -52.4 81,000 -55 158,000 +63.4 
35,000 -54.3 82,000 -55 1AO,OOO +A7.8 
35,332 -55 83,000 -55 1f'l2,000 +~2.3 
36,000 -55 84,000 -55 1A4,000 +7A.8 
37,000 -55 85,000 -55 
38,000 -55 86,000 -55 
39,000 -55 87,000 -55 
40,000 -55 88,000 ... 55 
41,000 -55 89,000 -55 
42,000 -55 90,000 -55 
43,000 -55 91,000 -55 
44,000 -55 92,000 -55 
45,000 -55 93,000 -55 
46,000 -55 94,000 -55 
47,000 -55 95,000 -55 
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Table 3 

Table of flows in gm/hr. trom "Spinnerette Orif'icea11 

dia. Q (actual) in gm/hr_. 
(in inches) at 24 Hd. at 22" Hd. at 20" Hd. at 18" Hde 

.oo3 

.004 

.005 

.006 

.007 

.ooa 

.009 

.010 

.011 

.012 

35 33.5 32 

62.8 60 57 

97.5 93.5 88.8 

141 134 128 

192 184 175 

251 241 229 

317 $03 289 

392 375 358 

4'14 453 433 

564 540 515 

Q (actual) gm/hr. • c4 (dia.")2 (hd."ri 
X 1.003 X 106 

(Cd varies·rrom .78 to .82) 

cd (mean) : .so (used above) 

( ::~) 
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30.5 

54.5 

84.5 

122 

166 

217 

274 

MO 

410 

488 



Table 4: 

BALLOOO DA 'fA 

General Mills Actual Balloon Estimated Gross Altitude 
~ominal Diiameter Volwne Weight Load Limit Range 

ft. cu.ft. kg. kg. ft. 

7 200 0.6 1.5 to 5 38,000 to 
0 

20 4300 3.8 to 7 to 36 68,000 to 
5.0 37,000 

30 12,700 8.9 12 to 60 82,000 to 
50,000 

70 200,000 41 to 54 50 to 175 110,000 'to 
84,000 
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Note: On flights made in February, 1949, spring 

bow appendix closers were used successfully with 

rates of rise exceeding 1000 feet per minute. or 

those described on page 10, this type of appendix 

stiffener is now recommended. 
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-cr !.AP'i'ER XIII 

VISITO?.S 
.::.nd 

]•;;:.::. CU'l'IVE CALEJ\'D!Ul. 

-3 September 1947 - ColoP..el Blanchard and Lt. ;-iaut went to Artesia ~vhere 

3 Septe~ber 1947 

3 September 1947 

Golor:el Blanchard was gt<cst spec:.ker at the f.rtesia 
~oman's Club luncheon 

- Colonel Pelhz.m' D. Glasford, Eighth Air :F'orce Air 
Inspector's Office and Lt. Colonel John A. Roberts, 
Assistant Chief of St.ll'i', arrh-ed for general 
f~i~zation fi~th various ~ctivlties on t~e field 
as ~artains to their respective·jobs. 

- Col. John v. Ryan, A-3; Lt. Colonel Calvin w. Fite, 
Jr., Lt. Colonel Carl V. Ekstr.:1nd, Lt. Colonel Ray c. 
iulton, ~jor ~eroy S. English, Captain Floyd R. 
Creasman, Cap~...in James W. Brad.v, all from. Headquarters. 
Eir,hth Air Force, arrived here for a conferen¢e and 
ir:~;pccting and coordina. tion with various sections on 
t.he case. Lt. Colonels Harman and Ord arrived from 
Albu~uerque for the conference. 

4 Scp~0ruber 1~47 - lbe abcn•e-~ned group departed for Forth ~orth and 
Tucson. 

Septer..ber 1947 - i.;;r • .Lawrence A. Denson, Sr., liason representative 
from San Antonio, called on Colonel Blanchard. 

10 September 19h7 - 1!r. ""Peoples, i.ir.!.!ackman and Firs·t Lieutenant '.i'hompson 
i"rom Air i.;.:. te.dal Comnua.rx:i arrived on the field to 
inspect Air ik~terial Command ·installations and to 
confer with Lt. Colonel Briley. 

ll September 11~7 - Gaptain J. ?. Morgan, from Headquarters Eighth Air 
Force, ;'las here to confer with the Engineering Officer, 
Captain ?cterson, in rec;ard ·to the de-icer boot on 
C-54 aircraft. 

12 September l9h7 - Inspection tearua from this Base inspected V<lrious 
Base activities, organizations, ani icstallations. 

15 September 1947 - Troops from Ro~ell Army Airf~eld marched in a 
parade in the Cit.y of Roswell at 1030 for the benefit 
of tbefChavez County Uemorial Youth Center. 

15 Septe~ber 1947- A meeting of S-1, S-2, S-3, S~, DCO,.Executive, 
Air Insrector, Adjutant and Cor.~nding Officers of 
the .393rd, 8JOth, and 715th Bomb Squadrons was held 
in the Control Room to discuss the reorganization. -79 
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I MENSURATION RESULTS: 

PHOTOGRAPH AND CAMERA INFORMATION: 

GROUND PHOTOGRAPHS- FWST(UTA) NEG. ENV. #2026, NEG #l- #4. TAKEN JULY 8,1947. 
CM1ERA TYPE- SPEED GRAPHIC ( 4" X 5" FORMAT) 
NOMINAL FOCAL LENGTHS- 127mm, 135mm and !50mm(MOST COMMON). 
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lllmm. 
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LENGTH WIDTH 

ID. (M) (IN) (M) (IN) 

A 0.7 27.6" 0.01 0.4" 
B 0.6 23.6" 0.01 0.4" 
c 0.9 35.4" 0.02 0.8" 
D 0.5 19.7" 
E 0.5 19.7" 0.02 0.8" 
F 0.4 15.7" 0.01 0.4" 
G 0.4 15.7" 0.01 0.4" 
H 0.6 23.6 

BASE BOARD 0.1 3.9" 

NOTE: TifE ACCURACY STATEMENT IS 10% OF THE REPORTED LENGTHS AND WIDTHS. 
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General Carl A. Spaatz, Commanding General, U.S. Army Air Forces, 
1947. Gen Spaatz was the Chief of Staff, United States Air Force, 
1947-1948. A review of his personal and official documents, including 
highly classified daily briefings for the summer of 1947, do not in any way 
suggest that U.S. Army Air Forces recovered a flying saucer or its alien 
occupants. U.S. Air Force Photo. 



Lt. Gen. Hoyt S. Vandenberg, Deputy Commander, U.S. Army Air Forces, 1947. 
General Vandenberg served as Chief of Staff, United States Air Force 1947-1953. He 
is alleged to have directed the recovery of a flying saucer at Roswell Army Air Field 
on July 8, 1947. A review of his official daily activities calendar revealed his 
knowledge of a reported flying saucer recovery on July 7 in Texas, an incident that he 
later determined to be a hoax. Records do not support the claim that he had any similar 
involvement on July 8, as charged by crashed saucer conspiracy theorists (see Atch 15 ). 
U.S. Air Force Photo. 



General Nathan F. Twining, Commanding General, Air Materiel 
Command, 1947. General Twining was Chief of Staff, United States Air 
Force, 1953-1957. UFO theorists allege that General Twining altered his 
plans unexpectedly in July 1947 to go to New Mexico to oversee the 
recovery of a flying saucer. However, records indicate that Twining went 
to New Mexico in July 1947, along with several other general officers, to 
attend the Nuclear Bomb Commanders Course. He received orders to 
attend this course more than a month before the alleged "incident" 
occurred (see Atch 14 ). U.S. Air Force Photo. 



Maj. Gen. Curtis E. LeMay (left) and Brig. Gen. Roger M. Ramey are 
shown here while serving in Kharagpur, India, during World War II. u.s. 
Air Force Photo. 

General Curtis E. LeMay was Deputy Chief of Air Staff for Research 
and Development, U.S. Army Air Forces, in 1947, and later Chief of Staff, 
United States Air Force, 1961-1965. As Deputy Chief of Air Staff for 
Research and Development, LeMay had a strong influence on the high
priority Project MoGUL (see Apps 8 and 9 ). He also maintained close 
associations throughout his career with former subordinates from World 
War II bombing campaigns, including Brig. Gen. Roger M. Ramey and 
Col. William H. Blanchard. 

Brig. Gen .. Roger M. Ramey was the Commanding General, Eighth Air 
Force, in 1947. He is alleged to have participated in the cover-up of the 
recovery of an extraterrestrial vehicle by substituting debris from an 
ordinary weather balloon for that of an alien spacecraft. In fact, General 
Ramey displayed the original debris recovered from the ranch, which came 
from a MoGUL balloon train. Ramey withheld only the components that 
would have compromised the highly sensitive project (see Atch 16). 



Col. William H. Blanchard, Commander 509th Bomb Group, 1947, and 
later, Vice Chief of Staff, United States Air Force, 1965-1966. As 
commander of Roswell Army Airfield and the 509th Bomb Group, 
Blanchard is alleged to have secretly directed the recovery of a flying 
saucer while pretending to be on leave. Records indicate that Blanchard 
was on leave, departing Roswell on July 8 and returning on July 23, 1947 
(see Atch II). U.S. Air Force Photo. 



Maj. Gen. Clements McMullen, Deputy Chief of Staff, Strategic Air 
Command, 1947. General McMullen is alleged to have directed General 
Ramey to cover up the recovery of an extraterrestrial craft and crew. After 
an extensive search, the "Command Correspondence" file for the period 
was located. This file contained privileged and classified information of the 
highest order between McMullen and Ramey- it contained no information 
to support the outrageous claim. 



Brig. Gen. Donald N. Yates, Chief, Air Weather Service, 1947, and later, 
Deputy Director of Defense for Research and Engineering. Crashed saucer 
theorists contend Yates participated in a conspiracy by confirming the 
weather balloon explanation for the mysterious debris. They also contend 
that the debris recovered by the rancher was transported to Andrews AAF, 
MD (near Washington, DC), to be examined by high government officials 
including the President. In reality, Andrews AAF was the home of the 
Army Air Forces Air Weather Service and would be a probable location 
for debris, which contained components of weather equipment, to be iden
tified. U.S. Air Force Photo. 



Albert P. Crary (left) and technician 
Phil Chantz taking a break during 
Project MOGUL operations at White 
Sands Proving Ground, NM, July 
1947. 

Project MOGUL Field 
Operations Director Al
bert P. Crary main
tained a journal of his 
professional activities 
including Project Mo
GUL research in the 
summer of 1947. Por
tions of his journal pro
vided details necessary 
to reconstruct events not 
available from published 
MOGUL reports (see App 
17). In addition to his 
work for the Air Force, 
this world-enowned sci
entist is credited with 
significant contributions 
to the study of Polar 
regions; a research cen
ter at McMurdo Station, 
Antarctica was recently 
named in his honor. 



The distinguished scientists Albert P. 
Crary (left) and Dr. W. Maurice 
Ewing collaborated at various scien
tific research institutions throughout 
their careers, in addition to perform
ing their work for the U.S. Air Force. 
In the course of their collaborations, 
these men had affiliations with 
Lehigh University, Columbia Univer
sity, and Woods Hole Oceanographic 
Institution. 

Dr. W. Maurice Ew
ing, preeminent geo
physicist and oceanogra
pher. It was Ewing who 
first conceptualized the 
military significance of 
the atmospheric sound 
channel. His proposal, 
made directly to the 
Commanding General 
U.S. Army Air Forces, 
General Carl Spaatz, 
was well received and 
resulted in the initiation 
of Project MOGUL (see 
App 6 ). Photo Courtesy of 
Woods Hole Oceanographic 
Institution. 



Dr. Athelstan F. Spilhaus (left) and Col. Marcellus 
Duffy appear here serving as members of HQ USAAF 
Liaison Group to the U.S. Army Signal Corps, Saipan, in 
1944. Photo Courtesy of Mrs. Emily Duffy. 

Dr. Athelstan F. Spilhaus, Director of Research at New 
York University, oversaw but had no direct involvement 
in the activities of the NYU Balloon Group or the alleged 
incident. He did, however, serve on various high-level 
panels which set military and national policy, including 
the USAF Scientific Advisory Board (1953-1957). When 
asked, for the purpose of this report-and released from 
any security oaths he may have taken-if he ever had 
knowledge of a recovery of an extraterrestrial vehicle or 
its occupants by the U.S. Government, his unqualified 
response was "no." 

Col. Marcellus Duffy, a highly capable scientific 
research officer, was a MOGUL project officer. Maj. Gen. 
Curtis LeMay, Deputy Chief of Air Staff for Research 
and Development, turned to Colonel Duffy to make 
adjustments to MOGUL after the project's progres~ was 
determined to be inadequate (see App 8 ). 



MOGUL Project Scientist Dr. 
James Peoples. Peoples's deci
sion not to bring the radiosonde 
tracking equipment for the 
NYU field trip in June 1947 
prompted Project Engineer C.B. 
Moore to attach additional ra
dar targets to the MOGUL bal
loon trains. The targets, seldom 
used in the continental United 
States, were recovered by the 
rancher and mistaken to be part 
of a flying saucer. 

Capt. Albert C. Trakowski 
who succeeded Colonel Duffy as 
MOGUL Project Officer, con
firmed in a recent interview that 
the debris mistaken for part of a 
flying saucer was flown to 
Wright Field (now Wright-Pat
terson AFB) OH, not for scien
tific analysis as alleged by UFO 
theorists, but for Colonel Duf
fy's personal identification. Photo 
Courtesy of Col. Albert Trakowski. 



Charles B. Moore, NYU Constant-Level Balloon Project Engineer. Moore pio
neered the use of polyethylene balloons for upper atmospheric research. He 
launched NYU flight No. 4 on June 4, 1947, which was the balloon train most 
likely to have caused what is known today as the "Roswell Incident." Moore is 
presently Professor Emeritus of Atmospheric Physics at New Mexico Institute of 
Mining and Technology, Soccoro, NM. Photo Courtesy of C. B. Moore. 



Sitting in the back of the truck (left) is a U.S. Army GR-3 Sound Ranging Set, 
normally used by field artillery observation units but adapted for use in Project 
MOGUL. The set was employed for the MOGUL operations at White Sands Proving 
Ground in July 1947. The detonation, or "shot" (right), of 500 pounds of TNT 
was monitored at White Sands Proving Ground, NM, in July 1947, by Project 
MOGUL balloon and ground-based sensors. Photo Collection of Albert P. Crary. 

This modified PT boat that was assigned to Project MOGUL is 
shown here off Block Island, Rl. Col. Marcellus Duffy eliminated 
it and several others from the project when Headquarters U.S. 
Army Air Forces expressed concerns over the progress of MOGUL 
under the previous project officer. Photo collection of Albert P. Crary. 



Launch of Project MOGUL neoprene balloons, Alamogordo AAF, 
NM, June 1947. While awaiting the experimental polyethylene 
balloons, NYU engineers utilized long trains of the smaller neoprene 
balloons as a stopgap method of placing their acoustic sensors in the 
upper atmosphere. These balloon trains consisted of a variety of 
equipment and measured more than 600 feet long (see Atch 25 ). Photo 
Collection of Albert P. Crary. 

Standard 350-gram meteorological weather balloons in the North 
Hangar at Alamogordo AAF for use by Project MOGUL in June 
1947. Although the balloons themselves were common, the remainder 
of the equipment on the MOGUL trains was experimental or had been 
recently placed in service (see Atch 25 ). It would not be unusual for 
individuals uninvolved in the development of these devices not to 
recognize them. Photo Courtesy of C. B. Moore. 



A New York University launch crew prepares a MOGUL balloon train for flight 
(Holloman AFB, NM, 1948). The three ML-307C/AP corner reflectors (left) are 
of the type that W.W. "Mac" Brazel recovered on a ranch near Corona, NM, in 
June 1947. 

C.B. Moore, New York University Constant Level Balloon Project Engineer 
(left and standing), adjusts an AN/FMQ-1 radiosonde receiver/recorder. The 
absence of this equipment on the first NYU field trip in June 1947 (it was left 
behind in New York due to space limitations of the B-17 aircraft) prompted 
Moore to attach additional ML-307C/AP corner reflectors to MOGUL flights. The 
addition of the oddly constructed reflectors, intended to enhance radar returns, 
contributed to the confusion when Mogul Flight No. 4 returned to earth and was 
mistaken for a part of a flying saucer. Moore (right and reaching down) prepares 
experimental Project MOGUL microphones for launch (Holloman AFB, Alamogor
do, NM, July 1948). 



This 15-foot polyethylene balloon (left) 
and 70-foot polyethylene balloon (above) 
are representative of the type used exten
sively by Project MOGUL. It is this variety 
of balloon that caused many UFO sightings 
due to their flat, spherical appearance 
when viewed from the ground. 



A blimp hangar at Lakehurst Naval Air Station, NJ (left), contains a Project MOGUL balloon 
during its preparation for flight. Lying on the desert floor near Roswell, NM, in July 1948 
(right) is a Project MOGUL balloon. Due to the prevailing westerlies, MOGUL balloons often 
descended in the vicinity of Roswell after launch from Alamogordo. The unpredictability and 
hazards to aircraft presented by the balloons prompted the Civil Aviation Administration (now 
the Federal Aviation Administration) to conduct a hearing addressing safety concerns of balloons 
landing in the Roswell area (see App 13, pp. 43-44). 



Also used during Project MOGUL were balloons developed by Seyfang Laboratories, the 
inventors of the first Macy's Thanksgiving Day Parade balloons. These balloons were easily 
mistaken for flying saucers due to their shape and metallic exterior coating. 



Project MOGUL balloon train components (above) can be compared with the debris recovered 
from the Foster ranch and shown at Forth Worth Army Airfield with Maj. Jesse Marcel. Crashed 
saucer theorists allege that the debris depicted with Major Marcel is not the original debris 
collected from the Foster ranch. A switch is alleged to have taken place after the material arrived 
from Roswell AAF. Ho-wever, detailed analysis and interviews with individuals who viewed and 
handled the debris verify it to be completely consistent with the materials launched by Project 
MOGUL and subsequently recovered at the Foster ranch. 
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